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INTRODUCTION.

At the end of the fifteenth century, while the Pope

was still regarded as standing arbitrator in the dis-

putes of Christendom, Alexander VI had decreed

to Portugal the discoveries of the East. The dis-

covery of the Cape route to India was the first-fruits

of that dispensation, and, for the greater part of the

succeeding century, Portugal was admitted to hold

in lawful possession, not only the territories of

her conquest in India, but also the ocean ways

which led thither. From the first landing of Da

Gama at Calicut in 149 8,the policy ofthe Portuguese

was to maintain an absolute supremacy in Eastern

waters. Their aim was not territorial dominion, but

only command of the seas and of trade routes, in

pursuance of which they sought positions of advan-

tage, whether ports or islands, some of which they

won by force, others by diplomacy. It was a

curious feature of the age that the other nations of

Europe in some sense acknowledged their right to

the possession of the Cape route,^ without acknow-

^ The doctrine that the ocean is the common property of the

human race was asserted first by Elizabeth and her bold seamen,'

and afterwards defended on legal principles by Grotius in his

b
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ledging their exclusive right to Eastern trade. So

it was that the Dutch and English navigators,

believing they had an equal right to Indian trade,

if they could only get at it by some other route, spent

long and toilsome years of maritime apprenticeship

in their search after the North-west Passage.

The French were the first to set at nought the re-

strictions of the Papal Bull. Paulmier de Gonville^

is believed to have rounded the Cape in 1503, and

to have reached Madagascar. The brothers Par-

mentier® of Dieppe, following the same route, reached

Mare Liberum. Owing to the disputes with the Dutch as to the

North Sea fisheries, the doctrines of Elizabeth were abandoned by

James, whose legal champion, Selden, replied to Grotius by his

treatise, Mare Glausum. It is hardly necessary to add that time

has been on the side of Grotius.

1 He is said to have sailed from Honfleur in June 1503. The
evidence upon which his existence and his voyage rest is the

statement of the Abbe Binot Paulmier de Gonville, the great-

grandson of a female relative of this captain, by her union with a

Malagasy named Essomericque, whom de Gonville brought back
with him (see Guerin, Nav. Frang., pp. 50-55). M. Estancelin

would make out that de Gonville was the discoverer of Austi'alia

{Fav. Formands,'^. 165); but when patriotism comes in at the
door, facts fly out of the window.

^ The voyage of the brothers Jean and Raoul Parmentier is well

authenticated. They left Dieppe 28th March 1629, with two
ships, the of 200 tons, and the Sacre, of 120. They
touched at the Maldives [see App. A], and reached Ticou, in
Sumatra, where Jean died of fever, 3rd December 1529. The
journal of the voyage remained in MS. until 1832, when it was
lent by M. Tarbfe to Estancelin, and published by the latter in
his Favigateurs Formands (pp. 241-312). Jean Parmentier, the
gallant leader of this expedition, was born in 1480, or, as some
say, in 1494. He was a poet and classicist. Before he started on
this voyage, he had translated the Catiline, of Sallust, and spent
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Sumatra in 1526. These, however, were isolated

enterprises, and led to nothing. The same national

listlessness, which aftei'wards proved fatal to the

schemes of Dupleix, characterised the French at this

period. None of their countrymen followed these

early pioneers, and the conquest of the East was left

to be wrested from the Portuguese by the Nether-

landers and the English,

During the last twenty years of the sixteenth

century history w^as made apace. The United

Provinces had achieved their independence; Philip II

had ascended the throne of Portugal, and the w'hole

conquests of the Eastern and of the Western world

were brought under a single sceptre. At this time the

distribution of Indian goods throughout Europe was

managed by the Dutch merchants, chiefly of Amster-

dam, who received them from the Portuguese car-

his leisure on this voyage in working on the Jugiirtha. He took

with him his friend Pierre Crignon, also a poet, who, in the pre-

face to his own works, speaks thus warmly of the discoverer :

—

‘‘Car quant au regard dudit Jan Parmentier, cestoit ung

homme digne d’etre estim^ de toutes gens savants, et lequel sy les

soeurs et dresses fatales luy eussent prolong^ le fil de sa vie estoit

pour faire honneur au pays pour ses haultes entreprises et belles

navigations. C’est le premier Frangois qui a entrepris a estre

pilotte pour mener navires ^ la terre Amirique qu’on dit Bresil, et

semblablement le premier Frangois qui a descouvert les Indes

jusques a I’isle de Taprobane, et si mort ne Teust pas prevenu je

crois qu’il eust jusques au Moluques” (see Le Liscours de la

Navigation de Jean et Raoul Parmentier de Dieppe^ par Ch. Schefer,

Paris, Leroux, 1883, 8vo.). Estancelin identifies Jean Parmentier

with the “ gran capitano del mare franoese del luogo di Dieppa” of

Ramusioj and the allusion of Crignon to previous voyages to

America goes far to corroborate the suggestion.

I 2
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racks at Lisbon. One of Philip’s first measures, at

once revengeful and impolitic, was to prohibit the

Dutch from frequenting Lisbon. This was a vital

question to a newly emancipated nation of seafaring

traders. The Lisbon traffic had given them a know-

ledge of the products of the East : many Dutchmen

were in business houses in Lisbon and Seville. They

had ample information at their command, but they

hesitated to run the hazards of the navigation of

the Cape.

Meantime the English were not idle. The circum-

navigation of the globe successively by Drake and
Cavendish, and their harrying of the Spanish

Main, precipitated a crisis, and the destruction of

the Invincible Armada in 1588 was a death-blow to

the Spanish and Portuguese theories of property in

ocean routes. No longer content with mere fighting

and the capture of rich freights, the English were
determined to open up a direct trade with the East.

The first expedition of three vessels in 1591, under
Paymond and Lancaster, was unfortunate.^ In the
year following, however, a fresh spur was given to
English enterprise by the capture of the great Por-
tuguese carrack, the Madre de Dios; and her
“Notable Eegister and Matricola of the whole
Government and Trade of the Portuguese in the
East Indies”, became in fact the prospectus of our
first East India Company.^

1 Two accounts of this voyage are contained in the Lancaster
Voyages (Hak. Soc.), taken from Hakluyt.

2 The English voyages incidently referred to in these volumes
are as follows :

—
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Nearly seven, years were allowed to elapse after

the defeat of the Armada, ere the Dutch began to

take its lessons to heart. They pressed on doggedly

in their search for the North-west Passage, but it

was not tUl February 1595 that Cornelius Houtman

left the Texel with four vessels to reach India by

the Cape route. He was at Sumatra in July 1596,

and returned to Amsterdam in August 1597.

During the next few years fleets were despatched

from the several Netherland ports as fast as they

could be built and equipped. By the summer of

1601, when the story of these volumes begins, they

had, in a space of six years and a half, despatched no

less than forty-nine ships to India by the Cape

route. ^

The voyage (1600-3) under Lancaster; the Bed Dragon^

Hector^ A^cmdon^ Susan, and Guest.

The second voyage (1604-6) under Middleton; the Dragon,

Hector, Ascension, and Susan.

The third voyage (1606-9) under Keeling ;
the Dragon, Hector,

and Consent. Capt. William Hawkins, who commanded the

Hector, left his ship at Surat and proceeded to Agra.

'The fourth voyage (1608) under Sharpeigh
;
the Ascension and

Union.

1 These include the fleets of C. Houtman in 1595, of C. Hout-

man, J. van Neck, W. van Warwyk, S. de Weert, and 0. van

Noort in 1598 ;
of S. van der Hagen and P. van Caerden in

1599; of J. van Neck in 1600. The expeditions which left

Holland in 1601 and following years are incidentally alluded to in

the text of these volumes. They left as follows :—^April 1601, W.

Harmansen, 5 ships; J. van Heemskerk, 9 ships; May 1601,

J. van Spilbergen, 3 ships; June 1602, W. van Warwyk, 14

ships; December 1603, S. van der Hagen, 13 ships; May 1605,

C. Matalief, 11 ships; April 1606, P. Van Caerden, 8 ships;
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Instigated at length by the successes of the Dutch

and English, some citizens of St. Malo, Laval, and

Vitr6 formed a company, and equipped two vessels

for the purpose of “ sounding the ford”, and showing

the French the way to the East Indies. How the

merchants of towns so far inland as Laval and Vitre

came to take part in the enterprise does not appear.

St. Malo was at that time of a commercial import-

ance second only to Dieppe, though its townsmen

had for ages enjoyed a wider reputation for piracy

than for legitimate trade. The vessels fitted out

were the Croissant and the Corhin. The general of

the expedition, and captain of the Croissant, was

Michel Frotet de la Bardeli^re
;
the Corhin was

under the command of Frangois Grout. Both were

men of position at St. Malo. The majority of the

crews doubtless hailed from the same town
; but the

narrative shows that there was a substantial comple-

ment from Laval and Vitr^ ; and of the two chron-

iclers of the expedition, the one, Frangois Pyrard,

who sailed in the Corhin, was of Laval
; the other,

Frangois Martin,^ who went in the Croissant, was a

native ofVitr4. Nor were the crews entirely French
;

for we find frequent mention of Flemings and Hol-

landers as having been on board the Corhin. Some

December 1607, P. W. Verhoeven, 13 ships. The journals of

most of these voyages were published separately soon after their

respective terminations, and all, with the exception of the Hout-
man voyage of 1698 {v. i., p. 30, note 3), are contained in the
Dutch collections.

1 As to his book, see below, p. 2, note 2.
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ofthese received higher pay, in consideration of their

skill as gunners or carpenters, or by I'eason of their

having already been to the Indies
; and one at least

of the crew—viz., the pilot of the Corbin—was an

Englishman. The ships were of dimensions similar

to those employed by the Dutch, the Croissant being

of 400, and the Corbin of 200 tons, the former being

less than half the size of a large Portuguese carrack.

The plan generally adopted by the Dutch and Eng-

lish, of sending, with the principal ships, a victualler

or store-ship, which should supply gaps in the ranks

of the ships’ companies, and after being emptied of

its stores, could be abandoned at the Cape or beyond,

was disregarded by the French. This neglect is, at

the conclusion of the voyage, remarked by the author

as a grievous error.

The ships were officered as follows : each com-

mander had a lieutenant, and each ship carried a

pilot and second pilot, a mate and a second mate, a

merchant and a second merchant, a clerk, two sur-

geons, two pursers, two cooks, and two chief stew-

ards. In addition to these were a master-gunner

and five or six gunners. A notable omission among

the “ personnes de commandement” was that of a

priest, who by his influence, and by the regular per-

formance of divine service, might have done much to

moderate the swearing and blasphemies of the sailors,

and to assuage the jealousies and quai’rels of the

officers and men, to which the author chiefly attri-

butes the ill-success of the voyage.
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Let us now turn our attention for a moment to

Frangois Pyrard himself, and in the first place to his

birthplace.

The chief town of the DSpartement de la Mayenne,

situate upon the river of that name, and what

is more important, on the direct railway line be-

tween Paris and Brest, Laval is at the present

day a flourishing commercial town of 27,000 inhabi-

tants. The broad spaces of low-lying ground have

given the modern town free room for expansion,

and have thus left the old town to itself. The
principal feature of the latter is the fine old chateau,

whose machicolated round tower dominates the river,

and to whose sides cling a mass of quaint, irregularly

built houses, the homes and shops of many genera-

tions who lived and died under the shadow and pro-

tection of the feudal lord. The streets, with their

antique appearance, preserve their antique names,

and we find here the Rue du Four, du Pin DorS,

des Serruriers, du Jeu du Pauvie, des Orfcures, des

Chevaux aux Mesles, du Roquet, etc. The chateau

and old town, viewed from the other side of the

river, still present a very picturesque appearance
;

hut within the last few years all the old houses on
the river have been swept away to give place to a
new and elegant embankment. The woodcut which
is given opposite the title-page of this volume shows
the town as it was before this modern improvement,
and probably very much as it was at the close of the
sixteenth century. Laval was a very ancient fief
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of France^; it is said to take its name from vallum,

—vallum Oui'donis, as it is called in the old charters,

for every Count of Laval was a Guy. These lords,

like the Princes of Reuss, are all chronologically

numbered. During the youth of Pyrard, Guy XX
reigned ; and the last of his race, Guy XXV, died in

due time before the Revolution, in 1741.®

In this old town was horn Frangois Pyrard, the

author of these volumes. The date of his birth and

the quality of his parentage are alike unknown.

From his remark at the commencement of the work,

that he went the voyage for the purpose of seeing

the world, we may assume that he was then, in

1 60 1 ,
a young man between twenty and thirty. His

only relative—and, indeed, the only other person of

his name—known to fame, is one who was probably

his brother, viz., Pieri'e Pyrard of Laval, who

joined the Society of Jesus in the year 1602, being

then twenty-one years of age. If Frangois and

1 The following works may be consulted :

—

Annalles el chroni-

ques du pais de Laved, 1480-1637, by Guillaume Le Doyen, with

notes by L. la BeauluSre, 1859, 8vo. j Doov/ments tbI. a I’hist. deLaval,

1860, 8vo. j
Mtudes arcMologiques stir la Gaihed/rale deLaval, by

L. T. Hamard, 1885, 8vo. j
Histoire de Laval, 818-1855, by St.

Couanier de Launay, 1st edit., 1856, 2nd edit., 1866, 8vo. j Mem,

eccVes. cone, la ville de Laval, 789-1802, 1846 ;
Notices hist, sur

les lidpitaux de Laval, by L4on Maitre, 1868, 12mo.

2 Laval has given birth to one greater man than any of these

five-and-twenty Guys, and has done herself the honour of placing

in the principal square of the town a statue of Ambroise Pare, the

father of French surgery. The pedestal bears for its legend his

own words—“ Je le pansay, Dieu le guarist.”
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Pierre were brothers, the fact that Pierre was a lite-

rary and philosophical Jesuit^ would seem to indi-

cate that rran9ois had received, at least, a fair edu-

cation. Of his youth or life, however, previous to

his departure for India, he himself discloses nothing;

nor has the diligence of local antiquaries succeeded

in gleaning any facts relating either to him or to

any descendants of his family.^

1 Pierre Pyrard attained considerable eminence in the Society of

Jesus as a professor of theology and philosophy. He was a director

at various times of the colleges of Pan and Limoges, and on one

occasion represented his province at a General Assembly at Rome.

He is the author of a single controversial work, Respomim ad

Jarnacensem ministrum Oalvinianum^ Burdigalse, 1616, 8vo. He
died at Pau, 3rd April 1667, aged 87 {Bibliotheca Sotwelliana

;

Haureau, Hist. Lit. du Mainer i, p. 193).

2 Notices of Pyrard, w^hich add nothing to our information,

appear in Haureau, Hist. Lit. du Maine., tom. i, p. 193 ;
Steph.

Couanier de Launay, Histoire de Laval

^

1856, 8vo. ;
Bulletin de la

Societe de VIndustrie de la Mayenne^ tom. iii, 1867 (article by

Jules Lefizelier); Annuaire de la Mayenne^ 1841, p. 36 (article by

M. Lev^que Berangerie)
;
Bihliograpkie du Maine^ 1845, by N.

DeSportes. MM. Lefizelier and Berangerie have made every

search for traces of the family in the neighbourhood of Laval, but

without success. The former adverts to a strange mistake, to

which currency had been given by M. Ferdinand Denis, a writer

generally well versed in voyages. It seems that one Baron de

Saint-Genois, in his Navigateurs Beiges (1846, 2 vols., 12mo.),

claimed Pyrard as a Belgian, born at Stembert, near Verviers, and

that his family still existed at the villages near that place. The
statement was based upon a supposed claim of descent from

Pyrard, made by the Abb4 Duval Pyrau, before the Revolutionary

Tribunal at Li6ge. M. Denis fell into the trap, and in the Maga-
sin Bittoresque of March 1866, in an article on ‘‘ Cauris”, endorsed

the Belgian myth. M. Lefizelier, while preparing his paper on

Pyrard, wrote to M. Denis, and appealed from Saint- Genois to
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He does not tell us whether he invested any money

in the voyage, or merely sailed as one of the crew

;

nor does he even say in what capacity he shipped.

One of his biographers rates him as surgeon,^ another

as supercargo^ ;
and though I am aware of no explicit

authority for either assertion, I am inclined to think

that a probable conclusion may he arrived at by a

negative line of reasoning. Besides the captain. Grout,

and the lieutenant, Pepin, and one who succeeded

the latter, he makes mention of the mate, the second

mate, the pilot (an Englishman), and the second

phot. That he was not an officer connected with

the navigation, would also seem probable from the

fact that he had not been to sea before, and never

seems quite at home with nautical terms. Nor was

he ship’s clerk, for the man who held this office was

his bosom friend. On only one occasion does he

mention the performance of any duty or task by

himself personally, and this was merely to carry a

message, on the evening preceding the wreck, from

the captain on his sick-bed to the officers on deck.

It is not of itself sufficient to lead to the conclusion

that he was one of the surgeons ;
and his allusions to

surgery and medicine throughout the book do not

exceed the knowledge of a layman of the time. He

Pyrard himself. M. Denis then re-read our traveller, and seeing his

mistake, suggested, what is no doubt the fact, that the person with

whom the Abb6 claimed relationship was not Frangois Pyrard, but

Claude Pyraus, another traveller, who died at Bussorah in 1773 !

^ Sorberiana, p. 195.

2 M. Alfred de Lacaze, in Fouv. Biog. Univ., art. “ Pyrard”.
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mentions the merchant and the second merchant,

deploring a lasting quarrel between the former and

the captain. That he was not a gunner may be in-

ferred from his mention of certain of his comrades as

gunners, at times and places when his own skill in

that line would most likely have been remarked.

The pursers, of whom there were two on board, are

the only officers he does not mention personally ;
and

as I think he was an officer, I am disposed to argue,

from the remarkable interest which he takes at all

times and in all places in matters of trade, and spe-

cially in bazaar commodities and their prices, that he

was one of the ship’s pursers.

The ships set sail from St. Malo on the 18th

May 1601. The first omen of misfortune was the

breaking of the Corbin's foremast at a distance of

only nine or ten leagues out. La Bardeliere,

owing to the rising insubordination of the crews, re-

fused to return to port, and the mast was repaired

by the carpenters as best they could. On the 21st

they fell in with nine Dutch ships, which may be

identified with the fleet of Heemskerk, who left the

Texel on the 23rd April. The Canaries were sighted

on the 3rd June, and the Cape Verd Islands on the

12th and 13th. On the 14th July they were off the

coast of Sierra Leone, and there they saw for the

first time the two ships of Joris van Spilbergen.

The line was passed on the 24th August, and on the

30th they made land at Annobon. Here the French-

men met with a treacherous reception at the hands

of the Portuguese and their negro slaves. Tliomas
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Pepin, the lieutenant of the Corbin, was killed, and

several others were wounded during the endeavours

to obtain fresh provisions and water. Spilberg had

been there only a few days before, and had consider-

able and similar difficulty in obtaining the necessary

supplies.

After six weeks spent at this island in fruitless

attempts to gain water and fresh food, the French

admiral determined to weigh anchor and make sail

for Saint Helena, which was reached on the 17th

November. The nine days’ sojourn here was of

great service to the sick, especially to those stricken

with the scurvy.

The voyage was continued on the 26th Novem-

ber
;
the Abrolhos were passed three days later, and

on the 28th December the ships had rounded the

Cape. There they again fell in with Spilberg’s

ships, and divers courtesies were exchanged. A
short acquaintance, however, gave the Dutch captain

an insight into the laxity of discipline on board the

French vessels, and determined him not to sail in

their company.

Small progress was made during the month of

January 1602. In the early part of February a

violent storm off the Natal coast scattered and

shattered the two small fleets, and on the 19th the

Corbin found refuge in St. Augustine’s Bay, Mada-

gascar. Here she was joined by the Croissant, and

later by the Ram, the Dutch vice-admiral, under

Guyon le Fort. This captain, though born in Hol-

land, was the son of a citizen of Yitr^, and the three
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crews foregathered on shore and on board in all

friendliness. The author remarks, as an indication

of better fortune, or better equipment and discipline,

that while the French ships had then a large

number of scurvy patients, the Ram had not a single

man on the sick-list. All three ships required con-

siderable repairs. The Frenchmen remained at St.

Augustine’s Bay from the 19th February until the

15th May. During this period six of the sailors,

lotus-eating truants, deserted the French encamp-

ment, and made their way inland to seek refuge

among the natives. Their courage had been broken

alike by the storm from which they had lately

escaped, and by the alarming increase of sickness.

“ Utterly consumed with sharp distress,” they no

doubt thought

:

“ Surely, surely, slumber is more sweet than toil, the shore

Than labour in the deep mid-ocean, wind and wave and oai'.
”

A few days of jungle wandering, however, disap-

pointed their expectations. The natives showed
no inclination to receive them, and at length, ex-

hausted from want of food and water, they returned

in penitence to their comrades. Meantime sickness

and mortality made dreadful havoc among the crews,

and, in order to supply the needful complement of

hands, resort was had to a plan of kidnapping

natives. This proved abortive, and, further inter-

course being now impossible, the ships were forced to

pursue their course.

The state of the crews, owing -to sickness and
mortality, was now such that it was necessary to seek
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some other harbour of refuge before attempting to

cross the Indian Ocean. Leaving St. Augustine’s

Bay on the 15th May, the ships arrived at Malailli,

one of the Comoros, on the 23rd. A stay of fifteen

days here vastly improved the health of the men,

and the scurvy almost disappeared.

A course was now laid across the ocean : the line

was crossed on the 21st June : on the 1st July some

islands and reefs were sighted. The Dutch pilot of

the Croissant believed them to he those of Diego de

Roys, a supposed group of islands placed in the charts

of the period near the equator, in about long. 70 E. ;

but the Englishman of the Corlin more correctly

recognised them as the Maldives. During the fol-

lowing night, which by order was to have been

passed in beating about, the Corhin was practically

left to herself. The captain was ill and below, the

mate and second mate were drunk, the lights of the

binnacle were allowed to go out, and the watch were

asleep. In these circumstances disaster was almost

inevitable : and in the early morning of the 2nd

July the Corhin struck heavily on the reef of what

is now known as Goidii, or Horsburgh Atoll. The

scene of hopeless panic which ensued is painted in

vivid language by the author. All the ensuing day

was spent in arduous efforts to get out the galion,

and on the morning of the 3rd the crew were landed

at the island of Fuladfi.

The survivors numbered about forty men. Many,

including the captain, were still sick of the IMada-

gascar fever; others, by drunkenness, had fallen a
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prey to tropical disorders
;

all were exhausted with

fatigue. They were in pressing want of good food

and careful treatment. Some, whether from greed

or precaution, had, however, supplied themselves

liberally with silver money from the ship’s chests,

which they secreted about their persons or in the

sand. The natives raised their prices for the bare

necessaries of life, and thus gradually reduced them
to the greatest straits. News was carried to Md,ld

of the wreck and of the money landed by the men,

and commissioners were despatched to Fuladii to

secure the king’s rights, the ship wntli all its con-

tents being, by Maidive law, a casualty of the

crown. The Maldivians, on this occasion, as must be
admitted, belied their general character for humun-
ity, though their conduct may partially be. excused
on the ground of the silver question. We may
compare the sufferings of the Frenchmen here witli

the far greater afflictions of the Spaniards wrecked
from the Armada on the coast of Ireland.^ One
little band of twelve men, under the mate, stole a
boat, and succeeded in making the mainland at
Quilon, where they were consigned to the Poi’tu-
guese galleys. Whether any of them got back to
France is uncertain ; Pyrard seems to have heard
nothing of them in India. The captain died at
MM^ six weeks or so after the wreck, being treated

See Froude, Hist, ofEng.; and also an interesting article by
the Earl of Dncie, in the Nineteenth Century for September 188.0
entitled “An Episode of the Spanish Armada”. This story is
closely parallel to that of the French at the Maldives.
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to the last with the utmost barbarity by his own
men. The little band rapidly duninished by deaths

and desertions, and out of the shipAvrecked crew of

forty who were landed at the Maldives only four

survived the captivity.

Almost from the first Pyrard obtained exceptional

treatment. This was due to his prudence in setting

himself forthwith to the study of the native lan-

guage, whereby he brought himself under the notice

of one of the king’s commissioners. On removal

to he thus was able to interest the Sultan and

to obtain favour for himself and his comrades. He
Avas lodged Avith a lord who Avas the Sultan’s most

trusted adviser, and for four years was allowed to

go from Island to island in company Avith the

islanders, and for his own purposes of trade. With

the exception that he was a captive, and depriA’ed

of the public exercise of the Christian religion, his

term of exile was in most respects tolerable. In

February 1607 an expedition arrived at Mdl^ from

Chittagong, incited, as Pyrard afterwards heard, by

the prospect of obtaining the excellent cannon saved

from the Corbin. The Sultan endeavoured to escape

to the southern atolls, but was pursued and slain,

and Pyrard and his three remaining companions, on

being discovered not to be Portuguese, were taken

to India by the invaders.

The account of the Maldives occupies the greater

part of the present volume (ch. v-xxiii). First, we

have the circumstances attending the wreck, the

escape of the mate and his party, other attempted

c
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escapes, and the arrival of the author at Mdle (ch.

v-ix). Next, a general description of the Maidive

islands, details of the religion, mannei’s, and customs

of the people, the government and the court, trade

and commerce (ch. x-xvii). Thirdly, traditional

and current history of the islands, and memoranda

of occurrences during the author’s captivity, closing

with the Bengal invasion, which gave him his liberty

(ch. xviii-xxiii). As we shall see hereafter, the

greater portion of the Maidive section of the book

was not put in writing till long after his return, and

four years of varied adventure intervened between

his departure from the Maldives and his arrival in

France. So vivid, however, was his recollection, so

accurate had been his observation, that Mr. Chris-

topher and Mr. Bell, our two modern authorities,

writing their accounts of the islands with Pyrard

before them, find but little to add and less to

amend.

The Bengal ships, laden with booty and carrying

Pyrard and his friends, touched first at Minikoy

(Maliku) and the Laccadives, and then sailed for

Chittagong. Here the Raja endeavoured to induce

the Frenchmen to remain with him, but put no

obstacles in the way of their departure. After a

month’s sojourn, they were offered a passage in a

ship bound for Calicut, where they expected to be

able to put themselves into the hands of the Dutch.

After a three weeks’ voyage, they were landed,

not at Calicut, but at Muttungal, a port of the

Malabar pirates between Cananor and Calicut.
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At tills and the neighbouring towns, the French-

men, as being enemies of the Portuguese, were

received with great distinction, and even enthu-

siasm. His sojourn at the pirate ports enables our

author to throw much light upon the relations of

the Malabars with the Samorin, and of both with

the Portuguese. Although much pressed to remain,

Pyrard and his friends proceeded to Calicut by
land, arriving there about the end of June 1607.

Their reception at Calicut was no less warm and

hearty. An eight months’ residence at this famous

city gave our author time to observe and admire

the conditions of prosperity of a great commercial

town under native rule. Cnfortunately, they were

not the only Europeans at Calicut. Two Jesuits,

whom the Samorin found it useful to have at his

court for the purposes of his diplomatic intercourse

with Goa, induced the Frenchmen to accept their

letters of safe conduct to Cochin. One of the party,

a Flemish Protestant,^ who had before found himself

in the clutches of the Portuguese, scented treachery,

and refused to leave Calicut. Pyrard and his two

other friends were kidnapped by a party of Portu-

guese outside Calicut, and conveyed to Cochin as

prisoners

The description of the Tronco of Cochin, into

which our travellers were now thrown, reads as

horrible as that of any prison in those dark days of

legal cruelty. It may he read, but cannot he para-

^ Described by Pyrard as a tailor and a trumpeter, and also as

a clever carver in wood.

C 2
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phrased here. The captives, after an imprisonmeii t

of nine or ten days, were well-ad\dsed in making an

application for intercession to the Jesuits’ College.

Finding them to be Frenchmen and Catholics, the

fathers interested themselves in their behalf, and

obtained their enlargement. They remained six

weeks longer at Cochin, and were then shipped

for Goa by the armada of the South, which, after

a twenty days’ passage, reached the metropolis

of Portuguese India in June 1608.

The first volume closes with the author’s arrival

at Goa. The remainder of his adventures may be

allowed to stand over for the present. Suffice it to

say that he was pressed into the Portuguese service

on shipboard, and visited Ceylon and the Eastern

Islands. On his return from the far East he was aerai

n

at Goa for the latter part of 1609, and got a passage

in a carrack, which set sail in January 1610. After

a sojourn in Brazil, where the carrack was abandoned,

he made his way to Europe. The ship made land at

the Bayonne Islands, on the coast of Galicia. Here
Pyrard bade farewell to his two companions, who
had thus far shared his fortunes, and, after paying
his promised vows at Compostella, took ship for

Bochelle, and, after an absence of nearly ten years,

arrived at Laval on the l6th February 1611.

After a short stay in his native town, Pyrard
seems to have proceeded to Paris, where, in the
same year, he brought out the first edition of his

book. It is in one volume, 12mo., containing twelve
chapters, a Treatise of Animals, Trees, etc., and an
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Advice for Navigation in the Indies,—in all, pp.
372. The title-page is as follows :

—

“Discours
\
du voyage des

|
Frangois aux Indes

|

Orientales,
\

Ensemble des divers accidens,
|
adventures & dangers de

I’anteur en plusieurs
[
Eoyauines des Indes, & du

|

sejour

qu’il y a fait par dix ans, depuis
|
Tan 1601 jusques en ceste

annee 1611
|

Contenant
|

la description des pais, les mceurs,

loix, facon de viure, Eeligion
|

de la plus part des habitans de
ITnde, I’accroissement de

|

la Chrestientd, le trade & diverses

autres singularitez,
|

non encore ecrittes ou plus exactement

remarquees.
[

Teaite et desceiptiox des
|

animaux, arbres &
fruicts des Indes

[

orientales, obseruees par 1’Auteur.
[
Plus

un brief Advertissement & Advis pour
|

ceux qui entrepren-

nent le voyage des Indes.
|

Dedie a la Eeyne Eegente
|

en

France
|

isx FRANCOIS PFEAED de Laval
|
A Paeis,

|

Chez David le Clerc, rue Frementel, au
|

petit Corbeil, prbs

le puits Certain
|

m. dc. xi.
|

Avec privilege du Eoy.
)

”

The privilege is not inserted.

The book itself is dedicated to the Queen-Regent,

Marie de Medici ; the Treatise to the President

Jeannin. From the former dedication it would not

appear that he had obtained any actual assistance

from her Majesty. The commencement of the

latter, however, intimates that the patronage of

Jeannin was of a substantial charactei’. It begins

thus :
“ Ayant est^ apres un accueil si favorable

induit par vous k mettre par escrit ce qui estoit de

mon voyage,” etc. Both dedicatory epistles are in

other respects worded in the adulatory style of the

times.

The second edition was published in 1615. The

book was, in great measure, re-written, and now
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appears in two volumes, 8vo. It was published at

Paris, “par Remy Dallin, au mont S. Hilaire, rue de

Sept Voyes k I’image S. Hilaire.” The first volume,

like the first edition, is dedicated to the Queen

mother, now no longer Regent ; the second to “ Mon-

seigneur Messire Leonard Destrappes, Archevesque

d’Aux, conseiller du Roy en ses conseils d’Estat et

Priv4”; and the author acknowledges the great

favours he had received from the Archbishop in his

house.

The third edition'^was published in 1619, 8vo. It

was the last issued in the lifetime of the author,

and contains the Maidive vocabulary, and is thus the

most valuable. Its title-page wiU be found below.

The first volume contains a Dedicatory Epistle to

G. du Vair, Bishop and Count of Lisieux, a Table of

Contents, pp. 486, and an Index. The second volume

has a shortened title-page; a Dedicatory Epistle to

Charles Duret, Sieur de Chevry
; a Table of Con-

tents
; the remainder of the Voyage, pp. 1-361

; a

Treatise of Animals, Trees, and Fruits, pp. 363-412;

an Advice for the Navigation of the East Indies, pp.
413-434

; a Vocabulary of Maidive words (unpaged);

and an Index.

Pyrard is said to have died in 1621, but it does

* An edition of 1616 is mentioned by Temaux-Compans as
having been published at Paris by S. Thiboust; but I believe this
to be a mistake, founded upon the error of Boucher de la Richar-
derie, who, omitting the edition of 1611, and giving the first

(wrongly) as of 1615, and the third (rightly) of 1619, says there
was a second, of which he does not know the date.
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not appear upon what authority the statement is

based. For bibliographical purposes the exact date

is unimportant, as, in the course of nature, he must
have died long before the next edition appeared.

The fourth and last French edition appeared in

1679. This was in one vol. 4to. It is edited by P.

Du Val, Geographer in Ordinary to the King, and

published at Paris by Louis Billaine, who apparently

writes the preface. The book is divided into three

parts, with separate pagination :—the first contains

the Voyage as far as Goa, pp. 327 ; second, the

remainder of the Voyage, pp. 218; the third, the

Treatise of Animals, etc., and the Advice, pp. 1-48,

followed by a discourse on voyages in general—a de-

scription of the Coast of Africa, by “M. N. N.”,

pp. 49-72
;
Geographical Observations on Pyrard’s

Voyage, by Du Val, pp. 73-144 ; and an Index.

The added appendices are valueless so far as Pyrard

is concerned. That of “ M. N. N.” has no reference

to the book at all
; while Du Val merely airs his

geographical knowledge, without elucidating the

text in any particular. The Maidive vocabulary is

ruthlessly discarded, to give place to this trash. The

text is a fair reprint, but in some places unneeded

polish is given to the style; in others, words and

names are corrected according to the superior notions

of Du Val ;
in others, passages excised. Far from

being “ la plus recherch^e”, as B. de la Bicharderie

extols it, this edition is, to the book-lover, a com-

paratively worthless possession.

Since 1679 the book has never been reprinted as
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a whole. Nor, with a single exception, has it been

translated. A professedly complete Portuguese ver-

sion was published at Goa, the first volume in 1858 ,

the second in 1862
,
by Senor Joaquim Heliodoro da

Cunha Riv^ara. Unfortunately, the text used was

that of 1679
,
and the translation accordingly reflects

the demerits of the original. The notes, especially

those to the second or Goa volume, convey some his-

torical and local information of considerable value.

These have been used in the preparation of the

present edition,; though, in many instances, where

the original authorities are cited, Mr. Rivara’s guid-

ance will not be acknowledged. One feature of this

and other work from the hand of that eminent

Goanese antiquary must not pass unnoticed, viz.,

the eminent candour with which the evils of the

Portuguese system, and the misdeeds of the Por-

tuguese officers, are admitted without exculpation.

It is highly to the credit of Portuguese India

that the sole translation of a work, which unveils

a scene of so much national disgrace and misfortune,

should have proceeded from the press of Goa.

While the book has been but once translated as a
whole, it has been abridged a score of times. The
following may be instanced :—In French : Prevost,

Hist, des Voy., 1753
, tom. 10 ; Charton, Voyageurs

Anciens et Modernes, Paris, 1856
,
tom. 4 ; Guerin,

Navigateurs Frangais, Paris, 1846 . In German:
Schwabe, Allgemeine Historie der Reisen, Leipzig,

1747 - 74
, vol. 8 ; Berliner Sammlung der hesten

md neiiesten Reise beschreihingen, vols, 13
,
14 ;
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Sammlung mehrer Geschichte, etc., Brandenburg,

1783. In English: Purchas’s Pilgrimes-, Harris’s

Collection of Voyages, vol. 1 ; The World Displayed,

London, 1774-8, vol. 10 ; Duncan’s Mariner’s

Chronicle, 1805, vol. 4.

A. few words are necessary upon the authorship of

these volumes. Prone as bibliographers are to the

discovery of mare’s-nests, it will certainly surprise

all readers, who are even tolerably acquainted with

the geographical and ethnographical knowledge of

the period, to learn that Pyrard figures in the black-

list ofM. Querard’s StipercMries Litt6raires D6voiUes.

On investigation of this charge, it is found to rest

upon several authorities of the seventeenth century,

though none of them can be assigned to an earlier

period than 1650. They would seem to be indepen-

dent, and are certainly conflicting. None of these

dicta ai’e dated ; approximately, however, they come

in the following order

:

(1.) Samuel Sorbibre [b. 1615, d. 1670] has this

note on Pyrard in his Soofhenana^:

“Les voiages de Pirard, en deux volumes, ou I’auteur

s’amuse ^ nous raconter beaucoup de petites avautures parti-

culidres, que le lecteur lit avec autant de degodt qu’il les ecri-

voit sans doute avecque plaisir. Tout ce que j’y apris fut

I’histoire du Cocos, dont il parle fort long. On m’assure que

le livre avoit btd composd par Mr. B sur les memoires

de Pirard Chirurgien, assez idiot, et qui n’eiit pas dtd capable

do former un discours de longue halaine” (p. 195).

The two vol. edition referred to, of which Sorbibre

’’ Surberiana, sive Excerpta ex <yre Samuelis Sorhiere. Toulouse,

1694.
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was so unworthy a student, was either of 1615 or

1619. The Mr. B. to whom the authorship is at-

tributed, is either Jerome Bignon or Pierre Bergeron.

The number of dots after the initial is one too many

for the former, and one too few for the latter.

Bergeron was a well-known literary ecclesiastic, and,

if he had been intended, he would probably have

been designated by a clerical title. I am therefore

inclined to think that Sorbihre meant to refer to

Jerome Bignon.

(2.) The copy of the 1619 edition, formerly

owned by Bishop Huet of Avranches [b. 1624, d.

1721], and now possessed by the Biblioth^ue

Nationals of Paris, contains in the fly-leaf the fol-

lowing MS. note :

“ Le writalle mtewr de ee Uure ed Pierre Bergeron,, qui

ayant ovA parler des diuerm avantures de Pyrard, lorsqrdil

fut de retour d, Paris, il le frist chez soy, et se les fist racorder

auec toute Vexactitude gue Von, peut remarguer dans cet ouurage.

Oomme Pyrard estoit toujours yv/re, Bergeron fir diseerner

la veriU de ses paroles luy faisoit dire plusieurs fois et d
divers terns wne mesme chose, et gd il la rapportoit con-

stamm d’une mesme fiagon et sans varier, il la prenoit fir veri-

table : sinon, il la rejettoit coe suspecte. Je tiens cela de Mr.

Oonrart.”^

This note, which I have examined, is not signed,

but I have no reason to question its authenticity.

The information it contains must be dated prior to

1675, the year of Conrart’s death.

(3.) The publisher’s preface to the 1679 edition of

* Founder of and secretary to the society from which sprung the

French Academy.
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Pyrard, already referred to, contains tlie following

passage :

II y a des avantares si extraordinaires qu’elles passeroient

pour les incidents de Eoman, si Ton n'estoit pas persuade de

la sincerite de Tauteur, qui n’estant pas homme S9avant,

avoit pris la precaution de communiquer ses cayers, et de

prendre les avis des plus s^avants hommes de son lemps, et

entr’autres de feu Monsieur Hierosme Bignon, Advocat

General
;
qui a este un des premiers hommes de son siecle, et

qui a eu la bonte de redresser notre voyageur dans les

choses qui surpassoient ses connoissances.”

(4.) The last authority is that of Tallemant des

E/daux [b. 1619, d. circa 1700], in his Historiettes,

not published till the present century.^ In Hist, No.

cccv, on M. et Madame de Bldrancourt, he states

that this lady was much given to study, and

proceeds :

'' Bergeron, chanoine de je ne sais ou (M. Despesses dont il

avoit etd prdcepteur lui avoit fait donner cette prebende),

fui celui dont elle se servit pour s’instruire. EUe a fait,

dit~on, un Discours de Vamour conjugal; mais on ne Ta

point vu. Bergeron demeura avec elle tout le reste de

sa vie. Oe bonhomme aimoit fort les voyages; il tint

Pyrard deux ans d Bl^rancourt^; de temps en temps il

le faisoit parler des monies choses, et marquoit ce qu’il

lui disoit, pour voir s’il ne vacilloit point : car Pyrard

n’dtoit qu’un brutal et un ivrogne. C’est ainsi que le bon-

homme Bergeron a fait le livre de Voyages de Pyrard; il prit

tout ce soin-la parce que c’est la seule relation que nous

^ Edited by M. Monmerque. 1st edition. 6 vols., 1834; the

3rd edition is published by Gamier Fr^res. 10 vols. in 5.

^ This fine chateau is situate near Noyon, and has been en-

graved by Israel Silvestre.
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ayons des Maldives. Ce bon vieillard n'y mit point son nom,

non pins qu’a la premiere partie de Vincent le Blanc, qu'il

ecrivit anssi tout le meme, car les antres parties ne valent

rien
;
et qnelqu’nn, apres le mort de M. de Peyresc, chez qui

etoit le nianuscrit, y a ajonte le reste pour grossir le volume.

II y a encore un traite des navigations de la fa9on de M.

Bergeron, an bout de la Concjuite des Ganarics, par Betlien-

conrt.”^

These are the nearest to contemporary records we

possess. In the eighteenth century, while the notes

of Huet and Tallemant des Eeaux were still hidden

in manuscript, the Abbe Perau, in his Life ofBignon,^

was able to assign the book, without fear of contra-

diction, to his hero. Under the year 1615 we have

this passage (p. 88)

:

M. Bignon ne donna rien a Timpression depuis ses notes

sur Marcnlfe: on lui est cependant redevable de la relation

d’un Voyage aux hides Orientales, Maldives, Moluques, et au

Brdsil, qui fut imprim^ a Paris in 8° en 1615. Mais comme
il n’avoit ete que le redacteur de ce qifil avoit appris du
voyageur, il n'eut garde de se Tapproprier et il le fit paroitre

sous le nom de celui qui dtoit cense en etre le premier auteur.

Ce voyageur s’appelloit PranQois Pyrard, originaire de Laval

:

c’etoit un homme d’assez bon sens, mais peu capable de

s’enoncer par ecrit. M. Bignon ayant eu occasion de faire

connoissance avec lui, Tentendit avec plaisir et trouvant que
les ddcouvertes qufil avoit faites pourroient 6tre avantageuses

au public, il lui proposa de les mettre au jour. Cette entre-

^ Published by the Hakluyt Society in 1872, under the editor-

ship of Mr. Major, who refers in his Introduction to this edition of

Bergeron.

2 La Vie de Jerome Bignon, Avocat Ghieral et Gonseiller JEtaL
Par M. 1 Abbe Perau, Eicenti6, de la maison et Societe de Sorboune

.

Paris, 1757, 8vo,
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pris paroissant au dessus des forces de Pyrard, M. Bignon

Tattira cliez lui, et sur les conferences qu’il eut liabituelle-

ment avec ce voyageur il en forma une relation qui parut

comme j’ai dit en 1615 en deux volumes in 8°. II y en eut

une nouvelle edition en 1679 augmentee de divers trait^s.”

The notices of the bibliographers are not of much

value. Before the publication of the Bergeron

theory, most of them subscribed to the Bignon

authorship ;
afterwards, mm'e suo, they merely stated

or tried to reconcile the conflicting accounts. The

eighteenth century editions of Moreri attribute the

work to Bignon. Niceron follows suit; but Chauffe-

pid, who read the book, doubts whether the book

could have come from other than Pyrard’s hand :

—

“ Cela paroit un peu difficile h comprendre, quand

on lit le voyage mdme, ou I’auteur parle toujours

en premidre personne. La manidre dont la chose

est exposee dans TAvertissement qui est ^ la tdte

du livre est bien plus naturelle.” He then quotes

the passage from the preface of 1679.

Bechman and Zeidler follow the Bignon theory.

Brunet and Ebert, Barbier and Querard, merely

quote the conflicting notices of Huet and Perau.

M. Cyrids, in his article on Pyrard in Michaud’s

Biog. Univ., attributes the fulness of detail for which

the book is remarkable to the notes taken by Bignon

in conversations with Pyrard, and adds :
—

“ Ces

matdriaux soigneusement transcrits furent confids ^

Bergeron, qui les mit en ordre et les publia sous ce

titre” (citing the edition of 1615). This reconcilia-

tioir of the two stories is, I believe, a mere conjee-
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ture ; there is no authority for the statement that

the manuscript notes passed from Bignon to Ber-

geron ;
and the notices of Huet and Tallemant des

B^aux are express to the effect that the book was

made up by Bergeron from Pyrard’s lips.

We are, unfortunately, without any data for test-

ing the Bignon theory. As regards Bergeron, we
are in a better position to judge. He undoubtedly

made a special study of voyages, and in 1629 pub-

lished an edition of Bethencourt’s ConqioSte des

Canaries, together with a treatise of ancient and

modem voyages. In this latter work reference is

twice made to Pyrard. Writing of the caution and

provision necessary to be taken in regard to the

Indian voyage, he proceeds :

—

“ De cela on en pent prendre de tr^s-bon aduis du sieur

Pirard sur la fin de son liure des Indes Orientales ou il

donne une Men particuliere instruction pour tons ceux qui
voudront entreprendre tels voyages; et entr’autres il re-

marque les defauts tres-grands de nos Pranqois, tant pour
leur desobeyssance aux chefs, & pour leur querelles entr’eux,
que pour beaucoup d autres fautes & desordres, a quoy toutes
les autres nations SQauent mieux pourvoir” (p. 187j.

Coming to the mention of particular voyages, he
writes :

—

Pour le regard des grands voyages de quelques particu-
liers es Tndes depuis que le pas en a este ouvert par les
Portugais et Castilians, les autres nations, entr’autres nos
Pran9ois, en ont est^ assez soigneux, soit pour le trafic, soit
par simple curiosite de voir & d’apprendre, comme sont ceux
de Pirard, Mocquet, Martin & autres mis en lumiere. Quant
i Pirard, outre la description assez exacte des costes de
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rinde Orientale, d’Afrique & du Bre.sil, il en fait une Men
particuliMe des Isles Maldiues, qui n’estoient quasi cognues

que de nom auparavant” (p. 195).

This is followed by a note on Mocquet, the well-

known voyager whom Pyrard met in India.

In neither of these passages does Bergeron drop

the slightest hint that he was personally responsible

for P5iTard’s book. This omission is by Tallemant

des Reaux attributed to modesty, and the voyages

of Vincent le Blanc are instanced as an example of

like magnanimity. Now the first edition of Le

Blanc was published in 1648. The title-page in-

forms us, “ Le tout recueilly de ses memoires par le

sieur Coulon.” The so-called second edition was

issued in 1649, but this is the same as the former in

all respects except the title-page, where, in place of

the above, we have “Redigez fidellement sur ses

memoires et registres tirez de la Bibliothbque de

Monsieur de Peiresc, conseiller au Parlement de Pro-

vence et enrichis de tres-curieuses observations par

Pierre Bergeron Parisien.” Peiresc died in 1637;

and thus the sting of Tallemant’s gibe, that Bergeron

wrote the real Le Blanc, and that “ some one” after

Peiresc’s death added the worthless matter, is re-

moved. Either Bergeron edited the edition of 1648

under the name of Coulon, or his name was used in

1649 to sell the “remainder” of a book which had

not gone off well.

Even assuming that Bergeron did write or edit

the Le Blanc voyages, a superficial comparison ofthat

book with Pyrard’s will prove, independently of the
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matter, that the two works did not come from the

same hand. The authority of Conrart, conveyed to us

by Bishop Huet, is indeed high, and when confirmed

by the circumstantial account ofTallemant des Beaux,

is entitled to due recognition. But when, in 1679,

the publisher of Pyrard makes no mention of Ber-

geron, and merely alludes to the friendly assistance

of Bignon, and, above all, when we read Pyrard’s

book itself, we must inevitably come to the opinion

of Chauffepi^, that the matter of these volumes is

Pyrard’s, and his alone. There can be little doubt,

upon the authorities, that, between 1611 and 1619,

Pyrard spent much of his time in and about the

houses of great and learned men. Some of these,

such as Jeannin, Bignon, and Bergeron, must have

seen clearly that the book of 1611 contained but a

small part of the author’s experience and know-

ledge
; and it is probable that by repeated conversa-

tion they revived his memories, and induced him
to make in the next edition a more ample record.

Taking as a test the description of the Maldives, we
find that, in the edition of 1611 (the authorship of

which has never been in question) this is comprised

in 74 pages. The same section of the voyage
in the edition of 1619 extends over 223 pages,

each of which contains about twice as much matter
as one of the earlier volume. And there was not a
man then alive (except, ;perhaps, Pyrard’s own fellow-

captives, whose names even are unknown) who could
have written a single page of this account.^

^ The fulness of the description of Portuguese India in the
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If, then, the charge against Pyrard be confined to

this, that the proof-sheets were corrected by these

learned men, or that by their advice he enlarged his

treatment of various portions of his voyage, or

amended his arrangement of details, or even that

parts of the book were written by others to his

dictation,—in any such case, the fact is of no dis-

credit to him as an author, and affords no grounds

for a charge of literary fraud.

We may pass lightly, though not with silence, the

sad picture of Pyrard’s later years, drawn by Huet

and des E6aux. Both state that he was a drunkard.

Readers of these volumes will not require to be

told that, down to the time of his return to France,

far from being a drunkard, he had passed unscathed

through his great misfortunes and long captivity,

chiefly by the virtue of sobriety, wherein many

of his comrades were so deficient. With the

sole exception of an episode in his Brazilian so-

journ, there is not a trace in these volumes of

even levity of conduct. He presents himself to

us truthfully, so far as we can judge, as a pious

Catholic, little used to the world, to whom the

drunkenness and blasphemy of his sailor comrades

were alike abhorrent, and in whose eyes the one

redeeming feature of the Portuguese character was

second volume is perhaps to be attributed to the prior publication

of Linschoten’s Itinerary^ which bad appeared in Dutch in 1596, in

German and English in 1598, and in French in 1610, and had in

all probability been read by Bergeron, and used in his coiiversa'

tions with Pyrard.

d
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the sobriety of that race. It would seem that, on his

return to France, he failed in striking into the tide of

the ordinary civil life of his class. His hook of 1611

made him a marked man, and his time was probably

spent in shiftless lounging in the ante-rooms and at

the serving-tables of the great. Unable to deny the

charge as laid, we may at least contend that he

probably maintained his former good character till

1615, when his first full narrative had been written.

It is in the preface to the edition of 1619 that, for

the first time, we find an indication that things had

gone wrong with him. If, indeed, he was by this

time given over to habits of intoxication, and was

without the distraction of trade or business, his

health, perhaps still suffering from the effects of

Maidive fever and spleen-disease, would soon be

broken, and his death in 1621, if not authen-

tically proved, was only a probable consequence.

Whatever may have been the failings of the man,

he has given us a book in which each volume pos-

sesses a peculiar interest. The first contains his

description of the Maldives, on which it is the

standard and almost unique authority ; the second,

with which for this purpose we may include the

last five chapters of the first, gives us a picture of

Western India at the commencement of the seven-

teenth century, during those critical years when the

Dutch, aided by the Malabars, and at times by the

English, fairly gi-appled with the Portuguese

—

years wiiich -witnessed the sieges of Mozambique

and Malacca, the first interference of the Dutch in
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Ceylon, and the periodical blockade of Goa itself.

The Portuguese were stunned, but they little

realised the situation : their great capital was still

abandoned to the luxurious habits and official corrup-

tion which had characteidsed the period ofundisputed

monopoly
; and in Pyrard’s second volume we have

the delineation, by an intelligent and disinterested

foreigner, of a scene, which with our present

knowledge of the magnitude of the issues then at

stake, is not lacking in tragic interest. Nor is

the demeanour of the Portuguese without its lesson

for us, who are now treading the same stage.

The interest attaching to the first volume is of a

different character. The Maldives, even in those days,

came little into the current of Indian politics. They

are remote in the broad Indian Ocean : of the in-

numerable little islands of which the group consists,

the largest is no bigger than an ordinary English

common. Each inhabited island is a little village,

separated from its neighbours by sea or lagoon
;
yet

the whole forms and, as far back as we can trace

the islands in history, has formed a compact king-

dom, with a well-designed constitution, a cabinet

of ministers, a body of executive and judicial, re-

ligious and revenue officers, all in due subordina-

tion. Were not the whole aspect of Maidive civilisa-

tion coloured and penetrated by Mahomedanism,

that ever-present factor in the East, we might

regard Pyrard’s description of this little kingdom,

so strange and yet so particular, as one which might

have come from the hand of Swift or Defoe.

d 2
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Since Pyrard left the Maldives in 1607
,
very few

Europeans have visited them, and most of these

have been shipwrecked mariners. The last detailed

account of them is given by my coadjutor, Mr. Bell,

in his valuable report to the Ceylon Government

of a visit made by him in 1880 . The visit was,

unhappily, but a short one, but, from his position at

Galle and Colombo, he has had frequent intercourse

with Maidive merchants and sailors, and he has

made a special study of the language. But for the

aid he has afforded me, both by his report and by

his notes, this volume could not have been edited :

and I gladly take this opportunity of stating that

most of the notes to the Maidive portion are merely

pieced together by me from the very full information

on all points which he has placed at my command.

One other modern authority, however, whose name
is frequently quoted in the notes, must not pass

unnoticed here, especially as he is one of the many
noble Anglo-Indians whom untimely death has de-

prived of what are called the substantial rewards

of this world, and whose names should therefore be

rescued from oblivion.

Lieut. Willmott Christopher, of the Indian

Navy, was a lieutenant on the Benares, under
Captain Moresby, when the survey of the Maldives

was carried out in 1834-5 . The crews of the two
ships suffered much from illness at the islands, and
in June 1835 the survey had to be temporai-ily

abandoned. Lieutenants Christopher and Young,
desirous of learning further the language and
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customs of tlie islandei’s, bravely volunteered to

remain at Male. The peinnission of the Bombay
Government was obtained, and the Benares left

them with a few men in June ] 835. Three weeks

afterwards, Young fell seriously ill of the fever,

and two months later Christopher himself was

seized. In the meantime he had been of the

greatest service to the crew of an English ship

wrecked on one of the atolls. On his return to

Male in August, his friend and the men left, and

Christopher, after struggling on for another month,

was forced to follow them to Ceylon. The descrip-

tion of the Maldives compiled by the two lieu-

tenants was published in vol. i of the Transactions

of the Bombay Geographical Society (pp. 54-108),

and a Maidive vocabulary, collected by Christopher,

appears in vol. vi of the Journal R. A. S. The

two papers, the result of but a few months’ work, in

combination with arduous public duties and under

the most depressing influences of sickness, form a

record of painstaking investigation. They had read

either Pyrard or an abridgment, and their papers

form a valuable supplement to our author.

After this service Christopher was engaged in the

survey of the East Coast of Africa, and there met

M. Antoine d’Abbadie, who has in letters to me

expressed admiration of his chai'acter and abili-

ties. In 1848, onare et terram, the Indian

Navy took part in the siege of Mooltan. “ During

the first siege”, writes Mr. Low,^ “ Lieutenant

^ History of the Indian Havy^ ii, 218-220.
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Willmott Christopher, who, as Assistant Superin-

tendent of the Indus flotilla, had been engaged in

transporting men, guns, and stores to Mooltan, took

advantage of this opportunity to indulge his love

of adventure and unbounded energy, and joined

the hastily raised levies of the late Sir Herbert

Edwardes, when his intimate knowledge of Mooltan

and its neighbourhood was of essential service to

that officer.” Sir H. Edwardes’ own opinion of him

may be gathered from the following^ “ Another

volunteer went with me into the field and assisted

me greatly in carrying orders—poor Christopher,

of the Indian Navy, whose zeal proved fatal to him

so shortly after. On this occasion he rode about

with a long sea-telescope under his arm, just as com-

posedly as if he had been on the deck of his own
vessel.”

In the terrible night attack of the 9th Sep-

tember 1848, Christopher received his death-wound.
“ Captain Christopher”, continues Sir H. Edwardes,
“ had from his first arrival with the steamers at

Mooltan shown the usual willingness of his profes-

sion to co-operate with his brother officers on shore.

On the night in question he had once already con-

ducted some reinforcements to Colonel Pattoun’s

assistance
; but the fighting at the outposts still

raged with unabated fury. Another reinforcement

came up, but had no guide. ‘ Will no one show us

the way V asked the officer of the party, looking

round on the tired occupants of the trenches. ‘ I

bee Sir H. Edwardes’s A Year on the Punjaub Frontier.
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will,’ replied Christopher, and putting himself at

then- head, steered them with the steadiness of a

pilot through ditches and gardens, under a roaring

fire of musketry. A ball hit him in the ankle, and

shattered the joint to pieces. A few weeks later

(9th October 1848), he was borne by the gi'ateful

British officers to a rude grave beside a well near

the village of Sooraj Khoond, and I myself read

the service over him. A better or braver man fell

not beneath the walls of Mooltan.”

I am far from intending to confine the expression

of my obligations to Mr. Bell to the commentary

on the Maidive chapters of this book. He has

assisted me in all parts of it, more or less, as well

by suggestion and original information, as by criti-

cism and answers to queries. I regret that his

residence in Ceylon prevented me from profiting

by his perusal of the translation and notes in their

final form, and that to this cause are due many

slight errors in the transliteration of Maidive words,

and a few graver mistakes.

I owe a heavy debt of gratitude to our respected

President, Colonel Yule, who, regardless of his

many other duties and avocations, while not, I

am sure, neglectful of them, has rendered me

assistance at every turn fi:‘om his abundant store.

While this volume was in preparation, his invalu-

able Glossary was in the press, and he at all

times gave me free access to the proofs. In many

cases, even where I have appended a reference
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to his work, my notes were drawn before I saw

Colonel Yule’s proofs : had it been otherwise, I

should frequently have profited by his better choice

of quotations. Over and above the aid given by
his published work, Colonel Yule has too often

spared neither time nor trouble, in my behalf and

the Society’s, in making searches in reference to

obscure or interesting matters occurring in the text.

He has put me under further obligation by carefully

revising the proof-sheets, to their great benefit.

Lastly, I have pleasure in thanking M. Louis

Brifere, the well-known antiquary of Le Mans, for

placing- at my disposal all the information avail-

able with reference to the author, and for his kind

welcome to me during a short visit to Le Mans.
His kindness did not end here, for, being unable at

the time to lay his hand on the above-mentioned
article of M. Berangerie, M. Brifere, after my depar-
ture, took the pains to make for me with his own
hands a full and careful copy of the whole article of

twenty-seven pages. My hope is that the great
interest which M. Briere took in the project of this

English edition of his countryman’s voyages, may
not be disappointed by the execution.

A. G.



CHRONOLOGY OF PYRAED’S VOYAGE.

(VOL. I.)

18 May 1601, the Croissant and the Corhin leave St. Male; 21 May,

fall in with 9 Dutch ships
;
3 June, sight the Canaries

;
12 June, sight

the Cape Verd Islands; 14 July, sight Spilberg’s ships off coast of

Guinea
;
29 Aug.—16 Oct., at Annobon

;
17—26 Nov., at St. Helena

;

27—28 Dec., double the Cape of Good Hope
;
6 Jan. 1602, severe storm

;

4 Feb., sight Madagascar; 7—11, another storm
;
18 Feb., again sight

Madagascar
;
29 Feb.—15 May, at St. Augustine’s Bay

;
23 May—

7

June, at the Comorros
;
21 June, cross the line northwards

;
2 July,

wreck of the Corhin at the Maldives.

July 1602—Feb. 1607, captivity of Pyrard at the Maldives. Aug,

1602, death of Captain Grout; Sept. 1602, escape of the mate and 11

others; Jan. 1604, escape and death of 4 Flemings; 12 Oct. 1605,

eclipse of the sun
;
—

, 1606, arrival at the Maldives of Martin Dom-

burgh and another Hollander
;

also of Adrian de Gouveia, an am-

bassador from Goa.

Feb. 1607, arrival of hostile fleet from Chittagong, death of the king,

and departure of Pyrard and three surviving companions with the fleet

;

March 1607, Pyrard, after touching at Minicoy and the Laccadives,

arrives at Chittagong
;
circa 23 April, leaves Chittagong

;
May, arrives

at Muttungal, on the Malabar coast
;
May—June, visits Chombaye,

Vadakkara, and Kdttakal, and arrives at Calicut. June 1607—Feb.

1608, residence at Calicut. March 1608, taken prisoner to Cochin

;

May, leaves Cochin for Goa, touches at Cananore
;
June 1608, arrives

at Goa. [End of Volume I.]



ADDENDA ET COEEIGENDA.

Page 23, line 5 from bottom, for ^‘Formosa”, read “ Formosa'’.

Page 32, line 5 from top, for “ some”, read two”.

Page 51, line 16 from top, for he”, read “ they”.

Page 59, line 5, after “ Pouladou”, add where we had first landed”.

Page 64, line 6 from top, for “ hours”, read days”.

Page 72, line 17 from top, after “ women”, read “ and had them beaten”.

Page 73, line 10 from bottom, for more highly in his esteem”, read

better treated out of consideration for him”.

Page 79, note 3, for gananawa", read geniyanavd”

.

Page 83, note 3, for ‘‘ du’\ read “ dijC\ and for ‘‘ duwa'\ read d^iwcC.

Page 90, note 3, for “ miru’\ read mlru’\ and strike out “ and is one of

the three ministers of the Sultan”.

Page 94, note, for “ etula'\ read ‘‘ atuLa'\

Page 95, note 2, for dolos”, read “ dolos".

Page 96, note 1, for ‘^Mr. Bell”, read “ Mr. Christopher”.

Page 97, note 1, for “ Sin. AceKn,” read “ J'Zw hcehiriya'’.

Page 97, note 2. The following are the numbers of inhabited islands in ten

of the atolls in the year 1882, according to information gleaned by Mr.

Bell from well-informed islanders : Malosmadulu 32, M£ll(^ 13, Ari 18, Felidu 5,

Mulaku 10, Nilandu 14, Kolumadulu 13, Haddumati 13, Suvddiva 21, Addu 7.

Page 127, note 3, for namadawa", read “ namanava".

Page 160, dele last half of note. The corresponding year of the Christian

era to a.h, 994 is 1616, not 1677. The tombs so dated are therefore of men
who were contemporary with Pyrard, during whose time there was no Portu-

guese invasion.

Page 184, line 4 from top, for do otherwise”, read “ deformed”.

Page 202, 10 lines from bottom, for ‘‘caU”, read “ called”.

Page 248, note, for “Viyadou”, read “ Viyadoru”.

Page 255, note 1, add “ or as Mr. Bell suggests, a misprint for Mauvaye^ the

modern Mdud Kilage, a title, as Kambadi Kilage, confined to ladies.

Page 325, line 12 from top, for padoes”, read padocs”.

Page 339, line 5 from top, for “ Moussey’% read “ Moussez”.

Page 343, note 2, for ^^Chastiganes’\ read ^^Chastaignes”.

Page 355, line 15 from top, for “ Moussey”, read “ Moiissez”.

Page 375, line 12 from top, for Goa”, read “ Cochin”.

Page 392, line 8 from bottom, for “parents”, read ‘‘priests”.

Page 393, line 12 from top, for “silver”, lead ‘‘ silk”.

Page 404. Auiards is probably the Morathi A 2uar, a fence enclosing a yard

round a house (Wilson).
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DBDICATOEY EPISTLE

TO

MESSIRE

GUILLAUME

DU VAIR, BISHOP

AND COUNT OF LIZIEUX

And Keeper of the Seals

of France.

^ONSEIGNEUE,

At a time when all France hath so mitch reason to

render thanks to God for that in this calamitoiis age it hath

pleased him to call you to the said illustrious office, lohich you ad-

minister so worthily to the well-heing and satisfaction of all,—

I

desire not to the last, albeit the least of all, to comeforward in

recognition of that sovereign virtue, which amid the greatest and

most imiiortant affairs of the estate which it supports, disdains

not to admit all the wretched to its protection. Receive then,

Monseigneur, if it please you of your wonted kindness and

humanity, the relics of this living wreck, loho, having survived

so many strange and hickless adventures, in so many quarters

of sea and land, even now vn the very port fails not every day

to experience all the rigours and violence of h%s habitual mis-

fortune. And in truth it would be utterly heart-breaking to

find myself thus furiously pursued and persecuted of fortune,

even on the soil of France herself, my beloved country, were not

my last hoqoes (after God) in your singular goodness, lohieh

hath so sensibly affected all that in their necessities have recourse

thereto. This it is which hath made me resolve the more
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willingly to dedicate to yon this last edition of the history of

my wyageSy whose story I have edited in tetter form than

heretoforCy with the addition moreover of many facts su'pjplied

from my memory. Shoidd it please yoiiy Mojstseigneue, tetimes

to cast a glance on this little worhy yon will see herein the

unvarnished and trnthfnl image of all that is most wondrous

in natnrCy as also the most remarhatle diversity of events and

occurrences in the life of man. For my party I venture to

promise myself with assurance that this my loohy with the

approbation and favour of your great namey will be better

received by all persons of curiosity and virtue
y
ivhOy already

holding in admiration your worthy and laudable deeds in

other affairSy will deem it to their credit to esteem that which

you have deigned to approve. Thus am I binder such obliga-

tions to you that in the future I shall have no greater care or

desire than to render myself worthy to receive the honour of

your commandSy and to remain for every Monseigneue,

Your very humble and obedient servant,

FEANgOIS PYEAED.

Guillaume Du Vair, to whom the first volume of the edition of

1619 is dedicated, was born at Paris, 7tli March 1556. At the age of

21 he was Counsellor in the Parliament of Paris. He ranged himself on
the side of the Moderates. Henri IV appointed him to important posts
in Provence. In 1603 he became an ecclesiHstic, and in 1616 was nomi-
nated Keeper of the Seals, but was soon afterwards forced to resign

owing to his disfavour with tie Queen-Regent. In 1617 he became
Bishop of Lisieux, and was soon after recalled to official life. He died

at Tonneins, 3rd August 1621.
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VOYAGE OF FRANgOIS PYRARD.

FIEST PAET.

The abundance of all kinds of wealth which France pro-

duces, and the favours which the bounty of Heaven hath so

liberally poured upon her soil, may have been the cause why

the French have so long neglected the sea. , And this is so

not only in their case, but with most of the nations who have

enjoyed that felicity even in a less degree. They have

enough to do with the land, which supplies them with a

sufficiency of wealth, and take no thought to seek more

amid the perils of the treacherous sea. On the other hand,

we see that nations whose territory is poor and sterile, or too

confined, have sought a recompense in navigation, whereby

they have not only supplied their deficiencies, but have also

made their cities in all respects rich and opulent. These

are the peoples who have excelled in naval science. Yet in

truth France, in neglecting trade, deprives herself of riches,

which nature offers in addition to her other wealth
;
for she

is washed by two productive seas and furnished with many

good harbours, by means of which she might communicate

and negotiate with many nations far from her two coasts, as

though they were her neighbours, on the east and west, and

even with the most distant countries. It must be confessed,

too, that the trade of the sea is of the most noble and

excellent kind, bringing, amid great risks, the riches and

peculiar products of other lands to profit one’s own country,

and carrying of her abundance to those that are in need. It

B
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is like depriving oneself of the use of a limb, for example,

cutting off an arm. We are now seeing our mistake, for the

French, alter neglecting countless fair opportunities (which

the Portuguese and Spaniards have not only taken but

eagerly sought), are constrained to receive from those nations,

in retail, the gold, spices^ and the curious things of the East,

in place of having fetched them themselves, and distributing

them to others. So at present the Portuguese and Spaniards

are trying to keep to themselves those elements which are

common to all, and by all manner of wrong-doing to chase

from the seas the French and othernations who would voyage

and traffic therein. This it was which principally induced a

merchant company of St. Malo, Laval, and Vitrd, in the year

1601, to sound the ford {sonder le guay), and seeking a path

to the Indies, to show the French the way
;
in short, to

draw from the fountain-head.^ With this intent, they

equipped two ships, the one of 400 tons, named the Crois-

sant,^ the other of 200, named the Gorlin, which were de-

1 Pyrard seems to believe this voyage to have been the first under-

taken by any Frenchman to the East Indies; and Martin, in his journal

of the voyage of the Croissant, also so describes it. (See next note.)

Both seem to have been ignorant of the voyage of Jean Parmentier
of Dieppe, who reached Sumatra in 1529, and, like Pyrard, visited the

Maldives. The reason of this ignorance is that no account of Par-
mentier's voyage was published until 1832, when M. Estancelin obtained
a MS. journal, in possession of M. Theodore Tarb5, and included it in
his Discours de voyages et descouvertes des navigateurs Normands (pp. 241-

312) ;
for the Maidive portion, see App. to this volume. There is

an excellent new edition of the Parmentier voyages by M. Ch. Schefer *

Paris, Leroux, 1883, 8vo.

2 The fortunes of the Croissant, so far as they concern the narrative
of Pyrard, will be noted in the course of this work from other authori-
ties, and chiefly from the journal of Fran

9ois Martin, published under
the title of Description du premier voyage faict aux hides Orientates par
les Frangois. Of this rare book there are two editions

;
the first pub-

lished early in 1604 (the privilege bearing date 3rd Feb.), a very few
months after the arrival of the author at Plymouth. The second
edition, of which is the copy possessed by the Brit. Mus., was pub-
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spatched under the command of the Sieur de la Bardeliere,^

a burgess of St. Malo, with Francois Grout;^ Sieur du Clos-

neuf, Constable of St. Malo, as his vice-admiral and captain

lished in 1609. In the title-page of the latter the words par les

Francois” are an addition—^that is, if the title of the first edition

be correctly given by Ternaux Compans.

1 The admiral’s full name and title, as given by Martin, was Michel

Frotet, sieur de laBardeliere {Martin^ p. 13). He was born at St. Malo,

31 Dec. 1519, and was descended of an ancient family of that town, and,

like his cousin, Frotet de la Landelle, was one of the most determined

supporters of the League. On the 29th March 1589 he was nominated

one of the four captains-general of the militia, and throughout the

wars of 1589-91 had several important commands and performed many
signal services, on account of which his townsmen gave him the name of

the St. Malo Ajax (Cunat, St, Malo illustre par ses marins,, Rennes, 1857,

8vo., p. 77
;
see also article by Cunat in Lovet, Biograpliie Bretonne).

2 Grout was of an old St. Mato family, which claimed kinship with

the Dutch family of Groot, soon after this time to be made illustrious

by the name of Hugo Grotius. Grout’s father, also Francois, was born

at St. Malo in 1518, and had his Christian name from Francis I, who
happened to be at the town on the day of his baptism. The event is

recorded thus : Le 5® jour d’Octobre 1518 fut baptize ungn filz h

Jehan Grout et Jehanne Brulle sa femme : et fut grand compare noble

homme Franczoys Galleaze, grand ecuyer de France, et fut nomme
Franczoys an nom du roy, lequel est alors present en Saint-Malo : et petit

compere JMichel Brulle, et comm^re Perrine Chenu, baptize par le

vicaire-cure, Maistre Lancelot Rulfier” (Cunat, St. Malo illustre par ses

marins, p. 369). The date of the birth of the younger Grout is uncer-

tain
;
he was captain of a ship in 1597, and was appointed Constable of

St. Malo in 1600, “en recognoissance des agTeables et fidelles services

qu’il avoit faicts a Henri IV tant k la reduction de ladicte ville, que es

prinses de I’isle de la Roche-au-vay, Dinan et aultres lieux.” (Manet,

Biograpliie des Maloidns celebi'es, St. Malo, 1824, 8vo., pp. 85-6).

Whether Grout was married and left issue when he set out on this ill-

fated expedition is not known, but it may be mentioned that the family

appears again in later days in the person of Grout de St. Georges, who

was captain of the French ship VInvincible in the action with the English

under Lord Anson on the 14th June 1747. His valour on this occasion

won the admiration of Anson as well as of his own countrymen, and

when he died at Mozambique, in 1763, in command of the Fortune.^

Louis XV granted a pension to his brother, M. Grout de la Grassinais.

His portrait is now hung in the Hotel de Ville at St. Malo (Cunat,

ibid.).
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of the Oorlin} I was of the number, being not less desirous

of seeing the world than of getting rich, and embarked in

the Corbin. This ship had a worse fate than the other, and

was lost,^ and I have at last escaped, after many troubles.

Since it has pleased God, contrary to all expectation, to bring

me safe and sound to my native land after suffering so many
hardships and running endless risks, not only having been

borne about to most of the maritime regions and to the

Indian islands, making almost a circuit of the world and

visiting all four continents, but also having lived for the

space of ten years among various races, and in my long

sojourn learnt their manners, laws, and customs, perhaps

better (as I may say without vanity) than any other

Frenchman—nay than even any Portuguese or Hollander,

—

I have been constrained to put in writing whatever strange

things I saw in my long travel, that so my countrymen may
share them. My tale may also serve to give warning to those

who would make the same voyage, to avoid the troubles into

which I fell, or rather which I saw happen to others, so that
by learning those mistakes in our navigation which caused
our disaster, they may make the enterprise with more cir-

cumspection.

^

^ Martin adds the name of the chief merchant, Christofle Moreau,
sieur du Pois9ant {Martin., p. 12). This man seems to have taken a
prominent part in the League, for he appears at the head of the list of
proscribed persons in a decree and ordonnance of the Seneschal of Eennes
30 April 1690 (Dubois, L. F., Essai sur VJiistoire de la Ville de Vitre Paris^
1839, 8vo., p. 141).

’ ^

2 He would seem to imply here that the Croissant got safely home but
as we shall see hereafter, she was abandoned almost within FrWch
waters, and sank in the sight of her remaining crew, who were rescued
by the Hollanders.



CHAPTEE I.

NccTTatim of the Voyage from the emlar'king at S, Male to

the Gape of Good Hope.

We left St. Male with a north-east wind to begin our voyage

on the 18th of May 1601. When we were but nine or ten

leagues to sea the foremast of our ship split and broke in

half, and this was a beginning of misfortune. We fired a

cannon-shot to give notice to our commander on board the

Croissant, and to know from him if we should put back to

get another mast
;
but he being resolved to continue his

course without delay, sent us the carpenters of Ins ship, who

with ours mended the mast as best they could. The truth

was, he was afraid of losing the voyage, for most of the

mariners had taken this mishap, trifling though it was, for an

evil omen, and said aloud that if we put into any port of

France they would be off and give up the business. As for

me, I never had a good opinion of our voyage since the

embarking, not on account of this chance breaking of the

mast, but of the bad order and discipline in the ships
;
for

there was no piety or devotion, but plenty of oaths and

blasphemy, disobedience to officers, mutiny and carelessness,

and every day quarrelling, assaults, thefts, and the like vices.

On the 21st of the said month we sighted nine large Hol-

lander vessels called hulks” Qioiirgim)^ which put about to

1 Hourque, “ a hulk or huge flyboat” (Cotgrave)
;

a hulk or double

flieboat of the burden of 250 tons” {Cumberlands Voy., in Hak., iii, 774).

The name was applied to the old canal-boat, or flyboat, of Holland and

Flanders, which was flat-bottomed, with broad buttocks, and with stem

and stern much alike. It had originally but one mast and a bowsprit

The Dutch sea-going vessels were made on the same model, but squared

off at the stern, and when built of considerable tonnage, had three masts

and carried seven sails, viz., six square sails and one lateen. The latter

ships, preserving the above features of hull, took the same name. They

were very similar to the Marsiliana of the Venetians. Hourques ranged
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salute tlie ships of France. In fact, they passed to leeward

of ns, which is the greatest mark of submission at sea
;
and

they each fired a cannon, but the gunner of their vice-admiral

fired with ball, which struck our ship in the sail and tore it

to pieces. When we saw that, we feared that they wanted

to fight, and hoisted our ensign or flag on the foremast to

inform our commander. This caused him to bring to at

once, while we began to barricade the ship all round (these

barricades were of red scarlet, with the arms of France worked

on cloth of gold),^ putting our cannon in order, and loading

aU with shot. We armed ourselves and took up our positions,

the captain on the poop and the lieutenant at the bows, and

the four gunners with their assistants at the four quarters

of the ship. This done, we fired two shots at the sails of

the vessel which had attacked us, to know what they would

say before we gave them a broadside. But they did not put

themselves in an attitude of defence. Our commander, who

handled his sails and helm exceeding well, bore down the

from fifty and sixty tons up to 200 and 300, “ et il y en a qui font le

voiage des Indes orientales, montees seulement de cinq ou six matelots”

(Aubin). The words liourqtie and hulk are usually derived from the

Greek oA/cas
;
but this is contested by Jal (see Aubin, Diet, de Marine^

s.v. Jionrqiie and lieu: Jal, Archeologie Navale, i, 141; ii, 216: also

Glossaire Isautique: Pantera, Armata Navale^ Home, 1614: Skeat, Etym,
Diet., s. v. “hulk”: and Smyth’s Sailor^s Word-Book), From the clumsy
build of the Dutch vessels, and its supposed connection with “hull”
(erroneous), the word “hulk” has come to be applied to any superan-
nuated ship which is kept moored in rivers or harbours for coaling or
other purposes.

1 These barricades or screens {hastingues or pavois) were of cloth,

stretched all round the upper decks, and also at the tops, of ships of
war, to screen the crew from the enemy’s sight during combat. At this
time they were of a red material, as the author states; in 1670, the
king, by an ordonnance, required that in future they should be blue,
worked with yellow Jleurs de Us, and bordered with broad white bands.
Sometimes they were strengthened on the inner side so as to resist
musket-shot, and this was generally done in galleys to protect the oars-
men (Aubin, Diet, de Marine] and Jal, Gloss. Naut., s. y. pavois

]

Cotgrave, s. v. pavoisade').
^
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wind, all sail set, towards the Hollander Admiral, and firing a

shot, commanded him to strike amain
;
which he did promptly

though much astonished, as he knew nothing that had hap-

pened. On being informed, he summoned his vice-admiral,

who told him that one of his gunners, being drunk, had made

the mistake. The Admiral sent for the gunner and presented

him to our commander, begging him to forgive the injury,

and offered to give over the offender to be punished as he

might wish, or to do it himself on the spot and hang him at

the yard-arm. But our General, being satisfied, said that he

• required nothing more, and prayed the Admiral to pardon

the poor gunner. I doubt not he was incontinently punished,

for the Flemings and Hollanders never let offences go un-

punished on board their ships, keeping better discipline than

we do on ours, which is the cause their voyages succeed

better. At length we parted, with many mutual excuses.^

They told us they were bound for the Cape Verd Islands, for

cargoes of salt from the Isle de Mayo.^

On the 3rd of June following we sighted the Canary

Islands, which are in 28°, 29°, and 30° northern latitude, and

passed through them.

On the 12th and 13th of June we sighted the Cape Verd

Islands. They are ten in number ;
the first from tliis side is

1 This affair has recently heen not a little magnified by the patriotism

of the St. Malo biographer “Apres un combat contre sixhourques hol-

landoises, combat qui eut lien par la fante de ceux qui les montaient,

puisque la guerre n'^tait pas declar^e, le commandant hoUandois rendit

toute satisfaction h La Bardeliire, et les equipages se s^parerent bons

amis” (Cunat, p. 77).

2 It is probable that the fleet here spoken of v^as that of Heemskerk,

who left the Texel with nine ships on the 23rd April, in company with

five others under Wolphant Harmansen. These fleets parted on the 8th

May. It is likely enough that the Dutch commander gave out that he

was bound only for the C. Verd Islands, as he would not wish it to

come to the ears of the Portuguese that he was sailing to the Indies

{Eec, des Voy., 1702, ii, 359, et seq.). The rencontre with the French is

not mentioned in the Dutch journals. Martin mentions eight Dutch

ships only (p. 13).
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Saint Antoine, the second S. Vincent, the third 8. iMcar, the

fourth S. Nicolas, the fifth del Sal, the sixth Be luena vista, the

seventh de Alayo, the eighth Santiago, the ninth del Fuego, the

tenth Bravo} They begin at lat. 10° KT., and reach down to

lat, 14°. The Portuguese inhabit and cultivate some of them

;

the others are only inhabited by animals, such as goats, which

are very numerous. They have fruits and provisions in

abundance. The principal island, on which the others are

dependent, is S. Nicolas

;

it is the seat of the Bishop and of

justice.^ The proximity of Cape Verd on the mainland, only

fifty or sixty leagues off, where the Portuguese carry on a

continual traffic in negro slaves, causes these islands to be

much frequented because of this merchandise, which is

carried to the West Indies and to Brazil, as well as to

Portugal. In one of the islands, de Mayo, there is found
such a quantity of rock-salt that one can load as much as

one wishes without cost, for the island is uninhabited, and
loading and transport are quite easy. You see in another
island a mountain which throws out from its summit flames
by night and smoke by day. On that account it is called
“ Isla del Fuego”.*

On the 29th of the same month we were in lat. 5° K, and
1 The Portuguese names are more properly as follows S. Antao S

Vicente, Sta. Luzia, S. Nicolao, do Sal, da Boa Vista, Mayo, Santiago^
Fogo, and Brava. The C. Verd Islands were discovered in 1466 by the
Venetian Cadamosto, under the auspices of Prince Henry of Portugal.
The first sighted was Boa Vista, and thence so called (Major’s Prince
Henry, p. 163).

2 Sir E. Hawkins, who visited the Cape Verd Islands in 1593, says
that Santiago was then the chief island, the seat of the Audiencia and
the Bishop. This island was sacked by the English under Sir Anthony
SherJey m 1696, and the government was then perhaps temporarily
transferred to S. Eicolas (HaMe Voyages, Hak. Soc., pp. 129-30)The ^tabhshed seat of government has always been, as now, Santiago.

• The second island is Fuego, so called, for that day and night there
burneth in it a vulcan, whose flames in the night are seene twentie
leases off m the sea’ (Sir E. Hawkins, in Hawkins’sVoyages, Hak. Soc.,
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saw the North Star very low, and at the same time sighted

the Southern Constellation, or Antarctic Pole, otherwise

called the Croisacle, from being composed of four stars in the

form of a cross, though it is distant 27° from the Pole. Yet

it is the nearest by which the pilots can be guided as to

their latitude. Here you see a strange quantity of fish,

about as big as those called mullet, which have wings like

bats, by means of which, when pursued by the larger fish,

they dart out of the water and fly a long way until their

wings are dry. So, on the other hand, when they are in the

air, the sea birds, of which there is a vast multitude, give

them chase and catch them, unless they first regain the sea.

Many of them fell on our ships, and when once they fall on

something hard where there is no water, they cannot raise

themselves again. Thus we got some fresh food (and much

pleasure too in watching the chase), for this fish is delicate

and good eating. But it was a marvellous sight to see in so

deep sea and in this quarter so vast a number of fish, that

we might say we saw the whole sea covered with them, and

all in a turmoil, though it was calm.^ There were also big

ones, such as bonitos and albachores,^ and many other kinds,

of which we caught with lines enough to supply the ship

;

and porpoises too, with harpoons attached to pieces of wood,

then lifting them by strength of arm. I have seen these

flying fish everywhere near the line, both on this and on

^ For another description of the flying fish see Hawkinses Voyages^

Hak. Soc., pp. 60, 152. Sir Richard Hawkins likens the pursuit to the

chase as conducted by men: “The dolphins and bonitoes are the houndes,

and the alcatraces (cormorants) the hawkes, and the flying fishes the

game.”

2 Both kinds of tunny, and mentioned by nearly all voyagers. The

word alhacora^ as it is written in Sp. and Port., is evidently Arabic.

Dozy and Engelmann, however, express themselves unable to trace it

in the Arabic dictionaries. It is probably el-bakra, “ the cow -(fish)”,

according to the common practice of naming marine animals after those

of the land.
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the other side of the Cape of Good Hope, and both H. and

S. of the line.

On the 14th of July we perceived the coast of Guinea,

that is, the land of Sierra Lima, We thought we were more

than 100 leagues off, but, owing to the calms and the currents,

we had been drawn in against our will. We sighted two

ships, one of which came near enough to look at us.^ This

coast is very unhealthy and inclement.

On the 24th August we passed the equinoctial line
;
for

on this day, when we took the sun at the usual hour, viz., at

midday (which sailors call the observation), there was found

to be no elevation, so that we understood that we were under

the line. The latitude is taken with the astrolabe from the

sun, or from the stars by Jacob’s-staff, called by sailors

the arbaleste? From lat. 7 or 8 K to the same on the south

^ These ships were afterwards met at the Cape, and proved to be

two Dutch ships, the Ram and the Sheep^ and a yacht, the Lamb,
under G. Spilberg as admiral, with Guion Le Fort as vice-admiral.

Their voyage is described at length in the Recueil des Voyages,, ii,

421-552. This little fleet was destined to play a great part in the

history of India, for Spilberg and his comrades were the first Dutchmen
who gained a footing in Ceylon

;
and it was in that island more than

elsewhere that the struggle of the Dutch and Portuguese for Eastern

empii’e was fought and determined (see Tennant, Ceylon, ii, 34, et seq.).

The Dutch chronicler does not mention having sighted the French ships

here on the Guinea coast, but Martin, who was on board the Croissant,

records the meeting thus: “Nous apperceusmes deux navires et une
patache que nous jugions estre Flamens : la patache se mist en devoir

de nous approcher et voyant que nous ne I’attendions, s’en retourna vers
ses navires.” {Martin, p. 17.)

2 The astrolabe is an instrument of great antiquity, the treatise on it

by Chaucer, written in 1391, being the first on a scientific subject pub-
lished in England (Craik, Eng. Lit., i, 367). The Jacob’s-stafi was one
of many forms of the cross-staff. In England it was distinguished from
the cross-staff proper (see The use of the two mathematicall Instruments,
the Crosse-staffe ... and the Jacobs staffe, set forth Dialogue wise in two
hriefe and plaine Treatises, etc., by Thomas Hood, London, 1596).
All the chief authorities as to these instruments are collected by Capt.
Maikham in a valuable Appendix to his Voyages and Works of John
Davis, Hak. Soc., 1880. The Portuguese also used several forms of
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we were mucli harassed by the inconstancy of the weather

and the bad climate. The heat is violent and stifling in the

extreme; it destroys most of the provisions; the water

becomes putrid and full of big worms
;
all kinds of meat and

fish go bad, even the most carefully salted
;
all the butter we

had brought was melted to oil, and so were the tallow can-

dles. The ships began to split in those parts which were not

under water
;
the pitch and tar likewise melted

;
and it was

as impossible to remain below as in an oven. Nothing is so

inconstant as the weather, but there it is inconstancy itself

;

in a moment it becomes calm as by a miracle
;
in half an hour

there is on all sides thunder and lightning, the most terrible

that can be imagined : this is chiefly when the sun is near

the equinox. Suddenly the calm returns, then the storm

begins again, and so on. All at once the wind rises with

such impetuosity that it is all you can do to lower all sail in

time, and you would suppose that the masts and yards would

give way and the ship be lost. Often you see coming from

afar great whirlwinds, which the sailors call dragons^] if they

pass over ships they break them up and send them to the

bottom. When they are seen coming the sailors take naked

swords and strike them one against the other, in the form of

a cross, on the bows of the ship, or in the direction where

they see the storm coming, and they consider that that pre-

vents it coming upon the ship and turns it aside. More-

cross-stafl, e.g.^ radiometro
^
raio astronomico, horddo de Jacob, vara de

ouro^ and others (Eivara, Pyrard, i, 9).

1 This passage would seem to be the locus classicus for theterm dragon.

Jal {Gloss. Naut, s. v. “Superstitions”) quotes it from Pere Rene Fran-

cois, Essay des Merveilles de Nature, second edition, 1622, ch. xii, who

took it and other passages in the same chapter direct from Pyrard :

this father, however, does not acknowledge his authorities. The word

is used here for a waterspout, and in much the same sense by John

de’ Marignolli, in his description of a storm : “And such wondrous

things we beheld ! The sea as if in flames, and fire-splitting dragons

flying by, etc.” (Yule’s Cathay, p. 356). Compare the Greek typhon

and the Chinese lung.
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over, in this region the rains are very dangerous, for if one

is soaked and does not change one^s dress promptly, the skin

is shortly after covered with tumours and pimples, and worms

are engendered in the clothes, so that there is much trouble

to those who have a change of clothing, and bad results to

those who have none. We were obliged to cover our ships

with wax-cloth, and to make awnings to ward off the rain

and the sun, and still we had much to bear. It would be

impossible for me to relate in detail all the extremities, the

labour, the discomforts, and fatigue which we endured for

three months owing to these calms and trauade^ (so they

call these squalls), which do more mischief than heavy wind
or a storm, and ships are soon worn out by them. Ours

shook and reeled from side to side from the violence of the

great louesme^ in those seas
; but with the wind aft the sails

^ Travados, gusts of wind which the Portuguese call Turhades or
Travades. These hurricanes, attended with excessive rains, fall on a
sudden upon the ships, and toss them so violently that one would think
they would perish immediately. But they don’t last above an hour and
half

;
and when they are over the air is so calm, that the surface of the

sea is as smooth as glass” {Collection of Voyages undertaken by the Dutch
East India Company, London, 1703, p. 97). The following is from
Bluteau:—“ Segundo JoSo Jacobo Hofman no Lexicon Universal,
tom. 4, fol. 491, col, 1, derao os Portuguezes este nome a huns ventos do
mar Atlantico, que mais frequenteraente regnao entre o Brasil e a Africa
debayxo do Equador na altura de Guine, do Cabo de Boa Esperan^a
para o Cabo de Guardafu. Eepentinamente sahem de hua navem e sao
tao impetuosas que revolvem tudo de cima para bayxo.”

This word, which, as will be seen, Pyrard uses frequently in the
sense of rollers or swell, as distinguished from a stormy state of the sea
caused immediately by wind, is not found in any of the French dic-
tionaries, nor even in Jal’s Glossary. M. Charton has this note : ‘‘Ce
mot^ ne se trouve dans aucun glossaire. M. Jal, que nous avons con-
sults, pense qu’il doit avoir le sens de houle, ou celui de grande lame
de fond, ou peut-etre enfin de ras de maree. M. le docteur Koulin croit que
c’est une imitation incorrecte du mot anglais whelm, qui signifie
‘ couvrir d’eau une surface’, et que nos marins des bords de la Manche
avaient adopte dans le sens de ‘spoon-drift’, ‘ embrun’, ecume des lames
chassees par le gros vent, et pendant sa duree” (Charton, Voy., iv.
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keep the ship steady, and if she is close to the wind she lies

on one side only. These calms try vessels much, chiefly

those heavily laden, and too often make their timbers vStart,

so that after one such storm they cannot stand the sea long.

On the 29th August, our pilot, who was an Englishman,^

being aloft, descried land ten leagues distant. This delighted

us exceedingly, for we were in need of fresh water, and yet

did not know where to find land, believing that we could not

have been driven so near to Guinea, which we intended to

pass a hundred leagues off
;
but the calms and currents had

brought us in once more. At the good news our captain

quickly hoisted the ensign on the foremast (for only a chief

or commander can fly it on the mainmast), and firing a shot

to call our General’s attention, learned from him that it was

the island of Analon? As he was now behind we did not

go forward, but put our ship about and waited till the morn-

ing, ere we cast anchor at the island : this the mariners call

“beating”; it is practised when they want to keep in view of

land and to remain in the same part of the sea or coast, first

they go one way, and then, tacking about, the other.

Next day, the 30th, after anchoring, we treated amicably

with the Portuguese, who are masters of the island. As they

had accepted some presents from us, and had also sent us some

fruit, we trusted to their good faith, and our General got

243, w.). It seems more likely to be a nautical corruption of “ lame”

than of “ whelm”, the use of which word does not seem to be correctly

appreciated by the Docteur Roulin.

1 The name of this pilot is not given. English pilots, as Mr. Bell

reminds me, were in request in those days, especially when they had

been the Indian voyage before. Thus John Davis was pilot to the

Dutch voyage of the Moucherons in 1598 ;
William Adams to Mahn’s

fleet of the same ye^ar
;
Mellish, who had sailed with Cavendish, was

pilot in Yan ISToort’s fleet.

2 The island of Annobon, in lat. 1® 80' S., long. 5® 40' E., so called

from its discovery by Martin Fernandez on the 1st January 1471. It

was ceded to Spain in 1778, and is said now to contain about 1,000

inhabitants.
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ready his gallion and put in it a number of vessels for the

water, fruit, and other provisions, sending for this purpose

some sailors and soldiers. With them also six of&cers of the

two ships desired to go for refreshment, and though it was

against the Generahs intention, he did not care to stop them.

When they were landed, the six officers were well received by

the Portuguese, so that they trusted them entirely, and let

themselves be conducted whither they would. They then

sent the boat with the sailors round to the other side of the

island for the water, as had been arranged. They were led

by a party of negroes, who, however, would not enter the

boat—a circumstance which was of itself enough to show

their want of good faith—but made round the island, they

by land, and we by sea. Soon after, the six were surrounded

and attacked by a large number of Portuguese and negro

slaves in arms, who had been in an ambuscade. One of the

six, the lieutenant of the Gorlin, named Thomas Pepin of

St. Malo, began to defend himself, and in fact wounded

several of them, but being overpowered by numbers, he was

mortally wounded and carried ashore, while the other five

were made prisoners. The Portuguese then sent the wounded
man on a raft to the ships, accompanied by our General’s

negro servant, who had gone with the six
;
but as soon as he

was laid on the ship the lieutenant breathed his last. The
General at once fired two shots to warn the sailors on the

other side to return if they could with the boat, and not to

engage in any fighting, which they did promptly. The
next day the Portuguese sent on another raft (for they have
there no other vessels) one of the five prisoners, to say that

they were very badly treated, being kept in chains in the

mountains and separate front one another. These mountains
are high, and all covered with wood. Moreover, they said

that a ransom was put on their heads, which was at length
agi’eed to, viz., 1,500 cruzados, some wine, biscuit, powder,
muskets, and other implements, the prisoners being severally
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delivered up at each part payment The Portuguese then sent

a pig, some rice, fruit, and other provisions, and told us that

we might go freely and safely about the island
;
but we would

not trust them any more, though we were in need of fresh

water. Therefore we went by night in our boats, well armed,

to fetch the water, but got only a little, for the stream is at

the bottom of a valley near the sea, and the islanders would

not let us have it, but took up a position on the hills above,

and attacked us with muskets, wounding in the shoulder one

of our ship’s boys. They also wounded us with stones

thrown or rolled down the hill, so that the work was very

dangerous. This continued for six or seven weeks, while we

were at the coast.^ In place of the dead lieutenant, another

was constituted, not elected on the spot, but one that had

been nominated to succeed by the Company at St. Malo, who

had made appointments to all the offices in case of death, so

as not to leave that in the discretion of the ship’s company,

which might give rise to some disorder. And here is to

be remarked that one who is promoted to a higher grade, or

changes his office, gets no more wages than he had before,

because the wages of a deceased officer always run on to the

return home of the ship, and are paid to his widow, chil-

dren, or heirs, just as though he were alive.

This island belongs to a Portuguese lord, to whom the

King of Spain has given it^ : the other Portuguese who reside

there are his factors and agents. All the people of the island

are his slaves, and with them he drives a great trade as

^ An interesting cut, representing the attack of the islanders upon the

French, will he found in the Dutch journal of Spilberg’s voyage, drawn,

no doubt, from the description given by the Frenchmen of the Croissant

and Corbm, when they met Spilberg^’s ships at the Cape and Madagascar.

2 The Portuguese lord lived at the little dependent island named

St. Omer (Martin, Voyage^ p. 95). Pyrard here, as elsewhere, properly

speaks of the King of Spain, Portugal having been subject to Spain

since 1580. The island now, in fact, belongs to Spain, by virtue of

Art. 13 of the Treaty of 11th March 1778 (Rivara’s Pyrard^ i, 13, note).
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well in Spain as in the West Indies, exporting every year a

certain number, according to their increase. They are all

negroes, and go naked, men and women, save that they cover

with cotton their privy parts; the women carry their babes

on their backs, and give them suck over the shoulder, their

breasts being so long that the children grasp and suck them

from behind. This island is situate under the altitude of

a degree and a half south latitude, and has a circuit of about

five or six leagues. It is high, mountainous, and covered with

wood, and always green. AU the time we were there, not

a day passed but it rained more or less. The roadstead on

the north-west is very dangerous by reason of the shoals

and rocks. Fruits grow there in abundance, such as oranges,

bananas (which serve for bread)
;
cocos,^ which supply the

people with wine
; sugar-canes, pine-apples, other fruits which

they can Banana^ and also rice and millet. A quantity of

cotton is collected, and this forms the sole revenue of the

island. The fishery is abundant, and the fish being good, we
were greatly refreshed thereby. At a league and a half from
Anabon is a little island all burnt up and without any ver-

dure, yet is it so covered with birds that one can hardly walk
a step in any direction without treading upon them or their

eggs. They are called PiTigui; they are a little bigger than
our pigeons, of about the same plumage, of excellent flavour

and good eating, albeit the flesh is very black.^ We ate many

1 The word “coco” being applied excluswely to the nut, Rivara is
right in pointing out that Pyrard makes a shp here, inasmuch as the
wine is drawn from the tree itself.

2 It is not clear what fruit is here intended
;
he has already men-

tioned bananas and pineapples {ananas), for which the word might be
supposed to be a misprint. In the first edition (1611) it appears as
panaua

;
and Martin (p. 22), also writing of Annobon, says : “ Et autres

fruicts qu’ils nomment Panama"- but neither of these various readings
help us. The sweet-potato may be meant, or the word may be con-
nected withp^o, bread, and indicate cassava, which grows at Annobon.

s As pointed out by Guerin, in his abridgment of Pyrard, the birds
here called penguins were really manchots (Les Navigateurs Francais
p. 218, note).

^ *
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of them, going every day to that little island to take our

wallvs and catch them. One of our fellows, who had been

recognised as lieutenant of the Corlin in place of him de-

ceased, in pursuing these birds, fell between some rocks and

broke his leg, and much trouble we had to get him out at

all. We were beset by all manner of misfortunes during

our sojourn at this road, for besides this we had many others,

and most of them hap2Dened to our sliip, where arose a great

quarrel between our Captain and the chief factor or mer-

chant. They almost came to blows, and were lilve to have

caused a general revolt and mutiny, so that our General had

need to come with a competent guard to restore order; never-

theless, this dispute lasted the whole voyage, neither speak-

ing to the other. I leave you to consider how all could go

well wdien the chiefs, who ought to show a good example

to the others, themselves created disorder. There was also

another mischance, viz. : 'when the men were getting into the

boats to fight for a supply of water, fire reached some powder

in one of ours wherein our Captain wms, and many were

burned and injured. But the last accident was this : on

weighing anchor, wm were all the morning endeavouring to

raise one of ours; and although those on board the Croissant

came to our aid, we could not get it up, and the cable gave

way, though it was as thick as a man^s thigh and quite new.

The anchor itself was lost—a matter of no small moment at

such times.

Having thus sojourned at the anchorage at this island for

the space of six weeks, on the 16th October our General

gave order to weigh and to hoist sail, and steer a course

for St. Helena, because we had not been able to get fitting

refreshment here, and we were beginning to have some sick

of the scurvy. Those on their way to the Indies do not

ordinarily fetch that island (St. Helena), the winds not being

favourable, and great risk attending the attempt to make it

;

indeed, our pilot said that he did not expect we should of

c
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certainty reach it. However, on the 17th November, we did

at daybreak happily sight the island of St. Helena,^ situate

under the 16th degree toward the Antarctic Pole, and distant

600 leagues from the Cape of Good Hope. We found on the

altar of the chapel many letters, which gave notice that the

Hollanders had passed there. We looked to find there some

timber to refit our foremast, but there was none fit for

the pm’pose. Our sojourn at this island was nine days,

and this was of great service to our sick, inasmuch as the

water, the flesh, and the fruits there are very wholesome,

and the air very pure and healthy : so we were replenished

with all the water we stood in need of. I will not tarry

here to describe the beauty, fertility, plenteousness, and

commodities of this excellent island, postponing a more

particular description against my return, because the long

stay we then made gave me a better knowledge of it.

On the 26th November 1601, our sick being now recovered,

we weighed anchor and set sail, and pursued our route

towards the Cape of Good Hope.

Three days afterwards we doubled the Alroilles. These are

banks and shoals off the coast of Brazil, under the 18th degree

beyond the equinoctial line. They stretch a distance of some
70 leagues

;
the Portuguese call them Ahrolhos^ that is to

1 St. Heleua, in lat. 16" S., long. 5" 50' W., discovered by Joao de
Nova on St. Helena’s day (18tli Aug.), 1502, was held under the nominal
authority of the Portuguese till 1651, when it was taken by the English.
The Portuguese, for reasons stated by Pyrard in his subsequent descrip-

tion of the island, never garrisoned it, nor indeed allowed it to be colo-

nised. It was accordingly used freely for refreshment and as a post-
office by Portuguese, Dutch, and EngHsh. As Pyrard postpones his
fuller description, we may also postpone our fuller notes.

2 Ahre-olhos! “ Keep your eyes open !” This fanciful derivation was at
one time generally accepted. Pyrard was not the first to give currency
to it

;
thus, Sir R. Hawkins writes the word ahreoios (Hawkins's Voyages,

p. 171). It is, however, undoubtedly taken from alrolho, the water
calthrop, which has a secondary meaning, in military use, of a cheoal
de /rise, and in nautical use, of pointed rocks or breakers. (See
Rivara’s Pyrard, i, 16, note; Linschoten, Hak. Soc.,i, 16, note.)
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say, '' Open your eyes”, because these shoals are exceeding

dangerous, and it is very necessary to keep a good look-out

and to give them a wide berth ; for if you were to fail to

double them, and were to get caught in them, it would be

very difficult to get out
;
and even if you did get out, the

voyage would be lost, and you would have to return whence

you set out. This is the reason why ships going to the

Indies, out of care to keep them at a distance, fall away too

much on the o-ther side towards Guinea, where the air is

exceeding unwholesome, and where they meet with such

calms and currents, that very frequently vessels are lost, or

else many men languish and die of grievous ailments
;
where-

fore the dexterity of good pilots lies in not approaching too

near the coast of Guinea, and also in not striking these

banks of the Alroilles on the Brazil side, but in taking

their measure, and in so doing they will have plenty of room,

for the distance between the coast of Africa and that of

Brazil is put down at about a thousand leagues. Having

thus doubled these banks, we had a merry-making, and ap-

pointed by lot a king to rule during the feast, which lasts

a whole day; and there was served out to each a pint of

wine more than ordinary. This was in imitation of the

Portuguese, who do this, men being always accustomed to

imitate rather bad customs, than such as are good and

laudable. For my part I nowise approve those feasts and

banquets at sea, which result only in consuming the ship’s

wine and victuals, and in making the mariners drunk and

incapable of doing their duties, besides giving rise to quarrels

and assaults.^

^ To pass the Abrolhos was with the Portuguese the first crisis of the

voyage
;
the Cape was the second. The same festivities were observed

on board the Croissant A ceste consideration les Portuguais ayant

double ces bancs ont accoustume en signe de regiouissance faire un Roy,

eslisant celuy h qui eschet un certain billet, et a leur imitation nous en

fismes un, et Dieu voullut que le sort tomba sur moy, et celuy qui est Roy

a tout pouvoir durat ceste solennit6, laquelle dure ordinairement quatre

C 2
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CHAPTEE II.

Of the Oa'pe of Good Hope and the Gape of the Needles ,

—

Violent storm on the coast of Natal.

Meanwhile our vessels were daily making tlieir way

towards the Cape of Good Hope, and after some days we

perceived the signs whereby proximity to the Cape is known.

Eifty or sixty leagues out are seen floating in vast numbers

the stalks of reeds, with about nine or ten reeds (more or

less) attached to each stalk : these are called tromhas^

;

ou cinq jours, qui ont accoustum6 de se passer en festins et joye
;
le jour

de ma promotion je fists deliurer quelques prisonniers qui estoient k la

chaine” (A/aj'fm, p. 32). So Davis, in his Dutch voyage of 1598 ;

“The 10thwe passed the Abrolhos,which was the greatest of our feare . . .

whereupon our Baase (for so a Dutch Captaine is called) chose a Master

of Mis-rule by the name Kesar (i.e., Keizer

^

‘ Emperor’). Now the

authoritie of riot lay in this disordered officer, who after dinner could

neither salute his friends, nor understand the lawes of Eeason. And
those that ought to have been most respective, were both lawlesse and
witlesse. In this dissolute manner we wasted three days, which being

ended, and having againe recovered our former discretion, we shaped
our course for Cape Bona Esperanza” {Davis, Hak. Soc., p. 131).

Compare the Whit-Sunday festivities mentioned by Linschoten (Hak.

Soc., i, 17), at which some idle words led to a dangerous brawl.

^ Port. troniba. These reeds, together with the various birds, are alluded

to by most navigators as signs of the Cape. “ The signs and tokens

whereby they know themselves certainly to have passed the Cape
[homeward bound], are great heapes and peeces of thicke reedes, that

alwaies thereabouts drive uppon the water, at least 15 or 20 miles from
the land” (Linsck, Hakl. Soc., ii, 250). “Le 31 ils commencerent
voir floter des tnimhas, ou poign6es de joncs avec leurs racines, ce qui

estune marque qu’on n’est pas loin du Cap de Bonne Esp6rance”‘(Hout-

man’s voy., Rec. des Voy., i, 211). “There are also other signs of land

being near, as those they call caravels of Brittany, being weeds, or

rather reeds, like the Indian canes, or rather like grass, but as thick as

one’s finger” (Merolla, 1682, in Churchill, i, 665). “ These tromhas are

a kind of great canes, about the bignesse of a man’s arm, and three or

four foot long, which flote upon the water with their roots” (MandeMo,
Eng. trans., 248).
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also, a multitude of -wdiite birds speckled with black spots,

which the Portuguese call manrjxie cle I'claclc}

On the 27th December 1601, towards midnight, while it

was blowing a strong gale with rain, the night being very

dark, we suddenly found ourselves close upon land, aud but

for a mariner, who by accident perceived it, we had been

lost, for the seas at that part are passing heavy and stormy,

and there are some great rocks projecting out into the sea.

As soon, therefore, as this was descried by the mariner, we
tacked sails and ship and put about to sea, and fired off a

gun to give our General warning. At daybreak it was

observed that we had passed the Cape of Good Hope, and

that the cape we saw was that of the hTeedles.*^ This cape

^ Properly mangas de velludo^ “velvet sleeves”. Thomas Stevens, the

Jesuit, whom Pyrard afterwards met at Goa, thus writes, in 1579 :

“ Fowles of sundry kindes followed our ship The Portingals have
named them all according to some proprietie which they have: some
they call Riish-tailes, because their tails be not proportionable to their

bodies, but long and smal like a rush
;
some Forked-tailes^ because they

be broad and forked
;
some Velvet-sleeves, because they have wings of

the coulor of velvet, and boweth them as a man boweth his elbow.

This bird is alwaies welcome, for he appeareth neerest the Cape”
{Hakluyt, i, 161). Linschoten says: “We saw there also divers of the

birds called Mangas de Velludo, that is to say, Velvet-sleeves, for they

have upon the ends of their wings blacke points like velvet, all the rest

being white and somewhat gTey, which they hold for a certain sign of

the land that lyeth within the Cape de Bona Esperanza (Hakl. Soc.

edition, ii, 243
;
so Mocquet, edition 1645, p. 227). Eivara points out that

Pyrard has misdescribed the “mangas de velludo”, which is white with

black wings, and has given the description of another and commoner
Cape bird, known by the Portuguese as the “Feijao frade” {seeLinscJi.,

ii, 250), which is white, freckled with black spots. Dr. Fryer mentions

'’’‘Pintado birds. Mango faleudos, Alhetrosses, the first remarkable for

their pointed spots of black and white” (p. 12), without describing the

“velvet-sleeve”. JMandelslo gives a correct description: Mangas de

valeudo, a kind of sea-mews, being white all over the bodies and having-

black wings” (Eng. trans., p.- 248).

2 I.e., Caho das Agulhas, the name by which it is still known. It is

the southernmost point of the African continent. Pyrard places it in

35" S.
;
Linschoten (Hakl. Soc., ii, 240) in 34^°

;
it is really in 36° 5' S.
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advances out into the sea further than that of Good Hope by

fifteen leagues, and is situate under the altitude of 35

degrees of Southern latitude. It is named the Cape of the

Needles, because at this place the compasses or needles

remained fixed, pointing directly to the north, without any

declination to the east or the west
;
when it is doubled, they

begin to decline to the north-east. On this day we sighted

two Hollander ships and a pinnace coming out of a bay that

is by the Cape dzs Aguilles, called Baya Sardeigna} where

they had gone for refreshment. It was, however, impossible

for us to approach one another all the day long, because of

the wind and of the sea, which was running high and tem-

pestuous
;
nevertheless, their smaller ship, with great diffi-

culty, ran down the wind toward us and told us who they

were. On the morrow we came together, and for two days

visited each other and gave mutual entertainment with all

friendliness. They were very small ships from Camfer,^ in

Zeeland, their General by name Spilbert^ They told us

it was them we had sighted on the Guinea coast, and that

had our General waited until they had sent their pinnace

after us, the misfortune that befell us at the island of Anahon

As to the nou-variation of the compass, see Dayis {Voyages^ HaM. Soc.,

p. 136) : “We doubled Cape das Agulios, which is the most southerly

promontorie of Africa, where the compasse hath no variation.”

^ SoldcLTihci bay, called after Antonio de Saldanha, who went to India
in 1503. Baya Sardeigna is a misnomer, which Eivara accepts by his

translation, Bahia das Sardinhas {Viagem de Pyrard^ i, p. 18). As
pointed out by Mr. Corney {Middleton’s Voy., Hakl. Soc., p. 6) and Mr.
Clements Markham {Lancaster’s Voy., Hakl. Soc., p. 62), the Saldanha
Hay of the Portuguese, Dutch, and English voyagers of this period is

our Table Bay, Pyrard’s statement that the Dutch were met coming
out of a bay near the Needles Cape is incorrect

j
Spiiberg had put into

Table Bay and nowhere else, and the two fleets met off the Cape of
Good Hope (Spiiberg, Rec, des Voy,, ii, 438-44).

^ Veer, Terveer, or Campveer, a small town and fort commandiog
the Veergat, on the north side of the island of Walcheren. It was
taken by the British during the ill-fated expedition of 1809.

3 Joris van Spilbergen, generally called Spiiberg.
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had not come to pass. For they related to ns how they had

landed, and pnt no confidence in the people of the island as

we did
;
yet they obtained a sufficiency of water, losing, how-

ever, two of their men, and having six wounded. They told

ns, moreover, that if we had been all together in company we

should have been strong enough in men to have made our-

selves masters of the island : that no great resistance was

possible, and so we should have been enabled to refresh

ourselves and make provision of \vater. Thus was our

General partly to blame for all that misfortune, because he

did not await the Hollanders as he ought. "We gave them a

mainsail, of which they stood in need, and in exchange they

gave us two perriers,^ or small iron cannon. They were also

bound for the Indies, and we should have been glad enough

to make the voyage in their company. But this could not

be, because they had to go by the passage between the main-

land and the island of St. Laurence, in order to meet their

countrymen who were awaiting them there, a rendezvous

having been appointed at the Baya Formosa^ on the Melinde

coast. Our intention, on the contrary, was to pass outside

the island, wherefore we parted and took leave of each other

with much cannonading.^ This done, we took our course

outside the island of St. Laurence.

^ Perrier^ “the ship’s artillery called a fowler” (Cotgrave)
;
“ (petit

canon de fer), a pederero or petterero, a fowler, a sort of gun” (Boyer).

The word is a corruption of Fr. pierrier, Port, pederero^ and is taken

from an engine used for casting stones, which was in use before the dis-

covery of gunpowder. In the sixteenth century there were pieniers

and demi-pierriers, ranging from 35 to 20 quintals. It was a gun

proper for use on the main-tops, and in boats (Jal, Gloss. Naut., s. v.).

2 Near Melinde, in latitude 8® S., longitude 40® 20' E. In the text

it is misprinted Tormosa.

3 The following account of the meeting with the Dutch ships, given

in Spilberg’s voyage {Eec. des Voy.^ ii, 444), shows how the laxity of

discipline on board the French ships struck the foreigner, and indicates,

even in these petty details, the vital difference between the seamanship

of the French and Portuguese on the one hand, and that of the Dutch

and English on the other :
—“ Le 27 [Dec. 1604] nous decouvrimes
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The 6th January 1602, being Twelfth Night, while all were

making merry and crying le Eoy boit’V arose a violent

le Cap, et deux vaisseaux Fran9ois de S. Malo, dont Mr. de Barde-

lierc 4toit Ainiral, et Mr. le Connetable de Vitr6 Vice-amiral. Un
des Pilotes etoit Flamand, et se nommoit Mayor Wouter Willekeus.

Apr^s qu’on lui eut parle, nous fimes route de compagnie. Le m6me
jour, notre General aiant beaucoup d’envie de s’entretenir plus particu-

lierement avec eux, dans I’esp^rance d’apreudre quelques nouvelles, se

rendit a leur bord, accompagne de Corneille Specx : et le lendemain les

Francois pass^rent au sien. Ils lui dirent qu’ils avoient aussi rel^clie

a Annobon, ou on leur avoient montre des tombeaux de quelques uns de

leurs gens, qu’on disoit avoir 6t6 tuez en combattant contre trois vais-

seaux Flamands, Oes Messieurs les Francois de S. Malo s’imaginoient

etre en grande seuret6, parce-qu’ils etoient Catoliques Roinains : sur-

tout en descendant ^ terre, pour aller ouir la Messe. Mais la Mes&e
leur couta bien plus cher que qu’ils en eussent paie la fa§on au Pretre

:

car les Portugais en massacrerent quelques-uns et 'en retinrent d’autres

prisonniers, pour qui il fallut paier de grosses rangons, jusqu’^ milleecus

en argent, avec diverses marchandises.

Le 1 de Janvier 1602 les Fran9ois aiant d6clar6 qu’ils vouloient aller

par Test de Madagascar, et par cons6quent prendre un autre cours que
nous n’avions r6solu, on se s4para bon amis. Au reste il n’§toit pas

a propos que nous fussions plus longtems avec eux. Nos gens n’avoicnt

par semaiue que chacun trois livres de biscuit, ettous les dix jours deux
pintes de vin

5
au lieu que les tonneaux de vin 6toient toujours percez

dans les navires Fran9ois, chacun en pouvaut aller tirer quand il lui

plaisoit. On y avoit le biscuit k commandement : on y jettoit k la mer
le stocficbe tout cuit. Cliaque ration de vin etoit de six pintes par
semaine pour chaque homme, et encore ne s’en tenoient-ils pas k cette

regie
j
souvent ils alloient plus loin, et s’en faisoient donner davantage.

Get example etoit dangereux, et il ne devoit pas etre longtems devant
nos yeux, puis-qu’il nous 6toit impossible de le suivre, et qu’il auroit pu
servir a faire murmurer nos gens, de ce qu’ils n’ltoient pas ainsi traitez.”

The Dutch, perhaps intentionally, misinformed the French as to their
route, in order to get rid of them. The course they had resolved to
make was first to a point near Cape Sta. Lucia, then across to Cape St.
Mary, at the sb'uth end of Madagascar, thence to the Comorro Islands
{Rec. des Voy., ii, pp. 432, 433).

1 In France, the chairman at the Twelfth Night festival was called
“ Le roi de la feve” (King of the bean). His first act, on taking the
chair, was to di iuk to the company, who responded with a loud shout of
‘‘ Le roi Boit !” The celebration, which in the early Middle Ages con-
sisted of a p’rocession in which the three Kings or Magi took the principal
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squall, which required us to lower sail, and one of our

mariners, a man of St. Malo, fell into the sea. It was im-

possible to save him : his messmate,^ however, would have

flung himself after him had he not been restrained
;
but I

think this was more because he had taken too much wine

than out of affection, for these sailors have not much friend-

ship. All along this coast we saw all night many fires on

the tops of the mountains. Thus continuing our voyage, we

passed without any storm the land of hiatal, which is on the

Ethiopian coast,—an unwonted occurrence, because violent

storms are usually met with between the 33rd and 28th

degrees.

On the 30th January, in the altitude of 26 degrees, our

General asked his pilot^ on which side of the island of St.

Laurence we were
;
he replied, on the outside

;
nevertheless,

this was not so, for we were between the coast of Africa and

the island, contrary to our intention. This was due to the

ignorance of the j)ilot, as well as to our amusing ourselves

too long with the Hollanders’ ships. Having the weather

calm, we let our ships go at their will, carrying generally

only lower sails
;
while the Hollanders’ vessels, being better

sailers than ours, duly kept their course along the coast of

Africa, and we followed them unconsciously. Our General,

doubting the fact, demanded to sight the island for his assur-

ance
;
but after sailing for two days and two nights without

sighting it, he gave orders to put about on the opposite

part, had by this time degenerated into a mere jollification
;
nowadays,

in England at least, the sole remaining relic is a cake. The whole history

of Twelfth Night will be found well described in Chambers’s Booh of

Days (January 6th), where also may be seen a copy of an old French

print, exhibiting a party of revellers crying “ Le roi boit !
” as described

by Pyrard.

1 As the author explains in his Advice at the end of vol. ii, each of

the sailors had his messmate : an arrangement made with a view to

friendship and mutual assistance.

2 Probably the Fleming named Mayor Wouter Willekens mentioned

by Spilberg (v. s., p. 23, note 3).
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course. This done, we sailed on till the 4th of Tebruary,

when we began to sight the island of St. Laurence on its

inner side, whereupon our General was highly incensed

against the pilot. Forthwith he gave order to work back out

of the strait and to return to the outer course, because he was

afraid of not being able to make the passage by reason of the

contrary winds which are ordinarily to be met with in the

season we were then in.

On the 7th February 1602, while coasting back along

ISTatal to get without the island of St. Laurence, a course we

had already made happily without mishap, there arose

suddenly a violent sq[uall from the south-west. We had no

thought of it
;
the Portuguese, on the other hand, when they

make the passage in this latitude, prepare for these storms,

and take precautions in time. Our galleon had been lowered

to send a man on board the CroiBsant to confer between the

General and our captain on some business concerning the

voyage ; and just a moment before, I had myself returned

from visiting some of my friends that were very ill, amongst

others, a young man of our town, Laval, whom I loved dearly.

Some of our men who were on board the Croissant, seeing

the sea wax high, got into the galleon or boat and returned to

us. But they made so little haste that they could hardly

have been got on board, had we not flung them a cable, which

gripping, it was as much as they could do to get on board in

safety. It was, however, impossible to hoist the galleon so

promptly
;

it was only lashed, as best we could, with a heavy
cable, and this broke, so the galleon filled with water and
went to the bottom before we could do anything to save it

;

this loss was of the utmost trouble to us. I believe it

impossible for those who have not experienced it to conceive

the horror and fury of this storm, for all we had experi-

enced heretofore was mere child’s-play in comparison. It

became so dark at high noon that we could not see the sky
nor recognise one another. Our two ships got far parted, and
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in an instant our sails were torn to shreds : the rain and

wind were so furious in our faces that we were wounded

and bruised as by strokes of rods : the collars of our shirts

were torn^ and smote us on the face so that we had to wrench

them off. The waves also ran so terribly high that you

would have said that the ship was at one time tossed up to

heaven, at another plunged into an abyss, and all the while

rolling from side to side in such wise that it was no easy

matter to keep within the ship, and very perilous to remain

on deck: for we were continually struck by the heaviest

seas, and sometimes by one (roller) louesme; more than twenty

hogsheads of water were shipped, w’hicli passed over the

vessel and only partly escaped on the other side. With

their violence these would carry away all they met, and so

it behoved a man to hold well to the deck. Fortunate was

it for us that our ship was so tight and staunch that not a

single leak was sprung in her nether timbers by the fury of

this storm, and she made no more water than ordinary. All

the water she made came in from above when she was struck

by these seas and topping waves, which passed over her and

drenched not only the men on the deck and those under

cover, but also the ship’s provisions and furniture. We had

hardly hands enough to empty the ship with the pumps, and

our captain was foremost at the job. There was nothing

that was not soaked and spoiled; and this entailed the

greatest hardships
;
for during the four days and four nights

the storm lasted, we were perpetually drenched with salt

water, and afterwards had nothing dry for change. We ate

nothing but a little biscuit and a little wine, being unable to

cook anything; to sleep or get the slightest repose was

out of the question. At such a time, all who were wise

turned to their own thoughts
;
as for the mariners, it is then

they swear and blaspheme more than usual. At the height

of the storm at midnight the question arose of cutting the

main topmast. The method of so doing is to cut the standing
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and running rigging on the leeward side, next to cut the

mast half across, then to cut the ropes on the windward side,

whereupon it falls of itself without injuring anyone. This

was a perilous job, owing to the difficulty a man had in keep-

ing his hold during the violent tossings of the ship. In this

task they employed our chief carpenter, a Hollander, and one

of the best ship’s carpenters living; he received double

wages and double portions of wine, but in iruth he did as

much work as any three men. With great difficulty he

managed to cut the mast, and then, unable to keep his hold,

fell with it to leeward and beyond the ship’s side. By a

miracle, however, he encountered the great yard, which being

lowered and lashed crosswise, stretched out beyond the ship

some nine or ten feet. There were here some ropes, which

the poor fellow caught and gripped so firmly that he managed

to save himself, though with the utmost difficulty. We
thought, too, that another grave ‘^accident was to befall us.

There were four or five heavy iron cannon, which were dis-

mounted and lashed and belayed below on the first deck. By
force of the storm these got loose, but God permitted that

some men below should observe it
;
and these men ran forth-

with with mattresses, sacks, and other soft baggage, and cast

them on either side to stay the guns, and so to get them
re-lashed; otherwise the slightest blow they would have
given in their rolling to the ship’s side would have driven a

hole in her. During this storm our rudder-trunk broke, and
this was a great trouble to us, for it deprived us of the neces-

sary use of the helm. Our pilots and the oldest seamen said

they had never endured a more violent storm, nor one that

had so driven them from their wits and daunted their reso-

lution. But the truth is that they had never before experi-

enced the violence of the sea in those parts, where ordinarily

it is much more heavy and stormy than elsewhere. For my
part, on my return I came through seas quite as furious,

under the same altitude, but not on the same coast.
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CHAPTEE III.

TVe anchor in St. AugtLstine's lay, at the island of St. Lanrence.

—Of OUT landing and long sojourn there,—A descriiotion

of the island, and of the manners and customs of the

inhabitants.

The storm lasted until the 11th of the said month of

Eebruary. When it subsided we were in great trouble by

reason we had lost sight of the Croissant, our General. What

gave us the more anxiety was that we observed a great mast

floating on the sea^ and believed that the Croissant had gone

down, and that the mast was hers. By this time the most

of our wearied crew were sick and half-dead
;
wherefore the

Captain took counsel whether we ought to make land, and

the opinion was to make the nearest we could, which was

the island of St. Laurence.^ Forthwith our course was

directed thither, albeit we were somewhat afraid, because we

had no pilot nor mariner who had been to the Indies before,

saving one Flemish gunner, who was an ignorant fellow.

Approaching the island, at thirty or forty leagues off, we

observed the sea to become changed : it was yellowish and

exceeding frothy, covered with sea-urchins, canes, reeds, and

other floating herbs, and these continued till we reached the

island. At length, on the 18th February, we sighted land.

On the morning of the 19th February we cast anchor in a

1 he., Madagascar, first discovered by Soares on the 1st Feb. 1506 ;

it was called St. Laurence, owing to a later discovery by d’Abreu on

that saint’s day (August 10th in the same year), and was so known

all through the Portuguese period.

“ De Sao Lourenco-ve a ilha affamada,

Que Madagascar he d’alguns chamada.”

(Camoes, Lus., x, 137.)

In course of time the native name Madagascar, supposed to be derived

from Makdishu (Magadoxo), on the Zanzibar coast, asserted itself (Lins-

cJiofen, Hakl. Soc., i, p 19, note).
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bay, surnamed of St. Augustine,^ situate under the altitude of

23 1 degrees south, under the tropic of Capricorn. It is a

large and commodious bay, with a good bottom of slime and

sand. At midday we perceived a large vessel in the offing.

Thinking at the first it was a Portuguese ship, we put on our

arms and prepared ourselves, and began to stretch our quar-

ter-nettings for our defence; but when it came nigher we found

it was the Croissant, from which we had been separated about

the space of twelve hours
;
she brought up close alongside.

This was a matter of much joy and comfort, saving that we

found her to be in worse plight than ourselves, her furniture

in sorry condition, her timbers open, and her crew almost all

sick. Towards evening we perceived another ship, without

masts or sails, except a single spar fixed amidships, with a

little sail for her assistance. She anchored four or five

leagues from us, not daring to come closer, and then

despatched a boat with three or four hands to reconnoitre

us. When they perceived who we were, they approached and

came aboard our ship, where they were welcomed and told us

who they were. The vessel was one of the two Hollanders

we had seen at the Cape of the Needles, and had been

grievously dealt with by the gale.^ Presently the barque

returned to inform their captain, who forthwith came and

cast anchor alongside of us. He was named Le Fort, the

son of a Frenchman of Vitre, but born in Holland.® He had

1 St. Augustine’s Bay, in latitude 23° 30' S.
;
longitude 43° 35' E.

2 It was the Ram^ one of Spilberg’s ships, which got separated from her
consort soon after leaving the Cape. The violence of this gale is de-

scribed in Spilberg’s voyage in much the same terms as by Pyrard {Rec.

des Voy., ii, pp. 449-53). The Ram did not meet the Sheep again till

the 3rd July, when she joined her at Batticaloa, in Ceylon. Her crew
recounted their adventures to their friends, and it is added, “ Ils avoient
vu dans cette baie [St. Augustine’s] deux vaisseaux Francois de S. Malo,
aussi tout-d6semparez” ({&., p. 479).

3 Guyon Lefort, the captain of the Ram, the vessel here met with by
the Frenchman, had already been to the East in the expedition sent out
in 1598 from Middelburg by the Company of the Moucherons, The
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already been to the Indies, and died on this voyage at Achen.

It was said the King of Achen liked him and made much of

him. The three ships being now together^ our General and

our Captain and the Hollander, with the chief men of the

three vessels, took counsel what they should do for the com-

mon advantage, and, according to the general agreement, a

place on shore was chosen, the best we could find, to land

such as were sick of the scurvy—a great number on board

our vessels, but among the Hollanders not a man. A place

was chosen and marked out at the foot of a high mountain,

on the banks of a river that falls into this bay; it was

enclosed with a palisade of thick stakes, planted and driven

in close to one another, and interlaced with big branches and

with bastions of the same work, all covered with sails
;
while

for the defence of this fortress we brought ashore some small

cannon. Nor could we do otherwise, because there is no

stone there fit for the purpose, and no means of making

trenches and ramparts, the ground being all shifting sand.

We landed there our scurvy-stricken men, and for their

vessels were the Leeuw (Lion) and the Leeuwin (Lioness), commanded

respectively by the brothers Cornelis and Frederik de Houtman. Lefort

was on board the Lion^ in the capacity of Treasurer. In a treacherous

attack made on the ships at Achin, Cornelis de Houtman lost his life,

and Frederik was taken prisoner. The Dutch lost in all sixty-eight men.

Lefort was one of the prisoners, but was subsequently sent back with a

message from the Achin Eaja
;
and on the opening of the sealed letters

containing the appointment in case of death, he was found to be nomi-

nated to the command of the expedition. He brought the ships safely

home in July 1600. No Dutch account of this voyage exists
;
but the

story is told in a graphic narrative by our great navigator, John Davis,

who was pilot to the expedition. According to Davis, Lefort was the

son of “a French merchant, dwelling in Seething Lane” {Davis\^

Voyages and Works, Hakl. Soc., Introduction, pp. Ixiv, Ixv, and pp. 145,

153; also De opkomst van ket Nederlandsch Gezag in Oost Indie, door

Jhr. Mr. J. K. J. de Jonge, 'sGravenhage, 1864). Lefort died at Achin

on the 7th March 1603. Spilberg charged him and his crew with con-

spiracy, and before his death he was removed from his command (Spil-

berg’s voyage, Dec, des Voy., ii, p. 532).
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defence sent some that were able-bodied with arquebuses,

muskets, and other arms to keep guard night and day. The

Hollanders, not having a single sick man, did not wish to

take up their quarters on shore, so they only pitched a tent

a hundred paces from our fort, with two small cannon

mounted for their protection
;
thither they sent some of their

men for the refitting and re-apparelling of their ship, which

they set about with all diligence, and in the morning landed

and joined our company. After we had settled every-

thing at the fort for the safety of the sick and sound alike,

we sent some arquebusiers into the country to reconnoitre.

Having advanced a little way within the island, they per-

ceived some natives, who fled for fear of them. In order not

to frighten them they did not follow them further, but

returned, according to the orders of our General. The

inhabitants, thus apprized that there were ships at anchor

and strangers on their shores, came down to the number of

fifteen or twenty, armed and accoutred in their fashion,

bringing only a cow and a ram. Their design was to recon-

noitre us and to try us whether we would treat with them

freely and frankly, before they would make up their minds

to traffic with us. Wherefore, approaching us, they for

some time made signs to us, for neither we understood their

language, nor they ours
;
they then turned away with their

two beasts, as though they would not barter, although we had

shown them many things whereof they seemed to make
much account. Incontinently thereafter (having concluded,

as may be believed, that we were men of good faith, foras-

much as we had not done them any violence or outrage, and
had not even followed them) they came back in a little while,

and frankly gave us the cow and the ram, while we gave

them some little knives, scissors, and such like implements
as they do greatly prize. Thus did we make friends with
them, in such wise that, during die remainder of our sojourn

there, they came without fail every four days with good store
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of animals, fowls, milk, honey, and some fruits, amongst

others, ^gatcqim} as large as pumpkins, excellent eating and

higlily refreshing. They bartered all these for ironware, and

little Flemish and French bagatelles of the most trifling

value, insomuch that for two counters {jettons), or one copper

or tin spoon, we got a cow or bull, or three ewes or rams,

for they have neither wethers nor oxen, being ignorant of

castration. One day it happened that the pilot of the Hol-

lander ship, who had about his neck the silver whistle which

he used, advanced among the islanders while trafficking with

them. This whistle took their fancy so much, and they

became so enamoured of it, that they thought no more of our

little trinkets and merchandises, and would not give us their

beasts till w^e gave them this whistle, so were we constrained

to sell it piece by piece, for it was hung upon several little

chains : and in like manner we had to sell all the other

whistles "we had on board our ships. Provisions thus became

dear, and a cow or bull that had cost us but one or two sols

began to go up to eight or nine. Soon after there came

toward us one of their people who had not been seen before,

and showed us the buckle of one of these chains and a little

piece of wood cut round
;
we understood thereby that he was

asking for reals of forty sols, the piece of wood being of that

size, roundness, and thickness,but we would not show him any.

He knew quite well the value of silver, wherefore we con-

cluded that further inland were peoples more civilised and

better educated than the rest.^ It was strictly forbidden

1 Pasteques, “water-melons”. The word, which Pyrard uses again

hereafter for the melons of Alalabar, is a corruption of the Arabic

aWbatttkTi. See Littre, s. v. Pasteque. The word had already been in-

troduced by the Moors into the Peninsula, where it survives in the

Port, albudieca and Catalonian albudeca. After the Portuguese con-

quests it was re-introduced as pateca

;

but both forms have given way

to the modern melancia. Fryer speaks of pxitacho ‘^melon” at Bombay

{Fryer, p. 76) ;
see also Garcia de Orta, 141&.

2 The real cause was that St. Augustine’s Bay had been frequented

n
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among us for any to buy or traffic on his own account, as

well Hollanders as rreiicli, so that all provisions and re-

freshments should be held in common. The Hollander ship

received a fourth part and jpaid a fourth
;
as between our

two ships the proportion had been fixed at St. Malo ; that is

to say, of all purchases the Corbin paid two- fifths and the

Croissant three-fifths, because the latter had the larger crew.

We thought we were arrived at this island most seasonably for

our own refreshment, for the benefit of the scurvy stricken,

and also for the refitting of our ships, that were sorely in

need thereof. But the result was quite otherwise, for they

almost all died, and none recovered his health
;
even those

that were whole fell sick of a burning fever, with frenzy,

whereof they died at the end of two or three days. The
disease was contagious, insomuch that a considerable number
of the chiefest among us, and those of gentle birth, to the

number of forty-one out of the two ships, died there as well

of the scurvy as of the fever
;
and many that were stricken

died full soon thereafter on sea. Our captain also fell sick

of that disease, whereof he afterwards died at the Mal-
dives, as we shall relate anon. As it was believed that those

sick of the fever had contracted it on shore, they were carried

aboard, the air there being fresher than on land, while those

sick of the scurvy, which is an ailment proceeding from the

sea and its fatigues, were carried ashore. We laid our dead
to earth, or rather to sand (there being no earth there), in a
spot which we named “ The Cemetery of the French’’.^ We

previously by Portuguese and Dutch ships, e,g., by Houtman’s in 1595,
on which occasion tin spoons were in greatest request (Rec, des Voy , i,

pp. 231, 233).

1 Orig. : “Nous enterrasmes, ou pour mieux dire nous ensablasmes
ayant point de terre la) nos morts en un lieu que nous nommasmes

le cemetiere des Francois.” At and near this bay Houtman lost a num-
ber of his men, who were buried at a little island, which was in conse-
quence called the cemetery of the Hollanders (Rec, des Voy., i, pp. 224,
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had much difficulty in digging the graves and laying them
therein, for all was moving sand, which filled up again at

once
;
we had to use long pieces of wood, which men bore by

the two ends, the body being suspended therefrom with ropes,

and thus were they laid in the sand. For my part, during

the fourteen months of our outward voyage and the twelve

months of our homeward voyage, I was, thanks to God, never

at all sick, though I was very ill in the Indiesd Certainly

the place was very unhealthy, situate directly under the

tropic of Capricorn, where the sun was close overhead, and

beat upon us perpendicularly, at the foot of a high mountain

covered with an infinite number of great lizards, though these

were nowise hurtful and gave us no trouble. We had been

much more harassed by the heat but for our proximity to a

great wood which clothed the river banks, where, by day,

those that were well enough went to walk and take the ah,

besides which we had the benefit of bathing in the river and

the sea. Moreover, this wood was so full of apes and little

monkeys that nowhere could more be seen. It is vastly

pleasing to see these little animals playing together and leap-

ing from tree to tree, as do our squiirels here. There was

also a marvellous number of birds of all sorts, principally

parrots, some having plumage of five or six different hues

;

and we had great amusement in listening to the varied

music of their cries. Many strange fruits were also to be

found there, whereof some were good eating, others not so.

At that place and all around was nothing but shifting sand
;

the river water was unwholesome and salt by reason of the

tide, but in default of other we were constrained to use it.

The heat was so vehement that many of our men got their

1 This is inconsistent with the author’s statement in his Advice (see

vol. ii), where he says that he was twice attacked by fever, the first

time being on his arrival at St. Laurence on the outward voyage

;

though it agrees with his remark in ch. vi. The reference to his illness

in the Indies is to a bad fever he had at the Maldives (see ch. ix).
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feet burned, for all tliey had shoes and stockings
;
thence

were generated ulcers, very troublesome to heal, which pre-

vented them from walking. Another thing was that the

majority of them, unable to govern their appetites after their

long fast at sea, glutted themselves beyond measure with

fresh meat, which the excessive and violent heat rendered

more difficult of digestion. Furthermore, we suffered vast

inconvenience by day from the flies, which persecuted us

with the utmost fury, and by night from the mosquitos or

gnats, which probe the flesh to the blood and cause the place

to swell as by the sting of our honey-bees. In broad day-

light they are powerless, and retire within the shady coverts

of the woods and dwellings
;
but at night they swarm

abroad. They are in such multitudes, and bite so keenly,

that it is impossible to exist without covering the hands and

face
;
while to get any sleep, we were constrained to make a

fire well charged with smoke and to lie all around. Many
of our sick put themselves in closed sacks, leaving but a

small hole for breathing. At the Maldives (whereof I shall

treat below), where these creatures are a vast nuisance, they

use curtains, made on purpose, of a fine web, which these

little flies cannot penetrate. This is a common annoyance

throughout all the torrid zone.

The island of St. Laurence is of immense size, beins

more than 700 leagues in circuit—a fact of which I can

speak with assurance, having coasted round both sides, as

well on my outward as on my homeward voyage. The one

end toward the south is under the 26th degree of latitude
;

that toward the north under the 14th.^ It is very abundant

in animals
;
the ewes bear three or four lambs at a time, as

I learnt by experience, for we killed some that were big with

young, and they had that number in their wombs. The tails

of rams and ewes are wondrous big and heavy; one we

1 Cape St. Mary, the southern point, is in latitude 26° S., and Cape
Ambar, the northern, in latitude 12° S.
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weighed turned twenty-eight pounds. Bulls, cows, rains,

and ewes are so numerous all over the island that they are

common property, belonging to any that can catch them.

The reason is that the natives eat them but little, being, like

the rest of the Indians, not flesh-eaters
;
they lay more

account by fish, fruit, and milk diet. You will see there

herds of 300 and 400 of these animals together. And while

we were there we witnessed a wonderful habit of these bulls

and cows ; when they would cross from one side to the other

of the said river, which is as broad and deep as our Seine,

the larger bulls advanced in front, the cows following and

placing their heads on the buttocks of the bulls, and the

calves placing theirs on the buttocks of their dams; and

when there Avere more cows than bulls, one cow would lean

on the buttocks of another, and so they passed over. These

oxen have on their necks a big hump of fat, good and

delicate eating, and of the same flavour as the sheep’s tails.

Nevertheless, the flesh of these animals is neither so good

eating nor so nourishing as that of ours here. There are

vast numbers of monkeys and parrots, whereof we ate so

many that betimes we would have as many as fifty or sixty

in the pot together : they are as good eating as large pigeons.

There is likewise an abundance of poultry, partridges,

pheasants, and other kinds of birds. You see there also

many chameleons, large lizards (whereof some are as big as a

man’s thigh), and bats that are bigger than crows. In the

river, hard by which we Avere lodged, were good store of fish,

whereof we took an abundant supply
;
there were also plenty

crocodiles, several of which we killed. Herein we observed

a remarkable fact, viz., that on killing one or more croco-

diles, and cutting them open and gutting them, the entrails

cast abroad a most excellent savour and perfumed most

sweetly all the air around.^ By night we set ourselves on

^ Vincent le Blanc mentions, with reference to a crocodile killed in

his presence at Pegu: It was flead (fiayed), and the flesh distributed
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the watch to catch them, having by day cast on the sandy

bank of the river a quantity of cows’ and sheep’s entrails

;

when night was closed in they failed not to come to the

carrion, and then we shot them. Sometimes they were only

wounded, and escaped
;
but even then this same odour as of

musk hung about the place all the night long.

The people are of an olive and tawny complexion, ap-

proaching red
;
they are tall, straight, and shapely

;
clever

and intelligent. All go naked, saving that they wear a little

bit of cotton cloth about the privy parts
;
they wear their

hair long, arranged in tresses and plaits. For arms they use

only darts and javelins, called by them Azagctyes} which they

fling with great dexterity
;
beyond all things they do fear

arquebuses, at noise whereof they flee away. The women
have a cloth covering them from above the breasts to the

w^aist, and another from the waist to the knees
;
they keep

the head uncovered and shaven of all hair
;
their bravery

and ornaments consist of bracelets of copper, tin, or iron, of

which they are very proud. It is said this island was for-

merly peopled by the Chinese by the means of one of their

ships which was wrecked at this place, the crew taking up
their abode there. And in truth the people resemble the

Chinese much in face, but not in colour, for the Chinese are

white and they olive
;

that^ however, comes from their

living under the torrid zone and going always naked. The
island at the present is thickly peopled, and contains many
kings who wage war one with another. Among the inhabit-

ants are some that hold the Mahometan religion and are cir-

cumcised
;
the rest are pagans and Gentiles.

amongst the courtiers, and is as sweet as musk, which occasioned one of
our gang to say he thought ambergris proceeded from these creatures”
(Eng. trans., p. 115).

1 As Dozy has pointed out, the word is the Berber zaghaya, with the
Arabic article prefixed (see Yule and Burnell, Disc. Gloss., s. v.). It is

frequently used by the Portuguese writers, but cannot have been a
Madagascar word.
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While we were at this island, six of our manners that

were carpenters, gunners, and other craftsmen necessary to

the ship’s service, were debauched by one of their fellows, a

Fleming, who bore a grudge against the mate of the Gorlin.

He persuaded them that it was better to quit the ships,

where was nought but trouble, labour, and misery for them,

and to escape ashore^ wdiere, without doubt, they would be

welcomed and received by the kings of the country
;
and they

hearkened to him the more readily because he had already

been to the Indies. So it was that one night they went

forth of our vessels without the knowledge of the rest, taking

with them some biscuit, and each his own baggage and an

arquebuse furnished with ammunition, with design to return

no more.^ This being discovered the next morning caused

us the utmost vexation, seeing how short-handed we \vere.

We also feared lest they should frighten the inhabitants and

hinder them from bringing us provisions—as indeed was the

case, for they ceased to come for a time. But at length, con-

strained by necessity, our men returned. Our General re-

ceived them back and pardoned them by reason of the great

need wherein we w^ere
;
otherwise they had been punished.

They told us they w^ere seven days without finding water,

enduring much from the pangs of thirst and the excessive

heat, whereby they were compelled to drink their own urine

;

as for eating, they were in no stress, having taken some

biscuit, and meeting with game frequently and fruit some-

times. They often saw numbers of the inhabitants with

herds of cattle, but these fled away, so that they could not

come nigh them. They also said that they had found a

number of little huts constructed of canes and reeds, at which

they saw nothing but some cotton nets for catching fish, with

some common wood in place of cork, and some big shells and

4 This is but one of many instances that might be gi^ren from actual

history of ‘‘ Lotos-eaters” in the tropics
;
in fiction see, besides Tenny-

son’s poem, a well-known passage in Kmgsle^^’s Trees’/ Ho!
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periwinkles in place of lead
;
also heaps of fishbones. Some-

times they found trunks of large trees cut and hollowed,

wherein was a little rain-water.

Now to return to the story of my voyage. We endured

much hardship at this island during the three months we

spent there. Our vessels were in grievous plight, the Crois-

sant all open, and ours not better at her forepart. We
made a new stem for our foremast from a tree of this island.

The Hollanders made some masts of several pieces, and after

a six weeks’ stay took their departure, without losing a single

man. Tor our part we made the greatest haste, but our men
were perpetually falling sick, one dying after another; this

caused us to prolong our sojourn. Having thus at length

refitted our ships we had to take measures for our departure.

To this end we made provision of flesh for the two ships,

which was not very good, nor well adapted for preserving

;

but we were obliged to use it. We cut it in very thin and
clean slices while yet quite fresh, then salted it forthwith, and
put it in the sun to dry, suspended on ropes

;
the thicker

slices would not dry rightly, and worms were engendered

therein. All the viands of that country take the salt less

readily than those of our country, and for all we could do,

they became spoiled
;
let alone that they are not such good

eating. Our vessels being thus ready, refitted and refur-

nished, we took in wood and water, re-embarked the re-

maindei of our sick and all our goods that were on shore,

and prepared to set sail. But forasmuch as we had lost a
third part of our company,i and the voyage was still but little

advanced, we resolved to take some of the inhabitants of the
island for our assistance, for we were too feeble and short-
handed in comparison of the size of the Croissant For this

1 He has said above that they lost 41 men at St. Augustine’s Bay, so
that the combined crews, including those lost at Annobon, must have
numbered about 125 men when the ships left St. Malo, The CrolsmnL,
icivmg three-fifths of the whole comidemcnt, thus had a crew of 75
hands; the Corhu}^ about 50.
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purpose our G-eneral gave order to go at early morning and
hide some carbines, pistols, and swords at a certain spot

between the place where the poor natives came to meet us,

and the place where they were wont to tarry with us traffick-

ing for their cattle and other goods. At the same time he

placed some of our men in two several ambuscades hard by,

in order that, when they should come at nine or ten o’clock,

as was their custom, and according to their promise ex-

pressed on the last occasion by signs, seeing us to be without

arms, and not mistrusting us at all (for they were then on

very friendly terms with us), they should be easily caught by

our men, who were to run speedily for the hidden arms, and

by those in ambush. This scheme was thus artfully devised,

because out of their great fear of firearms they would never

approach us when we were armed; and because, notwith-

standing all this familiarity with us, they were yet exceeding

cunning and suspicious, regarding all our actions and deport-

ment with the utmost care. Thus did we design to give them

a sorry farewell and an ill-requital for their service. But God

permitted not this perfidy to succeed. They came not on that

day at all
;
whereupon our General changed his plans, and

gave order to make ready to sail on the morrow. It was a

great mercy for us on board the Gorlin that we did not take

any of these islanders, for had they been with us when we

reached the Maldives, as you shall hear anon, they would

have had us all put to death for pirates.

On the 15th May 1602 we weighed anchor. But inas-

much as there were amongst us still many sick, including our

captain of the Gorlin, and three persons having already died

since we began to set our sails, we therefore resolved to bear

away towards the Comorro Islands.
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CHAPTEE lY.

JFc touch at the Gomorro Islands.—Our sojourn at the road

there^ and our agreeable refreshment.

On the 23rd of the same month we sighted the Gomorro

Islands, which are in 12| degrees of southern latitude,

between the island of St. Laurence and the continent of

Africa, distant about seventy leagues from Mozembic. They

are five in number,^ each possessing its own king; the one in

the midst of the four others is called Malailli, at the road-

stead of which we cast anchor. On our arrival, our General

incontinently sent a boat ashore to reconnoitre, and to

see if we could get some refreshment for our sick, who could

not recover their health at the island of St. Laurence
;
on the

contrary, after many had died, the soundest of us fell ill.

The boat having taken land on this island of Malailli near a

village—one of many we saw there lying close to one another,

and of considerable size, the houses being of wood covered

with palm leaves—our people were well received. Many of

the inhabitants came to meet them -with all appearance of

friendship, bringing them good store of fruits, in exchange

for which our men gave them some cheap ironware, and then

1 There are four principal islands, Comoro, Mohilla (the Malailli of

the text), Mayotta, and Johanna (or Anzuan). They were well known
to the Portuguese in their intercourse with Mozambique. Davis, who
visited Mayotta, mentions five, viz., Mayotta, Ansuame, Magliaglie,

Saint Christofero, and Spirito Sancto (^Davis's Voyages, Hakl. Soc., p.

137;. Martin speaks of three only, Malailli, Jonani, and Gonarsige.

Dr. Fryer gives views of Mayotta, Mohilla, and Johanna, as seen above
the horizon. He visited Johanna, and gives a full description (pp.

15-22). Sir Thomas Herbert also counts five, with two lists of the

names, viz.: {a) Cumro, Meottis, Joanna, Mohelia, and Gazidia; {h) John
di Castro, Spirito Sancto, Sancto Christofero, Anguzezia, and Mayotto.
He gives a full description, especially of Mohilla {Travels, pp. 25-30).

For an amusing modern description of Joanna, see W. F. W. Owen’s
Narrative of Voyages, etc., 1833, i, pp, 177-186.
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returned to the ships. The next day we sent again to truck

with the islanders, hut with great diffidence and circumspec-

tion, for we feared to be deceived as we were at Anahon.

We had two boats, in one of w’hich was the merchandise for

trafficking, with the men to conduct it, and some sailors, two

of whom went ashore at the place where the islanders

brought their goods : the other boat tarried behind, well

equipped with arquebusiers and musketeers, to prevent any

harm befalling our men on shore. The islanders also bore

their arms, viz., alfanges^ or scimitars, javelins, bows and

arrows. In trucking with them w^e were not obliged to use

signs, as at tlie island of St. Laurence, for there were some

that spoke Portuguese. First they asked us who vre were,

and we replying that we were French, they asked us if we

were friends and allies of the Portuguese. Wlien one of our

people said yes, they retorted that we should have gone and

anchored at Mozembic. We continued to traffic with them

every day in like manner. Three or four days after, they

told us we had not quitted us of our duty : that it was cus-

tomary when a foreign ship arrived at the road of these

islands to go and salute the king of the island, who dwelt

two leagues inland, with a fair present. Our General, who

was in the boat with the soldiers, made answer that he

should be held excused, because he knew not the customs of

the country, nor that the king dwelt in that island, and that

he would give satisfaction in this matter on the following

day. Soon after, the General came on board the Corlin to

visit our captain, who was very sick, and caused to be got

ready the present for the king, viz., a pretty piece of gilded

glass of Venetian work, and some other little things. So, on

the morrow, our General went ashore with his boat to the

place where the islanders were assembled
;

there, after

mutual salutations, they were greatly pleased with the pre-

sent, and offered to conduct those that should land to bear

1 ‘‘Cutlasses”, from Arab. aUkhandjar (Dozy).
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the present to the king. But our General, saying that he

would send two of our men, demanded two of theirs for

hostages. They then began to consult together, and after-

wards made answer, that their people were unwilling to enter

our boats, being men ignorant of the world; and that he

should not fear to land with all assurance, for that they

would pledge their word and honour we should incur no

damage or incivility. We, who had been once deceived at

Anabon out of too much confidence, were careful not to be

taken in a second time, so we replied that we would not send

our men unless they gave us the hostages. But they added

that if none of our men would go and salute the king, at least

we might deliver them the present, and that they would

salute the king on the GeneraTs behalf. To which he

replied, that unless he or one of his men should go, he was

not minded to send the present, which perchance might be

lost and never delivered to the king. This matter did not,

however, interrupt our traffic, which was continued as before,

each party keeping their guard. I know not why they acted

thus, whether their intentions were good or evil, but I know
full well that among all the peoples of India there is but little

confidence, whether their religion or the humour of the

country be the cause, and it is all the same whether they be

Mahometans or Gentiles. None of them have any faith, nor

respect for aught but profit, taking from those who will give

them most
;

friends now with one party, now with another :

even the Chinese are much the same. I know, too, that

the Portuguese throughout all the East Indies give counsel

to the peoples with whom they are in alliance or friendship,

and even earnestly solicit them to do and practise all manner

of treachery and surprises upon the ships of the French, Eng-

lish, and Hollanders, and go as far as to promise them recom-

pense for such conduct : so that I would not trust myself

in the hands of any of these nations, whether they were

allies of the Portuguese or not, unless I had first made an
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alliance and treat}" with the latter
;
and even then it were

better not to have too much confidence, and ever to keep on

one’s guard with discretion. 'Row to return to the islands

of Comorro. The inhabitants hold the Mahometan religion,

for during our traffic with them they told us on a Thursday

that the morrow was their feast-day, and that they could

not give their minds to merchandise on that day, but W"ould

return on the Saturday : tins I afterwards found to be the

same in the Indies. They are a mixture of several races,

as well from the coast of Ethiopia, Caffres, and even Mulattos,

as Arabs and Persians
;
they are also great friends of the

Portuguese. I leave you to imagine whether they be wanting

in intelligence, counsel, and cunning. I heard afterwards, in

the Indies, that they made a design to surprise an English

ship that was at anchor in their road. They had become so

familiar with the English that they went freely to and fro

one with another, and very often budged not from the ship-

board for their meals, and sometimes slept there. One night,

seeing that they were not suspected, they designed to make

themselves masters of the ship, and after waiting till the

English were all asleep, they slew twelve or fifteen of them,

and would have quite attained their end, had not the rest

awakened in time and defended themselves valiantly, and

slain a number of these islanders
;
the remainder escaped by

swimming.^ See how little trust can be placed in these

^ The ship referred to is probably the UnioUj Captain Howies, which

sailed with the Ascensmi^ Captain Sharpeigh, in 1608. The two ships

parted in a storm after rounding the Cape early in 1609. The Unio7i

called at St. Augustine’s Bay in Madagascar, and at Comorro, in hopes

of finding her consort. Samuel Bradshaw, whose account of the Union^s

voyage is the only one we possess, mentions this attempt made upon her

by the natives, but not in the same detail as Pyrard. The incidents

mentioned in the text were probably given to Pyrard by Richard Wick-

ham, the merchant of the Union^ who was afterwards kidnapped near

Zanzibar and carried to Goa, where Pyrard met him
;
he returned to

Europe in the same fleet (see vol. ii). See Bradshaw’s letter in Purclictif^
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peoples. While we were at this road, and the traffic in fruits

continued in the customary manner, our mariners desired to

go and make provision of water at the other side of the

island, near another village apart from that with which we

had been trafficking, because the place seemed convenient

for drawing a large quantity. But the inhabitants of that

village, who had not been made aware of our arrival, and

had drawn no profit therefrom, when our men landed there,

assembled all together in arms, and hindered them from

taking the water, saying that they would not allow them

unless they should give them money : so that our men were

constrained to return back empty-handed. Our General

hearing this, and not willing to use any violence (the better

course, seeing how short-handed we were), gave some money

to the mariners to go back withal, and pay the natives.

They did so, and on payment of about five or six crowns we
were permitted to take as much water as we wanted. These

islands are very fertile in fruits
;
very big bitter oranges and

small sweet oranges, citrons of two sorts, cocos, bananas,

honey, betel, and rice, which when cooked is of a violet

colour. Every day we were at anchor there we bought three

or four boat-loads for the most trifling price—to wit, some

little ironware and other Flemish bagatelles. Flesh is not

so plentiful, for they sell it as dear as in this country, or more

so ; they have, however, good store of cattle, such as oxen,

cows, goats, and sheep. These latter do not resemble those

of the island of St. Laurence, because they have the tail

large and broad, but not round, and are liker the Barbary

ii, 232-4
;

Cal. State Papers^ E. vol. i, p. 639 ; references to the
Union m La?icaste7'’s Voyages., Hakl. Soc. The Union pursued her voyage
from Zanzibar to Socotra, thence to Achin and Priaman. On her re-

turn she met Middleton at St. Augustine’s Bay in 1610. According to
the journal of that voyage {Lane. Voy., p. 147), the Union had lost her
captain and chief merchants “at Conggomare, in the north-east part of
the Island of St. Laurence”. She was ultimately abandoned near Mor-
laix in Brittany {Parclas., ii, pp. 234-5).
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slieep. There is also good store of poultry, partridges, turtle-

doves, pigeons, and other birds. I did not learn that these

islands had other wealth than that of fruits, wherewith they

lade their barques, all made of the coco tree, in the fashion

of those of the Maldives, which I shall describe hereafter,

and convey the same to Mozembic, a distance of only seventy

leagues, getting in exchange what they require, such as

cotton, cotton cloth, gold, ivory, and such like things. The

Portuguese of Mozembic likewise come and traffic there.

These islands are of the utmost convenience to Mozembic

and to the Portuguese who dwell there, for the supply of

provisions, because the country all around there is exceeding

poor and sterile. I also learnt in India from all who had

been or resided there that living was very dear.

All the refreshments bought by our people were in the

name of the General and at the expense of the ships : the

fruits were then divided equally among all
;
nor was any

permitted to traffic on his own account, save that towards the

end our General gave permission to everyone to buy for

himself what each would, for the space of two days only.

But 1 must not omit to notice a rare sight observed by us.

Being in a boat a league from shore, and returning to our

vessels that were in the road, we saw appear on the surface

of the water a fish of monstrous shape. We only saw the

head, which resembled a man’s in shape and size, at the chin

a kind of beard like a fish’s fins, and the head somewhat long

and pointed, and covered with scales. But when we would

approach it nearer, it plunged its head into the depths of the

sea, giving us only a glimpse of its back, which was scaly,

and appeared no more.^

1 Probably a dugong or a manatee, one of which animals was also seen

here by Sir Thomas Herbert, and described by him {Travels, p. 26).

Mocquet (1645, p. 231) gives a very fanciful description, representing

the animal with its back erect as a pillar, having a shield before its

head and a saddle on its back, and making a horrible noise as it passed

the ship.
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We remained at the road of these islands for the space of

fifteen days, and the utility and comfort to us of this sojourn

is past belief. All our scurfy patients recovered their

health, and the others got an alleviation of their ailments, as

well by aid of the good air as of the good water and fruit. I

have remarked that for this malady of scurvy, which is so

frequent at sea, there is no better or more certain cure than

citrons and oranges and their juice : and after using it once

successfully everyone makes provision of it to serve him

when in need. At length we set sail, the 7th of June 1602.

The 21st of the same month we repassed the equinoctial

line toward the North or Arctic Pole
;
but I remarked

nothing more than I have already described of my first

crossing, except, however, that we did not fall in with so

many calms or tmmdes, nor experienced such hardships as

we had encountered on the coast of Guinea.

CHAPTEE V.

Pitiable wreck of the ship ^'Corbin'', wherein the anthor was, on

the reefs of the Maldives,—How the men were saved at an

island with much trouble, and the miseries endured by

them.

What I have said of the discomforts and troubles of our

voyage up to this point is as nothing compared with what

happened after. I shall now describe misery, the greatest

that can be imagined, and I am assured there are none in

reading it but will deplore an event so sad and lamentable,

which ruined and completely overpowered us. This is how
it happened.

The first day of July 1602, being 5° N. of the line, with

fine weather, neither too calm nor too much wind, we per-

ceived at break of day that the Croissant had lost her big
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boat, which she had towed from St. Laurence, where it had

been made use of as a pinnace.^ It had been arranged at St.

Malo, between our commander and the Merchant Company,

that we should build a pinnace at the first land we touched

on the other side of the Cape of Good Hope, and for this

purpose we had brought all suitable timber, a mast and

ropes, ready prepared, and requiring only to be put together.

It is very necessary on long voyages to have a pinnace to

reconnoitre with in unknown places, to land with on occa-

sion, and to enter rivers where a big ship cannot or dare not

venture. I mention particularly the loss of the boat used as

a pinnace, and our want of the latter, for with it the Crois-

sant might have saved our men. Soon after, we sighted at

a distance great reefs, which surrounded a number of small

islands, amid which we perceived a little sail. We approached

our General, and let him know that we no longer saw the

boat. But we were told that in the past night it had been

filled by a heavy sea, and had broken the tow-rope and had

gone to the bottom. After this our mate, who alone spoke

on these occasions (the captain and lieutenant being both

ill, and our English pilot speaking no French), asked what

islands they were we saw. The General and his pilot replied

that they were called the islands cU Diego cle Boys} In truth,

1 “Le 1 jour de Juillet 1602 aySt cinq degrez d’eleuation, la nuict

il fid un orage lequel eiuplit d’eau nostre gallion qui estoit attache au

derriere de nostre vaisseau ce qui nous retarda fort longtemps
;
desirant

le sauuer nous abbaissasmes les voiles. Au point du jour nous eusmes

la veue de plusieurs bancs et Isles qui s’appellent les Maldives, ceste

perte neatmoins, fut cause de nous sauuer la vie : laquelle sans miracle

nous eussions perdue : si de nuict nous fussions arriuez en lieu si dan-

gereux, duquel nous pensions estre esloignez de quatre vingts lieues]’

{Martin^ p. 45).

2 There is much confusion as to these de Roys islands. In GastaMi s

mnp of 1561 will be found a group of islands to the south-west of the

Maldives, and near them : they are marked “Ye desabitate”. There

can be little doubt that these are ini ended for the Chagos. Subsequent

maps pushed the group further north, and fixed them on the equator,

E
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we had left the de Boys Islands four and twenty leagues

behind us in the west. There was great dispute between

those of the Croissant and ourselves as to these islands and

reefs
;
for our captain, pilot, mate, and second mate held that

they were the Maldives, and that we must take care : the

General and his pilot thought otherwise. We saw little

boats, which seemed willing to approach and pilot us—as,

indeed, I afterwards learnt from the natives was the case

;

but our General would not wait, and imprudently took no

notice of them. All day passed in this discussion
;
we con-

tinued our course, keeping near each other till the evening,

when our ship went down the wind to bid the General good-

night, and to get his orders for the night. Then our mate

asked if the passage was open, and the General said it was,

and that he was certain they were the de Eoys Islands, and

no other; nevertheless, as these were unknown parts, and

for fear lest there should be other rocks or reefs before us,

the best thing was to put about after dark in the opposite

course, and sail towards the west until midnight, and after

midnight to tack about and get the ship to her previous

position, running east to arrive by daybreak where we then

in long. 70® E., and gave them the names of Diego de Roys, de Royz, de
Ruiz, or de Rais. The Chagos, being found to be further south, were
entered independently. These mythical islands, no doubt, were duly
entered in the charts of the Croissant. The island of Diego Rodriguez
is in lat, 19° 40' S., long. 60° 45' E., a long way off

;
and its name was

certainly corrupted into de Roys, as Davis {Voy., p. 165) and Mandelslo
(p. 246) so use it. How this name got to be used for islands supposed
to be near the Maldives is difficult to imagine : there may have been
some confusion with Diego Garda^ the southernmost of the Chagos, or
possibly with Garayos, the name of some shoals to the east of Mada-
gascar. However these supposed islands got their names, they
maintained their position upon the equator in long. 70' E. in the maps
of Speed (1626), of Hondius (1636), Visscher (1657), Seller (1678), De
ITsle (1723), Vaugondy (1751), and lastly, in Wyld’s atlas of 1828. *The
survey of the Maldives and Chagos by Moresby, soon after this, put an
end to their existence. The pOot of the Croissant was not so far out, if

only the islands had been there.
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were, or a little further on, so that we should not make any

more way in the night, and get lost before we knew where

we were. At nightfall we obeyed the orders of the General.

The captain, who was very ill, charged me to warn the mate

and second mate to keep a good look-out (bon cart, as the

watch is called which is kept by the mariners every night,

each in his turn, as by sentinels), for in his opinion we were

in a dangerous part of the Maldives, notwithstanding the

opinion of the pilot of the Groisscmt

Our General intended to pass by the north of these islands,

between the head of them and the coast of India
;
but, on

the contrary, we were running right into the midst of them,

to our peril. The pilots said they would be careful
;
for all

who have the duty of navigation in those parts must cau-

tiously avoid the dangerous banks and reefs from a hundred

leagues off, if he can, otherwise there is great risk in passing

through these islands without losing your ship. But mis-

fortune was pressing close upon us, and notwithstanding

the foresight of our captain, who could not set right the

others’ ignorance, that which had not happened once during

the voyage now came to pass, viz., everyone was fast asleep

that night, even those on watch. • The mate and second mate

had been carousing, and were drunk. The light usually kept

on the poop for reading the compass was out, because the

man at the wheel, who had charge of the light and the

hour-glass, had fallen asleep, as had also the ship’s boy that

attended him
;
for it is customary for the man at the helm

always to have a ship’s boy by him. What was worse, the

ship was steered to the east half-an-hour, or three-quarters

at most, too soon. So, while we were thus all asleep, the ship

struck heavily twice, and as we started with the shock, she

suddenly struck a third time, and heeled over. I leave you

to imagine the condition of all on board,—what a pitiful spec-

tacle we presented,—the cries and lamentations of men

who find themselves wrecked at night on a rock in mid-

E 2
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ocean, and await a certain death. Some wept and cried with

all their might
;
others took to prayers

;
others confessed to

each other
;
and far from having a captain to command and

encourage us, we had one that aggravated our sorrows. For

it was a month and more since he had left his bed
;
but the

fear of death caused him incontinently to rise in his shirt,

and, feeble as he was, fall a-crying among us. The ship

having half-heeled over, we cut the masts to prevent her

going quite over, and then fired a cannon-shot to warn the

Croissant to keep back. But she vras in no danger, as she

was well behind us, and was keeping a good look-out. We
all thought that the ship must go to the bottom, as we could

see nothing but heavy waves going over us
;
and that, in fact,

must have happened if we had struck upon a rock. About

three-quarters of an hour after, dawn appeared, and we
sighted some islands at not more than five or six leagues

distance beyond the reefs, and the Croissant quite close to

us, but unable to succour us.^ Our ship remained firm on

her side, and being on a reef, could still hold together for a

while
;
for had it been on sand, she must have heeled over

altogether, and we should have been drowned to a man.

This gave us some consolation, and the courage to endeavour
to save our lives and to get to land, although in our present

plight there was but little hope of that, seeing what a dis-

^ “ Le 2 jour de Juillet 1602 k Paube du jour nous vismes le Corbin
esloign^ d’un quart de lieue de nous qui auoit perdu son grand mast, in-

continent apres an point du jour nous vismes qu’il estoit eschoue sur Ic

banc, la Mer passant par dessus le -corps du Navire, il avoit encore son
mast de mizene, et sa voile haute, lequel tomba peu de teps apres

;

ce nous fut un fort piteux spectacle voir nos compagnons perir sans leur
pouuoir ayder, et ne spauions que esperer de nous, estant "encores si

proches d une infinite d’Isles et de bancs, que nous craignions ne pouuions
doubler, le vent nous estant plus contraire que fauorable, de fa^on que
nous estions en grand angoisse; sur les deux heures nous apper^eusmes
un batteau a la voUe entre les Isles et les bancs qui alloit vers les lieux
ou s estoit perdu le Corbin. Nous auions de hauteur 5 degrez trois
quarts” {Martin, pp. 45, 46).
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tance the land was off: and even then we ran the risk of

being denied a landing, or of being killed by the natives.

then bethought us to prepare some craft to carry us, as

"we could no longer expect to get out the gallon^ or the boat.

^Ye took spars, rods, and those stout beams called antcnncs,

which are at each side of ships, and are useful for spars and

rods when occasion demands. And because they are only

for use in case of need, they have this name anteiines;

but being in the shape of spars and rods, they are called

onatemux, ou verges cle beilh^—that is, extra.- These we
bound together in the manner of a large hurdle, and on to

that we nailed a number of planks and boards brought up

from below. This kind of raft is called a panguaye? This

1 The use of the word gallon for a boat carried by a ship is unusual.

A gallon was a mixture of the ‘‘round” and the “long” form of vessel.

The former was for sails, the latter for oars *, the gallon was for oars

and sails
;
and whereas the proportion of breadth to length in a round

ship was 1 to 3, in a gallon it was 1 to 4 or 5. The name got applied

to larger ships of this build, which never used oars. When smaU, they

generally carried three lateen sails (Jal). The Corbin'^

s

jolly-boat was
probably of this build and rig,

2 Antenna^ the classical Latin for “yard”, has passed into all the

Komance languages, but in these, confined to yards of the latin, or, as we
say, lateen rig. Such a yard is swung not at its middle, but consider-

ably towards one end. According to M. Rivara, the word antenna is

used among the Portuguese in the same sense as here
;
but formerly

only for the yards in actual use (Rivara’s Pyr., i, 45). There is of

caurse no connection between the word and the sense of spare or extra

spars.

3 As Rivara points out, Pyrard mistakes the use of the wordpaw^way^,

or, as the Portuguese write it, pangaio^ which was a small sailing canoe

:

‘^hua pequena embarcapao composta de taboas unidas e atadas com
cordas, sem prego algum” (Bluteau). Rivara says the word is still used

in Portuguese India and Africa for a two-masted barque with lateen

sails. It is mentioned in Lancaster's Voyages (Hakl. Soc., pp. 5, 6, and

26), where it is described as being like a barge with one mat sail of

coco-nut leaves. “The barge is sowed together with the rindes of trees

and pihned with w^ooden pinnes.” See also Alb, Comm.^ Hakl. Soc., iii,

p. 60, note ; and Dr. Burnell’s note to Linsekoten^ Hakl. Soc., i, p. 32,

where it appears that the word is used so early as 1505, in Dom
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was sufficient to carry us all easily, and to save a large

quantity of baggage and merchandise to boot. We were

working at this raft or panguaye all hands, and with all

our power, from daybreak until two or three hours after noon

;

but our labour was all in vain, as it was impossible to get it

over the reef and afloat. This made us lose all courage and

hope
;
besides, as I have said, there seemed no chance of

getting the galion, which was well forward in the ship below

the second deck, and all the masts were cut, and there was

no means of fixing a pulley to raise it withal
;
moreover, the

sea was so heavy and stormy that the waves and swell

Qoxtesme) were going right over the ship to the depth of a

pike and more, and we were every moment in danger of

having them over us. In addition to this, the sea was so

tempestuous (for we saw the waves break for more than two

miles distance, with a horrible noise, over the reefs and rocks)

that the galion could not have resisted its violence.

Such being our condition, we perceived a boat approaching

us from the island, as if to reconnoitre, but it did not come

within half a league of us. When we saw it, the best swimmer
among us threw himself into the water and made for her,

begging the men in her by all manner of signs and cries to

come to our aid
;
but they would do nothing for all his efforts,

so that he was constrained at his peril to return. We could

not imagine the reason for this inhumanity and barbarism. But
I afterwards found that all persons were strictly prohibited

from boarding or approaching a wrecked ship,^ except by
command of the king or by leave of the nearest king’s

officers, who in such case are allowed to save the men, giving

information at once to the king. For the rest, I could not

sufficiently wonder that, in the midst of our misery, many

Manoel s letter. What Pyrard probably means is, jangada^ the word for
raft, which the Portuguese borrowed from the Malayalam sangado, (see
Linsch.^ Hakl. Soc., ii, p. 181).

^ E,g,^ the case of the Ceylon ship, in ch. xxi.
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of the sailors and mariners ceased not to drink and eat, and

to consume the ship’s victuals even beyond the necessities

of nature, saying to the others of us who remonstrated, that

we were all as good as lost, and that they preferred to die in

that fashion. Then they swore and fought, and some broke

open the chests of others whom they saw at their prayers

(having ceased to think more of the things of this world),

and no longer acknowledged their captain, making no more

account of him than of their comrades, and saying that, as

the voyage was at an end, they were no longer bound to

obey him. I was horrified at this
;
and I make bold to say

that seamen of this temper, of whom I have seen but too

many, leave their souls and conscience on land, so irreli-

gious, demoralised, and insolent have I seen them to be.

To return to my story. Though we despaired of our lives,

we made an attempt to get out the galion, at which we

worked our best, as we had done at the raft in the morning.

Having got it out with vast trouble, we all did our best to

equip it and put it to rights, aU broken as it was by the

waves
;
but darkness came on before it was quite ready, and

we remained the following night on board in our evil plight,

and amid great distress and danger, the ship being very full

of water, while the waves frequently passed over our heads

and drenched us again and again.

Next day, the 3rd July 1602, in the morning, we got the

galion over the reefs with great trouble and risk, ourselves

swimming the while. This done, we all got on board, taking

with us swords, arquebuses, and small pikes, and pulled

towards the islands. Our galion, being heavily laden,

made much water, and almost capsized several times by the

violence of the winds and waves. At last, after much fatigue,

we got ashore at one of the islands called Pouladoto?-

1 Fuladu (in the Admiralty Chart wrongly spelt in Goidu or

Horsburgh atoll, lat. 4° 64' N. This atoll is a small one immediately
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As soon as we reached the shore, the natives who were

waiting for ns would not permit us to land till we were first

disarmed by them. So we having surrendered at discretion

to the islanders, they permitted us to land and then pulled

up our gallon, and took out of it the rudder, masts, and other

things necessary for its equipment, and sent them all to the

neighbouring islands, whither also they pulled all the boats

of their own island, leaving not a single one behind. I per-

ceived from this first view that they were a spirited and

quick-witted race. As their island was small (not a league

in circumference), and its inhabitants numbered only twenty

or twenty-five, they had to fear the arrival with arms of a

greater number than themselves, lest we should make our-

selves masters of their island and escape by aid of their

boats, which would have been easy enough had we known

their weakness
;
but, as I have said, they took the right

measures.

On our disembarking we were all led to a building in the

middle of the island, where they gave us some fruit, coco-

nuts, and limes. Thither, too, came the lord of the island,

called YhraMm and Fouladouquilague,^ who appeared to be

of great age. He knew some words of Portuguese, by means
of which he put many questions to us

;
after which his people

to the south of Malosmadolu atoll, and in the division of the atolls for

administrative purposes deemed part of it. This explains Pyrard’s
remark below (ch. x), that he was wrecked on Malosmadolu atoll.

1 “Lord of Pouladou.” The word quilague must not be confounded
with calogue. Quilague, or, more properly, Kilage^ has the sense of

suzerainty, and is used (i) by itself, meaning the regent of the kingdom
(see ch. xv and xviii)

;
(ii) in renequilague, “ queen”, and appended to

the name of a queen, as Manage quilague (ch. xviii)
;

(iii) to lords
of islands, as here. The word, as will be seen, is common to both
genders. Calogue^ on the other hand, merely implies that the person is

of gentle birth, and is used after proper names
;

in the Vocabulary
(vol. ii), Pyrard gives the feminine caniulogue. The distinction may per-
haps be observed even in Ibn Batuta, who calls the grand vizier Calakg,
and the cadi Fandayarkcilou (Ihn Bat., iv, p. 133).
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searched us and took away everything we carried, saying

that all that appertained to the king*, after a ship was

wrecked. This lord of the island was a great lord, and, as I

afterwards learnt, nearly related to the Christian king of the

Maldives, who is at Goa.^ Seeing that we had a piece of

scarlet, he asked us what that was. We replied that we had

brought it to present to the king; and although all that was

in the ship was his, yet was that brought to be presented to

him whole and unspoiled by the sea water. As soon as they

heard that it was for the king, not a man of them dared to

take it or touch it, or even to look at it.^ We were,

nevertheless, minded to cut off a piece, about two or three

ells, for a present to the lord of the island, in hopes that we

should be the better treated. He took it, and thanked us

with effusive gratitude, but made us promise not to tell any-

one, otherwise he would rather have died than taken it.

Soon after, hearing that some officers of the king were

coming, he changed his mind, and brought it back, begging

us not to tell that he had so much as handled it. For all

that, the king heard of it at least six months later, and was

wroth against him, and would have sent for him, had he not

been then in the last stage of a disease, whereof he died at

the age of seventy-five years.

When we had been in this building for the space of a day

they took our mate and two sailors away to the king, forty

leagues off, in another island, called MaU, which is the

capital island (all the others being dependencies of it)
;
and

there the king resides. Our mate took with him the piece

of scarlet and presented it to the king, and was well received,

being lodged within the palace. However, this was done

1 As to the Christian kings of the Maldives, see the text passim, and

Appendix B.

2 Mr. Bell, in 1879, took as a present to the Sultan forty yards of red

silk, which was highly appreciated, and could not he touched by any

inferior person with impunity. In South Sea phrase, it was “ tabu”.
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not SO much by way of favour or honour, as to secure his

person
;
for afterwards I came to understand the general dis-

trust.

The king soon sent his brother-in-law with a goodly number

of soldiers in barques to go to our wreck and get from it all

he could. This was the brother of the chief queen, and was

entitled Eanalandery Tacourou} his own name being Mou-

hamede. When he came to the island Fouladou, where we

were, we were treated better on the occasion of his arrival,

and were taken often to the ship to help in getting out the

merchandise, baggage, and all the wearing apparel. But they

laughed at the advice we gave them, for they knew better

than we. As it was impossible for the boats to go over the

reef, they fastened a cable to the ship, while the other end

was lashed to a big rock of the reef
;
and so, by holding on

to this rope with one hand, we could go and come over the

reef to the ship in safety
;
while so doing, the waves only

passed over our heads, and could not overthrow us nor carry

us off. For the rest, they had a very pretty contrivance for

getting off the cannon and other heavy things, although

these were all in the hold, as I shall tell in the proper place.^

1 Ranabandery^ proLably the same as Ransbandery^ in ch. xv, where

it is explained as “ Treasurer”. Rana or vans— Sin. ran, gold
;
bandery

^bender or bandhara, treasury; cf. Skt. bhdndarin, a steward or

treasurer
;

Jav. Benddrd and Malay Bandahara, the title of one of the

higher ministers in the Malay states. Tahourou must be Skt. tjiahkura,

an idol, a deity”, Hindi, tJiakur, ‘‘lord, master”. In Pyrard’s time it was
used only for the greatest lords

;
in later days it was conferred upon

persons of inferior rank, provided they were of good birth. Thus we
find it borne by a pilot in 1682 (see J. Geog. Soc., ii, 76). Mr. Bell states

that “ many persons of respectable birth receive from the Sultan the

titular rank of Takuru-fimi’\ He compares with it the common Kandyan
name Tikiri He adds that Takuru-fdnu is nowadays not so respected

a title as Maniku-fanu {Report, p. 63), As we shall see hereafter, this

Ranabaderi Takuru-fanu (his correct title) succeeded to the throne after

the death of Sultan Ibrahim.

2 See below, ch. x.
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So for several days they got out our merchandise and took

it away to the king
;
but before that, the king’s brother-in-

law, by virtue of his commission, separated us one from

another, and distributed some of us among the surrounding

islands (the greater number remaining at Pouladou), and on

his return took with him our captain, ill as he was, and five

or six others. He was presented to the king, and was well

received. The king promised to get a ship ready to carry

him to Achen, in the island of Sumatra, whither our General

had gone
;
and I know not but he might have kept his

word. Our captain, however, died at Mal4, the residence of

the king, about six or seven weeks after.^ In all expedi-

tions to the ship they took some one of us in the same way.

As for me, the king’s brother-in-law, in separating us, took

me away from those at PouladoUy and put me vfith two

others on a little island called Paindou4^ (distant from

Pouladou a league only), where there were no more people

than in the other. Here my two companions and I were

well received from the very first, and, thanks to the lord who

brought us, we had a sufficiency of food.

1 That is, in the middle of August 1602. M. Manet is, therefore, in

error in giving the 10th JTune 1603 as the date of Grout’s death (Manet,

Biograpkie des Malouins ceVehres^ p. 86).

2 Fendu^ or Fehendu, a small island next to Fuladu^ in Horsburgh

atoll.
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OHAPTEE VI.

TF/iai happened to the men who were saved from the “ Corbin”,

and the miseries they endwred.

I have related in detail, as far as I have been able, the cir-

cumstances of our shipwreck and our misfortunes down to

our reaching land, when it appeared that we had escaped

the dangers of the sea
;
but those I have now to tell of

were no less. Bad luck, when long continued, ends in bad

health : so those who were rescued from the midst of waves

and floods found no alleviation of their ills on land. We
numbered about forty persons. Hear now what followed.

While we were still on board, we bethought us to get out

aU the silver we had, and all our most precious merchandise,

and to take on shore most of it, to the end that we might

be recognised as good merchants, and not pirates and robbers,

and so might get a more favourable reception. This was our

captain’s advice
;

but we could not get at any of it, as it

was in the sowtes (which are close-fastened bunkers where
the merchandise and victuals are stowed), and right at the

ship’s bottom, where the sea was so deep that it was all we
could do to hold on to the ship’s sides. So it remained in the
ship with the rest of the merchandise, and in default we
took what remained of the silver belonging to the ship’s

crew, which amounted to about 500 crowns, and what
individuals had brought in their chests, which amounted
to another 500 crowns. All this was secreted in the
men s waistbands. Most of us had these waistbands, but
others not, for there were not enough for all. This was
not for a present to the king, which it might have been, had
we been able to bring away aU the silver, but to meet the
necessities of us all. Nevertheless, the event showed that it

became the occasion of the greatest trouble, and those who
took the money turned out the greatest sufferers. The first
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night we spent at Poitladou we buried this silver, for fear lest

we should he searched and it be found upon us, and we re-

solved not to unearth it except for the needs of the whole

body. But at length, when our comrades who were left at

Pouladou found that they got nothing to eat and were dying of

hunger, they were constrained to unearth it and ojBer money for

food, and the people indeed gave them food for the silver.

The mischief was that the smallest piece of money they had

was the twenty sols piece of Spanish money, and the islanders,

seeing our men’s ignorance, never gave them any change : so

that for a thing of the value of two liars^ they had to give

one of these pieces, so that at this rate for five or six pieces a

man sometimes hardly got a meal. Had our men had the

cunning to do as they use at the islands and all over India

(where money of every kind and mint is accepted so long as

it is of good metal)—that is, to clip it in small pieces, and then

to weigh it out when required—their silver would have lasted

them much longer. But, as I said, for the smallest com-

modity they gave a whole piece. So by this waste the silver

lasted but a little while to most of those who had it
;
and

to them the natives would give nothing except for money,

so they endured all manner of discomforts. Others who

had more (for it was not given in equal shares, but handed

to individuals for the common use) hid it from their com-

rades and did not in any way assist them. Prom this cause

many died of hunger, getting no help either from the

islanders or even from their fellows, and this was deplorable

indeed. On the other hand, those who had money, and who

by this means could obtain food, filled their bellies without

discretion
;
and being in a country where the air is very un-

healthy for all strangers, even for those of a similar climate,

1 Liard^ ‘‘petite monnaie de cuivre qui valait trois deniers, le quart

d’un sou, et un peu plus qu’un centime” {Littre). Its etymology is

uncertain. Tavernier says that the Indian pecha (‘‘pice”) was worth

“ about two of our liards” (Eng. trans., pt, ii, p. 22).
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they fell ill, and died one after another
;
nay more, in place

of receiving aid and consolation from their fellows, those

who were without money and in great need came and

stripped them, and took their money before they were dead

;

and for that which was found upon the dead, the healthy who

survived fought one with another who should have it, and

banded themselves two against two, and finally messmate

against messmate,^ with so little charity, that they would see

their comrades and fellow countrymen die before their eyes

without giving them any assistance or succour. I have never

seen a sight so pitiable and deplorable.

As for me, I was taken by the king’s brother-in-law, as I

have said above, to the island PamdovA, with two others.

We had not taken belts of money, and had nothing in the

world. This caused us some trouble at first, but by-and-bye

we found we were better ojff for having nothing. The others

who had money were better supplied for a short time, but

afterwards experienced the greatest hardships. At first the

natives of PaindoiU gave us some food, little by little
;
but

when they saw that our companions in the other islands had so

much money, and spent it so profusely, they resolved to give

us no more subsistence, being concerned that our arrival had

brought no profit to their island, as to the others. So, in order

to try us whether by extremity of hunger we should not be

constrained to give them some of that which they believed

we had concealed, they betook them with their boats to the

island of Pouladou, to sell to our companions their fowls, fish,

fruit, and other provisions. This, however, was in secret, for

they are strictly prohibited from selling anything to strangers

saved from shipwreck, and from taking money or merchan-
dise of them, as all that belongs to the king when once the
ship is wrecked (they may, however, give them provisions, and
treat them with such humanity as seems good to them) : and,
in fact, some time after, a strict inquiry was made of those

^ See p. 25, note.
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who had taken an}i:hing—as I shall tell hereafter. By this

conspiracy of the islanders against us, which was to give us

nothing more, my two companions and I were reduced to the

most terrible straits imaginable. All we could do was to seek

for the sea-slugs^ on the sand, and to eat them; and sometimes

perchance we found a dead fish cast up by the sea, which we
boiled with divers sorts ofherbs unknown to us, salting our food

with a little sea water
;
and if by chance we got hold of a

lime we put it in, and days passed sometimes ere we got any

such thing. We were in this extremity a good while, until

the natives, concluding that we had no money, and having, as

may be believed, some pity in them, began to be less shy

and barbarous
;

for before, most of them, and all the women

and children, hid themselves from us, fleeing us as though

we were monsters, and did not allow us to euter their

villages or their houses. They even used us to terrify and

frighten their little children withal. At length, discovering

that they were becoming less distant towards us day by day,

we began to accost them and to offer our services for

any job in which they would employ us, which services

they accepted. They often took me in their boats to sea and

to the neighbouring islands to help them in getting coco-nuts

and in fishing, in return for which they gave me a share of

fish at the fishing, and coco-nuts, rice, millet, and honey for

other work. My companions did their best to win some-

thing in the same way, for they took me only to the fishing

—

for what reason I know not—and then we brought all we got

into a common stock and lived on it. Thus were we brought

so low, that for fish and coco-nuts we were fain to do the

most vile handiwork and the most painful labour—in a word,

work which slaves would not or could not do. All this was

without force or compulsion : we went ourselves and begged

them to employ us; otherwise we should have died of

hunger, for they would give us nothing unless we worked for

1 I.e.^ Mche de mer (M. ihi).
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it, and then so little, that we were but ill-sustained by what

we got; for they fish only in calm weather, their sails being

composed of coco-fibre, which they wish not to spoiP;and

their bodies being naked while at this exercise, they fear the

rain, and when they are having a day’s fishing they do not

return sometimes for eight hours or more. Such was our

condition as regards food. As for lodging, during rain by day

and for sleep by night we retired to a wooden hut on the sea-

shore, which had been put up a while ago for building a

boat. We had thus sufficient cover overhead
;
but at the sides

all was open. As it was then winter there—that is, during

the months of July and August, when the rains are continuous

and heavy—I leave you to imagine the distress we suffered

from the wind, the rain, and sometimes the big waves, which

were only ten paces off our hut. Owing to these great and

grievous discomforts my two companions fell ill. As for me,

thanks to God, not having been ill during all our voyage, I

held out for a good while.

While I was thus working for my living I was obliged

to learn the language of the country as well as I could,

though my companions despised it, saying there was no need

to learn the language peculiar to these islands, for that they

hoped to be sent at length to Sumatra to the General, as the

king had promised our captain, and as the islanders told

us. I did not despair
;
but the fear I had that this would not

come to pass made me resort to every expedient. I saw,

too, the misery in which we were, and I essayed to learn the

language to serve my purposes, and got great assistance from

it. With this purpose in my mind, an occasion presented

itself of learning the language quickly and easily : for the

lord of the island Paindoud, where we three were, called Jly
Pandio Atacouroic,^ who was a great chief and a relative

1 Mr. Bell says this is literally true of their fishing-boats (mas-odi) at
the present day.

2 Ali, lord of Pandio, or Paindoiil (now Fehendu). Atacourou
is a misprint for Tacourou It would now be written A li Tahurv-fdnu.
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of the king through his vhfe, seeing that I was trying to

learn their language, thought more highly of me, and took a

liking to me : and in truth 1 did my best to make myself

agreeable to him and his wife, and to all the people of the

island, by obeying them in all things. He was a man of great

honour and courtesy, knowing and inquisitive. He was also

a good navigator, and had possessed himself of the com-

passes and marine charts of our ship, the use of which he

often inquired of me, theirs being made of another fashion.

In short, he was at all times well pleased that I should be of

his company to entertain him, and to answer all the ques-

tions he put to me about our manners and customs. This

casual conversation, with the trouble I took, soon made

me understand much of the language
;

and on that

account the lord became more and more well disposed

towards me, and I began to be not quite so wretched as

before, and often received additional provisions through his

kindness.

To return to our people who were at Poiiladoit, “W^ien

their money was spent they were worse treated, and more

afflicted with famine than we, inasmuch as their number

was greater than ours. The lord of our island, PaindoiU,

went often to Pouladoii to visit the lord of that island, who

was his relative. One day, after I made his acquaintance,

he took me with him to give me the satisfaction of seeing

my companions. By this means I became aware of the

miserable condition to which they were reduced and the

afflictions they had to suffer. When I was with them we

all together searched the sea-shore to see if we could chance

to find something to eat
;
for they were dying of hunger, and

had to do as we had done at first at PainclovJ. We found a

very large turtle (for in the Indian Sea they grow to a

prodigious size) turned upon its back
;

it had 500 or 600 eggs,

each as big as the yolk of a hen’s egg. We were well pleased

at our discovery
;
we cut it in pieces, and boiled it with fresh

F
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water in a boiler which they lent to us, and then ate it.

The flesh was extremely fat and tasty, like veal, and the

eggs were very good; but afterwards we had all such a

stomach disorder that we thought we should die, and I was

the first seized. I suspect it was because we were famished,

and having nothing else, ate that to excess,^ We had forgotten,

too, to cook it in sea water, and so to season it; for, as I after-

wards learnt at the Maldives, fish cooked in sea water is

more wholesome, and does not go bad so soon, and will keep

a long time after being dried. The natives always cook it in

sea water. I then learnt the fearful misery to which my
comrades, and especially the sick, were reduced by famine,

and that they gave no assistance to one another. I slept at

this island; next day, the lord of Faindou6 took me back

with him, and when he returned on another occasion, took

me again with him.

Meanwhile, the king’s people came day after day to take

what they could from the ship, chiefly the lead with which

it was bottomed: this they prize highly in that country.

They took even the nails, and as much of the timber as they

could. And as they came and went they took from time to

time some of our men, who were glad enough to go
;
and

those who had silver gave it, to be taken. We were told that

the king was to give a ship to our captain, and when it was
got ready we should all be taken. Our people died one after

another, clinging to this hope. Our captain, chief clerk, second
mate, and many others were already dead. The mate had
been the first to pay his respects to the king

;
but he asked

leave to return to the ship to get some clothes, which was
readily granted to all of us, as the natives had no use for

such things. So, when the mate saw that they did not come
and look after us, and that the captain was dead, he formed

^ The turtle was of a non-edible species, probably the “loggerhead”;
M. mmimU (Couanea olivacea). He relates this incident again in his
Treatise (see vol ii).
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a design to escape, which he long revolved in secret and

unknown to some of us, to whom he would not discover

his mind. The second time I saw him he communicated

his design to me, and regretted that he could not include

me, as he had not sufihcient means. I told him I did

not believe that he would succeed, for that the natives

were very suspicious of us, and on that account had left [at

the island] neither boats nor barques
;
nay more, the king’s

people had sent some soldiers, as well to keep watch over us,

as to discover what people of the island had received silver

from our men, and to make them give it up; nevertheless, the

mate conducted his enterprise so dexterously that at length

he seized the ship of the lord of Paindoiie while he was at

Poulaclou seeing his relative, as on the two occasions when

he took me with him. He had well chosen his opportunity,

which was just after midday, when the people of the island

least suspected anything. So, having stored the ship with

fresh water and coco-nuts, of which he had previously hidden

a good supply in the wood, he embarked with eleven others,

leaving eight of our men (four sick and four sound), without

whose knowledge he set sail. The inhabitants soon per-

ceived it, but they had no boats to pursue him. They came

to give the news to the men of our island on a raft called

Cancloiiepatis^ (of which I shall speak in its place), so that our

people had plenty of time to get beyond the reefs before the

people had found their boats, and they were already a long

way off, out of view and of danger, when the islanders were

embarking to pursue. This enterprise was a success so far

as they were concerned,^ but it was the cause of a sea of

troubles to the eight who remained
;
for the soldiers, out of

revenge, exercised upon them all imaginable severities. They

bound those who were in health, and beat them savagely, and

then took from them all the money and victuals they had

;

1 M. Kadufati^ a raft made of the Kadii tree. (See below, ch. x.)

As to the subsequent fortunes of these twelve, see below, p. 80.
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then they came to the sick, compelling the healthy to carry

them to the shore, and so close to the sea, that when the

tide came their legs were soaked, while at the same time

they were exposed to the inclemencies of the sky, the sun, and

the rain, which was incessant at that season. Moreover, they

held them so rigorously that the healthy were not even per-

mitted to carry them fresh water to drink, the only thing

which the healthy themselves obtained. So the poor sick

fellows died of hunger, and were then thrown into the sea,

as the islanders did to all our men who died, not giving us

even permission to bury our dead friends. This, however,

was done without the knowledge of the king, for he caused

some to be buried at the sea-shore, chiefly those who died

at the island where he resided. But to. return to Pouladoit,

—

those who were left told me that the poor sick crawled about

in great agony, and lay on their faces, so as to eat the grass

beneath them, and so were frequently found with grass in

their mouths. The lieutenant of our ship, a man of good

family at S. Malo, died in this condition. Of the others who
kept their health, there was one who, constrained by hunger
to climb a coco-tree by night to try to get some fruit, fell

from the high tree-top and was killed, though he had several

times before climbed it without accident. His remaining

comrades suffered severely; they even ate rats when they
could catch them.

As for us three who were at PaindoIX^, the escape of our
friends brought us no other harm than our own fears. The
natives of the island assembled together with sticks in their

hands (for arms they are not allowed to wear except they be
of the gendarmerie, and while they are in the king’s service),^

and came to us in our hut by the sea-shore. There they
insulted and threatened us; they even gave us some
blows

;
but as they had never seen us with money, they did

not go beyond that, and treated us better than our friends

1 This rule is strictly enforced still.
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at PouladoiL The lord of the island, too, a very humane

man, prevented them from maltreating us, and gave me

proof of his kindness, as did his wife and the elders of the

island.

CHAPTEE VII.

Arrival of a lord hearing the king's commission to the island

of PaiiuloiU, ivho at length takes the author hack vjith

him,

1 have above related our condition during the three months

and a half following our shipwreck. Then arrived from the

king’s island a great lord named Assant Oaonnas Calogue}

The first who had been sent was the king’s brother-in-law,

and, as I subsequently heard, the king had learnt that he

had not obeyed his orders, and had retained something from

the ship for his own use, and was so enraged that he even

boxed his ears, and never sent him again. In his stead he

sent one of the highest nobles of his court, whom he con-

sulted on the most important affairs, having more confidence

in him than in any other. His orders were to get out of

the ship and to convey to the king all he could, chiefly some

cannon, and the rest of the lead and iron, and also to make

search for the silver which the islanders had received from

us. He was assisted by another lord named Oussaint Ban-

namandy Galogue^ who had authority over all ships, barques,

^ Assanty no doubt, is Hassan: caounaSy 1 cannot explain. It may be

the name of his island, as Mr. Bell suggests, and as in the case of Ali

Pandio TacouroUy and Mi^doiie Quilague, As to calogue, v. s., p. 56, note.

q’his lord and his family, with whom the author had the warmest friend-

ship, are mentioned several times hereafter.

2 This would now be written Husain Ranahamadi Kalogefdnu. The

title Ranahamddi survives, and the holder is still chief of the Kaldsi or

“ sailors”, but distinct from the Veldnd (Bell).
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boats, captains, and mariners, but not over soldiers
;
in short,

he was chief of the marine, or, as we might call him, super-

intendent of the galleys and ships of the king, but not

admiral. On his arrival he was received as it is the custom

to receive the king’s officers of high rank who come in his ser-

vice. I have witnessed a reception of this kind. From a dis-

tance the barque or the boat (called ody^) in which the lord is

makes a signal with a red flag, furls its sails, and casts anchor

at a gun-shot from the island. Then the lord or chief man

of the place sends to inquire who it is, and being informed,

gives order for his reception, and goes out to meet him,

accompanied by as many men and boats as are available,

leaving only the Catile^ or curd, with four or flve of the

Moumulit$f or elders of the island. The boats are laden

some with coco-nuts, others with bananas, betel, and other

fruits with which the island abounds, everything being

arranged in baskets and white boxes made of coco-leaves.

These are made for the occasion, and are not used again
;
for

these leaves are so common, and the people so clever in

making the baskets, that they never require to use them

twice
;
they also make them so that one cannot get out the

fruit or other things from within, without cutting them and

breaking them up, and they are then cast aside. On pre-

senting these, the lord of the island enters first and salutes

the other, saying Sallam Aleconj^ which is their common
salutation; then stooping down, touches his feet with his right

hand, which he then raises and puts on his own head, as if

to mean that he would put his head under the other’s feet.

All the others in attendance do the same, and bring all the

presents, two at a time, with a rod on their shoulders, at the

middle of which the present is suspended. This salutation

^ M. odi
; Tam. odam.

2 M. Katihu^ from the Ar. Katih^ “ scribe”.
3 MuskuU

;

see ch. xiv.

^ Ar. Salaam aleikim.
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and present is called Vecloyi d Bouespou} After this the

lord of the island makes his speech, and begs the visitor to

land, and to do him the honour to take his lodging at the

place prepared. Thither he proceeds, accompanied by his host

and his followers. As the great lord nears the island, the

Catile and the others who have remained behind are waiting

on the strand, and come forward before the guest, wading in

the sea up to their waists, and carrying each his cloth or

turban on his left arm. This cloth is half silk and half

cotton, very well woven, and coloured red, an ell and a half

in length, and three-quarters of an ell in width. Then the

Gatihe and his followers salute him in the customary way,

and make a speech, offering him cloths and other presents,

which are courteously received, and taken in charge by his

attendants. That done, as soon as the lord desires to land,

one of the chief Catibes or MouscoiiUts comes forward to

offer his shoulder—a function much esteemed—and the other

gets on his shoulders; and so, with a leg on each side, he rides

him horse fashion to land, and is there set down. Great care

is taken that his feet do not get wet, for that they hold a

great disgrace. He is then conducted in great honour,

accompanied by all the residents, to the lodging prepared

for him and his suite. There the people salute him again, and

he talks with them for half-an-hour or so, and then all take

their leave. Then they bring him a bath of lukewarm water,

nicely prepared, and after that odorous oils to rub his body

withal, after the custom of the Indies. Next they gave him

wine of coco to drink, the finest and most tasty to be got,

along with many portions of betel, very neatly served, and

supplied with all the requisite ingredients, which I shall

describe in the proper place.^ Thus refreshed and rested, he

1 Chr. gives wedung, ‘‘present’^, and wedimg odi, “offering boat”.

The latter part of Pyrard’s phrase is, according to Mr, Bell, a courtly

suffix, properly written aruvaiji^ or aruvai/u.

- See vol. ii. Treatise, ch. viii.
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proceeds to the principal temple, which they call Oucouroio

misqititte} There he says his prayers for upwards of an hour,

and then returns to his lodging, where meanwhile his table

has been prepared with all the delicacies of the country.

While he is upon the island, all people of quality and means

send him presents, such as savoury dishes, fruits, and betel,

neatly served and borne by the hands of women, with the

greatest ceremony and honour possible,—not that he has not

always his own kitchen and daily meals : sometimes, indeed,

he neither eats nor tastes any of all these things [that are

brought]
;
but such is the custom of all these islands.

This lord having arrived in this fashion, and all these

ceremonies being ended, he straightway executed his com-

mission at the ship, and when that was done he went to the

island of Fouladou, where he made inquiry for those who had

had money from our vessel
;
and to get hold of it he arrested

all the inhabitants of the island, even the women, to see if

they would confess. Then he had their thumbs put into

cleft sticks, squeezed and bound with iron clasps, to the end

that by this pain they might be constrained to admit the

truth,—as, in fact, they did, and gave up the money
;
but

not all, for the king’s people could not discover the full

quantity. They also made accusation against those of other

islands, to which the king’s people were at once sent. In

fine, the greater part of those who had touched our money

were obliged to give it up, and for a year or two some one

was always being discovered in possession of some that had

been concealed till then. Even the soldiers who were left

there on guard were convicted of it. The people of Faindoui

were in no trouble, for we exculpated them
;
and on that ac-

count they always liked me, and sent me presents while I was
there

;
and it was proved that they had taken nothing of us.

All these things happened in fifteen days during which
the king's commissioner sojourned at Paindoi)^, Poulcdou,

1 Hiikuru, miski'tu, “Friday mosque” {Bell, p. 58).
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and the neighbouring islands, sometimes at one and some-

times at another, executing the king’s commission. The

lord of Paindoue and the Catihe, as well as the people who

took a liking to me, presented me to him, and strongly

recommended me, all thinking that I was some great lord

from this part of the world p.e., Europe]; and I did not

correct their opinion, seeing that it served me. Owing to this

recommendation, the lord sent from the king took me into

his friendship, as well as because he saw that I already knew

enough of their language to express myself and to make myself

understood a little, and that I was taking pains to learn it

every day. I have remarked that nothing served me so much,

or so conciliated the goodwill of the people, the lords, and

even of the king, as to have a knowledge of their language >

and that was the reason why I was always preferred to my
companions, and more esteemed than they. And so, while

he was in those parts, he always desired that I should ac-

company him and be near him, whether in his boat at the

place of the wreck, or at the other islands. Among others, he

took me to a little island called Toidadou} distant ten

leagues, whither he had gone to see one of his wives, and

he had the greatest pleasure in my conversation. Also, it

was on account of this affection that my companions and I

were in no want, being more highly in his esteem. The day

before he returned, he asked me if I would like to go with

hiTT> to Male, where the king lives. I told him that I had

long desired it. I had, nevertheless, some fear lest he should

change his mind, and on the morrow I never went out of his

sight; so, when he was ready to start, one of the soldiers of his

suite took him on his shoulders, as the custom is, and bore

him through the sea to his barque : from there he called me,

and got me on board. I was vastly pleased to go
;
but I

was also sad at thus leaving my two companions at Pamdou6

1 Tuladu (in the Admiralty Charts spelt Turahdou), in lat. 5“ V N.,

at south end of Mdlosmadulu atoll.
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and those at Pouladou, of whom only four now remained

surviving their great calamities. They all, on seeing me

depart without them, wept piteously. The lord, perceiving this,

asked me, as their interpreter, what caused them to weep;

and having the reason of their affiction explained to him,

he hade me console them, and tell them from him not to he

troubled
;
that the king would send and fetch them soon

;

that he himself was desirous of satisfying them, hut that he

dared not do so without the express command of the king.

That did not console them much, seeing that I was going

and they were remaining
;
so that they continued, or rather

increased, their tears and lamentations. This distressed me,

though I dared not show it, for I had already learnt the

humour of the natives on this point, which is that they

cannot tolerate in their presence sad and melancholy persons

or dreamers, saying that such persons are plotting some

treason or mischief in their minds.^ So one who wishes to

he well received among them must he happy and joyous,

must laugh and sing if he can, although without occasion

or desire, nay, though the contrary he the case. I restrained

myself as much as I could, hut he, being a man of intelli-

gence, saw well through my disguise the sorrow I bore at

my heart. Then he pressed me to tell him what troubled

me
;
this I did, and confessed frankly that besides my sorrow

^ The Maldivians were of much the same opinion as Julius Csesar :

—

“ Yond Cassius has a lean and hungry look;

He thinks too much : such men are dangerous.

• • . . he loves no plays,

As thou dost, Antony : he hears no music

;

Seldom he smiles, and smiles in such a sort

As if he mock’d himself and scorn’d his spirit

That could he moved to smile at any thing.

Such men as he he never at heart’s ease

Whiles they hehold a greater than themselves,

And therefore are they very dangerous.”

{Julius Csesar, Act i, sc. 2.)
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at leaving my companions and seeing them weep, mourning

their condition and the misery they would have to endure,

even as they had already suffered, I had, said I, a more par-

ticular cause of grief, viz,, that one of my two companions

at Paindoiie and I had, from the day of our coming on board

in France, made mutual profession of the warmest friend-

ship; that I had always helped him and he me, in a

greater degree than the others, and I could not but con-

fess the great grief I had at parting with him
;

that,

acknowledging the kindness for which I was under daily

increasing obligation to him (the lord), that emboldened

me to beg him on this occasion to have regard to my afflic-

tion, and to give me the satisfaction of taking this man
along with us, and to be merciful to those who remained.

This speech, and my countenance bedewed with tears, which

my extreme sorrow drew forth against my will, affected the

lord, whom I ever found in the highest degree kindly and

merciful, as well as generous and magnanimous
;
so much so,

that I venture to assert that in disposition and good manners

he would yield to no gentlemen of Europe. He at once

spoke privily with the other lord, the superintendent of the

king’s galleys and ships of whom I have spoken, and to the

other chief men who were about him, and after consult-

ing with them he told me that to please me he would gratify

him, and forthwith caused the man to embark whom I

indicated. As for the five who remained, he gave orders

that they should be separated, and that they should be

placed one in each of the neighbouring islands, enjoining the

chiefs and more important inhabitants there present at his

departure to treat them humanely, and to take care that

they should be in no distress, and to feed them at the public

expense until they should receive the king’s command to

send them. Then I bade adieu to my companions, more

easy in mind than before, even as they too were, praying

me to keep them in remembrance, that so they might
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not remain long in these little islands separated one from

another. That done, we set sail and made way for the rest

of the day.

CHAPTEE VIII.

Arrival of the author at the island of MaU, where he salutes

the king.—The putting to death of four Frenchmen for

attempting to escape.—Arrival of his other companions,

and the reasons which prevented the king from sending

them to Sumatra.

At nightfall we reached a little island called Maconnodou}

belonging to the general of the galleys, where we slept : for

it is their custom never to sail by night. On the following

morning, when it was time to go on board, the lord told me
we were within fifteen or sixteen leagues of Mal^, where the

king was, and that he would not dare to take my companion,

not knowing whether it would be agreeable to the king, and

that he proposed to leave him there for some days, until he

should have spoken with the king about fetching him
;
that

he was sure it would be well with him, and that he had given

orders to that end. We arrived at length at Male, where, on

landing, he went at once to salute the king and render an

account of his journey, bidding one of his people conduct me
to his house. He did not omit, among other matters, to speak

about me, the immediate consequence of which was that I

was sent for by command of the king. At the palace I

remained about three hours in waiting. In the evening I

was introduced into a court where the king had come out to

see all that had been brought in the last voyage from our

1 A small island on the north-west side of Mdle atoll, in lat. 4° 31' N.,
now called Makunudu. Mr. Bell visited it in 3879, putting in there for
the night, just as Pyrard did. He describes it as being about a quarter
to half a mile in circuit.
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vessel—i.e., the cannon, balls, arms, and other implements of

war and navigation, which had been brought to his magazine

there. I was bidden to approach, and then I saluted the

king in the language and in the mode of the country—which

I had carefully studied the moment I was admitted, and

had been particularly instructed in beforehand.^ This pleased

him, and induced him to inquire of me the uses of some of

the things brought from the ship, which he did not know

;

these I explained to him, expressing myself as best I could.

It being now night, he bade the lord who had brought me to

give me lodging and entertainment, and me to come every

day to see him along with the other courtiers. This done,

we retired.

On the following days I was entirely occupied in attend-

ance upon the king, in answering all his questions concerning

the manners and customs of the people of Europe and of our

France, the dress, arms, and estate of the kings, of whom he

made particular inquiry. While I discoursed upon the great-

ness of the kingdom of France, of the generosity of its

noblesse, and their dexterity in arms, he said he was sur-

prised that they had not conquered the Indies, and had

left it to the Portuguese, who had given him to under-

stand that their king was the greatest and most powerful of

all the Christian kings. The king also let me see the queens,

his wives, who in like manner kept me many days replying

to their inquiries, being especially curious to hear of the

figures, dress, manners, marriages, and customs of the ladies

of France
;
and often they sent for me without the king’s

knowledge, a thing not allowed in the case of others.

As I have already said, fifteen or sixteen of our people had

already been brought to the island of Male, where the king

dwells. When I arrived there I found no more than three

—

1 This would imply some customary mode of obeisance. Christopher,

however, states that, at the Durbar, no salutation is expected (Tran,s\

Bomb, Geog. Soc.^ i, 67).
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two Flemings, and a Frenchman who was in the last stage

of sickness, and died eight days after. At first, when onr

people came there, a Portuguese ship^ of 400 tons was at

anchor in the roads, having come from Cochin with a full

cargo of rice, to take away holys? or shells, to Bengal, where

they are in great demand. The captain and merchant were

Mestifs, the others Indian Christians, and all habited in

Portuguese fashion. They showed much enmity towards our

men, and spoke evilly of us to the king, who believed them

;

and this was in part the cause why we were not so well

treated as we had been. They asked the king to let them

take us all to Cochin, whereto he consented—in fact, asking

our captain and chief clerk if they wished to go, and telling

them that they might. They made reply, with all the others

who were present, that they would rather die than go. In

truth, they had good reason to fear them, as it was not to do

us any good, nor for our advantage, that they wished to take

us
;
so our men trusted always that the king would send

them in a barque to Achen in Sumatra, as he had promised.

Soon after, the captain and chief clerk died
;
the others fol-

lowed one by one, worn out by the fatigue they had already

endured, and by the bad climate and water of that island,

which make it impossible for most foreigners to live there.

Moreover, when the news came to the king of the escape of

the mate and the other men from Pouladou, he was so

enraged, that he swore a solemn oath that he would not let

one of us go. I was assured by several of the lords that

otherwise he would have provided us with a barque, as we
desired. The pilot, hearing this resolution, which confined

him for life to these islands, designed to get a barque and
escape, like his friends of Pouladou. To this end he con-

spired with three of our sailors, and hid in a wood all that

1 This ship is again referred to in ch. xvii.

2 Boli, « cowries”; Sin. hella. The traffic in these shells is more fully
described below.
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was required. Their design was discovered by the islanders,

who had remarked their goings to and fro the wood by the

shore, and played spies over them. They then gave informa-

tion to the six elders, called Mouscoulis, who rule the highest

affairs of state, and they in turn informed the king. Careful

observation was made of the carriage of these four, and on

the night on which they were to embark they were taken in

the act by the soldiers, who put their feet in irons. Two

days afterwards the soldiers took them in boats, feigning to

take them to some other island
;
and when they were upon

the sea they cut off their heads with blows of the caty} which

is made like a large bill-hook of this country, and of excellent

steel, well-polished and highly worked : it comes from the

Malabar coast, and cuts exceedingly well. They felled them

by many blows
;
and one who dealt only one blow was

esteemed no good soldier [of the king]. Thus do they

always when they execute their king’s orders, and so would

they to their near relative, even their own brothers, to testify

their zeal in the king’s service. So, when the king likes any-

one, all the world likes him
;
and if the king wishes one ill,

all the world hates him, and no one associates with him, nor

even looks at him. The four corpses were flung into the sea.^

After all, it is no wonder that the king was enraged at these

attempts to escape on the part of our men, for it is high

treason to steal a barque or boat and to depart beyond the

realm : that may not be done without passport, and a special

and precise permit of the king, even though the boat were

one's own. Without that, it is death and unpardonable, and

no one need hope for the king’s mercy if convicted. This

crime is called odican anjpou? I heard this sad news, and

1 M. Katu^ a bill-hook= Sin. Kcetta.

2 This unfortunate pilot, as above observed, was an Englishman.

His name is not given.

3 This would have been nearly right if he had written odi-ganan-pov.

The modern M. is odi gengosfii, “ having taken away a boat”. As to

gayian^ cf. Sin. gananaica^ “to take away”.
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that of the natural death of our other comrades, as soon as I

arrived at Maid, where the Cochin ship still was
; it took

away the greater part of the equipment of our vessel, which

the king sold to it, consisting chiefly of things he could not

use. At the same time one of the king’s pilots told me that

the twelve of Pouladm who escaped with the mate of our

ship had arrived at Coilan, on the coast, and had been put in

irons on a Portuguese galley, where he had seen them, and

would he taken to Goa.^

I was then one of three at the island of Maid, along with

the two Flemings. I petitioned the king to send for my
comrade who had been left on the way at the island of

Macomiodov,, which he did at once, and we were only parted

from one another for ten days
; thus we mustered four, he, I,

and the two Flemings. Two months afterwards, I managed
to get the five brought who were left scattered among the

little islands near the scene of the wreck
; this done, we

numbered nine, four Frenchmen and five Flemings, all kindly
treated by the king and his lords. But we had no good
understanding betwixt us, and this was due to the Flemings,
who all five held themselves apart from us, and ever through
interpreters spoke evil of us to the lords and to the people. The
cause of this discord was that they were jealous of seeing me
more courteously received than they were, and weU Hked and
esteemed by the king, always at his side, and in consequence
graciously entreated by the nobles. Thus they persuaded

> Reteed to again in oh. xviii : these men succeeded in reaching
Quilon, but received an unfriendly welcome at the hands of the Portu-
guese. They were the only party, according to Pyrard, who did escape
from the Maldives, besides himself and three companions. Martin how-
ever, witmg of the 22nd Oct. 1602, says that some Portuguese arrived
at Achm from Pedir, and assured the crew of the Cromant that thev^d seen twenty.five men saved from the Corbin in two boats, one con-tai^g fwrteen and the other eleven men, and that they had made land
between Cape Comorin and Ceylon, at the pearl fishery {Marthi, p. 5!))Pyrard is more likely to be right.
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themselves that my three French companions were more wel-

come than they, and that I favoured these more than them-

selves, who were strangers to me. Xay more, because I

spoke the Maidive language with some facility, while they

understood it not at all, they imagined that I spoke evil of

them, and that I was the cause of their being less at their

ease
:
yet verily the truth was far otherwise.

The king’s oath in his anger was the cause why his promise

to give us a barque was not carried out
;
and, moreover, all

our people were dead, saving nine
;
so there was no glimpse

of hope that we should ever leave the place. This was a

grievous afBliction for us to think of, and we sought consola-

tion of God and of each other. I have mentioned the reason

given by the king for not treating us with courtesy
;

for, in

truth, in the case of all the other ships which were in like

manner wrecked during my sojourn there, he gave the men

the means of departing, retaining only the money and mer-

chandise. But, besides the reasons mentioned, I have thought

that he had yet another, viz., the money which had dis-

appeared, which one may say was the chiefest cause of mis-

fortune, and of the death of the greater part of our crew
;
in-

asmuch as the king, being informed that some money was

taken from the ship, and imagining that what our folk had

concealed was a large sum, perhaps as large as that he found

in the ship, he would not that this money should go out of

his country
;
and while he searched for more than he had, most

of our men died. I believe that, coming after that, the escape

of the mate and the attempt of the pilot nettled him still

more. It had been proposed not to take any of the silver at

aU, or to convey it all to the king, like the piece of scarlet.

On one occasion he told me plainly that my companions had

concealed the silver, and had made him a present of the piece

of scarlet only because they could not hide it like money,

and that they had all acted wrongfully in that matter, and

were unworthy of his favour.

G
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CHAPTEE IX.

Grievous sickness of the aicthor, which left him in evil flight .

—

Esca^pe of four Flemings, and the ill-favour of the king

towards those roho remained,

I was for about four or ifive months in fairly good health,

and, except for the want of the free exercise of my religion

and liberty, was comfortable, well housed, fed, and treated

by the lord who had brought me, my lodging being in a little

apartment within the enclosure of his house. One of his

servants waited upon me at all hours, and brought me my
food with separate utensils, for they never eat with one who

is not of their religion. He loved me as one of his own

sons, of whom he had three, of nearly the same age as

myself, and they loved me as their brother. This lord was in

favour with the king, who placed all confidence in him
;
they

had been attached to each other from the time they were four

or five years old, and each was now fifty. Such being my con-

dition, I fell ill of a severe burning fever, very common there

and very dangerous, especially to strangers, so much so that

few get over it
;

still less the Christians, for whom there is no

sort of cure, for they are not disposed to obey the sorcerers,

and get cured by charms and enchantments, as the islanders

use. I was ill and in great danger for more than two months,

and it was ten months before I was quite well. Not a day

passed but the king and the queens sent to get news of me
and my condition

; he sent at all hours the choicest dishes

and the most delicious morsels from his own table
;
and in

order that I might be treated more at my ease, and might the

better ask for what I wanted, he sent one of my own com-

rades, whom he charged with the care of me, in addition to

the house servants. The sickness was severe and very

troublesome
;

it is known through all the Indies under the
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name of ilaldive fever : they call ifc MuJe ons} It is the sick-

ness of which most of my companions died, as all strangers

fail not to be soon attacked
;
and when one gets over it one

may be sure he will recover from the other maladies to which

the climate will subject him
;
for a man changes by habit

with the climate and manner of living, and this malady, as it

were, makes him a new body, and he feels quite inured. And,

indeed, if a stranger, w^hom in their language they call Foio^-

addf} recovers from it, they say that he is dhics,^ as who

should say naturalised, and no longer a stranger. For this

kingdom in their language is called MaU-ragui^^ the king-

dom of Male
;
but by the other Indians it is called MaU-

diiLcvr, and the people diucsJ* To return to my illness. I was

eight days without swallowing anything but water, and that

too is a bad thing. The country people refrain from drinking

1 M. Mali hing (Bell)
;
Sin. iina, “fever’*. The ]\Ialdivians also use

the word hovian (Ar. hnmma); see ch. xiii, and Vocabulary (vol. ii). All

travellers bear witness to the baneful effects of this intermittent fever

and ague. Ibn Batuta says, “In the midst of all this a fever seized

me, and I was very ill. Every one who goes to that island must inevit-

ably catch the fever” (App. A). The Indian Kavy Surveyors of

1834-6 suffered severely (Taylor’s Sailing Dir.^ pt. i, p. 569 ; Jonrn.

Geo. Soc. Bo?n., i, 55, 67 ;
Bell., 7, 8). 1 have also had an account of

the difficulties which constantly recurred during the survey, in supplying

fresh crews owing to this cause, from the lips of Capt. Chas. Campbell,

one of the few survivors of that meritorious service.

2 Fiiradi miha, “ voyage man” (Chr.).

3 Dives, or more properly divehi, is the adjectival form of diva., or du,

“island”; Sans, dwipa

;

Sin. duica. In modern times “islanders’ is

expressed by divelii mi'hun (Bell, p. 3), and the “island letters” by

divehi ahum ; cf. the divi of Ammianus Marcellinus, as to which see

App. A.

4 More commonly Divehi rdjje; see Sultan’s letter of 1795 (Bell,

78).

® There seems some little confusion here. He has already said that

dives was the Maldivians’ name for themselves, and I believe he means

Male divai' as the continental name for the Maldivian people, not king-

dom
;
the form divar would seem to be Dravidian. The Sinhalese

usually call the Maldivians gundara-kdrayo, “the gundara (boat) men”,

and the islands Mdla diva, or Mdladiv diipat (Bell, 3).

G 2
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anything but lukswarm water, with a little powdered pepper

in it
;
this prevents the inflammation, which would otherwise

ensue when the fever passes off. I could not, however, take

this beverage, which does nothing to quench the thirst. After

the fever left me my legs and thighs swelled greatly, as if I

had the dropsy. All foreigners suffer in the same way.

Besides, I could not see for more than ten or a dozen paces

before me, and I was afraid I should become blind. The

fever also left me an obstruction and inflammation of the

spleen, which caused me great difficulty of breathing. This

spleen disease is very common among them, and they all have

it rather large
;
they call the disease ont coTy^\ and, in fact,

it so remained with me all the time I was at the Maldives.

About the same time the king fell sick, and on this account

I could not see him when I was on my feet again—until, on

his recovery, as he was going to the mosque, I saluted him.

He was much surprised to see the state to which I was

reduced by this inflammation, and said that his illness had

prevented him doing more for me. He at once bade his

attendants see to it, and sent to find men who were skilled in

curing this ailment, and told them to take the unguents

from his own stock
;
for the king always keeps a quantity of

drugs, medicines, and recipes of all sorts for the sick, even

charms. The people would go and ask for them, and he was

well enough pleased to do this kindness to all comers
\
and

by this means also to know who were ill, who recovering,

and who dying, and so to provide for the burial of those who

died. It was his wont to do this for the poor and for such

as were without means, in manner suitable to the degree of

each. Thus did many busy themselves with my illness; but

I did not get well until my legs burst and the water which

caused the swelling escaped
; my eyes then recovered their

former power. But the mischief was that the ulcers in my legs

became very large and deep, and so painful that I got no rest

^ Below, ch. xiii, spelt on cory^ properly Tiun-kor'hL
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by day or night, and the humours taking their course by this

channel, it was difficult to close the wounds up. Jii this

condition I remained for four months
;
the king causing me

to be attended to and cared for to the best of his power.

There was a little island within sight of Male called Bandos}

where dwelt a man esteemed expert in that line. The king

sent for him, and bade him cure me if he knew how, and he

would reward him handsomely. The man promised to do so
;

but he added that if it should please the king to permit him

to take me with him he could cure me much sooner, for the

' air was much better and more bracing, and the water better

at that island than at Male. The king permitted him, and

gave word to his officers to serve out to him everything he

asked for my support
;
so I was indeed well treated and cared

for by this man. But meanwhile happened an accident to

my comi'ades, which grieved me much and entailed much

discomfort to me. This was, that of the five Flemings that

were at Male, four made resolve to escape from the islands

by stealing a boat, seeing the desperate position to wliich we

were reduced by being unable to depart with the king’s

permission. Two of the Flemings had arrived at Male with

our captain and the others brought with him
;
and having

been with these men when they died, they succeeded to the

money which they had kept concealed
;
thus they had every

means of procuring the requisites for embarking. See now

how they pursued their enterprise. The factor of the

Christian king of the Maldives kept a banquesalle,^ or

storehouse, on the sea-shore at Male. He was an Indian of

Cochin, of the race of Canarins, and a Christian, though a bad

one, as I afterwards came to understand. These Flemings

^ Bados, There are two islands of this name in lat. 4® 15' N. Bodu-

and KudaBados (big and little); the former only is inhabited, and is,

therefore, probably the one intended here. The Adm. charts give the

names Burrah Bunduse and CooraJi Bundiise.

*- As to the history of this word, see Yule and Burnell, Disc, Gloss,

and New Eng. Dict.^ s.v. “Bankshall”.
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made friends with him, and so plied him with money that

he let them put and keep in his store the provisions and

baggage which they required. It remained only to await an

opportunity for seiziug a boat, which was a long time in

coming. At length it happened that one of the followers of

the lord who brought me to Male left his boat near the

place on account of the rain
;
and as he was hour by hour

expecting the fine weather, he did not take out the rudder as

usual. The boat was all equipped for the fishing, but very

small, being no more than eight times the length of an arm,

which is the most common measure used (it is called Eiem ;

another smaller measure is used for cloth, viz., from the

elbow to the tips of the fingers, this is called Moul all tliis

by the way). The boat was called Bonny^ i.e., “bird”,

because it was a quick sailer, and it was equipped with pro-

visions and water for several days. Our people having made
this discovery, embarked at nightfall with their goods, and
made off

;
but bad luck had it that this night and the day

following there raged the most violent storm imaginable, not

a whit less than that we came through off the coast of Natal.

Even the islanders said they had never seen so many coco-

trees blown down in four-and-twenty hours. I leave you to

imagine whether it be possible that our poor fellows could
have saved themselves in such a storm, in a little frail bark,

not knowing the channels and passages which they ought to

take in the midst of so many rocks and reefs. So it was
that afterwards there were found upon the beach some pieces

' More correctly riya and murhe. The Sin. riyana is a cubit
;
the

hlaldivian hodu riya (big riya) = length of the arm; hiru riya (little riya)
ormurM= cubit

; and baya murhe (half murM) = span (&H, 119).
2 Kivara identifies this word with the Tam. toni, “boat”; but the

author distinctly says it was called dmny, i.e., “ bird”, because it was a
good sailer : the word is repeated in the Vocabulary as the equivalent of
“birds”. Correctly written, as by Christopher and Bell, it is duni.
Pyrard may have confused doni, “boat”, with duni “bird”, but there is
not enough to forbid ns taking the passage to mean that “Bird” was
the name of the boat.
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of the boat’s equipment, which led to the belief that they had

perished—as, in fact, they had
;

for nothing was ever heard

of them again, neither at the islands nor on the mainland.

The king was gTeatly incensed at this third escape, as well

on the account already stated, that it is high treason to

steal a boat and depart without leave, as because one of

the four Flemings was a good gunner, and he liked him for

that. This gunner was engaged at S. Malo for the voyage.

Having received some money as an advance, he married, and

\vas no longer willing to come, and offered to return what

he had received. This our captain would not agree to
;
on

the contrary, he had him seized and carried on board, neck

and heels, by four men, on account whereof he was never

afterwards well disposed, and even on several occasions when

some of the ship’s crew were offended at the captain for

some punishment, conspired with them to make a wrong

course, and to w^reck the ship, and so get ashore. This he

confessed to us at the Maldives. He also behaved with bar-

barous inhumanity towards our captain while he lay at the

point of death at Male, for he took off him by force a night-

shirt which he was wearing
;
nor was he dissuaded from the

act by all the prayers of the poor sick captain, only saying

that he wanted it, and that he no longer recognised the

captain after the loss of the ship. This disaster happened

to these poor Flemings about eighteen months after our

shipwreck. I reflected that by God’s assistance, amid so

many tribulations, I had never engaged in these attempts

at escape, W'hich all tinned out ill, as I have related.^ Tw’o

days afterwards, my comrade with whom I had vowed so

\varm a friendship died after a long illness. This was to

me an intolerable affliction. He w^as from Vitre, and in

our vessel had the office of clerk. I believe that he was at

length brought down with vexation and melancholy, having

1 The mate and his eleven friends did indeed reach the coast of India,

but were there consigned to the Portuguese galleys.
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left a wife and children to make this voyage, and now saw

no hope of return. To come back to the Flemings who had

gone off. When it was discovered, and the king was in-

formed, messengers were sent to our people’s lodgings to see

for a fact who were left. They found two Frenchmen, one

Fleming, and the man who was dying, as I have said. The

six elders assembled at the king’s palace, the accustomed

place, and summoned our three men, whom they kept there

by the space of four or five hours, telling them that they

were accomplices in the others’ treason, and threatening

them with death. At length, seeing that they were not

guilty, they let them go
;
but the king gave orders not to

give them any more rice as provision from his store,—not

however, preventing those who would from giving them
victuals : for his part, he would never again believe a French-

man. And, in fact, they did not by reason of that order fail

to get a livelihood.

All these things grieved me excessively: my long and
tedious illness, the loss of our men, the death of my friend,

and the anger of the king, which waxed against those of us

who were left. On my recovery, which was at the end of

two months after I was taken to the little island of Bandos,

I desired to tarry there, thinking thus to avoid the wrath of

the king, which by this delay might be appeased
;
but at

length I was advised not to add by contumacy to my trans-

gression (for so they referred to our friends’ mishap), and to

return at once to the king. I took the advice, and on arrival,

as the custom is, I put myself in the way of the king before
going to my lodging. He happened to be going out at one
of the lower courts, next to his sleeping apartments. I
saluted him in the usual way, without any difference. Then
he spoke to me, and asked if I had been well treated, and
was quite well, and even wished to see the place of my sore.
This gave me good hope that I was again in his favour as
before; but I was greatly deceived, for he forbade them to
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give me anything from his house, any more than to my
comrades. I was vexed—not, however, for the victuals, for

the lords let me not want for aught; but for this cause,

that, there, a man to whom the king does not give food is of

no account, and has no position. And even the great lords

accept rice of the king, and it is a high honour, too
;

so, on

the contrary, is it a kind of infamy to be deprived of it.

My especial friends did not, however, cease to favour me and

help me, as they saw that the king did not speak ill of me,

and that he acted thus to inspire me with fear for the future

;

otherwise, when the king is in good earnest incensed against

anyone, that man would not find a single friend, and those

who had been his friends would abandon him.

Two months passed in this disgrace, but for all that I did

not cease to go regularly to the palace to present myself to

the king. I was warned that by the custom of the country

one should not absent oneself when the king is angry, nor

cease to go to the palace regularly, until by long patience the

king speaks and again receives you into his favour.^ I again

fell ill of a fever. The lord with whom I lodged apprised the

king of it, and he bade him treat me well and spare nothing.

Nor did he
;
and to give me better hope, he assured me that

the king was not at all angry with me, but on the contrary

was solicitous for my health: and, indeed, the king bade

them give me the ordinary provision of rice, and to my three

companions, too. The illness was short, and I was soon well

again. Six weeks afterwards I was fairly astonished to be

summoned to the palace by the six elders, and to be told that

they were informed that we had a design to escape. They

gave me orders, on the part of the king, not to have any deal-

ings with my companions, nor to speak French to them
;
and

that I was to give them the same order. It was very difd-

1 This custom is quoted from Pyrard, with approval, by Montesquieu,

as “ disarming the prince’s indignation” {JBsp, des Lois^ liv. xii,

ch, 30).
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cult, lodged so near each other, to obey this order and not to

speak or communicate with one another,—which, indeed, we

did in secret. For all that, ]afteen days after, it was reported

to the king, who was much offended, and commanded that

my three companions were .to be taken to an atoUon named

Souadow^ which is eighty leagues to the south of Mal^. You

have to pass the line to get there. That is the place where the

king exiles those who displease him; it is an island far

removed from his court, where foreign vessels never touch,

whose inhabitants are very unmannerly, rude, and boorish.

This order was given to the master or Intendant of the

royal ships, who is called Mcl6 dau da elU^\ this person had

conceived an ill-will towards me, out of jealousy of the lord

who had brought me from Paindou6j with whom he was

there, for he had made me promise on the journey that I

should lodge with him, and I could not do it, for the king

made me lodge with the lord who had brought me. By way
of revenge, he sent word to me by one of the royal sergeants,

who are called Mirmires,^ that I was to come to him to be

embarked for Souadou with the others. I could not refuse

1 The atoll Suadiva^ or Huadiva^ is here probably intended to include

the smaller atoll Addd, and the island Fua Mulaku. This remote por-
tion of the Maidive kingdom was treated as a sub-kingdom, the exiled

King Dom Manoel describing himself as “rei das ilhas de Maldiva e de
tres Patanas de Cuaydu” (Letters Patent in Arch. Port. Or., Fasc. 8).

As appears here and elsewhere in the narrative, Suadiva atoll was the
place of exile for political offenders and a place of refuge for unsuccessful
conspirators

;
and, as Mr. Bell informs me, contains at this day the

descendants of several occupants of the throne.
^ This office was that of captain or superintendent of the king’s

private ships, and must not be confounded with that of velannas, or
admiral. The duties are described above at pp. 69-70, where the name
of the officer is given. The title Mddadahelu is still in use.

3 M. miru Idharu (Bell); Ar. Emir-eUBahr. In Pyrard’s time (see
below, ch. XV) there were two of these officers, having the duties of
harbour masters, in subordination to the velannas, or admiral. Nowa-
days there is one Mmi Baharu, who is port surgeon at Male, and is one
of the three ministers of the Sultan.
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nor resist this order, and in great sorrow went to embark,

when one of the sons of the lord with whom I was, well

knowing that the king had given no such order with regard

to me, promptly informed him of it
;
the king at once ordered

that I should be disembarked, saying that he did not intend

that I should be elsewhere than near himself. this means

I was freed. Some of the lords begged of the king to let one

of the three others also remain, or that he should go at another

time. This was because they liked the man for being a good

tador and a trumpeter : and this gave him much custom and

acquaintances in all ranks. The king consented, so that only

two were embarked, a Trenchman and a Fleming, and we two

remained
;
for after the departure of the others there was no

word of sending him, as they thought that we could not

effect our escape. The king sent for me and reprimanded

me for our disobedience
;
adding that he was annoyed that I

had entertained a design to escape, and that he did not wish

me to go and drown myself as the gunner had done. I

humbly excused myself, and assured him that I had not par-

ticipated in any such enterprises. It was then that I began

to be in the greatest favour with the king. Two years after-

wards, my two comrades who had been banished to Souadou

were recalled on this wise. One of them, the Flemmg, was

a very clever cutter of soft wood with the point of a knife

;

and ha\’ing more leisure than he cared for, took it into his

head to make a little vessel in the Flemish fashion, no longer

than an arm’s length, but so neatly done that it had all its

proper sails, ropes, utensils, and equipment, no less than a

big ship of 500 tons. He sent it to the king, who admired

the little work so highly that he sent orders that the work-

man should be sent back at once, and out of esteem for him,

his companion too. So we were again all four together for

the space of fifteen months.^

1 As will be seen hereafter, Pyrard left the Maldives in February

1607
;
the date of the return of his two comrades from Siiadu would,
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The king gave me a lodging close to him, and every day I

had rice and other provisions brought from his house. He

also supplied me with a servant to wait upon me, besides

some money and other presents; by means of which I

became somewhat rich, according to the notions of the

country, to which I conformed in every possible way, as well

as to their habits and customs, so as to be the better received

among them. I trafficked with the foreign ships which

arrived there, and with so much address, that they put entire

confidence in me, and left large q^uantities of merchandise of

all kinds for me to sell in their absence, or to keep against

their return, and gave me a certain share. I remained also

in the king’s favour, whom I went to salute every day, and

therefore, be about Nov. 1605. No more deaths occurred, and these

four, besides the twelve who escaped from Pouladou, were all who
reached India out of the CorUn's crew. This will be a convenient place

to summarise the misfortunes of the whole party. About forty survived

the wreck (p. 60). The mate and two sailors were the first taken to

Mal4 (p. 57); then the captain and five or six others (p. 59).

Pyrard and two others were taken to Paindoiie {zb.). Many at

Pouladou died (p. 61), and his own two companions fell sick (p. 64).

The king’s officers take others to Male, where the captain and second

mate die (p. 66). The mate and eleven others escape from Pouladou,,

leaving eight, of whom four were sick (p. 67). Of these latter, four

die, one falling from a coco-tree (p. 68). Pyrard goes to Male, with

one of the two at Paindou6, leaving four at Pouladou (p. 76).

Fifteen or sixteen had already been brought to Male, of whom P.

found only three surviving, two Flemings and one Frenchman, the

latter dying eight days after P.’s arrival (pp. 77-78). The pilot (an

Englishman) and three sailors had been put to death for an attempted
escape (p. 80). P.’s companion, who had been left at Maconnodou,
is now brought to Mail, making four, two French and two Flemings,
Two months later he gets the five brought from Pouladou, i.e., nine
at Mall— five Flemings and four French {zb.). Four Flemings escape
and are drowned (p. 86), leaving four French and one Fleming. His
great friend, a Frenchman, dies (p. 87), leaving two French (besides

Pyrard himself, who was then at Bandos) and one Fleming. These
four were taken to India in 1607 by the Bengal invaders. It is not
known whether the mate or any of his eleven friends got back to Europe.
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was consequently well received by the grandees, and treateil

with the warm friendship of many.

I had a number of coco-trees of my own, which are there

a source of riches. I had them tended by labourers, who give

their services for hire. In a word, I wanted nothing but the

exercise of the Christian religion, and I was much grieved to

be deprived of that, and to lose all hope of returning to

France. So it is that my long sojourn in these islands

gave me a great knowledge of them, of the people who

inhabit them, and their manners and customs, and I am now

disposed to leave on record, with some particularity, the infor-

mation I thus acquired.

CHAPTEE X.

Description of the Maidive islands, of their situation, and the

people %oho inhabit them.

The Maidive isles^ begin at 8 degrees from the equinoctial

line to the northward, and terminate at 4 degrees to the

southward. Their length is thus great—about 200 leagues

;

their breadth is only 30 or 35 leagues. They are distant

from the continent—that is, from Cape Comorin, Coilan, and

Cochin—about 150 leagues. The Portuguese account it 4,500

leagues by sea to reach them from Spain.

They are divided in thirteen provinces, called by them

atollons^ which is a natural division, according to the situa-

* The Maldives extend from latitude T 6' X. to latitude 0° 42' S., and

from longitude 72° 83' to longitude 73° 44' E,, a space 470 miles in

length north and south, and seventy miles east and west. Ihavandiffulu,

the northernmost atoll, is distant about 350 miles from Cape Comorin,

and Md.le atoll about 400 miles from the nearest port of Ceylon (Bell,

Rep.,, 1 ;
Taylor, Sailing Dir,,, 1874, pt. i, pp. 567-9).

2 The Maidive is atolu, and is perhaps the only word which that lan-

guage has given to European vocabularies. The word used by Ibn
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tion of the places. For each atollon is separated from the rest,

and contains in itself a great number of little isles. It is a

marvel to see each of these atollons, surrounded on all sides

by a great bank of stone, and no human device could so well

wall in a space of land as it does. These atollons are either

round or oval, each thirty leagues, more or less, in circum-

ference, and all in a line, end to end from the north to the

south, without touching each other. Between every two

there are channels, some broad and some narrow. Standing

in the middle of one of these atollons, you see around you

this great reef of rock, as I have said, which surrounds and

defends the islands from the impetuosity of the sea. But it

is a fearful thing, even to the most hardy, to approach this

reef, and to see the billows from afar come on and break

with fury all around
;
for I assure you, as a thing which I

have seen an infinity of times, that the crests and foam of

the breakers rise higher than a house, of the whiteness of

cotton, so that you see around you, as it were, a wall of

exceeding whiteness, chiefly when the sea is high.

Batuta is ahhm^ ic\l/u.a
;
while the exiled Maidive king at Cochin, in

his letters patent of the year 1561, describes himself as “ King of the

Maidive islands and of the three patanas of Suadu, and of the seven

islands of VuHohdi.f'' {Arch. Port. Or., Fasc. 5, No. 350; see also Barros,

Dec. Ill, liv. iii, c. 7. Kivara’s Pyrard). The word patana is a
Sinhalese word, meaning in Ceylon a patch or stretch of mountain land
on which jungle does not grow. As there were three atolls, Suadu,
Addu, and FuaMulaku, which, being distant from the rest and near each
other, ordinarily went under the name of Suadu, the word patana would
seem to be synonymous with atolu. Colonel Yule {Enc. Brit,, article
‘‘ Maldives”) finds the word atollon in Zeidler’s Univ. Lex,, published in

1732, and I am not aware of an earlier use of it as a borrowed word.
Mr. Bell considers the word to be connected with the Sin. Uula,
^‘within”; and Mr. Burnell, who had suggested the Malayalam adal,
“ closing, uniting’’ (see New Eng. Diet, s. v.), was satisfied with this

derivation (Yule and Burnell, Disc. Gloss.). Mr. Bell is of opinion that
Pyrard’s atollon is a misprint for atollon; but the word appears so fre-
quently in the former form, and never in the latter, that it is more
likely Pyrard intended by the soft French final n to give his notion of
transliteration.
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Within each of these enclosures are the islands, great and

small, in number almost infinite. The natives informed me
that there were as many as 12,000^

;
but my notion is that

there is not the appearance of so great a number, and that

they say 12,000 to indicate an incredible number, which

cannot be counted. Yet, true it is that there is an endless

number of little ones which are mere sandbanks, altogether

uninhabited. Moreover, the king of the Maldives puts this

number among his titles, for he called himself Sultan Ibrahim

clolos asset ml tera atliolon

:

that is to say, Ibrahim Sultan,

King of 13 pro^finces and 12,000 isles.”- However that may

J The number of the islands has been variously stated. According to

Ptolemy, there were 1,368 islands in the vicinity of Ceylon. :Moses

Chorenensis increased the number by four :
—“ Taprobane insularum

omnium maxima atque insulas minores circumjectas habet, ad mille

trecentas septuaginta duas” (Whiston’s edition, 1736). The following

also have reference to the Indian islands generally:—John of Monte-

corvino puts the number at over 12,000 {Cathay^ p. 215); Friar Jor-

danus had heard of 10,000 or 12,000 inhabited (Hak. Soc. ed., pp. 28,

53) ;
and Marco Polo asserts as a fact that there were 12,700 inhabited

and uninhabited. To come now to those who speak more definitely of

the Maldives.
' Suleyman, in the ninth century, gives the number 1,900

(Pteinaud, Relation, etc.). Masudi says “there are counted of them 2,000,

or more exactly 1,900” (Sprenger's edition, i, 335). Hieronymo di Santo

Stefano says seven to eight thousand {India in the Fifteenth Century,

Hakl. Soc., p. 8). De Barros derives the name “Maldiva” from Mai,

the Malabar (?) for 1,000, and diva, “islands” {Dec, III, liv. iii, c. 7)

;

while Garcia de Orta, by way of correcting him, says they axe not called

Maldiva, but Nalediva, “ because nale in Malabar signifies ‘/ow?-’, and

diva, ‘ island’; so in the Malabar tongue they are said to be ‘ the Four

Islands’ ” {Be Orta, 11 ;
see also MandeUlo, pp. 62, 116). Padre Lucena

says “ 11,000 inhabited” {Vida de S. Franc. Xav., liv. ix, c. 20), and he

is followed by Bartoli (Asia, lib. iii, p. 201), by Philippus a Sant.

Trin. (French edition, p. 226), and by other clerical writers. Mandelslo

(Eng. trans., p. 116) says “near upon a thousand”. Yalentyn heard

that they numbered 13,000. Captain Owen believed the total number

was three or four times 12,000 {J. R. G. S., ii, p. 84).

2 Dolos, “ twelve”, Sin. the same
;
assa, “ one thousand, or ten times

96”, according to Pyrard (see Vocabulary, vol. ii), Sin. dasa
;

ral,

“ country” (see Vocab.)
;
Chr. has rag {g mute), “island”; cf. Sin. rata

;

Ura, “ thirteen”; the old Sin. is tera or teles, the mod. is daliatuna.
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be, the currents and heavy seas are continually diminishing

the number, as I was told by the natives, who also said that

the inhabitants were decreasing in proportion, and are not so

numerous as in ancient times.^ One would say, in look-

ing at the interior of one of these atoUons, that all the little

islands and the sea between them form but one continuous

shoal, or that it was of old but one island, afterwards broken

and divided into many. And in fact those who sail near the

Maldives perceive the interior to be all white, by reason

of the sand of that colour which covers all the shoals

and reefs. The sea is calm and of little depth, at the

deepest place not being twenty fathoms, and there are but

few such places, for nearly everywhere you see almost to the

bottom. This bottom is everywhere stone reef, rocks, and

sand, so that when the sea is low it would not come up to

the waist, and in most places only to the knee
;
so it would

then be easy to go without a boat to all the islands of the

same atoUon, were it not for two things which prevent that

:

first, the great fish called Paimones,^ which devour men, and
break their arms and legs when they meet them

;
in the

second place, the rocks at the bottom of the sea, for the most
part, are sharp and pointed, and these give countless wounds
to such as walk thereon. Moreover, one meets also a mass
of branches of a thing whereof I cannot say whether it be
tree or stone, only it is like white coral, and is also branched
and pointed, but not polished at aU

;
on the contrary, it is

very rough, and all hollow and pierced with little holes, and

* Mr. Bell notes the prevalence of this notion, that the ialan/ip are
wasting away (p. 2), and mentions in confirmation that the black soil of
the islands is in some.places to be seen below low-water mark; but adds
that it is admitted that additions are made to the inhabited islands.
Valentyn states that, according to Sinhalese tradition, Ceylon and the
Maldives were formerly one island.

• 2 M. Femunu (Ohr. and Bell). In his Treatise (see vol. ii), Pyrard
mentions a smaller kind, called tuUrons (tuberSio) by the Portuguese,
which may be identified with the M. miyaru (Chr.).

’
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quite porous; nevertheless, it is hard, and in weight like stone.

In their language the natives call it aqyuiry} and use it for

making honey and sugar of cocos, bruising these with little

stones and boiling with coco-water ; thus are their honey and

sugar prepared. That substance (ynadrepoi^e) greatly incom-

modes those who bathe or wade in the sea; and it was

therefore difficult for me to go from isle to isle without a

boat
;
those, however, who are accustomed to it often do so.

Of the islands, an infinite number—that is, as I believe, a

large majority—are entirely uninhabited,^ and have only trees

and herbs
;
others have no vegetation, and are merely shifting

sand, some being for the most part submerged at high tides,

and laid bare when the sea is low, the remaining part being

covered v ith large crabs, called cmoxixiif and crayfish, or else

with numbers of birds called 'pinguy,^ which lay there their

eggs and young, and in quantities so prodigious that one

could not (and I have often tried it) plant one’s foot without

1 Madrepore, M. liiri (Chr.). Mr. Bell compares the Sin. ^^Bit2n,also

the Sin. Mrigal, ‘‘coral stone”. Chr. gives hiri^ “white coral”, and mudu,

“ madrepore”.

2 It would be a difficult, if not an impossible task, to attempt to

count the uninhabited islands, even with our very excellent Admiralty

charts. The number of inhabited islands is as follows ;

—

AtoU.
Inhab.
Islands.

Atoll.
Inhab.
Islands.

1. Tiladummati . 17 9. Mulaku . 8

2. MHadummadulu 32 10. Kolumadulu . 11

8 . FMiffolu
’

. 2 11. Haddummati . 12

4:. Mabsmadulu . 80 12. Huvadii . 17

5. Ari 18
13. / 1 7

6. Mile . 8 *1 Fua’ Mulaku /
. «

7. Felidu . 5 —
8. Nilandu . 18 Total . 175

Colonel Yule has numbered 602 islands with names on the Admiralty

Chart.

3 M. Kalcuni (Chr.); Sin. Kahuluwa.
^ There are no penguins at the Maldives

;
he means probably

chots,

H
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touching their eggs or young, even the birds themselves, for

they fly not away at the sight of men. For all that, the

islanders eat them not, good eating though they be
;
they are

as large as pigeons, and of a black and white plumage. These

islands, which I have said are uninhabited, appear from

a distance as white as if they were covered with snow
;
this is

from the exceeding whiteness of the sand, which is as loose

and fine as that of an hour-glass, and so warm that these

birds' eggs are easily hatched in it. These islands but rarely

have fresh water; the others which are covered, whether

inhabited or not, have it, excepting some, whose inhabitants

have to go to the neighbouring islands to fetch it
;
they have

also contrivances for catching that which falls from heaven^;

and though they have water on these islands, it is not all

alike, being better in some places than in others. All their

well water is not good and wholesome. They make their

wells in this fashion : by digging for three or four feet, more

or less, they find fresh water in abundance, and what is a very

strange thing, at four paces from the beach, even in places

that are often washed by the sea, I have observed that the

water was quite cold by day, especially at noon, and at night

was quite warm.

But to return to the thirteen atoUons. Hear their names,

^

commencing from the most northern, which is at the head of

the rest, and on that account called by the Portuguese Cahexa

de las illias, and in the Maidive language Tilla dou matis,

with the same meaning, that is, “the highest point’'; it

1 Mr. Bell informs me that the natives use two simple contrivances for
catching the rain ; (1) a cloth is stretched horizontally, with a stone in
the centre of it, under which vessels are placed to catch the water as it

filters through; (2) coco-nut leaves are tied tightly round coco-tree
trunks near the ground, and the rain as it runs down is conducted into
vessels.

2 The names of the atolls, according to the more correct modern
system of transliteration, will be found above, p. 97, note. Compare the
names given by Ibn Batuta, see App. A. The termination dou, dous,
or dou£, also written diva, is the Sansk. dwipa, Sin. duwa, “island”.
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is under the eighth degree from the line to the northward, at

the same altitude as Cochind and no more. So the first

atolloD is called Tilhi clou matls; the second, Milla clone

raadoue

;

the third, Pachjpolo ; the fourth, Mcdos maclou ; the

fifth, Aviaiollon; the sixth, Ma.U atoUon, which is the prin-

cipal one, having in it Male island, the capital of all the

others; the Pov.lisclons

;

the eighth, the

ninth, Nillandous

;

the tenth, Collo maclovs; the eleventh,

Adouiacitis

;

the twelfth, Souadou

;

the thirteenth, Addon
and Poucc Molucciue, which are two little ones, distinct and

separate like the others, hut so small that they are only

counted as one. Generally Addon, being the chief, gives its

name to the other. During my sojourn I w’as in all the

atollons, and sailed about them with the natives.- Each of

these atollons is separated from its neighbour by a sea channel,

and these vary, some being narrow and some wide
;
but

whichever they be, you cannot pass them in large ships

without disaster. Albeit, there are four much wider than the

others, wdiich the largest ships can pass
;
but even these are

very dangerous, and it is hazardous to go by them, especially

by night
;
for then you are infallibly lost, as we were, for you

must meet with some shallows and reefs, w'hich ought to be

avoided. I have seen at the Maldives many marine charts,

ill which all this was very precisely laid down.^ The people

^ The northernmost island of the Maldives is in 7“ 6' N.; Cochin is

in 9° 55'.

2 This statement may be taken generally. He does not describe any

trips made round the atolls.

3 These charts (M. imiruha, Chr.
;
mouraban, Pyr., Yoc.) have been

seen in Ceylon (Tennent, Ceylon, i, 612, note). Sir A. Johnston, a

former Chief Justice of Ceylon, obtained two of them, which he presented

to the Royal Asiatic Society (Christopher's paper in J. R. A. S., vol. vi)

;

but these appear to have been lost. Mr. Bell has in his possession several

charts of the coasts of India and Ceylon
;
but he never saw among them

any of the Maldives themselves. From the photographs of these charts

most of them seem fairly good copies of European originals : the one of

Ceylon and the Coromandel coast given here is the worst of the lot,

the most purely native production.
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also were wondrous clever at avoiding them and in getting

ont of the most dangerous passages without harm. I have

often seen them pass through the midst of reefs, shoals, and

rocks, by channels so narrow that there was room only for

the boat, and sometimes so tight was the fit that she would

scrape both her sides on the rocks, and for all that the

natives would go with confidence through these hazards, and

with all sails set, while I, travelling under their conduct,

suffered the gravest apprehensions : this often happened to

me. But I was never so afraid as on one occasion when I

was with some of them in a little boat of not more than four

arm-lengths, in a sea towering above me two pikes high,

more stormy and swollen than ever was. Every moment it

seemed that a wave would carry me off the boat, wherein I

had much trouble to hold myself, while they recked nothing

of it, and only laughed
;

for they fear the sea not a whit,

and are exceedingly adroit in managing their barques and

boats, being brought up to it from their youth, as well the

great lords as the poorest of the people : not to understand

these matters would be esteemed a disgrace. So it would be

impossible to tell the number of barques and boats upon all

the islands, for the poorest will have a boat of his own, and a

rich man will have many. They never navigate by night,

wherefore 'they fetch land every evening
;
they steer only by

eyesight and without compass, except when they go beyond

their own islands on a long voyage. Eor the same reason

they take not much provisions, buying from day to day what-

ever they require at the several islands. A great number of

the islands within an atollon are also surrounded by a shoal,

with only one or two openings, very narrow and difficult to

notice, and therefore much need for them to know how to

manage their barques dexterously
; otherwise, if they made

the least mistake in the world, their barque would be upset
and their merchandise lost. As for the men, they can swim
so well that in these sea passages they always save them-
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selves
;
and, in truth, they are half fish, so accustomed are

they to the sea, in which they pass their days, either swim-

ming or wading or in boats. I have seen them many a time

within the reefs where the sea is calm—I have seen them, I

say, swim after fish, which they have suddenly caught sight

of while batlaing, and catch them in their course. That is

quite a common thing. And yet they often lose their

barques, with all their dexterity. They are most troubled by

the currents oyiiarou} which run now to the east, now to the

west, through the island channels, and in other parts of the

sea, six months one way and six months the other
;
and not

six months for certain either way, but sometimes more and

sometimes less, and this is what deceives them, and usually

causes the loss of their vessels. The wunds are often steady,

like the currents from the east or the west
;
but they vary

even more, and are not so regular, sometimes veering to the

north or south
;
while the cm-rent always keeps its accustomed

course until the season changes. This, as I have said, is

variable, and is the cause of disasters to the shipping. I shall

note some instances hereafter.

In connection with this there is also a feature well worthy

of note. It is that the atoUons, which, as I have said, are all

in a line and end to end, separated by the sea channels, have

openings or entrances opposite each other, two on one side

and two on the other, by means of which you can go and

come from atoUon to atoUon and have communication at all

times : in wliich thing is to be observed an effect of God's

providence, which leaves nothing imperfect. For if there

wrere only two openings in each atoUon—that is, one at each

end—it w- ould not be possible to pass from atoUon to atoUon,

from opening to opening, owing to the strength of the

currents, which run six months to the east and six months

^ AI. oyimru (Bell)
;
Sin. oya, “river”. As to the plural form, varu^

see Professor Childers, in J. R. A, JS., New Series, vii, 35. According to

Mr. Bell, however, tliis form is used for singular as well as plural.
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to the west, and suffer you not to cross, but carry you

down. And in cases where the two openings were not oppo-

site each other, but one on towards the east and the other

towards the west, you could easily get across and enter, but

you could not return until after the six months were past

and the current changed.

As the entrances are disposed, you can go from one atollon

to another, notwithstanding the current, at all seasons, and

traffic and communicate freely, as in fact they do. For each

atollon has an opening at four places, corresponding to its

two neighbours
;
for example, there is an opening toward the

east, which is almost directly opposite the entrance to the

other atollon; and on the western side there is another,

which is likewise over against that of the neighbour on that

side
;
so that if the current is running from east to west,

you cannot cross direct from opening to opening; but in

this case you set out from the eastern opening, which is the

higher up the current, and over-thwarting it, enter the other

atollon by the western opening. And so you can speedily

return at all times without awaiting the change of season

;

but then you must set out from the eastern opening, which

is opposite the one you started from, and, over-thwarting

the current, make the western opening of the other atollon.

When the current changes, and runs from west to east, you

must do the opposite to what I have said : that is, set out

from up the current, and enter by the opening of the other

atollon, which is down the stream, that will be towards the

east. The utility and necessity of these openings further

appear in this, that notwithstanding them, barques and

boats are very often lost, being carried out of their course

by the currents, and chiefly when they are caught by calms

or contrary winds on their passage
;
but if these openings

were not where I have described them, it would be much
worse, and you could not navigate from atollon to atollon.

For the rest, these entrances to the atollons vary in size.
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some are broad, some narrow
;
the broadest is not more than

two hundred paces or thereabouts
;
while some are hardly

thirty, and even less. At each side of these entrances to each

atollon are two islands, and you might say that they were

for the very purpose of guarding the entrance
;

for, in fact, it

would be easy with cannon to prevent ships from entering

in, seeing that the broadest is no more than two hundred

paces.

As for the channels, called by them Oandou} which sepa-

rate the atollons, four of them are navigable for large ships

passing the Maldives
;

all sorts of foreign craft use them, but

not without danger, and many are lost every year. It is

not that men choose to pass through : on the contrary, they

avoid them as much as possible
;
but these islands are so

situated in the midst of the sea, and are of such extent, that

it is difficult to avoid them
;
the currents, more than anything

else, carry the ships out of their course during calms and

contrary winds, when sails are of no avail to escape the

currents. The first (channel) to take from the north is that

at the entering in whereof we were wrecked on the reef of

Malosmadou atollon. The second, nearer to Male, is called

Cariclou^ in the midst of wliich is the largest of all the

islands, surrounded by reefs, as I have described. The third

is beyond Male, to the south, and is called Addon. The

fourth is called Souadoiiy which is directly under the equi-

noctial Hne, and is the widest of all, being more than twenty

leagues broad The islanders, while going among the islands

1 M. Kadu (Clir. and Bell). The same word is used for ‘‘ channel’^

and for sea” (Chr. and Pyr., Yoc.). In the former signification, cf.

Tam. Izarli^ ‘Ho cut”; in the latter, Tam. hadal, “sea”.

2 So named from the island Kahavidu, or KarhidiL If the latter be

correct, it would seem to mean the “Coco-nut Island”, from karlii^

“ coco-nut”.

2 Mr. BeU understands the first of these to be the Moresby Channel

(M. Dekuna Kadu)
;
the second, the KaJiaridu, or channel of Cardiva

island
;
the third, the A riyadiL The Souadou is generally known in
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and atoUons, do not use the compass; but only on long voyages

beyond, and on crossing this wide channel, they use it. All

the other channels between the atoUons are quite narrow, and

full of shoals and flats, and can only be crossed in small

barques
;
and even then a good knowledge of the ground is

required to escape danger. I have been surprised, while

sailing with the islanders on the channel which separates

Male and Poulisdou (it bears the name of Poulisdou,^ and is

seven leagues broad or thereabouts), to find the sea as dark

as the anchor ; and for all that, if you put it in a pot, it was

just like other water : I saw it ever bubbling in dark eddies,

like water over a fire. The sea does not flow at this place

as elsewhere, and this was fearful to behold : it seemed 1 was

in a whirlpool, as I did not see the water flow one way or the

other. JTor can I assign a cause for this
;
but I know well

that the natives are afraid of it : they often meet with storms

there.

As I have said that these islands are so near the equi-

noctial line on each side, you may imagine what is the

quality of the air (viz.), that it is very intemperate, and the

heat excessive. The night and the day are of equal duration at

all seasons
; the nights are quite cool, and bring an abundance

of dew. It is on account of this coolness that this country

may be lived in without inconvenience, and herbs and trees

abound, notwithstanding the heat of the sun. Winter begins

in April, and lasts six months; summer, in October, and
likewise lasts six months. There is no frost in winter, but
continual rain. The winds then are stronger from the west

;

on the other hand, the summer is extremely hot, and there

is no rain
; the winds are then from the east.

English charts as the One-and-a-half Degree Channel. But Pyrard
omits two others, the V6imandu, or Kolumadulu, and the Equatorial
Channel, south of Suadiva atoll, both of which are regularly used by
Jarge ships {Bell, i, 4 ; Taylor’s Sailing Dinctory, i 567-9)

1 M. Fulidu Kadu.
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It is believed that the Maldives were formerly peopled

by the Cingala (for so they call the people of Ceylan)
;
but

I find that the Maldivians do not in any way resemble the

Cingala, who are black and ill-shapen, while the former are

of good form and proportion, and differ but little from our-

selves, saving in their colour, which is olive.^ Yet it may be

believed that the climate and lapse of time have rendered

them more fair than were those who first peopled the islands.

Add to this, that a large number of foreigners from aU

parts meet there and make it their home
;
besides many

Indians who from time to time are wrecked there, as we

were, and remain at the islands. This is why the people

living at Mal4 and the neighbouring parts toward the north

are more polished, genteel, and civilised, while those toward

the south are ruder in language and habits, and also are less

well-formed in body, and darker ; and you see many women,

chiefly the poor, go about naked, without any shame, with

nothing on but a little cloth to cover their private parts.^

The northern parts, therefore, are more frequented by

foreigners, who usually marry there. There, too, pass all

the ships, which enrich the country and tend to civilise it,

and so people of quality and means go there more willingly

than to the south, whither, as I have said, the king sends

those whom he would punish with banislunent : albeit the

people of the south are no less w^eU-informed and clever

than the rest, perhaps more so in some ways
;
but as for the

1 See further below, ch. six. The Maldivians may, as a rule, be fairer

than the low country Sinhalese, but are, I believe, no fairer than

the Kandyans. As will be seen in his chapter on Ceylon (vol. ii,

chap, x), Pyrard knew little of that island, and probably nothing of

the interior. Mr. Bell is distinctly of opinion that our author is

wrong in his contrast, and that the Maldivians compare badly with

either the Kandyans or the low country Sinhalese, whether in face or

figure.

2 In all parts of the Maldives, nowadays, the women are decently

attired.
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nobles, they are all in the north, where, too, the soldiers are

obtained.^

In short, the people are exceeding adroit, mnch given to

the manufacture of all kinds of things, and excelling therein,

even in letters and science, according to their notions
;
but

more especially in astrology, of which they make great

business. They are a prudent and circumspect people, very
cunning in trade and in social life. And while they are

valiant, and courageous, and skilled in arms, they live under
a complete system of law and police.^ As for the women,
they are pretty, for all they are of an olive complexion

;

and yet you find some as fair as in Europe, albeit their hair

is always black; but that they esteem a beauty, and many
make it come so by keeping the girls’ heads shaven up to

the age of eight or nine, only leaving them a little hair all

along the forehead,^ to distinguish them from the boys, who
have none at all, except the eye-brows

;
and from the time

the children are born they shave their heads every week,
and this makes the hair very black, though it would in some
cases have been otherwise, for I have seen some children
with it almost fair.

ur no'wledge of the southern atolls is, unfortunately, very limited,
ne au however, the captain of the s.s. Consett, wrecked on
ua iva a 0 in 1880, gives a pleasant picture of the islands there. He

describes the people as very obliging, kind, and friendly^’, not ignor-
an

, avmg oo s in their own language, and carrying on manufactures
o coir yarn an rope, fine rush mats, fans, and tatties. The children are

{Bdl 19)^
women are prettily dressed, and morality is good

The following character of the Maldivians, given by Barros, shows
current among the Portuguese: “A gente destas

pnn
OS uossos tem communica

9ao, 6 ba^a fraca e maliciosa,

hompr>c!^^^

scmpre andam juntas, nao somente com a natureza dos
lios brutos animaes, donde se pode verificar uma

hv. 7)^ ^ xnalicioso em cautellas” (Dec. Ill,

head
^ ^ Practice now is, leaving a rim of hair all round the
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Their hair, then, is in general "black, and the blackest is

the most admired, as well in men as in women. This black-

ness, as I have said, comes from their being shaved every

week from their birth. It is a beauty among women to

have the hair very long, thick, and black
;
they dress and

bathe it often, and clean it with water and washes made on

purpose; and after bathing and cleaning their heads and

hair, they let it all float in the wind (that is, within their

own house-yards) until it be perfectly dry, then they apply

oils, very odoriferous, in such wise that their heads are

always soaked and oily.^ For they never wet their bodies,

men or women, but after they have oiled,

—

i.e., two or three

times a week for the hair, and for the body sometimes

oftener than once a day. They are not obliged to wash

their hair except when they have company, and especially

every Friday, which is their Sabbath, and on all the other

great feasts
;
the men on the Fridays, and the women on the

great feasts only, and besides then as often as they like

or require.

The women also perfume their heads, however small their

means, and so, after washing, oiling, and perfuming the hair,

they dress it, and that is by taking ah. the hair from the

front behind, and drawing it as tight as possible, so that not a

hair strays hither or thither
;
then they tie it up behind and

make a large knotted bunch
;
and in order to enlarge that they

use a perruque of man^s hair (but as long as a w^oman's), in

form like a horse's tail
;

to hold this, they flx it in the thick

end of a kind of thimble, to which all the rest of the hair is

fastened. This thimble, of gold or silver, is set with pearls

or precious stones, according to their means; and some

of them wear two of these false tresses, which serve to form

the knot of hair behind, and to enlarge the bunch. Some-

^ They use, as Mr. Bell informs me, at least four descriptions of hair

oil
: (1) plain coco-nut oil

; (2) the same, scented with jasmine
; (3)

the same, with champak : and (4) a fish oil.
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times, but not always, they insert the sweet-smelling flowers

of the country, which are never wanting.^ And all this is

so well managed that not a single hair stands out beyond

another.

As for the men, it is only allowed, as I have said, to the

soldiers, of&cers of the king, and nobles to wear their hair

long, as these do for the most part, and as long as the women.

They take just as much trouble, too, as do the women, in

washing, cleaning, oiling, and perfuming it.with flowers; and

there is no other difference except that the men tie theirs on

one side or on the top of the head, and not behind, as the

women use; moreover, they never wear a false perruque.

Nevertheless, they are not obliged to wear their hair so, but

short or long, as they think fit, as moustaches or whiskers are

worn with us.^ I have seen there the king and the princes

and most of the lords and soldiers wear their hair short, and

some of those who generally wore it long, when they got

tired of it, or when it ceased to grow, cut it off and sell or

give it to the women
;
for the false perruques are only those

of men
;
the women never have their hair cut, alive or dead.

Most of these false tresses come from the mainland, from

Cochin, Calicut, and the Malabar coast, where all the men
grow their hair long, and then cut it and sell it to the women
of their own country and to foreigners. Their hair grows

much faster than ours, because, as I fancy, they wash and oil

it so often; also by reason of the excessive heat, which makes
the hair grow more thick and strong : never, however, curly,

1 No false perruques are now used
;
but where the hair is insufficient

for an ample konde^ or chignon, a pad of a certain root is inserted, and
the hair dressed over that. No gold or silver hairpins are used,
nor other ornaments, .except flowers; and these, in the atolls as far
south as Mal6, must be concealed by the head-kerchief, of which, by
the way, Pyrard says nothing.

^ Whether in obedience to the custom of Indian Mussulmans, or to
convenience, as the author’s subsequent remarks seem to indicate, the
universal practice of Maldivians at the present day, from the Sultan
downwards, is to shave the entire head.
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as among ns. The men are very hairy in their bodies : one

could not imagine a covering more thick
;
they pride them-

selves in' it, as in that in which the strength of a man is.

This is not, however, true of them all
;
and if a man be not

thus hairy, they say he is more like a woman than a man,

and despise him accordingly. The women are not so, and

have hair only on the ordinary places. There are in that

country no regular barbers, and every man knows how to

shave himself, as well men as women. They use a razor only

for that, and they have no combs
;
but they have scissors of

copper and of iron, and mirrors also of copper, which they

use for guiding the razor, which is of steel, but not made Uke

ours, which they do not value.^ They shave themselves in the

same way (as we do)
;
but the king and the great lords have

men who are proud to do this for them,—not for gain, but

from affection, being men of quality
;
albeit the king makes

them some presents at the end of the year.

So, throughout all the islands there is no person, man or

woman, rich or poor, gentle or simple, who after the age of

fifteen has not a private set of implements for treating the

hair, which they are very careful to brush aside when it

teases them but a little. As for the girls, they are shaven

in youth every week
;
but to distinguish them from the boys,

they have a small fringe left. They wear no clothing up to

the age of eight or nine, save only a cloth reaching from the

waist to above the knees, and this is first worn when they

begin to walk
;
the boys, however, do not wear it till the age

of seven, and until they have been circumcised. They say,

with regard to their daughters, that there is no need for them

to wear clothing before the time mentioned, for it is then

that the breasts begin to swell and rise, and it behoves them

to cover them, as parts which they take as much shame in

^ It need hardly be said that copper scissors and mirroi^ and Mal-

divian razors have long since given place to the wares of Sheffield.

Glass mirrors, combs, and brushes are in common use.
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exposing as we here other parts. Then, too^ they let their

hair grow, and cut it no more. They are dressed and decked

out, as being then eligible for marriage. Before that they

are considered children, and no one, man or boy, may talk to

them of love, inasmuch as, up to that time, they are not

recognised nor attired as girls.

The men, when they grow old, are covered with hair, as I

have said
;
not being clothed from the waist upwards, they

shave only as far as the chest and stomach, but in such fashion

betimes, cutting it in one place and leaving it in another,

that it looks like a slashed doublet. They wear their beards

in two styles
;
the one, which is allowed only to the Pandiares,

Naibes, Catibes, and other clerks, and to all who have made the

journey to Mecca and Medinatalnaby^ in Arabia (where is

the sepulchre of Mahomet), is to wear the beard as long as

possible, and only to shave it under the throat, and above

and below the lips : for they would not for the world have

anything that they eat or drink touch their hair, that being

one of the most disgusting pollutions : therefore they have

no hair around the mouth
; nay, I have sometimes observed

that when they found a single hair upon a dish of meat, they

would not touch it, and would rather remain fasting, and give

the food to the birds and other animals, no one else caring to

touch it. The other kind of beard for all other people and

the commonalty is to wear it small, in the Spanish style,

shaved round the mouth and under the throat, but without

moustaches
;
on the cheeks they cut little spaces with the

scissors, quite close to the skin, but so, however, that some

hair is seen. At the chin it is pointed, as with us at present.^

Moreover, they keep with care the cuttings of their hair and

nails, without letting any drop; these they are careful to

bury in their cemeteries with a little water
; for they would

not for the world tread upon them nor cast them in the fire,

1 Medmat-en-Nabi, “ the city of the Prophet”.
2 These two styles are still observed.
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for they say that they are part of the body, and demand

burial as it does
;
and, indeed, they fold them neatly in

cotton
;
and most of them like to be shaved at the gates of

temples and mosques. They are very handy in this matter,

and use no warm water for sha\dng
;
their razors cut exceed-

ing ill. They only pass a little cold water over the surface,

and however bad a business they make of it, they make no

complaint, and aver it gives them no pain. I used to take

greater precaution, and had the water warmed, and soaked

my hair a long while
;
but sometimes I thought they would

rasp all my skin off and tear up my hair by the roots. It

is a matter of habit with them, for otherwise they would be

as sensitive as we. But it is time to come to a particular

description of these islands.

The Maldives are very fertile in fruit and other com-

modities necessary for human life. There is millet in abun-

dance, which they call Oura, as well as another small grain

called which is like miUet, except that it is black

like turnip-seed. These grains are sown and reaped twice a

year. They make of them a kind of flour, whereof they

concoct a gruel with milk and coco-milk, and also cakes and

fritters, and many other comfits. There grow there also

roots of divers kinds, on which they live
;
among others, one

called Itelpoul,^ which is plentiful without being sown; it

1 M. lira; Sin. tana Ml (Setaria Italica) ; M. himli; Sin. Icuraklcan

(Cynosurus corocanus). !Mr. Bell mentions the former as grown in the

southern, the latter in the northern atolls. He also mentions a second

kind of millet—M. kudibai; Sin. meneri (Panicum miliacemn)—as found
in the south (Report, 84). “ All the Alaldive islands are destitute of

grain, except that in the province of Souiveid (Suadiva) there is a

cereal like the auhj, which is brought thence to Mahal (Mal6)” (Ihn Bat,
iv, 112).

2 M. Mtiala-fii {fu— ‘‘ flour”)
;
Sin. Mritala (Dioscorea oppositifolia).

From it, as Ibn Batuta says, ‘‘ the natives prepare a flour, with which
they make a kind of vermicelli, and this they cook in coco-nut water

;

it is one of the most agreeable di^es in the world. I had a great taste

for it, and ate it often.'*’
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is round, and as large as the two fists, or thereabouts. They

crush it upon a very rough stone, then they put it on a

cloth in the sun to dry
;

it then becomes very white, like

starch or flour, and keeps as long as is desired. They make

it into thick soup, cakes, and biscuits, which are very good

eating, except that they are too filling for the stomach, and

must be eaten fresh, to be wholesome. There are also other

kinds of roots called Alas} good to eat and plentiful, which

are sown and cultivated; one kind red, like beetroot,

others white, like turnips
;
they are in general larger than

a man’s thigh. They are cooked and served in several ways

;

and to preserve them the year round (for they are ripe only

at the end of winter, in the month of September), they mix

them with honey and coco-sugar, and that compound forms

a great part of the food of the people. Wheat, which is called

Godam} and rice, called Andovs} do not grow at all; but

plenty of rice is brought from the mainland by the mer-

chants, and therefore they use it much, and it is cheap. It

is served and eaten in divers ways : it is cooked by itself in

water, and eaten with other viands in place of bread, or else

mixed with spiceries
;
sometimes with milk and coco-sugar

;

sometimes cooked with chickens or fish, which dishes they

serve with great neatness and propriety. They also cook it,

and then dry and pound it
;
and with this flour, along with

eggs, honey, milk, and coco-butter, they make tartlets and
other very excellent cates. Herbs and trees abound every-

where in the islands
;
a large number bear fruit, others not

at all
;
yet of these latter the leaves are eaten, being sweet

1 M. alu^ Sin. ala^ “ root’\ He particularises the two common kinds
of yams, the red and the white. Alu is now in Hind, the common name
for the potato

;
originally that of an esculent arum. Yams in Hind,

are called rakt-alu, i.e,, “red alu”.

2 M. ffodan

;

Sans, godhama

;

Tam. kothumei.

3 In the edition of 1619 printed Indoue, but corrected as above in

edition of 1679. The M. is Tiadu or handu.
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and delicate^
;
others are applied to every sort of use. I shall

describe them in detail in another place : it will suffice to

have made this mention of tliem here. As for fruits, tliere

are limes, pomegranates, and oranges, in the greatest possible

abundance
;
bananas, which the Portuguese call Indian figs,-

but the Maldmans QucIlaJ It is a large fruit, which multiplies

fast, tasty and very nourishing, so much so, that they feed

their babes upon it in place of pap. There are ever so

many more which I cannot name, some of which resemble

our plums, pears, figs, cucumbers, and melons, though they

grow on trees. Xone, however, is more useful than the

coco or Indian nut, which they call Eoid,^ and the fruit

Cari,^ which is more plentiful at the Maldives than else-

where. The islands supply many neighbouring countries, and

the natives there know better than others how to extract

its substance and the commodities it yields. It is, indeed,

the most wondrous manna imaginable
;
for tliis single tree

can supply everything necessary to man, furnishing him in

plenty with wine, honey, sugar, milk, and butter. Besides,

the kernel or almond is good to eat with all kinds of viands

instead of bread : there, they neither make bread nor ever see

it
;
indeed, I was five years or more without tasting it, or

even seeing it, and I got so accustomed to that style of

living that it seemed not strange to me. Moreover, the w^ood,

bark, leaves, and nuts provide the greater part of their

furniture and utensils. But I had rather not tarry in its

description here : that were too long a tale, and would take

1 Mr. Bell states that they eat the leaves of the manga and the kiillo-

jild trees.

2 Figos da India ;
see Garcia de Orta^ fol. 95.

3 In orig. (and here only) misprinted qualla

;

M, keyo

;

Sin. Jcehel ;

Hind, keld; Skt. JcadalJ. There are many sorts.

4 M. rii ; cf. Sin. rukCy tree”.

s In orig. cafe, an evident misprint for cai% as the M. kaidd is printed

in the Vocabulary, in vol. ii.

I
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me from the course of my story. In another place^ I will

more conveniently give a particular description of this mar-

vellous tree, which will perhaps he more ample than any

previous accounts
;
for I knew it thoroughly

;
I lived upon it,

and had a large number in my possession for a long time.

As for firewood, there is so much that it is not bought and

sold, the country being quite covered with all kinds of trees,

which give capital shade, and a pleasant freshness to the

air. People are free to go and cut such trees as are only

fit for firewood, at their pleasure. Some of the islands, too,

are entirely covered with such timber, which people send

their servants and slaves to fetch for their use. With all

this abundance of fruits, as I have said, it is a remarkable

thing that each of the thirteen atollons yields different

produce ; for though all are under the same sky, yet each

hath not everything needful, and the growth of products

cannot be spread from one to the others. You would say

that God had willed that these people should visit each

other, such diversity is there
;
what is plentiful in one island

is rare in another. I have often wished that some plant

which grew abundantly in one place should grow elsewhere

;

but it will hardly do so, and is not so good or so natural

as is grown in those atoUons and islands proper to it
;
in

other places it is a forced production. The people, too, in

their domiciles have followed a similar rule, for the crafts-

men are collected in different isles—for instance, the weavers

in one, the goldsmiths, the locksmiths, the blacksmiths, the

mat-weavers, the potters, the turners, and the carpenters

in others
;
in short, their craftsmen do not mingle together

;

each craft has its separate island.^ But they communicate

1 See vol. ii.

2 This is, to some extent, the case still
;
thus, two islands of Nilandu

atoll, Ribadu and Huludeli, are exclusively occupied by men of the
jeweller caste and craft. Three idands of Tiladummati atoll, Uligan,
Berimadu, and Tiffardu, are occupied by toddy-drawers, and Takandu,
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with the other islands in this way. They have boats

covered with a little deck, whereby they go from isle to isle,

working and dealing in their goods, and it is sometimes

more than a year ere they return to the island of their home.

They take with them all their male children from the age of

four or five upwards, to teach them the business. At their

halting-places they always sleep, eat, and drink in their

boats, and generally work there too. I remember seeing the

tinkers’ boat thus going from village to village. I might here

specify the atollons and islands which produce peculiar fruits

and commodities, but that would be superfluous.

Among their animals are poultry in great plenty, which

cost only the catching, for they are wild
;
and in the market

they are sold at a sol apiece, and about thirty-six eggs for

the same price. It is the flesh they use the most, next to

fish. There are also quantities of pigeons, ducks, rads, and

certain birds^ most resembling sparrow-hawks, spotted with

black and grey, which do not, however, live on prey, but on

fruits
;
there are other different species, all wild and undo-

mesticated. The crows annoy the natives much, for they

are so bold that they will enter houses to take anything,

though people are there, and are not a whit afraid; this

seemed very strange to me, and at first I thought they were

tame. They are so numerous as to be beyond counting,

and the people do not kill them. The bats there are as large

in the same atoll, by tinkers. D^Iat-weaving is confined to the islands

of Huvadu, and the manufacture of cotton-cloth is carried on chiefly

in IMalosmadulu, Addu, and Huvadu atolls. In the remoter parts of

Ceylon, villages are exclusively peopled by distinct castes
;

all are now
cultivators of the soil, though they to some extent also pursue their

hereditary calling. There, a potter or a blacksmith village would be hut

a few miles off. At the Maldives, where the island of a particular craft

was probably leagues away beyond the channels of ocean, the segrega-

tion of trades is remarkable evidence of the endurance of caste after

four, and now nearly seven, centuries of Muhammadanism.
1 The spotted koil of India

; M. dindi-kovelL
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as ravens. Much annoyance, too, is suffered from the mos-

quitos or gnats, which bite keenly. They are as much or

more of a nuisance there than at the island of S. Laurens, or

anywhere in the Indies. But what trouble the people most

are the rats, mice, and ants, which are everywhere, with other

kinds of animals and vermin, which come into their houses,

and eat and spoil their grain, provisions, fruit, and soft

goods
;
so that they are constrained, in order to obviate this,

to build houses and granaries on piles in the sea, at 200

to 300 paces from shore, and thither for safety they convey

in boats their grain and fruit. Most of the king^s maga-

zines are built in this wise.

There are no venomous animals, except some snakes.

There is one kind of snake in the sea which is very danger-

ous.^ One sees numbers of cats, polecats, and ferrets.^

That is all I have to say of the animals native to the islands.

I have seen others of all kinds, but they came from abroad.

There are no beasts of burden, nor other large animals, either

wild or tame. It is true there are about four or five hun-

dred cows and bulls, but they belong to the king, who keeps

them at his island of Mal^. They had been brought from the

continent as a curiosity, and had multiplied to this number,
as they are never eaten, except four or five times a year at

the great feasts, when the king has one killed, and sometimes
to give to foreign ships which the king desires to gratify. I

have also seen some sheep, which also belong to the king.^

He has no dogs : the people have a horror of them. While
I was there, the Portuguese of Cochin sent him two, as a

^ Two kinds of water-snakes are much dreaded by the natives, the
ven-Jiarufd (Hydrophis spiralis), and the mdridd (Pelamis bicolor)
(Bell, Report^ 85).

2 By “polecats and ferrets” he evidently means the mongoose (M.
mugari).

3 The few sheep and cattle at Male all belong to the Sultan or great
men, and are still kept for the purposes stated. Mr. Bell was presented
with a kid on the occasion of his visit.
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curiosity, wliicli he incontinently drowned. If a native had

been touched by one of them, he would go and bathe at

once to purify himself.

The sea yields tish in wondrous wise, of all kinds, great

and small : chiefly on account that it is shallow and cahii

within the atollons, and for other reasons peculiar to those

shores. Tlie fishery is of great yield, and it is the chief

employment of the islanders
;
so their principal food is fish,

either fresh, with rice or other viands, or fried with coco-oil,

or cooked in sea-water and dried as a preserve
;
and they are

daily despatcliing ships with cargoes of this to Aclien, in

Sumatra, and elsewhere. Among the fish are some large ones

which trouble them, seeing that they devour men when they

come to bathe or fish. I myself was within an ace of being

devoured by them. One sees many people who have lost

arms and legs, or are otherwise maimed.

This great abundance makes lining easy, and everything is

cheap. You get 400 coco-nuts for a larin,^ which is of the

value of eight sous
;
500 bananas also for a larin

;
for about

the same price, 100 large fish, a dozen fowls, or 300 pounds

of roots, and so on
;
so that there is not a country in India

where foreigners emich themsel’V’es so fast, for the trade is

good, and living costs but little. So they have a proverb,

that they themselves will never get rich, but only the

foreigners. In my opinion, it is the easy means of living

which renders them indolent and negligent, and this prevents

them getting rich
;
for most of them care only for the where-

withal to live, without ambition, desire, or trouble for aught

beside.

The principal island, as I have said, is called Male, which

gives its name to aU the others
;
for the word Divc^ means a

number of little islands collected together. It is about the

1 In recent years the price has been 90 coco-nuts for 1 rupee.

2 M. divehi^ applied to the whole Maldivian group. They call them-

selves dicelii-iniliun, “the island men'*.
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middle of the other islands, and is about a league and a half

in circumference. It is the most fertile of all, and the

emporium both for them and for foreigners. It is the resi-

dence of the king and of the court: for this reason it is

the most thickly peopled
;
but it is also the most unhealthy,

for which they assign this cause, viz., that, time out of memory,

the kings have resided here, and there have died a vast

number of people, who have been separately buried, so that

the whole island is full of corpses, and the sun, beating down

* upon the soil, has caused noxious vapours to arise. The

water, too, is very bad,^ wherefore the king is compelled to

send, for the use of himself and his house, to a neighbouring

island,^ where it is better, and no one is buried. The nobles

and people of means at Maid do the same.

Throughout the islands there are no walled towns—not

even in the island of Maid
;
but over the whole island are

scattered here and there houses and buildings, both of the

lords and of the commonalty ;
and so at the other islands.

Sometimes the houses are separated by streets and into

quarters, with neat arrangement; and everyone knows his

own parish.^

The houses and buildings of the common folk are of coco-

wood, cut from the trunks of the trees; they are thatched with

the leaves of the same tree, plaited together double. The

nobles and the rich build houses of stone, raised from the

1 Mr. Christopher states, with reference to this passage, that there are

weUs all over the island of M414
;
but he never heard that the natives

entertained this bad opinion of the water (T. B. G. 8., i, 68). Mr. Bell,

on the other hand, informs me that the water is not good. He does not

know of any neighbouring island from which a pure supply could be

obtained
;
but the Sultan and great men do occasionally have it brought

from Kurendu, in Eadiifolu atoll, where it is of excellent purity.

2 Probably Bados; above, at p. 85, he says that the water was better

there.

3 M. avaru^ of which Male now has four
; other islands are similarly

divided.
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shallows of the sea, where they get as much as they want,

both as to length and thickness.^ It ia polished, and of

good grain, very white, but a little hard in some cases for

cutting and working; in time it loses its natural hard-

ness and whiteness, and at length becomes quite black,

after being beaten with rain or soaked in fresh water. The

manner of drawing up this stone from the sea is remarkable.

There grows, in these countries, a Mnd of tree called Cajidou^

^ The general use of stone has not been maintained. Mr. Bell, in

1879, found only one house built of it at Male, besides the Sultan's. The
dwellings of the well-to-do natives are now of wood

;
those of the poor

of coco-thatch, or wattle and daub, with thatched roofs, resembling the

“lines” of Tamil coolies (Report^ 56). Pyrard may be going too far in

saying that the houses of the nobles were built of stone
;

if this were

so, some of them would probably be standing still. Ibn Batuta states

that stone was used in his time for the foundations, and the Indian

surveyors of 1835 found only the ruins of a few houses built of madre-

pore. The following account is still true: “Their houses are ill-built

and dark, having at most only one small window, and frequently none

at all
;
in fact, they are but large-sized huts with a peaked roof, in

general about 28 feet long by 12 broad, and 15 feet high to the top of

the roof. They are made of a substantial frame-work of wood, thatched

all over with coco-nut leaves ; the floor is plastered, and the sides are

sometimes boarded
;
a partition near the middle divides the house into

two rooms, one of which is private and the other open to visitors. In

this public room there are two ranges of seats ; the one on the right

side on entering is considered the most honourable, and the other on

the left (carried across the house) is appropriated for the common
people” (Chr., in T. B, G, S., i, 59), Mr. BeU supplies the Maidive

names for this description. The inner or private room is the eteri-ge or

maval-g^; the outer, or public room, is Mru-ge; the range of seats on the

right is kuda-arhi; the other is hodu-arhi (Report^ 56).

2 M. kadu^ pronounced kandu. It is now used precisely as Pyrard

describes. There are two kinds, mas hadu and varu hadu. Only the

former is sawn into planks ; it has a larger leaf, and is the heavier.

Varu kadu (which Pyrard evidently intends to describe) has leaves

like the suriya. The fruit is small
;
the nut is not eaten, but is useful

for furnishing an oil with which the native boats are caulked. The

timber, light as cork, is used for rafts, etc. The species is certainly

identical with the Sinhalese kenda^ of which Moon, in his Catalogue

(pp. 10, 160), gives the following five varieties: An- (horn), alu-

(ashy), liinu- (salt), savii- (sago), and ul- (pointed) kenda (BeU).
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which is as large as the walnut here, with leaves like the

aspen, and as white, but extremely soft. It bears no fruit, and

is not even good for burning
;
when dry, it is cut into planks,

which are used as deal is with us. It is the lightest wood

possible, more so than cork. On espying, in the sea, a stone

which they would have, they make fast a cable to it. That is a

common thing for them
;

for, as I have said, they are half-fish,

and very adroit swimmers
;
their women even swim as well

as, or better than^ the men of these parts : so that any will,

at the slightest need, dive to the bottom of the sea, be it fifteen

Mctle Harbour, showing the Breakwater.

or twenty fathoms of water, and will remain there a long

time surveying the bottom, very often to see if it is a good

place for an anchor
;
and sometimes, in place of throwing an

anchor, they choose some big rock at the bottom of the sea

and belay a cable to it. So, when they have chosen the

stone they want, and made fast their cable to it, they take

a piece of this Candou wood, and fasten it to the cable close

to the stone, or if the wood is pierced, run the cable through

it, and above that they add as many more like pieces of

wood as may be necessary. That wood being marvellously
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light and buoyant, floats up the stone or other heavy sub-

stance, even though it may be of the weight of 100,000

pounds. I have seen this done nearly every day. The

cannons of our ship, which were at the bottom of the sea,

also the anchors and other hea^y things, were got up in this

way, in the presence of all of us, who thought to give the

people some advice, but they knew how to do it much better

than we. By the same means, which is common and ordinary

with them, I have seen the harbour of Male, which was

formerly so full of big rocks that ships could not sail nor

anchor there in safety, to be cleared and improved and

rendered na\dgable, with a good anchorage, in less than fifteen

days.^ With this floating wood they drew the stones ashore

and took them out to a deeper place, and then, cutting the

cables, which are made of a certain fine bark,- let them fall

to the bottom. Stones for their building are got in the same

way
;
but when the wood is soaked with water it must be

dried in the sun, otherwise it would not float. I will add

two other uses which this Candou wood serves, since I have

said so much about it. This is one : they take five or six large

pieces of wood, and lash them together in a row, and then

place upon them sawn planks of the same timber, so that it

makes a level and well-flttedraft; all aromid the surface they

put little benches in front, behind, and at the sides and in

the middle, to sit upon. This serves them to go upon the

sea, and to pass from island to island. I have been one of

ten on board, and it is chiefly with this craft that they do their

1 Mr. Bell thus writes of Male : “ An unbroken reef, just awash,

renders its south side inaccessible
;
but the rest of its circumference has

a lagoon or harbour, formed by an artificial bank of coral, 3 to 4 feet

above water, and 6 to 8 feet in width, roughly renewed from time to

time, which serves as. an effective breakwater against the monsoon

storms. As the depth of the water inside is from 6 to 14 feet, this

harbour gives excellent shelter to both the trading and fishing boats of

the natives {Report^ p. 12).

2 M. digga-mkka: i.e., the bark of the digga tree (Bell).

3

3
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big fishings. Each man has his own, for it is very handy,

and requires only one to manage it, whatever the weather

may be,—I mean within the atoUons and channels, and not

upon the high seas. No need to fear that it will capsize, for

that wood always floats
;
and, moreover, in making the raft,

they know the proper measurements of wood, and the orderr

ing and balancing of the pieces, so that it never is upset
;

all

they have to fear is lest the pieces should become detached.

This (raft) is in their language called Gandowpatis^ from the

tree of which it is composed. The Candou tree has another

property, viz., that by rubbing small pieces of it one against

another, fire is generated, and so they light their fires,

using it as we do steel Thus is their stone for building-

obtained from the sea in the manner described
;
as for lime, it

is made from the shells found on the sea-shore, and binds

exceeding well.

But, since I have spoken of the people, it is meet, before

going further, to add a word about their language and w'hat

it is.

There are two languages in use. The first is peculiar to

the Maldives, and is a very full one. In the five years and

more which I spent there, I had mastered it as though it

were my mother topgue, and was quite familiar with it.

The second is the Arabic, which is highly esteemed, and

learnt by them as Latin is with us. It is also used daily in

their prayers. There are, besides, extraordinary languages,

such as those of Cambay, Guzerat, and Malaca, and even

Portuguese, which some learn for the sake of commerce and
of the intercourse they have with that nation. In the Sou-

^ M. Kadu-fati (Bell), still made and used as above stated. It is

provided with benches, and worked with an oar at the stern, but with-
out sails, and will carry ten persons. As to fati^ cf, the Sin. pata. It
is used in compounds, as gilefati, “necklace”.

Only the nids hctdu is used for this purpose, the vclvu hadu being
too soft (Bell).
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adou atoUon, and towards the south of the Maldives, a

language is spoken difficult to understand, rough and bar-

barous, but still it is the common tongue.^

CHAPTEE XI.

Of the religion of the inhabitants of the Maldives, and the

ceremonies which they observe.

The religion which they profess is that of Mahomet, and

there is no other throughout the islands,^ save among the

^ The language of the Suvadiva group still preserves more of the

Sinhalese character than that of the northern atolls (Bell, Report, 69),

and the natives of the north have considerable difficulty in understand-

ing those of the southern atolls; but Mr. Bell considers the difference

to be no more than exists between our own provincial dialects.

2 Pyrard does not class as a religion the worship of Nature and of the

elements, which undoubtedly existed in his day, and indeed still sur-

vives : all such observances he ranks as superstitions. Apart from all

these remains of a primitive faith, there lies the question whether

Buddhism ever ruled at the atolls. In his time, Buddhism was but

little understood, and he himself seems to know nothing of it, so that

we need not be surprised to get little or no information from him. We
may bear in mmd, too, that in India, except where Jainism prevails, traces

of Buddhism are to be found in ruins and sculpture, but hardly at all in

the religious observances of the people. Further than this, Mahom-
medanism has in all cases made a cleaner sweep of all pre-existing forms

of worship than any other missionary religion. Yet,it seems likely that

further investigation will justify the conjecture already made by me

(/. R. A, S,, vol. X, new series), that there was an intervening Buddhism

at the Maldives. The Sinhalese chronicles and sacred books are found

to contain no reference either to the Maldivians or to their religion.

Christopher, however, notes that at the Maldives the body is buried in

the posture of the recumbent Buddha—^.e., on the right side, with the

right hand under the right ear, and the left placed along the thigh. But

this was the mode used with Muhammad himself, and adopted through-

out all Islam (Burton, Pilgrimage^ etc,, vol. ii, ch. 2). Christopher w'as

also informed by a learned Buddhist priest that there were formerly on
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foreigners who land there
;
albeit of these the most frequent

are Arabs, Malabars, and Indians of Sumatra, who hold the

same faith. Their temples are called Mesquites/ which are

the Maldives two noted temples of Buddha. He gave the names of the

islands, hut Christopher “ could not recognise them as perpetuated to

the present day”. The name of the priest is not given, and no Sinhalese

priest now knows anything of the matter. Mr. Bell, however, has it on

the assertion of trustworthy natives, that there are on the island Fua

Mulaku “jungle-covered ruins of a tope or dagaba, and amid them the

stone image of a Buddha in the stMnamudrd^ or standing position.” The
tope is described as resembling the solid bell-shaped dagabas, rising

from platforms, usual in Ceylon. Such ruins the islanders of the

southern atolls term astabu (Addu atoll), Jiavitta (Fua Mulaku), and vere

(atolls further north), in which it is easy to recognise the Sanskrit

stupa^ chaitya^ and vihdra. One of the islands in Ari atoll is called

Vihama-furlii, and one in Mdle atoll Vihamand-furJii^ meaning “the island

of delightful Viharas”. Mr. Bell notes an island called Mnfma-furlii^

perhaps= Munipuraj “ Buddha’s city”; and another, Huhideli^ Sin.

saladala, “ Bo-tree island”. He also mentions that the term applied by

the Maldivians to their first sovereign converted to Muhammadanism is

Darumavanta^ i, ,Dharmmavanta, “religious”, “just”. Christopher

further states that the Bo tree (Ficus religiosa or Pipal) is said to be “still

suffered to stand alone in the vicinity of mosques,when all other shrubbery

is cleared away for the burial-ground.” As to this, Mr. Bell remarks that

only two Bo trees (M. boi gas') are known to be growing at the present

day on the Maldives : one in Suvadiva atoll, the other at Mdle, near the

palace, but not within the walled enclosure or burial-ground of any

mosque. So little is known of the islands individually, that it is leather

premature to conclude that there are not more Bo trees, or that it is not

held in some veneration. The evidence of names is not of great value,

unless coupled with other testimony
;
but the existence of actual daga-

bas, witnessed by any European who knows a Buddhist building, will

settle the question (see Christopher, Trans. Bom. Geo. Soc., i, pp. 313-14;

Bell, ReporU pp. 59, 74, 75). Since the above went to press, a pamphlet
on the island of Minicoy has appeared, from the hand of Mr. 0. Bar-
tholomeusz, the medical officer who served there during the erection of

the lighthouse. He states that “ the general belief of the islanders is

that their ancestors were Buddhists”; and that there still exist, in close

proximity, the ruins of a Buddhist temple and of an artificial tank.
But whether the temple be a dagaba or a vihara, and upon what evi-

dence its Buddhist character is determined, he does not indicate.
^ M, miskitu.
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well built of fair worked stone, and well bonded
;
they have

thick walls, and stand in the middle of a large walled square,

which is their cemetery, where they bury their dead,—or

rather, some of them: for they choose burial-places where

they will, and everyone likes to have a place for his own.

The temple is square, facing the west, for that, they say, is

the direction of the sepulchre of Mahomet. It has three

doors, and at the entrance to each, on the outside, there is a

large well, descended by steps, the bottom and sides of which

are paved and fitted with flat stones, well polished and neat,

to accommodate them at their ablutions
;
and thence to the

door is a paved way of the same stone (for all the rest of the

close or cemetery is only sand), so that they may not be

soiled after bathing, and then they must mount eight or nine

steps to the elevation of the temple. The paved floor of the

temple is covered with pretty mats and carpets
;
and they are

careful to keep it neat and clean
;
none durst even spit or

blow his nose there
;
and if they have no handkerchief, and

have a mind to spit, they must go to the door-step and spit

outside. The superstructure is of wood, the carpentry of

which I admired much, for it could not be better polished or

worked. The walls are wainscoted with wood, worked and

fitted in the same way
;
and the whole of the woodwork,

outside and in, is put together without nail or bolt of any

kind, and yet holds so fast that one could not take it to

pieces unless one knew the artifice. You see large slabs,

either of stone or wood, fixed to the walls in divers places,

on which are engraved letters and inscriptions in the Arabic

language. At the end of the temple, towards the west, there

is a little enclosure, like a chapel in the choir of a church

(that is, in the temple of Male), where the king sits along

with his nearest relative, who carries his sword and shield,

the Pandiare, one of the Catibes, and the four Moudins.^

Next to this enclosure are two large galleries, where the

1 M. Fadiyaru^ Icatihu, mudmit.
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soldiers and their captain sit with their arms. And generally

throughout the temple, which is spacious and of large extent,

there are partitioned spaces for certain persons—not, however,

for a single person, but for those of a certain order, estate,

age, or quality,^ And this order is so well observed, that no

one would dare to set himself in a place ordained for one of

another condition, otherwise he would be fined in a penalty

prescribed in this behalf; so there is no jealousy or dispute

about places, and a commoner could as easily get a great

lord fined on the spot for taking his place, as the lord the

commoner. In this temple are lamps kept burning con-

tinually
;
there are coco-trees set apart as an endowment for

this purpose by every man and woman householder, who

help to keep it up. These temples, or mesquites, are very

numerous in all the inhabited islands, and in some islands

one sees as many as nine or ten
;
but their festival is cele-

brated in one only, which is ordained for the purpose, and is

in consequence greater than the others, the latter being like

chapels or oratories for praying in, founded by the devotion

of individuals. The principal one, in which the festival is

held, is built and maintained at the common expense, and

is called Oucourou mesguite? It is also to be remarked that

the festival is not celebrated in any island unless it has

forty persons above the age of fifteen years, not counting

the Catibe
;
consequently, in such an island there cannot be

a Gatibe, who is the principal officiating minister in the cere-

mony. In such case the inhabitants go to a neighbouring

island
;

albeit, they have one or more mesquites in their own

^ I am indebted to Mr. Bell for the accompanying plan of the chief

mosque at Mdl4, and the interior arrangements at present. He has

obtained this from his Maidive pandit, who, on hearing Pyrard’s account

interpreted to him, bore witness to its substantial accuracy. The walls

of the partitions are said to run to the roof, or at least above a man’s

height. They are loopholed or trellised, so as to allow of hearing, and,

to some extent, of seeing through.

2 M. Hiikuru misJcitUy f.e., Friday mosque : Jamu'' Masjld of India.



GROUND PLAN OF THE INTERIOR ARRANGEMENT OF THE CHIEF MOSQUE

(HUKURU MISKITCT) AT MALE.

A. Principal doors.

B. Entrances to partitions.

C. Pulpit.

D. Pillars (i6).

a. The Sultan.

b. Katibu (officiating).

c. Mudiraun (priests).

d. Vaziron (ministers of state).

e. Dari-halun (Sultan's dtildren).

/. Kilagd-ffinu (lords).

g. Sdhibun (nobles).

h. Lasharun (soldiers).

i. Ra3ryetan (commonalty).

j. Askaru-muskulin (?).

k. Kudi-bd-kalun (palace guard).

/. Dorhun^ special attendants of Mosqne.

m. Misldtu mfhuni attendants of Mosque.

«. Abudalun (hikirs).

0, Majalis-bd'kalun (?).

p. Askarun(?).
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island for their daily prayers. Each mesquite has its own

priest, called a Mouclin} who receives the revenues and takes

charge of it as a chaplain does of his chapel. The islan'ds

which have a sufficient niimher of people have also a Catibe,

or rector, who is a superior priest of their religion, and says

the public prayers, and delivers sermons and homilies, having

under him the moudins of the several mesquites. All work

together in teaching the people the law of Mahomet, and

especially the moudins, who teach the children to read and

'write the language of the country, and that of Arabia, in

return for which the parents give them some fitting reward.

Every day of the week they go at daybreak to the temple,

and for this they give a reason according to their behef,

viz., that the world is fiat, and not round, and that there is a

wall of copper all around which prevents the world from

being submerged by the waters which encompass it^
;
and that

the devil, the enemy of t;he human race, is at hand all night

trying to pierce alhd undermine this work, and when the day

breaks he must nearly have worked a hole. By reason

whereof all the men from fifteen years of age upwards go

at break of day to the mesquites to make their orisons,

for without prayers the world would perish. Four other

times during the day they enter it,—at noon, at three in the

afternoon, at sunset, and at ten at night, remaining in the

mesquite each time for about half-an-hour. The women

never enter the temples, but remain at home and say their

prayers there. Nevertheless the men need not go to the tem-

ples on week days if not so disposed, but may say their prayers

and perform the ceremonies called Namand^ at their own

1 M. mudmu ; Ar. miiakdhin,

2 The Arabs believe the earth to be flat and surrounded by the ocean

(el-Bahr el-Moheet), which is surrounded by a chain of mountains

called Kaf. The latter are described by £1-Kazwini as composed of

green chrysolite, like the green tint of the sky. These mountains are

the abode of the Jinn (Lane, Ar, Soc. in the M. Ages^ pp. 100, 104). ,

3 M. namddu, Sin. namadawci, Pers. namaz.
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houses or elsewhere
;
and what is more, no one is Compelled

to say prayers. If, however, it were known that a man did

not say them at all, no one would eat or hold intercourse

.with him: that is all the punishment that would befall him;

and such a one, they would say, was not a good Mussul-

man
;
and for this reason they nearly all do it

;
yet it is a

heavy tax upon their time, whether they are busy or not.

They also use beads, as we do, but without crosses.

Before entering the temple they wash their feet, hands^

ears, mouth, and eyes, using the while certain ceremonies

and prayers, which vary according to the hour, festival, or

other occasion
;
for example, when they have performed the

ofiS-ces of nature, or touched their privy parts, they have to

wash and to say prescribed prayers
;

so also, after sexual

intercourse they must bathe the whole body,^ and say other

prayers
;

if it has been with his own wife, they must be

of another kind, for they hold themselves polluted by it, and

they would not omit this ceremony for anything, believing

that by this means they are purified of their sins and defile-

ments. What I considered indecent, besides the supersti-

tion of their damnable and abominable errors, was their

washing and bathing all in the public gaze, and many

together, and saying their prayers quite loud, whereby from

their various prayers one became aware of their most secret

doings,—when they had slept with their wives, and when

not, and when with other women.

All are circumcised (they call circumcision Seunat^)—that is

to say, the male children—when they reach the age of seven
;

then they hold a feast for aU comers, which lasts for ten

1 The references here are to the ^eater and less ablutions, ghusl and

wu(M>^ the former being used after such pollutions as he mentions, the

latter on every occasion before prayer (see Sale, Koran^ Prel. Disc.).

2 Ar. sunnah, “the duty”. Christopher gives the M. verb gehaindavg^

“to circumcise”. The age varies between six and sixteen among Mahom-
medans, but the rite is not performed until the boy can distinctly pro-

hounce the profession of faith (Sale, Koran^ Prel. Disc.).
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days, according to their means, and there is dancing to the

music of flutes and tambourines, and other rejoicings. For

circumcision there are operators who only circumcise, and

do nothing else. This is the manner of the proceeding. Six

or seven hours before the circumcision, the child is bathed

in the sea, and kept there till the hour arrives, for they say

that this causes the member to shrink, and renders the skin

more soft. A shed is constructed on purpose in the yard of

each man’s house, covered all round with cloths, or silk stuffs

;

the floor of it is covered with fine white sand. The child is

then brought into the shed, where, to prevent him struggling,

two or three moudins are stationed, who meanwhile chant

the proper verses and prayers. The operator, taking a little

white lime, marks all round the member the line where he

has to cut, then draws the prepuce as far as he can and ties

it with a little cord, and then performs the operation with a

razor used only for that, and very keen and sharp. The

boy is tended and doctored by the operator himself, until

he is recovered. Meanwhile, the relatives and friends of the

parents come to visit him, bringing presents for the operator,

who also receives payment from the father. Recovery takes

about fifteen days, and then the operator takes the circum-

cised boy to the sea and bathes him, saying prayers and

performing ceremonies the while
j
then he puts into his hand

a little palm or coco-branch, fixing at the end of it a little

piece of white taffetas, cut to a point like a little pennant,

and called dida} This they offer, with all their vows and

offerings, as we do wax candles
\
but they offer divers other

things, as I shall describe. Before a child is circumcised

they say that he is innocent, and cannot sin
;
and, indeed,

most of them before this time wear no cloth to cover their

private parts, for they say that one who cannot sin has no

shame
;
but after circumcision they fail not to cover them.

For their daughters, there are no feasts or ceremonies, except

1 M. dida^ Sin. dada^ “ a flag”.

K
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that for their circumcision they draw two or three drops of

blood when they reach the age of two years. When the

children grow up they hold in great respect the man who

circumcised them, and call him their master.

Throughout the year they celebrate many festivals. In the

first place, the Friday of every week is kept solemn. They call

this festival Oucourou^ and in Arabic dm and all the

people join in it

—

i,e,, the men and youths, but not the women,

nor the boys until they have attained the age of fifteen, or

are at least proficient in the faith, and have been through

the whole of the Alcoran, which they call Gouroan? On

Thursday evening, the eve of the festival, some have vespers

said at home: this they call SoMat^] others have prayers

made for the dead, and with this view prepare some food and

drink, sending the same to their priests or Moudins of the

mosques near which the deceased are buried
;
or else they

bid them to come and say the prayers at their houses (this

prayer is called Pastia^)^ and entertain them
;
so that often

the Moudins cannot partake of the repast, and put off saying

prayers for some, for fear lest they should be obliged to

eat when they cannot. All this evening they use quan-

tities of perfumes, as well in their temples as in their own

houses.

This Friday festival is celebrated with great ceremony and

in great style, as I have seen it done at Male. In the morn-

ing, the man whose duty it is to make public proclamations

on behalf of the king, goes round the island, bearing in his

hand a kind of metal bell called coly,^ which resembles the

cover of an alembic, with a wooden mallet, with which he

strikes the bell
;
and at every cross-road he stops and admo-

^ “ Friday”. M. huJcuru, Sin. siJcura-da.

2 AT,juma.

2 Kurdn

:

in Maidive, gurudn or gunivdn.

4 M. saldtu; Ar. salali, ® Ar. fdtihah.
fi M. EolL
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nishes the people that it is their Omourm festival. He is

assisted by three persons carrying straight trumpets, in their

language called Tourai^illy} which are blown at the same

moment. The people, on receiving notice of the festival,

cease from their labours, which they may not resume for the

rest of the day. They go to bathe and wash, saying certain

prayers, which vary according to the occasion or feast at

which the ablutions are made; everyone puts on his best

clothes, and dons the finest he can, according to his means

and quality, and all from the age of fifteen upwards are

obliged to be present. Meantime, over the gateway of the

king’s palace, the players of instruments, different kinds of

drums, flutes, hautbois, fifes, etc. (for they have no stringed

instruments^), play continuously from morning to mid-day.

The trumpets, too, are blown
;

all these have certain single

notes,which harmonise very well. The four royal Moudins also

are there
;
they are men of quality, of birth and education,

their oiflce being one of honour and dignity
;
and no one can

become Catibe of the king’s island unless he has previously

been one of these four. They are not like the Moudins of

the mosques who minister to the people on all occasions
;
for

they perform service only on the feast day and at other solem-

nities. These four Moudins all together ascend a stone

building of great height, which adjoins the mosque, and

putting their hands to their ears, cry out three times in unison,

with all their might and in fearful tones, these words in

Arabic, ^'Alas, alas aquelar”^ that is, Great God,” and add

something about Mahomet. Afterwards they go to the king’s

palace and do the same; and then the king, if he wishes

to attend (as, indeed, he seldom fails), sends a carpet of silk

1 M. tala Jili.

2 Bern, “tomtoms” or “drums”; dumindrhi, “flageolets” or “haut-

bois”; tdi'a^ “tambourines”, are instruments mentioned by Mr. BeU

(Rep., 62).

3 Allahu Akhar

!

“ God is great !
”

k2
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to be put at his place : if he does not so, it is a sure sign

that he is not coming. Thence the Moudins proceed to the

house of the Catibe, and do the like. On receiving the

notice, he attires himself in a long vestment of white cloth,

putting over it a cassock, or gown made in the Arab style,

with slippers of gilded leather. The Moudins attend him,

as he attends the king. If the king is going, all the lords,

gentlemen, captains, and soldiers proceed to fetch him at his

palace, and accompany him in line, all with their arms, and

to the sound of trumpets and drums, in great magnificence.

Minaret and portion of Mosque at MiUe.

If he does not go, he comes out at his usual hour at mid-

day. The Catibe also has his head veiled with a white veil,

.

and over that a large white Turkish turban, which covers

him completely, so that he cannot see, and one of the Mou-

dins leads him by the hand, and conducts him to the mosque,

where he is the last to arrive. By this time all the people

have assembled, and the king is there, and has said his

prayers
;
but as soon as the Catibe enters he must begin at

once. So the Catibe (who is a kind of parson), taking his
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place at the end of the temple, ascends a pulpit of wood,

constructed for the purpose, six or seven steps from the

ground. There, holding a naked sword in his hand, pointed

downwards, he brandishes it to and fro, and recites his usual

prayers. During this, all the people are at their prayers,

and do their Namande unceasingly, putting themselves in

divers postures, sitting, standing, kneeling, with foreheads to

the ground, hands raised and lowered, and then crossed,

heads and eyes turned hither and thither. It would be hard

to describe all their gestures and antics during this interval.

At that time they lay down their arms, and even their

knives, and they would not dare have anything upon them’

but their clothes, which, however, must be of the cleanest.

The Catibe changes the prayers every Friday until the end

of the year, and then begins afresh. He repeats them all

by heart
;
yet for all that, one of the Moudins holds the book

(before him), and if the Gatibe haply were to miss a single

word, nay, even a syllable or a letter, the Moudin would

correct him loudly and distinctly
;
for they hold that if there

should be the slightest fault the festival would be null and

void. I have seen them in anxious discussion, one with

another, upon this point. In the island of Maid there are

two Catibes,^* who relieve one another, and celebrate the

festival in turn, week by week : the other islands have only

one. The service lasts about two hohrs. Sometimes the grand

Pandiare, who is the religious superior of all the islands,

gives a sermon or homily, according to the occasion, and adds

a prayer for the health of some, one, or for the downfall and

destruction of their enemies, as the case may be. This done,

everyone salutes his neighbour, taking hands, and saying,

Sedan d lescon^^ which is the ordinary salutation of all

Mahometans.

When the king returns from the temple he has a finer

^ So at present.

2 Salaam aleikum! “ Peace be with you!”
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retinue than on his going thither, for the Pandiare, the Naihes,

Catibes, Moudins, and gentlemen of quality, besides those

who conducted him thither, like to accompany him to the

palace in the same ceremony wherewith he came. Then he

thanks them, and sends them so fine a repast, that they spend

the rest of the day enjoying themselves with good cheer at

the king’s expense. This is never omitted when he goes to

the mosque
;
but the order of their eating is that those of

the same rank and quality are together, apart from the

others, as I have said above.

On new moon days throughout the year a like festival is

held, and a general rejoicing as soon as the new moon is

observed. They put in order their houses, courtyards, and all

the streets
;
while at the entrances of the mosques, and at all

house doors, as well without as within, they place on each

side coco-nut shells cut in half, like wooden bowls, full of

white sand, upon which they lay embers, and throughout the

night they burn thereon aromatic gums, scented woods, and

perfumes, and inside their houses in like manner, at the

corners of their beds and elsewhere. On all feast days they

daub and decorate their doors and furniture with sandal and

other aromatic woods and paste of perfumery
;
but above all

they solemnise four new moons in the year more than the

others.

In the month of December, about the new moon, they

observe a fast, called in Arabic Bamedani and in their lan-

guage Bodet} I say about the month of December, for I

cannot with certainty designate the time, seeing that their

month and year are lunar, and are not fixed as ours are.

This solemn fast begins at the new moon, and ends at the

new moon of the following month. It does not, however,

commence exactly at the time of the new moon, but when
they first observe it

; so that in some atollons and islands it

begins a day sooner or later, according as they descry the

^ Rodd, the Maidive form of the Pers. Roza^ “ fast”.
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crescent. The months are reckoned in the same way ;
it is

not counted a new month till the moon is seen, which is very

uncertain when the sky is thick and cloudy. Sometimes the

months are different in different places. In order to observe

the moon, everybody betakes him to the highest eminence

in the island, and each one is very keen to be the first to

discover the moon, and show it to the others. Forthwith

the king has volleys of cannon and musketry fired
;
and

trumpets, drums, and other instruments are played. This

takes place at all the new moons; but at the four above

mentioned, more of it, and at that one (Eamedan) most of

all. Forthwith they say their prayers, and take each other’s

hands, giving their ordinary salutation
;
then put their hands

over their eyes, and cover their faces for a long space, and so

continue their devotions throughout the following day. This

happens at the beginning of every month
;
but at the month

of Eamedan the ceremony is much more grand. On that

night, men and women go separately to pay visits, regale

themselves in company at banquets, dances, and amusements,

and retire not till it be nearly dawn. Before it be day, all

go to bathe and perform ceremonies peculiar to this night

alone, whereby they hold themselves to be purified of all

their past sins, and prepared for the fast ensuing. They

dress themselves and wash their teeth well, and put aside

their betel, though so used to it that they can but ill afford

to want it
;
then they go to bed. Thenceforward they fast

all day long until the night, and with so much scruple, that

not only do they taste nothing, but they would not even

wash their mouths, nor put their fingers in them, nor swallow

their spittle
;
so they are obliged to spit frequently : and this

is very inconvenient, especially when they go to the temple,

where, it not being lawful to spit within, they have on every

occasion to go to the door. The men may bathe, provided

they do not immerse the head, for fear lest a drop of water

should enter by the mouth or the ears
;
but the women
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may not, for they might admit water elsewhere, so great is

their superstition. Half an hour before sunset all the men

and boys above fifteen years betake themselves to the temple,

so as to be there exactly when the sun disappears. During

the half-hour they wash and clean their teeth and their

mouths very thoroughly, and for this purpose the Moudins

of the mosques throughout the fast supply large packets of

toothpicks,^ scrapers, and little coco-wood implements ex-

pressly made for cleaning the mouth and teeth. This done,

the Moudins cry out three times, and enter the temple. One

of the Moudins then advances as far as possible in front,

no one being at either side of him,, but all behind. So

it is they make their prayers at the temple, while the women

make theirs at home; and afterwards they make good

cheer with their friends, entertaining each other in turn.

Nobody does otherwise
;

all are fond of entertaining their

friends. And for a long time before, they make the neces-

sary provision by laying up a store of meats and luxuries.

You would be surprised to see how curious and exact they

are in all this
;
how careful they are to scour and clean all

their kitchen and table utensils, their furniture, and their

houses, too, in such wise that I think I have hardly ever

seen such cleanliness and neatness. Even the poorest

do the hke, and save all they can to make good cheer

during Eamedan with their relatives, friends, neighbours,

and those of their own class
;
and they spend more in that

one month than in the six preceding. On some days the king

entertains large numbers of persons,—on one day the lords,

on another, the soldiers, on another, the Pandiare, Catibe,

Moudins, and other clergy, and so on through all the people

of the island, never inviting but one class on the same occa-

sion. This he does with great magnificence and at great

expense, in the style of the country, and with perfect order

and propriety
;
the lords, too, do the same with their friends

^ M. dai-konna-harhi.
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and equals : for it is a rule which they scrupulously observe,

not to eat with persons of a different order. The captains

entertain the soldiers, and so everyone in his own rank of

life, from the lowest to the highest. This supper is called

'Rodd 'pillaiiay} as who should say “ breaking the fast”. Only

the men and boys feast in this wise : the women are never

present
;
yet true it is, that by night they send each other

presents and eatables, and they bathe every evening, when

the men are not allowed to do so. They say that throughout

Eamedan men abstain from their wives during the fasting

days, but not during the night
;
and when they do indulge,

both are bound to go and bathe, and say certain prayers

the same night and before daylight. Every day during

this month, until the new moon following, they fast in the

manner described, and abstain all the time as far as they

can from committing any sin, more so than at other times,

and are very zealous in good works. If haply they have

broken their fast any one day or more by some slight act,

they add at the end as many days as they have missed. This

happens often, for they are very superstitious, as I have said,

and even believe that the fast is null if they have lost

blood at any part of the body
;
moreover, they will none of

them do any work during the month of the fast, how poor

soever they may be
;
and they make up their minds neither

to go out of their island, nor to send any thence. Nevertheless,

they are not forbidden to work : they prefer not to do so.

The Pandiare gives a sermon every day at three in the after-

noon, lasting two hours, either at the king’s palace, or at the

temple, or at his own house, which all the inhabitants of

Mal6 are careful to attend; it is given in the native

language, sometimes* in Arabic, and thence interpreted.

They employ the rest of their time in the exercise of arms

and in divers games, such as the game of ball, of which they

have three kinds
;

it is kicked with the feet, and they

1 M. roda villdn^ “ to keep the fast’*.
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assemble in bands and companies to play it.^ On their part

the women and girls pay visits at each other's houses, and

play little games suitable to their sex and to their bringing

up
;
and of these they have many kinds and varieties.

In this month you see boys and girls caressing and

making love of their own accord, more than at other seasons.^

Then they send songs, sonnets, and verselets, written on coco-

leaves, which are as white as paper, the letters being graven

with bodkins. The boys cull the fairest and sweetest flowers,

and arrange them in garlands very prettily, and send them

to the girls, who in return send some betel, nicely ordered

and prepared. This is their way of making love. They are

not allowed to marry by day in this month, but must await

the night. In short, during this month they seek out every

means of passing the time gaily. So the fast of Eamedaii

lasts from one new moon to the next. The women and

girls are obliged to fast eight days longer than the men at

the close of the month, on account, as they say, of their

courses.

Three days before the close of Eamedan, the bell, or coly,

and the trumpets go round the town in the usual way, as

when a festival or a royal command is announced, and warn

the people on behalf of the Pandiare (whom the Arabs call

Cady), that all the Maidive islanders should bring or send in

writing the names of all, both great and small, men and

boys, women and girls, to be registered
;
those of Mal4 to the

Pandiare, and those of the other islands to the Naibe of

their atoll. When they do this, they have to give in for each

person an offering of half a larin, equal to four sols of our

1 The game of football, not practised by the Sinhalese, was probably

introduced from the Malay countries, where it is a favourite amuse-
ment.

2 Though, according to the above description, the Maldivians ob-
served Ramadan in strictness, the youths would appear to be somewhat
lax, it being unlawful even to touch a woman during the fast (Sale,

Prel, Disc., sec. iv).
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money, or its equivalent in goods
;
this is done quite volun-

tarily and faithfully, for they believe that without it their

fast would be of no effect. It is called Pitourou^ as being

the tribute which they pay to God and Mahomet
;
and those

who have not wherewithal to pay this offering, beg it of

the rich, who willingly give for that purpose. Those who

wish not to be obliged to others, nor to have the shame of

being paid for (as indeed it is a badge of shame and of

poverty; the king pays for everyone who asks him, as do

the lords and the rich), and those who have not at the time

a half-larin or its equivalent, make a written declaration

that they cannot pay till after the festival, and thus make a

debt of it. Fathers and mothers pay not only for themselves

but also for their children, as soon as born, until they marry

or cease to live with them, and also for their servants and

slaves. The money collected is divided into three parts,

which amount to a great deal according to the country

notions. For receiving and guarding this Pitouroii there is

a very good system, for there are four receivers chosen for

this office alone from among the men of means and the

officers of the Pandiare. One of these officers represents

the king, another the clergy, the third, those who are only

recently of their religion, and the fourth, the poor. There

are also eight persons who make entries in writing of every-

thing presented, refusing nothing that is brought, be its

value or price what it may. All the money and goods are

put aside until after the festival, when all is received, for a

fair and proper division. The first part belongs to the

priests

—

i.e., the Pandiare, Naibes, Oatibes, Moudins, Deu-

anits^ (who are the sergeants), and other like functionaries

;

^ Ar. al-Jitr^ “the breaking of the fast”, used elliptically

for sadakatiC-l-jitr^ “ the alms of the breaking of the fast”. According

to Qanoon e Islam, p, 57, the alms portion is said to be two-and-a-half

seers of some grain or fruit, payable by all but wives and grown-up

sons.

2 M. devdni.
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the second is given to those who have recently become of

their religion
;
and the third is for the poor

;
and if anything

remains over to be paid, that is the priests’ concern, for they

are responsible for it, as being church money; but they

never lose any.

The fast ended, they celebrate a grand festival, and one of

the greatest solemnity with them, called Ydu} The day is no

more certain than the commencement of Eamedan, for it is

the day of the new moon following,—i.e., when it is seen
;
and

this renders it somewhat uncertain year by year. They

hold the same festival and solemnities at the sight of this

moon as of its predecessor
;
the bell and trumpets make a

round of the island to announce the festival, as also next

morning early, in like manner. All rise very early, wash

and bathe the whole body, with ceremonies peculiar to this

occasion. It must be noted that their fast is not over until

the service and prayers are performed, and they go forth of

the temple
;
then they come out with scents and perfumes,

and put on the finest clothes they have, which are made

expressly for this day and the festival following, and after that

are preserved with great care, in order to be placed after their

death upon their coffins when they are borne to the grave.

They are early at the temple—that is, about seven or eight

o’clock, and not at mid-day, as on Fridays. The service

lasts an hour and a half, being shorter than usual
;
and

afterwards, when the king goes forth, he returns to his palace

with a braver retinue of grandees than on other days;

cannon are fired, and the air resounds with the noise of

drums, flutes, and musketry. When the king enters the second

court of the palace, a bullock and a ram are brought forth

^ Ar. Hd. The festival which celebrates the close of Ramadan is

known as the Udu-Ufitr^ or the Udu-s-saghir^ i.e., “ the minor festival”;

in India, the choti, or little, 'Id. As it is in some parts celebrated with

more rejoicing than the “great festival”, it has sometimes been so called

by travellers and even eminent Orientalists
;
never, however, by the

Arabs (Lane, Ar. Soc.^ p. 22).
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and slain in tlie presence of him and his retinue, as a kind of

sacrifice
;
they are cut up into pieces and distributed among

the grandees of the island, or others to whom the king is

pleased to send, for he gives his directions there in person.

The recipients esteem it as high an honour as among us it is

to receive the consecrated bread. Those who get a good

share call together their neighbours to participate, if they

are so minded, for it is a mark of friendship so to do
;
and

those who can get a morsel to eat think themselves in luck.

This done, the king retires to his apartments, whence he goes

not forth until, after dinner, he comes to see the games and

amusements. Meanwhile, he provides a banquet of aU the

luxuries of the country, for all classes of people in his island,

according to their rank and quality, in separate rooms and

sheds, which are hung with pretty cloths. The festival lasts

two days longer. The nobles and captains entertain their

friends, soldiers, and servants
;
after dinner there is nothing

but games, dancing, and rejoicings, which take place in front

of the king’s palace only. On the third day these are held

in front of the houses of the nobles and persons of quality,

who are greatly honoured thereby. The chief sports^ are

with arms, the buckler and naked sword. They fence with

^ Mr. Bell gives the following picture of these sports, which are still

observed :
—“ On fete days at Mi,16, sports (M. kulijahan) are exhibited,

under rules and restrictions, to prevent injury to the performers. The

arena is simply a portion of one of the main streets, with thatched build-

ings on either side, from which the Sultan and ladies of the harem may

vie’v?’ the sports. All the male spectators stand round in a ring. The

sports consist entirely of mimic hand-to-hand combats between suc-

cessive sets of performers, two at a time, armed with sword (M. kadi)

and targe (M. addana), lance (M. dadi-haliya), or quarter-staff (M. kuli

jaha dadi). The players do little more than posture at each other ad

nauseam^ and show but little sMll in managing their weapons. The

Sultan and by-standers alike appear to evince no real interest in the

proceedings, which are conducted from first to last in gravity and

silence, and repeated for days together with wearisome monotony. It

is not considered beneath the dignity of the principal men to take part

in these games (Rep.^ p. 62).
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dexterity, but suffer no harm, all the blows being received

on the buckler. They use also pikes, hung with bells, in

which case they receive the thrusts in like manner upon the

buckler. All join in this mimic warfare with good temper,

dancing and leaping to the music of drums, trumpets, flutes,

etc., which play incessantly. The king comes to view the scene,

but he remains not long. The queens, too, and their ladies

Arena for the Sports at MiC16 .

look on
;
but they are concealed by jalousies and curtains,

so that they cannot be seen. There is no other kind of danc-
ing, nor at any other time, neither on the part of the men
nor the women, save it be of some good-for-nothing creatures,

who play the buffoon by night to make their neighbours
laugh. Some folks disguise themselves in foreign dress, and
construct large and roomy ships, which they run along the
streets and highways with armed parties on board, and
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when the ships approach one another they have a fight
;
and

this affords great amusement. The king gives betel and areca

to his whole court, both small and great (this is much thought

of), as also do the chiefs and captains to their followers,

soldiers, and subordinates.

At the last quarter of the moon following this festival

they have another, called Mas Tdu, i.e., ''grand festivaF’,

lasting three days, when they observe the same ceremonies.

It is the holy day upon which the Mahometan pilgrims

assemble at Mecca to visit the sepulchre of Mahomet.^ More

ceremonies are then performed than during all the rest of

the year ; on that day they come from all parts of the world,

and sometimes when they have arrived too late, and it is

over, they have to await the return of the festival for ten

or eleven months.

About the month of April, or May, at the full moon—

a

day before and a day after
—

^they have a festival, called

Poycacan,^ that is to say, "full moon”. It is more of a rejoic-

The festival referred to is the Pdu-Uhirldn^ or Pdu-l-azhd, the

“feast of the sacrifice”, commonlj called the greater Beiram. It is

generally regarded as in commemoration of the sacrifice of Ishmael,

whom the Moslems substitute for Isaac. The great day is the 10th of

the month Zu’l Hijjah, when the pilgrims, halting in the valley of

Mina, on their return from Mount Arafat to Mecca, perform their

sacrifice. This festival continues three or four days (Lane, Ar, Soc.,

p. 21 ;
Burton, Pilg., vol. ii, ch. 5 ;

Sale, Prel. Disc.^ sect. vii).

2 M. foi-lcakTcan ; c/! Sin. poya, a change of the moon, and Jcanavdj to

eat. ' This festival is evidently not Mahomedan, and is probably the

Buddhistic celebration of the full moon (Sin. depoya) of the month

Wesak (May), when the Sinhalese commemorate the attainment by

Gautama of Nirv^a. Whether its introduction to the Maldives

had anything to do with that of rice, we are likely never to know.

The description of the observance is, however, a true picture of the

Kandyan festival at this day. Many a time have I been present at

these nocturnal festivities, made weird and fantastic by hideous dis-

guises and pantomimic gestures, displayed to crowds of gaily-dressed

Kandyans. The whole scene is lighted by fiaring torches, amid the sombre

shadows of the temple trees, while here and there groups stand or sit

round little fires at which coffee and appas are being prepared for the
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ing than a (religious) festival. When it is evening, the neigh-

bours assemble, gentle and simple (I bethought me it was

like St. John’s with us^), each bringing his portion of rice

;

they make a big fire at the nearest cross-roads, and there

cook their rice. While they are all around the fire, instru-

ments of music are played
;
and betimes some merry-andrews,

disguised as birds, wild beasts, or such like, come and dance,

indulging in lascivious and indecent gesture, even in the

presence of women and girls, who are there along with the

men. This goes on throughout all the islands, but at the

palace the king gives rice to the soldiers for doing it.

They say it was at this moon that rice was brought to the

islands for the first time, and on that account they have

from time immemorial kept this holiday, which lasts three

days.

In the month of June, or thereabouts (for, as I said, their

months do not accord with ours), they keep a festival of the

dead, with many superstitious observances. On the day, the

king, with all his wives (who have not permission to go with-

out their houses but on this day only), pays a visit to the

sepulchres of his predecessors, and to those of persons held

to be saints in their religion
;
there he makes offerings, burns

perfumes, and presents some dida,^ as we should candles.

sustaining of exhausted nature. No indecent gestures or behaviour are

now to be observed, though these were characteristic of some of the

Ceylon festivities too, until they were suppressed in Knox’s time.

That traveller, however, expressly says that the orgies he describes

were never performed in presence of women {Knox^ P-
1 The Nativity of St. John the Baptist, June 24th. The reference is,

however, to the Eve or Yigil, to the celebration of which all the popular

ceremonial was confined. This consisted in bonfires, torchlight proces-

sions, dancing, etc., the celebrants adorned with garlands, ribbons, and

other gewgaws. It was a superstition of the Middle Ages, probably

transmitted from pagan times, that it was advisable to keep watch

through this night, to prevent a temporary wandering of the soul from

the body. An account of the festival will be found in Chambers’s Book

of Bays, ^ Le.^^B,gs* seep. 129.
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Everybody, too, goes to visit the graves of his kindred and

friends, and presents as many portions of food as he has dead

relatives and friends. The food is laid aside by the

Moudins of the neighbouring temples, who offer as many
separate prayers as there are portions. All the graves of those

who have kinsmen and friends living are visited, and re-

plenished with white sand on that day, and perfumes are

burned while the prayers are said.

Next day there is a general almsgiving at the king’s

palace, the king giving to all the poor with his own hand

;

and they, well aware of the day, come up from the most

distant islands for it. He makes inquiry first what people

they are, and if they be indeed in want : for to those who

are not he gives only a little silver ring worth half a larin, of

which he has a large number made against this day to give

to folks of the lowest estate, who bring there all their chil-

dren to receive of the king each his ring. On this same day

all householders likewise give alms, according to their means,

being bound to give to the poor the fifth part of their goods,

provided they are worth at least 100 larins
;
and those who

are not worth 100 larins are not obliged to give anything

in alms.

About the month of August or September, for two days

the king has a large quantity of rice cooked very thin, or

half mixed with honey and coco-milk
;
this is carried about

the island in tubs containing about a hogshead apiece. The

bearers of it have cups and ladles to serve out to all they

meet, and no one declines, be he beggar or lord. Everyone

does the same on his own account, and even the poorest

must cook some rice and send it to his neighbours. They

told me that they keep this festival in remembrance of a

miracle which Mahomet did as on this day, while he was

at the wars, and they call it Candis cacan}

^ M. Kandi-kahkan, ‘‘ kanji-eating’'; Sin. kenda^ “kanji” (rice gruel),

and kanavd^ to eat”, past tense, kakd.

L
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There is yet another very solemn festival about the month

of October, which takes place at night, and is called Mau-

lude^
;
they say it is the night whereon their prophet Maho-

met died. This is the ceremony : they begin a month before

the festival, by meeting to elect officers to make arrange-

ments and to supervise; these number at least fifty, all

men of quality, and act as our ^'valets de feste”. Their

duty is to go from house to house collecting from every man

the sum at which he is rated, according to his means
;
they go

also to ask people to take part, and to arrange everything

;

though, indeed, the people of the parish fail not all to assist

at this festival, which is ' diligently observed in all the

islands. At Mal^ I have seen it performed at six places.

The king bears the expense of one celebration, which takes

place at his palace. At the four corners of the island it is

celebrated by the people in their several parishes, and one

general celebration for all the people is held in the middle of

the island, in front of the principal temple. At each of

the six places is erected for the occasion a wooden house,

sixty feet long by forty broad, or thereabouts
;
the roof is of

coco-branches
;
the wood of which it is constructed must not

have been, nor may in the future be, used for any other

purpose, not even for the festival of the following year. The

ground is covered with fine white sand to the depth of half

a foot. This house within is hung with cotton or silk cloths

of all colours, and of the finest and richest description avail-

able. Above, to serve for a ceiling, they stretch pieces of

cotton cloth, very white and very fine, and to support them

they run cotton cords, dyed black, from side to side at right

angles and aslant, so cleverly that the white above seems to

^ M. mauludu. Moolids, or, more properly, Mdlids, are great periodi-

cal or annual festivals held on the anniversaries of saints (Lane, Ar.

Soc., 71). Mahomed died at noon on the 12th day of Eabia el Awwal
of the 11th year of the Hejira. The 1st, 4th, 8th, and 12th of this

month are observed as mauludu at the Maldives.
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be cut into squares and lozenges of exactly the same size

:

it is very neat.^ On the ‘sand wherewith the ground is

covered they spread pretty new mats, on which each one

sits, and there are no other seats. On all sides are hung

copper lamps to the number of about thirty
;
each is large

and has two wicks, so that it is almost as bright as daylight.

By contrivances with air-holes, odorous perfumes are intro-

duced within, though burnt without, for the heat of the place

of itself is well-nigh insupportable : only the fumes and

the odour come within. There are other conduits, too, for

the introduction of water, which is very necessary, for they

often wash their mouths by way of refreshment after chew-

ing betel, which they do the whole night long.

In the middle of this hall there is a table of the height of

the knees, whereon are arranged little wicker baskets, and

polished lacquer vessels containing divers kinds of cates made

of rice flour with coco-sugar, like little macaroons, of the

thickness of the thumb: these are excellently well served with

all kinds of native fruits. The table is covered with sweet-

smelling flowers, while all around are jars containing drinks

of different mixtures, chiefly [flavoured with] amber [gris]

and musk. The whole is covered over with a large cotton

cloth worked with a coloured pattern. The people rig them-

selves out in their bravest style
;
but only the men and boys

are present, and no women. The men of quality of the

parish do not go, for it would be beneath their dignity
;

it is

a feast of the common folk. They assemble at eight o'clock

in the evening, and sit in places assigned to them, according

to their rank, by the stewards of the festival. All night long

the Pandiare, Catibes, Naybes, and Moudins, with all the

rest of the clergy, and other good singers, cease not to chant

with all their might in alternation like a choir
;
nor is their

chanting without rule, for some of them who know not how

^ This description will be well understood by all who have enjoyed

the hospitality of the native Sinhalese.
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to sing have to take lessons from a master : so the harmony

is good, and the singing far from disagreeable. They call this

chanting Zicourou} and say that they are the Psalms of David.^

On the stroke of midnight everybody with one accord lies

down at full length with his face to the ground, and so

remains for a space of time. Then of a sudden the Pandiare

or the Catibes stand up, and all the rest after them, and set

a-leaping upon each other as they were madmen or lunatics,

crying, at the top of their voices, ''Aly alas Mahoniedin”, again

and again
;
this lasts for some time. I have inquired of

them why they did this, and they asking What ?” and I

replying, '‘These mad leapings and dancing,” they told me

they knew nothing of having danced or done any such thing,

but only remembered that for a space of time they had been

rapt with ecstasy and had been partakers of heaven and the

joys of their paradise. Sometimes the Pandiare remains for an

hour or more like dead
;
they say then that he is transported

to heaven, and that it is a mark that he is a righteous man.

The king does hot take part in this festival the whole time
;
he

comes to see what is going on for an hour or two, and then

returns. In this manner I have many a time seen it in his

^ Ar. zikr. These performances consist of chorus chanting at night, .

the name of God being perpetually repeated, accompanied by motions

of the head, hands, and whole body. The munshids at intervals sing

religious odes or love-songs to the accompaniment of a kind of flute.

(Lane, Ar. 5oc., p. 72.)

2 The Psalms of David are well known even among remote Mahom-
edan communities (Mungo Park, Travels c. xi). Compare the quaint

account of Lancaster taking his leave of the Sultan of Achin ;—“ And
when the general tooke his leaue, the king said vnto him : Have you the

Psalmes of David extant among you? The generall answered : Yea,

and we sing them daily. Then said the king : I and the rest of these

nobles about me will sing a Psalme to God for your prosperitie, and so

they did very solemnly. And after it was ended the king said; I would
heare you sing another Psalme, although in your owne language. So there

being in the company some twelue of us, we sung another Psalme

:

and after the Psalme was ended the generall tooke his leaue of the king”

{Lane. Voy., Hak. Soc., p. 97).
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company. Fifty persons are elected to minister to the rest

;

this is a great honour, and there is no one but is glad

enough to accept the oflice, for none but distinguished men
and scions of good families get the offer. These officers dis-

tribute during the night to all ranks of the people, seated

in their proper order, a portion of betel and areca, arranged

and prepared in a different style from their ordinary (I mean

of the common folk, for the king and the great lords always

use it prepared in the same way). They give as many as

a dozen portions to each person, whoever he may be
;
in like

wise they present to all who have a mind to drink, beverages

of the country brew, in large copper bowls, exceedingly

well fashioned and worked, and with a cover on the top.

Now and then are brought like bowls full of water, with

basins, for washing the mouth and hands
;
they would

not for the world let a drop of water or any refuse

fall to the ground. The people are arranged in lines, and

at intervals are vacant spaces for passing between them.

Towards the close of the night the chanting ceases and

the Pandiare and Catibes say prayers, after which they

proceed to the midst of the hall, where the aforesaid table

is spread
;
this they uncover, and all crowd around, and each

one receives a portion
;
this they take great care of, and carry

it home to show that they have been to the festival. At the

same time the officers, taking some aromatic waters in vases

placed there, sprinkle it upon the bodies of all present,

touching them with their hands
;
and this is received by them

as a benediction of great efficacy. This done, they must lay to

the eating, for they have no celebration of solemnities without

that. So the officers bring basins of water for washing their

hands and mouths, theyhaving done nothing but chew betel the

night long
;
then they make a circle of nine or ten together,

but always of the same class, and grouped according to the

prescribed order. Viands are brought upon large heavy

dishes, each of which contains other small ones, in which are
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divers meats, well served, and these are placed in the midst

;

it takes three to carry them. And when they have done

eating, they go home to bed.

CHAPTER XII.

More of their ceremonies^—at betrothals and weddings^ at

obsequies and funerals.

At their weddings, which are called Caueny} they also use

formalities and ceremonies not a few : it is the Pandiare or

the Naybes to whom alone they address themselves on this

occasion; these send their deuanits^ or sergeants, to make the

inquiries I shall speak of. If everything is settled, the girl

or woman sends her father, or in default, her next of kin on

the father’s side, and gives him the power to represent her.

This person and the future husband present themselves before

the Pandiare or Xaybe, who being certified on all points,

takes the bridegroom’s hand, and asks him if he wills to take

the woman on the conditions proposed, and then of the

father or kinsman he demands the same
;
and if they answer

yea, he goes through the prescribed formalities, taking the

attestation of the witnesses present—namely, the kinsfolk,

sergeants, and others—to the promise of marriage, and to all

the proceedings. Thereupon they go to the woman, who is

waiting at her house, and assure her of all that has passed.

That done, they all sit down to a banquet at the expense of

the bridegroom, according to his means, music being played

all the day long. Many people come to visit and salute

them, the visitors receiving betel, which is their token of

respect, as we should give refreshment here. To the Pan-

diare or Xaybe are sent two larins, a dish of food, and a box

^ M. kdveni. 2 M. devani.
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of betel. Likewise, those who marry are wont to give presents

to the king and the queens, to the great lords and ladies,—that

is, the bridegroom to the king and lords, and the bride to the

queens and other ladies, as well as to their own kindred and

friends. On the other hand, when the king marries, he receives

presents from all his subjects, as well lords as commoners,

men as women, who present themselves in good order, each

with those of his own quality, class, parish, and sex, with

their offerings of cloths, robes, turbans, meats, flowers, etc.,

according to the means of the giver. The people of Mal4

appear in person, those of the other atollons and chief

islands generally by deputies
;
the great lords tarrying awhile

to have the pleasure of saluting him in person. Tor all that,

the king goeth not forth nor showeth himself on these days,

but hour by hour his attendants come and tell him what

persons have arrived at the hall, of what quality, how arrayed,

and with what presents, and at the last these are laid before

him. They amount to a great deal, and all appertain to the

newly married queen.

A man may have three wives at once,^ but no more, and

these only if he is able to support and maintain them.
,
If

all three wives live in the same island, the husband is

obliged by their law to sleep as many nights with one as

with another
;
but they do not observe this. It is but an

ill-considered law for these countries, where three husbands

would not suffice for one wife, so lewd are the women.

The women have no marriage portion
;

it is for the hus-

bands to provide them with everything necessary, and to bear

the expense of the wedding in manner suited to their rank.

So they settle for them
^
a jointure, called Bans^ according,

not to the means and quality of the husband, but to the

^ Mahomed allowed four (Aomn, Sura iv), but Maidive usage may
have limited husbands to three, which seems to have been the number

kept by the Sultan.

2 M. raw, ‘‘ gold”, and the same in Sin.
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quality of the wife, and to what her mother and grand-

mothers had : for she must have no less. For this cause the

Pandiare or Naybe full often sends them away without

marrying them, when he finds that the bridegroom’s means

suffice not for such a jointure
;
even though both parties

ask to be married without thought for the jointure. Most

of the women take this Bans for the traditional honour of

their house, and most of them of their own accord give up a

part or all of it a few days after marriage. If the husband

dies, she is allowed to take her jointure with her own goods
;

hut the husband’s heirs will make a composition with her

;

whereas, if she has parted with it during the life of the

deceased, she can ask none of it back.

The impediments to marriage, of which the Pandiare or

Naybe informs himself before he marries anyone, are the

being brother and sister, or cousins-german, or foster-

brother and sister, or having formerly called each other in

token of friendship by the name of son or daughter, father

or mother, brother or sister: in such cases they may not

marry together.^

Youths may marry when they list, but girls may not till

they have attained the age of fifteen years,—I mean, when
theyare orphans, or rather, bereft of their father,—for a mother
would have no authority, neither any of the kindred on the

mother’s side. In default of a father, their brother gives

them in marriage
;

if no brother, the nearest male relative on
the father’s side. Fathers, however, give their daughters in

marriage as soon as possible after the age of ten years,

thinking it a great sin to let a girl want a husband
;
where-

fore they hand them over at the age of ten or eleven to the

^

^ See Koran, Sura iv, where the actual relationship of brother and
sister, or foster-brother and sister, m a bar

;
but no mention is made of

the fictitious brother- and sister-hood of friends. This latter is, how-
ever, a well-established Sinhalese relationship. It is common to hear a
man say, “ M. is not my brother, but I call him-brother.”
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first that asks them, without making any bother, be he old

or young, man or boy
:
provided only there is little difference

in their quality, that is all they think of.

A man can leave his wife when he will, provided that she

agree (they call divorce Varicor^^ ;
otherwise, if she do not

consent, the man may stiU leave her, but would be obliged

to pay her jointure. But this does not happen, for what

displeasure soever the wife may feel, she will not ask for

her jointure, for that would be to her a reproach among

women. They would despise one of their sex who was so

mean-spirited and unworthy as to fear she could not get

other husbands
;
and, indeed, no one would court such a one :

so that public opinion prevents them enjoying what the law

ordains. The wife, too, can separate from her husband, pro-

vided he consents
;
otherwise not. This divorce, which is

very common among them, must be made in the presence of

witnesses, all or some of whom must be present when either

of the parties expresses a desire to marry another, otherwise

the Naybe would not perform the marriage. This is the

source of many quarrels, for full often, in a sudden choler,

they divorce each other by consent, and soon after one of

the parties rues it, and the other does not. Thus do they

frequently come before the judge ,
bringing their witnesses

to prove their divorces and marriages.

When the divorce is effected, the parties may marry again

when they like
;
and they can marry each other again as

before
;
but only three times, and no more, save when the

woman after three marriages has married another man, and

he has left her.^ As they are flighty in their notions about

1 M. vari-kurm. As to the Mohamedaix law, see Qanoon e Islam, pp.

145-7
;
Hughes, p. 182.

2 ‘‘Ye may divorce your wives twice But if the husband

divorce her a third time, she shall not be lawful for him again, until

she marry another husband. But if he also divorce her, it shall be no

crime in them if they return to each other, if they think they can

observe the ordinances of God” {Koran, Sura ii).
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marriage, it often happens that, after three marriages and

three divorces between the same parties, they wish to come

together again, and are prevented by the law. But hear now

the means they contrive. Vile and abject beings are found

who, for a money consideration, contract a marriage with the

woman, and sleep a night with her, but without touching her

(for she would not suffer him, and it is so understood)
;
next

day he swears that he has had her company, and then two

or three days after he quits her in the presence of witnesses.

By this means the letter of the law is obeyed, and, three

months after, the former pair are married afresh. The highest

ladies in the land are constrained to go through the same

business in like case. These middlemen are called Medu;piry^

as who should say “ middle husband’'
;
they are held in great

contempt even of the common people, as infamous crea-

tures without honour or conscience. It is a grievous slander

even to be called Medu piry. Even if it happens by chance

that a man marries a woman already divorced three times,

and after awhile he leaves her, and her old husband takes

her to wife again, he would be greatly offended, as having

been got to take the part of a med%t piry, and his honour

would be gone, did he not avenge himself. For the rest,

they cannot make use of a medw 'piry more than twice^: after

that they cannot marry together again
;
and it is to be noted

that there is no expense in the wedding or in presents when

the same parties are remarried. So it is, by these frequent

1 If such a custom were known in Ceylon, the “middle husband”

would be called by an almost identical name, viz., mada pirimi. That
he was designated by a Maidive, and not an Arabic, term, shows, as

the fact would seem, that the feigned marriage was a legal fiction in-

vented at the Maldives.

2 As the medu piry marriage was the fourth, after three marriages

with the first husband, a second medu piry marriage would imply that

the lady had gone through the marriage ceremony at least eight times
;

she could then be married three times more to her first husband, and
only then would the law step in and put an end.
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divorces they marry many a time, and change marvellously

often. A man may in his life have had eighty wives and

more
;
among others, the Pandiare, who died shortly after

I resided at the islands, had as many as a hundred. In like

manner the wives have a vast number of husbands
;

but,

far from that being imputed to them for any kind of blame,

they are prouder the oftener they have changed husbands; and

when they are courted they tell the number, names, and

quality of their former husbands as a high recommendation.

ISTor are they less esteemed by their gallants, but rather

more
;
and less is thought of one who is still a virgin than of

one who is no longer so, except it be by the king and the

great lords. Yet, notwithstanding this common changing,

you will find men and women who remain for a long time

together, by reason that they love and cherish each other

more than all the world.

After the dissolution of the marriage by divorce or death,

the women cannot marry again quite so soon. When a husband

dies, four months and ten days are ordained for the widow to

mourn him
;
and then, to marry again, it suiBBces not for

the woman to say off-hand that her husband is dead, for she

must prove his death by three witnesses, who speak to the

time, manner, and cause thereof. If, however, the husband

were absent from the kingdom, and the wife had nothing of

his, she could remarry a year after. So in divorce is there

a time prescribed : for the woman must certify that since

the separation she has had her courses three times, and she

must wait till then ere she marries again. This is done to

avoid the uncertain status of the issue, if she should be with

child. Wherefore the Pandiare or Naybe informs himself

particularly of this, and has the womau'who desires to marry

examined by three other women of the same parish and of

good repute
;
and in addition he makes her swear that she

has had her courses three times.
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Burial is with them called Calbalolan} and is a matter of

much consideration, as to which they are highly superstitious.

First of all, the dead body is washed by six men
;

if it is a

woman, by six women. They use more than a hogshead of

water in the washing, and say certain prayers the while;

this done, they cover it with cotton, and shroud it with two

cloths of white cotton, the one over the other, placing the

right hand upon the ear and the left along the side. They

place it in a coffin of Candou wood, laid upon the right side,

until the time for burial comes.^ The women of the family and

of the neighbourhood assemble and bewail the corpse, telling

all the praises of the deceased. The six men and six women
are public officers, and they must be good people and with-

out reproach; for if they were proved to be otherwise, they

would lose their offices. These they buy for money of the

king, and they have besides to give a sum of money to their

comrades, which is divided among them. Their earnings are

for the common stock, and are equally divided among the six

men and six women, whether it be a man or woman (who is

dead), and whether the men or the women have had most

work. When the body is taken away these women set up

the most fearful crying and yelling, and continue their wail-

ing throughout the obsequies. The body is borne to the

grave by six of the kindred or best friends, the place having

been chosen and arranged by the deceased in his lifetime;’

for these people take such thought for their burial, that from

1 M. valuldrij Sin. valalanavd, “ to bury”.

2 As will be seen, he says of the actual burial only that the body is

laid with the face toward Mecca : the posture of the body here de-

scribed would, of course, be unchanged. The Prophet’s body, it should

be remenabered, lies, or is supposed to lie, stretched at full length on

the right side, with the right palm supporting the right cheek, the face

fronting Mecca, as Moslems are always buried, and, consequently, the

body lies with the head almost due w;ast and the feet due east”

(Burton, Pilgr.^ vol. ii, ch. 2). At the'i'faldives the body would thus
be laid with the head to the north, the f ^et to the south.
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the time they marry and have the means, they make ready

with great care all the req^uisites for their burial—the place,

the coffin, stones for the tomb, folding sheets, and so on.

They even put aside and collect little by little the money

required for that occasion, and would sooner die of hunger

than touch it. This fund they call Cajpon} Each of them, too,

has two suits, of the richest he can afford, according to his

quality, which are worn at the festival Ydu, and then pre-

served in their boxes, as I have said, against the day of their

burial, to be then placed upon their coffin. These suits are

afterwards divided among the priests of the temple. The

relatives and friends accompany the corpse, together with a

large number of people not invited, who walk on all sides of

the body confusedly, and without order. From the house to

the place of burial they scatter over the road lolys^ (which

are little shells, of which I shall speak in their place), to the

end that the poor may collect them and make a profit. They

bring also a quantity of packages of rice and millet, which

they distribute on the way to the poor. They cut also a

large number of small bits of gold and silver, according to

the wealth of the deceased and his heirs, who put their

several shares in little pieces of cloth and give to the chief

officiating minister, whether Pandiare, Naybe, or Catibe, tq

distribute among all the others who have assisted in praying

for the deceased
;
but all do not share in this, for it belongs,

say they, to the clergy only. Sometimes others take it if

they like : this depends upon the wealth of the deceased and

his heirs. Before the body walks a man with a bottle full

of water, scented with aromatic flowers
;
this he sprinkles

over all he meets along the road, which is neatly swept and

brushed from the house to the mosque at which the burial is

to be. For this duty this person receives a piece of silk or

new cotton, according to the means of the deceased; as also

* M. loli^ “ cowries”.1 M. kafun.
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do the six who bear the body.^ The burial of the nobles and

the rich is usually in the cemeteries around the mosques,

where ground is bought dearly enough : except when they

have themselves built the mosque, in which case they are

wont to reserve a site for themselves and their family adjoin-

ing the mosque; and this is the most honourable place. This

money is distributed, with other like profits, among the priests

of the mosque
;
for besides the Moudins, every mosque has a

certain number of other priests called Quiauany^ who are

maintained for the service of the temple and cemetery out of

the funds settled by the builders of the temple. These in-

cumbencies are very honourable, and are even bought. Only

those of that temple can perform the funeral service at a

burial there, not those of another. Yet some people desire to

have a large number of priests at their funeral, and then

those of the temple call in as many as are wanted from the

neighbouring mosques. These priests chant continually

during the three hours the ceremony lasts. Over the hole of

the grave a large coverlet of silk or cotton is stretched, until

it is filled up and the interment completed
;

it then goes to

1 Christopher witnessed the funeral of the grandmother of Sultan

Muhammad ’Im^d-ud-dfn, who ascended the throne in 1835, and
thus describes it:—“The body was conveyed to the mosque, where
prayers were read over it. The men who carried her coffin walked on
cowries, which (to the value of 100 rupees) were strewed on the road

from the house. As the procession moved on, handfuls of the small

copper coin (50 of which go to a rupee) were scattered, for which the

lower orders of the people kept up a scramble, very much out of cha-

racter with the occasion, and ill-according with the rest of the scene.

All the men were attired in full costume, consisting of a red waist-

cloth with black and white borders, and a head-piece corresponding to

it, both of native manufacture. At the burial, a gaudy canopy of

various colours, supported on four poles, was elevated over the body,
and the Fatha was read. After a temporary hut had been erected over
the grave for the readers of the Koran, the company adjourned to the
Sultan’s palace, to partake of a dinner prepared for them” (T, Bo, Geo.

Soc,, i, 63).

2 M. kiyaveni (he-kalun),, z.e., “ readers”
;
kiyavdn^ “ to read”.
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the Moudin. Upon and around the grave they strew a quan-

tity of fine white sand. When they lay the body within,

they turn the face in the direction of the sepulchre of

Mahomet, and then cover it with white sand, and sprinkle it

with water from a bottle, by way of refreshing it, and over

the grave they lay a large cotton sheet. After that, the

relatives, who have brought a quantity of food, give to all the

assistants to eat thereof.

When it is a great lord, there is no more ceremony, save

that the chanting continues longer, even for the space of a

year
;
and day by day dishes of meats are sent to the place,

along with some betel : these are taken by the Moudin. If

it be a king or queen, this continues during the life of the

heir. For the rest, prayers are said for the deceased night

and day until the third Friday after the burial
;
and most

frequently the priests chant and eat their meals at the tomb

itself, where there is a hut erected for the purpose : this is

taken away at the conclusion of the service, on the third

Friday after the funeral. At the close they have a great

feast, to which they invite all the kindred and friends, along

with the priests and Moudins, saying that they are then des-

patching the soul of the defunct to Paradise. On that day

they place at the two ends of the grave, two stones of the

same size, and fixed upright, high or low, according to the

quality of the dead person. Upon these they engrave the

name of the deceased and his praises. Every year, on the

same day, they have a similar feast, with the same ceremonies,

in the courtyard of the dead person’s house, or in that of his

principal heir, in a hut just like the former one.^ In short,

the expense in all this is often so great that their means

are exhausted. Every year, at the festival of the dead, they

^ “ They are careful, in erecting tombstones over their lost relatives,

to preserve the date of their death, the anniversary of which is observed

by almsgiving and prayer on the part of the surviving members of

the family” (T. Bo, Geo. Soc.^ i, 63).
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place ‘Some fresh white sand on the grave, and burn a quan-

tity of perfumes and incense. Such as have the means, leave

funds in the hands of certain persons in trust to keep their

graves covered with white sand, to tend them every morning,

and to keep them enclosed with littlewooden posts and rails, so

that none may tread thereon
;
for they have a horror of tread-

ing on ground wherein anyone is buried, and take care not to

do so, deeming that the dead would feel insulted, and that it

is a great sin. Some sepulchres they hold sacred, and at

them keep many lamps burning continually.^ Moreover,

they hold in great reverence the bones of the dead, and when

they are digging a grave, or on other occasion discover any,

no one, not even the Pandiare or the Catibes, would dare to

touch them but with a cloth; wherefore they never bury two

bodies in the same place.

I have never observed that they used any mourning gar-

ments, or other than their ordinary
;
only this, that the kins-

men, on the way to a funeral, take off their turbans and

walk bareheaded, and so continue for that day and some

1 “ A remarkable object on the island is a tomb erected over the

remains of a person who is regarded by the natives as the most eminent

of their saints. The building, which is surmounted by a cupola and a

short spire, is thirty feet high
;
the gate, over which a lantern is placed,

is of copper network” {T, Bo, Geo. Soc,^ i, 63). Christopher also men-

tions tombs at the S.E. point of Male island as being specially sacred.

They are said to be of certain Persians who came in search of a

countryman (Tabriz, or from Tabriz), who is believed to have reintro-

duced Mahomedanism after the expulsion of the Portuguese. Only

two out of about sixty tombs were legible, and these were dated a.h.

994 (A.D. 1677), more than a century after the Portuguese conquest,

and more than forty years after the last abortive Portuguese attack,

viz., under Ferreira Belliago in 1632. They might possibly be the

tombs of some heroes who took part in the repulsion of the Portuguese

on this last occasion. That anyone buried in the seventeenth century

had anything to do with the re-establishment of Islam is, of course,

palpably absurd
;
for although one at least of the Portuguese armadas

contained a posse of padres with missionary intention, the faith of

Mahomed was never in peril. Possibly Pyrard refers to some of the

older tombs in the same locality.
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days thereafter, if so minded
;
for there is no fixed time

; and,

moreover, they abstain from chewing betel.

Such as are slain in battle against men of a contrary faith

are buried without ceremony, in their own clothes, on the

spot where they have been slain. No prayers are said for

them, for they are deemed sanctified and blessed, and are

called Chaydes^ and in fact are invoked in time of affliction.

They never transport a corpse from one island to another

;

even were it the king, he is buried where he dies.^

If, haply, one of them dies at sea, the body is washed and

prepared for burial, with all the ceremonies aforesaid
;

it is

placed in a coffin fixed upon three or four pieces of Candou

wood, so that it may continue afloat, and then is cast into

the sea. In the coffin they put some money, according to

their means, with a writing mentioning the religion of the

dead man, and entreating those who may meet with it to

take the money and to bury the body honourably: this

have I seen done many a time.

CHAPTEE XIII.

Of the foron of their wpiparel, of their manner of living, ordi-

nary exercises, and other peculiar customs which they

observe in their conduct

As for their garments, see how they apparel themselves.

First, the men bind all round their private parts a broad

band of cloth, lest in coming or going, or in doing some work,

these should be discovered. Over this they wear a small

cotton cloth, dyed blue or red or some other colour, reaching

only as far as the knees. Above this they wear a large cloth

of cotton, or silk, if they be at all rich and well off; this

reaches to the ankles, and is belted with a fine square ker-

^ Ar. Slialud (i.e„ “ martyrs”)
;
M. SaMdu, * See ivfra, ch. xxiii.

M
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chief, embroidered with gold and silk; this is folded in three,

drawn round the loins, and tied in front. Then, for braver

adornment, they add a little piece of silk of divers colours,

fine as crape or gauze, and short, not reaching further than

the mid thigh
;
and after all this they gird themselves with

Young Girl and, old Man.

a large silken sash, like their turbans, with pretty fringes,

the ends whereof they let hang down in front.^ In this

1 Compare Mr. BelPs description of the Maldivian male attire at the

present day :
—“ The ordinary dress of the men consists of short drawers

(M. haruvdlu)^ a cloth wrapped round the waist, after the Sinhalese

fashion (M. mundu)^ and a plain handkerchief twisted over the head

(M. rumd). On board their vessels, and in foreign parts, some don a
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girdle, which serves them for a purse, they keep their money
and their betel on the left side, while on the right they carry

their knife, by which they lay great store
;
every one carries

it, not excepting even the king himself. These knives are

exceedingly well made, all of excellent steel,—for they have

not the invention of blending iron with steel. Men of means
have the haft and sheath all of carved and worked silver. At
the upper end of the sheath is a silver buckle, from which

hangs a little chain, also of silver, to which is attached a

tooth-pick and an ear-pick, and other little implements.

Other folks, who cannot afford to have them so costly, use a

sheath of carved wood and a haft of fish-bone, either of whale

or other marine animal : for they like not to wear the bone of

any land animal. They are careful of these knives, and would

not consider themselves to be properly dressed without

their knife at the waist
;
and there is none, how vile or mean

soever, but wears it : it is their means of defence.'^ Other

arms none is allowed to bear. It is only the soldiers and

thin shirt, generally white (M. kuru Uhds)^ and Turkish waistcoat (M.

saduriyd), which, with the peculiar coarse blue waistcloth edged with

red, and the red handkerchief, mark a Maldivian at once among other

races. The upper orders, and those who have been the Haj, wear, besides

the waistcloth (particularly on Fridays, when attending mosque), a

kind of long dressing gown (M. digu libds), reaching to the ankles,

somewhat similar to those w’orn by Mahomedan priests in Ceylon.

The dress of the men, as minutely described by Fyrard, must formerly

have been richer and more elaborate, including the use of turbans, silk

scarfs, silver chains, and fancy knives. No Maldivian mot of the priest-

hood now ventures to wear a turban (M. fagudi) in the royal presence

or island, this head-dress being retained by the Sultan exclusively”

{Report^ 55). See also Christopher {T. Bom. Geo. Soc.^ i, 58). For Ibn

Batuta’s description, see App. A.
^ “ Ordinary Maidive waist knives (vali), chastely inlaid with silver

and mother-of-pearl, leave nothing to be desired in portability and

serviceableness, whilst for shape and handsome finish the larger silver-

mounted knife-dagger with ivory handle {JiyoM)^ worn exclusively by
grandees and soldiers, is unique. Knife handles are carved from kuradi

wood, black coral (endiri)^ and whale’s teeth (hodu-mas daiy (Bell,

Report^ 88).
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king^s officers who may; nor they, indeed, save when they

are in the service of the king at Mal4, or elsewhere on his

commissions. These have usually at their side a waved

dagger called a (7m, which comes from Achen in Sumatra,

from Java, and China. When they walk in the street they

also bear a drawn sword in one hand, in the other a buckler

or else a javelin. The soldiers have another peculiar mark,

and that is, they wear their hair long, done up all together

and tied in a large bunch.^ Their chief bravery is to wear

all around their waist many silver chains; and every person

of any substance, be he man or woman, boy or girl, likes to

have them, but always in number according to their means

and quality. In these they lay out all their treasure, and

usually destine them to pay the expense of their obsequies.

But it is only the great nobles or foreigners who may wear

them above their clothes and let them be seen : all others wear

them concealed beneath
;
yet they must needs have them to

talk about and to display in private. The rest of the body from

the waist upwards is left naked,—I mean by the common folk

;

for the gentlemen of quality do not so
;
and yet on festival

days they put on their doublets and gowns of cotton or silk,

fastened with buttons of gilded copper
;
for they durst not

have them of gold, that being for the king only.^ These

gowns are of divers colours, but all have borders of white

and blue. The sleeves reach only to the elbow; for they say

that if they were to come to the wrist, as with us, they would

not have the free use of their arms. Along with these are

worn coloured drawers, close-fitting and covering the body

from the waist to the ankles, where they are fastened also

1 3\Ir, Bell states that the men now, without exception, shave the

head (Report^ p. 55). The long hair of the soldiers described by Pyrard

would seem to be a relic of Sinhalese custom. Every Sinhalese man,

even at the present day, wears his hair long, and tied in a bunch at the

back of the head.

2 The wearing of gold ornaments is still confined to the Sultan and

those of royal blood.
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with gilt buttons. The nobles don these doublets and gowns
every day. There are others, a great number, who on festival

days wear no doublets, but use another sort of bravery,

which is this: they pound some sandal and camphor, or other

odorous wood, on very smooth stones brought from the main-

land; that they mix with distilled essence of flowers, and

then with the paste so made cover all the body from the

waist upwards, describing with their finger all sorts of

patterns, according to their fancy. They appeared to me like

slashed and patterned doublets
;
and the scent was very pleas-

ing. Sometimes they paste on themselves flowers, the fairest

and sweetest to be found. It is their wives and lady friends

who deck them in this sort, figuring upon their backs such

designs and flourishes as they fancy. This kind of bravery

is exceedingly common
;
but they dare not present themselves

in this guise before the king nor in his palace.^

Those who have been to Arabia, and have visited the

sepulchre of Mahomet at Mecca, are held in high respect by

all the world, whatever be their rank, and whether they be

poor or rich
;
and, indeed, a great number of the poor have

been there. These have peculiar privileges : they are called

Agy^\ and in order to be recognised and remarked among

the others, they all wear very white cotton frocks, and on

their heads little round bonnets, also white, and carry beads

in their hands without crosses
;
and when they have not the

means to maintain themselves in this attire, the king or the

nobles supply them, and fail not to do so.

All wear on their heads turbans of red, or chequered of

divers colours. Most people have these of silk
;
but such as

cannot afford silk, of the finest cotton. The soldiers and

officers of the king wear them arranged in a style not per-

1 This practice seems to have died out. See below, ch. xxvii, where

it seems this mode of adornment was practised by the Samorin of Calicut.

2 According to Professor Robertson Smith (Yule’s Glossary^ s.v. “Had-

gee”), the correct Ar. for one who has made the pOgrimage is liajj

;

but the incorrect form hajji is used by the Turks and Persians, and, as

appears here, by the Maldivians.
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rnitted to others, most frequently tying round their heads

the broidered kerchiefs of which I have spoken, and other

things which the rest may not wear. Their hair, which is

long like the women’s here, is not concealed by the turban.

All go barefooted, and most often barelegged. Neverthe-

less, at their homes they use a kind of slippers or sandals^ of

wood
;
and when a person of greater quality comes to visit

them, tliey put off these sandals and remain barefooted.

Maidive Woman.

As for the women, first of all they have a large coloured

cloth of cotton or silk, which covers them from the waist to

the ankles, and serves as a petticoat. Above this they wear
a robe of taffetas, or of very fine cotton, but very long, reach-

ing to the feet, and with blue and white borders. To give a

notion of its shape, I cannot better describe this robe than

^ .Called mara vcili
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by comparing it to the chemises which the women here

wear. It is a little open round the neck, and fastened with

two little gilt buttons, and likewise open at the throat in

front, but no further at the breast
;
so that when they want

to give suck to their babes, they have to lift these robes,

without, however, making any exposure below, which is

saved by the petticoat cloth of which I have spoken. Their

arms are charged with heavy bracelets of silver, sometimes

from the wrist up to the elbow
;
some of them have them

mixed with tin, chiefly the poor, while the rest have them of

fine and massive silver, in such sort that some of them carry

as much as three or four pounds of silver on their arms.

In addition, they have the silver chains round the waist,

which are not seen, save sometimes when the robe is very

transparent. Around the neck all women of means and

quality have a number of gold chains, to which are threaded

some pieces of gold money from Arabia or the mainland.^

Their hair is plaited, and sometimes they add a false

peruke to make the bunch seem larger : this is of men’s hair,

for the women never cut theirs
;

it is covered with a gold

netting, which the great ladies stud with precious stones.

At their ears they wear as rich pendants as they can afford,

but of a different sort from those worn in these parts
;
for

mothers bore their daughters’ ears at a tender age, not only

at one place in the lobe, but at several places all along the

cartilage, and insert cotton thread to keep the holes open, in

^ “ Like the Sinhalese, the women wear a waistcloth, generally of

native manufacture, coarse in texture, the ground of a chocolate colour,

relieved by black and white stripes (M. feliya). The upper part of the

body is covered by a loose-fitting, red-coloured jersey reaching to the

knees, short sleeved, and edged at the neck with silver tinsel lace (M.

lihds)^ whilst round the high-worn Tconde is twisted a handkerchief

matching the libds in colour, the tout ensemble forming a very becoming

and picturesque costume. A profusion of bangles, with necklace,

ear-rings, and other ornaments, deck the person. The use of gold

trinkets is no longer rigidly restricted to women of quality” (Bell,

Report

j

55).
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order, when they grow np, to fix therein golden clasps, to the

nnmher of twenty-four in the two ears. The front of the

clasp is commonly adorned with a precious stone or a pearl.

Besides these, there is in the lobe of the ear another pendant

of a peculiar shape. When the women walk in the street

by night or day, though it is but rarely they go forth by day,

they wear a veil over the head. This, however, they take

off in the presence of the queens and princesses, or even of

ladies of higher quality than themselves,—not, however, before

men, nor even before the king : on the contrary, that is the

time to conceal themselves, when they think they are ob-

served of men.^

I have said that they wear gold chains at the neck and

precious stones in their ear-pendants; but it is to be re-

marked that no one, be it man or woman, saving a prince or

a great noble, would dare to wear either rings or precious

stones, bracelets or necklets, ear-rings or gold chains, without

the permission of the king in the case of men, or of the queens

in the case of women, and granted by letter. This permis-

sion is bought for ready money, unless given gratuitously, as

is often the case to women. Only the queens and princesses

may wear bracelets and rings of gold on the arms or legs

;

but other ornaments they may use of gold : and although the

toe-rings and anklets may be of silver, such may not be

worn but on payment of a certain sum, saving by those of

high quality and birth
;
nor may any but the queens wear

rings except op. the thumb. The princesses and great ladies

may wear them on the middle finger and the other two,

with permission, but the men only on the thumb. So each

knows his own rank and quality, and what he may use in

1 “ The liberty enjoyed by the women is remarkable. Though their

apartments are considered strictly private, they are not kept from the

view of strangers, nor now debarred from openly walking abroad un-

veiled in the daytime. Even now (however) Maldivian ladies of the

upper classes do not walk, but pay their visits in closed palanquins”

(Bell, Report^ 62).
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tlie way of ornament, himself and his wife, and there is no

confusion in these matters. For instance, if any man’s wife

who was not aforetime accustomed to much finery began to

adorn herself more, or a man were to wear finger-rings,

—

albeit in this they were not exceeding their rights,—they

would be taxed more heavily for that, excepting the ojfficers

of the king and of the queens, who pay no tax, and except-

ing also the inhabitants of Male.^ These, however, are sub-

ject to other charges and to many extraordinary expenses.

Strangers and their wives have the privilege of dressing as

they please, and of wearing any ornaments or bravery with-

out permission, in like manner as the -great princes and the

king himself
;
and in many other things I have remarked

that strangers have many rights and privileges denied to the

natives of the country. So, too, the Pandiare, the Naybes,

and Catibes, as well of Mal4 as of the other islands, many dress

and adorn themselves as they will, and are not constrained

by laws as others are in this respect. But to return to our

discourse : the women are careful in dressing and adorning

themselves with propriety, in bathing every day, in anoint-

ing their hair with scented oil, and in perfuming themselves.

They have also a custom of colouring their feet and finger-

nails red. It is the country notion of beauty. It is done

with the sap of a certain tree,^ and endures till the nail

grows again, and then they do it afresh. And in truth they

seemed to be pretty and engaging enough, as much by reason

that they are neatly dressed as that they are well formed,

of good figures, and winsome ways; albeit they are of an

olive skin, for the most part, although you will find many

brunettes, and many quite fair, just as in these parts.®

1 The people of Mal6 are still free of taxation (Bell, Report^ 67

;

Christopher, 2\ Bom. Geo, 5bc., i, 60).

2 The juice of the Eastern privet, Lawsonia (M. hind)^ taken from the

leaf ; Pyrard mentions it later as innafa (hmd-fai) ; fai= leaf”.

3 The women are short, usually of a more olive colour than the men,

much resembling, in this respect, the fair-skinned Kandyans, with
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The people at large, as well men as women, have many

peculiar customs in their ways of life and deportment. First,

they never eat together unless they are of the same quality

and condition : it is dishonourable even to be at the same

table with an inferior : so they never meet to feast together

except at the religious festivals already described. If, how-

ever, they wish to entertain their friends, they cause to be

prepared at their houses a large dish containing many

courses, which is served up on a large round table with a

cover of taffetas, and sent to the house of the person to be

entertained : this is esteemed a great honour. When they

are at home, they like not that others should see them eat,

wherefore they retire to the back of the house, and let down

all their screens and curtains towards the front, so as not to

be seen. They say prayers before meals, and likewise before

going forth. They have no other table but the floor of the

house, covered with a neat little mat, on which they sit cross-

legged. Linen they use not at all
;
but, to avoid soiling their

mats, they use large banana leaves, whereon they place their

food, and others in front of these to serve as ashets.^ They

take their food so nicely that they spill nothing, not even a

drop of water, though they wash the mouth before and after

dinner in basins served on purpose. The vessel used is of

earthenware like that of Fayance,^ fashioned in the native

style, and imported from Cambaye
;

or else it is of China

porcelain, which is very common, and used by almost all.

But they use not any plate of earthenware or of porcelain,

saving one kind of round box, polished and lacquered, with

a cover of the same
;

it is manufactured in the island. When
closed, this box is covered with a square piece of silk of

oval-shaped faces, regular features, aud shapely figures. Clean and

healthy in appearance, they are generally good-looking, some decidedly

pretty” (Bell, Report, 55).

^ I may be permitted to use the common Scotch form of the French

assiette,

2 I.e,, the coloured ware called after Faenza, 18 m. S.W. of Ravenna.
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about tlie same size, wliicli is worked in various styles of

needlework and of all colours.^ Even the poorest use these

covered dishes, for the boxes cost but little. Their use is by

reason of the ants, which exist in such wondrous multitude

that they swarm everywhere, and it is difi&cult to keep any-

thing from being incontinently covered with them. The

people are so careful in their feeding, that they would not

taste any food upon which has dropped a fly or an ant, or

any other little creature, or the least dirt
;

in such case

they would give it to the birds. They would not think of

giving it to the poor, for they give to them nothing but what

they would care to eat themselves, and prepared as for them-

selves. On this subject I have remarked that when the

poor come to their doors, they make them enter the house

and enjoy the same cheer as themselves, holding them to be

as much the servants of God as they are. But to return to

their ways of life, and to the utensils used at table. The

greatest nobles have no other vessels, nor more costly than

the rest, and use only the one already described. Although

they could well afford vessels of gold and silver if they

liked, yet their law forbids it, and for that reason they use

them not. If haply their vessel should be a little cracked,

they eat no longer thereout, putting it aside as polluted. No

spoons are used either for eating rice or honey, nor even for

liquids such as broth or gruels, neither there nor in the rest

of India, but everything is taken with the fingers, which

they are accustomed to do so neatly and dexterously that

nothing is soiled. It is with them the greatest possible

incivility, and very blameworthy, to let drop anything while

1 These lacquered wooden dishes {kurandi) are mentioned by Mr.

Bell {Report^ 88). He has had a set of cups, saucers, and plates of this

work presented to him, and reports them pretty. Although Pyrard

(u. 5., p. 114) mentions a potter caste, the Maldivians seem to have done

little in this line, earthenware being among the imports from Portuguese

India (Correa, Lendas^ i, 341 ;
BeU, Report, 97). See also Ibn Bat.,

App. A.
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eating. During the meal none present would dare to spit

or cough : he must rise and go out to do that. Nothing they

abhor, or consider so indecent and undignified, as spitting.

In eating they never use the left hand, by reason that it is

used for another purpose. They like to eat a half-ripe coco-

nut when they begin their meal, and to drink its water,

deeming it very healthy, and a laxative for the bowels. For

the rest, all eat with much greediness and in great haste,

holding it the best manners not to tarry at their food. More-

over, if they are (eating) in company they utter not a word

one to another. To drink during a meal is bad manners

:

they never do so, and mock us for the habit
;
but after eatmg

their bellyful, they drink once. Their commonest beverage

is coco-milk; or coco-wine drawn the same day. They have

also two other sorts of a more choice nature
;
the one is a

warm drink composed of water and coco-honey with some

pepper (much used in their other food, and called Pasone^)

and another grain called Cahoa^
;
the other is cold and more

delicate, being made of coco-sugar dissolved in water. But

these drinks are for the king and the great lords, or for the

solemn banquets at their festivals. They drink out of copper

cups, exceeding handsome and craftily worked, which also

have covers. After meat, when they have washed, a portion

of betel is served in place of dessert, for fruits are served

along with the meat. Most part of them have no fixed hour

for their meals
;
they eat at all hours of the day when the

fancy takes them, even the great lords and ladies.^ The

^ The M. is ase-mirus; the Sin. for pepper, generally, is miris^ the

variety being shown by an affix. Mr. Bell thinks Pyrard’s initial “p” is

an error
;
he cannot otherwise account for it.

2 7.e., coffee
;
Ar. kahwa. For the varied history of the word, see

Yule’s Glossary. Coffee does not grow at the Maldives
;
this would

therefore be the real berry of Mocha or Yemen, where alone it was

grown in quantity in those days, and not Ceylon coffee reshipped from

Aden, as the most genuine of our Mocha is said now to be.

3 Mr. Bell confirms this, and adds: “ The.usual meal of the natives

consists of rice, often only half boiled, mixed with a few chopped
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women and girls prepare the meals and look to the cooking,

and not the men. The greatest insult that can he passed

upon a man is to call him cisdy}—that is to say, '"cook”; and

if any are found to be addicted to it (and there are some,

chiefly among the grandees, who find that they can cook

better than the women), they are mocked and despised of all

men, in such sort that they are looked upon as women,

rather than men: they even durst not associate but with

women, nor engage in other exercises; so no difficulty is

made in leaving them with the females.^

When they require to slay any animal for food there is

much mystery in the matter. They cut the throat, turning

themselves towards the sepulchre of Mahomet, and say

their prayers, and after quitting their hold of the animal,

or throwing it down, they touch it not again till it be quite

dead; and should any touch it sooner, they would cast

away the flesh and would not eat of it. Nor is this all : the

throat must be cut at a certain place only, otherwise none

would eat of it
;
nor does everyone know of that place, but

chiefly it is known to the priests and Moudins. They who

take in hand to slay an animal should be elders, and not boys :

they should be fathers of children themselves. I have been

amused to observe, at the common business of killing a

chillies, a little fish, ‘ fish sugar’, and scraped coco-nut. This they con-

sume in silence, even when eating in company, and with a haste

that savours of greediness. A draught of water closes the repast”

{Report^ 66).

1 “ The contemptuous term sidU applied to men who descend to this

menial service, retains its old force” (Bell, Report^ 56). The word is

not to be derived from a Sinhalese source
;
Mr. Bell is inclined to think

that it means merely “negro slave”, the term “ Sidf” being applied

generally in 'Western India to East African negroes. The Zanzibar

negroes on our men-of-war are still known as “ Sidi-boys”. See Yule

and Burnell, Glossary, s. v. “ Seedy”.

3 The suggestion here, which is obvious, seems to confirm Mr. Bell’s

derivation; the negro slaves at the Maldives would be generally,

or at least frequently, eunuchs.
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fowl, how they run about a whole island to find a man wlio

knows how to do it,—ay, and who will be willing, for they

refrain from the job as much as they cand When they skin

a fowl they throw away the skin, neck, back, and entrails,

and eat the rest.

In all their actions they are scrupulous and superstitious,

even in the smallest matters. After sleeping, whether by day

or night, they fail not, as soon as they awake, to bathe their

eyes and face, and rub them with oil, putting some black

stuffs upon the eyelashes and eyebrows
;
nor would they dare

to speak or to say good-day to anyone ere they had done all

that. They are very particular in cleaning their teeth, and

are further of opinion that the red colour of the betel and

areca, which they are continually chewing, is good for them
;

so that they all have red teeth by reason of the betel-chew-

ing, and they deem it a beauty. They carry betel always on

them in the folds of their waist, and it would be a dishonour

to a man to be found wanting it
;
it is the custom, when they

meet one another on the road, each to give of his own.

They bathe many times a day, not only when they list, but

as their religion requires
;
and when they enter a temple they

bathe the extremities, as I have said : this, in their language,

is called wulos? So, too, after making water, or otherwise

obeying nature, they wash their parts with the left hand,

or else bathe the whole body (this is called hinan^), with

divers forms and ceremonies proper to the several festivals.

So, when they bathe in public, as is their wont, it is well seen

why they are bathing,—as, for example, when they have had

the society of their wives, whether by day or night, you see

them plunge the head three times under water : this is exceed-

1 A probable, though very slight, trait of former Buddhism.
2 See also Ibn Bat. They call it galadun.

3 Ar. wudu or wuzu, “I’his consists in washing the hands, mouth,

nostrils, face, arms, as high as the elbow, the right first, each three

times
;
and then the upper part of the head, the beard, ears, neck, and

feet each once” (Lane, Ar. Soc., 11).

^ M. hindn^ to bathe
;
Sin. nanda.
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ing indecent. Wlien they are seated in any place, others must

take care to pass behind them, for to do otherwise would be

held a great indignity, and would bring about some untoward

result
;
but if it is necessary to go in front of another, the one

who does so crouches full low, and holds his hands down to

the ground, saying Assa,^ as who should say, ‘‘ Be not dis-

pleased.” It is a grave indiscretion for one seated in the

presence of others to swing the legs
;
they are much offended

at it, and hold it to be a sign of bad luck and a piece of bad

manners. So, when they set out on any voyage, they like not

to meet or touch any person
;
and if aught untoward or unfor-

tunate should happen, they will lay it at the door of him who

touched them. Above all, when they go a-fishing, one must

not salute them nor give them good-day.^ From sunset on

Thursday until three or four o’clock on the following day,

they suffer none to take anything from their houses
;
should

it be their greatest friend or their father who would borrow

anything, they would not* lend it then, nor would they give

ujp anything which another had sent to demand, even if it

did not belong to them
;
nevertheless, they make no business

about receiving anything or admitting anything to their

houses at that time. I have noted as worthy of praise that

when they have disputes and quarrels, or are at enmity, they

refrain above all things from abusing the food and drink

which they may have received from one another; if any should

do so, all would vent their anger upon him.

When at sea, if they are caught by contrary winds, by

calms, or by storms, they make vows to him who rules the

winds, who is called not God, but King
;
and there is no island

1 Probably a contraction of the Sin. avasai'a^ ‘‘leave” or ‘-per-

mission”, which word is used on precisely similar occasions in Ceylon.

Mr. Bell says the exprepsion seems to have died out, at least in the

northern atolls, the modern phrase being amuru-devvd, “ grant leave”.

2 See the interesting collection of Sinhalese omens on commencing a

work or a journey, given by S. Jayatilaka Mudaliyar in Ceylon As.

Soc. Jour., vii, 147-161
;
and Mr. Bell’s paper on Sin. customs con-

nected with Paddy cultivation, in the same journal for 1883.
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but has a siare} as they call it, which is a place dedicated

to the King of the winds, in a corner of the island remote

from the world, where those who have escaped from danger

1 The title of “king”, in place of “ god” of the winds, is, no doubt,

a concession to the monotheistic principles of Islam
;
and the passage

gives a curious insight into the primitive worship of the islanders. It

may first be observed that the powers of wind and sea are separately

worshipped, the Maldivian sailors having to contend not only with

monsoons but with currents
;
next, that the stage of culture when the

sea and wind are themselves the objects of worship has been passed,

and personal, if not anthropomorphic, deities have been conceived. As
to the character of the worship of the two kings, the author is not so

precise as might be wished. The proceedings at the siare (M. Ziydra,

Ar. Ziyarat, “ visitation”, in orthodox Mah. usage meaning, the visiting

of sacred places, as opposed to the Haj, and vulgarly the place so visited)

are by way of thanksgiving for safety, offered, it would seem, exclusively

to the king of the winds
;
the worship of the king of the sea is depreca-

tory, and it does not appear whether it is paid at the siai-e or elsewhere.

The worship of wind and sea is ancient and extensive. Cicero

writes: ‘‘ Ergo imbres, nimbi, procell se, turbines Dii putandi. Nostri

quidem duces, mare ingredientes, immolare hostiam fluctibus con-

sueverunt” (De Nat, Deor,,^ id, 20). Thus would a successful voyage

be secured while the elements were still uncertain. Both this method,

and the propitiatory ceremonies as employed by Mahomedans during

a storm, are well exemplified by Pere Dan in his description of the

Barbary pirates of the sixteenth century. The pirates’ wives would light

a little fire, in which they burned incense and myrrh
;
then they cut the

throat of a cock, sprinkling the blood in the fire. They scattered the

feathers to the wind and tore the body to pieces, casting most of it into

the sea (Dan, Hist, de Barharie, 1637, liv. m, c. iii). The pirates them-

selves appeased a storm as follows: first they sacrificed a sheep, disem-

bowelling it alive, casting one-half the body into the sea on the star-

board side, the other on the port. If this were unsuccessful, they would

next pour two barrels of oil on the water, one on each side of the ship.

This, as recent experiments have proved, would be efficacious for a time
;

but when the storm again prevailed, they placed lighted candles on all

their cannon, allowing them to burn out. This failing, one resource

only remained, never resorted to but in the last extremity
;
they con-

strained the wretched Christians, chained to the galley-benches, to

make vows to the Virgin, St. Nicholas, or some other saint, they cared

not which
!
(i&., liv. iii, c. vi). In no part of the world has this sea-

worship been so strongly marked as on the Guinea coast of Africa.

Bosman says : When it rages, and hinders us bringing our goods on
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come to make offering daily of little boats and ships

fashioned on purpose, and filled with perfumes, gums, flowers,

and odoriferous woods. The perfumes are set on fire, the

little boats are cast upon the sea, and float till they are

shore, when no ships have been there for a long time, and they im-

patiently wait for them,—on these occasions they make great offerings

to it, by throwing into it all sorts of goods. But the priests do not

much encourage this sort of sacrificing, by reason there happens no
remainder to be left for them”. {Pinkerton^ vol. xvi, p. 500). Snelgrave

describes the sacrifice of an old woman, who was fortunately picked up

by the English boats before the sharks got her (New Account of
Guinea^ pp. 101-105). The same practices survived to our own day; “ In

Bahome the Ocean has a special priest, who, at stated times, repairs to

the beach, and there begs the Ocean god not to be boisterous, throwing

in rice and corn, oil and beans, cloth, cowries, and other valuables.

Occasionally the king of Dahome offers a human victim, who is carried

in a hammock to a canoe, and thence delivered to the sharks” (Burton,

Dahome^ i, 141). The races of India proper are so little addicted to

navigation, that they contribute few instances of this worship
;
we find,

however, that at Carwar, on 'sight of the new moon in August, the

effigy of G-anesa “was carried in procession to the river’s side and

thrown into the river, upon which all rivers which have bars are

opened for navigation” (Alex. Hamilton, New Acct.^ i, 274-5). Further

east, among the Lampongs of Sumatra, we find the most ancient and

simple adoration of the sea itself. When the inland natives behold it

for the first time, they make it an offering of cakes and sweetmeats,

deprecating its power of doing them mischief (Marsden, Sumatra^ 256).

The sacrifice of a model boat, filled with perfumes, gums, etc., and

set on fire, described by Pyrard as a thank-offering, is, with the Malays

of Larut, resorted to, in almost identical form, as a means of enticing

away the evil spirits from a sick person (see Medical Hist, of the Laroot

Field Force.^ by Surgeon-Major Davie, in App. to Army Med, Hep,

1876, quoted in J. R. A, S., new series, vol. x, p. 202, note 2.

The sacrifice at the launch of a new ship still survives at the Maldives,

as described by Pyrard. “ On such occasions a small vessel, three or

four feet long, being decked out with flags, and having samples of the

various fruits of the island, is set adrift; should it be a, boat newly

built, other ceremonies are observed, accompanied with feasting, music,

etc. The miniature vessel is decorated with flowers, and her gunwales

are hung with fruits, for which, as soon as she enters the water, there

is a general scramble” (Christopher, in T, Bom, Geo, Soc,^ i, 75). Exactly

the same offering of a miniature canoe is made to Ganga Bandera, a
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burned, for they too catch the fire, and this, say they, that

the king of the winds may accept them. So, when they have

any difiaculty in launching their ships or galleys, they kill

some cocks and hens, and cast them into the sea in face of

the ship or boat which they desire to launch. Likewise

they believe in a king of the sea, to whom in like sort they

make prayers and ceremonies while on voyages
;
or when they

go a-fishing, they dread above all things to offend the kings

of the winds and of the sea. So, too, when they are at sea,

they durst not spit nor throw anything to windward for fear

lest he should be offended, and with like intent they never

look abaft. When I was in their boats, they were concerned

to see that I observed not these superstitions. All boats,

barques, and vessels are dedicated to these powers of the

winds and of the sea; and, indeed, they treat their boats

with as much respect as their temples, keeping them exceed-

ing clean, and abstaining from all filthy or indecent actions

on board. Likewise they hold in honour the kings of the

other elements (as they call them), as him of war, and pay

them all great ceremony.

They lay great store by certain charms, called Tauide}

malignant river-demon in Ceylon {Pridkam^ p. 1C5; cf. translation of

the poem “ Gangarohaniya”, in Ceylon Friend, 1879-80, p. 282). And
generally, see Qanoon e Islam, pp. 31, 99-101

;
Barbot, in CliurcMll,

vol. v, pp. 143, 344, 375).

Since writing the above, Mr. Bell informs me that some of this demon

worship exists in the southern atolls, though the natives are loth to give

him information on the subject. He has, however, obtained the names

of the following ten devils :—1, Gharaguginni Bannamdri (the “ king

of the winds”); 2, Nabajahdge
; 3, Aku-isanja’ javija

; 4, Lajjigavisa-

navi
; 6, Galigoti; 6, Jajjdlu

; 7, Habb6raza
; 8, Dihabdrajahi

; 9,

Kosmoydzabadu
; 10, Laggitii(fi. One of the last nine is probably the

king of the sea.

1 M. tavidu, Ar. td wiz. Sorcery is, with the Maldivians, fadita (Sin.

pandita)^ “ the learned (science)”. Mr. Bell (/. Ceyl. Br. E. A. JS., vii, 119)

gives two examples of these mantras from the southern atolls, remarking

that they come under the Sanskrit category of Stanibhana, or of Vihlds-

liana, i.e., intended to procure illicit intercourse and effect discord. The
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which they carry under their dress, enclosed in little boxes,

which the rich have made of gold or silver. They wear these

either on their arms, neck, or waist, or even at the feet;

first runs as follows: “Gada istiri vari tura’ kurdkan haivakaru abaku de
mihunge rdfa kurabai Jiadduru harruli nuvd giM hadili elagodi abu
gahani.” Translation: “To completely estrange a desirable woman
(from her husband), make a teak nail (and) an image of both persons,

(mutter) ^hadduru harruli nuya gihi badili elagodf^ [unintelligible], and
drive in the nail.” The second is as follows : “ Gada istiriye" liame karhi

male’ fari nuvams kadagen au valie’ hanulaigen mi main effurhu Al
Kadr Sura lie ane’ fnrhumati VajaJiatu lie mi main rufa kuraba vahaka
vara olun lie Al RaJimdn Sura huswdden lie’ va’ rdnu’ fas tan bede rakas

bode’ Katilaeige lein kaliko’ dumarhf bavvai hikkai tin duvas veinhi

nagaigen gos mtidu alani kakti fenu eli nama balai fonavani fulu fenu

eli nama audei.” Translation: “Write (the name of) a desirable

woman
;
pluck an unopenedhud of the screw-pine flower

;
sharpen a

new knife
;
on one side of this flower write Al Kadr Sura

;

on the other

side write Vajahatu

;

make an image out of this flower
;
write particu-

lars of the horoscope
;
write Al Rahman Sura from beginning to end

;

tie (the image) in five places with left-hand (twisted) coir
;
cut the

throat of a bloodsucker (lizard)
;
smear its blood (on the image)

;
place

it on a loft
;
dry it for three days

;
(then) take it and enter the sea—if

you go in knee-deep (she) will send a message
;

if you go in to the

waist (she) will come.”

The tavidu of the Maldives correspond in all respects to the hmiyam

of Ceylon. In the Jour. Cey. Br. R. A. S.y vol. vii, p. 116, Mr. Louis

Nell gives a photograph (actual size, about two inches) of a huniyam

image, which was discovered in a little tin box in a hollow tree. A
most valuable account of them is given in the. same journal for 1865, by

Dandris de Silva Mudaliyar, under the title “ Sinhalese Demonology”.

The Mudaliyar there writes :—“ Kodivma, or Huniyam, is the name

given to evils of whatever kind inflicted by the agency of charms ....

There are said to be 84,000 (charms) of every degree of malignity,

most of which, more or less, contribute to bring to an untimely death

the person affected by this influence, though that event may be deferred

for many years.”

Of the Maldivians’ skill in charms, Barbosa writes:—“As gentes

dellas nao tern armas, e sao homens fracos, mas muito engenhosos, e

sobre tudo grandes encantadores” {Noticias das Nagoes Ultramarinas,

tom. ii, p. 352, Lisbon, 1812). This passage, unfortunately, appears in

Lord Stanley’s Barhosa, Hakl. Soc., p. 164, in this disguise: “The

inhabitants are ill-formed and weak, but are very ingenious and

charming.”
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according to the subject of distress
;

for they serve all pur-

poses, as well offensive as defensive, as well for loving as for

gaining love, for raising hatred, for making well or making

sick. The magicians and sorcerers sell them for money, and

say that they bring good luck, and will heal or preserve one

from many a sickness
;
and in their sicknesses they have but

few remedies, and then by recourse to these magicians and sor-

cerers, who are their only doctors
;
they have none other.

Likewise they all believe that evil is brought by the devil to

harass them withal, and that he is the sole cause of death

and sickness. They invoke him, accordingly, and offer him

flowers, and prepare a banquet of all sorts of meats and

drinks, which they place in a secret spot and leave to be

wasted, unless peradventure some poor folk take them away.

With the same design, they kill some cocks and hens, turn-

ing themselves towards the sepulchre of Mahomet, and then

leave them, praying the devil to accept them, and to take

himself off and leave the sick person at ease : they call this

sorcery Cannery}

But since I have spoken of their cures by sorcery, it

seems * needful to tell what are their sicknesses, and then I

shall add something of the natural remedies which they

practise. Fever is very common there, and is called by them

homar? ;
but it is most dangerous to strangers sojourning

there, whom it does for in but a few days. I have already

spoken of it from my own experience, having seen many of

my comrades die of it, and having had it myself. It is

^ In ch. xix, more correctly Quenuery (M. Kanveri). “ This is the

savage theory of demoniacal possession, which has been for ages, and

still remains, the dominant theory of disease and inspiration among the

lower races. Disease being accounted for by the attack of spirits, it

naturally follows that to get rid of these spirits is the proper means of

cure” (Tylor, Prim. Cult,, second edition, ii, 124, 125
;
see, too, p. 127,

•and the authorities there given
;
also Knox, Ceyhn., p. 78).

2 Ar. hummd ,* yet at p. 83 he calls Male fever Male ons (M.

Sin. una).
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known throughout all the Indies under the name of '' Mal-

dive fever”. Every ten years there comes a sickness called

cariuacliri} in the presence of which they abandon one

another as if it were the plague. It is like the chicken-pox

which our children have, and of this malady many die. The

eye-sickness^ is common enough, and you see great numbers

of people blind by it, and most of them have short sight.

Often, too, when they have been for long in the sun during

the heat of the day, when the sun sets they cannot see at

all, though they are near a fire or a light, even were it a

hundred torches : it does not otherwise harm them. This

evil or ailment is called rosnans? To cure it they cook the

liver of a cock, writing over it certain words and charms,

and swallow it at sunset. My comrades and I were much

troubled by it at times^ till at length, being apprised of this

recipe, we took a cock's liver, rejecting the charms, to see if it

would serve us, and found that it cured us as it cured them,

without the use of their sorceries. They suffer much from

the itch, which they call ca^; but they cure it with coco-nut

oil. They are also greatly troubled with ringworm,and have

no cure for it, for there are some whose bodies are nearly

covered with it. These diseases come from the quantity of

salt fish they eat, and by reason that nearly all their food is

salted only by being steeped in sea-water. In winter, when

the rains are continuous, they still go barefooted, and then

there attaches to their feet and between the toes a kind

of worm, generated in the mud, causing pustules and

tumours; and these, when they burst, raise ulcers, which

impede their walking. These worms are called in their

1 /.e., small-pox ;
M. karUvaduri. Mr. Bell relates that on small-pox

breaking out among the crew engaged at the wreck of s.s. Seagull^ on the

island Gaufaru, in 1879, the natives fled en masse to another island

{Report, 8).
^ Ophthalmia.

3 M. Tond (Bell). This is night-blindness, a well-known tropical

ailment. The roshuwandu of Chr. is the appropriate medicine.

4 M. has, blind, khaj, Sin. hushta.
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language Quillapanis,^ that is to say, '"dirt worms”. In the

other parts of the body, too, they are much troubled with

worms. All alike have the spleen enlarged, and besides that,

they are subject to having it obstructed, with the abdomen

distended and tight, whereby they are much troubled. They

are of opinion that this comes from the water of the islands,

which is not good
;
and from the same cause they get the

fever. This malady they call Oncory? The cure they use

for this, as for all other kinds of inflammation or local pain, is

to apply large button-cauters to the swollen or painful part.

This makes an issue and wound passing large, to which they

apply cotton steeped in oil of cocos, whereby they get much

relief. I have seen men thus burnt and cauterised in

five or six places. As for me, when I was sick, I declined

to let them practise this remedy upon me. As to ulcers,

to which they are greatly subject, and chiefly on the

legs, they cure them by putting over them copper plates,

which entirely heal them, as I found by experience. Besides

these remedies I have described, they have some recipes and

compounds of their herbs and drugs for divers ailments, most

of all for wounds, which they cure with great dexterity. Yet

are they ignorant of the art of using bandages and linen for

wounds, for they apply ointments only, as we do here to

horses. Catarrhs and rheums annoy them betimes, as

also gout in the bones. Venereal disease is not so common,

albeit it is found, and is cured with China-wood,^ with-

out sweating or anything else. This disease they call far-

angiii laescour,^ from its coming to them from Europe, whose

^ M. Ma fani (kil^, ‘‘earth”, /ani, “worms”); cf. Sin. panuwa^
“ worm”. 2 See supra, p. 84.

3 Bois de la Chine ; elsewhere he writes lots d^Eschine. It was for-

merly called China radix, but latterly iS'mz'Zaa: China (Linn.); also vulgarly

chine and squine. “A red and spungious Indian root, good against the

gout” (Cotgrave)
;
Linschoten has a long chapter upon it, and asserts

its virtues for both these diseases {Halcl. Soc,, i, 239
;

ii, 107-12).

^ Cf. Ar. Idsur, “piles”.
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inhabitants they call by a common name, farangui, or

franguij from the French, the most renowned people of the

West.^ I have remarked that they know not what it is to

suffer from toothache : and this seems to be caused by their

habit of chewing betel, which strengthens the gums
;
and,

indeed, by adopting their practice, I never had toothache

there, though I have always suffered much from it else-

where.

In nursing their babes, they have some peculiar customs

and habits, which I have not observed elsewhere. As soon

as their children are born, they bathe them in cold water six

times in the day,^ and then rub them with oil, which they

continue a long while
;
moreover, as often as they obey the

calls of nature they bathe their parts with water, just as if

they were grown persons. Mothers nurse their children

themselves, and would not think of letting them be suckled

by others, not even the queens, for they are wont to say that

all animals suckle their own young
;
yet they keep servants to

tend, carry, and manage them. Besides the breast, they give

1 Rivara {Viagem de F. Pyrard) is sarcastic :
—“ O auctor devia saber

que tambem na Europa o nome d^ta molestia traz a sua derivacao da

mesma origem, privilegio que as outras napoes nSo invejam por certo aos

Erancezes.” Dr. Burnell (Linsch., Hakl. Soc., i, 239, note) cites the evi-

dence which goes to show that syphilis was not introduced into Europe by

Columbus’s crew circa 1493, that it was an old disease known both in

Europe and Asia, and that only a fresh and notable outbreak occurred

towards the end of the fifteenth century. He quotes the statement of

Varthema, that he found the Samorin of Calicut suffering from it in

1505, and argues that he could not have got it from the Portuguese,—

sed qusere. Whether it existed in India before the Portuguese period I

will not examine here ;
the name given to it at the Maldives shows that

the natives there attributed it to the Portuguese; and this opinion is

universally entertained in Ceylon and elsewhere in the East.

2 Cf, Virg., JEneid, ix, 603 :

—

‘‘ Durum ab stirpe genus, natos ad flumina primum

Deferimus, ssevoque gelu duramus et undis

and Claudian (in Paif., ii, 112), of the Germans—

“ Et quos nascentes explorat gurgite Rhenus.’*
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them gruel of rice or millet, pounded and soaked, and then

cooked with coco-milk and sugar^
;
most of them—that is, the

poorer folk—^give them bananas. They never swaddle them,

but let them go free
;
nor have I ever seen them do other-

wise. They put them to bed suspended in the air, in little

cord beds, or little cradles, in which they are swung and

rocked. About the age of nine months they begin to walk
;

at nine years they begin to be taught the studies and ex-

ercises of the country.

Their studies are to read and write, and to learn their

Alcoran, and so to know how they have to live. Their letters

are of three sorts^ : the Arabic, with some letters and points

^ This particular kind of kanji they c.diM fumliani,

2 In other pasages (supra^ pp. 138, 142, and vol. ii, Introduction to

Vocabulary) he speaks of the languages at the Maldives
;
this is the

only reference to the characters used. The letters thirdly mentioned are

perhaps the Tamil, those only being common to Ceylon and India.

But there is little or no evidence of intercourse between the Maldives

and the Tamil country
;

along the Malabar coast, with which the

Maldives had so much to do, the language and alphabet used are almost

universally Malay§-lam; this latter, however, is not used at all in

Ceylon. The matter must be left in doubt. The second character

referred to is, doubtless, the Divehi alcuru^ or dives dkuru^ “ island

letters”
, the more ancient alphabet of the Maldives. Christopher (/. R,A .

^.jVoLvi) gave a plate showing the principal consonants and vowel-signs,

which I reproduced in my paper on the Maldives (/. K A, new series,

vt^l. x); but Mr. Bell says the alphabet has never been published in

fui'il, and M. d®Abbadie, who met Christopher on the Nubian coast, and
had itrom him his own copy of the letters, tells me that this is so. “ It

consistk'^ of twenty-five letters”, says Mr. Bell, “not counting duplicates,

capable ' of some hundreds of vowel-mutations.” “ One peculiarity”,

says Christopher, “in the alphabet is, that some of the consonants
change thoi^r form according to the various vowel-sounds with which
they are united, the construction of the letter being altogether different.”

This character ' is clearly a modification of the old Vatteluttu of S. India,
the parent also^ of the Sinhalese (see Dr. Burnell, in Ind,AnU, i, 229; and
Elements of S. Endian Palaeography). It is largely used in the old Mal-
dive tombstones amd walls, and, from the appearance of these inscrip-

tions, must have been in use long before the Arabic. It is not known
now in the northenh atolls except by the Fadiyaru, and a few of the
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wliicli they have added to express their language
; another,

whose characters are peculiar to the Maidive language
; and

a third, which is common to Ceylon and to the greater part

of India. They write their lessons on little tablets of wood,

which are whitened, and when they have learned their lesson

learned at Male, though said to be still prevalent in the south. In
Christopher’s time all orders for the southern atolls had to be tran-

scribed into it, but, according to Mr. Bell, this practice is now discon-

tinued. Like the Sinhalese and other Indian writing, it was written
from left to right.

What form of writing Pyrard exactly means by the Arabic, “ with
some letters and points which they have added”, is somewhat difficult to

say. That the Arabic character in its entirety was, and is, used, is

proved both by Mr. Christopher and JMr. Bell, and the former states

that it is written in two different ways, the old and the new. Some-
where about Pyrard’s time, however, a change was introduced, and an
alphabet called the Gabuli tana came into vogue. It consists properly

of eighteen letters, nine of which are the first nine Arabic numerals,

the other nine being adopted from the Divehi akuru. It has also some
auxiliary letters borrowed from the Arabic and Persian. Vowels are

not inherent, but are supplied by diacritical strokes common to the

Arabic. Unlike the DiveM akuru, these letters do not admit of being

joined in writing. This alphabet will be found in J. R A. S,, vol. vi

;

J. A. S, Beng., v, p. 784 ;
and J. R. A, S., new series, vol. z. The

mode of writing this character is from right to left, following the

Arabic, as appears by the facsimiles of Maidive letters given by Chris-

topher (J. R. A. S., vol. vi), and by Mr. Bell (Rep., plate, App., 78).

Mr. Prinsep, however (/. A. S. Beng., v, p. 784), gives a few words

written by a Maldivian nakodah in this character, which are written

from left to right, so it may be that in or for the southern atolls

the modern character was then used in the old direction. A similar

change was made by the Tagals of the Philippines, who formerly wrote

from top to bottom, and after the Spanish conquest adopted the left-

to-right method (see De Morga, Hakl. Soc., p. 295, note). It may be

added that there are several kinds of Tana writing
;
Mr. Bell mentions

the Harha tana and the Defii’ tana, but these are awkward and rarely

employed.” As, according to Christopher, the modem Arabic form and

the Gabuli tana were introduced about the same time, after the expul-

sion of the Portuguese,— a date which is, I believe, fixed only by tradi-

tion,—and as it does not appear whether Pyrard knew Arabic writing, it

must for the present remain doubtful whether the Arabic which he refers

to was really Arabic or the mixed Tana alphabet.
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they efface what they have written, and whiten them afresh,

unless the writing is required to he preserved^
;
in that case,

they write upon parchment made of the leaves of the tree

Macare queaii? whose leaf is a fathom and a half long and

a foot broad. They make books of it^ which last as long or

longer than ours, without decaying. In teaching their chil-

dren to write, they use wooden boards made on purpose,

well polished and joined, and spread thereon some fine,

powdered sand
;
then they make the letters with a bodkin

and bid them imitate them, effacing betimes what they

have written, and using no paper for this purpose.^ They

all treat their masters with the same respect and honour

as their own fathers, by reason whereof they may not

contract marriage together, as though related in affinity.

Among them are men who make a pursuit of study, and are

esteemed vastly learned in their knowledge of the Mcoran,

and in the ceremonies of their law: these are chiefly the

Moudins, Catibes, or bTaybes. These two offices are com-

patible
;
the Catibe may be a Naybe, and the IsTaybe a

Catibe.

Mathematics are taught and much cultivated, especially

astrology, which is studied by many, seeing that the astro-

logers are consulted at every turn. None would care to

engage in any enterprise without previously taking their

advice. And not only do they like to know their nativities

and have their horoscopes taken, but also when they have

to do any building, whether in wood or stone, they must go

^ They whiten hoards with a kind of’ clay (jnarhi)^ and write on this

surface with ink of native manufacture
;
the whole washes off.

2 M. md-karhikeyo, the ‘‘pandanus”. Paper has now almost entirely

superseded these leaves as writing material (Bell, Report^ 70, 84).

Pyrard gives a further description of this tree in his Treatise, in

vol. ii.

2 The Maidive children are still taught in the same manner
;

it

is called vorlufild liyaiu The Sinhalese use the same, calling it velle-

Ixyanavd,
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and inquire of the astrologer at what hour it were better to

commence it, that so it may be done under a good constella-

tion
;
and the same if it be the building of a ship^ but with

differences proper to the different uses which the vessel may
be building for

;
thus, they choose a different day or hour for

a ship of war, for a merchantman, and for a fishing-boat.

Moreover, when they undertake a voyage or any other enter-

prise, in like wise it is not without first inquiring of the

astrologer what will be the issue of it, and whether the day

be good or bad, and the planet favourable or unfavourable;

and so, if anything untoward befalls them, they attribute it

to the day, and accept it with patience, saying that the will

of God has been done. The king at all times keeps a num-

ber of these astrologers about him, as well as other mathe-

maticians, and ofttimes employs their services. They also

study magic and sorcery.

These islanders practise themselves greatly in arms,—how

to use the sword with the buckler, how to draw the bow

with ease, how to fire the arquebuse and handle the pike

;

they also have schools of arms, whose masters are highly

honoured and respected, they who take this office being in

general great lords.^ They have no other games but ball

(large and small), which they catch and throw with much

address, though they use the feet only.^

1 Vide ch. six,

2 They have two ball games, as Mr. Bell informs me, in which the feet

are used, but not entirely, viz., suvd and lulomandi. These games would

seem to have been introduced from the Eastern Archipelago, whose

natives are very expert at them. “ They have a diversion similar to

that described by Homer amongst the Phseacians,which consists in toss-

ing an elastic wicker ball from one to the other in a large party. They

arrive to a great degree of dexterity in the sport, receiving it with

equal facility on the foot or hand, the heel or the toe, from whence it

is throwii either perpendicularly into the air and caught again, or

obliquely to some other person of the company, who stand in an ex-

tended circle” (Marsden, Sumatra, p. 239
;
see also Crawfurd, Ind. Arch.,

i, 117).
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They employ themselves also in manufactures, and are

exceeding apt and adroit therein, in such sort that there are

among them a great number of different crafts for the

making of furniture, utensils, and other commodities.

Their chiefest and most common employment is fishing,

wherein all the people indifferently in all parts of the Mal-

dives take part
;
nor are there only certain persons of this

employment, as elsewhere, nor certain places for it, reserved

from the public. Natural freedom prevails, and every man
may fish where he likes and as much as he likes.^ It is

deemed an honourable employment, even the greatest lords

joining, and taking great pleasure in it, as they do here in

the chase
;
but they care not otherwise to profit in the takes*

On the contrary, all men of honour and quality, when they

go a-fishing and catch any, send them to their friends or

give them to any who come and ask of them, or else they

liave a quantity cooked with green bananas, called at the

Maldives gudla} and call all their neighbours to come and

eat
;
this they do without other ceremony, by way of merry-

making. The kings themselves have officers to wait upon

them when they would enjoy this sport. Being islanders,

with but a small extent of land, with them fishing is what

the chase is to other nations. Twelve persons are appointed

to work and man the king’s boat, and to do the needful

when he goes a-fishing. They are all great lords who are

appointed to these offices; they think themselves highly

honoured, and purchase them dearly. Over them is a captain,

one of the highest grandees, who must work the rudder of

1 Owing to the abundance of the fishery, no restrictive rules or limits

were necessary. Very different is the case in Ceylon, where the utmost

jealousy exists between the coast hamlets as to their respective fishing,

grounds, and local feuds have as long a duration as those between the

British and French fishermen of the Newfoundland banks, which have
for so many years exercised the highest diplomatic talent of London and
Paris, and are still unsettled (1885).

2 M. and in the southern atolls, kild; Sin. kehd'^ Hind. kdd.
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the vessel. The king gives each of the twelve a heavy silver

ring or bracelet,^ to put on his right arm, of the weight of a

quarter of a pound -(which is called a gaux^ and is like our

weights), and to the captain one of gold : these they wear

when the king goes to fish. ITevertheless, the king who

reigned when I was there went a-fishing but rarely.

Fishing is done at the Maldives in several ways. The

chief fishery, that of the fish in which is the greatest trade,

is pursued beyond the reefs and atolls in the deep sea, six

or seven leagues out, where that kind of fish always lies. A
marvellous quantity of large fish are caught there, of seven

or eight sorts, which are all of the same race and kind,

though not of the same appearance or size
;

for example,

honites, aTbacliores, claumdes^ and others, which are very like

each other, and of the same taste, and have no scales, no

more than mackerel
;
they are all found together in the same

grounds, and are caught in the same manner,—that is, by a

line of a fathom and a half of thick cotton cord, fixed in a

big cane, which is a wood of great strength. The hook at the

end is of a different sort from ours. It is not bent, but is

longer, and pointed at the end like a needle, without barb

or tongue, resembling in all respects the letter h” written

1 A badge adopted, perhaps, from the Malabar coast. “ The princK

pallest or chiefest of those Nayros, which are leaders or captaines of

certaine numbers of Nayros, weare a gold or silver bracelet or ring

about their armes, above their elbowes
;
as also their Governours, Am-

bassadours and Kings, whereby they are knowne from other men”

(JLinsch., Hakl. Soc., i, 282). Compare the use of the aniiulm aureiis

among the Romans (Smith, Diet. Gr. and D* Ant.). See also below,

ch. xix.

2 M. gau, or gale; cf. Sin. gala, “stone”; now also == lb. A
Cyprxa mauritiana shell, bearing the Sultan’s seal in wax, is the regular

“ Imperial gau^^ in the southern atolls (Bell, Report, 118).

3 I.e., honito, the Thijnnus pelamijs (Day)
;
albacore, a kind of large

mackerel, Thynnus albucora (Lowe), perhaps the same as T. macro-

pterus (Day)
;
and dorado, or “ gilt head”, the sea-bream (often called

“ dolphin”; see Hawh. Voy., Hakl. Soc., p. 148) ;
the CorypJima Mp-

purtLS (Day).
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in the French running hand. No bait is attached, but the

day before, they provide a lot of little fish of the size of little

roach or whitebait, which are found in great abundance on

the reefs and shallows
;
these they keep alive in net-bags of

coco-nut cord of small meshes, and let them drag in the sea

at the stern of their barques. When they get out to the deep

sea to the fishing ground they cast abroad these little fish,

and at the same time put in their line. The big fish, seeing

the little fish—a rare sight in the deep sea,—^rush up in num-

bers, and are caught at the hook, which is whitened and

tinned on purpose,—for this kind of fish is exceeding greedy

and foolish, so to be taken by a white hook, which it mis-

takes for a small white fish.^ They have then only to draw

the line into the boat, where the fish drops at once, being

hardly hooked
;
the line is speedily put back into the sea,

and thus a marvellous quantity are taken, in such wise that

in less than three or four hours their boats are nearly full

:

and this, be it remarked, while they are going full sail. The

fish which is taken there is commonly called in their

language Cdbolly massed that is to say, black fish”, for they

1 This is equally true at the present day both of the Maldivian and

Ceylon fish : they have learned neither wisdom nor self-restraint.

2 M. kalu-biU-mas, z.e., kalu, black”; hili, ‘‘ bonito”, Sin. halayd

;

mas^ “ fish”. It is vulgarly pronounced komboli^ or kommala mas, and

is known in Ceylon as umlala kada. Ibn Batuta calls it koxdh al mas

(see below, App. A). Pridham (Ceylon, 605) writes komUemas

;

the

Hindustani form is kumlala.

With the komholi mas of the Ceylon and Indian bazaars, though chiefly

bonito, pass several other kinds of fish, such as the godd, kannell, and

rdgodi. There are several methods of cutting up the fish for curing, all

of which are fully described, with diagrams, by Mr. Bell (Report, pp.

93-5). The preparation is then as follows :
—“ The pieces are washed

with salt water, then thrown into a cauldron of boiling salt water and

allowed to remain a few minutes only, to prevent the flesh becoming too

soft. It is said to be important that the water should be boiling from

the first. On being taken out they are placed on the wattle, loft, or

shelf (M. melii. Sin. messa') above the fire. There they are left three or

four days till well blackened and dried, after which, if necessary, they
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are all black. They are cooked in sea-water, and then dried

in the sun upon trays, and so when dry they keep a long

while
;
wherefore there is great traffic in them, not only in

the country, but throughout the rest of India, where they

are in great request. Tor the rest, the largest and finest fish

caught must go to the king, and as soon as the boat lands,

one of the chief men takes the fish and reeves a cord or

osier through his gills, and then carry him with a rod

over the shoulder to the king’s kitchen. Next, they give

some to the clergy, to the poor, and to their friends, and

the remainder are divided amongst themselves ;
but

however small the catch, this division must always be

made.

There is another kind of fishing, which is done at night

on the reefs around the atolls, and only twice a month, when

the moon is in conjunction and again when it is full, three

days each time.^ It is done from these rafts, called cancloiie

jpatis, of which I have spoken above.^ Long lines of fifty

or sixty fathoms are used, of thick and strong cotton,

blackened with the bark of a tree, which serves them in

place of charcoal or pitch : this is to preserve the line for

a long time from rotting. At the end are hooks to which

baits are attached, in like manner as with us. With these

lines they catch a quantity of fish, of a kind I have not

seen elsewhere
;
it is three or four feet long, and broad in

.proportion, and all red
;
but within quite white and firm

when cooked. It is most excellent and delicious eating, by

reason whereof these people—who, in the names they give to

things, full nearly express their nature—call this fish ''the

are exposed to the sun to be finished. Thus dried, they are, as is well

known, of the appearance and consistency of blocks of wood” (Bell,

loc. cit.\ also his paper in Ind. Ant.^ xi, 196).

1 This is called fo'-mas^ or foUmas^ Sin. poya-mas, the fishing of the

paya or festival days.

2 At p. 122.
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king of the sea’\^ They eat it fresh, and salt it not at all.

Likewise they catch many other kinds of fish in marvellous

quantity
;

it would be impossible for me to distinguish them,

so great is their variety : fishes unknown to us in these parts,

and by me not seen in any other region of the world. It will

suffice here to mention them thus generally, to give a notion

of the principal source of the wealth of the country
;
and if

there be aught else to remark in particular, I will reserve it

to speak of elsewhere. Also they have all kinds of nets,

lines of cotton thread, weels, and implements of fishery, as

we have, for catching fish in various ways in the shallows of

the sea
;
but these are only for eating fresh, and there is no

traffic therein. On the seashore, where it is but shallow,

they for a pastime take pleasure in fishing for little fish

resembling sardines, and exceeding delicate eating, with a

net of cotton twine of large extent, having aU over it little

pieces of tin to keep it taut
;
this they cast with great art

when they perceive a shoal of these little fish, which are

caught in the width of the net by means of the tin, which

draws the net over the bottom and encloses them all.^ But

see one other manner of fishing, which I have noted, a

manner most strange and laborious.

Bor twice a year, at the time of the equinoxes and the

high tides, they have a general fishing, and a great number

of people assemble at certain places on the sea. To under-

stand the manner of this fishing, you must know that then

the tide not only flows and rises higher than during the rest

of the year, but also ebbs proportionally, and on so going

back discovers shoals and rocks which are seen at no other

time. In such like places, when the sea is gone back, they

note some convenient nook, and plant all around large stones

1 Rai-veri-mas, Le.^ “ the red chief of fish”; Mr. Bell identifies it with

the Rangoo (Lutianus).

2 This net is called elld~dd^ “ cast-net”, corresponding to the haru-

dadtty “ weighted net”, of the Sinhalese.
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one upon another, in such wise that it seems like a round

wall or a ravelin. This enclosure is forty paces round or

thereabouts, and an entry is left of two or three paces wide.

They assemble thirty or forty men, each of whom carries

fifty or sixty fathoms of thick coco-cord, at every fathom of

which is attached a piece of dried coco-husk to keep the

cord always floating, just as cork is used with us. The cords

brought by each are tied together, and the whole stretched

round the shoal. I leave you to imagine the extent of the

circle. The marvel is that the fish within this cord are all

caught, though there are neither nets, nor gins, nor line

depending, but the cord only. Yet the fish fear the cord and

the shadow of the cord, in such sort that, instead of escaping

away under it, and not letting themselves be thus encircled,

they flee before it, thinking there is a line beneath it which

would arrest them. The men all come round towards this

stone enclosure of which I have spoken, drawing the cord

little by little, some in boats, others in the water
;
for in

these shallows the sea is of little depth, and reaches no more

than to the neck, or mostly short of that. Thus, as they draw

the cord, the fish flee and crowd towards the enclosure, so at

length the cord being nearly all drawn in, the fish enter

within
;
then at once the men fill up the entrance with

bundles of coco-branches and leaves, tied end to end, twenty

or thirty fathoms, and of the thickness of a man, so that

when the sea goes down the fish are left on dry land.^ Then

it is great sport to see the fish struggling and leaping, and

in such quantity that sometimes there are ten or twelve

thousand or more caught. They fill sacks and net-pockets

of small meshes with them, placing these at the opening

and chasing the fish from within, in such wise that they lose

not one. And some of them I have seen so huge that it

1 This mode of fishing seems a combination of the md, or hodu dd.

Sin. md dcela^ and the mas-hifa-Jcorhi^ Sin. mas korotuva. It is a fish-

kraal, and may be seen on the rivers and sea-shore of Ceylon.

O
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was all a man could do to carry one. I have been often at

this fishing, and have had for my share more than a hundred

large fish, although I was a stranger, and of the least account

among so many, where all had their full share
;
yet in truth

I had to endure more than they, for they were accustomed to

go barefooted on the reefs and rocks, and I was not, and on

some occasions I had to go nearly half a league in this fashion,

and always in the sun. All this fish is used for their food

in banquets and treats, there being no traffic in this kind

;

yet they cook and dry it on trays, else they could not keep

so great a quantity for a length of time without rotting.

This fishing is practised only once in six months in each

shoal, and each time for fifteen days
;
they change the place

every day, and do not often return to the same place for the

same mode of fishing, except it be at the other equinox.

The fish found on these shoals or within the reefs of

the atolls is called in the Maidive language phare masse, as

who should say “ shoal” or “ reef fish”—from phare, that is to

say, a reef or bank, and masse, “ fish”.^ The other sort taken

in deep sea, as 1 have said, is called comlolly masse, that is,

'' black fish”, in which they have their great traffic, supplying

therewith all the coasts of the main. The fish of which I

speak is cooked in sea-water and dried, for other mode of salt-

ing they have none
;
and when betimes they salt some of it,

it is left in the brine till wanted. But it is not this kind that

they send abroad. No salt is made at the Maldives : what
they use comes from the coast of Malabar, and would not

suffice for the quantity of fish they catch every day, both for

the food of the people and for trade
;
for in truth there is no

place in all the Indies, nor elsewhere (in my belief), so rich in

fish and abundantly supplied therewith.

I omitted, before closing my discourse of the manners and

exercises of the islanders, to say a word of their behaviour,

which, though it might easily be gathered from their conduct

^ M. far II mas ; cf Sin. para, in galpara, “ reef”.
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as I have represented it, yet may conveniently here be some-

what touched upon. This people is quick and apprehensive,

subtle and crafty in most part of their actions. Courage

also they lack not, and love arms and exercises. They are

industrious in arts and manufactures, and polite of manners

:

a people superstitious beyond measure, and much devoted to

their religion, yet, in their indulgence of women, lascivious

and intemperate. Adultery, incest, and sodomy are common,

notwithstanding the severity of the law and penalties. As
for simple lewdness, nothing is more common

;
they think it

no sin, neither wives nor unmarried girls, and make no

work about submitting themselves to their male friends and

afterwards (a most execrable practice) voiding their fruit, or

bringing about abortion, or making away with their bastard

babes. The women are strangely wanton, and the men are

no better
;
but they have less of force and spirit. Their chief

desire is to find, if they can, some recipe wherewithal to

satisfy their wives, and to get themselves greater strength

to practise their lechery
;
and I believe they would give all

their substance for such a thing. They have often asked me
if I knew of any such means, even the highest nobles, and

so often, in fact, that I was quite sick of the subject. They

talk thereof continually, even in the presence of their wives,

of whom they have as many as three, as I have said, so that

they are unable to satisfy each. Then the air is exceed-

ing sultry, and causes some part of the natural force to eva-

porate
;
moreover, their manner of life is against them in

this matter, their nerves becoming slack by being continually

in the water; add that the most of them eat opium, or, as

they call it, afhion} which intoxicates and stupefies them.

Notwithstanding this, they are all given to this vice with-

out moderation, as well men as women, not to say more of

their abominations.

The women conceal their nipples and breasts as carefully

1 M. Ar. ofyiln.

0 2
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as tlie private parts, and there is the same modesty and

shame in showing or uncovering them. Even to speak of a

breast is with them most lewd and shameful. Kissing is

made as much of as sleeping together, and is as improper to

speak of. For the rest, though they be exceeding lewd in

their conversation, they restrain themselves before their

kindred and respect their presence. If a word such as I

have spoken of should escape a man in talk with a woman

before one or more of his kindred, they would retire and be

highly offended at him
;
he would have to make his excuses,

and say that he was not aware he was among his kindred,

otherwise, if they should think he said it of design, they

would complain to the judge, to have from him that uttered

these shameful words in their presence an acknowledgment

that he held them for men of virtue and honour.

A man durst not enter a place where a woman is bathing,

or even where she has cast off her robe, though she might

still have the cloth which serves them for a petticoat : for, as

I said, they deem their breasts and bosom to be private parts.

When a man and a woman are seen together and are met by

other people, you must not ask of the man if the woman
is his wife, his daughter, or his sister

;
for if she was his

daughter, and you asked if she were his wife, he would be

insulted as much as if you had accused him of incest. You
must only ask if she is related to him, and he will tell the

degree of relationship. While the women have their courses

they bathe not at all, neither wash, save their hands and

mouth, nor change their robes while these last : also they

sleep not with their husbands, nor eat or hold converse

with anyone. I have said above that the women go forth

but rarely by day: all their visits are made by night;

but I have omitted to mention something peculiar in their

customs which I may without inconvenience add here. In

their visits by night they must have a man to bear them

company, to walk before them, and when he hears anyone
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coming, he says three times, Gas} that is to say, Beware'’;

men warned by this signal leave that side of the road on

which the women are coming, without seeming to see them

or wishing to be accosted by them, so great is their respect.

And if other women should meet them, each takes her own

side, and gives no salutation unless they be intimate acquaint-

ance. You do not knock at a''door, for there is no knocker

;

and you do not call to anyone to open the door, for the chief

gate of the courtyard is always open to a certain hour, that

is, till eleven at night, when all have retired
;
wherefore, you

enter the courtyard, which is close to the house, and that is

also open, saving only that it has a curtain of cotton, or

other stuff, hung in front. As you a]pproach this door you

only cough, at the sound whereof those within come forth to

see if they are wanted for anything. In like manner, when

men walk in the streets by night, they frequently cough

on purpose to put others on their guard, for fear of running

against, or wounding one another, for aU (I mean the soldiers

and king’s officers at Male) carry drawn arms. Whatsoever

remains to be said of their manners will be better understood

by what I shall describe hereafter, and by the history of

what passed at the Maldives during my sojourn there.

CHAPTEE XIV.

Form of the government of the state, of the magistrates, of

justice and the laws.

The government of the Maidive state is royal, very

ancient and absolute; the king is feared and dreaded, and

everything depends upon him. I have said that the islands

are divided into thirteen atollons,—a natural division, which

^ Probably a misprint for gos^ “ having gone”, Le., ‘‘ begone 1”
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has been followed in government
;
for of these are constituted

thirteen provinces, over each of which is a chief called a

Bayle?-' These hTaybes, or chiefs of provinces, are priests or

doctors of the law, who have an eye as well to all matters

of religion and education, as to the administration of justice

in the province, giving their orders to the priests under

them. Tor the atollons are again divided into many islands,

and in each one containing more than forty-one men, as I

said, there is a doctor callea a Catile, the religious superior

of that island, who has undet'^him the priests incumbent of

the mosques. All these see to the instruction of the people

in the law : they are support^ in part by fruits, which

everyone is bound to yield, and m part from certain endow-

ments assigned to them by the king, according to their

degree. But the Naybes, besides l^r duties and authority

in religion, are also appointed to adniinister justice, each in

his own government. They are the sole judges in the land,

as well in matters civil as criminal
;
and if one wants to go

to law, he must go find the Kaybe or attend his coming to

the place. Tor the Naybes four times a year go the circuit

of the islands in their several governments, and hold visita-

tions as well ecclesiastical as judicial.^ This brings them in

great revenues, for it is then the people pay their dues, besides

which they receive many presents from a multitude of people,

and of such they are very greedy. Be it remarked that

throughout the Maidive islands there are no judges but these

thirteen TTaybes, for the Catibes and the priests of the mosques
are overseers only. Over these Naybes is a superior, who
resides at Maid, and is always near the person of the king

;
he

^ Ar. iiaib. The Naibs are only the ecclesiastical and judicial chiefs
of the atolls. No doubt, in Pyrard’s time, they were superior to the
collectors of revenue, citolu-vcTij but the latter are much the bigger men
now.

^ It is said that the Naibs “travel the circuit” only twice a year
now.
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is called tlie Pancliare} and not only ecclesiastical superior

of the whole kmgdom, but also sovereign judge. Wherefore,

if any, after pleading before the ITaybe, is loth to obey his

judgment, be it in a matter civil or criminal, he appeals to

the Pandiare, who decides all matters brought before him,

taking the advice of some ISTaybes who are about him, of the

Catibes, and of certain personages called Moucoiiris^ that is

to say, doctors or learned men, who for all that are not

officers: and he gives no judgment but by the assistance

of four or five of such persons at the least. These Mou-

couris know the wffiole of their Alcoran by heart (all others

read it only), besides having a knowledge of other sciences.

They are invited in state to all feasts, preachings, and cere-

monies, and are greatly respected and honoured of all men.

There are but few of them, not fifteen in all the islands.

The Pandiare is called Cady in the Arabic tongue. And yet

after the judgment of the Pandiare some will plead to the king

himself, who gives order for justice to be done and executed,

and this by six lords, his chief officers, who manage the most

important affairs of the realm. They are called Mouscotolis,^

as who should say elders”.

The Pandiare, assisted by the two Catibes of Male island,

and by the Naybe of the atollon, along with some of these

doctors, also makes his visitation throughout the island of

Male, just as each l^aybe in his atollon. He is also assisted

by his officers, who carry a long wMp, of which I shall speak

hereafter, for correcting the delinquents: he makes what

inquiries he thinks fit, with especial regard to all matters of

religion and justice. All he meets without exception he

causeth to say their creed, and some prayers in Arabic, and

1 M. Fadiyaru^ or Fandiydru; derivation uncertain, but perhaps con-

nected with the Tam. pandaram^ “ religious mendicant, monk, or friar”

(Winslow).

2 Mugari-he-Jcahm ;
M-kalun is the ordinary ending of all class-

terms.

3 M. Muakuli, elders”. They are now called vaziru.
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then asks them the interpretation of the same in the Mal-

dive language. If they know it not, he hath them whipped

and scourged on the spot by his officers. The women durst

not show themselves while he passes along the street, and if

he should meet one without her veil, he would have her

head shaved. So it is ordained by their law, and the Naybes

do the like.

Besides the Naybes, there is in each province or atollon a

man appointed and employed by the king to collect and levy

his dues and revenues, and those of the Christian king at

Goa, to carry out his orders, and, in short, to manage his

affairs. These are called Varuery} and they are highly

honoured and respected. Such as come with any commission

from the king address themselves to them, and they furnish

whatsoever is needful in the way of attendants and guides

for the islands of their atollon.

All the islands have each its separate wards and parishes,

in like manner as Mal^, where there are five wards, each

with its headman, called Mouscouly the alderman

of the ward, and nothing is done there but he knows of it;

and if anything in the ward is required, whether for the use

of the king or the people, he must be applied to, and no

other, as having charge of everything there
;
and if anything

^ M, atolu-veri, or Vdt'u-veri; i.e., vdrn, “tax”, and ven, “man”.
Mr, Bell tEinks that vdru may he connected with the Sin. varuva^ a

paddy-heap, and may he traced to a time anterior to the separation of

the races, when taxes, were paid in kind. These collectors are appointed

to an atoll, or part of an atoll, hy the Sultan on the recommendation of

the Hadegiri^ They do not necessarily reside in their districts. The ma-
jority reside at Mal6, and employ suh-agents (rarhu-veri). The emolu-
ments of the office are considerable, and it is frequently held hy rela-

tions of the king, and hy the ministers themselyes. It is held for life

or during the sultan’s pleasure, and at the decease of an atolu-veri his

estate is held liable for any balance due to the treasury (Bell, Report^

67 ).

^ M. Mushidi avci' ; cf. Sin. avadlii^ “lipiit”, “diyisiou”. There are

only four of these wards now.
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is missing, it must be sought of him. The people of the

ward treat him with great honour and respect,—^not that he

can do nothing without the counsel and advice of the other

elders and counsellors of the ward, but when he has any

project in view, he summons them to his house or other place

as it pleaseth him, to consider together of what is to be done

;

the same goes on at the other islands, for each one has a

superior unto whom the folk of the ward give ear.

Law in their language is called Sacouest^ and is admin-

istered at the house of the Naybes, or at Male at the house

of the Pandiare, with the assistants above mentioned, and

betimes also at the king’s palace when the case is of grave

importance.

Wlien one willeth to commence a suit, he applies to the

judge or Naybe, and he sendeth one of his sergeants, of whom
each hath a certain number, called Deuanits,^ to cause the

party appealed to appear; and if he be not in the same

island, he is entitled to a writ of the Naybe, whereby he is

directed to come to where the Naybe is, provided it be a

place within his jurisdiction. For if it be in that of another,

the hTaybe has no power therein, and in such case he is

served with a writ of the Pandiare, who may summon a man

from any part of the realm to the king’s island where he

resides. The writ is delivered to the Catibe, the headman of

the island, who in presence of all delivers it to the person

appealed, straitly warning him to go. In the which he dare

not fail, for as many as disobey the behests of the law are

not admitted to the company of the others, to go to mosque,

or to eat or drink with them, and are treated as outside the

pale of their law. If a man, for example, some grandee, will

not obey, the king sendeth his soldiers to constrain him.

And if one liketh not to plead before the Naybe, whether

1 M. Sakuvu ; probably connected with the Sin. sdkiya, “ evidence”

;

cf, Skt. sakshiTij a witness”.

2 M. DevcinL Now sis in number (Bell, Eeport, 65).
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for cause tliat lie is ill-disposed towards him, or that he

favours him overmuch, then the plaintiff or the defendant

who is appealed applies to the king, who makes order that

justice be done by indifferent judges ;
the cause is then heard

at the palace of the king, in the presence of all the grandees

of the island.

The parties plead their own causes. If it is an issue of

fact, each brings three witnesses
;
and if they have none,

the defendant is believed upon his oath, which he takes by

touching with his hand the book of their law, the judge

presenting it
;
and the plaintiff, if he be at all a man of the

world, scrupulously observes whether his opponent really

touches the book, and at the proper place. If the issue be

one of law, it is adjudged by the law. The judges receive

nothing for their judgments, and nothing is due, save that

the deuanits or sergeants get a twelfth part of the judg-

ment debt or penalty.

Slaves may not be witnesses, and their word is of no avail

as evidence; and in like manner that of three women is

taken as of one man. The slaves are such as have become

so, or have been brought from abroad and sold, for strangers

wTecked there lose not their liberty if they had it before

;

if they were slaves, they remain so. In good truth, the slaves,

who are call Allo^ are of much more sorry condition than

the rest. They can have but one wife, while all [others] are

permitted to have three, and they can put them away and

take them back but once only. The penalty for beating a

slave is only half that for beating or assaulting a free

man.

Debtors are obliged, if they have no means of paying, to

go into servitude, not as slaves, nor treated as such, but as

natives of the country; they serve only their creditors or

others who pay the money for their redemption. These

1 M. ala
; cf. Sin. vcdd.
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bondsmen are called Pemousseri} which is to say “ bonds-

man on loan”, and this lasts till they be acquitted, and their

1 M. femm^ri. The custom of debt slavery, evidently of great anti-

quity, is mentioned by Ibn Batuta (see App. A), and exists at the present

day. Christopher states that the men of Mdl6 become “ dependents of

any of the chiefs, most of whom retain as many followers as they may
be able to support, a large retinue being considered a sign of rank and

power’’ {Trans. Bom. Geo. Soc., i, 60). Mr. Bell says, “A curious cus-

tom, still surviving, permits an insolvent debtor to work off his debt as

his creditor’s servant. These bondsmen are called FemuserV^ {Report^

p. 65).

In Ceylon the custom was in full force in Knox’s time {Knox^ 102),

and lasted until some time after the British occupation. The following

account is given in Sir J. d’Oyly’s MS., Laws and Constitutions of the

Kandyan Kingdom.^ a copy of which is in my possession:—‘‘If the

debtor have no property, the chief sometimes delivers him to his creditor,

who is thereupon authorised to confine him in his house, and if he

cannot obtain satisfaction, to employ him as a servant, or rather as his

slave, treating him as such, and supplying him with victuals and cloth-

ing” (p. 180). The author proceeds to say that the creditor could also,

by leave of the chief, enter upon and cultivate the debtor’s field, and

that he sometimes (illegally) seized his child. In times of great scarcity

people voluntarily became bondslaves, and sold their children (p. 235).

In some cases the king paid the debt by way of largess out of the royal

treasury, in others it was raised by public subscription (p. 895).

It is in the Eastern Archipelago, however, that the practice obtains

most widely and persistently. The best account is that given by

Marsden

“

When a debtor is unable to pay what he owes, and has no

relation or friends capable of doing it for him
;
or when the children of

a deceased person do not find property enough to discharge the debts

of their parent, they are forced to the state called mengeering.^ that is,

they become a species of bondslaves to the creditor, who allows them

subsistence and clothing, but does not appropriate the produce of their

labour, to the diminution of the debt. Their condition is better than

that of pure slavery, in this, that the creditor cannot strike them, and

they can change their masters, by prevailing upon another person to pay

their debt and accept of their labour on the same terms. Of course,

they may procure their liberty if they can by any means provide a sum

equal to their debt; whereas a slave, though possessing ever so large pro-

perty, has not the right of purchasing his liberty” {Sumatra, 214 ;
see

also pp. 190-2, 335; also Crawfurd, Ind. Arch..^ iii, 98 ;
Baffles’s Java,

second edition, i, 394, note).

Debt slavery was found to be in full force, with its attendant abuses,
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children continue to be so for ever if they do not pay.

Sometimes, when they are badly treated, they can get released

by binding themselves to another, who pays for them; all

their hire is their food and maintenance, and when they die

their master takes all they had ; and if that is not enough for

the debt, the children remain in bond till the whole be paid.

A great number of the people seek to be the Pemousserd of

grandees and men in office, and so to gain support and favour,

for while they belong to nobody they are tormented by one

another.

In the matter of crimes a man must plead for justice to

be done, and he must be a person of capacity to sue, except

it were a crime punishable by the law, otherwise there is no

public process in case of crime or injury committed on the

person of another—^unless, as I say, it is a crime against their

law. A wife cannot appeal in the court for the murder of

her husband, but only the children or kindred
;
and if the

children are of young age, time is given till they attain the

age of sixteen years, to see if they desire to be avenged for

the death of their father. In the meantime, the judge con-

demns him that is suspected of the murder to support the

children of the deceased, and to teach them some art or craft

;

then, when they come of age, they may demand justice, or

release and pardon the murderer
;

if not, he may be accused

at any time thereafter. For there, in the matter of an injury

done to any private person, the person injured must be

the complainant, otherwise the crime is annulled
;

never-

theless, if the king wills, he has justice done, without any

other party to the cause
;
but that happens rarely.^

in the Malay states of Perak and Selangor, on the assumption of the

British protectorate a few years ago. It has now been abolished by a

scheme of compensation from and after the 31st December 1883. See

Parliamentary Paj^ers, C, 2410 (1879), C. 3285 and C. 3429 (1882), and C.

4192 (1884). The custom was abolished at Sarawak by Sir James
Brooke, but is still in use in the native states of Borneo.

1 We have here, succinctly stated, the same double modes of prosecu-
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The usual penalties are banishment to the desert islands

of the south, as I have already said, mutilation of a member,

or the scourge,^ which is the most common, but infinitely

cruel. It is of thick leather straps, as long as the arm and

as broad as the four fingers, and as thick as two
;
of these, five

or six are fixed together in a haft of wood. With this, male-

factors are chastised, and so cruelly beaten that full often

they die of it. It is the usual penalty for great crimes, such

as sodomy, incest, and adultery. Women taken in adultery,

besides the said penalty, have their hair cut off.^

False witness and perjury are punished in the same way,

the guilty party being also amerced in a money fine, which

is given to the poor.

If a wife or a daughter be ravished, the guilty party is

punished as an adulterer, and in addition is obliged to settle

a portion upon the wife or daughter.

A thief who has stolen any article of value has his hand

cut off.^

tion which obtained in English law for many centuries, viz., the

prosecution by the king, in which case the charge was called a “ plea

of the crown”, and the prosecution by the injured party, called an
“ appeal”. The intricate technicalities with which the latter procedure

was incrusted may be studied in the pages of Bracton, Britton, and

Hawkins. As lawyers are aware, this mode of prosecution, after being

for long deemed obsolete, was revived by an “ appeal of murder” in the

year 1818, with due “wager of battle”, and was only then abolished by

statute. The main difference between the English and Maidive appeal

was, that in the former the right was primarily confined to the widow,

and only passed to the heir when there was no surviving widow.

1 Below, in ch xxii, he calls this scourge gleau, Christopher states

that flogging is done with “ two or three rattans held together in the

hand”. He confirms Pyrard as to the severity with which it is inflicted,

adding that sometimes death ensues” (Trans. Bom. Geo. i, 78).

2 According to Christopher, if the woman has not given encourage-

ment, the man is severely flogged, the injured husband being the admin-

istrator (Trans. Bom. Geo. Soc., i, 78).

3 This is the punishment prescribed by the Koran :
“ If a man or

woman steal, cut off their hands in retribution for that which they have

committed : this is an exemplary punishment appointed by God, and
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In the matter of injuries a prosecutor is not free to hush

up the charge
;
the penalty is exacted when there is proof of

heinous wrong.

If a man has committed some offence against the law, he

must do penance in a public manner, as a public apology.

For the rest, they hold it for certain that they could never

enter Paradise did they not pay and perform whatsoever the

court has ordered. For the execution and scourging of male-

factors they have no executioner : that office is performed by

the cleuanits or sergeants.

As for the penalty of death, though their law ordains it

for a homicide, the judges never pass the sentence.^ All the

time I was at the Maldives, I never saw one condemned to

death by the ordinary judges. They would not dare to do

so, but by the express command of the king, which is given

but seldom. Moreover, it is a common saying with them,

that they could not afford thus to lose their men
;
and that

if all were put to death that merited it, in course of time the

islands would be dispeopled, and so that the human race in

other parts would not suffice to pay the penalty, and that the

world would come to an end. Yet true it is that the king

sends some of his chosen soldiers, and condemns, and puts

God is mighty and wise” {Sura, 5). Ibn Batuta (below, App. A) mentions

that this penalty was unknown or unpractised before his arrival at the

Maldives, and states that when he, as Cadi, had a thief’s hand cat off,

the bystanders all fainted ! Christopher was shown a stoneblock on which

offenders’ hands were chopped off in former days (T. Bom, Geo, Soc,, i,

78). The real humanity of the islanders had reasserted itself, in

defiance of the Koran. Mutilation is unknown and forgotten now (Bell,

Report, 65). Note in the above passage, “any article of value”, as

indicating, perhaps, a similar distinction to that which obtained in

English law, between “grand larceny”, where the thing stolen was

of the value of one shilling or over, and “petty larceny”, where it was

under
;
our law was the more cruel, the penalty of the former being

death, of the latter, whipping.

^ Murder is now punished by flogging and banishment to the southern

atolls (Chr., in Trans. Bom. Geo. Soc., i, 78 ;
Bell, Report, 65),
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to death such as merit it, or have offended him. For though

the processes of justice are in the hands of the doctors of the

law, and they are the judges, yet the king is the sole arbiter

and dispenser of it; he alone has the power of life and

death. Appeal is made to him, and he gives his orders for

justice to he done as he wills it, as well to the judges and

doctors, as to his lords and officers. And to speak generally,

he is absolute throughout his whole realm, and disposes all

things according to his pleasure, and that in most tyrannical

sort at times, though chiefly in his dealings with the vulgar, a

most abject and caitiff herd. Among other kinds of chastise-

ment, he maketh use of one peculiar to the lot of such as

have incurred his displeasure, for he causeth them to lie

upon their bellies on the ground, their four limbs held by

four persons
;

they then receive some stripes upon the

back with a rod or kind of cane, which is called Botan}

and comes from Bengal: this takes off the skin, and the

weals and scars remain ever after to mark such as have

displeased the king. I have also observed, as a matter pertain-

ing to the forms of their judicature, that they put not the

process or the pleadings in criminal causes into writing, nor

the indictments, nor the depositions, nor the judgments : all

is very prompt and summary. And it is the same in civil

actions, except in suits for hereditaments, or coco-trees (which

are immovable property), wherein judgments are delivered

by the Pandiare or the FTaybes. In such case they grant

writs [of possession], sealed with their seal in ink,—for I have

never seen them use wax for sealing,—and these serve for

evidence to their posterity, to the end that thenceforth

neither he that hath gained the cause, nor his heirs, may be

disquieted in their possession.

1 Rattan.
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CHAPTEE XV.

Orders of the people,—of the nobility, the great offices and

dignities, and their rank.

As for tlie orders and distinctions of the whole people,

according to their condition and quality, be it remarked there

are four sorts of persons.^ In the first are comprehended

the king, called Rasguan^ the queen, called Reneguillagnef

^ It will be observed that the first, third, and fourth classes are dis-

tinctions settled by birth
;
the second so-called class includes all digni-

ties and titles of honour granted by the king. 1. Persons of the blood

royal are termed Banddra, or Baddra, the term applied also to the

children of the Sinhalese kings. By including the “great lords” in

this first class, Pyrard probably refers to the titles of Manipul, assumed

only by the nearest relations of the sultan, and Didi, applied to remoter

scions of the royal house and descendants of former sultans. 2. The
second class of dignities, viz., those conferred on individuals, include

the officers of state and titles conferred out of court favour or bought.

The highest is that of Kilage-fdnu (Pyrard, quilague), formerly confined

to the regent acting in the absence of the sultan, but now given to

several grandees. Among titles independent of office are Kalege-fdnu

and Tahuru-fdnu, the former of which can be purchased for a few
rupees. Masters of vessels get the titles of NdTchudd, Nevi, and Mdlimi^

as implying skill and experience in seamanship. 3. The third class is that

of the aristocracy generally, viz., the Maniku. The wife of a maniku

man is termed manike (cf. the common Sin. name, menika). When a maniku

man receives a title of honour, he is called maniku-fdnu. Some of this

class preserve the relics of Portuguese influence, and call themselves

Don Maniku. Either Pyrard is wrong in stating that children’s status

comes from the mother, or the law is now changed. Mr. Bell is informed

by the highest Maidive authorities that the status of the father governs

;

e.g., a maniku woman marries a Didi, the children are Didi. It may be

noted here that Pyrard also states (ch. xviii), that nobility comes “ from
the mother as well as from the father”. 4. The common people are

termed Kalo (fern. Kamulo). He does not here speak of the slaves,

alu (see p. 202) ;
nor does he refer to the handicraft castes.

2 M. raskan or rasge-fdnu ; cf. Sin. rajan, radu, and rada.

3 M. rani-kilage-fdnu. This would seem to be the title of a reigning

queen or princess regent, as of the queen Amin4 (1754). The sultan’s

wives are called Rasge-fdnu Abi-Kahalun (Bell, Report, p. 76).
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and those who are of his race and of the lineage of

former kings
; princes, called Ccdans} princesses, Camciiaz^

and great lords. The second is the order of dignities, offices,

and rank granted by the king, in the which precedence is

likewise carefully observed
;
the third is the nobility

;
the

fourth, the common people. I will begin with the third, that

being the rank conferred by birth, and separating its pos-

sessors from the common people. Dignities and offices are

casualties independent of this rank. There are a great num-

ber of nobles her^and there throughout the islands. Such

as are not nobles durst not sit with them, nor even in the

presence of a nobleman so long as he is standing
;
and should

they see one how far off soever coming behind them, they

must needs wait and let him pass before them. So, if one has

a cloth or anything else thrown over his shoulder, he takes

it down.^ Noble women, though married to men of inferior

condition, lose not their rank : even the children the issue

of such marriages are noble by virtue of the mother’s estate,

even were the father of the lowest order. So women of low

quality married to nobles are not ennobled by their hus-

bands, but retain their former rank
;
everyone keeps his

own place, and there is no confusion on this subject. But

besides the nobility by birth, the king ennobles whom he

will. When that happens, the king, besides a grant of letters

(patent), sends one of his officers, specially appointed for this

duty, to make publication thereof throughout the island to

the sound of a kind of bell, which is a plate of metal struck

with a hammer. As for the dignities, hear which are the

principal, and the rank of them. After the king come the

princes of his blood, and such as are descended from other

1 M. hald-fdnUj Pers. kaldn, ‘‘great”. Mr. Bell informs me that

the Sultan of Pyrard’s time is stiQ known by this title, specially applied.

2 M. Tcamana-fdnu ; cf. Sin. hdmini, “lady”.

2 The Sinhalese hardly ever omit these marks of respect when they

meet a chief or a European in the road.

P
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kings, his predecessors
;
these, though of a different line, are

all held in honour and respect. Next, the great officers of the

realm,^—to wit, the Qmlagm, whom we might call the king’s

^ We are fortunate enough to possess tolerably full lists of the

ministers composing the Cabinet’^ of the Sultan, at periods covering

the last five hundred years
;
and it -will be seen that the offices and their

respective status have been altered, probably from the like causes of the

necessities of the times, as our own high offices of State. The authori-

ties as to those offices are the same as for other events of Maidive his-

tory, viz., Ibn Batuta (a.d. 1344), Pyrard (1602-9), Christopher (1835),

and JVIr. Bell at the present day. »

I. Ibn Batuta (see below, App. A) gives the following offices

1. Calaky

2. Fandayarkalou

3. Hendidjery

,

4. Fdmelddry

.

5. Mdfdcalou.

6. Fitndyec

7. Mdndyec

8. Deherd

Grand Vizier or Sultan’s Lieutenant.

The K5idi.

Preacher.

Chief of the Treasury.

Keceiver General of Revenue.

Minister of Police.

Admiral.

General of the Army.

After describing the offices of the first seven, he says, “ All these have

the title of Vizier.” The eighth is mentioned incidentally in his sub-

sequent narrative as a Vizier.

II. Pyrard’s list of dignities is as follows :

—

1. Quilague (Kilage), Same as Ibn Bat.

2. Parenas {Fdrundi and in southern atolls, more correctly, Fdo'hmd).

Not traced in other lists
;
no distinctive duties assigned. The title is

now given to the Regent or Lieut.-General.

3. Endequery. The same in title, but not in functions, as Ibn. Bat., 3.

4. Velannas ( Veldnd), Admiral : under him

—

(a) two deputies called Mirvaires {Miru Baharu),

6.

Donm&iaz {Dorhirntrid'). General of the Militia.

(«) Acouraz (Hakurd), his lieutenant.

6. Manpas {Mdfai), Chancellor
; cf, Ibn Bat., 5.

7. Carans (Karani), Secretary.

8. Mas handery (Md hadiry). Intendant of Finance
;
probably cor-

responding to the Auditor-General of British colonies.

9. Bans handery (Ran haderi). Treasurer.

III. Christopher, in 1834, found a Cabinet of six Viziers, whose
titles are given here according to the more correct spelling of Mr.
Bell
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lieutenant-general,because, next to the king,and in his absence,

he is the most powerful in the government of the state,

1. DorJiimend. CMef or General of the Army. See Pyrard, 5.

2. Hahurd. See Pyrard, 5 (a).

3. Veldnd. See Pyrard, 4.

4. Fdmud§n. Pyrard mentions (ch. xviii) a Pammedery cologne as a

great lord, but does not place him among the ministers,—but see

Ibn Bat., 4.

6. Mdfai, See Ibn Bat., 5, and Pyrard, 6.

6 . Bdhard. See Ibn Bat., 8 . Pyrard (ch. xix) mentions a Darade

Taconrou as a “Count” or “Duke”, but does not place him among

the ministers.

IV. Lastly, Mr. Bell (1879) finds that the Sultan now employs only

three chief ministers, viz.

:

1. Hadigiri^ or Bodn Bad^ri, “ Chief Treasurer of the realm”. See

Ibn Bat., 3, and Pyrard, 3.

2. Ddhard, See Ibn Bat., 8, and Chr., 6.

3. Miru Baharu (Ax, Emir-el-Bah*). See Pyrard, 4 (a).

The Hadegirl (preacher in Ibn Batuta’s time, a lord privy councillor

in Pyrard’s, and now chief treasurer), though not placed by Christopher

among the six ministers, was a high officer in his day, as he says he “ is

vested with authority to enforce the payment of revenue when com-

plaint is made to him by the Atohoari”. Mr. Bell says, “ He seems to

rank above the other two ministers, and to possess greater influence in

the community. A staff of accountants and clerks are employed to

assist him in the revenue duties at Mal4.”

The DdJiard, Mr. Bell observes, “ has no specific department of public

business to supervise. But for a certain voice in the military and muni-

cipal affairs, his office would be a titular sinecure.’’

ThQ Miru Baharu, according to the same authority, “is the Port

Doctor and Master Attendant of Mal6. He visits all vessels that arrive,

and refuses permission to land until it has been ascertained to his satis-

faction that there is no sickness on board. Generally speaking, the

entire management and control of aU public business not falling within

the province of the Madbgiri, and distributed a few years back among

the six Viziers, devolve now on the M(ru Baharu and the Ddhard.^^

It will be observed that the Pandiare, or Kadi, ^ included in Ibn

Batuta’s, but in no subsequent list. Although in Pyrard’s time, as at

present, he was supreme in ecclesiastical and judicial affairs, he was not

supposed to interfere in the executive government.

Mr. Bell considers that a good many of the offices mentioned above

may be traced back to the offices in the ancient Sinhalese monarchy,

P 2
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and without liis authority nothing is done. So, if the king

wills to do, observe, or execute anything, he is the first to be

which occur in the MaTiawanso: thus, he traces the Hadegin to the

Bhdnddgdriko amachcho^ the Lord High Treasurer of Ceylon (Tumour’s

Jilakmvanso, pp. 231-3) ;
DorMm^nd to the Dvdra-ndyaka (ih., 260) ;

Fdmuderi to the Amachclia Pdmukha (ih.^ 69), Sin. pdmok, deta ; Mdfai

maybe derived from mdka^ ‘‘ great”, and pati^ as in Seyidpati^ CTiamiipati

(Alah. passim)
;
the Ddhdra would seem to be the Dovdrika (ih,^ 117) ;

the Mdndyec of Ibn Bat. is clearly enough the Sin. maha ndyaka, (See

Ibn Batuta
;
Christopher, in Trans. Bom. Geo. Soc.^ i, 70-72

;
Bell,

' Report.^ 66, 78.)

Departmental Government.—(i). Ecclesiastical and Judicial.—These

formed one department under the Pandiare, who was and still is chief

priest and chief justice. Under him were the Naibs, thirteen in number,

one for each atoll. These, according to Pyrard, were the sole provincial

judges. Under them were the Catibs, of whom there was one in each

island containing xipwards of forty inhabitants. They were the religious

superiors of their respective islands, but in judicial affairs they were

“ overseers” only. There were at a Naib and two Catibs, who
assisted the Pandiare in both departments. Subordinate again to the

Catibs were the Moudins.i or incumbents of mosques : every mosque had

its Moudin. At M^16 there were four “ king’s Moudins” (p. 147), who
were of much greater consequence than ordinary Moudins : they were,

in fact, royal chaplains, and the Catib of M41e was chosen from among
them.

Christopher states that the Haibs were also called Catibs, and inti-

mates that residence in their atolls was not obligatory, six or seven being

usually at Mdl4 {Trans. Bom. Geo. Soc., i, 70). He states, in corrobora-

tion of Pyrard, that the Naibs were supported by the islanders
;
but he

seems to be wrong in asserting that the Naibs and Catibs were iden-

tical, for Mr. Bell confirms the distinction of Pyrard, and states that at

Mdl6 the Pandiare is now assisted by four Naibs and two Catibs

{Report., p. 66).

The last officers to be mentioned in this department are the devanits

(M. dimni)., who performed, as they still do, the functions of peons,

process-servers, and executioners. They are assigned to the Naibs as

well as to the Pandiare. Mr. Bell states that the Pandiare has six, “ who
for their general services receive a small monthly allowance of rice, and

one-twelfth share of the awards and proceeds of sale” {Report^ p. 65),

(ii). Revenue.—Pyrard does not state specifically what officer pre-

sided over this department
;
he may have been the Pammedery calogue

mentioned by him as one of the great lords,—and Ibn Batuta’s list would

lead to this conclusion,—or he may have been the same officer as at the
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deputed and to receive liis commands. There is next to him

another of great authority, called the Parenas ; then an En-

cleqiiery, whose office is to be ever by the king, and to counsel

present day, viz., the Had^giri (Pyrard, Endequery)^ who embraces the

functions of the Treasurer (Pyrard’s Rans handery)^ and probably also

those of the Mas handery (Bell, Report^ p. 66). Each atoll had, and still

has, its collector, called by Pyrard the Varuery^ or, as correctly given by

Mr. Bell, Varu-vei’i, ovAtolu^verL They are now appointed by the Sultan

on the recommendation of the Had4giri. ‘‘ They do not necessarily

live in the respective atolls assigned to them. The majority remain at

IMale, and employ sub-agents, varhu-veri^ who are frequently Catibs. Each

atoll has a storehouse (vdru-ge)^ where the Government revenue is tem-

porarily warehoused until required to be transmitted to Male. The
emoluments of this office must be considerable, as it is held by the relations

of the Sultan and chief ministers, and frequently by the ministers them-

selves. Its tenure lasts for life, or during the Sultan’s pleasure
;
and at

the decease of an atolu-veri his estate is held liable for any balance due,

or alleged to be due, for his division. The revenue of the different atolls,

usually paid in native produce and manufacture, is collected into the

treasury (bodu-badin-g^) at Mal4, whence it is shipped in the Sultan’s

and private vessels, on Government account, to different parts of India

and Ceylon” (Bell, Report^ p, 67).

It would seem from Christopher’s account that the revenue officers

have acquired in some measure the judicial powers formerly exercised

by the Naibs and Catibs.

(iii) . Admiralty.—^Pyrard calls the High Admiral, Yelannas; and says

that he had two subordinates, Mirvaires {Emir-el-Bahr). Christox^her

calls him Wilono Shoha7ide7% and mentions also one Emir-el-Bahr, whom

he describes as Masttr Attendant of ]Mal4. Mr. Bell, as stated above,

finds the Veldnd gone altogether, and the Emir-el-Bahr (IM. Mira-

B(iharu) elevated to a seat in the Cabinet.

(iv). Military.--Yho Maidive militia was under a general, called by

Ibn Batuta the Deherd., and by Pyrard, Dorimesna {Dorhimend). His

lieutenant, not mentioned by Ibn Batuta, is by Pyrard called Acouraz.

In Christopher’s time the second Vizier retained his title {Hakurd)., with

no distinct duties. The gendarmerie of Mal4 (there appears to have

been no military force in the other islands) was divided into six com-

panies, raised in the six wards of the town. The company of each

ward (aiiare) was under one of the six Mouscnulis or Viziers. Mr. Bell

finds the militia still divided into six companies, -with a nominal strength

of 100 men each. The Sultan’s body-guard of forty men is under a

separate officer (Report, p. 68). The officer entitled by Ibn Batuta

Fitndyec, or “ Minister of Police", cannot be traced in later times.
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him on all occasions and in all matters. Next, he that hath

charge of the marine, called the Vdannas, as we should say

the admiral : I have said something of him above. He it is

who keeps watch over all ships which arrive, and what mer-

chandise they carry, having the care of lodging strangers, and

representing their wants
;
in general, he hath an eye to all

that concerns the shipping, and what comes by the sea. He
is wont to board ships as they arrive, even the smallest

barques, to take their rudders and have them borne to the

king’s house, for fear they vshould depart without leave.

Under him are two sergeants, called MirvaireSy who keep

watch over ships arriving, and render him an account of

them, and otherwise carry out his orders and those of the

king among the country people. These sergeants are known

by reason that they carry in their hand a thick baton of

Bengal cane, which others than they durst not bear. There

is also a general over all the militia, called the Dorimenaz,

who has a lieutenant, called the Acoumz.

Besides these, there is the Chancellor, called ManpaSy who
applies to all letters the king’s seal, which is nothing but his

name in Arabic, graven in silver, dipped in ink, and pressed

upon the paper. The secretary is called Carans^ the director

of finance, Mas handery

;

the treasurer, Bans handery; and

besides these are divers other minor offices which it were

superfluous to describe in detail. Be it noted that all these

above-mentioned great officers are often summoned to give

counsel to the king, when he desires it, along with six

persons of age and experience, and of the highest rank and
learning, called Monscoulis, that is, elders^ of whom I have
already spoken. They are nominated by the king, chosen

1 From the Skt. karan, “a doer”; cf. Sin. karanavd, “to do”. The
word may have reached the Maldives from any part of India, where it was
ill general use for ’ “ a clerk” Ibn Bat. twice, at least, uses kirdiii for a
ship’s clerk, and cranny is modern Anglo-Indian for a clerk or copyist.

(See Yule and Burnell, Gloss., s. v. Cranny.)
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anr] deputed by the other grandees to assist the king, and

give advice on all occasions, to avoid the necessity of calling

together the whole council on every matter
;
in short, they

manage all kinds of business, and are ready at all times to

carry out the king’s pleasure. It is the six elders, too, who
administer justice in the palace to such as have appealed to

the king, not being satisfied with the judgments of the E'aibes

and the Pandiare. They have command of six companies of

men-at-arms, each his own.

Many other dignities there are of divers degrees, which

the king grants unto such of the nobles as he hath a favour to,

assigning to them certain islands for pension and salary, as

he doth to all the above named, more or less, according to

the rank and quality of each
;
we might say they are like the

dignities of Count, Marquis, Baron, etc., with us. But besides

the revenues of certain islands apportioned to these officers,

the king also gives them rice for their maintenance, as he

doth to the soldiers for their pay, with the tolls and dues

from the barques and vessels that come to traffic at the

Maldives ; these the king allows to them for their support,

besides some little presents which he gives them on certain

days. The highest honour in that land is to eat the king’s

rice, and to be of the number of his officers
;
wanting that,

a man is but little thought of, noble though he be
;
insomuch

that, after the office bearers, the soldiers get the most honour

and privilege, and a gentleman is of but small account if

he be not enrolled in the militia.

This militia^ consists of soldiers of the king’s guard to the

1 The Maldivians have never been a warlike people. Ibn Batuta says

of them, “ In body they are weak, and have no aptitude for combat or

for war, and their arms are prayers.” As will be seen hereafter, the

military organisation described by Pyrard was totally unfit to meet the

Bengal invaders, who slew the king and gave the author his liberty.

Here is hir. BeU’s description of the present state of things :
—‘‘ The sole

military force consists of a nondescript militia {Hagu-M-kalun) at Male,

divided into six companies, numbering nominally 100 men each, but
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number of six hundred, di\dded into six companies, and com-

manded by the six Mouscoulis or elders; ten other great

companies are also kept up. These ten companies have each

for its captain one of the greatest lords in the kingdom.

These latter do not keep the guard, but serve the king when

he requires them, not only as soldiers to march and fight,

but also to do whatsoever he bids them, as to launch a ship,

or to haul it ashore, or to do other heavy labour wherein

many hands are needed, even to build the king’s palace, if

occasion required, or to construct any other work or build-

ing for the king. They are called out by the sound of the

bell of which I have spoken. They are divided into two

regiments, for there are five companies which are more

honourable, the nobles only being admitted to them
;
they

also get more pay than the rest. As for the other five,

they are of all sorts of people, and are less esteemed.

The revenue of many islands is set apart for the payment of

these companies. They have many privileges
;
among others,

none durst strike them
;
and it is permitted to them to habit

themselves differently from the rest, to wear a thick gold

ring on the finger to assist them in drawing the bow, which

others may not wear; in a word, to be more brave and fine

in their dress. So there are few men of means but choose to

with an actual strength at the present day of probably not less

than 1,200 all told. These companies were formerly under the com-

mand of the six viziers as captains {Bodu-he-kalun), The soldiers bear

no arms, and are under no sort of discipline beyond that which results

from the habit of assembling, without much order or arrangement,

when called together. Their duties, according to Christopher, are so

anomalous that they often serve as sailors on board the public boats.

A body of forty men {Kudi-M-kalivn) is required to mount guard in rota-

tion at the Sultan’s palace, and is in charge of an o£5cer called Md
Baderi Tokxiru-fdnii. These men have certain privileges, and are dis-

tinguished from the HagiM-kalm by their head-herchief. A small

body-guard {Dagedetere-M-kalun)^ bearing muskets, escort the Sultan

whenever he appears in public” (Bell, Report^ 68 ;
also Christopher,

in Tranif, Bom. Geo. Soc., i, 72).
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join
;
albeit, they must have the permission of the king

;
and

it costs them sixty larins to enter, whereof twenty go to the

king for permission, and forty to be divided among the com-

pany which one desires to join. Slaves cannot enter them,

nor may those whose business it is to gather and draw the

produce of the coco-tree^ nor other sorts of mean labouring

men, nor such as know not to read or write, nor those who

serve others. For the rest, most of the offices are bought of

the king, and are much sought after by the rich for the sake

of the honour, power, and authority which they get thereby

over their fellows
;
but they may not sell them again, or

transfer them to others.

All the islanders have but a single name apiece, without any

surname or family name, those in most common use being

Mahometj
Maly, Eussim, Assan, Ibrahim, and the like

;
but

for the sake of distinction the name of their rank is added to

their name : for instance, the nobles in blood add to their

names Tacouroio} which shows who they are, and their wives,

Byhis^; and besides that they add the name of the island

which belongs to them. Such as are noble only by office or

rank are called Callogues,^ and their wives and daughters,

Gamullogues,^ This name is used not only by the officers

whom I have named, and others in actual service and pay,

but also by many others who obtain sinecure rank from the

Idng, so as to be distinguished from the common herd, and

so to have a certain position and be respected accordingly.

This is bought of the king dearly enough, yet such names

and qualities are limited in number, to the end that the

honour, being granted to but a few, may be more prized nor

soon degraded. The common folk are called by the name

1 As pointed out g-bove, tbe title of Takvru-fdmi is, in these latter

days, sold. Takuru is probably the Skt. Thaktir, which survives in

Bengal as Tagore (see Yule’s Gloss., Supplt., s. v. ThaJcoor).

2 Blhi (see Yule’s Gloss., s. v. Bcehee).

3 Kaloge. ^ Kamulo.
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Ocdlo} along with their own names, besides which is added

the craft or condition of which each is. Their wives and

daughters are called Gamulo?

CHAPTEE XVI.

Of the hinys 'paldce,—a description of it ; of his manner of

life^ and of the yueens^ his wives.

To come now to a description of the king's palace.^ It has

been mentioned several times above, that the king resides

ordinarily at Mal(5, which is in consequence the chief of all

the other islands, his palace being there.

It is built of stone, and consists of several houses w’-ell

constructed, yet without much ornamental architecture, and

of a single story. All around are orchards and gardens, with

fountains and ponds of water, enclosed within walls, and

paved with large polished stone. These places are guarded

perpetually by men appointed to that duty
;
for it is there

the king and his queens bathe, and it is strictly forbidden to

all others to bathe there.

In the close of the palace, called in their language gan~

^ Kalo. 2 J^amulo.
® The Sultan’s palace seems to have been rebuilt or enlarged since

Pyrard’s time, Chr. gives the following description of it :—“ The
Sultan’s palace is a large, upper-roomed house, with a peaked roof,

covered with thick sheet-copper, in a walled enclosure, which is

surrounded by a shallow moat, comprising an area of about a square
mile. Within this space there is also a well-built magazine, besides
several other houses, and a neat building raised on stone arches, from
which the ladies witness the games exhibited before the court on festi-

vals. One of the above-mentioned buildings is said to contain a variety
of arms and relics taken from wrecked vessels

;
and it is currently re-

ported and believed that there is a tank near the palace filled with
ambergris {T. B. G. S., i, 53). Christopher was not admitted to view
the interior, nor was Air. Bell.
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doijre} which is of great extent, there are many buildings,

and also courtyards, in each of which is a well, set off with

fine white stone. In one of these courtyards are the two

royal magazines
;
in the one the king keeps his cannon, in

the other all his other sorts of arms.

At the entering in of the palace there is a guard-house,

where you see some pieces of cannon and other arms.

The gateway is made like a square tower, on top of which

Principal Entrance to the Palace.

the musicians play and sing on feast days, as I have de-

scribed.

1 M. gadiivani^ or gcmduvarii. The meaning of the word is not quite

clear. Gadu is “piece”, or “part”, as in mas-gadu, the best cut of

fish; re-gadu, “the night (part of the day)”. It also has an honorific

sense, as in alu-gadu~men, “I”, when used as our royal “we”; fen-gadii,

water for the Sultan’s use
;
vedun-gadu^ said of the present annually

made to the Governor of Ceylon. The varu is, perhaps, only a plural

sufiix, as in oyivaru, “ currents”; cf. vdru-veri^ above.
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Proceeding thence, you come to the first hall, where the

soldiers attend
;
further on, another great hall for the lords,

gentlemen, and qualified persons : for nobody, be he lord,

gentleman, or commoner, man or boy, woman or girl, durst

go further than this, saving only the domestic ofiicers of the

king and queens, and their slaves and servants. Hear now

how these halls are built. The floor is raised three feet above

ground, and is laid with wood nicely joined and highly pol-

ished. It is for a precaution against the ants that the floor

is thus raised, and it is the same in all the houses of the

country, except that, as you may suppose, if builders’ work

can be done better at one place than another, it will be at the

king’s palace. The floor is all covered with little mats made

at the islands, interlaced of divers colours, with figures and

other patterns prettily worked, and marvellously fair to see.

The walls are hung with silk tapestry; while above, the ceiling

is covered also with silk tapestry from which hang pretty

fringes as those of a curtain. In the hall of the soldiers

and strangers the king had spread upon the ceiling the great

ensign and banner of our vessel, which was blue, with the

arms of France in gold, beautifully worked. He was greatly

proud of this, showing it off as a curiosity to strangers
;
and

ofttimes he made me explain what was represented in the

arms, as indeed I did, not without causing him to wonder at

the greatness of our king. In these halls, over the place

where the king sits, there is another kind of ceiling and

curtain of a richer character, under which is a large space

raised two feet, and covered with a large carpet, on which

he seats himself cross-legged, for they use no other seats.

On the mats throughout the hall, the lords, when they

come to court, sit in the same fashion.

At this court^ the order of ranks is strictly observed
;
for

1 According to Christopher, “the customs and etiquette observed in

the Durbar are remarkable for their simplicity. The courtiers and

officers take stations according to their respective ranks” (T. Bo. G. /S%
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those of lower condition remain standing, unless the king, or

in his absence the grandees who may be there, bid them to

be seated. The places next to where the king is wont to sit

are the most honourable, and so on in proportion to the dis-

tance. For the gentry of Mal^ and other regular courtiers,

who are bound to come and salute the king every afternoon,

tarry sitting in this second hall, and may not proceed further
;

there they amuse themselves conversing with one another

until the king comes forth, or some domestic officer shows

himself, whom they bid tell the king that they have come

to pay their respects, or convey some 'special request to him.

Such is the manner of holding court in that country. Some-

times, while they are sitting there, the king sends them

dishes of fruit and betel, which they esteem a great honour

and favour. Once a week, or fortnight, as he pleases,the king

conies to sit in this hall to take part in their deliberations,

and to take counsel with them on affairs of state or other.

The nobles of the other islands, who are very numerous,

often come to court, and observe the same procedure as do

those of Male and the ordinary courtiers; but they never

come for a fresh visit without bringing a present : for no one,

whether noble or merchant, is admitted to salute the king

unless he brings an offering. Likewise, those lords who hold

islands of the king, bring the tribute due to him. By this

manner of offering presents a man is soon aware whether he

is in his good graces or not, for if the king accepts his

present, he is assured of his goodwill
;
but if not, or if the

king says not a word to the messenger who announces his

arrival and conveys his respects, it is a certain sign of dis-

favour and disgrace. When the king receives strangers, it is

in the first or large hall, where the guards attend.

The king’s private apartments and the corridors are also

much adorned, and are hung with silk tapestry, worked richly

i, 67). A court regulation requires that all persons wear dress of

native manufacture when they come into the Sultan’s presence.
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with flower and branch patterns in gold and divers colours
;

this dazzles the eye, as well with the richness of the gold

and the colours, as with the wondrous work of it. These

hangings come for the most part from China, Bengal, Masu-

lipatan, and St. Thomas, and are also made at the Maldives.

The (common) people use cotton hangings, composed of

pieces of cotton cloth of all colours, arranged together in

various ways, and upon them figures and patterns in needle-

work, or other pieces applied and sewn on. From Bengal

comes also another sort of hanging, of fine linen painted and

ornamented with colours in a very agreeable fashion : these

they call lader}

The beds are suspended in air by four cords from a bar

supported by two posts
;
the pillows and sheets are of cotton

and silk, the whole covered with precious curtains of silk

and cloth of gold. The beds of the king, the grandees, and

the wealthy are in this style, as they are thus more comfortably

rocked to sleep.^ They are also accustomed, when they go

to bed, to have their bodies handled and chafed, and gently

rubbed by their attendants, and to be patted with both

hands
;
they say this is good for their spleen disease, and

that it cures the pain
;

it also puts them to sleep sooner, and

makes them forget the pain in the part patted and rubbed.

The ordinary domestics of the king sleep on cotton pillows

laid on boards fixed on four posts four feet high.

The ordinary habit of the king was a gown, of exceeding

white and fine cotton, or rather a cassock, falling^to the waist

or rather lower, with a border of white and blue, and fastened

in front with buttons of massive gold. With this he wore

^ Probably the Hind. cJiadar^ “ a sheet”, the Anglo-Indian chudder

(see Yule and Burnell, Gloss.
^

s. v.)

2 Marco Polo, bk. iii, ch. xvii, states that the wealthier people of

the Coromandel coast had bedsteads of light canework, in which they
were drawn up by cords nearly to the ceiling, in order to escape
vermin during the night.
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a piece of red taffetas, edged, reaching from the waist to the

heels. This taffetas was girt with a long and large waistband

of red silk with gold fringes, and by a heavy gold chain,

fastened in front by a fine buckle larger than the hand, set

with the rarest gems known. He carried also a knife, after

the manner of his country, but richly ornamented. On his

head he wore a little bonnet of red scarlet, which is highly

prized in that country and permitted to the king alone : this

bonnet was trimmed all round with gold, while on the top

was a big button of solid gold with some precious stone,

signifying in a way his royalty, the whole bound round with

a turban of red silk like the waistband. And although the

greatest lords and the soldiers like to wear their hair long, as

has been said, yet he was wont to shave every week. He
went always barelegged, like the rest, and wore on his feet

only gold-sewn leather slippers,^ brought from Arabia, and

made like sandals. These no person in the kingdom, of what-

ever rank, would dare to wear, saving the queens and the

princesses of his house. As for the princes, though they

might, or could easily get permission, yet they care not to

use aught but certain wooden sandals,^ and those at home

only, leaving to the king this mark of distinction between

them and him, though he has another by which he may

easily be recognised: for when he goes forth, a white

umbrella or parasoP is borne over him. This is the chief

mark of royal majesty
;
neither is it, nor would it be allowed

to any other person whatsoever, except to foreigners, who are

permitted to dress as they please, and carry what they like.

Walking by the king on aU occasions are pages, one carrying

a fan, another the king’s sword drawn and a buckler, a third

his box of. betel and areca, of which he partakes every hour.

1 Fai-rdn-kolu; kohi is a royal suffix, like gadu,

2 Maravali-kolu.

3 Hudu-Jiai-koIu ;
kudu = Sin. kudu or sudu, “ white”

;
kai = Sin.

sat^ umbrella”.
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A doctor of the law also follows, never losing sight of him,

reading a book in his presence and admonishing him of his

religion.

At table, where he eats alone, he is served by the chief of

his household in the same manner as I have related of his

subjects, except that he is served with greater care, honour,

and reverence. His plate is neither gold nor silver, for that

is forbidden by their law
;
but of porcelain, or of other China

fabric, or of copper, neatly fashioned and worked at the

Maldives
;
he also uses the boxes of polished and lacquered

wood.^

His exercise and ordinary pastime was not to go forth fre-

quently, or to go a-fishing, as I learnt from the islanders was

the habit of kings that preceded him, but to tarry most of

his time shut up in his palace, entertaining his queens,

seeing his courtiers, and superintending numbers of work-

men and artisans, such as painters, goldsmiths, embroiderers,

cutlers, bead-makers, turners, joiners, armourers, and divers

others, whom he kept at his palace, supplying them with

materials, and paying them for their work as it was finished

;

he then stored the articles with care in various places in the

palace, and sometimes made presents of them. In this

occupation he took much delight and spent much of his

time
;
he also used himself to work, and would say it was a

sin to be idle. He was of quick and ready wit, knowing

something of most things
;
he worked at several crafts and

trades, and was ever anxious to learn
;
he sought out such

as excelled at anything
;
and if he met with any foreigner

who knew something that neither he nor his islanders

knew, he paid him great attention, to the end that he should

teach him his art.

When he goes out he is accompanied by his soldiers, of

whom a hundred are on guard daily. On Fridays, when he

goes to the mosque, it is in fine array and in grand pomp, as

1 See above, at p. 170-1.
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I have to some extent described above, for the soldiers march

in order, one company before and the other behind, his

ordinary officers beside him, along with the greatest men of

his court, while drums, flutes, trumpets, and other instru-

ments are played with a harmony most pleasing to the ear.^

The service done, he returns to his palace in the same order,

the soldiers marching to the sound of the instruments, and

dancing and capering in front of the king with their arms,

and with their swords striking the shields of one another

:

in this they show their address, for to avoid confusion they

strike not all together, but two at a time only, and one after

another continuously. The residents of the island who have

taken part in the festival escort him back, and it would be a

shame for any not to go. Arrived at his palace, the king

keeps the Pandiare, the iTaybes, Catibes, and Moudins, as

well as the chief lords, gentlemen, and soldiers, or such as he

selects on each occasion to dine at the palace, and after

dinner he sits to administer justice. When the king used to

go out, he went always on foot (since on none of the islands

are there any horses or other beasts for riding), except when

he was carried in a chair on the shoulders of his slaves
;
but

that happened rarely or never, for, being strong and healthy,

he liked better to walk afoot
;
besides, the island is of but

little extent. At Male the streets and roads are not paved,

and still less elsewhere, wherefore the inhabitants, to prevent

weeds growing upon them, are obliged to sweep them
;
this

they do principally at the festivals, for then they know that

the king or the queens must come and walk about the island,

and on that account they are careful.

When the king walks in the street, the people quit that

side and leave it free, and go to the other, so that there be

none where the king goeth; for the king never passeth

between two persons, and great care is taken not to touch

1 See Ibn Batata’s description of the Vizier’s procession to the

mosque, App. A.

Q
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him. The great lords are treated in the same way in their

own islands by their inferiors.

It is also to be remarked that when one speaks to the

king or the queens or their children, or to the princes of the

blood, or when one speaks of them to others, it is in terms

applied only to them, and such as one durst not apply to

others; as, for example, when you say of a man that he

sleeps, of the king you would say he slumbers, or takes rest

;

and these terms are never used but with respect to the

king.'^

The king’s wives are habited in the same style as I have

described the great ladies, save that they are more profuse

with gold, pearls, and gems, in the richness of their ear*

pendants, gold chains, and bracelets, and in their carkanets

on the neck, arms, and legs.

The ladies that are wives or daughters of the grandees of

the island are expected to go and visit them in the evening,

to pass the time with them and to take them presents.

Sometimes the queens go abroad, but that is rarely, and

then they have women and slaves who go far ahead to warn

men to keep out of the way, and not show themselves on the

road : only women are allowed. Indeed, the women assemble

from their several wards, and come forward with little

offerings, such as flowers and fruits. Four chief women bear

over the heads of the queens a silk curtain reaching to the

ground, in such wise that they cannot be seen.

When they are with child, they also go out to bathe in the

sea, like all the other women, for it is a custom of the country,

and esteemed healthy. For this purpose ^a little shed or

enclosure of posts and sticks is erected in the sea, and

covered all round with cloths. There the queens and grand

ladies bathe at their ease, after which they come out into

^ So in modern Maldivian and Sinhalese
;
of an ordinary person it is

said, niddoti^ “ he sleeps”, Sin. niddgannavd

;

of the Sultan or other
great person it is said, amhdrafnla^ «‘he slumbers”, Sin, scetapenavd.
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another little house built on purpose, where they have
another bath of fresh water nicely served.

In the apartments of the queens, princesses, and great

ladies, no daylight is admitted, but only lamps are kept

burning continually. They withdraw to a part of their

chamber where they are shut off by four or five several

curtain-hangings, which have to be raised one by one before

a person gets to where they are
;
but no man or woman,

domestic or stranger, whoever it might be, would dare lift

the last, although they might not be asleep, taking their

meals, or doing anything. One must first cough and say

who it is, and then the ladies call to him, or send, according to

their pleasure. By the way, T omitted to say that all women
and girls when they go to bed take off only their robe, and

wear their w^aist-cloths
;
but these are cloths solely for night

use, and men have the like, and they would not think of

doing otherwise.

CHAPTEE XVII.

Of the revenues of the hmg^ money, tQ'cifie, and commerce of

the Maldives; and of the merchandise imported and

exported.

The revenues of the king consist of his domains, many

islands being held of him in seignory
;
next of the dues^ paid

by his subjects of the produce of the land, that is to say,

the fifth part of all grain sown
;
a certain share of the cocos

1 “ Each atoll is bomid to pay yearly a certain portion of its produce,

said to be levied as a poll-tax upon every male or female over twelve

years of age, at the following rates :—1 kotta of cowries, 1 2 cadjans

(M. fan)^ and 1 tula (28 ib.) of coir for every woman and girl, and for

each man and boy the same, with the addition of 50 dried fish, 100

coco-nuts, and 50 adiibd of 'jaggery” (Bell, Report, 67). “ Native money

is now occasionally accepted in lieu of produce”

q2
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and lemons lias also to be paid
;
but they compound with

him by a fixed annual contribution of honey^ or fruit.

Besides these dues, the king imposes on his subjects an ordi-

nary tax, according to their means, consisting of coco-cordage,

of shells called Boly, of which I have spoken, and of dried

fish in those islands where it more abounds and the fishing

is best,—for they never pay him these dues and taxes in

money, except when they buy rank or office, or the per-

mission to don their braveries. Also he requires the inha-

bitants of the islands to make and furnish annually as much
cotton-cloth as he delivers to them of raw cotton : this is for

the use of the soldiers, to whom he gives these cloths three

times a year, besides their pay.^ The king’s revenue consists

also of merchandise; for all ships that put in there in the first

instance report themselves to him and declare their cargo

;

then he compounds with them at a certain price for what he
wants to take, and this is most often the greater portion

:

afterwards the people buy the rest at a price fixed at higher

rates than the king has paid, and then the king distributes

his merchandise abroad among the richer islands at such
prices as he pleases, though they have no need of the goods,

"while he takes from them in exchange such merchandise as

he wants at no more than half its value.® Ofttimes, too, he
despatches ships to foreign parts, laden with the merchandise
of his island, insomuch that his revenue cannot with any
certainty be told, for it is variable, now more, now less;

and sometimes he has a loss, chiefly when his ships are

wrecked, or fail to make a good port.

^ I.e., jaggery or palm-sugar.
2 “ A payment of cloth and mats is also exacted from atolls where

these are manufactured” (Bell, Report 67). Christopher says that the
Sultan makes an annual distribution of red cloth to the Viziers for the
soldiers under their command, each man receiving a piece of cloth
and 30 pice in money {T. Bom. Geo. Soc.^ i, 72).

3 The Sultan still asserts a right of pre-emption at low rates on all
cargoes imported from foreign parts (Bell Report. 67).
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Besides these revenues, the king has certain dues appur-

tenant to him—for instance, all that is found on the sea-shore

belongs to liim: a man dare not touch such a thing with

a view to keeping it
;
he is bound to collect it, and bear

it to him, whether it be wreckage, timber, chests, or other

casualties
;
or ambergris, called by them gomea, and when

prepared, Meituare} of which more is found there than in

1 Goma^ the Maldivian name for ambergris, is also the Sinhalese for

cow-dung, which it somewhat resembles in appearance and consist-

ency. No doubt they thought it was whales’ dung, as did the Japanese,

according to Koempfer. Meuuare is for mdvaliaru (= maha^ vdhara)^ the

“ very sweet smelling” substance. Ambergris, the origin of which was

so long obscure, is now known to be a secretion formed in the stomach

or intestines of the Pliyseter macroceplialus^ or spermaceti whale. It is

found chiefly in those whales which appear torpid and lean, whence it

appears to be the product of disease (McCulloch’s Diet, of Com.'). It is

opaque and soft, and when heated gives out a peculiarly agreeable

perfume. It is now used only for peifumery, but was formerly em-

ployed in medicine as a cordial and an aphrodisiac {G. de Orta, t 14).

The first notion as to the origin of ambergris seems to have been that

it was a kind of fungus, produced at the bottom of the sea (see Reinaud,

Relation des Voyages par les Arabes, i, p. 4). The knowledge that it came

from the whale is, however, found in Mas'udi, i, 335. Marco Polo (Yule’s

edit., ii, 341) states the same, and that in his time whales were killed

with harpoons, for the possession of their ambergris. Friar Jordanus,

in the fourteenth century, mentions it as embar, and says it is like wood

(p. 43). Barbosa, who says that large quantities were found at the

Maldives, relates (p. 165) that the Moors informed him that it -was the

droppings of birds, which, torn from the rocks by storms, floated on

the sea, and was afterwards swallowed by whales. Koempfer {Hist, oj

Japan, Eng. trans., i, 111-12) says it is chiefly found in the intestines

of whales, but retails the current stories of its nature, as birds’ dung,

a sea-sponge, and also a bituminous substance, or a kind of earth or

clay. Garcia de Orta (f. 13) does not believe that it comes from the

whale. Sir R. Hawkins states that some think it to be found in the

bowels of the whale, or voided by him, and maintaine for certaine

that the same is ingendred by eating an hearbe which groweth in the

sea. This hearbe is not in all seas, say they, and therefore, where it

wanteth, the whales give not this fruit” (Hawkins, Voyages, 155). P.

Ymeenzo says that it is produced at the bottom of the sea, and after-

wards refined in the whale’s belly (ed. 1678, p. 242). Though so much
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any of the East Indies
;

it, too, belongs to the king, and he

that would dare appropriate it would have his hand cut off.

It is the same with a certain nut, cast up by the sea from

time to time, and as big as a man’s head, which one might

liken to a couple of large melons joined together : this they

call Tauarcarri} believing that it comes of certain trees

was known, Tavernier thinks its origin still an open question—“there

is DO person in the world that knows either what it is, or where or hpw

it is produced’^ (pt. ii, ch. xxi).

jLttibergris is of several descriptions. Barbosa Qoc. cit) mentions the

white (ponahar)^ the greyish {pmmhar)^ and the brown {minahar).

The lightest in colour is the best, though Herbert (4th edit., p. 372)

says the grey is better than the white. It was always rare, and fetched

high prices, and being a product of the sea, was generally (but not in

Japan, according to Kcpmpfer) regarded as royal property. It may be

superfluous to note here that the ^anhar of the Arabs, and of all

these travellers, was solely the whale-secretion. The application of the

word to the yellow amber, as we now use it, is modern. Large pieces

of ambergris were occasionally found. Kcempfer speaks of a piece

found in Japan, weighing 100 or 180 lb. Dutch, and of another

weighing 185 lb., sold by the King of Tidore to the Dutch E. I. Com-
pany for 11,000 rix-dollars, or about .£2,000. Tavernier mentions two
pieces of 33 and 42 lb. respectively as being large. Capt. Hamilton saw

a piece belonging to the Raja of Cananore “ as big as a bushel, and

valued at Rs. 10,000, or .£1,250 sterling’^ {Neio Acer., etc., i, 298). But

these are small compared to that recorded by J. los Santos as having

been found on the coast of Melinde, which was so big that a man could

hide behind it
!
(Fr. trans., p. 105).

Tavernier states that the Governor of Mozambique was in the habit

of getting 300,000 pardaos of ambergris during his three years’ term of

office, one pardao being equal to about 2s. 6d. Its value in the Portu-

guese time is difficult to determine, owing to its variety of quality

;

some information will be found in the Livro dbs Pesos, etc. (p. 13), and

the Lemhrangas (p. 46), contained in Subsidies para a Hist, da Ind. Pori-

Ambergris is found throughout all the tropic seas, and, in former

times at least, was occasionally washed ashore in Spain and England
(Hawkins, Voy.; Tavernier, loc. cit.).

^ This is the celebrated sea coco-nut (coco de mer), Lodoicea SeycJiel-

hirum. From the mistake as to its habitat it was termed Cocos maldi-

vie us by Rumphius, and, from its fancied medicinal properties, Nux
medica by Clusius. The species Lodoicea grows only on the Seychelles

;

the trees being close up>oii the sea-shore, the fruit is floated across the
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under the sea ; the Portuguese call it “coco des Maldives’’;

it is an article of medicine, and fetches a high price. Often at

the season for this TauciYcarri, or for grey and black amber

(as this too is found there), the king’s servants and officers

harass the poor people when they suspect them of having

found any
;
nay more, when they have a grudge against a

man, they impute to him this charge, as they do here that of

false money, to the end that he may be searched
;
and when

Indian Ocean, and being occasionally picked up at tbe Maldives, was

supposed, at first, to be a product of these islands, and afterwards, when

the tree was not forthcoming, of a species which grew under the sea.

See, as to this tree, Sir W. J. Hooker, in Bot. Mag. and Reg.^ vol. w ;

Macleod (L.), Eastern Africa^ i, 221-7
;
G. de Orta, 69-71; Sonnerat,

T7)y., Eng. trans., pp. 2-6
;
Thunberg, Travels.^ 3rd edit., iv, 133, 159

;

Labillardiere’s Voyage in Search of La Rirouse

;

and Yule’s Glossary,

s. V. Coco de mer”.

Like many other products, the sea coco-nut was a remedy for all

manner of ailments, such as the flux, epilepsy, and apoplexy (Thunberg),

colic, paralysis, and nervous infii*mities (G. de Orta). Above all, it was

an antidote to poison
;
and Faria-y-Sousa says it is ‘‘a greater antidote

against poison than bezoar stone”; while de Orta, with greater medical

experience, believed the bezoar to be better. The shell was made into

goblets for kings of the East and West, and set in gold and diamonds,

and it was supposed that those who drank a poisoned draught out of

those marvellous cups would escape unhurt. According to de Orta, the

Queen of Portugal sent every year for these nuts. The Emperor

Budolf II is said to have offered 4,000 florins for a single specimen

(Malie Bt^un, iv, 420). It is thus described in the Lusiads (x, 136)

:

“ Nas ilhas de Maldiva nasce a planta

!No profundo das aguas, soberana,

Cujo porno contra o veneno uigente

He tido por antidoto excellente.”

- The name tavarcarre is given in Piso’s Mantissa Aromatica, and

also by Sonnerat and Thunberg ;
and no doubt they borrowed it from

Pyrard. Sonnerat says the meaning of the word is “ treasure”, but it

is clear that he has mistaken the passage following, where Pyrard says

that when a man becomes suddenly rich, he is said to have found

tavarcarre, or amber, as though it were treasure”. The Maldivian

word, as J^Ir. Bell informs me, is tdva" Jcarkiy or tava karhi, i.e., the

‘‘ hard (shelled) nut”; M. iava = Sin. tada.
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one becomes suddenly rich, it is commonly said that he

has found Tmarcarri, or amber, as though it were treasure.

There is also a plentiful fishery of black coral,^ which belongs

to the king, and he keeps numbers of men employed at it.

The coin of the realm is silver only, and of one sort. These

are pieces of silver called Icurins^ of the value of eight sous

Maldive Larin

«

or thereabouts of our money, as I have said, as long as the

finger, but doubled down. The king has them struck in his

island, and stamped with his name in Arabic characters. All

other coins are foreign, and though they are current, they are

only taken at their just value and weight, and they must be

1 M. endiri,

2 This coin takes its name from the city Lar, in Persia. The earliest

mention of it by a European writer is, so far as I am aware, in the

Lembrangas das Cousas da India {Subsidios^ hi, 53), that is, in 1525, and

the following table is given :--2 fnles =1 dinar
;
12 dinars =1 tanga

;
3

tangas 10 dinars =1 new larin
;
3 tangas 9 dinars =1 old larin. At

Cambaye, the same writer says (p. 38) that 1 tanga larin = 60 reis, and

that 46 of these larins weighed 1 Portuguese marco, i.e., 50 grammes

each (Subsidies^ i, 61). We get the following values from Antonio

Nunes (1554), in his Livro dos Pesos, etc, : “At the port of Bengala, 80

cowries =1 pone; 48 pones =.1 larin” (Suhsidios, i, 61). The editor

of the Subsidies, taking a ma7'co of silver in the reign of JoSio III as

being equivalent to 2,500 reis, notes that the larin would then be

worth 51.012 reis.

The early Portuguese writers do not mention the shape of the larin,

but there is no reason to doubt that it was as Pyrard describes it, that is,

in the form in which it was current aU over Western India in the sevens

teenth and eighteenth centuries.

The earliest Dutch authority describes it as current at Goa and the

Malabar coast:—“Ils usent aussi une monnoye venant de Perse

nomm^e Larrin, du nom de la ville Lar, ou on les forge
;
elle est longue

comme gros fil d’argent, double ; ayant ^ Pun cost6 un signe ou carac-

tere du Eoy de Perse
;

elle est de pur argent sans aucune mixtion

:

valent la piece 105 ou 108 Basarucos selon que le change va” (Premier
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gold or silver
;
all others are rejected. For in India and the

adjacent parts, where there are many kingdoms and lord-

Livre de la Nav., p. 53, f. h). In Pyrard’s time the larin-was worth a

little more than the tanga; he says a larin was worth 8 sous,tand a

tanga sous. The author of the Premier Lm'e^ loc. cit., likewise gives a

pardao as being 6 tangas or 5 larins.

Mendelslo, in 1637, in describing the money of Persia, indicates that

the larin which was formerly coined by Shah Ismail was then no longer

minted (Eng. trans,, p. 299) ;
but Tavernier, about the same time,

states that the Arabian merchants coming to Persia take nothing but

larins for their goods (Eng. trans., pt. ii, p. 1). Chardin, at the end of

the seventeenth century, states that the larin was no longer minted, but

was still current all along the Persian Gulf {Voyage, 1711, p. 92).

In Ceylon, the larin is traced almost into the present century. Talentyii

says that the cinnamon and cardamoms of Ceylon were exported to

Perbia, and paid for in ready cash : this cash was in all probability larins.

Tennent {Ceylon, i, 463) says that the Ceylon larins are stamped with

Persian characters
;
but this cannot be true of them all, for Knox

(1660-79) writes; “The shape is like a fish-hook; they stamp what

mark or impression on it they please” {Knox^ 98, mispaged 97).

Thunberg was informed that larins were struck by the king of

Kandy; he describes them thus:—“It consists of a silver cylinder,

hammered out, which in the middle is bent together, the ends being

afterwards turned up like a hook, and the upper end distinguished

either with ceitain letters or stars, or else with engravings. One of

them which I procured by barter cost 12 Dutch stivers, and another, of

a smaller size, 9 ;
both of them were of fine silver” (Thunberg, Travels,

iv, 210-2). Fra Bartolomeo thinks the larin was introduced by a

modern king of Kandy, and describes it as “a piece of silver wire

rolled up like a wax taper. When a person wishes to make a purchase,

he cuts off as much of this silver as is equal in value to the price of the

article.” According to Davy, it had a definite value equal to Id,

English.

There are some interesting papers on the larin in the Numismatic

Chronicle, viz., by Mr. W. B. Dickinson, in vol. xi, at p. 161 ;
vol. xii,

p. 82 ;
vol. xiii, p. 61 ;

and by Prof. H. H. Wilson, in vol. xvi, at p. 179.

The first-named writer gives some excellent illustrations of various

forms of the larin in vol. xi
;
and Prof. Wilson gives a plate of some

specimens of a parcel of 397 larins found at Sangameswara, in the

Eatnagiri collectorate, in 1846. These latter seem to have been all of

the straight variety, i,e., bent only once. The legends of most were

illegible, owing to the silver being too narrow for the stamp ;
but, by

collation of various specimens, Prof. Wilson read the legend of one
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ships, there is a great variety of money, both as to form and

stamp, not only of gold and silver, but also of another

side as “ Sultan Ali Aadil Shah”, and of the other, “ Zarb Lari—Dangh
Siiiha”, i,e,^ ‘‘ Struck at Lari” (or rather, “a Lari”, as Mr. Thomas sug-

gests)—“stamped tanga”, and of date a.h. 1071, z.e., a.d. 1659. Not-

withstanding this legend, the probability is that the coins were struck at

Bijapur. Mr. Yaux read, on some larins of the British Museum collec-

tion, the legend, “Mohammad the prophet of God”, and the word
“ Melek” (king). There is no sufficient proof of the currency in India

of the larin in the eighteenth century, as Prof. Wilson believes, in

reliance upon a Sattara document of 1711, wherein is mention of “ Dabul
larins”, as, long before this time, the word had become a mere expression

in the territories where Portuguese influence prevaOed,

The cut given on p. 232 of a Maidive larin obtained by Mr, Bell (it has

long since gone out of use) shows that it was identical

in shape with the Persian coin (see the cuts in Taver-

nier, and in the Premier Livre^ etc.). The Ceylon

coin, as will be observed from Thunberg’s descrip-

tion, was first doubled flat, and then bent in the

shape of a fish-hook, as stated by Knox. To the

present day it is known in Ceylon as the “fish-hook”

coin, Cuts of it will be found in Davy’s Ceylon^

p. 245, and in Tennent^ i, 463, as well as in the Num,
Chron,<i ubi supra, and in Mr. Khys Davids’ article

in Isumlsmata Onentalia (part iv, p, 34). The British Museum pos-
sesses between twenty and thirty specimens, most of them presented
by Mr. Marsden, but, unfortunately, it is not known where any of them
were found, and the characters of but few are legible

;
I am therefore

unable to say whether the Ceylon hook-form is common to the larins of
other countries.

Although, as stated above, the silver larin is now obsolete at the
Maldives, the name has passed to copper coins of the ordinary shape.

Ceylon Larin (fish-

hook).

These are of two kinds, the hodu Mri (big lari) and the htda lari (little
aii) 2o of the former and 100 of the latter going to a rupee. Mr,



metal called Calin} which is white like tin, but harder,

purer, and finer, and much used in the Indies : coin is also

made of iron. But this kind of money is only current in

the territory of the prince that coins it
;

so that in this

matter there is great diversity, by reason of the multitude

of duchies, in such wise that the Portuguese at Goa struck

coin of calin or of iron, which would be of no use in Por-

tugal, nor even at the town of Cochin, which also belongs to

them, in India, and is not far from Goa
;
so that there they

likewise employ a peculiar coinage. But gold and silver, of

whatever form or stamp, is taken in all the kingdoms at its

proper value, which nevertheless is very different from ours,

seeing that silver is in greater demand, and is dearer than here,

and gold cheaper. Spanish reals fetch a high price, the silver

being very good, hlow to return to the Maldives : the king

coins larins only
;
other pieces of less value he coins not at

all
;
insomuch that for the uses of trade they cut the silver

and pay by weight for the value of the goods bought : but

this is not done without some loss, for in cutting the larin

they lose a twelfth part. They take no silver without weigh-

ing it and trying it in the fire to prove it ;
and everybody

Bell has specimens of these larins dating from 1716 down to 1877

{Report^ 118, 121).

1 This was, in fact, Malayan tin. The word is originally ]\Ialay

(kalang)
;
it appears in Arabic as Jcala\ and in the Portuguese writers

as calaim (Livro das Mangoes, ii, 181 ;
Siihsidios, i, 6 ;

ii, 17, 256 ;
hi,

64; Correa, Lendas, ii, 256). The form calm seems to have been

adopted by French writers from Pyrard (see Marsden, Siimaira^ 22).

As to the history of the word, see, further, Yule’s Glossary, s. v. Calaij,

where it will be seen that other writers of the period, like Pyrard, con-

ceived it to be a distinct metal. Tin coin was in use at Malacca long

before the Portuguese conquest (Correa, Lendas, ii, 256 ;
Da Cunha,

Indo-PorL Nitm., p. 16). A calaim there was worth 100 caixes, or

11 Port, reis {Dalb, Comm., Hak. Soc., hi, 78, 7iote). The metal was

introduced into the Portuguese coinage by Albuquerque, but chiefly

as an alloy with lead, and the name calaim as a coin then dis-

appeared.
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has weights in his house for this purpose. Then, in place of

copper and small change, they use the shells of which I have

said somewhat above, and will presently say more
;
12,000

of them are worth a larin. Tor the rest, all the gold and

silver comes from abroad
;
there are no mines in the islands.

In aU the public markets and in their private traffic they

most frequently barter one thing for another.

There is a great trade at the Maldives, and they are much

frequented for their commodities. You see merchants from

all quarters, as Malabar men from Barcelor, Onor, Bacalor,

Cananor, Calecut, Tananor, Cochin, Coilam, CaeB
;
Guzeratis

from Cambaye, Surat, and Chaul
;
Arabs, Persians, men of

Bengal, St. Thomas, and Masulipatam, Ceylon, and Sumatra,

who bring goods that are in demand there, and take away

what the Maldives produce in abundance. First, of the coco

tree, which grows naturally at the islands without any culti-

vation, they make many sorts of goods in demand with the

foreigners : for instance, cordage, with which all the vessels

of the Indies are equipped
;
the coco fruit, which is carried

in such quantity to the coasts of Arabia and Malabar and

throughout India, that more than a hundred ships are laden

with it every year, as well as with the oil and honey of the

same tree
;
and the leaves which serve for sails : but the

greatest trade is in cordage.

There is another kind of wealth at the Maldives, viz., certain

little shells containing a little animal, large as the tip of the

little finger, and quite white, polished, and bright : they are

fished twice a month, three days before and three days after

the new moon, as well as at the full, and none would be got

at any other season. The women gather them on the sands

and in the shallows of the sea^ standing in the water up to their

waists. They call them Boly^ and export to all parts an infinite

1 These Malabar ports are mentioned separately hereafter.

2 The cowry, Cyprcsa moneta, M. loli; cf. Sin. lella {animate)^ and pi.

hdi, ‘‘ shells” {inanimate) ;
well known as a very ancient and still the
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quantity, in sucli wise that in one year I have seen thirty or

forty whole ships loaded with them without other cargo. All

most widely used shell-money. Pyrard writes it here holij^ and elsewhere

hoUi, The earlier geographers, the two Mahomedans of the ninth

century, Masudi in the tenth, and Edrisi in the twelfth (vide infra^

App. A), all describe the cowry as being taken by casting wood or

branches into the sea, the creatures fastening themselves thereon in

great numbers. The same method is stated by de Barros (Dec, III,,

liv. Ill, c. iv), and by Capt. Hamilton early in the eighteenth century.

Ibn Batuta (see App. A) does not say how they are taken, but men-

tions that they are placed in pits in the sand in order to rot. According

to Pyrard, corroborated by hir. Bell, they are taken by men wading up

to the waist.

In the Arab Relation,, i, p. 5, they are said to be called on the islands

al-lcahtaj; Edrisi writes el JcendJ; and Albiruni refers to the M. as

Diiua I'andha,, i.e.. Cowry Islands. Ibn Bat. calls them wada\ a frequent

Arabic word for them. The Portuguese, Dutch, and English have all

adopted the word cowry from the Hind, kauri, though the Portuguese

commonly referred to them as huzios, “ shells”.

All these quoted writers state that a large trade was carried on from

the Maldives in these shells, that they formed the king’s treasure, and

in fact were used as money. Ibn Batuta is the first to give measures

and values. He describes them as sold by the syah (100),/dZ (700), cotta

(12,000), and bostou (100,000). At the Maldives the market value ranged

from four to twelve bostou to a dinar of gold, probably= lO.?. 6d. As

to the value of the dinar in Ibn Batuta’s time, see Cathay, 439. Even

then it seems cowries were current all over Africa, distance adding

greatly to their value
;
for Ibn Bat. adds that a dinar of gold, which

would purchase four to twelve bostou at the ^Maldives, was given in the

Soudan for only 1,150 shells. It is somewhat strange that, though these

shells have been for so many centuries current coin in Bengal and all

over Africa, they seem never to have been adopted for monetary pur-

poses on the neighbouring coast of Malabar (see Varthema, p. 131, note),

nor even in Ceylon. The Portuguese bought cowries at the Maldives

by the cotta (spelt cota. Subsidies, i, 35), 4|- cottas being taken as weigh-

ing a quintal : the price in Portuguese currency is not stated. Nunes,

the author here quoted, however, gives the value at the ports of Ben-

gala, where of course the price has always been much higher. There, in

1554, cowries were current coin, 80 = 1 pone (z=:pan, which is still

used in Bengal for 80 cowries), and 48 pones = 1 larin
;
and a quintal

was worth 700 reis (ib., 37). In Bengal, therefore, a larin purchased

only 3,840 cowries, while at the Maldives it would purchase

12
,
000 .
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go to Bengal, for there only is there a demand for a large

quantity at high prices. The people of Bengal use them for

Pyrard gives the current price as 12,000 = 1 larin = 8 sous, which

would, at the then rate of exchange, equal about 7^d. English.

The period of Dutch supremacy in Ceylon, which included the

ssizerainty of the Maldives, was also the great period of the African

slave trade, and large quantities of cowries were exported via Ceylon to

the European markets, to be thence employed in purchasing human
beings on the Guinea coast. In 1740 the Dutch Governor fixed the price

at 2-| rix-dollars for a cotta of 24 lb. The annual home demand was then

400,000 lb., which, he says, would sell for fi. 1,100,000 (.;^8,800), but

even then was not a profitable business (Lee’s liiheyro^ P- 175).

If the price so fixed was what the Dutch paid the Maidive Sultan, it

results that the impetus given by the slave trade had sent up the market

for cowries. But the most interesting account of these shells in con-

nection with the slave trade occurs in the narrative of an anonymous

Dutch gentleman, published in English in 1747 {A Voyage to the Islajid

of Ceylon^QiQ., by a Dutch gentleman, London, 1754):—“The Dutch
drive a considerable trade with the inhabitants of the Maldives for

those little shells called cowries, where are prodigious quantities of them,

and not only on the shore, but in the very ground, being probably

deposited there at the time of the Flood, and left there when the ocean

receded from the land. What we call money being arbitrary, and its

nature and value depending on a tacit convention betwixt men, these

shells, in several parts of Asia and Africa, are accounted current money,
with a value assigned to them. This is established by a reciprocal con-

sent, and those who are pleased to show a contempt of them don’t

reflect that shells are as fit for a common standard of pecuniary value

as either gold or silver
;
they certainly forget that they themselves are

obliged to do what they ridicule, and take them for ready money. In

1740, 2,400 cowries [probably 24,000, or 2 cottas] were equal to a rupee,

or about a crown at three guilders of our money.
“ But their great currency is on the coast of Africa, particularly

Guinea, where the negroes value them as much as gold and silver, and
call them bougies [Port, huzios]. An instance of the great consumption
of these shells, that the French merchants of the kingdom of WhydaJi
usually give forty pounds of these cowries for every piece of common
linen manufactured by the natives, and proportionably for the products
of the country, as wax, ivory, gold, etc. The company it is which sup-
plies the European nation with the far greater part of this negro money,
if I may be indulged the expression. The esteem in which these shells

are on the coast of Guinea must appear surprising. They are not only,

like gold and silver, the measure and instrument of commerce betwixt
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ordinary money, although they have gold and silver and

plenty of other metals; and, what is more strange, kings and

great lords have houses built expressly to store these shells,

and treat them as part of their treasure. All the merchants

from other places in India take a large quantity to carry to

Bengal, where they are always in demand
;
for they are pro-

duced nowhere but at the Maldives, on which account they

serve as petty cash, as I hsLxe said. When I came to Male

for the first time, there was a vessel at anchor from Cochin, a

the negroes, but worn as ornaments in necklaces and bracelets, strung

in one or more rows, wliich looks something odd, yet not amiss, by
the contrast of the whiteness of the shells with the blackness of their

skins.

“ Formerly twelve thousand-weight of these cowries would purchase a

cargo of five or six hundred negroes ; but those lucrative times are

now no more
;
and the negroes now set such a value on their country-

men, that there is no such thing as having a cargo under twelve or

fourteen tons of cowries.

“As payments in this kind of specie are attended with some intricacy,

the negroes, though so simple as to sell one another for shells, have

contrived a kind of copper vessel, holding exactly a hundred and eight

pounds, which is a great despatch to business. However, the Maldives

must not be thought the only place which affords these shells
;
they are

also found in the Philippine islands, but they don’t come up to the

Maldivian^ either in colour or clearness. The chief European market

for these shells is Amsterdam, where there are spacious warehouses of

them, the French and English merchants buying them up to send to

Africa.”

The rate of exchange in Bengal at the end of last century, given

by Fra Bartolomeo, was 60 to the pice, or 3,840 to the rupee

{Fra Bart.^ Eng. trans., 86). In 1820 the Bengal rate was 6,000 to

the rupee, i.e.^ Rs. 2 the cotta {Prinsep. Ind. Ant.)

;

the same price

obtained at Mdle in 1835 {T. Bom, Geo, Soc,, i, 85). In 1843 the ex-

change in Bengal was at 64 cowries to the pice, which would now pur-

chase about six times the number. At Male the price in recent years

has generally been R. 1.50 the cotta = 25 lb., or Rs. 5 the cwt. It is

a far cry from Masudi to Mincing Lane, but I may conclude this note

with the following extract made by jMt. Bell from a recent Produce

Market Report:—“Cowries, Maidive small, 155. to 185. per ton;

medium, 105. to 125.; large, 6s\ Very dull. Bombay large common

Maidive, 85. to IO5. per cwt.
;
medium Calcutta, 205,”
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town of the Portuguese, of 400 tons burthen
;
the captain and

merchants were Mestifs,^ the others Christianised Indians, all

habited in the Portuguese fashion, and they had come solely

to load with these shells for the Bengal market.^ They give

20 coquetee^ [? kegs] of rice for a parcel of shells : for all these

Bolys are put in parcels of 12,000, in little baskets of coco

leaves of open work, lined inside with cloth of the same coco

tree, to prevent the shells falling out. These parcels or

baskets of 12,000 are negotiated there as bags of silver are

here, which between merchants are taken as counted, but not

by others : for they are so clever at counting, that in less

than no time they will take tally of a whole parcel. Also in

Cambaye and elsewhere in India they set the prettiest of

these shells in articles of furniture, as if they were marbles

or precious stones.

The Maldives have also an infinite abundance of fish of all

kinds, as I have said before. And so rich is the fishery, that

not only have they always enough to fill their own bellies

withal, but they also sell a large quantity, both cooked and
dried, to foreigners. This commodity is in great demand in

all parts of India, notably in Sumatra, whither whole ship-

loads are carried.

Tortoise-shell, called Gamle,^ is much valued in the Indies.

1 Mestif, or metif, is the Fr, corruption of the Port, mestigo, a half-
caste

;
though Pyrard elsewhere, and also Mocquet, write mUice. Cot-

grave has mestif, a mongrel. The now obsolete Anglo-Indian form was
miistees or mustice (see Yule, Glossary^ s. v.)

2 See supra^ p. 78.

5 From coquet, the syn. of which are “ caque”, “baril”, and “ tonnelet”
(see earlier editions of Ducange, s. t. Cochetus).

* M. kahdbu; Sin. Icxsubu or kxsumhu. The tortoise-shell of com-
merce is, according to Mr. Bell, supplied by the » hawksbill” variety
(Caretta imbricata). Pyrard describes it more fully hereafter in his
Treatise (vol. ii). The natives take it both on land and as it floats on
the water (T. Bom. Geo. Soc., i, 79). The price of this article, as we
shall see later, was 1 larin the gau (=^ lb.). Maidive tortoise-shell
is of first-rate quality, and always finds a ready sale in Ceylon and
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It is found at the ]\Ialdives, and is largely traded in. It is a

tortoise of an uncommon kind, found only there and at the

Philippines. It is pretty and highly polished, and quite

black, with much natural marking. It is in greatest demand

at Cambaye, where it is made into women's bracelets, and

into pretty boxes and caskets set in silver.

The people of the -Maldives likewise make a good traffic in

rush mats^ of perfect smoothness, which they make very

prettily of divers colours, adorning them with patterns and

figures so neatly that nothing can be nicer. The Portuguese and

Indians alike prize them, so that there is much trade in them.

So also with cloth of cotton and silk, which is brought to

them raw, and by them worked up. They do not make

white cloth, but only patterned and figured, and in small

pieces of an arm’s length and a half in width for their dress,

and other kinds for the women, and for turbans^ all exceed-

ingly beautiful and fine.^ So the Maldives are frequented

Bengal. What is purchased at Mdle at Rs. 16 to Rs. 25 per cwt., is

sold in Ceylon at Rs. 5 to Rs. 10 per lb. The average value of the

annual imports into Ceylon since 1856 is £1,296; in one year, 1875,

they amounted to £2,184 (Bell, Bep., pp. 85, 105).

1 *‘The we -known Maidive mats (M, tuda kuna) are made only in

Suvddiva atb from a rush (M. Jidd) which thrives best there. In

delicacy of p ;tern, in happy combination of the only three colours

adopted,—bl^k, yellow-brown, and white,—and in permanency of dye,

these fine mats surpass anything in the same line the world over, and

have justly obtained unqualified commendation. The best quality are

worked up on Gaddu island, the ordinary mats at Havara-Tinadii, and

a small kind on Gemana-furhi” (Bell, Rep.^ 88). The large fine mats

are valued at Rs. 5 to Rs. 6 even at Male, and can rarely be procured in

Ceylon under Rs. 8 to 10 (z5., 106),

2 “ Two or three qualities of cotton cloth are woven, chiefiyinMalos-

madulu (Eda-furhi island), Addd, and Suvadiva atolls, though occasion-

ally made elsewhere for private use. A peculiarity in this article consists

in the uniform tasteful colouring of the waist and head-cloths, sometimes

plain red, or blue edged with red an inch wide, but more commonly of

a rich chocolate colour, relieved by a black stripe between two of white

on either ''e, and finished at the ends by a narrow yellow silk border

and a ^ fringe. The dyes employed are excellent, particularly the

^ R
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from all quarters for their commodities, inasmuch as they

possess so many things that foreigners prize and require. In

exchange, everything that the islanders are in need of is

imported from elsewhere, such as rice, white cotton cloth, raw

silk and cotton, oil of a certain odoriferous grain, used only

to rub the body after bathing
;
areca for chewing with betel,

iron, steel, spices, porcelain—^in short, everything they have

not
;
and all these at favourable prices, by reason of the

number of ships touching there, and the easy access. Gold

and silver are also imported, and, once entered, never allowed

to leave the country. They would not give the least bit of it

to any foreigner, but keep it as treasure, or make it into

trinkets for the women.

CHAPTEE XVIII.

Curiosity of the Maidive Icing.—Kis genealogy.—Political

changes at the islands,—The Icing’s wives, and other matters.

Having said enough of the island, I come now to tell more
particularly of the king of the Maldives, his genealogy, wives,

conduct, and divers events that happened in his time. This
king often asked me about the king of France, his age,

manner of life, wars, armaments, ships, cannon, and other

matters, and if the two ships we came in belonged to him. I
answered him in some detail on these points, and said that if

red and chocolate, which are extracted from a root, M. aU {Morinda
citrifoUa). The black dye is obtained by boiling gall-nuts and rusty
iron together in coco-nut water. The price of cloths of native manufac-
ture is much higher than that of the various coloured ones imported
from India, in consequence of the demand induced by all persons being
expected on public occasions to wear the former. The natives also spin
a^ large quantity of foreign cotton. The spinning-machine (tatun) is
simply a large and small wheel of light framework” (Bell, Rep 88 •

and see T. Bom. Geo. Soc., i, 81).
’
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our king were to send ships to the Indies, it would not be

two or three only, but two or three hundred, which surprised

him much. He also inquired if the French were the Franki

or Fmnqui who were spoken of in the Indies. This question

I could not well resolve at the time, but since then I have

learnt that this name Franki signifies ail the Western

peoples : to wit, the French, Italians, Spaniards, and other

Europeans, but principally the French, who in former days,

by their great conquest in the holy wars of the East,

wherein they took the leading part, have left their name in

the Indies, since then applied in common to the rest.

The king of the Maldives asked me many other questions,

among others, of the court of our king, which I described to

him at length as best I could. Then I enlarged upon the

greatness of the king and his state, with all which he was

highly pleased. On their part, the queens, princesses, and

other ladies inquired much of the queens and princesses

here, and how many wives the king had, and were greatly

astonished to hear that, though so great and powerful, he had

but one. But chiefly they desired to know how the ladies

here conducted affairs of love—for they cared to talk and

hear of nothing but love. They were vastly amazed when I

told them that the ladies of these parts had no male intimates

but their husbands. They also thought it a strange custom

to salute wives with a kiss before all the world, and won-

dered at the great liberty I told them our wives had
;
yet they

praised and commended it highly in contrast to themselves,

who are always shut up. They put many more questions to

me on the subject of love and women, and their conversation

with men.

Thus was I ever a welcome guest at the palace, and went

frequently to entertain them with various stories in answer

to their questions. The king, among other things, liked to

hear in detail all about the building and management of our

ships. He was much astonished when I told him that the

R 2
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dye of red scarlet^ was made with the urine of men who drank

wine only, in so much that he flung away a scarlet bonnet

he wore, and on that account would no longer use it. They

had found in our vessel some brushes of pigs’ bristles and

scrapers of the same
;
but when he knew what they were, he

had them burned outside his palace, and was much annoyed

at having used or even touched them. He also wanted to

burn some boxes and chests covered with sea-wolP skin,

thinking that it, too, was pig’s skin. He wanted to know

about everything, and to what uses each was put. He much

admired the art of making parchment and paper, and above

all was curious to learn our science of navigation, and often

made me bring the charts and marine instruments, the

knowledge of which I imparted to his pilots. He could

hardly believe aU I told him of our France and its king,

whereof he had never heard tell before.

But to come to the genealogy of this king of the Maldives.

I shall tell what I heard there, how he and his family came

to the throne. His father had been Catibe of an island.

About fifty years before this time the king of these islands,

who was of noble and ancient lineage, seeing that he was but

^ “Scarlet” was a woollen cloth, generally of that peculiar shade of

red to which it has given the name. Here Pyrard speaks of “ red scar-

let”
;
in vol. ii he mentions “ violet scarlet”. Froissart, in the fifteenth

century, speaks of white scarlet
;
and Marot, in the sixteenth, of green.

The derivation of the word, which appears in French of the twelfth

century as escarlate, must still he considered uncertain. Littr6 favours

GalaticiiSj i,e,, of Galatia, but admits the want of any intermediate form.

In English, Piers Plowman and Chaucer use the form ciclatoun^ which
seems identical with the Pers. saqaldt or saqlatdn, and which Mr. Skeat

thinks may be the original of the word scarlet. The Pers. terms are

now applied to European broadcloth, but there is evidence of their

application in the middle ages to some kind of silk and gold brocade.

See Yule’s Marco Polo, Bk. i, ch. 58, note, and especially his Discursive

Glossary, s. v. “ Sucl§,t”, where will be found the best history of the

word.
2 I.e., some kind of seal. In the Hawkins^ Voy, (Hak. Soc., p. 196),

ave read of “ sea-wolves or seals”.
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ill-obeyed, and was unable to withstand a formidable rival

who wished to depose him, was inspired of God with a

resolve to quit all. He departed secretly with his wife and

some of his family, without saying a word of his destination

to anyone. He went straight to Cochin, where he became a

Christian, along with his wife and some of his followers,

sending back such as would not be baptized. For this cause

his rival, who was his near relative, was at once accepted as

king. The name of the latter was Haly, of the former

The ordinary title is Rascan, which signifies ‘'King”; but

when they sign, they always put “ Sultan”, as do all the

Mahometan kings. They say there are but five kings of their

religion who have a right to use the title Sultan, which

means Sovereign—that is to say, the Turk, the Persian,

the Mogor, he of the Maldives, and the king of Achen or

Sumatra.

This former king, then, when he became a Christian at

Cochin, wrote word to all his subjects that they should

become Christians, and pay him their wonted tribute, other-

wise he would come and see to it with a large army of

Portuguese, who had promised him their aid. The new king

and the Maidive people made answer that they would no

longer acknowledge him ;
that if aught was due to him he

might come and get it
;
and that if he preferred to be a

Christian he should remain where he was
;
as for them, they

would sooner die than change their faith. Hearing this, he

asked the aid of the Viceroy of the Indies at Goa, who pro-

mised it, but on terms that he should not go in person, as it

was feared that he would not agree with his people, or might

bring the Portuguese into difficulties. The Portuguese army

then set out, but were not able to effect anything, and lost

a galley with three ships, and a goodly number of men, and

so were constrained to retire. The following year they

returned with a stronger force and better pilots, and the new

king went out bravely to meet them, though he knew him-
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self lost
;
he might perhaps have escaped, but he preferred

to die in battle rather than to retreat with shame. He

was vanq^uished and put to death, and the Portuguese made

themselves masters of Male, where they built a fortress,^

and thence sallied forth to compel the submission of the other

islands, and put many of the inhabitants to the sword. Then

they assembled all the chiefs of the islands, and told them

Old Fort Wall at M41^

they desired to leave them at peace, and not to constrain

them in any way, nor to change their religion, if only they

1 ‘"TRe fort, being at present (1835) filled up with earth, is a solid mass,
in height about twenty feet, faced with stone, and on it are mounted ten
guns, which, though very old and almost useless, are taken care of by
being covered in. As no native inscription is to be found on this

fort, similar to those on the bastion built at the angles of the wall
that partly surrounds the island, and as it exhibits signs of more skil l

than has been evinced in the other defences which appear to have
been constructed by the natives, having a round front and gentle slope
upwards from the inner line of the base, it seems probable that it is an
erection of the Portuguese” (Christopher, in T, Bom. Geo. Soc.^ i, 57).
Mr. Bell says that it has been partially excavated since Christopher’s
time : he also noticed some twenty or thirty iron guns lying about in
the rank vegetation, and two brass guns with Arabic inscriptions.
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would pay the king his dues. These terms being accepted,

they left one of the island chiefs to govern, and to remain

always at Male with the Portuguese commandant, on terms

that he should take no political measures but after consult-

ing the Portuguese and the island chiefs, and that all the

trade should be in the hands of the Portuguese alone.

I have heard it said by the islanders that the trade and

prosperity of the islands were never so great as when the

Portuguese governed there. The governor appointed by the

Portuguese to rule under them as viceroy was a lord, a

native of the island, and of their religion
; but he did every-

thing in the name f the Christian king who lived in the

Portuguese territory This lord was grandfather to the wife

of him that was k • in my time. The Portuguese in this

way ruled the islai ^ in peace for the space of ten years,

during which time "the father of this king and his brother

were Catibes, each of his own island, but, with the pride of

their race, would never submit to the Portuguese yoke, nor

obey the governor whom they had left in power. On the

contrary, they rebelled and levied a force of men and galleys

for war, and retired to the atoUon Ouadou, otherwise Souadou,

at the southern extremity of the islands, while the Portu-

^guese dared not follow them, nor cross the Candou or

channel of the said atollon; so that this atollon, and the

islands belonging thereto, were never subject to the Portu-

guese, nor any of the other islands and atollons to the south

of that channel.

These two brothers then built a strong fort, and being

distant about eighty leagues from Male, where the Portu-

guese were, they became in time so strong in men, arms, and

ammunition, that they, as it were, held Male and the Por-

tuguese in check, so that they durst not come out without

daily experiencing a harassing war. This lasted for eight

years, at the end of which arrived four galleys of Malabar

corsairs for the purpose of war and pillage, as was their
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wont. The two brothers accosted them, and agreed with

them to make war upon the Portnguese on terms of half the

booty; so one day, getting word that the captain of the

fortress and island of Male was gone to Cochin with a

goodly number of Portuguese soldiers, they could not miss

the opportunity, and resolved to attack the fortress : which

project they carried out so well, that one night they surprised

it by escalade, and made themselves masters of the place,

putting to death upwards of 300 men that were within, and

taking prisoner the native governor who was set there by

the Portuguese. The place being taken and sacked, the

Malabars, having got their agreed share of the spoil, were

going home, leaving the two brothers masters of the town

;

but they, jealous to see so much of the riches of the

islands being carried off, resolved to attack the Malabars.

This they did, and, after a long engagement, at length were

left victorious, and got both the booty and the galleys, send-

ing the men back to the Malabar coast, and thus repaid with

treachery the good service they had of them.^

1 Tradition still keeps alive in the Maldives the story of those stirring

times, and of the national heroes who threw off the Portuguese yoke.

The following is from the mouth of Mr. Bell’s Maidive pandit, a native

of I^olivaran-faru, in Tiladummati atoll :—“ When Sultan Hassan, who
was the son of Sultan Yusub, left the islands, Ali, his rival, reigned in

his stead. Incited by Hassan, who had become a Christian, the Portu-

guese made an attempt to take Male, but failed for want of ammunition.

They returned two or three times, and after four years’ war took Male,

and slew the Sultan Ali. His death was on this wise,—^being faint

and parched with thirst during the final attack, he was seen by a toddy

drawer from the neighbouring island of Yiligili, who, crossing on a

coconut-shell raft (szc), offered the wearied Sultan some sweet toddy.

As he drank, a shot put an end to his life. His body was washed ashore

on an islet westward of Mal4 (only dry at low tide), called to this day
Ali Rasgefdnu Ziare.

“ The Portuguese left as their governor at Mal4 a half-caste named
Andiri Andiri (? Andrea), whose father was the sole survivor of a wreck

at Huvadu atoll, and married a Maidive woman, leaving two sons,

Andiri and another. During the Portuguese rule there was also a

Viyadou (? Port. Veador) living at Bara, in Tiladummati atoll, as
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In tMs manner tlie two "brothers became kings of the

islands, and equally shared the throne without any quarrel

between them. They were both men of great valour, and

•were acknowledged as such by the people. All the lords and

chiefs of the islands submitted to them, and such as would

not, had permission to retire to their own private islands

without taking part in any way in affairs of state. There

were many who would not obey, esteeming themselves of

better lineage than the two brothers, who nevertheless knew

how to make themselves feared
;
and when one would not

obey them, they sent a force at once to sack and pillage his

island. They married wives of the best houses of the country,

and were acknowledged throughout all the islands and atolls

as absolute kings. As for the Portuguese, they were indig-

nant at the rebuff they had received at the Maldives, and

Atoluveri [c/. the ‘ thief of Baura’, referred to in the letters patent

of the Christian Mng, Dom Manoel, i.€., Hassan, dated October 2nd,

1561
;
see post, App. B]. At Utiniu,in Tiladummati atoll, lived Husain

Katibu Takuru-f^nu, father of the noble brothers, Muhammad Bodu-

Takuru-fdnu and Hassan Kilage-fanu. On the death of their father, the

brothers, •with a lad named Ali Dadahelu, went to Male to ob'tain for

one of the brothers the title and office of Katibti, held by their late

father. They asked, ‘ In which of our t^wo names ? ’ ‘In that of the

elder,' replied Andiri. Henceforth the elder was always styled Boclu

Takuru-fdnu.

“ This elder brother|mduced the Viyadou at Bara to build a gundara^

which he stole, and therewith yearly visited the Malabar coast, and at

length surprised and killed the Viyadou. The brothers and the lad

then removed their families to Minicoy, and carried on for years a

desultory war throughout the atolls. They gradually regained them

from the Portuguese, and finally captured MMe and slew Andiri, the

governor. The elder brother then occupied the throne till his death.

He was succeeded by his son, Kala-fanu [Sultan Ibrahim of Pyrard's

time], who came to his death by the hands of some strangers, and was

buried at Kanimidu, in Kolumaduiu atoll.”

It will he seen that the tradition differs from Pyrard’s narrative only

in minor points, such as that the Portuguese governor was a half-caste.

As to the Sultan Hassan, who became a Christian under the name of

Horn Manoel, and the Portuguese accounts of their invasioos of the

Maldives, see App. B.
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were resolved to avenge it
;
so the next year they sent an

army to the islands, and carried on the war for a long time

;

but the two kings defeated all their forces. This war lasted

three years. These kings were very powerful, and possessed

two fortresses, that of Male, and the other at the atoll of

Souadou, or Ouadou, in an island called Game} At length

both parties considered that it would be for the good of the

country and of trade to come to some sort of understanding,

rather than to continue this war to a doubtful issue
;
accord-

ingly, they made a treaty, with these conditions : that the

Maidive kings and their people should be left in peace to

possess the islands in like manner as their predecessors, save

that they should give a certain pension to their Christian

king, his successors and heirs, to be rendered at Cochin, but

"without acknowledging him in any other way
;
on the other

hand, that the Mahometan kings at the islands should not be

allowed to take the title and name of king, though they

were to be absolute in all things, but only that of prince,

duke, or the like. Also, that those two only should be

entitled to this name, in their language Quilagi^e, and that

they should be responsible for the payment of the pension

of the Christian king, who on his part was allowed to have

a factor there. Furthermore, all natives of the Maldives

desiring to traffic with other countries, were bound to take

a passport from the Portuguese, as were all the other Indians

that were at peace with them. Such were the terms of this

peace, which has endured to the present day.

As for the Christian king, he gave a third part of his

revenue to the king of Portugal: this revenue consists of

these lollis and cairo^ which is rope made of the coco-tree.

^ Gan, in Huvadu atoll, lat. 0° 17' N., spelt in the Adm. Charts.
It is doubtless the same word as the Sin. gania, “village”. There are said

to be traces of an old fort still visible.

2 So called by the Portuguese, from Malayalam kaydr, Tam. hayiru,

hence our form “coir”. See Yule, Gloss,, s. v. The M. is ronu.
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They (the Maidive kings) send every year at their own

expense four ships, of 150 tons burthen each, laden with it,

and that is at the risk of the Maldivians until the ships get

beyond the banks at the [northern] end of the islands ;

beyond that point, the risk is with the Christian king.

Notwithstanding this peace,^ the Maldivians bear a deadly

hatred to the Portuguese.

The two brothers reigned together in peace for twenty-

five years. The personal name of the elder was Mahomet

;

he was also called Bode ta Goiiroii,^ signifying great lord”
;

he married the wife of the king who was slain at Male by

the Portuguese. The younger was called Assan Quilague,

and married the daughter of the same king, so that the two

brothers had for their wives a mother and daughter. That

deceased king had a son, who, on seeing these brothers

become kings, never came to court, and was allowed to live

in peace. I have seen him many a time, and his sister too.

These two kings had great difficulty in maintaining their

position, for they had risen from low estate, and there were

some always on the point of revolt
;
but the kings never gave

them time to do anything, for as soon as they got the

slightest word or suspicion of their intentions, they took the

proper measures. As it happened, the elder brother only

had a son, while the younger had a daughter, who was of

1 The terms of the treaty as between the Portuguese and the Mal-

dive princes do not appear in the Portuguese records. The

tribute payable by the ex-king to the Portuguese treasury is frequently

alluded to. From the Bang of Spain’s despatch of the 10th January

1587, it appears that Dom Manoel (Hassan) engaged to pay, and did pay,

to the Portuguese 500 bahars of coir (^ArcJi. Port, Or.^ Fasc. 3, No. 23). If

Pyrard is right in saying that his tribute was one-tbird of what he

received, the Maidive tribute would be 1,500 bahars of coir. In 1606

the ex-king Dom Filippe complained to the King of Spain that his

revenue, which formerly amounted to 18,000 xerafins, had dwindled to

5,000 {Liv. das Mong.,i^ 147).

2 Bodu taJcurii

;

the title shows that he was not of royal or even of

high birth.
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noble birth on her mother's side,—for in that land nobility

passes by the mother as well as by the father. The son of

the elder was the king we found there^ who was not of line-

age so good as the daughter (of the younger), for his mother

was taken by the king for her beauty alone. And there they

have many wives, but there is always one who is the chief,

though all are lawful wives.

Subsequently, the younger of the two kings being fallen

into a grievous sickness, it befell that his wife's brother, who

was the greatest noble in the land, revolted against them.

He bore the name of his island and fortress, to wit, Misdoue

Quilague} This island, which I have visited, is 30 leagues dis-

tant from Male towards the south, in the atoUon Mlandoue.

Thither the elder brother proceeded in force with secrecy

and despatch, bidding them say nothing to his brother, who

was sick unto death. At length this lord was taken and

put to death, and all his island pillaged. But when the

news reached Male, his sister, the younger's wife, had such

sorrow that she wished for death, and they had some pains

to prevent her laying hands on herself in her despair;

whereupon her husband, all sick though he was, swore that if

God should give him health again, his brother should rue it.

For all that he died of that sickness, and men said that he

was more valiant than his brother.

The reason why this elder brother despatched these great

lords was, that he knew that his son would be king, and he

misliked that such rivals should exist
;
for the son was still

young, and was never like to be as valiant as his father.

And so his humour turned out, as I to some extent saw, for

he was in nowise inclined to war, but solely to letters,

sciences, and manufactures, and he was also much given to

women, as, indeed, was nothing remarkable in that land. It

^ Miduj the island of the Mi tree. It is omitted in the Adm. Chart,
but lies on the N.E. of South Nilandu atoll, in lat. 3° N. It is inhabited!
The revolt of this lord, Midu kilage-fdmi, is still known in tradition.
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is highly necessary to be valiant there, for the stronger wins

the day, and they that would rule must slay the kings that

be. Three were once slain in a year, the memory whereof

keeps the kings in perpetual fear and apprehension. This

elder brother lived three years after the death of the younger,

and had his son acknowledged for king before his death,

causing all his servants and subjects to swear allegiance to

him.

During the lifetime of these two kings a great ship was

wrecked on their island, in which were a great number of

men, as well Indians as Portuguese, and among others a

young boy, seven years of age, of Portuguese and Indian birth.

Por him the two brothers conceived an affection as great as

though he were their own son, and had him brought up in

like manner at the house of the elder
;
there he kept the

king^s son company, both being of the same age, and was

made to adopt their faith. He was one of the finest boys

one could see, of such high spirit, that, as I heard from all the

natives, he attained in perfection to all their sciences and

accomplishments.

The elder king caused him to be instructed in all kinds of

exercises, in like manner and with like respect as his own
son

;
while he, finding himself in this condition, believed

himself to be brother to the young prince, going everywhere

as his peer. But when he grew, to years of discretion the

kings bade teU him who he was, and advised him to be ever

a good and faithful servant of the prince and future king.

Moreover, after the death of the younger brother, the other

made him marry his brother’s daughter, the noblest and

richest match in the kingdom
;
her he would like to have

given in marriage to his own son, did not their law forbid

the marriage of cousins-german
;

wherefore, for fear lest

some other great lord of the realm should get her and make

war upon his son, he preferred to give her to this young man,

in whom he had perfect trust and confidence, as being his
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own creature
;
also he considered that, as a stranger, he could

have no pretension to the throne.

After the death of his father the young prince peaceably

succeeded
;
the young Mestif lord became daily more brave

and gallant, more beloved and honoured of the people and

all the foreigners. He was admiral, or Vellanas, and one of

the six elders or MmscouUsj and captain of a company, or,

as they call it, a Sardare} So then, seeing that the king

was no warrior nor addicted to arms, while he himself was

greatly esteemed for his valour, he became presumptuous,

and began to despise the king and to pay him but little

regard
;
wherefore the king entertained some jealousy, and

feared lest the youth, enjoying all that favour and goodwill

with the world, should take it into his head to dispossess

him
;
so he took counsel with his friends, and resolved to put

him to death rather than run the risk of greater troubles.

Yet he could hardly bring his mind to do it, as well for the

friendship he bore him as for the special trust regarding him

wherewith his father on his death-bed had charged him, and

further, that he was married to his cousin. Notwithstanding

these considerations he continued his designs, being prompted

by information brought to him daily, that this man was

secretly treating with the Portuguese to make them masters

of the kingdom and get himself made king under them. On

his part he lacked not warning of the king’s ill-will towards

him, and could full well have saved himself had he been so

minded
;
but he heeded not, saying that he was innocent of

the charges against him. So one day, the king sending for him

at an unwonted hour, though he doubted it would go ill with

him, yet on that account he omitted not to go, nor indeed had

he time to refuse. On his arrival in the great hall of the

palace, where the king sat awaiting him with all his lords

and guards, he made a profound reverence to the king, who

saluted him in return, and bade him be seated in his proper

1 M. saruddruy Pers. sarddr.
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place. This he did, and forthwith issued from behind the

tapestry, men with ropes and arms, who seized and bound

him, and then dragging him along the ground, carried him to

a place on the seashore, about a thousand paces off, where

they put him into a boat and slew him, and then cast his

body into the sea. When his wife heard of it she fell into

such grief and sorrow that it was more than two years ere

she would see the king or the queens, or even go to the

palace. He left a son, who was fifteen years old when I left

the Maldives, and was not at all like the Indians, being as

fair as men of these parts. Such was the end of this unfor-

tunate lord—an example to all foreigners who would rise

above their condition in these lands and elsewhere.

Some time after this king lost his father, he began to

ill-treat the wife that survived him, who was his own step-

mother, and was called Manaye Quilague^ and whom his

dying father had especially commended to his care
;
where-

upon, in her indignation, she was resolved to be avenged.

She had a brother who was one of the captains of the realm,

very rich and valiant, named Pammedery Galogue^ whose

son, a man of high breeding, was afterwards one of my
greatest friends. This woman, then, and her brother con-

spired against the king’s life, with design to make this boy

king and his father lieutenant-general, and to divide all the

offices of state among those of their faction. But their

enterprise was discovered, and the king had them seized and

forthwith given over to justice, swearing an oath that

whatever justice should ordain should be carried out without

hope of pardon. They had their hands cut off, this brother

being the first to suffer, and were then exiled to Souadou,

As for the step-mother, she was bereft of all she had, as also

was her brother, and she was even tortured to make her dis-

^ Perhaps a misprint for Manike, the fern, of Maniku,
2 Fdmuderi kaloge-fdnu. Probably this calogue is a mistake for quila-

giie

:

the former being an inferior title.
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cover her treasure. So little security was there in the

political estate of the Maidive king
;
treasons and attempts

\Yere practised upon him day by day, and the spoil remained

to the stronger.

There was afterwards another revolt, which lasted a long

time, during which this king was forced to quit the island

of Male, and retire to another called Qoumclou} ten leagues

off. This revolt was raised by a great lord of the country,

named Parmae iacourou^ who had a number of galleys and

big ships, with which he pillaged and ravaged all the islands

whereat he cast anchor. The king withdrew to this island

of Gouradou because the access to it was narrow and exceed-

ing difScult, and a very expert pilot was required to find the

passage. This lord, then, became so strong and puissant that

wheresoever he landed he caused to be borne over his head

a white parasol, called ou du ad} which is a mark of royalty

;

and in all other respects he made himself served and obeyed

as king, distributing and granting to his followers the

revenues and offices of the state. But after the king had

sent against him many ships and men at arms, at length

he was caught : for I shall say, in passing, this king never

went to war himself, he only despatched forces
;
nor was he

valiant like his father, who always went in person, and as

soon as he heard of anyone bestirring himself, he gave him
no time, but took measures at once.

As for this rebellious lord, the cause • of his capture was

that while his galleys were in the south of the islands, the

currents then running east bore the greater part of them to

Achen, in Sumatra, and the remnant of the force, thus

weakened, were all taken. Most of the men were put to

^ Gurddii, in S. Mal6 atoll, lat. 3° 63' N. In this island, according

to Pyrard, the Sultan afterwards found his grave.
• 2 l^e.^ th^ Fdrund, the minister next in r>nk to the Quilague,

3 Now Jiudu hai
; e.e., liudxi or sudu, ‘‘ white” (as in Sin.), andAai— Sio,

5a^,^umbrella”.
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death with their leader, and the remainder only had a hand

cut of, and were then sent into exile : for thus it is enacted by

their law that those who conspire against their prince, hr

make attempts on his person, have their right hand cut off.

Of those who were carried to Achen, some returned after a

time, the king extending to them his grace and pardon.

With regard to these currents, of which I have just spoken,

they run for six whole months (each way), so that if a vessel

happens to be at the northern extremity of the islands it is

no great matter, for then it is only carried to Cochin, on the

coast of India, or thereabouts, about 150 leagues distance, or

to some of the islands along that coast. But if they cannot

make the island of Ceylon, they are carried to Sumatra, a

distance of about 500 leagues
;
and if ill-luck has it that these

currents carry them away at the close of the Monson^ or

Seasons (when the current carries them, they call that

iehigue^), and before they make land anywhere, they are

caught in the other current
;
‘as often happens, they are in-

fallibly lost, as I have seen in a number of cases, when they

were expecting to make land every night, and were without

water and other provisions. If the current carries them to

the west, they are borne straight to the Arabian coast, which

is much further off than that of Sumatra
;
but most often

they are dead before they get there. One day I saw a boat

which had been carried off by these currents, and while it

was a long way out, suddenly the currents changed and

brought it back tp these islands
;
but most of those on board

were dead, and the rest only skin and bone, to such straits

had they been reduced.

I have made mention above of Gouradou. I was at that

1 MonsooTiS^ As to the history of this word, see Dozy and Engelmann,

Gloss.
^
and Yule, Gloss. Pyrard writes also monssons, muesons, and

muessons.

2 Correctly beJiigen gos, ‘‘sailing with the wind and current”; cf. Sin.

hcehigana gos. The old English phrase Was “ spooming along before the

sea”, as used by Drake.
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island one day, and saw the mast and rudder of the ship

that was lost there, wherein was the foreign queen who died

in child-bed while I was about the king. I was told that

it was the richest ship conceivable. It had on board some

500 persons, men, women, and children, for the Indians take

the greater part of their honsehold to sea with them. These

500 persons were nigh all drowned, and there remained but

a hundred saved. This queen’s father and mother, to whom
the ship belonged, were among those that perished, and she,

at that time but a child, was saved by chance. This ship

came from Sunda, laden with all kinds of spices and other

merchandize of China and Sunda. Judging merely from

the mast of this vessel, I thought it the largest I had ever

seen, for the mast was taUer and thicker than those of Portu-

guese carracks
;
and the king of the Maldives built a shed of

the length of the mast to keep it as a curiosity. I saw also

another mast and a top much larger than those of Portugal.

Thus was I led to believe that in the Indies they build

vessels larger and of better material than in Portugal or

anywhere else in the world. The greatest ships come from
the coast of Arabia, Persia, and Mogor,^ and some have as

many as 2,000 persons on board. They build not their ships

with as many decks as we, for they have but one, the main
deck, and below they have none, not even a ’tween deck

;

as for their water, they keep it not in pipes and jars as we
do

;
but on each side of the main-mast, which goes down

to the ship’s bottom, they fix two wooden cisterns, well

joined and secured, so that the water is well preserved,

and there are merely holes for drawing the water as from
a well. These are of greater capacity than our pipes,

1 J.e., the coasts of the present Scinde and Guzerat, and such ports,
including Surat, as were not in possession of the Portuguese. The
application of the word Mogor to the territories of the Great Mogul is

adopted by the author from Portuguese use. See Yule’s Glossary, s. v.

Mogul”.
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and take up less room. But I observe that our system of

pipes is better, for one reason, namely, that if any accident

happens to these cisterns they lose all their water at once.

It is not so with us, for in case of a cannon-shot, all that

can happen is the loss of one or two pipes
;
or if any one

goes bad, all the water is not spoiled. Throughout the

whole of India they nowhere use our system of pipes. They

use only certain handsome jars, of finer shape and lacquer

than I have seen elsewhere. Some of these will hold as

much as one pipe, or even more. They are made in the

kingdom of Martahane} whence they are exported, and take

their name throughout all India. The water never goes

bad in them, and the jars are kept shut by a key.

But to return to this ship of the queen, which was lost at

the island of Gouradou, I would tell what, during the time I

was there, befell an honorable, rich, and discreet merchant of

Bengal, called Moiilumede Gaea, and his wife, also a foreigner,

and very beautiful and fair-complexioned for those parts.

She was called Oariboi Boubou, Ganboi being her personal name

in thelanguage of Bengal,andPo245(?24^signifyingMademoiselle.

Both were wrecked with the queen; they were her slaves, and

were about thirty years of age, and had no children. The

queen had such an affection toward them that she made them

1 Mr. Bell saw some large earthenware jars at Mal^, some about two

feet high, called rumbd^ and others larger and barrel-shaped, called

mdtabdn. The name seems to survive also on the Madras coast
;

e.g.,

we find in ]Mr. P. Brown’s Zillah Dictionary (1852), “ Martaban—^name

of a place in Pegu : a black jar in which rice is imported from thence.”

Linschoten (i, 101) writes : “ In this towne (Martaban)-many of the great

earthen pots are made, which in India are called Martauanas^ and many
of them carryed throughout all India of all sorts, both small and great

:

some are so great that they hold full two pipes of water.” See also

op. cit, p. 268 ;
and Yule’s Glossary, s. v. “ Martaban”, where the

quotation from Ibn Batuta shows that the term was current in the four-

teenth century.

2 Bubu is a Hind, term for lady, used in the same way as bibi, though

perhaps of different origin.
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stewards of her household, and placed all her confidence in

them, seeing that they had been about her in their youth

;

thus they rose to extraordinary wealth, to credit and favour

with her majesty : but no sooner was their kind mistress

dead, in manner already described, than every kind of mis-

fortune and disaster overtook them. Theirs was the happiest

home in the world, the fullest of concord and love
;
but, as

misfortune would have it, their house adjoined the warehouse

or lodging of the factor of the Christian king at Goa, who

always has one such at these islands. This factor was a man

of Cochin, of the race of Gentile Canarins, but baptised and

naturalised as a Portuguese in dress and manners. He had

been baptised as a child, and had a wife and children at

Cochin
;
he was called Simon Eodrigue, and was at this time

about twenty-seven years of age. It is customary not to leave

these clerks or factors there, when theyare Christians, for more

than a year or two, so as they may come and render their

dirty to the Church, for in these islands there is no exercise

of the Christian religion
;
but this fellow would not return

so soon, and remained there four years. He learned exceed-

ingly well the language and customs of the country, and

made himself so agreeable to the king, and to all the in-

habitants, that although he was recalled, and three other

clerks one after another were sent to succeed him, yet he

managed so cleverly, by making presents to the king, that he

had not to budge. The king also, being written to, answered

that he would not detain him, but could not and would not

force bim to go against his will. So this clerk and the mer-

chant’s wife being neighbours,, fell into an intrigue of the

closest kind, and indulged their amours at their ease, the

merchant being often absent at his trading.

This continued for the space of two years without dis-

covery
;
but at length the husband became aware of it, and

getting certain information by means of spies, resolved to

have his satisfaction. The more easily to attain his end, he
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made as though he were going abroad for a fortnight, accord-

ing to his wont. He equipped a barque in t-he usual way,

took leave of his wife, commending all his affairs to her

keeping, and departed
;
but after nightfall he put back to

land, and about eleven o’clock at night went straight to his

wife’s bedchamber, and finding her not in her bed, he presently

went to the palace to find the king, who used never to

retire till after midnight. The first person he met was the

master of the galleys and all the king’s ships, who was to all

appearance an intimate friend of the factor; yet, as an

instance of the faithlessness of these people, he was the first

to apprise the king, and to assist the merchant in obtaining

justice, as we shall see hereafter. The husband, on being

introduced to the king’s presence, made his complaint that

his wife was abed with a Christian, whom they call Gcuparou}

and that he and his wife were Mahometans, whom they call

Moitsseliman^ that is, the faithful, and that his majesty should

be pleased to have justice done. On hearing this, the king

ordered the master of the galleys to take twelve soldiers of the

guard, and to put the factor to death, and cast his body in

the sea. These men forthwith surrounded his house, and

knocked at his door to gain admittance. The poor factor

was so astonished he knew not what to do, yet trusting to the

king’s friendship for him, and to the master, who cried out to

him to open the door, with assurance of safety, he was so

ill-advised as to open it, then throwing himself at his feet,

prayed him to save his life ; but he was slain on the spot,

the other being the first to strike him. At this result those

who had owed him money were well enough pleased, as also

was the king, who wanted to be possessed of his great wealth,

the which he seized incontinently. The Portuguese, too,

were not annoyed; and thenceforth it was arranged that the

1 Ar. kafir

^

“ infideT’.

2 7.6,, Musliman^ the Persian plural of MiLsUm^ but widely adopted as

a singular, as in our form Mussulman,
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factors should no longer be men of Cochin, but of the islands.

The unfortunate man being thus slain, the husband went

straight to his wife to do the like to her
;
but he was with

difficulty restrained, and she was cast into prison, to come up

for judgment thereafter. At first it was proposed to drown

her, but seeing that the man was dead, and his goods seized,

they were content to punish her in the usual manner, as all

others are who are taken in adultery or lewd practices, but

somewhat more rigorously. Her husband refused even to

see her, and got married again, this time to a young girl of

the country, as I shall tell hereafter,^ with what came of that

marriage.

To return to the king of the Maldives. Some years after

the death of his father he became enamoured of a married

woman, the fairest in complexion and beauty in all the land,

and abandoned bis first wife, whom his father had made him

espouse, in order to get this woman, who had three daughters

as fair as herself, all married to princes and great lords. I have

often seen her arm, as she showed it to us out of coquetry,

and it was as white as that of the fairest in our country here.

Her husband was a pilot, the cleverest in the country in

his profession and in trade, and a man of large means. The

king and this woman loved each other much, and he was

minded to marry her, while she daily strove to persuade

her husband to consent to leave her, but he would do nothing

;

wherefore in her anger she advised the king to put him to

death. This the king for the love of her resolved to do

;

and having sent for him one day to give him some informa-

tion about navigation on the country chart, when the man

came, and was making his obeisance, the king gave him a

blow with a dagger, intending to plant it in his abdomen,

but the man raised bis hand to parry the stroke, and turned

the dagger straight into his eye, which it put out. He

was not otherwise hurt, for I saw him often afterwards. He
1 P. 265.
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was an agreeable companion, and he it was who gave me the

news of our mate and comrades who escaped from the island

of Poulaclou, ha\dng himself seen them chained by the feet.

So, to return to this woman, she got the king to marry her,

but, after living together for a while, he fell in love wdth her

who was the chief queen while we were there, and so got

tired of the other,—who, in truth, was the lewdest woman in

the world, abandoning herself indifierently to aU sorts of

men, slaves, as well as others. Yet that was not the sole

cause why the king left her.

Xow the king had two nephews, brothers, of wdiom the

elder was married to the richest young lady in all the islands,

the grand-daughter of the governor of the country under

the Portuguese rule. She was also sister to the prince, who

came to our ship, and with whom the king was so annoyed

that he boxed his ears, as I have related above.^ This lady

was of noble birth, young and beautiful, and so the king

became enamoured of her
;
but the mischief was that her

husband would not leave her, nor she him : for she had no

ambition to be queen, preferring her first condition and

liberty. The husband and wife, then, aware of the king’s

intentions, resolved to escape in a barque along with a

younger brother, who afterwards died with the king, as I

shall tell hereafter ; but while carrpng out their plan they

were unluckily surprised at their setting out : the king’s

galleys caught them and brought them back to Male, where

the poor husband was constrained to quit his wife, for sorrow

w’hereof he was for a whole year without going beyond his

house, and so died. It was also much against the will of

the young lady,—as, indeed, she afterwards showed, for she

never bore the king any goodwill, and always had other

male friends.

Before marrying her, the king
^
was constrained to leave

his other wife, who would not by any means consent to quit

1 P. 69.
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him, for a separation must needs be by the free will and

consent of both parties, otherwise the man restores her

dowry to the woman, and then quits her whether she will

or no
;
but it is dishonourable and scandalous for a woman

to take it. This the king did in the case of this first queen,

for he gave her her dowry and rank, and left her, and then

married the other. The former remained unmarried ever

after, for the king did not permit her to marry again, and

without that none would dare to espouse her. Her first

husband would not speak to her again, although they had

had three daughters of their marriage. The king liked this

man much, and did him many benefits, This lady was very

gay in her dress, pearls, and jewels, and the king gave her a

fine house in the island, where she resided at her ease in all

respects, but without marrying again. She spent her time

in pleasure, and was much visited, and had a large retinue

of servants and slaves. As for the other, the king never

afterwards abandoned her
;
and when he was killed she was

still with him, with two foreign women; but she always

maintained her regret for her first husband, who was, as it

were, first prince of the blood, and lieutenant-general of the

forces. The king being now well on in years, and having

reared no children while he was young, saw that those he

might now have would be still young when he came to die, and

would be liable to be set aside and bereft of their inheritance
;

he therefore resolved to have no more: and accordingly,

while I was there I heard that for four or five years he had

no intercourse with this chief queen, because she was very

prolific, and had already by him a son and a daughter, both

of whom died at six or seven years of age. And yet these

people have no scruples in killing the child in its mother’s

womb, deeming it better for them so to die than come into

the world. But the queens had no great concern that the

king went not to see them, for they were never in want of

male friends, who used to visit them when they pleased.
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But to return to the merchant of Bengal, that would not

take back his wife, as related above. He married another

woman, who was thought to be the most lovely in all the

islands : and in truth she was no whit inferior to the fairest

in these parts, save that her skin was not quite so white.

She was eighteen or twenty years of age, and was chosen

by him for her beauty alone, being neither noble nor rich

:

he, however, had plenty of means for both. How a second

misfortune befell him, for as he lived near the royal palace,

no sooner did the king set eyes on this wife, than he became

violently enamoured of her, and having attained his desire,

even compelled her to separate from her husband, whom he

threatened to cast into the sea, should he refuse to consent,

insomuch that the unfortunate man was constrained to quit

her with all possible regret
;

and, three months before the

great Maidive disaster, the king took her to wife, because

the Pandiare told him that, to free his conscience, it were

better for him to marry her than to continue in the sin

wherein he was. Such were the misfortunes that befell this

poor merchant one upon another, which had never occurred

but for the death of his kind mistress.

CHAPTEE XIX.

The Maldives, when peopled,—Of many other memoraile events

which occurred at these islands and in the neighlourhood,

during the sojourn of the author there,—Of a vessel of

Tananor, and the story of a Malabar captain^s dealing

with the Maidive king, and his hapless fate ; and the

adventures of the king's nephew and brother-in-law.

Having described the Maidive pohty, and the more remark-

able events that happened before fortune cast us there, I

now come to speak of the most singular and memorable
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occurrences during the space of five years I resided there.

But first I must not forget to tell what I learned of the

islanders concerning the first peopling of the Maldives, and

how the inhabitants changed their religion.

They hold that the Maldives began to be inhabited only

four hundred years ago, and that the first who came and

peopled them were (as I have already said, in passing) the

Cingalles^ of the island of Ceylan,^ which is not far distant,

and were idolaters, but afterwards changed their religion,

it being about one hundred and fifty or two hundred years at

most since they received Mahometism, through the Moorish

and Arabian navigators, who, while trading over all the con-

tinent and islands of the East Indies, brought there also

their law, which has since remained in most of those parts.

It also appears that it was then that the Tartars, who ex-

tended their dominion throughout the East, and even to

these islands,^ became infected with this accursed and false

doctrine of Mahomet, which has wasted three-fourths of the

world. The Maidive people have ever since retained this

law, as I have fully described in my treatment of their

religion and ceremonies.

I come now to what happened at the islands in my time,

and to these facts my testimony will be good and sufficient,

for I either witnessed or was personally acquainted with the

greater part of them.

I will begin with what happened to a vessel of Tananor,^

which came to trade there a year after our arrival at the

1 From the Port, form Chingalas, The native adjectival form is

Sinkala,

2 All the earlier writers spell Ceylon with an a, as the French do

still
;
the native name is Lankdva, For the evolution of the name

Ceylon, see Yule’s Glossary,

3 This, of course, is a mistake. The Maldives were never in subjec-

tion to the Tartars, by whom he means the Moguls, nor indeed to any

Indian power except, perhaps, to the Raja of Cananor.

^ Tamr.
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islands. This vessel was about five hundred tons burthen, and

belonged to the king of Tananor, a kingdom situate between

Calicut and Cochin. This king was a Gentile, and of the race

of Nairs. There may have been aboard some five or six

hundred men, well armed, good Malabar soldiers, and they

came there to trade. Their principal cargo was rice, but they

had much other merchandise, such as pepper, areca (which is

eaten with betel), cotton, butter, oils for rubbing the body

after washing, a quantity of white cotton cloths, pottery, iron

and copper utensils : so that it was very rich, and their

purpose was to barter all these for the merchandise of the

country. But the Maidive king would not let them tarry

in the roadstead of Male more than three days, and then

sent them to cast anchor at an island called Bandos, where

I had been sick, distant about two leagues north from Male.

The reason of this was that he was afraid they meditated

some treasonable surprise. He caused all their fighting men

to disembark, all well armed and equipped, in good health

and ready for action. But they had not been there more

than two months ere they were all dying of the fever,

although the air and water of that island Bandos is better

than at Male. Most of the men remained at Male, all their

goods being placed in cellars and lanquescdles, constructed

for the purpose. They were there six months and more,

bargaining and selling and loading their ship; but during

that time the island fever wasted them so cruelly, that there

remained no more than a hundred of them alive, and those

enfeebled in such vdse that they were constrained to engage

another crew of the islanders to work the ship back to

Tananor. It was a most experienced pilot of these islands

who brought them there, wherefore they bore him much ill-

will, saying that he had brought them there on purpose to

make his king heir to all their riches. At the islands they

lost the chief of their captains, whom they regretted much.

The rule is, when the captain or master of a vessel dies there,
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the vessel and cargo go to the king, who seizes them
;
but

this was not so in this case, because it belonged to the king

of Tananor.

As for the private property of the deceased captain, it

was not taken by the king, although it appertained to him

;

but this was for the reason following. That captain had

brought with him his son, a young man of twenty-five, called

Houssctins Caca^ the bravest soldier, the most noble gentleman

in address and figure, and the most skilful gunner in all the

coast of Malabar. Desiring that he should stay with him,

the king worked him with the fairest promises, wherewith

the young man was satisfied, as well in order to save the

goods which the king gave over to him in their entirety for

so consenting, as by reason of a difference he had with the

second captain, who was then in command of the vessel.

Moreover, the king caused to be delivered to him all his

goods that were on board, which he had never otherwise got

out
;
besides which, by remaining there, he became heir to all

his father’s goods, which he must have shared with his other

brothers had he returned to his own country, and would

have had to pay for most of what his father had got on

credit. He was thus welcomed and esteemed by the king,

who moreover granted to him a high dignity, viz., that of

master of arms, called by them Esdru^ one of the most

honourable offices in the land, requiring great capacity and

experience. The king had only one such in his islands, and

he was a great lord, as, indeed, the like officers are con-

sidered among the nobles and soldiers, as well in these

1 Persian TcdTcd^ an uncle
j
used also among the M^ppillar of Malabar

as a term of respect, and sometimes by other classes when addressing
respectable MappiUar.

2 M. eduru, or, according to the fuller title, eduru manihu. Though
the office has no doubt lost its iinpprtance since the Maldives came
within the pax Britannica^ and the profession of arms became a mere
pastime, there are still four of these fencing-masters at Mal6, who are
held in some respect (Bell).
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islands as on the continent. But this appointment caused

the death of the young man, by reason of the jealousy which

ensued between him and the former master, who was a

native of the country, and the son of a previous master,

and was much respected by all the lords and soldiers.

With these people there is no greater mark of dishonour

and disgrace than the loss of respect between their masters

and them. And since arms are held in such high honour,

they respect masters in arms more than all others, and exalt

them to the rank of princes and lords, for they give instruc-

tion to the king and the chief prince. Aforetime there was but

one academy, so, when this new master came, there were two,

and many of all ranks quitted the old master for the new,

seeing that he knew the use of arms according to the system

of the Nairs and Malabars, which is esteemed the best in

the Indies.^ And the king, in order that he should be re-

cognised as a master, presented to him, in the presence of all

the court, a bracelet, which he placed on his arm with his

own hands, that being the badge of this office. This bracelet

was a link of gold with buttons of the same, round, and

hollow within, containing the royal sign and cipher written

on paper.

These two masters, then, being jealous of one another, it

came to pass on the day of a great festival, such as Easter

is with us, that after dinner, according to custom, all the

princes, lords, gentlemen, and soldiers went to the king’s

palace for an assault of arms, and to challenge one another,

whereby it is seen who are most adroit in the use of arms.

This lasts for three days. These two masters stood on

opposite sides with their scholars beside them, and these

went forth to fence one with another. The elder master

had more scholars, and was more popular than the other,

against whom he got up an idle brawl, setting one of his

1 The paiiikan^ or fencing-master, was held in great respect on the

Malabar coast. See Yule’s Glossary, s. v.
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scholars against one of the other,—for there, to lay the blame

on a scholar, is to attack the master. So arose a great

between the two parties, and some soldiers were wounded.

"When the king heard of it, he wanted to know who was to

blame, and being informed that it was the elder, he repri-

manded him severely, and said aloud that the first of them

that should cause any mischief should have his hand cut

off : this he often caused to be done, even for trifles, when he

was in anger
;
and both masters he ordered to live peaceably,

themselves and their scholars. Nevertheless, the friendship

which the king bore to the new master was ever increasing,

in such wise that he gave him all the titles of honour he

could confer on the greatest in the realm, among others, that

of Damde Tacourou^ as who should say ‘"Count” or ""Duke”.

Further, he made him change his former Malabar name, by

proclamation throughout the island, as the custom is, and

made him captain of a company, and caused him to walk

with the highest grandees as their equal. These latter con-

ceived such envy towards him, that they resolved, in concert

with the elder master, to work his death any way they could.

In truth, the man did not know how to steer in his course of

prosperity, for he abused it, and often started a quarrel with

the chief men, and even with the highest grandees of the

islands
;
but the king support.ed him in everything. He

took in marriage such women as he pleased, and they thought

themselves highly honoured in being married to him, as

much for his personal merit as for his dignity and favour

with the king. And what was a further advantage to him,

he had for his comrade and scholar the king’s brother-in-

^ M. Dahard TaJcuru {fam). As above indicated, this was a mere

title in Pyrard’s time, and so it remained down to Christopher’s

time, by whom it is assigned to the sixth vizier, without special duties

(71 Bom. Geo. Soc., i, 71). In Ibn Batuta’s day the deherd, as he calls

him, was commander-in-chief. The title seems to have fallen into

abeyance now.
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law, the brother of the chief queen, of whom I have fre-

quently spoken
;
these two held each other in such friend-

ship, that this was at length the cause of his downfall : for,

at the end of two years, during which this favour lasted,

they resolved to go away together, and he (the master), the

better to conceal his enterprise, took in marriage a widow of

the grand Pandiare, who resided at the southern end of the

islands, in the atollon called Souadoit. For this purpose he

took occasion to depart from Male; but he was no sooner

gone, than his enemies, feeling that the game was now won,

went and told the king, giving him to understand the nature

of his enterprise with the prince. The king forthwith took

counsel with his principal advisers, the six Mouscoulis, and

sent a captain with forty soldiers in a barque to bring him

back, at the same time ordering them to do him no harm.

But all the chiefs then about the king, and among others the

former master, gave secret instructions that they should put

him to death, and then say that he had opposed his arrest

by force of arms, so should they make their peace with the

king. All which they carried out, for they found him at the

first halting-place, without arms, and there they slew him,

and brought back word to the king that they were forced to

do it, seeing he would not render himself up at the king's

command. The king was grievously vexed, but took no

further steps in the matter.

Having spoken of the fortunes of this stranger, I shall

now tell of what I saw befall some of the princes of the

country. At the time of our arrival there, the king had no

children, but only a nephew, aged twenty-two, and called,

like himself, llmwi Callam} This prince ought to have

succeeded him. At that time he was in disgrace, and absent

from the court, because he had gone to Arabia without taking

1 Callam is probably the Pers. Kaldn, great” : this is the only place

in the text where the title is applied to an individual. The word, how-

ever, appears in the Vocabulary for “prince”; and see above, p. 209.
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or getting leave of the king, and before going had pillaged

some of the islands. Three years after our coming he

returned, but dared not come to Mal^ at the first for fear

of the king, who was presently apprised of his arrival at

some islands in the north, which belonged to him, and at’

which he was married. The king received the news with

joy, for he loved him and treated him as his son. But false

news was brought to his ears daily, that his nephew had

designs against him; and this was done by those who wished

him ill, and by flatterers, of whom this court was full: ISTot-

withstanding this, the king delayed not to send an armed

galley to fetch him, while he, being innocent, made no

scruples about coming to the king with only ten or a dozen

of a body-guard, and some-servants and slaves. But as soon

as he arrived at the court, all his soldiers were cast into

prison, with their feet passed through two pieces of wood

in which holes were cut, which is their mode of securing

prisoners. They also use chains and irons for this purpose.

As for the prince, he suffered nothing, but that he was two

months without seeing the king, though he came day by day

to the palace, and sat in the place assigned to the public in

general. One of the queens, the first of them, sent him a

single leaf of betel, and that was a great honour, and the

highest he could hope for : for that is done to the royal child-

ren alone, and this distinction of itself showed him to be

sole heir to the throne, and chief prince. It is the custom

of the country, when one is in disgrace, to go every day to

the palace and to wait in the court there until the king

speaks to him, and takes him again into favour. The nephew

was at length received into favour by means of the grand

Pandiare, who was of the Oherife^ race, that is, of the race

of Mahomet. For, being sent for by the king to preach

before him as usual, before beginning his sermon, he made a

1 Sherif, a descendant of Hassan through either of his sons, Zaid and
Eassan el-Musanna.
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humble request and petition to the king that he would be

pleased to permit his nephew to come and hear the sermon,

the which the king granted, for the friendship and respect he

had for the Pandiare : nor would any but he have dared to

make the request. The nephew came, and from a distance

catching sight of the king, made a most profound reverence,

like the lowest subject of the realm; whereupon the king

said but two words, Ana poute iringua} which is to say, “ My
son, be seated.” Tliis he did, everyone rising to yield him

the highest place. While the sermon lasted, which was more

than an hour, the young prince lifted not his eyes nor his

head
;
and the same day aU Ms attendants were set free, and

he was forthwith received into favour, and treated with the

honour and dignity proper to the heir to the crown. The

king made him his lieutenant-general, and commander of all

his men-at-arms, or as they call it, DoTimesnas?

After he was restored to the king’s good graces, there was

always great jealousy between him and the king’s brother-in-

law, the chief queen^s brother, who had been well enough

pleased at the absence and disgrace of this prince, seeing

that thereby he was nearest to the king’s favour, and held

the Mghest offices, which were now taken from him on the

return of the prince. The king always called him his son,

to the end that all the world should honour him as his true

and legitimate heir. This prince, once, being enamoured

of a certain lord’s wife, who was of extreme beauty, he

carried her off with her own consent, and kept her a long

while, whereof the husband made complaint to the king,

but got not any satisfaction
;
indeed, the young prince had

1 Mr. Bell tliinks this should be Anddefiitd irinde, “ Come, son. be

seated”. Futd, “son” (Sin. puta), is now used only in the southern

atolls
;
in the north and at Mal4, the word is darifald.

2 At present the Dorimend hilage-fanu and the DoHmend maniku-

fanu have nothing to do with the soldiers ;
and, indeed, no such appoint-

ment has been made during the present reign.

T
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him beaten in such wise that he was fain to give his wife up

altogether. Such is the way of them in that country.

As for the king’s brother-in-law, the rival of this prince, he

was a young lord, aged about twenty-five years, one of the

handsomest men in figure and accomplishments in the islands,

resembling more those of Europe, as he was fair, though

shghtly olive in complexion. He was learned in all the

sciences, as mathematics, astrology, navigation, etc., and in

the exercise of arms._ I taught him to cipher and write in

French
;
and in truth I never found any difference between

those people and ourselves, whether in mind or body, save

that they are slightly olive, yet withal there are many fair

persons, both men and women. His sister and he were of

the best family in the country, being of nobler birth than the

king himself. So this lord, in chagrin for the loss of his

offices at the nephew’s return, began to take counsel with his

sister, the queen, as to the means of avenging himself
;
and

her anger against the prince was greater than his. The first

means they took was by charms and sorceries, which are

very frequently employed, to work both good and evil. In this

business they employed many to work sorceries, which they

call Quenuery} against both the king and his nephew,who were

made very sick thereby, and had to get other sorcerers to

.cure them. The king ever after this was exceeding wroth with

the queen and her brother. But she hated the king to the

death, and had long wished to put an end to him, if she had

had the opportunity, for she was tired of being kept by force

as a captive, and she was never satisfied
;
and being so rich

and noble in her own right, she cared nothing for the honour

of being queen, and would have liked a husband of her own

choice. So her brother and she, seeing that their first mea-

sures had not succeeded, resolved to try another, viz., to

escape secretly by night in a barque, with all her trinkets,

jewels, and wealth,—for all the rest of her property was in

^ M. kanveri-lcan.
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another island belonging to her, called Maspillaspoury^ forty

leagues to the north of Male, where her mother, a widows

resided.

The prince, having framed his project, communicated the

enterprise to the foreign master of arms of whom I have

spoken above, and to another lord, whose father the king’s

father had in former days put to death, for fear lest he should

rise against him, being as he was one of the most valiant

lords in the kingdom : he was called Cassin Tacoitrou. So,

too, this young lord his son was very brave, and very ill

content that he was but a simple soldier, and had not the

rank of his ancestors, wherefore he gave ear to the prince,

who was in other respects his great friend, and promised

him the queen in marriage
;
while to the foreign master he

promised another sister that he had. Their design was that

the prince and the young lord should remain in the island to

carry off the queen, while the master should go on before, as

he did. Kow it is a custom of the islands that the soldiers

carry no arms when they go forth from Male to the other

islands; all must be left in the magazine of the king, to

whom they belong. They carry, indeed, daggers and other

small-arms, but not fire-arms
;
but when they go anywhither

by command of the king, they may carry all sorts of arms.

This is to prevent revolt
;

also, a certain number of soldiers

only are allowed to go at the same time, and the return of

these is awaited ere others are allowed to go ; and this leave

is given only during the westerly winds, which is their

winter, and they have to return before the easterly winds,

which is their summer time.

In the conduct of this enterprise they won over to their

party thirteen of the best soldiers in the country, but one

of the thirteen discovered them, and gave warning to the

1 MdfildfurTii^ in FadifPolu atoU {Marjih-foori in the Adm. Ch.), in

lat. 5® 20' N., apparently not inhabited now. The name would seem to

mean, the island of the Mdpillar,

T 2
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king, who bade keep all secret : for he was hardly able to

believe it, and wished to see what it really was. So he

commissioned that lord who had brought me from the island

where we were lost, and in whom he had most confidence, to

take a certain number of soldiers and to find out the truth.

This being done, the barque was seized, with the prince and

his soldiers, who were all punished in the usual manner. As

for him, he got no more than a severe reprimand from the

king, and was kept in disgrace more than six months. It is

to be noted that during their disgrace they have no care to

dress themselves, or to deport themselves in the proper style,

and they take no more part in affairs than if they were dead

to the world. As for the queen, though the king was very

angry with her, she said but four words to him, and he was at

once appeased. What befeU the master ofarms I have already

related. After this, on the day of the feast of the dead, when

the king with his three wives went to visit the sepulchres of

his ancestors, the queen caused her brother to be at a place

where they had to pass, and there he came, plainly attired

and without arms, as the custom was, and saluted the king,

who returned his salutation and took him back into favour,

and conferred upon him again all his offices and dignities.

He was one of the six chief MouscowUs. All the soldiers that

were in this affair were at once set free, and restored to their

former position. Albeit, this prince, being a man of spirit,

as he afterwards showed himself, finding that he was not

restored to all his offices, nor held in the same consideration

as before the return of the king’s nephew, continued in dis-

pleasure and discontent, and being no longer able to bear it,

he resolved to betake him to Arabia, along with the husband

of his other sister, who was at the time the grand Pandiare.

They went off in secret, without taking leave of the king, who

was exceeding wroth with them and with the queen, who

had given them as much gold and silver as they wanted.

The king was especially astonished at the Pandiare, who had
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quitted so worthy an office
;
but the latter chose rather to

obey the queen and the brother-in-law than him. They went

to Mecca, in Arabia, where the Pandiare died, and the prince,

after a voyage of eighteen months, came back in a Cananor

ship to Cananor, where he was well received of the king,

who was very desirous to have him stay there, promising

him armed support in case he wished to make war against

the Maidive king.^ But the king of the Maldives, on hearing

of this, wrote to him at once, and made the queen write too,

to beg him to return, with promises of new dignities. The

letter of his sister was of more avail than that of the king.

So he returned, and had all that was promised to him, and

the country remained in peace until the death of the king

and his nephew, the manner whereof I shall relate here-

after.

CHAPTEE XX.

Accidents and casualties to ships at the Maldives,—Arrival of

Hollanders.—A loandering Jew.—A captain of Mogor

and his adventures ; and of some ships wrecked there.

When I was at the Maldives, the king of Mangalore, an

idolater, once upon a time sent to the king of the Maldives a

galley fully laden with rice as a present, and to renew and

confirm their ancient friendship through an ambassador who

1 Ali Raja of Cananor turned the visit of Ranabandery Tacourou to

good account, for, on the death of Sultan Ibrahim in 1607, this prince

succeeded to the throne as his vassal. That AU Raja already had

designs upon the Maldives, if not possession of some of them, appears

from the journals of Steven van der Hagen’s voyage. That Dutch

captain was at Cananor in 1604, but could not get the Raja to take the

Dutch side against the Portuguese. He warned the Dutch not to make

any attempt upon “ his Maidive islands” des Voy.^ iii, 17).
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accompanied the gift. The Maidive king received him well,

and sent in return a present of the rarest and choicest things

to be found in his kingdom.

About the same time the Hollanders^ were guarding Point

de Galle, in the island of Ceylon (of which I shall speak more

fully hereafter in its proper place), with two or three ships

only, it happened that two large vessels passed there on a

voyage from Achen in Sumatra, and other places in Sunda,

laden with the produce of China and other countries, and

were on their way to Arabia. The Hollanders soon made

them lower their sails, but seeing they were not friends of the

Portuguese, they received them kindly, and they were for

two or three days enjoying good cheer together. The larger

of the two ships was going, as they said, to Mogor, Surrate,

and Cambaye, the other was going to the opposite coast.

The captain of the large vessel was quite young, and a native

of the Mogor country. The king of Achen had killed his

father in order to acquire his wealth, for he was the richest

man in all the Indies, and was called Ghamy? He had

much property in Sumatra, and that was the cause of his

death. His only son, who was of the same name, and

resided in his youth with his mother at Surrate, was very

handsome, fair, and well to do, and may have been then

about seventeen or eighteen years of age. The other captain

was a Turk, aged twenty-five years. He was the strongest

1 As will be seen, the Dutchmen on board the native vessels men-

tioned in the following passage, told Pyrard of the death of Queen

Elizabeth. It k, therefore, probable that the rencontre off the coast of

Ceylon took place sometime in 1604. I do not find it mentioned in the

Dutch Collection, The Zeelanders had, in 1602, sent a factor to Cam-
bay on board a Turkish vessel from Achin {Rec. des Voy.^ ii, 526). And
in January 1604, some Turks came to the Dutch at Bantam, and thanked

them for the kindly treatment of their countrymen and their goods by

the Dutch cruisers off Ceylon (i&., p. 673). See further in the following

chapter as to the determined efforts of the Dutch to open trade with

Cambay.

2 Perhaps Shdini, a Syrian or Western.
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man I ever saw, and was renowned throughout all India for

his great valour.

So, when the general of the Hollanders heard all this, and

that the young captain was going to Camhaye or Surrate,

between which places there is only an intervening river, he

called together this captain and all the merchants, number-

ing about thirty or forty men of wealth and position, along

with the ship’s ofidcers, and bade them tell the truth and say

without fear where they were going
;
to which they replied

as before. But this was out of fear, for their intention was

to go to Arabia
;
but they durst not say so, for the Grand

Mogor and the HoUauders were good Mends, and the Hollan-

ders also had factors at Camhaye and Surrate, which are in

the country of the Mogor. At length the general bade bring

him the book of the law and a piece of biscuit, upon which

he made them swear, according to their custom, that they

were speakiug the truth. This they did, whereupon the

Hollanders req[uested them to take two of their factors, with

a q[uantity of goods, to Camhaye, with some presents for the

Grand Mogor, and for the lords of Camhaye and Surrate.

This they promised to do, and the general gave handsome

presents to the captain and to the merchants, together with a

stock of victuals.

So, taking the two Hollanders and the goods, they departed

in great Mendship, and the two vessels made straight for the

Maldives, which was their course to take, either by the north

end of the islands or through them. This is the cause of the

prosperity of that country
;
for the islands are situate half-

way between Sunda and the coast of Arabia and Persia, and

there are no other islands between whereat provisions can

be had. Every year upwards of five-and-twenty or thirty

ships pass there, of which not two go there of deliberate pur-

pose, on account of the dangers there
;
and but for the

necessity of passing through them, they would not go there

at aU, and the islanders would be constrained to go elsewhere
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to purcliase their necessary supplies. The passage is feared

as well on account of the currents and reefs as of the fever

which is peculiar to the islands, the Male fevers being known

everywhere. Most of the vessels are brought there by the

currents, so that they are obliged to sojourn and do some

traffic there, by reason of the Monssons, which change from

one quarter to the other.

These Monssonsy or MiiessmSy are winds which change for

the summer and winter, every six months. They most fre-

quently cheat the sailors who start too late, for the wind

comes on to blow contrarily while they are out
;
they also

cheat them by sometimes blowing for a shorter or a longer

period one way than the other
;
and a favourable wind will

sometimes cease too soon, and a contrary wind will continue

too long, sometimes a month or six weeks, and even two

months, beyond expectation. This obliges them to stay

seven or eight weeks longer than they like, as I have fre-

quently seen happen. I have also known them put to sea

at the close of these Monssons, believing that they would last

long enough for the voyage, and when they have got within

fifty leagues of Arabia, they have been obliged by the contrary

wind to return and make the Maldives again, or even the

coasts of Sunda. In these return journeys some of them get

lost. On some occasions, when they have passed the north-

ern end of the islands, sailing on the current from the east,

and are thinking they have escaped the reefs, one morning the

current changes, and the western current carries them away

to the islands of the south, where they are wrecked among

the reefs. This is what happened to the large vessel in which

the queen was, which, as I have related, was lost in the

south.

But to return to the two ships voyaging to Arabia : when

they arrived at the islands they were not minded to stay

there, yet they were forced to await the other Monssons,

which did not come for seven or eight months,—for the
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Monsson which was then blowing was not yet over. They

did not come to land at Maid, so not much was seen of them,

because of the sickness which prevailed there
;
but, as was

usual, they chose another island, thirty or forty leagues to

the north, called Maspillaspoury, belonging to the chief

queen, because it is the most healthy of all. The two ships

cast anchor and remained there. Tbe custom in such cases

was that on their arrival they came to salute the king with

presents. The king liked these casual arrivals much, and

received the unfortunate men with the kindest face in the

world ; but his smile was a deceit, and was worth nothing in

the long run.

For his usual plan was to endeavour to get the vessels to

come to his island, which they never would
;
and when he

found them to be too strong, he ceased to importune them,

fearing to lose their goods and trafi&c
;
but when he saw that

they were weak, he made them come, under one pretext or

another, pretending to be angry with them, so that at length

they fell into his power, if perchance the captain of the

vessel came to die; in short, nothing passed through his

hands without a part sticking to them. When a vessel or mer-

chant happened to arrive at his island, he caused a hangitesalU^

or storehouse, to be assigned to it or him for depositing the

goods, and the admiral took an account of everything in

writing, and had the sails hauled down and took them and

the rudder into his possession. The king was heir to such

as died there, whether they left ship or goods behind them,

wherefore most ships would not go there, or, as soon as

their captain died, they sailed off as soon as possible.

While these two vessels were awaiting the other Monssons

all the chiefs and principal men went to salute the king

with fine presents. All were rich men, some of them

Mahometans, and the rest Banians of Cambaye. The king

received them in great state, and for their entertainment had

a large bullock killed, and also gave each a cow or bullock,
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that being a mark of great goodwill. He treated the young

captain with exceptional honour, saying that he had known
his father well, and on that account was glad to see him.

The captain replied that this was the first voyage he and

his ship were making, and that he had been to the king

of Achen, who had killed his father, to see if he could get

from him some recompense
;
that he had been well received

by that king, who had given him many slaves, a ship, and

merchandise, and he had promised to return to him. After

the Maidive king had thus given him a cordial reception, sur-

rounded by all his court, in the usual fashion, he bade give

them lodging, wherewith they were all well pleased. I went

to see them in the evening, and they gave me good cheer,

and told me they had on board their ship two Hollanders

on their way to Surrate, at which news I was overjoyed,

and had hopes of hearing some news from France; but they

told me that the Hollanders did not want to come to Male,

as much from fear of sickness as that they had nothing to do

there
;
besides that, they had heard tell of the king’s humour,

concerning which I sent them in writing a few words of

advice in French.

nevertheless, the king was informed that they were there,

and what merchandise they were carrying, principally wool-

len cloth, which they had taken from the Portuguese,

elephants’ teeth and other things, and some silver. The king

sent word that he had great desire to have a fine bit of cloth,

and the captain said that he would'have to send one of his own
people to choose it, which he did

;
but the chief factor sent his

companion to the king to settle the price, and to show him
different sorts, so that was a good occasion for me to see him.

He brought me the compliments of his companion, who sent

me a fine piece of white cotton cloth, there being no white cloth

in these islands, but all coloured. He brought to the king

as a present an exceedingly beautiful matchlock, with its

furniture, and a handsome sword, with which the king
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was well pleased. In exchange, the king gave some mats,

and I did the same, for these are the rarest things manufac-

tured at the island.^ This factor was eight days at Male, and

the king took two pieces of his cloth, one red and the other

violet, for which he paid in silver.^ The factor then took

his departure, and I saw him no more. He could speak

French, and I acted as interpreter. The king would never

give me leave to go where they were, and they frequently

sent us letters, accompanied with some little presents.

As I am on the subject of the two Hollanders, I will tell

what happened to them. The captain and merchants who

had promised to take them to Gambaye told them frankly

that they were going to Arabia, and that what they had told

the general was said through fear of being thwarted in their

design. The two factors therefore began to unload all their

goods; whereupon the captain of the other vessel, who was

a Turk, told them that if they wished he would carry them

to Gambaye or Surrate in all safety. They accepted the

offer, and went with him. Since then I have heard that

before they got there one of them died. It was good luck

for them to have had the opportunity of proceeding, for

otherwise they had been forced to remain at the islands, and

been lost, both themselves and their goods : for the king

would never have let them go, so as at the last he should get

possession of their merchandise.

About the same time came to Mal6 a man who was a Jew

in faith and race, and knew a large number of languages

;

among others, he spoke Arabic and the Indian tongues well.

He was a man of Barbary, and the greatest scoundrel in the

world. The English had taken him to England, where he

1 See above, p. 241.

2 Above (at p. 242), be says that the Maldivians never allowed gold or

silver to go out of tbe country. Probably the Dutchmen here would

take nothing else ;
and, as will be seen, the king had designs upon the

whole ship.
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had learnt English well. About the same time that we left

France four ships also left England, and the general took this

fellow as his body-servant; and he was with him in the

Indies.^ He was already at Achen when our general arrived

there, and he it was who informed me that the general had

been poisoned by the Portuguese.^ As for the English

general, when he saw that he could not load with pepper at

Achen, he went to Bantan in Java, where this Jew robbed

him of twelve or lifteen hundred pieces of forty sols Spanish,

and made his escape. With the English he was of their

religion
;
with the Mahometans, of theirs

;
whereas he was

all the while a Jew. He married a wife wherever he hap-

pened to be, and thus had four or five wives in India. He

1 The English general here alluded to is Captain James Lancaster,

who left Tor Bay on the ^Oth April 1601, with four ships—^the Dragon^

Hector^ Ascension^ and the Susan, The journal of the voyage is printed

in Lancaster's Voyages^ Hak. Soc., pp. 67-107. Lancaster arrived at

Achin on the 5th June 1602, and at Bantam on the l6th December

1602. This Jew is mentioned as having been with Lancaster at Achin.

The conferences with the Sultan's ministers were carried on in Arabic,

and the chronicler notes, “Now the general (before his going out of

England) intertained a Jew who spake that language perfectly, which

stood him in good steed at that time” (p. 81). There is no mention of

his having robbed him at Bantam. The character, as drawn by Pyrard,

is of a not uncommon type, found a little later at Mocha, where, on the

8th May 1609, some of Captain Sharpeigh’s men were lodged in the

house of “a talkative lyenge Jewe w’ch spake Spanishe” (iJ., p. 123).

A hundred years before this we find Jews playing the same role. In

1510, two Castilian Jews were taken by Simao Martinsz in a vessel going

from Mecca to Calicut. “ These Jews turned Christians : to the one

was given the name of Francisco Dalboquerque, and to the other Alex-

andre Dataide. And Afonso Dalboquerque, as long as he lived, em-

ployed them as interpreters especially Alexandre Dataide, because he

knew many languages, and had a great aptitude for business. And
after the death of Afonso Dalboquerque they went to Portugal, in the

time of King D. Manoel, and from that country returned to India, and

from India they proceeded to Cairo, where they again became Jews”

{Comm, of Af. Dalboquerque^ Hak. Soc., ii, 230).

2 Below, the author says that he had this information from the two

Hollanders.
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embarked at Achen in a ship of Surrate, which had lately

passed by the head of the Maldives, and was so ill-advised as

to land with all his goods. He had still left about one

hundred and fifty crowns, for he had spent aU the rest. After

stealing the money he had gone to Surrate, where he

married. At length, on this last voyage, being arrived at

Male, he came to make offer of his services to the king,

under the pretext that he was a good gunner
;
but he knew

nothing about it. He was well received at first, but when it

was seen that he was a liar, no further notice was taken of

him. Soon after he fell sick, and begged me to get his leave

of the king
;
and I, making the request through the lord

with whom I resided obtained it with great difficulty. He
said that he was married in Guzeratte, and had a child there,

which was partly the cause why his leave was granted;

though after he got it he remained three or four months

longer, and spent the remainder of his money, and then em-

barked with the richest merchant of Cananor, a Malabar

Mahometan, and the greatest man of that place next to the

king, Ali Eadia. This merchant had a wife at the Maldives,

and did a large business there, there not being an atollon

whereat he had not factors and merchandise. Some of his

ships and barques were always at the island : his name was

Poecaca. So the Jew went with him to Cananor,

As for the young captain of whom I have spoken, I will

now tell of the adversity which befell him and his crew. He
sojourned at the islands some six months, doing much traffic

the while. Though this was contrary to their purpose, they

were obliged to do it for the need they had of the island

commodities : thus, they took in exchange coco-cord, called

Cairo,

^

and cocos themselves. But the merchandise they

most eagerly desired was Camle,^ or tortoise-shell, which

comes from these islands. The best are the largest and

1 Tam. kayiru,

^ Icahdbu, or kahambu. See above, p. 252, note.
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thickest, a Qaut} or quarter of a pound, being worth a larin

at least. But as the conamodity is in great request elsewhere,

they will only take gold or silver in exchange, whereas for

other things they will take merchandise. They sold me
pepper at no more than two sols the pound, and four pounds

of silk for a crown, while the natives bought it (of me) at a

higher price
;
for the strangers used to like me much, and

gave me many presents, in order that I should assist them

in selling their goods. Our intercourse was in the Portu-

guese language, and I acted as their factor there. Many a

time they have entrusted me with more than two hundred

crowns’ worth of merchandise on credit
;
in all cases giving

me a quarter of the profit on the sales, so that I made con-

siderable gain through them. It was the young captain who

liked me best, and put the greatest confidence in me, where-

fore I the more deeply regretted the misfortune which over-

took him
;
for many of his chief men and richest merchants

olhis ship died, and the custom there is, as I said, that the

king inherits the property of foreigners that die there. The

king had prevented the captain and his merchants from pro-

ceeding to the island where their ship was, and had taken

a quantity of their merchandise on credit, for he never used

to pay until ships were on the point of sailing, thus thwart-

ing them in their departure at their own time, and preventing

any designs against his government. So they were bereft of

all means of getting away
;
for as soon as a vessel arrives,

the Miruaire, or admiral’s sergeant, presently has the rudder

carried off to the king’s palace, whence it cannot be regained

without the admiral’s permission.

One day the king sent for this captain to get from him by

soft speeches and flattery an account of his vessel’s cargo, the

amount of it, and the names of the owners : all which the

other told him in good faith, for he was the best man for a

Mahometan I have ever met, and showed his whole manifest.

^ See above, p. 189, where it is spelt gaux.
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When the king had looked over this, he told him that he

was heir of all that had died, and that the captain had no

interest therein, hut should have his freight paid for all of it.

This was agreed to, as also that the king should send his

own people to get out this merchandise, which was of great

hulk. The person sent for this purpose was the lord with

whom I had resided so long,^ seeing that in him the king

placed most confidence. He took with him forty or fifty

soldiers and mariners in barques
;
but the party was not as

had been intended, for all the merchants of the ships went

with this lord
;
and there remained with the king as hostages

only the captain, two of the chief merchants, and the pilot,

who was a brave fellow. When they were all arrived at the

island where the ship lay at anchor, it being then late, the

natives went ashore, while the merchants went on board to

await the morrow
;
but at night they took counsel together

that they would sooner die, every man of them, than let this

merchandise be taken
;
and they resolved that, in order to get

back their hostages, they would have to seize this great lord,

whom the king loved so well that he would not have lost him

for all the world’s goods. So in the morning, when this lord

was walking along the strand with two followers, suspecting

nothing, the ship’s folk of a sudden seized and carried him by

force into their boat, wherein they had plenty fire-arms, and

so held him prisoner
;
then they send word to the king that

as soon as he shall send back their hostages, his people will

be delivered up. When the news reached Male, it was the

most pitiful case in the world to hear every man crying

aloud with his neighbour; nor was there any man but did so,

and thus displayed, at least in appearance, his sorrow for the

king’s sake : the which I felt in real earnest, for this lord was

the best Mend I had in all that land. It was about midnight

when the news came, and at once everybody arose in as great

hurry and trouble as if the king himself had been seized. On

1 7.e., the lord named Assam Caounas cahgue.
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the other hand, the sad consequence was that the captain and

his people were forthwith bound and laid by the feet in irons.

This caused me many a heartache, for he was so warm a friend

to me that I knew not for which of the two I mourned the

most. Everyone pitied this captain, but none durst open his

mouth on his behalf, for the king was in the greatest passion

that ever was, and was terrified lest they should carry off

that lord, insomuch that of a sudden he had three galleys

armed and launched for the pursuit; but if he had had

twenty, they could have done nothing, for the vessel set sail

as if to go. Seeing this, the king’s nephew, who commanded

the galleys, with all speed sent a boat to parley and to

arrange for delivering up the men on each side. This was

accordingly effected, and war was thus avoided. Meanwhile,

these poor Hollanders who had been witnesses of this disturb-

ance were in great difficulty what they should do
;
and when

the folk of the vessel asked them if they would re-embark in

that ship with their merchandise, they replied they would not,

nor would have aught more to do with men of such treachery,

and preferred to go with the Turk captain, which they did
;

albeit one of them died on the way. As for the large vessel,

when it came near the Arabian coast it sank to the bottom,

and was lost with all on board, as we heard a year after.

Many of the islanders made a large profit out of this quarrel,

and I most of all, for I owed more than thirty crowns to the

captain and the merchants, and I refused to pay that over to

the soldiers, as it would have been for their own advantage,

and not for that of the king, because the greatest men in

the island owed as much, and they durst not ask it of them.

Several times more than two liundred soldiers came to get it,

for they had an account of all such as were indebted to the

people of the ship
;
but I held out firmly that I owed nothing,

and had paid for all I had taken. At length they sent w’^ord

to the king (for they never dare speak to him themselves,

unless he so orders or himself raises the question), but he
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replied that there was good security for what I owed, and he

would answer for it, but not for all that such and such men
owed, naming some of the chief men, as I said just now

;
that

they should themselves pay their debts, if they could, and

that I should pay anon. This stopped them short, for they

would not have dared to open their mouths against these other

lords that owed anything
;
and I heard nothing more of it.

The lord w^ho had been seized by that vessel died a year

after his deliverance, and I never saw tlie king weep as he

did then : for three days he attended him and never left his

bedside. He had him buried with the like ceremonies as if

he had been his own brother or son, and ever after showed

affection to his three sons who sur\dved him, taking them

to himself and giving them offices in his household. It is

a rule in that country that when such men as he, that

have acted as stewards, come to die, the king calls for a

statement of his affairs
;
he then takes all their property,

giving to the wife and children as much as he thinks fit. So,

two days after the death of this lord, his widow and his four

children, three sons and a daughter, came to the palace with

all their accounts and papers, and a great array of servants,

carrying gold, silver, and other valuables, according to the

practice of those that have had the management of the king’s

affairs
;
but the king took the accounts and destroyed them

without looking at them or taking any of the property, and

said aloud and clearly that he gave it all to them, bidding

them serve him as faithfully as their father had. One of the

sons, as soon as his father died, brought and hid in my house

property of more than five hundred crowns’ worth, of which no

one knew anything but he and I
;
and all his secrets he con-

fided to me. The chief queen loved him dearly, wherefore

the king prohibited him from coming to the palace
;
but he

ceased not to go in such secrecy that none was aware of it.

By the way, the two Hollanders who came in the large

vessel told me some news of France, and what had happened

u
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during the five years since my departure; among other things,

the bappy birth of Monseigneur the Dauphin, the king that

now is,^ whereat my companions and I were greatly rejoiced;

next, of the death of the queen of England,^ and of the

Mareschal de Biron.® They told me also what had become

of our admiral^ the Croissant, and how our general, Monsieur

de la Bardeli^re, being at Achen in Sumatra, was poisoned

by the Portuguese, and feeling himself mortally struck, em-

barked forthwith and set sail, for fear lest the king of Achen,

according to the custom of all Oriental countries, should seize

his ship in case he died there. But he died ere he rounded

the Cape of Good Hope.®

^ Louis XIII,born at Fontainebleau, 27th September 1601 ;
succeeded

to the throne on the murder of his father, Henri IV, l4th May 1610 ;

his mother, Marie de Medicis, being regent.

2 Elizabeth died 24th March 1603.

3 Charles de Gontaut, Due de Biron, born 1561, celebrated for his

valour at the battles of Arques and Ivry, and at the sieges of Paris and

Rouen
;
and for his friendship with Henri lY, whom he afterwards

sought to betray by treasonable correspondence with Spain and Savoy.

He was beheaded at the Bastille, 81st July 1602.

4 Here used, as by numerous French and English writers of the

period, for the chief ship of a fleet. See Hawkins^ Voy., passim
;
Lin-

schoten (Hak. Soc., i, 9), and JISfew Eng, Dict.^ s. v. Milton alone, in his

well-known lines, “the mast of some great ammiral”, affects the Italian

form. At this time it was the common word, and the commander was

almost invariably, as here, designated “ general”.

* The Croissant arrived at Achin, 24th July 1602, and left 20th

November of the same year, “apres avoir sejourn6”, says Martin, “ aux

Indes I’espace de 5 mois ou environ, oii avions eu le trafic libre, de

plusieurs sortes d’epiceries et de quelques autres singularitez naissantes

au pays” (Martin, Foy., 90). It was there again met by Spilberg,

whose chronicler says that the French had not done much business {Rec.

des Voy.^ ii, 616, 526). The Sieur de la Bardeli^re died as they passed

the line, on the 1st December, after an illness of four months, attributed

by the French chronicler to the climate and country, and not in any
way to his having been poisoned by the Portuguese. Following his last

wishes, the Sieur de la Villeschar was elected to fill his place (ih., p. 91).

See also Cunat, St. Malo illtistri par ses Marins^ 78
;
and an article on

Bardeliere by Cunat, in Lovet, Biographic Bretonne.
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His ship, which was not half laden, got as far as athwart

the Cape Finisterre, when the sailors were nearlj^ all dead, and

the remainder so ill that they could hardly walk, while the

ship was so full of leaks that she was making water on all

sides, and was sinking. Then by good fortune they fell in

with two Hollanders’ ships, who salved the merchandise and

took the remaining men to England, and had the third part of

all they salved for their pains. The men of the Croissant

had taken ten Indians at Achen, at wages, to assist them in

the return voyage, but most of them died going or returning

Those who escaped were paid and sent back by the Holland-

ers. There was also an Indian who came to Holland and

remained there three years, where he learned to speak

Flemish and a little French, for that the mate with

whom he lived in Holland was a Frenchman
;
and on his

return to the Indies he recounted to all the Indian kings the

marvellous grandeur and magnificence of Holland
;
but he

spoke also of the great esteem and regard the Hollanders had

for the kingdom of France.^

1 The Croissant^ after a terrible storm, rounded the Cape in January

1603, and reached St. Helena 3rd Alarch. Leaving that island on the

19th, she reached Ascension on the 25th. On the l5th May the wearied

remnant of the crew, who were suffering the extremities of hunger, and

eating dogs and rats, sighted Terceira (Azores), and on the 21st fell in

with three Flemish ships coming from Venice. The end of their sad

story had better be told in Martin’s own words:—“Niousles priasmes

de nous recevoir en leurs vaisseaux et que nous leurs ferions part de nos

marchandises selon la coustume de la mer, surquoy ils nous firent quel-

ques offres generalles, nous promettant nous venir trouver le lendemain,

ce qu’ils firent demandant quelques uns de nostres. pour traicter particu-

lierement sur ce subject
;
a la fin nous fusmes contrains transporter en

leurs vaisseaux, ce que chacun avoit de particulier, et leur donner le

pillage de nostre navire : lequel, peu de temps apres, s’emplissant d’eau,

coula de luy mesme a fond a nostre veue. Demeurasmes sur lesdits

navires Flamens, du 23 jour du mois .de May, jusques au 11 jour de

Juin, qu’eusmes la cognoissance de I’isle d’Angleterre, et le 13 posasmes

Pancre en laradde de Plemurs [Plymouth] {Martin, Foy., pp. 100, 101).

Estancelin says that eight Indians brought home by the Cromant were

still at St. Malo in 1604 (Foy., etc.y des Norm.^ 54).

U2
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CHAPTEE XXL

Of a captured Portuguese vessel that was wrecked,—An ambas-

sadorfrom the king of the Maidive Islands.—A vessel of

Achem.—A Malay native.—A Maidive confession.—The

discovery of a strange island ; and other events.

While I was at the Maldives the Hollanders had captured

from the Portuguese a fine and good ship, and brought it, with

all its cargo, to Achen, where they had discharged it into

their magazine for sale there. They then found by chance a

ship-captain and sixty sailors, who had lost their ship on the

coast of Sumatra, and were men of Guzerate and Oambaye.

The Hollanders asked them if they would serve them faith-

fully, and on their so promising, and giving such and such

security at Achen, the Hollanders gave them this Portuguese

vessel, victualled and equipped in all necessary respects, on a

contract to carry one of their factors with merchandise to

Cambaye, after which the master should dispose of the ship

as he liked. The master and his crew, well enough pleased

with this windfall, accepted the offer gladly. The Hollanders

loaded the ship with more than 60,000 crowns’ worth of

goods, consisting of cloth, ivory, lead, iron, steel, sulphur,

silver, precious stones, and other valuables. This ship made

sail straight to Cambaye, but they were unable to pass the

Maldives without paying forfeit like ourselves : for one fine

night she went upon the reefs of the island and was wrecked.

They saved their cargo in like manner as we did. I saw the

Dutch clerk and factor, named Martin Dombe, a native of

Zeeland, and a man of fine presence and education. He and

the master and mariners remained about two months at Male,

after which the king gave them a barque to take them off.

The master, who was a Mahometan, and well known at the

islands, begged the king to treat the factor kindly, which he
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did I saw this Martin Dombe afterwards at Cochin, as I

shall relate in the proper place.^

It is impossible to describe the cruelty and tyranny

exercised by the king towards the mate of this ship, a man

of about thirty-five, and his son, a boy of twelve or thirteen,

and two of their men, who were accused of having concealed

some of the ship’s treasure,—to wit, gold, silver, and precious

stones; for he kept them upwards of a month in prison,

beaten and whipped every day, and bound with their faces to

the ground, without anything to eat, save such as was given

them in small quantities in secret. But I may say also that

I never saw such constancy and courage as was theirs, for

they could never be got to avow anything, until at length

they had to be liberated, when it was evident that they would

not die. I was never astonished at anything so much as at

that, that they did not die a thousand times over, with all the

ills they endured. They were nothing but skin and bone

when they came out of prison
;
but what I admired most of

all was the resolution of the little boy, to undergo all that

suffering with patience so great. When, then, the king saw

that he could draw nothing from them, he had them doctored

and nursed, and gave them some money to get home withal.

Yet true it is that they had hidden this money whereof they

were suspected.

About a year before we left the Maldives, there came to

the king an ambassador from the Christian king of these

islands, who lived at Goa, of whom I have already spoken.

Tliis ambassador was a Portuguese, and told me he had been

at KocheUe in France. He was about fifty years of age, and

was named Dom Adrien de Gouia.^ He came in considerable

state, accompanied by some other Portuguese and Christian

Indians. The subject of his visit was a certain dispute

1 His name was Martin Doraburgh. For bis subsequent history, see

below, ch. wifi, and vol. n, ch. vi.

2 Adrian de Gouveia.
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which exited between that young Christian king and his

uncle, Dorn Paulo,^ who resided at Cochin, the latter wanting

to take part of the tribute coming to the said king. A suit

was pending about it in the Parliament at Goa for a long

time, during which this Dom Paulo enjoyed the receipt of it,

—for, under the treaty of peace, the Maldivians were not

obliged to pay the tribute elsewhere than at Cochin, where

the uncle was. At length, the Parliament of Goa having

ordained that the Christian king, Dom Philippe, should

have of the Maidive king and all the chiefs of the country

a certificate to the effect that they recognised him as the

king, he therefore sent this embassy with a quantity of

presents. But the Maidive king took but little notice of it,

and the ambassador waited there for two months without

getting an audience, such was 'the pride and haughtiness of

this king in a matter^wherein he perceived no gain for him-

self
;
and when he was got to do business with them, his

demeanour was exceeding proud. In fine, it was four months

ere the ambassador got his despatch, which was granted, when

he asked it, with offerings of the rarest gifts, as well from his

master as from himself.

About the same time was wrecked there a ship belonging

to the king of Achen. It had not intended to come there,

but to Masulipatan or to Bengal, yet the calms and currents

brought it there perforce. The king got all this merchandise,

which accrued to him by law. The captain saved much gold,

silver, and precious stones, and was well treated by the king,

who gave him a barque well furnished with provisions to go

away in. But I will tell what happened to one of these

Malays (for so they call all the people of Sunda and the parts

about Malaca). Having saved a large amount of property,

1 This seems to be a slip : the name'should beDom Pedro. See vol. ji,

ch. ix, where the lawsuit is again referred to, and the name of the uncle

given as Pedro. In the royal despatches, too, where frequent mention

is made of the Maidive princes, only one brother of Dom Joao is men-
tioned, and he under this name (see App. B).
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the captain and some of the chief men wanted to dole it to

the others according to their own notions ;* but three of the

men resolved to have their share or die in the attempt. So

one day, espying the captain as he was taking a walk by him-

self, they attacked him in such wise that but for the succour

of the inhabitants he must have been killed, or forced to

surrender his booty
;
but he was saved for the nonce. Being

a brave and courageous man, and knowing the natural temper

of the Malays,—to wit that they are irreconcilable in their

enmities, and never swerve when once resolved upon any-

thing, and make no more ado about the life of a man than of

a chicken,—he bethought him to be beforehand with them. So,

with the assistance of *some of his own party, he lay in wait,

arms in hand, for the three men as they came out of their

temple or mesquite, and attacked them with such vigour, that

the most valiant of them, and the author of the quarrel, was

laid low, and the two others were wounded, and only saved

by the people of the island. They defended themselves

bravely, and he that was killed received many wounds
;
for

they are a cruel and vindictive race. The king Avas very

angry, and ordered the Pandiare to do justice in the matter,

which he did in this wise. He summoned the captain and

the two survivors before him, and after inquiring all that

had parsed, he found that the dead man had come by his

death justly, for having tried to kill his captain. But he

could hardly make the others come to any agreement, for

the captain was by no means w’illing to pardon the two

others, and would do nothing but at the express command of

the king. PinaUy an agreement was come to, the Pandiare

ordering the two men to kiss the feet of the captain, and to

ask his pardon, which they willingly did. He also made

them recite aloud a confession in Arabic—as, according to their

law, all have to do who have committed any fault: for

criminals and convicts are not allowed to have speech of or

intercourse with the rest until they have first made confes-
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sion of their fault before the Pandiare, or others deputed by

him to receive it (these being the Naibes, and no others), and

are thus absolved. The Pandiare made the captain do the

like, because he had slain a man, and all were afterwards good

friends. Yet the two men would not embark with the

captain when he went, saying that he would throw them

overboard : for that race put no confidence in one another,

whatever reconciliation they may have come to
;
so that they

preferred to wait until the next Maidive ship should be

sailing for Achen. When the captain went, the king of the

islands wrote to the king of Achen, and sent him some

presents
;
for they were good friends, and often sent letters

and presents to each other. As for 4:he wrecked ship, it is

the general custom that all belongs to the lord of the

country wh6re the wreck is
;
and another lord would take it

for an insult if the merchandise of a ship of his that was

wrecked were restored to him.

Some time afterwards, the king sent on two occasions a

veryexpert pilot to discover a certain island named Pollouoys^

1 M. FoldvaM; the first part of the word is, perhaps, the Malaypulo^
“ island”. There can be little doubt that this island, around which so

much fable had circled, was one of the Chagos archipelago. A very small

island of the Peros Banhos group is still called Poule ; but as most

of the names of these islands are French, the identification is doubt-

ful. T'he northernmost of that archipelago is in 4® 44' S., and the

southernmost of the Maldives (Addu) in 0® 44' S. It is not surprising

that the Maldivians knew little or nothing of islands so comparatively

near, when we bear in mind that they were at the mercy of monsoons

and currents, whose direction is east and west alternately, and that the

Chagos Islands lie almost due south. More of them seems to have been

known to the Maldivians than Pyrard was aware
;
for in the letters

patent of 1560, issued by the ex-king Pom Manoel from Cochin, he

describes himself as king not only of the Maldives, but also of the

“ seven islands of PuUohay^' (see App. B). As for the devils, all we
need say is that an island inhabited by them was a commodity which

any respectable Mahomedan community of those days could hardly do

without. See Lane’s Arabian Nights (1877), i, 323 ;
iii, 84, as to the

demons called Sealdh and Dahldn^ and the island Bartdil. The island

of Pollouoys seems to have been famed beyond the Maldives. Vincent
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which is still almost unknown to them, except that they say

that long ago one of their barques landed there by chance (so

they find it stated in their histories), but were forced to leave

le Blanc, while in Pegn, picked up the following story, where the legend

is obviously mixed up with references to the cannibalism of the Battas

of Sumatra or of some of the wild tribes ofArakan (see Cathay^ pp. 100-1),

and the mention of the kings of Achen and Bengal would seem to

identify the island with Pulowe^ to the north of Sumatra, rather than

with the far-off Chagos. Geographical difficulties, however, did not

trouble the great traveller of Marseilles :—“ South-west of the isle of

Seilan are the Maldives, many in number and very dangerous for their

shelves of sand and rocks
;
but I will say no more of them, because my

knowledge is but small
;

besides, they have amply and exactly been

described by others
;
but I will say something of a wonderful island

beyond the Maldives towards the south, some 12 degrees from the •Line,

and called Polouis or Polouois, now desert, though formerly inhabited

and flourishing, which (as I since learnt at Pegu) was governed by a

prince called Argiac^ a potent king of many islands and kingdoms
;
he

having many children by several wives, gave this island to one of the

gallantest of them, named Ahdenac^ for his portion, with several treasures.

This Ahdenac was possest of it peaceably for five years space : his elder

brother, called Argiac after his father, the king of Achen in Sumatra,

refused him the share of treasure his father had left him, whereupon

the other, enraged, craved the assistance of the king of Bengale, who

furnished him with ships, wherewith he invaded his brother, burnt his

towns, and put to death most of his followers, but received a mortal

wound himself. Returning to his island of Pohuis with the treasures he

had regained of his brother, and finding himself near death, he distri-

buted^ his wealth among his own people, and bequeathed his island to

his Dume or evil spirit, as his heir, intreating him to preserve it to the

Day of Judgment, when he hoped to return to the world.

“ This will made, he died, and had no other sepulchre than the bowels

of his kinsmen and friends, according to the custom of that region,

where in many places they eat the dead flesh of their kindred and near

relations, persuading themselves the soul to be sooner at rest than if they

permitted the corpses to putrify in the earih, and that no sepulchre is so

honourable as the bowels of a dear friend.

“ This island falling to the evil spirit’s share, he became so turbulent

that, from the time he took possession, the island was no longer habit-

able nor approachable ;
and ail the inhabitants forced to retire into the

adjacent isles. Ever since, this place remained desert
;
yet there are

great store of birds and beasts. Sometimes the Maldivians have landed

there by chance, but have been forced immediately to retreat, the evil
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by reason of the great miseries wrought by the devils who, as

it is said, possess the island, and cause the great, horrible, and

perpetual storms, which rage with such fury in the seas there

that ships cannot remain at anchor. They said also that the

devil visibly tormented them. As for the island, it is said to be

very fertile in all sorts of fruits
;
and the large medicinal coco-

nuts which are so dear at the Maldives are believed to come

from thence
;
others, however, think that they come from the

bottom of the sea. I did not hear w’’hether there was any betel

or not. The island is under the tenth degree beyond the line,

and about 120 leagues from the Maldives. The Maidive kings

have many a time sent vessels to discover it, but they have

nevej* known where to find it
;
and such as have landed there

have done so by chance. Had this pilot who was sent dis-

covered it, it was intended to try and people it. They took

with them some sorcerers and magicians to treat with the

devil and come to terms with him, for they know not how to

conjure him : they only pray him to do something, and pro-

mise him their vows, and offer gifts and banquets. But this

pilot could not find the island, and was unable to return

straight to the Maldives
;
in such case all that can be done

spirits do so perplex them, raising great tempests on that sea. Being

at Pegu, I heard, a famous magician had promised the king to bring him

some animals from his island, and also the treasures of AMenac; but the

demons did so perturb him, he could not effect his purpose
;
for as he

was taking footing in the island, and beginning his conjurations he had

writ upon a leaf and put into the hands of one of his boldest disciples,

they were, by the illusions of Satan, so suddenly terrified, that the

miserable disciple fell dead upon the place, and the master magician was

so horribly beaten and dragged by the devils to the ship side, that his

companions had time only to re-embark him and hoist sail for Pegu.

All the rest were strangely tormented and beaten, except the master’s

mate and the seamen, who were wiser, for, knowing the condition of the

place, they would not put foot on land, which afterwards they were glad

of. Thus was the magician served, and ’twas almost past his skill to

recover himself ”
( F. le Blanc^ i, 106-7).

Pyrard’s story of the island will be found summarised in the Qmrierly

Review of 1814, p. 57.
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is to make Achen, or, better, Ceylan, or the Cape of Gomory.

Both times that the pilot went he lost the greater part of his

men by death. He used to say that he would pursue the

discovery or die in the attempt. The reason why they

always met with storms was that they every time w^ent in

the winter, wdiile the winds and currents from the west pre-

vail
;
and that was for the cause that had they gone during the

east winds, and had not fetched the island,—as, indeed, was

a matter of great uncertainty,—they had been borne towards

the Ethiopian coast, and had perished there. This pilot was

vastly keen to take me with him on this voyage, and I was

as anxious to go
;
but the king would not permit it, knowing

that if ever I reached the coast I would never return to the

island. But while I remained there I witnessed the arrival

of a tall ship of Bengal, laden with the merchandise of that

country. It came to the islands solely to load the lolits or

shells of which I have spoken so much. The captain of that

ship died, and the king inherited all
;
and but a little there-

after another captain from Guzerate died also, and the king

succeeded to his property too : wherein may be seen the great

profits and revenues of the king arising from these casualties.

There was also a king of Ceylan, who, out of desire to make

a present to the king of Cochin, equipped a galley and loaded

her with cinnamon of the finest, and with areca, but after

her setting out the calms and currents brought her to the Mal-

dives, into a channel where the current was not strong enough

to carry her beyond the islands. Yet those on board were

unable to fetch land, till the islanders went out with their

barques, and with plenty of ropes, anchors, and oars, and so

salved the ship and brought her to anchor. Those on board,

thinking to coast along and to make land every day, had not

taken much provision, wherefore, after being a long while at

sea ere they reached the island, they were so feeble and worn

with hunger and thirst, that they could do nothing, having

nought to eat but cinnamon and areca. If, indeed, they had
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not made land at these islands, they had made none nearer

than the coasts of Arabia or Melinde, -upwards of 900 leagues

off, and so full soon had died. The island where they

anchored is balled Itadou} to the south of Maid, from which

it is distant about 50 leagues, in the atoll Adoumatie. The

merchandise carried by them was in great request at the

islands, and more the areca than the cinnamon : for they

can no more want this areca than we bread and wine. They

were constrained to sell their goods for the wherewithal to

live. But the custom of these islands is, that none dare do

business with strangers without permission of the king
;
yet

they omit not to trade in secret, only when that is known

they pay a fine, and all the merchandise is forfeited : it is

allowed, however, to give some fruits, and to give food and

drink. The strangers, too, must give their merchandise in

barter without fixing the price, for it is the province of the

king and the elders to fix the prices of foreign merchandise,

that is, of all that comes not in the usual way of trade
;
for

they use not so with what comes in the ordinary way, and is

brought by the Malabars that come there frequently with

their wives, children, and servants. These are permitted to

traffic everywhere, like the folk of the country, and are subject

to the same police and regulations.

This Cingala captain of the vessel of Ceylan had not

brought any money, expecting to find at Cochin all com-

modities and credit. So, having no money to buy food, he

made an offer to the king of all his merchandise for a supply

of victuals, that so he should get away. But the king, well

knowing that all the merchandise would fall into his hands,

paid no attention, and only caused provisions to be supplied

from day to day. Then arose the question of discharging the

goods and getting the galley on dry land in order to refit her.

But the islanders, who are a mischievous race, and seek only

1 Hitadu^ in Haddumati atoll, lat. 1® 46' N., wrongly named Henadu-

Adu in the Admiralty charts.
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the ruin of the poor strangers, while they were assembled

from all the neighbouring parts, and were receiving good pay

for hauling the galley on shore, out of malice drove her on a

sand-bank, where she broke up
;
and the poor captain and

liis men, thus left without a ship, were obliged to remain

there for some time. Then they fell sick, and nearly all died,

and among these the captain, whereby the king became. heir

to all the cinnamon, which they call Po/iiemhoiis Thory} and

the areca, called Poua? If the Cochin king had written for

it, he would have sent it all to him. He afterwards thought

to send it to Arabia, and at the time when he was killed there

was a large vessel all laden to convey it thither
;
but that was

taken, with everything else, as I shall relate hereafter.^

Shortly after this, arrived another vessel from Massulipatan,

laden with rice, white cloths, oils, and other goods suitable to

the island market. The captain was sixty years of age, and

had hair as white as cotton and as long as that of women. His

ship came to anchor 30 leagues south of iMale, and had come

there to load fish for Achen. This captain took a great fancy

for me, but he died at Male, so the king forthwith sent to fetch

the ship
;
but as they were bringing it by night it struck a reef,

and all was lost. There was also a tall vessel of Cambaye,

which cheated him cleverly ; for the captain, casting anchor

at an island 40 leagues to the north from Mal4, sent four

of his chief men to salute the king with presents. Their

object was not to remain there, but only to get some ropes,

victuals, and other commodities. So, when they feigned a

desire to traffic, the king w^as well enough pleased, and

waited to get his share
;
to this end he desired not that the

four men should return, and told them to write word to their

1 In the Vocab. Pyrard writes ponianhoutory. Chr., more correctly,

fonitori^ and Bell, /o« 2^orH. Font == Sin. poeni^ “ sweet”, as in pceni-

dodan^ ‘‘ sweet orange”
;
and torhi^ ‘‘bark” or “skin”. Pyrard intro-

duces “mango”, and makes it the “ bark of the sweet mango”.

2 Sin. puiva.

2 Post, ch. xxiii.
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captain to come to Mal4 with his vessel. But they, knowing

that their captain desired to he off, and fearing that he would

leave them there, and so save their wages, got the king to

permit them to return, under promise to bring the vessel, for

which purpose he gave them a body of soldiers. But when

once they set foot upon their own ship, they full soon sent

back the soldiers with rounds of shot from their cannon

and arquebuses, and flights of arrows. The king was much

annoyed, and threatened punishment to some strangers who

were residing in the said island, and likewise to the inhabi-

tants of it, as being the parties who had caused the ship^s

people to abandon the notion of coming to Maid for traffic.

He would have liked nothing better than to see them come

and anchor at his own island, seeing that when they were so

far off he could not make such dispositions as suited his

purpose. But it would be impossible to describe in detail

all the vessels that came to these islands while I was there.

I have only made mention of those to which some misfortune

or other notable accident happened. All the aim and object

of the king and his subjects was but to bring about some

mischief, for he used to give some portion of the wrecked

ships to his ministers, and among others to the soldiers. But

he gave nothing out of the ships whose captains died there

:

of these none but he drew any advantage.

CHAPTEE XXII.

Dimrsjudg7Mnts][fassedfoT adultery, lewdness, and other crimes.

—Amorous humour of the Indian women .

—

Of the Grand

Pamdiare ; and the strange resolution of a Mulatto.

I shall now relate divers occurrences that happened during

my time to particular inhabitants of the island; among others,

to a Gentile Canarin of Cochin, a man of great means and
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position. For eight whole years he had come and gone about

the islands, ha\ing everywhere houses, factors, and domestics,

speaking the language quite well, and being, in fact, natural-

ised. One day this man was surprised lying with a woman
of the islands. He had kept her for six months, and she was

but a poor servant-girL He was presently haled with her

before the Grand Pandiare, to whom he protested that he had

done her no maimer of harm
;
that he desired to become of

their faith, and would marry the woman. This was done,

and he became a Mahometan
;
and it appeared that he had

for a long time desired this end, for that he owed much

money at Cochin, as to which he became bankrupt. He
espoused this woman and made a great lady of her : for there,

strangers, both men and women, can wear whatever they

please. When he made the promise he was set free, but

upon her judgment was passed according to the law : all her

hair was shaved, then she was bathed in old and stinking oil,

her head put in an old sack of sail-cloth, and then she was

beaten at all the cross-roads and round the island. This is

their manner of punishing all men and women taken in

adultery or fornication. But there, as here, money does

everything and saves from everything. As for the conversion

of the man, he was borne in triumph through the streets and

round the island, accompanied by the greatest lords, and by

the people of all sorts and conditions
;
he was presented with

much money and raiment and a new name: for there,

names are given at pleasure and by whomsoever, be it father,

mother, kindred, or even the first comer
;
and also at any

time, and not only at birth or circumcision, insomuch that it

seemed to me they give names as we do here to dogs and

horses : for the name first given by whomsoever is the one

that sticks to a man.

The king likewise granted dignities to the new convert,

making him purveyor and distributor of all the rice and

other provisions and merchandise wherein the king trafficked.
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It is a highly honourable office, and he had other men under

him.

The Pandiare that passed the said judgment was a Cherife

of Arabia, that is, one of a family the most respected

and noble among these people, as being of the race of

Mahomet. He was a very good man, and was greatly be-

loved of the king. He had great goodwill toward strangers,

and blamed the king for, among other things, his evil treat-

ment of us, seeing that we were their friends, and enemies of

the Portuguese, and that the kings of Achen, Java, and other

countries gave a cordial reception to all Europeans, such as

the French, English, and Hollanders, as he had observed in

those countries which he had visited, i To which the king

replied that he was much displeased with him; that such

counsel came not well from him, but from the lords and

elders of the island. This Pandiare was returning to Arabia

from Achen, where he had been well received, and, loaded

with much wealth, was returning with it; but on passing-

through the islands the king heard of it, and so besought him

to remain, that he at length consented,^ and became so familiar

with the king as to be permitted to eat with him, an honour

never done to any other person.

While this Pandiare was in office I saw him one day do

examplary justice on a large number of women. They were

about twenty-five or thirty in number, some of the greatest

ladies in the land, who were accused" of a crime whereof I

never heard tell before
;
it is practised only at the Maldives,

and is called Fouy tallan? In truths the women of all India are

naturally much addicted to every kind of ordinary lewdness
;

1 Very much Ibn Batata’s case. See App. A.
2 M. fu vel /w?, “pudenda”, et talain^ Sin. tdlanda^ “percutere”.

Pyrard addit hsec, “scilicet porno quodam utuntur ibi crescente, apud
illos Quela apud nos Banana vocato, quod tarn longum quam palma
plerumque est, tarn crapsum quam brachium pueri decern aiinos nati.

Q lem vero ad modum hoc abutuntur tarn foedus tarn turpis tarn immanis
est ut plura de illo pudeat me referre.”
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but tliose of the Maldives in particular are so tainted with this

vice that they have no other tallv or occupation, and hold it

a boast and a virtue one with another to have some bravo or

gallant, upon whom they lavish all such favours and tokens

of love as a man could wish of a woman. Among other

things, they never let them want for betel, prepared and

served in some elaborate and extraordinary style, with some

cloves put inside, or else a little black seed, the most tasty,

odoriferous, and pleasant to the mouth that can be con-

ceived. As for the men, they cull flowers and arrange them

neatly in the manner of bouq[uets, and send them to the ladies

out of gallantry. There are certain white flowers^ of a full

scent on which they can write and grave what they will

with the point of a knife, and thereon they write three or

four verses on the subject of their passion. Money and

other valuable things they give not much to one another

;

and when these are given, it is more on the part of the women

than of the m*en. To the women the men are exceedingly

courteous and obliging.

Many reasons maybe assigned for the fact that the women

are of a disposition so hot and amorous
;
but the principal

seem to me to be that they are exceedingly lazy, and do

nothing but ever lie rocked in daintiness. Next, that they

are continually eating betel, a very heating herb
;
and in

their ordinary fare use so many spices that sometimes I

could hardly put the food to my mouth
;
also garlic, onions,

and other such heating things. Add to this, that the

climate is directly under the line, a condition which renders

the men more sluggish and less capable; yet for all that,

most have two or three wives apiece,—I mean such as can

afford to keep them. They are also lazy, idle fellows, more

like women, their chiefest exercise being to lie abed with

them, and then more often with desire than effect.

1 Probably the cMmpalca {Michelia ChampaJca)^ or “temple flower”,

as it is called in Ceylon.

X
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But to return to the justice done upon those women : two

at first were taken in the act, one of whom was married to

one of the king’s chief officers, and he loved her dearly. 'Sow,

their law and custom obtains that when a king’s officer or

any of his family is a delinquent, before proceeding to justice

the Grand Pandiare sends word to the king, asking if it be

his pleasure that the process be according to the ordinary

forms. This the king never refuses. So the Grand Pandiare,

having informed the king of the conduct of the two women,

the king replied that he willed justice to be done, not only

upon these two, but upon many others, who, as he had heard,

had for a long while been engaged in this business, and that

a strict inquisition should be made. Forthwith, too, he sent

the husband of one of the women, with two of his most

intimate advisers, to assist at the inquiry and trial, and bade

them expressly tell the Pandiare to omit no part of his

orders, for that if any remained unpunished, he would take

the law into his own hands
;
insomuch that all the people

incontinently assembled from all parts of the island, and

even the highest grandees came, many of whom to prosecute

their own wives. During this procedure the king had all the

doors of his palace closed, so that none should enter to beg

the royal favour towards his wife : thus was equal justice

done. The poor wretches all accused one lanother, and even

the men who had personal or hearsay knowledge of it,

brought them forward, and named aloud whose wives they

were. About thirty of these women were publicly punished

;

first they had their hair cut,—a mark of great infamy with

them
;
then they were beaten with thick thonged whips of

leather, in such wise that two or three died. Thereafter all

were absolved, with a warning that if they returned to these

practices they should be drowned. Subsequently, however, I

saw certain of the same party who were again arrested,

and were not drowned, but only beaten with those whips
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which are called gleau} The sin of man and man is very

common, and though the book of their law prescribes the

penalty of death, yet they heed not that
;
and nowhere

in the world are these enormities more common and less

punished
;
wherein may be seen the curse and wrath of G-od

upon these wretches, who are led by the falsity and un-

righteousness of their law to fall into the abyss of these

horrible vices.

About the same time I saw justice done upon a youth of

seventeen years of age. He was the son of an Ethiopian

Cafre and of a woman of the islands, such a one being

called Mulastre.^ He had the greatest resolution and courage

that I was ever witness of, for alone he had the assurance to

attack six or seven other men. He became so mischievous,

that with a single companion he went about the islands in

a boat, thieving and harrying whatever he could, and as-

saulting the poor folk in cruel fashion. But at length he

was 'Caught, and had his right-hand cut off. While he was

being punished, 1 saw no change upon his countenance, nor

did he utter the slightest cry, no more than if he was feeling

nothing. This punishment in no way changed his humour,

for he was no sooner healed than he returned to his former

courses, insomuch than when he was caught again they

were constrained to cut off his left-foot, whereof he made no

more account than of his fist : for his resolution was such

that he himself taught the man that was cutting him how

he ought to do it, without ever showing any trace of pain.

He had by him a vessel full of boiling coco-nut oil, into

which he himself thrust his leg, all as though it had been

cold water. I think that such determined courage has never

been seen in a boy. Withal, his evil nature so led him to

larceny that no sooner was his leg healed than he took to

1 Mr. Bell has not traced this word; the ordinary term for whip is durrA.

^ Mulatto, properly applied, as here, only when one parent is a negro.
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crawling out at night to commit robberies. He was also

horribly addicted to sodomy ;
so at length the king was

forced to send him into exile, and to put him to death.

But to return to the Grand Pandiare who carried out so

many executions. After remaining a short time longer at

the island, he got leave to go to Arabia, with a ship laden

with great riches
;
but his departure was not without much

sorrow on the part of the king and all the people, who re-

gretted him extremely, for he was there regarded as a saint.

He made fair promises of returning, but for all that had no

mind thereto. His successor in the office was one who had

espoused the sister of the chief queen, and was a great noble

and of good family : he died in Arabia, as I have said.^

Such is what I have been able to note and remember of

the most memorable events which took place at the Maidive

islands during the time I was there
;
and before finishing this

chapter I shall further say that during the five or six years

I was at that king’s court I saw nearly his whole govern-

ment changed, and the greater part of the officers of his

household and court come by their deaths in various ways.

This ofttimes gave me a foreboding that the end and period

of his government was drawing nigh.

Also I must not forget to mention that I saw happen

there a great eclipse of the sun at high noon (this was in the

year 1605), which lasted three hours.^ All the people were

greatly astonished, and cried and howled in strange fashion,

saying that it was an evil omen, and signified that they

should lose the greatest of them. And, indeed, in the same

year, one of the king’s wives died in childbed, and soon after

the king himself was vanquished and slain, and all his estate

was overthrown, as I shall relate in the chapter following.

1 Ante^ p. 277.

2 This eclipse took place on the 12t]i October 1605
;

total at 1 p.m.,

Paris time
;
visible in Europe, Asia, and Africa {VArt de Verifier des

Dates^ etc. ;
Paris, 1770).
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They all carefully observed the day, hour, and minute of the

eclipse, and it was recorded in the public archives.^

CHAPTEE XXIII.

Of the ex^peclitioii of the hing of Bengal to the Maldives.—The

taking of MaU islaiuh—Death of the Maidive king, and

voyage of the aicthor to Bengal, with a description of the

islands of Malicut and Divandurou.

Having then resided at these islands for the space of five

years, or thereabouts, but sorely against my will, this long

sojourn gave me a knowledge of the country, and an acquaint-

ance with the language, manners, and customs of the inhabi-

tants, greater, perhaps, and I may say it without vanity, than

any other European has ever had. Wherefore I have been

led to enlarge with so much particularity and exactness my
description of the islands, well knowing that none before me
has written to the same effect: and perhaps it will be long

ere another will make so long a sojourn
;

for, indeed, men go

there but rarely, and then against their will, by reason of

the great hazard and peril attending the voyage, which in-

duce them to avoid the islands as much as they can. In the

next place, they have been little known up to now
;
and if

misfortune should carry any other person there as it carried

me, it is unlikely he should meet with the same favourable

treatment and liberty that I experienced. This will gain me
an excuse with my readers if I have been somewhat lengthy

and tedious in this description of the Maldives
;
but I have

1 “In the Sultan’s palace at Mal6 is said to be preserved a national

record styled Tdrikho (Ar. TdrikTi, “history”), or Muskulifoi, in which
all important events and matters of State have been faithfully noted for

centuries, in the old Maidive character (dives akurv), in Arabic, and in

the modern native character {gahali tdnay^ (Bell, 41). We may
in time hear more of these archives.
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thought that since God had granted me grace through the

means of my misfortunes to learn so many particular things,

I was obliged to share my knowledge with the public and my
country, to whom my good intentions at least will be ac-

ceptable, showing that I am not ungrateful for the favours

of God in that He hath granted me to know all these things,

and at the last hath been pleased to deliver me miraculously,

in such wise as I shall now relate.

But first I must not omit a dream I had while asleep at

night at the islands two days before my deliverance, for it is

worthy to be known. I dreamed that I was gone forth of

that country, and was in full liberty in a Christian land. I

was infinitely overjoyed, but at my awakening I was full

sorely astonished to :^nd my dream false. Nevertheless,

though I was exceeding sad, I arose, and falling on my knees

prayed God with all my heart and soul that He would be

pleased of His grace to deliver me out of this Mahometan
servitude, and to set me again on Christian soil, where I

could resume the free exercise of my religion, which I had

been constrained to discontinue for so long a time. Then I

made a vow to make a voyage to St. James in Galicia,^ there

to render thanks to God. Two nights after that (it was in

the month of February, in the year 1607) the king had warn-

ing of the coming of an armada of sixteen galleys or galleots,

which were already preparing to enter the islands. The news
greatly astonished both the king and his people, for they had
no word of it before, and the suddenness of it surprised them.

He commanded at once to put in the sea such galleys as he

had, to the number of seven, let alone other vessels, barques,

and boats, which were there in great number ; and everyone

set to this work with all his might
;
but they could not get

it done speedily enough ere the enemy’s sails came in sight.

1 Santiago Compostella, the famous shrine in Galicia of the patron
saint of Spain. As will be seen hereafter, Pyrard was enabled to per-
form his vow.
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His consternation was then the greater, wherefore he com-

manded his people forthwith to ship all the most valuable

riches he was possessed of, and so to save himself and his

wives in the more distant islands of the south, where the

enemy could not land because of the difficulties of the

passages.

At first sight of the galleys all the people were greatly

taken up, some with attending to the galleys and vessels of

the king, others to their own barques and boats, so as to ship

themselves and their goods and seek safety in the other

islands. As for me, as soon as 1 saw the alarm was real, I

called to mind my dream and the prayer I had made to God

but a while before, and began to take some hope : and chiefly,

when I perceived at a great distance the enemy’s sails, I

resolved, with my three companions, to seek an opportunity

of safety and a deliverance from captivity, as we had so far

found grace with God. But I leave you to imagine in what

apprehension we were lest they should seek to prevent us

from embarking, the which we had to manage or die in the

attempt. But our good luck would have it that the alarm

was so hot and sudden that they had no time to recover

themselves, far less to think of us. So we had to save our-

selves that day or never, and what happened was a true

miracle for us. Meanwhile, during the great tumult which

ensued at the sight and approach of the enemy, we made as

though we were as greatly distressed and distracted as the

rest, and made the same hurry
;
insomuch that the country

folk, seeing us to be of like action and countenance with

themselves, entertained no distrust of us. But I certainly

believe that if the enemy^s galleys had not appeared before

the king had embarked (as I shall relate presently), and had

we remained in the island without embarking with them, the

king would not have failed on his return to have put us to

death, all four,—that is, if the enemy had not cared to land, or

the alarm had proved false. But God, having pity upon us.
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permitted the enemy to appear before the king and his

people were ready, and this was the sole cause of our liberty.

Meanwhile the enemy was ever approaching, and the king

perceiving this, came forth of his palace and took to flight

with the three queens, his wives, who were borne in the

arms of some gentlemen, as a nurse carries her infant. They

were covered each with veils and taffetas of divers coloims,

figured in the Chinese style, and as large as shrouds. They

did not come forth from the palace till the king did, and he

embarked with them. I was at the moment burdened with

arms and other goods, which I was carrying to put on board

the galleys, and being all soaked and in mean attire, the

king met me and told me I was an honest man, and should

take courage, using a word to me which is common throughout

all India, namely, Sabatz^ that is to say, Grammercy”; it is

used also to praise a man for something he has done well.

When he said this word to me tears of pity came into my
eyes, for he wept and made the greatest lamentation to see

himself obliged to quit all, and to see them thus bear away

his wives, who on their part were bathed in tears, while all

the people were in the saddest plight throughout the streets,

and one heard naught but groans, cries, and howling of women
and children. The king, having embarked for his safety in

his royal galley, called by them OgaU Gourabe^ {goiirahe means

‘'galley”, and ogate, "royal”), along with his wives and his

nephew, was constrained to leave behind the greatest part of

his wealth, and all his arms and cannon, of which he had a

great store in the island, for he had no time to arm himself

or to ship them
;
and then, at the same moment when all the

rest were on board, he gave the word to use sail and oars, and

to take the route for the south and the atollons of Souadou.

When all the galleys were gone saving the smallest, which

1 Pers. Shahash

!

" Bravo ! well done !” (Yule, Gloss.).

2 M. gurdhu, Ax. gJiiirab (Yule, Gloss, s. v. Grab). Mr. Bell has not
been able to trace the word ogate in the modern language.
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was tarrying to load some goods, then said I to my com-

panions that it was time to seek safety in the wood, fearing

lest they should compel us to embark with them. Ifeverthe-

less, I made another journey to the king’s palace with the

islanders, and let them all take their loads first and go ahead

towards the galley, while I, in place of following them, took

a path aside and gained the wood, as did two of my com-

panions from another quarter,—^the third was got on board I

know not how, though he had the same designs as we
;
but

the galley was soon taken. Afterwards I learnt from him

that he had been impressed on board by the islanders. So

on that day we all four were borne on the same course of

fortune, without knowing anything of one another. We were

for more than four hours in the island along with some poor

folk, all the rest having gone. I wandered about the king’s

palace, where there were all sorts of things, gold, silver, and

jewellery, lying about; but I never dreamed of touching any,

nor even of hiding the silver that I had, the which I gave to

a friend, along with the trees, a boat, and a house I had pur-

chased : that was to the son of the lord who had brought me
out of the island Peindoiid, whereof I have spoken

;
to him I

gave all I had. My companions saved some stuff they had

hidden.

As soon as the captain of the enemy’s armada discovered

that the king was fled, he ordered eight galleys to the pursuit,

while the other eight anchored at the island wdiereon I was.

I gave myself up to the first that landed, and implored them

to save me. At the first, not recognising me as a French-

man, and believing me to be a Portuguese, they were about

to kill me, and, stripping me naked, took from me all I had.

But when they found that in truth I was not a Portuguese,

they treated me more humanely, and conducted me to their

captain, who took me under his protection, assuring me that

I should suffer no evil
;
then he had me clad in other gar-

ments, and bade me remain in his galleys for my safety, at
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least for that day and night. Afterwards I was allowed to

go where I liked throughout the island, without anyone

saying a word.

The eight galleys that were bidden to go after the king

came up with him and to close quarters, whereupon the king,

attempting to defend himself, was slain by a pike-thrust,

followed by sword-cuts
;
his wives were taken prisoners, and

his nephew was drowned. ITo harm, however, was done to

the wives, save that they lost all their trinkets, which were

seized by the soldiers and mariners, these being the most

dangerous fellows at pillage : these mariners are called

Moucois}

The cause of the taking and death of the king was that

there was no wind, but the greatest calm possible, and that

the enemy's galleys were better for rowing than those of the

king, which were only good for sailing, and of no use for

oars. Had there been but a little wind they could not have

caught him
;
but his ill-fortune cast him into this fate, which

he fully merited for the great cruelties he had used. Not one

of the island vessels was taken in this chase
;
and had the

king and his wives embarked in them, they would have had

a chance of escape
;
but his hour was come, and for my part

I hold that it was by the mercy of God he was thus slain at

the first shock, so that he saw not the sad and piteous spec-

tacle, which met my eyes, of the condition of his wives and

state. There was, however, no great massacre, for except

the king and two or three others slain with him, and as

many wounded—among others, a young soldier, the son of a

Portuguese mefe, who had aforetime been wrecked in his

1 The MukJcavar are a fisher caste of Malabar, as Pyrard himself de-

scribes them later. But there is no doubt that the present expedition

came from Bengal, as there were rejoicings when they returned home to

Chittagong. Possibly there may have been some Mukkavar on board,

but more likely the author thought he was justified in giving the

Malabar name to people of the same class in Bengal.
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ship at these islands^—there was no one harmed, except, also,

his nephew^ who, thinking to save himself by swimming, was

drowned by reason of weakness, sickness, and of the melan-

choly and sorrow that he had for his wife, who had died in

child-bed but a while before. He had abducted this woman

from her husband, as I have related above.^

The enemy having thus seized and pillaged all the king’s

galleys, they collected them together, except two that were

lost upon the shallows and reefs. They brought back, too,

the three queens in a miserable plight, and lodged them in

the house of the king’s nephew, adjoining the royal palace.

This house was also called palace, being enclosed by walls,

and of the same form as the king’s, only smaller: all the

other houses of princes and princesses are called Gandhouere,^

that is, palace”, while other houses are called GuL^

The queens were put in that palace, for all day and night

the men were ransacking the king’s palace and carrying off

everything that was of value. In his nephew’s there was

nothing to take, because all his property had been shipped

off in good time
;
besides, this nephew had not much goods,

no more indeed than what the king gave him, in addition to

a small patrimony. Had he been richer, the king would have

been afraid lest he should wage war against himself. Soldiers

were placed on guard over these poor queens, who were kept

in the semblance of prisoners, that so they might be led to

discover the king’s treasures
;
but this they could not do, for

they knew nothing about any such
;
and I well know that the

king let none know of these, except a certain secretary who

had escaped among the first. Each of the queens was allowed

a female servant to wait upon her, also three gentlemen of

the king’s household ;
but neither these nor the women durst

go without the house, and the three gentlemen entered not

1 See above, p. 265. 2 g^e above, p. 273.

3 M. gaduvaru; see above, p. 219, note,

* M. and Sin. gS,
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the queens’ apartments, nor even saw them, but tarried with

the soldiers to see what good or ill-fortune should befall their

mistresses. All this was done according to the General’s

command. As for me, I went to see them often, the natives

not being allowed to enter. I used to go in as often as I

liked, and gave them what advice and consolation I could,

for I heard all that was said about them. With tears in

their eyes they asked me again and again if I sorrowed

greatly for the death of the king, who had such affection for

me. I answered I did, and now that he was dead I was

minded to go away and remain no more at the islands, having

no longer a master there. Had he not been slain I should

never have gone away. All this was very far from my desire

and thoughts. Nevertheless, I assured them that I would

not withdraw without taking their advice and leave : this

they highly approved, and promised they would never desert

me. As they asked me what was being said of them, I

told them they were held prisoners to point out the king’s

treasures (as they had already been informed), but that they

should do nothing, for all threats of carrymg them off were but

to terrify them. I had myself heard from the chief men that

they would not carry them off, with which news they were

greatly pleased, and they besought me not to leave them.

They begged me also to go to and fro among the enemy,

to bring word of all that was said and done, the which I did

wniingly enough, and discovered to them all I could glean from

every quarter. The queens also told me in private a great deal

about each other,—viz., the chief queen, the foreigner from

Bengal, who was as fair and white as the women of this

country
;
and the young one,whom the king had but recently

taken, in manner already described.^' She told me with sorrow

that she brought misfortune wherever she was (this they call

sompa^), and that since the king had taken her, every

1 See supra
^ p. 265.

2 Mr. Bell has not been able to explain this word.
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disaster had befallen them. I was deeply grieved to see

them in the state they were, having aforetime seen them so

richly and luxuriously apparelled ; they were indeed but

poorly dressed, and had hardly anything but their own gowns

left them, and everything was searched. But saving that,

there was no harm or violence done to their persons, nor to

their honour
;
not even a lewd word was passed

;
and all the

girls and women of the island were treated in like manner.

Their food was brought from the house of the Pandiare, who
remained in the island along with the other clergy and many
beside

;
but these did not for all that escape the general

sack. The Pandiare did indeed save somewhat, for his house

was 'the refuge of all, men and women alike, for personal

security only, their goods being pillaged there as elsewhere.

Yet he managed to appease in some degree the fury of the

enemy, being held by them in some respect. I, too, though

in the hands of the General and his army, was treated with

much favour and courtesy, the reason whereof was our

cannons, which indeed were the object of their enterprise

and coming to the islands. They had not been used to see

such pieces, and were in great straits how to mount and get

them on board, not knowing by which end to take them.

Therefore they took me with them to show them all the

tackle and the way to use it
;
and they were well pleased

with all I told them, for I gave them information as well in

that respect as concerning the other equipment of our ships,

and also the affairs of the islands, whereof I had good

understanding. Por all this they valued me much, and were

exceeding kindly towards me. Another thing was that the

pilot who had brought tjxem thither was a native of the

islands, though a resident of the continent, and I had often

seen him at Male. He well knew what regard the king and

the lords of the country had for me, and this, rumoured

among them, won for me the more respect. Yet did this

vile fellow for gold betray his king and country, for all that
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the king had a great affection toward him, and gave him no

cause of complaint
;
for the landing on these coasts is so

difficult and dangerous, that the rest of the party had never

dared come without him to guide them, and so was he the

cause of the whole disaster. At this juncture I often went

to the Pandiare-s house to visit a number of my friends that

were there, not daring to venture abroad
;
amongst others, the

three sons of the lord with whom I resided so long. They

counselled me to be gone, saying that the king their master

was dead, nor were they nor I under any protection now

;

but all the others advised contrarywise, that if they had

but one coco-nut, they would give me half
;
yet I took the

advice of the three, one of whom had a gunshot wound.

They were severely put to the torture, and all had to pay a

ransom.

Three or four days after the arrival of this army there

came to Male a barque sent by the dead king’s people, to ask

leave of the General to convey some rice and other com-

modities for the funeral ceremonies of the late king, who was

buried at the island Oouradou} where that great master was of

whom I have already spoken. It had been his fixed inten-

tion and desire to be buried at Maid, as I shall now tell; but

they never keep their corpses, and have no custom of

embalming them, or of conveying them from island to island.

At length the General gave permission to take all that was

required for the purpose, and so they did, and would even

have taken me along with them, as they strongly suspected

that I was minded to escape.

Had the king been slain by others than of his own faith,

they say he had been blessed and sanctified (such a one

' The tradition is that Sultan Ibrahim was buried, not at Guradd^ but

at Kanimidu, When he escaped from he took a course towards

Huvadu, and the island Guradu in S. M416 atoll would lie directly in

that course.
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they call Ghayde^) ;
then had they made no ceremony, but

buried him as he died, without washing the body or per-

forming any other customary act ;
but though he did not die

in defence of the faith, they did not perform the ceremony

wont to be observed at the obsequies of a king, but buried

him as any ordinary countryman of the islands, albeit this

was to their great sorrow. They were even at much pains

to get a white cloth for a winding-sheet, and a coffin to put

him in—him who in his lifetime had so lavishly given to

all the poor of his kingdom when they were in need. He
had always by him more than thirty coffins ready made, for

himself, his queens, and court, for use when occasion w^as.

He had also caused to be built a magnificent shrine, and a

burial-ground entirely enclosed, in Maid, with a view to being

buried there. It was the best constructed of all, but God

willed not that he should be laid there. Such are the common

results of war, and so was it here, where all the wealth that

he had collected was involved in havoc and useless waste; for

whatsoever the soldiers could not carry off they utterly

destroyed.
'

It was most pitiful to see the ravages committed in the

island, and especially at the king’s palace
;

for all the private

citizens had secured their goods in their boats, and lost

nothing : the boats being small, escaped in all directions, and

sailed faster than the galleys. All that belonged to the king

and queens, however, was pillaged, and nothing was saved

either of what was in the galleys or on shore. Moreover, as

the misfortune of these poor islanders would have it, there

w^as a large ship belonging to the king all laden and ready

to sail eight days before, but their magicians and astrologers

had put it off to this very day, as being a lucky day for

weighing,—so had they made it out by their reckoning and

^ M. Sahiduy Ar. Shahid^ “martyr”.
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epliemerides
;
but they had made a sad mistake. The voyage

was to be to Arabia, and she could not get away from the

islands by reason of the great calm which befell, whereby she

was seized, like everything else. The cargo of this vessel

consisted, among other things, of the cinnamon that the king

had of the ship of Ceylon, which a while before had been

wrecked at the islands, as I have said^
;
the rest was mer-

chandise of the islands, the greater part being coco produce.

The enemy^ in sacking the ship, took only the island stuff

;

for as for the cinnamon^ they left it to its fate, with the vessel,

which never made another voyage, as I afterwards learnt at

Goa, and as I shall relate in the proper place.

At length, when the enemy had tarried in the island for

the space of ten days, gathering their booty and loading

their ships with all the valuables they found, and five or six

pieces of cannon, large and small, that were there, they with-

drew, and set the queens and all the rest of the people at

liberty. They took no prisoners with them, except the chief

queen's brother, brother-in-law to the late king. At first

I believed they took him in order to get a ransom
;
but after-

wards I learnt, on the contrary, that it was with his own

consent, as he wished to go to visit Ali Bhadia, the king of

Cananor, for a purpose I shall explain hereafter. On my
part, I went and took farewell of the queens and my friends,

not without tears, indeed—theirs of sorrow and chagrin, but

mine of joy. When it came to embarking, all the captains

got a-quarrelling which should have my companions and me
in his galley. At length I embarked in one, and my three

companions severally in three others, and we did not see each

other for a long time.

As for what followed at the Maldives, I heard afterwards,

while at Goa, that the natives fell into a bitter civil war.

The king had died without children or nephews, and the

kingdom there never goes to females, no more than in

1 See above, pp. 299-301.
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France,^ Four of the greatest lords in the country handed

themselves one against another who should be king; and

this war continuing a long time, the king of Cananor, Ali

Ehadia, had despatched a goodly armament of galleys, under

the guidance of Eana Banduy Tamurou, the chief queen’s

brother, whom the Bengal galleys had taken prisoner, as has

been said. By means of this army he had at length esta-

blished that prince upon the throne,—who was, indeed, as

next of kin, the lawful heir,—but on condition that he should

hold it of him, and regard him as his suzerain. He scattered

all who were causing trouble, and so restored peace to the

islands.^ Such is what I heard at Goa. But to return to

what befell us ; we embarked, as already said, at the Maldives,

intending to make our course up the Gulf of Bengal. The

1 Pyrard has fallen into an error exactly the converse to that of

Masudi, who, visiting Ceylon (and? the Maldives) in a.d. 916. records

that the islands were governed by a queen, “ for from the most ancient

times the inhabitants have a rule never to let themselves be governed

by a man” by Sprenger, i, 885). We have little knowledge of

the rule of succession in pre-Mahommedan times, though we are in-

formed by Ibn Batuta, corroborated by tradition, that at the time of

the conversion a king was on the throne. Since the Mahomedan con-

version female sovereigns have been exceptional. Thus, in Ibn Batuta’s

time at the island, a queen was on the throne, in default of male heirs.

And later, the islands were ruled, for two or three years prior to 1759,

by or in the name of a queen Amin4 (Bell, 83).

2 As will be remembered, this chief, on his return from Arabia,

paid a visit to Ali Raja at Cananor, and was with difSculty induced

to return to the Maldives. At that time a treaty seems to have been

negotiated, whereby the aid of Ali Raja was secured, to obtain for

Rana Banda the possession, and for Ali Raja the suzerainty, of the

islands. As will be seen hereafter, the Bengal fleet, which took away
this prince as well as Pyrard, touched at Minieoy and at the Laccadives,

but proceeded to Chittagong without touching land on the Malabar

coast. When Pyrard afterwards leaves Chittagong for the Malabar

coast, he makes no mention of the Maidive prince
;

it may be conjec-

tured that he was left at the Laccadives to make his own way across to

Cananor. According to tradition gleaned by Mr. Bell, he was after-

wards known as Mdfilafurlii Rasgefdnu^ from the name of his family

island.

Y
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passage between the islands is very dangerous, by reason of

the reefs and banks, which are exceeding numerous
;
and no

one would dare to steer through them without having native

pilots, as we then had. The island from which the dead

king came, by name Ousiisme^ being at the head of the

others, and quite the last, they cast anchor there, and set

themselves to slay, sack, and pillage, carrying off everything

they could find. We saw by day a wonderful number of

barques and boats sailing away in all directions. Having

refreshed themselves with a half-day’s sojourn at this island,

they passed orders as to their course, in case they should

happen to separate,—as, indeed, they did, by reason of the

great calm. At length we got out of the islands, by God’s

grace. The calm was such that we were about three days in

reaching a little island named Malicut? which is only thirty-

five leagues to the north of the Maldives.

1 M. Utmu

:

Tiladummati atoll, ia lat. 6® 62' N. It is noteworthy

that our two great authorities on the Maidive islands, Ibn Batuta and

Pyrard, both landed here, the one on his coining to, the other on his de-

parture from, the islands. The fact of landing at it seems to have led

the former to give its name to the atoll, of which it was but a unit,

Teeim, according to this traveller, being one of the provinces or climates.

It is not quite at the head of the others, as Pyrard states here : indeed,

he says, but a few lines below, that after leaving it “ at length we got

out of the islands”. The northernmost island of the Maldives proper is

Turacun^ in Heawandu atoll, in lat. T T N.

2 Minicoy, called Malihu by the natives, lies in lat. 8® 14' N., being

separated from the Maldives by the Eight-Degree Channel, the distance

being about 68 miles. This channel is the course generally adopted by^
steamers proceeding to Ceylon during the S.W". monsoon. The'island

is about 7 miles by half a mile broad
;
it still belongs to Cananor. Pyrard

is right' in his statement that the people of Minicoy are of Maidive race

and language. The population, according to the last census (1881), is

8,915. The majority follow a seafaring life, the island possessing six

large vessels fit for the Bengal trade, four coasting vessels, and eight

fishing-boats. Their trade is with the Maldives, the Malabar coast,

Ceylon, and Calcutta. Minicoy has thriven to a great extent, owing to

being free of the restrictions which require the Laccadive natives to carry

all their produce to particular Malabar ports. Recently a lighthouse
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This island is surrounded with very dangerous banks,

which have to be carefully watched. Three of our galiots

that had kept together cast anchor there
;
the others had

separated. This island of Malicut is only four leagues in

circumference
;
it is wonderfully fertile in coco-trees, bananas,

millet, and other products of the Maldives
;
all sorts of fruit

-are abundant. The fishery is very good
;
the climate more

healthy and temperate than at the Maldives
;
the people have

the same customs, manners, and language as those of the

Maldives. This island was at one time part of the Maidive

realm
;
but a king gave it to his brother as a portion. It is

now governed by a lady, who holds it of the king of Cananor,

for the sake of greater security. This queen gave me a very

good reception, for she had often seen me at the court of the

king of the Maldives, her near relative. When she saw me she

began to weep, as did most of the inhabitants, with sorrow

for the death of the king, the story of which I have told.

After tarrying about two days at this island we set sail

and made for the islands of Divcbnduro'w^ thirty leagues from

has been erected on the island hj the British Government, One of the

staff employed in its erection has written an interesting though short

account of the island and its inhabitants {Minicoy, etc., by Bartholo-

meusz
;
London, 1885). For further information, see Report by E. G.

Thomas, in Mad. Journ. of Lit. and Sci,; Hunter, Imp. Gaz. ofIndia,

art. ‘‘Laccadives”; and Encyc. Brit. (9th edition), art. “Laccadives”;

Bell, Rep., 41.

1 I.e., the Anduru islands, from the chief of them, generally called

Androt, which contains the xomb of the apostle of local Mahommed-
anism. The name Laccadives (LaJcsha Bwipa, “ the Hundred Thousand

Isles”), by which they are generally known, is that applied by the people

of India, and was evidently meant to include the Maldives. Albiruni

speaks of the Maldives and Laccadives as Divah Kuzah and Divah

Kanbar, the “cowrie” and the “ coir” islands. By the natives they are

called Amendivi, from the island Amini, or simply divi. Barbosa says

they are four in number, and were called Malandiva (Barbosa, Hak. Soc.,

p. 164). The Portuguese generally called these the Mammah islands,

from the great Cananor merchant who controlled their trade ; and the

same name survives in Lancaster
(
Voy., Hak. Soc., p. 10). The Lacca-

y2
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Malicut to the north
;
they are five in number, and vary from

six to seven leagues in circumference
;
they are eighty leagues

distant from the Malabar coast, right opposite Cananor. They

are under the rule of the king of Cananor, who also possesses

thirty of the Maidive islands, that were ceded to him about

fifty years before by a king of the Maldives, to whom he had

given succour against a revolt of his own people.^

These islands of Dimndurou are inhabited by Mahometan

Malabars, most of them rich merchants, who drive a great

trade throughout India, and especially at the Maldives,

whence they export much merchandise, and where they

keep resident factors. They have the same customs and

languages as the people of Cananor, Calecut, Cochin, and

the rest of Malabar : their soil is very fertile, and the

climate good. The Malabar corsairs, when on their voyages,

often come there to refresh, and in most cases, being quite

like natives, marry there. Albeit they fail not betimes to

pillage them too, for all the friendship that is between them

:

for they do hold gain above all the friendship in the world,

and when they cannot reap any booty from their enemies,

dives consist of ten islands,—Amini, Chetlat, Kadamat, and Kiltan

(with Bitra, which is uninhabited) are British; Agathi, Kawrati,

Androt, and Kalpdoi (with Suheli, uninhabited) are the property of the

Cananor Raja, but since 1877 have been sequestrated for non-payment

of tribute, and are at present also under British administration. Another

classification obtains :—Amini, Kalp6m, Androt, and Kawrati are tarwat

islands, in which alone the high-caste natives reside
;

the rest are

melacheri, or low -caste islands The total population in 1881 (excluding

Minicoy, which is the personal property of the Raja) was 11,287. See

further the authorities cited in the preceding note, and also the valuable

account, from a naturalist’s point of view, by Mr. Allan Hume, in Stray

Feathers^ vol. iv
;
Calcutta, 1876.

1 It must remain uncertain which were the thirty Maidive islands

ceded by the Maidive king, and who was the king who ceded them.

They could only have been ceded during a very serious revolt, such as

that which ended in the abdication of Sultan Plassan (Dom Manoel),

A.D. 1552, so that we may believe that the islands were given up by
that Sultan, rather than by his rival Ali, who succeeded him.
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being anxious not to return empty-handed, they fall upon

their friends. These islands are, as it were, a half-way house

for merchandise between the mainland and the Maldives

and Malicut.

Having refreshed ourselves four or five days at these

islands, we again set sail, now towards the south, in order to

double Point de Galle, which is a cape at the end of the

island of Ceylon. On our way we fell in with a great num-

ber of whales, which thought to upset our galiots
;
but those

on board, with drums, pans, and kettles, set up such a din as

caused them to make off.

We also fell in with some galleys oi: padoes^ of the Mala-

bars, on one occasion just at daybreak when the sky was

cloudy and thick, so that we did not perceive them till they

were close upon us. I was never more astonished than to

see the perfect order of their sailors, all armed and ready to

charge.- We Were taken unawares, while they had been the

first to sight us
;
but being friendly, they only passed by.

They numbered three gahots, and we the same. Por the rest,

before closing this chapter, I would say, for the better under-

standing of what has ' been described above, that this army,

which thus attacked and sacked the Maldives, was sent on

behalf of the king of Bengal, a kingdom lying beyond these

islands, on the mainland, under the tropic of Cancer. The

principal motive which had induced him to make the enter-

prise was to seize the cannon that the king of the Maldives

had gotten out of our wrecked ship, and the many others he

had obtained in like manner. The cannon in question was

the most beautiful example to be seen anywhere, and had

great renown in the Indies, many kings and princes having

been continually on the point of coming to see it.

1 Malayalampa/ajt;, a country craft not now in use, frequently men-

tioned by the Portuguese writers.
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CHAPTEE XXIV.

The kingdom of Bengal, and some olservations thereon.

After a month’s voyage we arrived at Chartican,^ a port

of the kingdom of Bengal, where we were received by the

inhabitants with much rejoicing. On landing, they took me
with them to salute the king, who is not, however, the great

king of Bengal, but a petty king of this province, or rather

a governor, with the title of king,^ as is generally the case in

those parts. The great king of Bengal lives higher up the

country, thirty or forty leagues off. On being presented to this

petty king, he received me with great kindness, and gave me
my full liberty, saying that if I would remain with him he

would do great things for me ; and, indeed, he bade bring me
raiment and food day by day in great abundance. But after

a month’s sojourn there I found a ship of Oalecut, whose

master asked if I would go with him, saying that the Hol-

landers’ ships often came to Calecut, and there might be some

in which I could get a passage to France, since I was minded

to return thither
;
whereto I gladly agreed, seeing I had no

other aim but that, and on that score I declined all other

favours. I therefore took my leave of the king, which was

granted me without difficulty.

I was so short a time in Bengal, that I cannot record many

of its characteristics
;
however, here is what I picked up.

1 Chittagong, properly Chatigam ; in the Portuguese books, Chatigdo

and Porto Grande

;

to be distinguished from Sdtgdnw, or Porto Pequeno,

the two ports being regarded as the eastern and western limits of the

Ganges’ mouth. See Linschoten, Hak. Soc.
;
Correa, Lendas, iii, 649

;

and Yule, Glossary., s. v. Chittagong^ Porto Pequeiio^ and (in Supplt.)

Satigam.

2 This petty Raja was probably the “ Mugg” {Magh), or king of

Arakan (Yule, Gloss., s. v.)
;
the Portuguese called him o mogo, and the

people os mogos (Livro das Mong., i, 348, 350, 853
;

ii, 226, 392.)
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The kingdom of Bengal is of great extent
;

it lies in the

middle country of the Indies, and is said to be 400 leagues

in length, so the king is the most puissant prince in India,

after the grand Mogor. About the time I left, the Mogor

had declared war against him, and the king was preparing

to receive him with more than 200,000 men and 10,000

elephants.^ He has many tributary kings : for instance, the

kings of Aracan, of Chaul,^ and other great lords, as well

Mahometan as Gentile, who are bound to furnish him, when
he goes out to war, with a certain number of men, elephants,

and horses. They also pay him tribute for such harbours as

they have in their territories
;
and at all of these a great trade

is carried on in all sorts of merchandise, the merchants ex-

porting large quantities of goods, by reason 'whereof they

dare not risk the loss of this king’s goodwill.

The country is healthy and temperate, and so wondrous

fertile that one lives there for almost nothing
;
and there is

such a quantity of rice, that, besides supplying the whole

country, it is exported to all parts of India, as well to Goa
and Malabar, as to Sumatra, the Moluccas, and all the islands

of Sunda, to aU of which lands Bengal is a very nursing-

mother, who supplies them with their entire subsistence

and food. Thus, one sees arrive there every day an infinite

number of vessels from all parts of India for these provisions

;

and I believe it would be still greater, were not the naviga-

tion so perilous by reason of the banks and shallows where-

with all this Gulf of Bengal is full. So it happens that when
the Bengal ships are behind their time, or are lost, rice is

fabulously dear, and there is a cry, as it were, of the extremity

1 The preparations for, and the progress of this invasion, and the

policy of the Portuguese, are given at some length in the King of

Spain’s despatches of the 19th March 1612, and 15th March 1613 {Liv.

das Mong,^ ii, 226, 391-4).

2 As pointed out by Mr. Eivara, this is a palpable error, Chaul being

on the other side of India.
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of famine. On the contrary, when the navigation is good,

the rice is as cheap as if it grew in the country, and fetches

no more than four deniers the pound. The country is well

supplied with animals, such as oxen, cows, and sheep
;
flesh

is accordingly very cheap, let alone milk-foods and butter,

whereof they have such an abundance that they supply the

rest of India
;
and pile carpets of various kinds, which they

weave with great skill. There are many good fruits,—not,

however, cocos or bananas
;
plenty of citrons, limes, oranges,

pomegranates, cajus, pineapples, etc., ginger, long pepper,^ of

which, in the green state they make a great variety of pre-

serves, as also of lemons and oranges. The country abounds

with sugar-cane, which they eat green
;
or else make into

excellent sugar, for a cargo to their ships, the like not being

made in any part of India except in Cambaye and the

other countries of the Mogor adjacent to Bengal, these

countries being of the same climate, language, and fertility.

There is likewise exported from Bengal much scented oils,

got from a certain grain, and divers flowers : these are used

by all the Indians after bathing to rub their bodies withal.

Cotton is so plentiful, that, after providing for the uses and

clothing of the natives, and besides exporting the raw ma-

terial, they make such a quantity of cotton cloths, and so

excellently woven, that these articles are exported, and thence

only, to all India, but chiefly to the parts about Sunda.

Likewise is there plenty of silk, as well that of the silkworm

as of the (silk) herb,^ which is of the brightest yellow colour,

1 Long-pepper is derived from two shrubby plants, Piper officinarum

and Piper longum^ and is to be distinguished from black and white

pepper, both of which are obtained from Piper nigrum, Calcutta is

still one of the chief ports for the export of long-pepper, the other

regions being Malabar and the Archipelago. See Yule, Glossary, s. v.

“ Pepper”.

2 This grass-silk is referred to by Linschoten as a kind of linen

:

It is yealowish, and is called the hearbe of Bengalen, wherewith they

do most cunningly stitch their coverlits, pavilions, pillowes, carpets and
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and brighter than silk itself : of this they make many stuffs

of divers colours, and export them to all parts. The inhabit-

ants, both men and women, are wondrously adroit in all

manufactures, such as of cotton cloth and silks, and in needle-

work, such as embroideries, which are worked so skilfully,

down to the smallest stitches, that nothing prettier is to be

seen anywhere. Some of these cottons and silks are so fine

that it is difficult to say whether a person so attired be

clothed or nude. Many other kinds of work, such as furni-

ture and vessels, are constructed with extraordinary delicacy,

which, if brought here, would be said to come from China.

In this country is made a large quantity of small black

and red pottery, like the finest and most delicate terre sigilUe;

in this they do a great trade, chiefly in gargoulettes^ and

drinking-vessels, and other utensils. There is a great quantity,

too, of huge reeds or canes, as big as a man’s tliigh, and six

or seven fathoms high, hollow inside, and knotted like those

here. They are harder to break than any wood in the world

;

of these, levers and rods are made to carry over the heaviest

weights, and are used throughout India, even at Goa and

elsewhere : so much so, that the Portuguese and the Indians

use no other poles for their palanquins and litters : these are

mantles, likewise they make whole peeces or webbes of this

hearbe, sometimes mixed and woven with silke, although those of the

hearbe it selfe are dearer and more esteemed, and is much fairer than

the silke. These webbes are named Sarrijn, and it is much used and

worne in India” {Hak. Soc,^ i, 96).

1 Port, gargoleta. For a fuller description, see vol. ii. It was an

earthenware vessel with a spout, whereby the liquid was poured into the

mouth from a distance, to avoid contact. The manner of so drinking is

shown in a cut in Knox (Ceylon^ opposite p. 87). The word is used and

the practice described by several travellers in Portuguese India, this

mode of drinking being adopted by the Portuguese themselves. To be

clumsy in the use of a gargoleta at once proclaimed a person to be a

reinol^ or “ griffin”, fresh from Europe {LinscJioten^ Hak. Soc., i, 207
;

Mandelslo^ Eng. trans., p. 105 ;
Fryer, “ gurgulets”, p. 47). The word

remains current both in India and Ceylon as “ goglet”, a water-bottle.

See Yule, Glossary, s. v. The Sinhalese, I believe, call it gurulota.
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everywhere called Bambou,^ When one of these is bent into

any required curve and heated, it remains so always, and will

sooner break than lose its curve. Of these, too, are made their

measures for measuring all their goods, such as rice, grain, oil;

butter, and the like. Measures of all sizes are made of them.

These reeds grow in quantity elsewhere in India
;
but this is

their original home, and here they are found in greatest plenty.

These canes will not bend double
;
and they are mottled black

and white. There is another kind,^ of a different shape and

thickness^ the largest of this sort being no more than four

thumbs’ girth, and very tall. It is porous, hard, and very

pliant, so that you can bring the two ends together without

its breaking, and yet it is very strong : of this are made walk-

ing-sticks and canes for chastisement; they raise the skin

^ There is some doubt whether the word banibu is Malay or Canarese.

The question is discussed by Col. Yule {Glossary^ s. v.), who remarks

that, while Marsden gives it as good Malay, Crawfurd, on the other

hand, says that it is only used on the west coast of Sumatra. Col. Yule

believes the true origin to be the Canarese hanwu. In the Portuguese

writers of the latter half of the sixteenth century, it generally appears

as mambu {e.g,^ De Orta and Acosta). I do not find it mentioned in the

statistical works of 1525 contained in the Suhsidios, etc. The author

seems here to refer to the giant bambu, of which it is believed Bengal

is the true habitat. It has been planted at the Botanic Gardens at

Peradeniya, Ceylon
;
and there, Dr. Haeckel says, it attains a thickness

of two feet. Col. Yule would seem to require corroboration of this

statement. I have seen, though not actually measured, these magnificent

specimens, and have been assured that in Ceylon the plant attains greater

dimensions than in its native regions.

2 This would seem to be the Malacca cane. Linschoten, in his account

of Bengal, describes its appearance and use in much the same terms:

—

“ There groweth likewise marble-coloured reedes, whereof you may see

many sortes in the custodie of Paludanus, which the Portingalles call

Canas de Bengala, that is, Eeedes of Bengala. Within they are full of

pith, and are about the thickness of Spanish reedes, but somewhat

thinner, and when they are greene they bowe and bend like willow

twigges. They are outwardly of divers colours, and speckled as if they

were painted. They use them in Portingall for olde women to beare in

their handes when they goe abroad or uppon the stones” {Linschoten^

Hak. Soc., i, 97).
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wherever they fall, but never break it, however tender it

may be. They are neatly shaped, and are naturally of a

mottled colour, white, yellow, and black : there is great trade

in them to all parts of India, for they are found nowhere

else. By rubbing hard two sticks of this cane together, fire is

produced as from a match : and they are used for this pur-

pose. There is yet another sort of cane, which never grows

thicker than the little finger, of the same form and growth

as the other
;

it is as pliant as an osier, and is called JRotan}

Ships’ cables are made of it, and many kinds of neatly

plaited baskets, and other wicker things. In short, it is used

as cord, and can be split into any number of strips. It is a

fathom and a half in length. It is trafficked in everywhere,

and is in great demand for its use in manufacture
;

it is white,

and not mottled.

This country abounds with elephants, which are exported

hence to all parts of India. There are rhinoceros^ also, and

some say unicorns, too, which are said to be found in this

land only. They say other animals wiU not drink at a well

until a female unicorn has steeped her horn in the water, so

they all wait on the bank till she comes and does so.^

1 Malay, Rotan; Correa, De Orta, and Linsclioten all write rota.

The English form rattan appears in Fryer (1673).

2 I use the word as a plural, as in orig. and in the English version of

Linschoten.

^ The unicorn localised in those parts was no doubt the rhinoceros

itself : see Marco Polo, bk. in, ch. ix, and note by Col. Yule, and the

following passage from Linschoten:—“ Some thinke it (the rhinoceros)

is the right unicorne, because that as yet there hath no other bin found,

but only by hearsay, and by the pictures of them. The Portingales and

those of Bengala af&rme, that by the river Ganges, in the kingdome of

Bengala, are many of these rhinoceros, which when they will drinke,

the other beasts stand and waite upon them, till the rhinoceros hath

drunke, and thrust his horn into the water, for he cannot drink but his

home must be under the water, because it standeth so close unto his

nose and muzzle
;
and then after him all the other beastes doe drinke”

{Linsch., ii, 9). As to the right of first drinking, Pyrard’s myth pictures
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In short, I find no country in all the East Indies more

abundantly supplied with all things needful for food, with

the riches of nature and art
;
and were not the navigation so

dangerous, it would be the fairest, most pleasant, fertile, and

profitable in the whole world. They usually keep an ambas-

sador at Goa
;
but when I was preparing to leave Goa to

come home, there arrived an ambassador extraordinary at

the court of the viceroy, and it was said that he had come to

ask some assistance.^

One of the greatest trades in Bengal is in slaves
;
for there

is a certain land subject to this king where fathers sell their

children, and give them to the king as tribute
;
so most of the

slaves in India are got from hence. Many of the merchants

castrate them, cutting them when they are young, and not

only the testicles, but also the entire organ.^ I have seen

many of this kind, who appeared to have but a little hole

for the passage of water. This is in order to put them in

charge of the women, and of the keys of the house
;
they

trust them in all things, and never their wives. Such is the

custom among Mahometans, for they quit their wives very

frequently. Nowhere in India are slaves of so little value, for

they are all old and knavish villains, both men and women.

The people are well formed in body, the women are pretty,

but more shameless than elsewhere in India. The men are

much given to trafficking in merchandise, and not to war or

arms,—a soft, courteous, clever people, but having the

repute of great cheats, thieves, and liars. They trade in

as a polite gallantry on the part of the other animals {place aux dames!)

what in Linschoten appears as subservience to a male tyrant. I have no

space here to discuss the unicorn generally
;
those who are disposed to

entertain his existence may consult the note of Mr. Badger
(
Varihema,

Hak. Soc., pp. 46-8).

1 This embassy is not mentioned in the royal despatches, and perhaps

was not reported by the viceroy.

2 See Barhosa (Hak. Soc., p. 180) ; Vartliema (Hak. Soc., p. 268)

;

Beckmann {LitL der Alt, Besch.^ ii, 132),
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many places, making long voyages
;
so do many strangers

frequent their country : for example, Persians, Arabs, and the

Portuguese merchants of Goa and Cochin. Under the

government of this king are men of many religions, viz.,

Jews, Mahometans, and Gentiles, or pagans, these latter

showing as great a diversity of ceremonies as of countries

and provinces. The great king is a pagan
;
he of Chartican,

whom I saw, was a Mahometan.

The Gentile people of this Bengal country have for their

pagoda,^ or idol, a white elephant
;

it is but rarely met with,

and is deemed sacred. The kings worship it, and even go to

war to get it from their neighbours, not having one them-

selves, and sometimes grand battles are fought on this

score.^

As for dress, the men attire themselves bravely with very

1 For a dissertation upon this perplexing word, see Yule’s Glossary^

s. v. There can be little doubt that it comes from bhagavat^ “ the holy”

or ‘"blessed”, z.e,, god. Col. Yule gives a series of quotations in which

the word is used, as here, of an idol
;
the application to a temple is of

course more common.
2 As need hardly be said nowadays, the white elephant is merely an

albino, and with blotches of pink, which rarely extend over the whole

body. I do not know an earlier mention of it than that by Horace

(Ej). J/, i, 196): “Sive elephas albus volgi converteret ora.” The
king of Ceylon had one at Anuradhapura in the fifth century a.d.

{Mahavanso^ c. xxxviii, p. 254). In the fifteenth century, Abd-er-Razzak

saw one at Bisnagar. “ The king possesses one white elephant of an

extremely great size, on whose body are scattered here and there grey

spots like freckles” {India in Fifteenth CenU^ i, 27). The references to

white elephants in the books of the Portuguese and Dutch period are

too frequent to be mentioned. Such animals were prized as rarities in

all the countries of India, but received special veneration in Buddhist

lands. As to Ceylon, see Tennent {Ceylon^ ii, 285), and Knox {Hist,

Relation^ p. 21). The white elephant cult attained its greatest propor-

tions in Burma, Pegu, and Siam, and the reference in the text to wars

for the possession of the white elephant is probably to the great struggle

in 1568 between the kings of Pegu and Siam, as to which see Lmschoten,

(Hak. Soc., i, 98, 102) ;
Mandeish (Eng. trans., p. 127) ;

Pallegoix

{Siam, i, 152 ;
ii, 2, 85).
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large cotton sMrts, which fall to the ground
;
over it is worn

a silk mantle, and on the head a turban of very fine linen.

The women wear little chemisettes of cotton or silk, reaching

to the waist
;
round the rest of the body is thrown a cloth or

taffetas; when they go abroad, they wear about that a large

piece of silk, with one end brought over the head.

They are disorderly and very barbarous in their eating and

drinking ;
they have many servants, and have each three or

four wives, very richly adorned with gold chains and pearls.

They make wines of sugar and other materials, and get

drunk therewith.

A large number of Portuguese dwell in freedom at the

ports on this coast of Bengal
;
they are also very free in their

lives, being like exiles. They do only traffic, without any

fort, order, or police, and live like natives of the country

;

they durst not return to India,’- for certain misdeeds they

have committed, and they have no clergy among them.

There is one of them named Jean Garie,^ who is greatly

obeyed by the rest
;
he commands more than ten thousand

men for the king of Bengal, yet he makes not war against

the Portuguese, seeing they are friends.^

1 Here used in the Portuguese sense, meaning the -western coast of

the peninsula dominated by the Portuguese fortresses. Linschoten, in

the same way, describes India as extending from Daman to Cape

Comorin inclusive (i, 62-65)
;
and in another place says that the rhino-

ceros is not found “ in India, but only in Bengala and Patane’’ (ii, 8).

2 Perhaps a misprint for Garde, i.e., Garda, I do not find this rene-

gade mentioned in the Portuguese despatches.

•’* The Portuguese at this time settled in Bengal were chiefly men
exiled for crime (Jiomisiados jpor delitos), who occupied themselves partly

with piracy, and partly in leading armies of rival Rajas (Hunter, Stat,

Acct, of Bengal, vii, 110-1
;
Livro das Mong., ii, 393). One of these,

Nicote, had shortly before this time practically usurped the throne of

Pegu. Another, Sebastian Gonzales TibSo, a man of low birth, rose to

eminence in the invasion of Bengal and Arracan by the Mogul, to

which allusion is made above. After engaging to support the king of

Arracan, he turned traitor, and with his fleet harried the whole coast of

that state {Faria y Souza, iii, ch. viii). The king of Spain was con-
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In this land is the great river Ganga, otherwise called the

Ganges, the most renowned in the world. The natives hold

that it comes from the Earthly Paradise
;
their kings have

been curious to have its source discovered, but they have

never discovered it, for all their journeys and expense. Its

mouth is at twenty-three degrees from the equinoctial, to-

wards our pole; but whether this is the famous Ganges of the

ancients, or that of Canton in China, as some will have it

nowadays, I leave to the discussion and decision of the

learned in such things; any how, the common opinion of

the Portuguese and many others is that this is the true

Ganges; if its situation does not correspond, at least its

name does.^ From this river comes that excellent wood

called Galamha^ which is believed to come from the Earthly

Paradise. It is very dear throughout India, and more

esteemed than any other, being more rare and odoriferous;

very little of it is found, and then it comes floating to the

seashore, or the banks of the river
;

it is also found on the

shores of the Maldives, and I have met with it there many a

time.

tinually urging the viceroys to reduce Portuguese affairs in Bengal to a

more settled and satisfactory condition
;

but, owing to the greater

urgency of matters in Ceylon and elsewhere, this region was left a

prey to lawless ruffians {Livro das Monq,^ i, 360).

^ This passage would seem to be an insertion by, or at the dictation

of some of Pyrard’s learned friends who had read the current literature

(see Linsch,, i, 92). Mr. Rivara thinks it not impossible that Pyrard

may have seen the first Decade of Barros at Goa, where there is a

similar passage (liv. ix, cap. i)
;
but he admits against this theory that

De Couto, in his dedicatory epistle to his fourth Decade, states that at

that time there was but a single copy of Barros in India. Some of

Pyrard’s patrons in Paris may have read either Barros himself, or UUoa’s

Italian version of the first two Decades (published at Venice, 1662).

But it is more likely that he or they had read Linschoten, whose work
had appeared in French in 1610, this passage and those immediately

following being a mere transcript of Linsch., Eak. Soc., i, pp. 92 and 93.

2 The finest kind of lignum aloes. See Linschoten^ i, 120, 125, 160 ;

G. de Orta, f. 122 ;
Yule, Gloss.^ s. v. ‘‘ Calambac”.
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This river breeds also a large number of crocodiles, and is

marvellously rich in fish
;
in short, it is the wealthiest in all

produce in the East Indies, and after it comes the Indus, the

river of Surate and Cambaye.

The Indians regard the Ganges as holy, and believe that

when they have washed therein they are a,bsolved of all

their sins
;
and Mahometans as well as Gentiles deem the

water to be blessed, and to wash away all offences, just as we

regard confession. They, however, believe that, after bathing

there, they are altogether sanctified, even saints.^ And they

come from afar to wash them there, as do the Mahometans

at the sepulchre of Mahomet at Mecca.^ This is all I was

able to observe of this kingdom during the short time I was

there.

CHAPTEE XXV.

Voyage to Calecut ly %oay of MoutingxU, Baclam, and Mar-

guaire; also concerning thefamous ca'ptain Gogni-aly.

As I have said, my companions and I embarked in a ship

of Calecut : we were at sea for three weeks, and at length

made land at the port of Moutingud,^ which is situate between

1 Pr. Burnell (Linsch,^ i, 93, note) points out that the Ganges is not

mentioned in Yedic literature as a sacred river, but assumes that cha-

racter only in the much later Puranic books. As regards the super-

stitions about the Ganges, he refers to Goldstiicker’s article in Chambers’s

Encydopsedia, reprinted in his Lit. Rem.^ i, 63, et seq,

2 7.e., in the water of the Zem-Zem well. See Burton’s Pilgrimage^

vol. iii.

3 Muttungal, now Port Nfo. 12 of the Malabar district. It lies almost

midway between Chombaye on the north and Vadakkara on the south,

all three being situate a short distance to the north of the Kdtta river.

This port, at which Pyrard landed, has not found its way into the maps

of the coast, nor into any . catalogue of the Malabar ports, except that

of Be Couto {Dec. XII, cap. xviii), who mentions it as Motangue.
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Cananor and Calecut : it is one of the ha-rbonrs of refuge for

the Malabar corsairs and pirates. The country is under the

king of Moiitingue, who is a Nair king.

I was never more astonished than on my arrival there to

see so many men-at-arms : every one there carries arms, as

well Mahometans as idolaters, from the age of ten or twelve,

—that is, all the ISTairs or Malabars, for the villain folk carry

none at all. I was received with great courtesy by the

Malabars while I sojourned there. I was conducted to the

house of a great lord, a Mahometan Malabar. The Malabars

have no nobility among them, either in distinction of names

or orders, so far as I could discover.^ I tarried at Moutingud

for the space of three days with this lord, my companions

being with another, and we were well entreated. The king

himself came to see the lord with whom I was, and I was

much surprised to see him thus. He w'as one of the hand-

somest men, and of the best figure I ever saw, save only

that he was of a slightly olive and ruddy colour, as are all

the Hairs
;
but his figure was of excellent proportions, and

somewhat resembled that of his majesty of Calecut, beside

whom this personage was but a petty kinglet
;
and when he

spoke of him, it was with great respect and in terms of

honour. When I entered his house, one of his attendants

brought a stool a foot and a half square, and less than half a

foot high, which he placed in the middle of the hall : upon

this the king sat, while all the lords stood round about.

They touched the furniture and walls of this house no more

than they wished others to do to theirs, when they came to

see them. The king questioned me much about France,

when I told him I was of that country, and asked me the

difi*erence between the English, the Hollanders, and us. Hext

he inquired of the estate and greatness of the king (of

France), and asked me to come and see him, and even begged

1 Meaning probably the Mahomedans. There are at least eighteen

different classes of Nayars.

Z
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the lords to bring me there, which they did. His residence

is more than a quarter of a league from the sea-shore, where

my companions and I were lodged. The building is on a

height, with drawbridges, which are used at all their castles

and palaces^ : these are fortified with good terraces and walls,

and a careful watch is always kept. This king has a single

elephant only, which is very tame.

Besides this port of Moutingue, there are two others of

the corsairs close by, just two short leagues from one another:

one is called GTiomtais^ on the Cananor side, and the other

Badam^ towards Calecut : Moutingue is in the middle. All

are on the coast, and well fortified with great entrenchments

to protect them from the descents of the Portuguese, with

whom they wage war to the death. Each of these ports

hath its own king, but all are in some way under the

Samory.^

^ This description of a fort with drawbridges tallies with that of the

existing fort at Yadakkara, which Pyrard describes below, p. 846.

2 Chombdye or Chomhdl, Port N'o. 11 of the Malabar district, about

two miles north of Muttungal, and five miles north of Yadakkara. This

is a very old port : it is mentioned by Barbosa under the name CJiemohai

(Lisbon edition), or Chemonbay (Barcelona edition), as a town of the

Moors, possessing shipping (Stanley’s Barbosa, Hak. Soc., p. 152). It

appears as Camboa in the Sommario of Ramusio; as Chomba in De
Barros

;
as Somba in P. Yincenzo

;
and as Chomamha in De Couto

{Dec, XII, cap. xviii). It is not, however, given in the tolerably full list

of Malabar ports by Andrade.

3 Vadakhara, Port No. 13 of the Malabar district. It appears in

Keith Johnston’s atlas as Waddalcurray. De Couto mentions it as

Baregare, along with another town, Coriare (not given by other authori-

ties). P. Yincenzo calls it Bergare (lib. v, c. i). Alex. Hamilton

(i, 801) visited the place, which he calls Burgara, and says it produced

pepper and the best cardamoms. Dr. P. Buchanan {Journey, etc., ii,

614), who also visited it, names it Vadacurray, “which by Europeans is

commonly called Barragurryl'*

4 The Samorin of Calicut, who derived most of his influence from the

Mahomedans who flocked to his ports. At this time the corsairs of

these northern ports carried on the war against the Portuguese with his

secret favour : it therefore served his purpose with the Portuguese not

to claim any direct control over them.
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This king of Moutingue would have had us stay with him,

and gratified us in all things
;
he even allowed the Maho-

metan lords to kill a cow to give us a banquet, a thing they

are not wont to do. The captain in whose house I was

was called Moussey Caca} and he with whom my companions

were had for his name Mestar GognUcdy? These two were

the chief men of Moutingue.

We remained there four or five days. The king and the

Malabar captains expected that we would remain altogether,

and begged us hard to do so. For my part, I said I wanted

to go to see the great king Sartiory

;

to this they made no

answer, not daring to say me nay : they even counselled me

to go thither. I then took leave of the king and of my
companions who wished to remain there,—for one was going

with a Malabar captain in another direction, four leagues

off in the Calecut territory. I set out with another captain,

the most valiant and brave on all that coast, who has the most

galleys of his own : he is called Gousty Samede, He took

with him some Jangay^ who are Nair guides : they tarry

1 Mussa Kdkha; as to the latter appellative, see above, p. 268.

2 Kunkdli^ from KunM^ a youth, a term of endearment, a title, as

here
;
and dli. The title of a great Mappilla family of corsairs, as to

whom we hear more presently.

3 These N^yar guides or guards are mentioned by most of the travel-

lers who have visited the Malabar coast. ‘‘ Those who desire to pro-

ceed thither” (says Fah Hian of the Deccan) “ should first pay a certain

sum of money to the king of the country, who will then appoint people

to accompany them and show them the way.” The guards of the king

of Bidjanagar are called djandar by Abd-er-Razzak {Ind. hi XV Cent^

p. 34). Barbosa, after stating their general employment as mercenary

troops, proceeds :
—“And if anyone is in apprehension of another man,

he takes some of these nairs, as many as he pleases, into his pay : and

they accompany and guard him : and on their account he goes securely,

since no one dares to molest him ; because if he were molested they and

all their lineage would take vengeance on him who should cause this

molestation. These guards are called JanguadcC'* (Stanley’s Barbosa^

p. 129). De Couto gives a full account of them, calling them jangadas

{Dec, 7F, liv. vii, cap. xiv). So does P. Vincenzo, under the name

Z 2
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about the gates of towns to escort for payment such as have

need of them. All the great lords keep some of them on fixed

wages, which the king gives them. Every one takes sonie, the

weak for safety and protection
;
while great folks, who go with

retinues of followers well armed, take them only to bear

witness that they have not attacked the Nairs, in case it

should happen some dispute arises between the Nairs and

them, and this often befalls them : for the Nairs are much

addicted to drunkenness, whereas the Malabars drink no

wine, and are not at all q[uarrelsome or treacherous without

cause : thus they have often some contention between them,

but the king deals them indifferent justice. These Nairs are

very thieves on land, and would for a petty consideration

kill a man. They do rob the towns and markets privily, and

none dare say anything against them. It is true that all

are not of this sort, but only some discontented soldiers. Tis

on the coast these do most prevail, one party of them robbing

by land, the others by sea. So there be none that dare go

anywhere without these soldier guides.

The Malabars do no robbery by land. When they have a

quarrel among themselves, the king allots to each a ISTair or

Archer as a surety, and forbids them to attack one another.

These Nairs are kept at the expense of the Malabars
;
and '

G'mncadas {Viaggio^ liv. i, cap. xl). Among the items of revenue of

the old Malabar princes, Burton mentions Cliungathum^ or “ protection”:

“ Whenever a person wished to place himself under the safeguard of a
man of consequence, he paid from four to sixty-four fanams annually

for the privilege. He might also make an assignment on particular

lands for the payment- The sum was devoted to the maintenance of a
kind of sentinel, similar to the belted peon of the Anglo-Indian settle-

ments, furnished by the protector to his dependent. In cases of neces-

sity, however, the former was bound to aid and assist the other with a
stronger force” {Goa and the Blue Mountains^ p. 198

;
see also pp. 224,

244). See also, as to travelling in India generally, Tavernier^ pt. ii,

bk. i, cap. 3. The word is changngdtam “ convoy, guard, income of

Kajas from granting such guards, grants of land to persons liable to

such service, companion”.
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while they are there, the Malabars durst not fight, otherwise

the aggressor would be held guilty of high treason, and would

have to answer for it before the king himself. It is said the

Malabars maintain a feud for seven years.^ These Ifairs are

so dreaded, that were a Malabar to wound one of them, and

had no Ifair witnesses to prove that he was not the aggressor,

it would be ruin to all the Malabars in the town. All these

Malabar towns along the coast are full of Ifairs, armed in all

fashions, so much so, that as I journeyed I seemed to be in a

camp of 20,000 men. Sometimes one cannot walk in the

streets
;
but in the evening all the world goes abroad, save

only the Mahometans and Moucois, who have a separate

quarter on the sea-shore, in front of the Malabar towns

;

and also the Gentile artisans, whose houses are usually near

the town of the Malabars for whom they work.

So, although the country belongs to the Malabars, yet, in

speaking of the Malabars, the Mahometans are more pro-

perly intended; they are but seldom artisans, almost all being

merchants, robbers, or sea warriors. There is no class of

nobles among them ;
their distinction is solely in valour and

wealth, and all sorts of men are welcomed among them.

They but seldom keep slaves, and none^ are constrained to

go to the wars with them. They are trustful towards all

men, and care not to compel others to go where -they go.

They provide a free table for all comers, and each has his

own dish: that is, all soldiers. All their people are employed,

for such as are not brave enough for soldiers, they make

mariners, or press them into service for hire, or use them for

selling the produce of their robberies. Their galiots they

1 Eeferring to the Kudippaha or Kudnppu^ “ house or family feud”,

about which much curious information exists. When a man was slain

it was customary to burn his body in the house of the slayer, who was

of course also burnt.

2 That is, none of the Gentiles
;
a few lines lower he says they do

press their own people to go to the wars.
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call Pados} All tlie merdiants of the coast, when they hear

that the galiots of the pirates are about to come in, hold

themselves in readiness to buy their goods cheap, and then

they have the assurance to go and sell them in the markets

of the very merchants of whom they were taken. These latter

frequently buy them back a second time
;
and though they

recognise their own goods, that matters not, so long as they

have the Portuguese passport. The priests of their religion,

too, and the poor are on the look-out, and come distances of

thirty leagues to get their share; for they well know that these

Malabars have made vows, in case they make a good prize, to

give so much to the poor, and never fail to acquit themselves

therein. Likewise they have their holy places, or Ziares,^

places and temples especially kept for the purpose, where

they pay their vows as at the Maldives. These priests are

emplo;y'ed only at marriages and at the temples. They have

no hand in administering justice
;
and all are habited in the

Arab fashion, that is, entirely in white. In their company

are a sort of men called Ahedalles,^ who have taken a vow of

poverty, and so go about the world. Sometimes there will

be thirty or forty of them in one place, yet they travel not

more than two or three together, most often alone. They

have alms given them, and, indeed, are passing urgent in de-

manding the same. They all sleep in the temples. They are

the best company in the world, for they know all languages,

and it is a great pleasure to entertain them; they have

traversed all parts of the East, carrying their bit of baggage

upon them. Money, cotton cloth, and silk are what they

mostly get, and as much to eat as they will have. Some of

^ Portuguese form of the Malaydlam patalc^ a country craft not
now in use. Mr. Logan says it was intermediate in size between a
manji and a pattimdr (as to both which, see Yule, Gloss,^ s. vv. manchua
and pattamar). In yoI. ii, ch. ii, Pyrard calls the manjis of Goa also

galiots.

2 Ar. Ziydratj a place of visitation
;
see above, p. 176,

2 AM-Allah^ “ Slave of God”, a Mahomedan ascetic.
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them live in great austerity, according to their faith. These

tarry near the temples, and ask for nothing; they would sooner

die of hunger. They are very solitary, and all hold the faith

of Mahomet. The Gentiles have also their Abedalles, which

are like to our hermits, and are called Jagiiies} They, too,

do go about the country, but only among the hTairs and other

Gentiles. They eat nothing that has had life. The king of

Calecut has one by him, whom he treats with great respect

:

he is regarded as a saint. All the Joguies that pass that way
go and lodge with him, as it were at a monastery or hospital

set apart for the purpose. It is two musket-shots from the

king’s palace, and is exceeding well constructed
;
it was built

and endowed by the king. The other Hair kings, who merely

give these folks passing cheer, receive them at their palaces,

where they may tarry as long as they please. They cover

their bodies with some kind of powdered ash, made with

water into a white paste. They commonly wear large sea-

chestnuts^ as pendants in their ears, which have holes large

enough to admit the thumb
;
others, the greater among them,

wear gold and silver gilt in the form of these. Their diet is

like that of the Bramenis and Banians of Cambaye and other

places, who taste not anything that has had life. There is

another sort of folk that wander about, just as here : that is,

the charlatans, who exhibit heasts, taking their wives and

children about with them, and dance and tumble in all

manner of ways. I never saw any such good mounte-

banks, nor any that did such juggling and tricks of legerde-

main.

But to return to my departure from Moutingue. I took

the road for Calecut by land, a distance of twelve leagues,

taking for my escort and guidance a body of Hairs from town

to town. These are very numerous, being only two leagues

^ Jogi^ a Hindu ascetic : see Yule, Gloss.

2 Chastigcmes de mer

;

Anglice, “sea-urchins”; Italic^, frutta di

mare.
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or SO apart. Each man receives four tarents} which are

small silver coins, each of the value of oue-sixteeuth of a

larin.

So I arrived at Badara, two leagues from Moutingue, on

the Calecut road. The lord^ there gave me even a better recep-

tion than the other had. He had two palaces, one of which

was for his wives, for he had several, according to the law of

Mahomet. I sojourned there about fifteen days. These three

ports, Chombaye, Moutingu^, and Badara are within the

ambit of a single bay. Cangelotte,^ another harbour of the

corsairs, who rule a great extent of countries and peoples,

is at some eighteen leagues to the north, near Barcelor, and

between those places no succour can be afforded by land.

But as between these three they succour one another in this

fashion : they have certain lofty buildings erected upon piles

on the sea-shore; there they keep sentinels to scan the

1 Malay^lam tdran^ an obsolete silver coin of Malabar and the Deccan.

In 1443, six taras went to the fanam at Bijayanagar (Abd-er-Razzak,

Indiain XV Cerit.^ i, 26) ;
while in 1504 a fanam was worth fifteen taras

{Vartfiema^ Hak. Soc., p. 130). By this time, a century after Varthema,

the depreciation had not gone far, as Pyrard assigns the value of a larin

and also of a fanam at sixteen tarents. The fanam, be it remembered,

was at this time always a gold coin. The ttom was not adopted by the

Portuguese. Elsewhere Pyrard gives the European value of the coin,

viz., three deniers, or a quarter sou. P. Vincenzo says it was worth a

hajocco. The name is probably from tdra, a star.

2 Formerly known as the Vdlunnavar of Vadakkara, now as the

Kadattandd Raja. A. Hamilton gives an interesting account of his

visits to this local potentate, who claimed to be the king of the cor-

sairs: he calls him Balanore Burgarie (i, 301). He was also visited

by Dr. Buchanan (ii, 514). The ruins of his castle still remain (Sewell,

List of Ant. of Madras p. 245).

3 Kdnyirdtu.^ short for Kdnyiram Kotu, the place of the Strychnos nux
vomica trees, the modern Cassergode in S. Canara

;
one of the earliest

Mahomedan settlement^ on the coast. It is called Cankaroto by the

Portuguese writers, and is mentioned in the royal despatch of 1st

March 1613, as a place of robbers, under the control of the Samorin,

where it was proposed to erect a fortress {Liv. das Mong.^ ii, 352).
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liorizon. They know within a little when the Portuguese

fleet may be expected, and have intrenchments ready on

land to obstruct their landing.

While I was at Badara there passed by sixty sail, all

galiots, and two galleys, on their way from Cochin to Goa.

There was such a calm that all the Malabars there treated

the matter lightly. Those of the other ports, however, set

out to assemble themselves at that port, off which the fleet

lay, and so give succour to their friends. The Portuguese

call their own galiots Navires} and those of the Malabars,

Paimus? Most of these vessels were GhetiU^ that is to say,

merchantmen. Immediately on arrival the Malabars draw

up their PadoSj or galiots, on the beach. I was witness to

the most gallant behaviour on the part of one of these Pados,

which was returning from war. All the Portuguese fleet was

lying at the entrance of this great bay
;
the Pados, not per-

ceiving them, found itself of a sudden engaged with sixty

sail. Eetreat being impossible, she took the bold resolution

to run through the midst of the fleet, and so to make her

own port, which was Gliomlaye, The crew capsized her, and

though hard pressed by the Portuguese, saved themselves by

swimming. The Portuguese got nothing for their pains, and

after the fleet had retired, the owners brought their Pados

safely to shore.

These robbers and pirates must take great booty, for be-

1 Port, navios,

2 Port, pardos^ borrowed, as Col. Yule suggests, either from the

Malay^lam pdrw, a boat, or from theprdM of the Eastern Archipelago.

The early use of the word pardo by Varthema, as a Malabar word, would

seem to indicate the former as the correct source.

3 MalayMam chetti^ a trader, used all over South India and Ceylon,

similarly to Banyan”, further north. The Portuguese wrote Chetins

and Chatis (see Yule, Gloss,^ s. v. Chetty), I do not know any other

authority for the use of the word for merchant-ships, though it is

analogous to our “ merchantmen”.
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sides the cost and expenses of their Pados and galiots, they

have to pay customs and passport duties to the Nair king of

the land
;
then they are subjected to the giving of all sorts

of gratifications and presents,—as, for instance, to the king of

Calecut and to their own king. They were wont thus to

make gifts to the late king Oognialy

;

they have to give to

their allies
;
and finally, to their priests and the poor, and in

fulfilment of vows made at their Ziares.

The lords there do the same, and they own their

pados like the rest. For there is no privilege of nobility

among them, and no respect of persons, saving the aged, the

v'ealthy, and the brave. When they set out for war, and for

a round of expeditions, they appoint a general of the whole

fleet, whom they obey during that voyage only
;
when it is

over he returns to his former position. If any prize is taken,

they give him a present, as they may be minded, though he

has no right thereto
;
the rest is equally divided.

During my sojourn at Badara I often made excursions on

foot up the country, which I found to be of fair prospect,

very productive, well timbered, and pleasant. The soil is

red and sandy, and the country open. The JSTairs near the

ports gather themselves to the coasts and to the king’s

palace -when the alarm is given that the Portuguese or

others are coming to attack the Malabars.

As for the king’s palace, it is unapproachable from the sea

side : it is situated on the top of a hill, about three musket-

shots distance from the sea, the Malabar town being between;

the hill has beien cut down like a four-square wall. The king

hath another castle, a league and a half up the country, where

he keeps his wife and all his family, and also his Pagoda,

which he took me to see. He is about sixty years of age, not

so handsome as the rest of his race, but of a fine figure. I went

often to Moutingue to see my companions. One of them went
thence to another town two leagues from Badara, towards

Calecut, and in the Calecut country, ten leagues from that
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city. This town is called Mcircaire Cost& ;
the Portuguese

call it Cognialy's country.^

This lord with whom I was at Badara loved me as a

brother. He had a wife residing at Marcaire Coste (which is

a fortress), and took me there many times. I saw my com-

panion there, and stayed with him awhile. This district of

Marcaire belongs to the king of Calecut, and, like the rest of

the Calecut realm, is at peace with the Portuguese. The

pirates and corsairs dare not land and equip their igadjOS

there,^ but all the men of the place go a-robbing like the

rest. The rich have their pados, which they keep at places

under the king of Badara, and at the other pirate ports, and

bring their booty, the proceeds of their robberies, home by

land. The Malabar Indians make no distinction, until it be

explained to them, between the English, Hollanders, and

Erench. This is what made them like us so much, viz., that

they saw we were hostile to the Portuguese. They asked me

if I was of the same religion as the Portuguese
;
and when I

answered yes,—why, then, said they, do you make war upon

them ? When I replied that they did the same upon other

Mahometans, they remarked that that should not be deemed

strange as to them, who were all robbers and pirates, a trade

that was no dishonour to them, seeing they practised it from

father to son. A man who would be welcomed among them

must be always talking of warring against the Portuguese,

and always speaking ill of them,—for, in truth, I never heard

a good word said for them.

The real cause why this lord liked me so much and

1 That is, the kotta^ or fort, of the Mdrakkdr. Although Pyrard is

aware that the latter is only a personal title, he presently calls the place

bv the names Marcaire and Coste successively.

2 Throughout the eleventh and twelfth Decades of De Couto, the fort

and town, as well as its ruler, are called Oimlale,

3 That is, since the destruction of the place in 1600 (see App. C), and

because of the stringent treaty made between the Samorin and the

Portuguese after that event.
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caressed me so greatly beyond the others, was that he had

a mind to go to the Maldives the next year with a fleet, and

seeing that I had acquaintance of the language and the

country, and being informed by many merchants and Mala-

bar pilots who had seen me there, how I had been enter-

tained by the late king, he held me to no other talk but of

the Maldives, inquiring closely which were the best islands,

the richest individuals, and if I knew where the king and his

queens kept their treasure, insomuch that he was like to have

detained me by main force. The other lords were of the

same mind, and made me the most flattering offers, so that I

had had much pains to escape, but for the use I made of the

name of the great Samory, whom I told them I was minded

to visit. That alone restrained and silenced them, and by

this means I got out of the mess, to their great chagrin. So

with this purpose I bade them farewell, and took the road

straight for Marcaire CosU.

Going from Badara to the Calecut country one has to pass

a river, and there is a king also between, called Amiole?-

He has no port, so he bides ashore. He is a friend to the

Portuguese, and an enemy to the Malabars in his heart
;
but

he makes no concealment of this : for though they do business

together, they do not themselves pass or repass the border.

Through his land flows a river that hath its mouth at Mar-

1 De Couto, in his description of the attack on Kunh§,li’s fort, men-

tions a territory np the river, exactly as here placed by Pyrard, but

calls the people Arioks^ and the territory Ariok [Dec, XII^ liv. i, cap.

xviii, and liv. ii, cap. v). On the other hand, the king, in a despatch

dated 12th January 1591, speaks of the Arioles as lords of powerful

vassals, neighbours of Cunhale, who could give him aid or prevent him

being assisted” {Arch. Port. Or., Fasc. 8). The word is probably a title,

namely, Ayiron, f.e.,lord of one thousand N^yars (ayiram=zl000)
;
the

“ king” was probably a Nayar chief, who at the time had made himself

independent (of the Kdlattiri), for Pyrard, further down (p. 375), says

his territory lay across the river from KoUahkal. It would seem there-

fore that this Ayiron was at this time in possession of the Putu pat-

tanam country of Kolattandd.
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caire, and carries boats afloat for more than flve-and-twenty

leagues of its course.

It is impossible to describe in detail the welcome and good

friendship extended to us by the Malabar Mahometans and

Nairs. They counted themselves lucky when they got us under

their roofs, saying that God had greatly blessed them; and

most of them put in writing the day and hour of our coming

in, and told their children to remember the day they saw us.

All ran out upon the road to see us, when they heard tell of

our name, and how that we were enemies to the Portuguese.

Having spent flfteen days or more at Badara, I went to

Marcaire to find my companion, and we made up our minds to

go together to the Samory, with the king’s leave and that of

Cousty Hamede, who was loth to give it, like the rest : for I

used to go at my pleasure to Oost4, to his wife’s house, for

meat and drink and sleep. Eeceivers, clerks, and other

officers of the king of Calecut are always stationed at the

town of Coste : they have a customs-house there, and ex-

amine all vessels and goods arriving at the port; in the evening

they return to their lodging, half a league out of the town.

The Portuguese have done all they know to conquer these

four towns and ports, but always without effect, and to their

own loss and discredit, chiefly so at Badara, where they have

lost many of their men ;
for it is an exceeding strong port, all

surrounded with water. They got soundly beaten there only

a month before my arrival,^

I tarried ten or twelve days at Marcaire before going on to

Calecut, and while I was there the lord Goiisty Hamede came

many a time, saying it was to see me, though the truth was

he had his wife there. He would not let me quit him, or

take another lodging than his, whether for sleeping, eating,

or drinking. On the other hand, the king’s receivers, who are

1 Mr. Eivara notes that, owing to the want of historical documents

relating to this period, he has not been able to trace the details of this

expedition.
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held in high honour there, gave us an allowance, saying it

was a great indignity, as well for the king as for us, if we

were fed by any but him, seeing we were in his country, and

minded to go and visit him. Besides this allowance, they

gave great entertainments in our honour, as did all the other

lords, as well Nair as Mahometan, and were desirous to

accompany us toward the king. They gave us every day a

Panan each, which is a piece of gold money of the king, in

value about four sous and a half. It was more than double

what we could spend. All' this Marcaire country, which I

went far up, is very good soil ;
for about fourb [forty] years

it has been the principal retreat of all the pirates, and their

king resided there.

Here dwell most of the Malabars, owing to the strength of

the place
;
and here the king of Calecut sets a governor to

rule all the Malabars of his realm, including those of the

other towns and ports of the pirates and corsairs
;
which

governor they acknowledge as their king, but subject to the

Samory, for they must needs be ruled by one of their own

faith and race. One such he gave them named Cognialy^

with the title of lieutenant-general : he was called Cognialy

Marcaire, for Marcaire means lieutenant or viceroy.^ This

Cognialy was chosen for the post on account of his valour,

and retained it for thirty or forty years; and by his robberies

in all directions he became very powerful. He was the

grandest corsair ever seen in those parts, and his district being-

large, men came from all sides to reside there. The fortress

is small
;
past it flows a fine river, navigable for boats for

1 I agree -with Mr. Rivara that the quatre here is a misprint for

quarante, De Couto dates the rise of the elder Kunhali from 1672, and

the place had been destroyed as a fortress seven years before the time

of which Pyrard is writing. See further, App. C.

2 Kunlidli^ a family title borne both by the founder of the fortress

and the corsair whose fortunes are here told, whom Pyrard confuses.

3 It is really Mdrakkdr^ for Mdrggakdran^ from mdrggan^ “ a way or

law”, and kdran, “ a doer”. There were Marakkars at all the pirate ports.

It is still a common honorific title among the Moormen of Ceylon.
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more than twenty leagues, down which are borne all kinds of

goods. At the mouth of this river he erected, by leave of

the king, a large fortress, in the fashion of ours, of strong

walls, built with lime and sand, and having a supply of fresh

water within. Beyond this, he constructed two large forts to

guard the mouth of the river, so that all vessels came in to

safe moorings under the fortress, and abode there out of all

danger and trouble. The fortress protected the town, which

was also fortified as well on the sea as on the land side
;

it

was almost surrounded by the sea and the river. It is a large

town, well peopled, with great buildings, streets, and shops, all

well planned, as at Calecut and elsewhere on the Malabar

coast : even among these towns it is one of the most beauti-

ful, wealthy, and strong. It is built on an eminence, and the

fortress towers above
;
while down below, on either side of the

river, next the sea, are the two forts which protect the whole

haven and the river’s mouth. This town is reduced to half its

importance in all respects since the death of Cognialy Mar-

caire, the manner whereof I shall now relate.^

This Cognialy was obedient in all things to his king, under

whose favour and goodwill he had made himself so strong

:

and the king, who up to that time had warred against the

Portuguese, was well content to have so redoubted a cham-

pion. The port and the town were worth as much to the

king as those of Calecut itself. Down the river are borne

much pepper and other produce, enhancing the wealth of the

town and port. In a hall of the mansion of a great Malabar

lord of this place, I saw aU the adventures and victories of

Cognialy, as well by land as by sea, very well painted and

1 The Portuguese expeditious against Kunhali in 1599 and 1600,

which are here narrated at some length, though eclipsed in importance

by the Ceylon wars, vie in tragic interest with any conducted by the

Portuguese in India. Although they form the central subject of the

eleventh and twelfth Decades of De Couto, they have been little regarded

in modern historical notices of the period. The site of the fortress is

shown, with the main outlines of the story
,
in App. C.
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coloured, with all the galliots, galleys, and other vessels that

he had taken or sunk, very skilfully represented. His fame

and terror were spread abroad from the Cape of Good Hope

even to China
;
and I was assured that he had at a single

blow cut a galley oar in two, and likewise had cut down a

man with a sword by his side, hewing man and sword with a

single cut. He had a brother as valiant as himself, named

Oousty Momsey} Their power was greater than that attained

by any others in those parts : they took innumerable ships

and galleys of China, Goa, and other places, as I observed in

lihese paintings. This Cognialy was likewise one of the

cruellest men in the world, and his great strength and power

led him to despise his neighbours, even the king of Cananor,^

who had formerly been his protector and suzerain, and had

aided bim in all his projects. He harried in all directions,

and all men’s goods. Hone could number the cruel barba-

rities practised by him and his against all sorts and con-

ditions of men, without distinction : among others, against his

own neighbour, the Hair king Auriole, already mentioned,

whom he robbed and pillaged and drove from his kingdom

:

he cut off the nose and breasts of that prince’s queen, and had

himself acknowledged as king. At length, puffed up with pros-

perity, he would no longer recognise the Samory, and rebelled

against him, refusing to deliver up some vessels of his sub-

jects that he had taken
;
and when commanded so to do, he

set all such commands at nought.

The Portuguese were well enough pleased with this revolt

of Cognialy,—which, indeed, they had fomented, believing that

his speedy ruin was certain, as well on account of the exces-

1 De Couto mentions Cutimuga as the nephew and great general of

Kunh§,li, meaning nephew of the elder and, perhaps, brother of the

younger Kunhali: Pyrard knows only of the younger pirate chief

{Dec. Z7, cap. viii
;
and see App. C).

2 Ali Raja., Sea King, or King of the Deep, who was the naval com-

modore of the Kdlattiris, and whose ancestor was the great Mamm^li,

known in connection with Maidive history (see App. A).
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sive barbarity of his cruelties and robberies that he had

practised, as for his presumption and revolt : insomuch that,

without delay, they sought for peace with the king of Calecut,

who, out of desire to chastise his faithless vassal, too gladly

hearkened thereto. The next year, which was 1599, the

viceroy of Goa eq[uipped a powerful fleet, under the command
of his own nephew, by name Loiiys cle Gasman} who, with a

view to surprise the fortress by a cou'p cle mam, entered the

country of king Auriole, a bitter enemy of Cognialy, for the

reasons already stated. This territory lay across the river,

over which the Portuguese threw a bridge of thirty or forty

boats, lashed one to another. A captain, named Loiiye de

Syha, with 300 of the bravest men of the fleet, was ap-

pointed to effect a landing on the other side, upon the signal

being given. That was to be done by night, and the Samory

was to despatch at the same time a land force, aided by

Portuguese. Cognialy and his brother, being well warned

of all this, got themselves ready at all points, without any

display of doing anytliing. The result was that the 300

men who had crossed were repulsed, and their captain, Louys

de Sylva, killed with a musket-shot. Seeing this, the soldiers

turned about, and thinking to find their boats where they

had left them, discovered that they had been removed.

Meantime, the garrison of the fortress sallied out, and cut

them all down : the most of them were drowned, and only

about twenty or thirty saved themselves by swimming, the rest

being unable to swim on account of their armour. As for

the IsTairs and Portuguese, who were to make the land attack,

Cognialy had prepared entrenchments on the road they had

to traverse, held by a force of arquebusiers.

The bulk of the Portuguese army, on attempting to land,

were completely repulsed, and for their folly sustained a

loss of 500 men, and re-embarked in disorder. The king

1 Dom Luiz da Gama was brother, not nephew, of the viceroy, Dom
Francisco da Gama.

A A
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of Calecut afterwards told the Portuguese it ought not to

have been done in this fashion, but with deliberation. So

the general returned to Goa crestfallen, and with the loss

of the best part of his army. The Portuguese that were

with the Samory took great umbrage at this, saying that he

had betrayed them, and had led them to the slaughter
;
for

that the men he ought to have sent, as he had arranged with

them, were not on the spot at the proper time to give the

agreed signal. But the cause of the miscarriage, in fact, was

the intrigues of Cognialy and his people, who had received

good information, and had at once sent a force of armed men

to bar the passage
;
and to such effect, that the others could

not be at the agreed place at the agreed time.

The Portuguese, afterwards informed of the truth of the

whole business, were little disheartened at having been

beaten once, and resolved to make the attempt a second

time, so as to make themselves masters of Cognialy and his

territory, according to the assurance they had given to the

king his master. So the following year, which was 1600,

Andri Furtado de Mendoce} an old and brave captain, and

the most dreaded Portuguese soldier in India (he died coming

from Goa to Lisbon, on the same voyage as that on which I

returned, as I shall relate below), took measures with the

Samory to entrap Cognialy, and arranged together that the

king of Calecut should come in person by land, while the

Portuguese army, under the command of the said Andr4,

should arrive by sea: this they did, and Cognialy was

besieged. Some grand sorties were made, with great losses

on both sides. There are said to have been 60,000 Nairs

present. I afterwards heard the whole story, both from the

Portuguese, and from the Malabars and IsTairs of the fortress

;

A Andre Furtado de Mendoza, the greatest Portuguese captain of the

time. He succeeded to the government of India on the 27th May 1609,

and ruled till the 5th September of the same year. See further,

App. C, and vol. ii.
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but these said that the cause of the taking of^Cognialy was

the lack of provisions
;
for that Cognialy, having so soundly

beaten them on the first occasion, little thought they would

return so soon, and so was taken by surprise. He had des-

patched two large ships under Meicc?' Qognialy, a great captain

of Moutingue, to get provisions
;
but they could not re-enter

the harbour
;
and so, after a long siege, seeing himself reduced

to extremities, and after proving his mettle on many occa-

sions, at length somewhat basely surrendered. It was said

that he did so owing to some charmed betel the king had

sent him, whereby his courage failed him. Others said it

was out of pity at seeing his men in such great straits, that

he would sooner die himself than see so many men suffer on

his behalf. Another reason was that his brother, Cousty

Moussey, was dead, who. would never have permitted a sur-

render in this sort. Yet the thing which most led him to it

was his despair of succour; for he had insulted the kings

and princes of whom he might have expected it. So it was

that he asked a parley, saying he would surrender to the

mercy of his king, of whom he asked pardon. But the king

could no longer save him : for it had been agreed between him

and Andr6 Furtado that the fortress should be rased to the

ground, and the booty halved, and that all the people should

go to the king and Cognialy to the Portuguese, or Cognialy

to the king and the people to the Portuguese. The king

demanded the people. The compact being concluded, all the

Hairs were drawn up on one side, and the Portuguese on the

other. Cognialy then came forth, and proceeded to salute

tiie king and ask his pardon. The king called upon him to

deliver up his sword, and taking it, struck him two or three

light strokes on the shoulder, as if in jest, and then ad-

dressed him in these words :
" Cognialy, you have given me

much trouble and grief”; at the same time turned to the

Seigneur Andre, saying, '' Take Cognialy: he is yours.” He

was forthwith seized and placed in a galley
;
the fortress and

A A 2
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the forts were entirely demolished, while the town was left

in its former condition, albeit it was sacked, and the people

sustained no further loss. The two armies then retired.

When the news of the capture reached Goa, bonfires were

lighted, the hells were rung, and the Te Dmm was sung, and

two days^ after the return of the army Cognialy was be-

headed. He was first asked if he would become a Christian,

to which he replied that he was willing, provided his life

was spared
;
but if he was to die, he preferred to die in the

faith of Mahomet. Such were the fortunes and the miserable

end of Idng Cognialy. Yet did the Portuguese afterwards

pay dearly for his head : for the Malabars, in revenge, put to

death all the Portuguese they could lay hands on : and the

king o! Calecut had great regret for having delivered up so

valiant a man (he had done so out of anger and revenge), for

Cognialy and his brother were esteemed the bravest captains

in all the East Indies.

As for Cognialy's fortress, I have seen it many a time : the

walls were still standing, to the height of two men's stature,

so that it were easy to fortify it, and it could soon be refitted

in case the king went to war with the Portuguese. When
we left Goa, the news had arrived that the king intended to

break the peace, to build sixty galleys or pados, and to re-

construct the fortress
;
and when the Hollanders went to him,

he promised to put the place in their hands. Wherefore the

factor or agent of the Portuguese who was there went and

complained to him that he had received these Hollanders,

and other enemies of the king of Spain, and that he was

therefore resolved to return to Goa. The king made no

further reply, than that he might go at his pleasure, for that

he would detain no one by force.

There is no king in India who can damage the Portuguese

1 We know from De Couto that the interval was longer than this, but

not the exact time
;

also that De Couto himself interviewed Kunhali
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by sea so mucb as he : for the coasts of his realm can

furnish an immense number of Malabars, and it is very rich

in supplies. He has some very wealthy men in his kingdom,

and all are courageous and loyal : he has also plenty Moucois

to man his pados. These Moucois are in the position of

slaves to the king and the Hairs (as I shall explain below) :

they call the king in their language Tamliraine} meaning

God”. I know for certain that the Samory has an under-

standing with aU the Malabar pirates, that they give him

money and pay a tribute underhand. I am aware of this,

from having often accompanied the captain, Oousty EamecU,

when he went to treat secretly with the king’s officers, which

he did only by night, for fear of being seen. All the other

lords and captains of the Malabars do the same, as I have

observed many a time, and as the king’s own officers assured

me : and there is good reason for it, for he assists them in

all things, and provides them with money when they have

none, which they repay in full, and with interest. Every

year many thousand men leave the Samory’s territory to do

their robberies on the sea along with the rest. On land these

corsairs are the most gallant and honourable gentlemen in

the world, and they are daily endeavouring by presents

and flattery to get the Samory to break the peace with the

Portuguese, and to give them this fortress of Cognialy. This

Cognialy has left a son, also called MctTcaire, or Viceroy

:

I have often seen him, and have eaten and drunk in his

house. He resides mostly at Costd and Chombaye, with one

or other of his two wives
;
and although since the death of

his father the king has appointed no one in his stead, and

has not recognised this son as his successor, yet he is treated

with greater respect than anyone else, and the title is pre-

served to him for his father’s sake only. Many have aspired

1 Tamluran, title of grown-up member of Malayali Rajan families; it

means “ lord’’ or “ master”, also ‘‘ god”. The title of a junior member

is Tamhdn,
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to the post, for which very reason the king appoints none to

it, and thus keeps the land in peace. All affairs go directly

before the king, or the Nair lords commissioned for the

purpose, and justice is done throughout the country in all

matters by them alone.

My companion and I, having stayed more than twelve days

in this Marcaire or Cognialy^s country, took leave of our

friends. The king’s officers, whose permission we asked for

our departure, told us that, if we were minded to go to the

king, they would give us letters and money
;
but we had no

need of money except for crossing the river and paying the

Nair guides. Had we not been liable to find our Nairs drunk

with amc^ (which is a kind of eau de me made with the wine of

the coco-tree), we should, in fact, have had no need of it at all,

by reason of our letter of commendation,which ran in the name

of the king : but that must not always be trusted to. We
made only four short leagues a day at the most, sometimes

only two. They made us lodge in their houses, although

others were provided for us. Indeed, I cannot describe all the

hospitality and honour we received on the road. The question

always was who should have us
;
but they did not dare to

press us to stay against our will, however much they desired

it, seeing we were going to the king
;
and our passport in-

sured us a good reception on all hands. We were about

eight days on our journey from CosU to Calecut, although

we might well have done it in two. It was our halting at this

place and that, and the hospitality and welcome accorded to

us everywhere, which caused us to take all that time
;
and in

truth it would be impossible to describe the universal wel-

come given us, so full of honour, courtesy, and affection was

1 The Ar. arak^ “perspiration, exudation, distilled spirit”, has spread

over all Asia. Throughout the tropics arrack is made from the coco-

tree
;
arrack punch used to be a favourite beverage both in India and

England, and then frequently shortened to ‘‘rack-punch”; but since

the days of Jos. Sedley both the name and the drink have gone*out of

fashion.
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it: for even the greatest folks disputed among themselves

which should entertain us. But I must remark that these

were the Malabar Mahometans, and not the Nairs
;
for the

latter, though liberal with their money, fruits, and all else,

like not that strangers should eat and sleep in their houses,

if they can help it, except in case of great necessity: and

those of them that are of the Brameny race are the most

particular in this respect. Though the others make the same

difi&culty, they are not so scrupulous as the Bramenys.

For the rest, if it were not for the excessive heat of the

sun in those parts, it would be impossible to tell the pleasure

and satisfaction of travel in that land, which is the fairest

and most agreeable ever seen or even imagined: for the

country is all open and sandy, but the sand is hard and

firm as sandstone; and by the road-side are houses and

buildings always in sight, and towns every league or half

league, the most distant being two short leagues apart. The

whole country is well peopled, and covered with fruits, which

are common property and free to passers-by; and these

fruits are the finest in the world, there being none of the

same kinds or so good in these parts. Moreover, all along

the roads one meets with great numbers of people, Fairs and

Malabars, men and women : for everyone goes about there

in perfect safety, so long as he has a Fair or Jangaye in his

company. For a party of twenty or thirty persons, one

Fair suffices; and if a man goes alone he wants no less,

though it costs him more; but the greater the party the

greater is the Fair’s profit. There are many marshes and

salt-pits to cross between CosU and Calecut, and two rivers to

cross by boaV about a league from one of which is a very fine

1 Pyrard must have struck somewhat mland on his way to Calicut,

as there are certainly not two rivers to cross between Kdttakal and

Calicut, when the route lies along the sea-shore. He probably crossed

the Agalapula river or backwater, and afterwards the Ellattur river, by

some inland road.
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town, whore we passed a night, named Coluotte^ where the

Portuguese once had a fortress and a residency, as at Calecut

;

but they have lost the one as the other. I saw it as I passed,

for it is not altogether demolished ;
it was even stronger than

that at Calecut. This is all that I remarked on the journey,

1 This is the northern Kollam, inflected, it is Kollattu, written Coulete

by Barros and Andrada. It is a very ancient seat of trade, about

mile north of Koilandi, and locally called Pantaldyini Kollam
;
but

foreign writers have generally omitted the Kolltwi (see Yule, G-loss,^ s. v.

“ Pandarani”). Mr. Logan has kindly supplied us with the following

note, showing that it was here that Vasco da Gama first landed in India.

“Following Correa, I think it is clear that da Gama’s fleet first

anchored at Kdppatf [the Capogatto of the Portuguese writers
;

see

Yule, Gloss.^ s. v. “ Capucat”.

—

Ed.], “ the position of which is well

known, about ten or eleven miles north of Calicut. Correa does not

say that the fleet was moved after thus casting anchor at Kappatt, but

the fact is mentioned by other writers, who, moreover, give the name

of the place to which it was moved, viz., Pandarme. Now Pandarane

is undoubtedly Pantaldyini^ one of the Desams (small hamlets) of the

Amsani (parish) in which Kollam is situate. It is the Fandarina of

Edrisi, the Fandaraina of Ibn Batuta and Bashfduddm, the Fundaraina

of the Tohfat, the Flandrina of Friar Odoric, etc.” [see Yule, Gloss,

y

s. V. “Pandarani”]
;

“ and to go further back, it is probably the Patale of

Pliny. The place has long been known because of its trade facilities.

Off it, is one of those curious mud-banks, as at Calicut, Narakal, and

Alpey, which protect shipping under shelter. Even at the present day,

ships from the Red Sea and the Gulf almost invariably make for it

when running over to India at the close of the south-west monsoon.

The tradition, that da Gama’s ships spent the monsoon season of 1498

at this place, has been current on the coast from the very commence-

ment of the British administration. Da Gama sighted Mount Deli on

the 26th August, and even at that time of year a country vessel would

nowadays make for North Kollam for protection against occasional

squalls. In 1793 the cruiser Morning /Star, used by the settlement

commissioners, took shelter here during the monsoon, they reporting,

among their reasons for so doing, that da Gama’s fleet had sheltered

there. The tradition had probably come from the Portuguese them-

selves, and as it is consistent with all the accounts, I have little hesita-

tion in accepting it.”
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CHAPTER, XXVI.

Arrival of the author at Calecut, and a description of that

hingdom,—The king and people: their manners, religion,

and ways of life.

Having at length arrived at the town of Calecnt, the first

oflQcers of the king whom we met with were the receivers of

the king’s dues, who have a house on the seashore, erected on

piles, where they remain by day only: for the town and

harbour are more than a league in length, and there are

three of these buildings, for the watching of all the goods

that are landed, for the taking of the number and quantities

in writing, and for the conveyance of them thence to the

Alfandigue} This is a great square building of stone, with

galleries above and below, and vaulted with stone arcades

like those of our Place Eoyale,^ but not so grand or so elegant,

with a large number of rooms and. warehouses for keeping all

the different sorts of goods separate. Over the door is written

the name of the goods kept in each warehouse
;
an officer of

the king has one key, while the owner of the goods has

another, and neither can enter without the other. The goods

remain there till they have paid the dues and the customs,

and the exports have to pay as well as the imports. This

Alfomdigue is two or three hundred paces from the sea, between

the town and the port : it is strong and well guarded, all the

the doors being well locked, and none may enter but on

business, for the guards are always stationed there. Mistakes

^ Port, alfandega, from fondoc, the Arabic form of the Greek TravBo-

X^'tov, a magazine; cf. fundago, iXdX, fondaco, 'Eic.fondeqm or foil-

dique. See Littre (s. v. fondique), Dncange (s. v. fmda\ Dozy and

Engelmann (s. v. alfandega)
;
and Yule, Cathay, p. 355.

2 The Place Royale, now Place des Vosges, remarkable for its

arcaded galleries, was begun by Plenri IV in 1604, and completed in

1612. It was the great new feature of Paris when Pyrard was prepar-

ing his second edition.
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cannot well be made in the charging and discharging of goods,

and in levying the king’s dues, by reason of the number of

clerks and officers who have to pass them, and these are all

Nairs or Bramenis. And there is no port in all the kingdom

so small but has its clerks, who, when the goods belong to

merchants of the country, merely take a note of them
;
and

at the end of six months or a year the merchants come and

pay the gross amount. These officers are all men of quality,

and highly respected. They have their offices and Alfan-

digues at the ports, where they pass the day
;
in the evening

they return from the towns, and pass the night at their homes,

which are usually not far from the town, half a league or so :

they do not forgather with the crowd.^

When these officers saw us, and had heard whence we came,

they were greatly joyed to have the presenting of us to the

king
;
yet, by reason of the heat, they made us accept a

lodging in the town, where we spent the hot hours of the day.

This town is not like the others of the Malabar coast, for

it has its inns and drinking-shops, where food and lodging

have their price. In the evening the officers gave us over to

the soldiers of the guard, who conducted us to the king,

whose palace is a half league from the town of Calecut. The

1 The excellent management of the customs department at Calicut has
been remarked by many travellers. In strong contrast to that of the Portu-
guese alfandega, it was characterised by a high degree of commercial
honesty, which must account, in great measure, for the greatness of the
port in the palmy days of the pre-Portuguese period. Thus, Abder-
Bazzak {India in XV Cent,, i, 14), says: “Security and justice are so
firmly established in this city, that the most wealthy merchants bring
thither from maritime countries considerable cargoes, which they un-
load, and unhesitatingly send into the markets and bazaars, without
thinking in the meantime of any necessity of checking the account, or
of keeping watch over the goods. The of&cers of the custom-house
take upon themselves the charge of looking after the merchn<ndize, over
which they keep watch day and night. When a sale is effected, they
levy a duty on the goods of one-fortieth part

;
if they are not sold, they

make no charge on them whatsoever.” See, too, Barbosa, Hak. Soc.,

pp. 110-111.
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soldiers escorted us tMtlier with all honour and respect. The

king, aware of our coming, came down to the lower hall of

his palace, because it was night. He was accompanied by-

ten or twelve Nair pages, all gentlemen, -with large gold or

silver gilt lamps, full of oil, for they use not candles or

torches. Each lamp had six wicks, with snuffers as large as

the finger, also of gold or silver gilt, and a large vessel of the

same full of oil, so that the lamps should always be supplied.

These lamps are hung from a great silver gilt rod, the end of

which is fixed in the ground, while above it is curved out-

wards, so that the lamp does not inconvenience or soil the

person who holds it, neither does it run over. The seats in

the hall were of wood, well polished and handsome. They

use also large black polished stones, like marble, for sitting

upon. The king never sits in public, but remains standing.

The king held in his arms his little nephew, the prettiest

and best bred child that could be, aged about three years,

whom he greatly caressed as the heir to his throne : for there,

the children never succeed, but only the nephews, the sons

of sisters. He made a show of us to the little nephew, and

asked him who we were, and made him approach and touch

us to see if he was afraid of us, but he was not at all. After

having questioned my companion and me for more than three

hours he bade his interpreter in Portuguese ask us, amongst

other things, what was the difference between the Hollanders

and us (knowing, as he did, that we were not Hollanders),

and which was the more puissant prince. Count Maurice, or

the king of Prance. I told him that without comparison it

was the king of France ;
but he replied that the Hollanders

said the same of their Count Maurice, and the Portuguese

of their king, and that he knew not what he ought to beUeve
;

whereto I answered according to the truth. At length, having

asked how I had come to Calecut, and with what mind, and

I having recounted all my adventures, and telling him that

my only intention in coming there was to find the Hoi-
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landers (who were the more welcome strangers, as I had

been told), he informed me that in truth, some three weeks or

a month before, thirteen ships had come there and remained

for nine or ten days
;
that he had given them permission to

trade, and promised his friendship
;
and that the Hollanders

had made him a present of two large cast-metal cannon

(which had been taken from some Portuguese ships, and with

which he was on that account less well pleased when he

came to know it), and some other things that Count Maurice

had sent him : that in return he had given them divers pre-

sents, such as jewels and gold chains, and had also given

them leave to build a fortress
;
and that they had forthwith

departed, promising to come again the following year.^ He
added that we were most welcome, and that we should want

nothing while we were his guests.

The interpreter who interrogated us was a Banian,^ and

1 It is somewhat difficult to identify the Dutch fleet here spoken of.

Van der Hagen arrived at Calicut with thirteen ships on the 27th Octo-
ber 1604, and had an interview with the Samorin, at which a treaty was
concluded, and remained till after the 8th Nlovember (Eec, des Voy.^ iii,

17). The Dutch chronicler does not say that he presented any guns.

The next Dutch visit was that of Yerhoeven, who arrived, also with
thiiteen ships, on the 8th October 1608, and remained till the 16th.

He, also, had an interview with the Samorin, at which the Yan der
Hagen treaty was confirmed

;
and at this meeting Yerhoeven presented

to the Samorin two guns,, which the Dutch had taken in a Portuguese
ship, the Bom Jesus, at Mozambique {Rec, des Voy., iv, 47-59). This
incident is illustrated in De Bry, pt. ix, icon iv. Now Pyrard himself
arrived at Calicut about the end of June 1607, some fifteen months
before Yerhoeven. The conclusion is that the Samorin spoke to him of

the visit of Yan der Hagen, and that in writing his book some years
after, the author inserted the details about the guns from what he had
heard, probably at Goa, of the visit of Yerhoeven.

2 Banyan, from vaniya, a Gujarati trader. The name came to be
applied to all Hindu merchants and brokers. The author, when he
says, “ and Brahman”, does not mean that the Banyans were Brahmans
by caste, nor, probably, that this individual was of Brahman caste, biit

merely that^a Banyan was a Hindu. For illustrations of the use of the
word, see Yule’s Gloss, s. v.
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Brameny, by race and religion, and spoke good Portuguese,

lie called himself broker {courmtuf) of the Plemings, or Hol-

landers,—^that is, one who buys and sells merchandise, and acts

as interpreter also, and is paid both by the vendor and pur-

chaser. The king bade him to lodge us, and to take all care

of us : he was called Maniassa?- He gave us a lodging at

the house of a great Pandiare^ and Mahometan Cherife, one

of the greatest nobles of Calecut : it was at some distance

from the town and the palace, and was one of the finest

houses at Calecut. We had hardly established ourselves

there ere we were told by him and other friends that the

Portuguese were minded to do us a bad turn, and had con-

spired against us,—as, indeed, was the fact, and as we came to

know afterwards. Whereupon the interpreter, fearing that

we should come to harm, took us from that house after a

stay of two or three days, and prepared us a lodging in the

Alfandcg%ie, This man was a kind of factor and agent to the

king, in regard to the vessels despatched by the king to

different parts. The Moucois commonly called him Mar-

caire,^ or king’s lieutenant
;
but that was merely to flatter

him, as indeed they do to all the king’s officers : albeit, he

has the superintendence of all vessels used by the king in

trade. We had also a servant given us, and each of us

received daily two pmants,^ which are pieces of gold, in value

four sols apiece, and also cloths for raiment, and all else

1 Malayfllam Manidni, an agent or manager.

2 Probably used in the Maidive sense, of a cadi or judge.

3 See above, p. 350.

4 The value here given to the fanam^ i.e., 4 sous, leads me to believe

that the larin of Malabar was -of inferior value to that of the Mal-

dives. In Malabar, the larin and the fanam were, according to the

author, of the same value, 16 taras
;
therefore the larin of Malabar = 4

sous. The Maidive larin, Pyrard more than once says, was equal to 7

Or 8 sous, i.e., nearly twice the value of the Malabar larin oxid.fanam.

The Old Viray fanam = 4

„ New „ „ = H
to a rupee.

»

j
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that was necessary : for this man was so careful of us that he

never quitted us, for fear we should complain of him to the

Mng. Moreover, he was greatly desirous of being in the good

graces of the Hollanders, who had given him such fair pro-

mises
;
and I know that the Portuguese bore him a deadly

grudge on that score. When we had been there some fortnight

or threeweeks our companions who had remained atMoutingu4

arrived thence. They were treated as we were, and we all

lodged together. In this way we resided at Calecut for about

eight months, and I thus had the means to learn and observe

both the country itself and the manners and character of

the inhabitants.

Between the town and the king’s palace there is nothing

hut houses, and there is no place in all India where con-

tentment is more universal than at Oalecut, both on account

of the beauty and fertility of the country, and of the inter-

course with men of all races, who live there in free exercise

of their own religions. It is indeed a marvellous sight to see

the great multitudes that are there, principally around the

king’s palace, where you will see a vast crowd of men, all in

arms. All the greatest lords go every day to salute the king,

who is greatly esteemed as a man of high spirit, albeit of a

changeable humour : for he will greatly love, and then as

greatly hate the same person, and afterwards of a sudden

receive him again into his friendsliip. Wherefore no one

puts his trust in him: he will take from any hand that

gives, and himself , confessed that he was a friend to those

who gave him the best presents. He is very affable and

pleasant, as well to strangers as to his own people, yet is he
very choleric also, and is greatly feared by all his Hairs, who
are ever apprehensive of his anger.

On one day, amongst others, I saw a female acrobat, one

of the best dancers and tumblers that could be seen : for I

have in my time seen many such, both men and women, but

none to compare with her in the strange things she did, so
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that I could not but believe she employed some kind of

diabolical art. This woman having come to do her perilous

feats, the king and his wife were in a gallery to witness

them, together with one other princess. There were some

Nairs who obstructed the queen’s view, and the king

cried out to them once to keep back
;
but I believe that,

owing to the great crush and noise of the crowd, they did not

hear him ;
whereupon he, out of anger, himself stepped down

with the fan-screen which his page was holding, and began

to lay about him without respect of persons. It was the

most pitiful sight in the world to see all the lords, soldiers,

and others there fleeing hither and thither, and putting their

hands to their heads in token of obedience; all of them

would have quitted the scene of the exhibition, had he not

himself commanded them to remain.

While I was at Calecut, all the lords used to bid us eat

and drink with them, and to make us presents of gold

pieces, silk and cotton cloths, and fruits. Among these was

one of greater authority than all others,^ for in the absence

of the king he used to govern the city of Calecut. His house

was about a league from the royal palace, situate upon a

lake, and built of stone, of about a half-league in circum-

ference, as all their other tanks are.

On a certain holiday (though it is far from easy to know

when the Fairs’ holidays are, for they never work) this lord

had asked us to dine with him, my companion and myself,

—a tlii-Tig rarely done
;
but he was not very scrupulous. He

was not of the Brameny race, and except the flesh of the

ox and cow, he ate anything. So he went to bathe, for it is

a custom with them when they come from among the crowd,

considering themselves polluted, to bathe in these tanks.

1 The TalaohohennOr, or N^yar of Calicut, is here afluded to. To

the present day he signs for the Samorin during an interregnum. The

house referred to is probably that which used to stand on a tank lying

to the east of the public road to Beypore, beyond Mtnchanda.
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Now, two other great lords came to bathe at the same time in

this large tank, one of whom was a relative of the king—

I

believe his nephew—for the king has a large number of

them
;
the other was a man of high authority, having the

command of a large body of Nairs, and was deemed a very

valiant fellow. The king’s nephew bearing the other a grudge,

sent word to ask how it was he dared bathe at the same time

with him, and threatening to drive him off. The lord, not

wanting in courage, made no other reply, save that he boxed

the ears of him who brought the message from the prince,

bidding him to take that to his master. The prince, informed

of this affront, forthwith assembles all his men, as also does

the other on his side, so that there arose a great hubbub and

affray between the two parties. The lord who had asked

us to dine made haste to see what was afoot, and was never

so astonished as to see such hosts of men assembled in arms

in so short a time, and sought to put the matter straight.

The king, on being informed of all that had passed, straight-

way ordered his nephew—who was his brother’s son, and not

his sister’s—to be seized and put to death. The bell was

rung at the royal palace, which at once became full of

people waiting his commands. There were a number of

people wounded in this affray, and the nephew of the king,

fearing his wrath, took to flight, and with great expedition

crossed the river which separates the Calecut kingdom from

that of a king named Ghaly} This nephew was a great

friend and protector to the Portuguese. It was five or six

weeks ere he was allowed to return to favour. I saw him

when he came back on his way to salute the king, along with

a hundred of his followers, who had been in the same disgrace.

1 Ch^liyam, which stood where the Beypore railway station now is

(see plate in Correa^ and LinscTioten, Hak. Soc., i, 78, note). It was one

of the earliest Mahomedan settlements, and probably gave its name to

the piece-goods called Shaleeats (see citation from Ibn Bat. in Yule’s

Gloss,), The Portuguese form was Chale,, which our author follows.
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This example shows what the sudden anger of the king

means, and how he was slow to pardon even his next of kin
;

yet was his wrath always with some measure of justice.

The whole coast from Barcelor to the Cape Comorin is

called Malabar^
;
and though there be many provinces and

divers countries there, yet are they all of one language, law,

and religion, of like government, classes, and ranks of men,

according to their respective races, and above all of the same

manners. There be many kings, such as those of Cananor,

Moutingu4y Baclara, Oalemt, Tananor,^ Cocliim, Goilanf and

many other kinglets too numerous to mention. But the

greatest and most puissant king is he of Calecut, who is

called Samory^ This is the distinguishing mark of his

grandeur above all the rest, this word having the same

meaning as Emperor with us. The king of Cochin is the

greatest next to him, and assumes to be his peer, and this

1 The limits usually assigned to Malabar are Mount Dely on the

north, and Cape Comorin on the south (Yule, Cathay^ 450 ;
Barbosa^

Hak, Soc., 101
;
Fra Bart.^ Eng. trans., 103). Barros {Dec. /, liv. iv,

cap, vii) puts the northern boundary at Carnate, near Bely
;
Be Couto

(Dec. X//, liv. I, cap. xviii) puts it at Cananor
;
others, erroneously, as

high as Goa. Linschoten (i, 65) and Mandelslo (p. 87) agree with

Pyrard in assigning Barcelor (Barkur), in S. Canara, as the northern

limit
;
and if we go by language, as Pyrard does, they are right, as this

is the northern boundary of Malay^am.
2 Tanur.

3 Quilon (Kollam). For references to the mediaeval history of this

place, see Yule, Cathay^ 466 ;
and Ghss.^ s. v. “ Quilon”.

4 One of the titles of the king of Calicut is Kunnalakon^ Le.^ King of

the Hills (Jcunnu) and Waves (ala). The Sanskrit equivalent is Sarau-

dragiri raja, or shortly, Samudri raja, whence the Samorin, or Zamorin, of

the Portuguese and other European writers. “ This king became greater

and more powerful than all the others
;
he took the name of Zomodri,

which is a point of honour above all other kings” (Barbosa, Hak. Soc.,

p. 103). “ The town of Calicut he (Cheram^n Perum^l) gave to one of

his best beloved servants, together with the title of Samoriin, which is

as much to say as Emperour and chief of all the rest” (Linschoten, i, 72).

As to the last quotation, the probability is that the first Samorin was a

Home Kulcr, and rebelled against the last of the Perumals.
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is why they are so frequently at war.^ The others are petty

kings of petty territories, who, though they he all kings with

sovereign power in their own lands, yet revere and respect

the greatness of Samory, speaking of him as their lord, and

daring not to disobey him. This I say with assurance, for I

have heard it from the mouths of many of these kings them-

selves. The king of Goila'n? being so remote, at the very

point of Cape Comorin, maintains more of his sovereignty

than the rest
;
when I left India he was holding the Portu-

guese in siege on land.®

The kingdom of Calecut is of very great* extent, and of a

temperate sky. It is situate between Cochin and Cananor, at

nine and a half degrees from the equinoctial, towards the

Arctic Pole. The principal town, which is on the sea-coast,

bears the name of the kingdom. The country is flat and

without mountains, fertile in all the necessaries of life, such

as fruits, grain, beasts, and pasture, save that for the bulk of

the inhabitants rice has to be procured elsewhere, that

grown in the country not being sufficient^: they take no other

^ Before the Portuguese time the greatest Malabar prince was un-

doubtedly the Samorin. The Kaja of Cochin, supported by the Portu-

guese, throve so much in trade, that Linschoten, only a few years before

this time, considered him the greatest king of the coast. But Linschoten

did not know much of Calicut, and in Pyrard’s time the Samorin had

the scale again turned in his favour by the waning of the Portuguese

power and the organised system of piracy of which he was patron.

The Samorins, however, never regained their earlier supremacy
;
and,

a few years later, the Padre Vincenzo Maria accounts the Raja of

Cananor the first, the Raja of Travancore the second, and the Samorin

only the third in importance, of the Malabar princes.

2 So called from the Portuguese Couldo : we call it Quilon. Its native

name is Kollam. This very ancient port of Travancore was known to

the Arabs as Kaulam

;

it is the Columhum of which Friar Jordanus was

appointed bishop. It is mentioned in the Chinese annals as Kiti-lan,

3 This expedition of the Portuguese is referred to in the king’s letter

of 17th February 1611 (see Liv, das Mong.^ ii, 36), where it seems Quilon

was then under a queen. Pyrard did not visit the place.

^ This is true of the present day. Malabar pays for its rice by ex-

porting coffee, ginger, coco-nuts, areca-nuts, and other palm-produce.
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merchandise from their neighbours. There is abundance of

pepper, which is the principal source of the country’s wealth

;

of gems, which are very plentiful there
;
and of cotton,

whereof they make a very fine white cloth/ and divers

kinds of painted and patterned tapestry.

CHAPTEE XXYII.

More of Oaleciit.—Classes of the people: Bramenis, Nairs,

Moucois, and others^ and charaeteristics of the country.

The kingdom of Calecut, like all the rest of the Malabar

country, is inhabited by two sorts of people, foreigners and

natives. The foreigners are those properly called Mahometan

Malabars, who long ago came from elsewhere to inhabit this

country, but only the sea-coasts. The natives are Gentiles

and pagans, of the same religion as those of the greater part

of Southern India.

They are divided into three ranks of life, Bramenis,^ Nairs,

and the common people. Among the Malabar Xairs, as

among the Canarins of Goa, there are some Bramenis, but

all are fundamentally of but one and the same faith,—^that is,

they are idolaters. ,

The Bramenis are of the most noble race, honoured and

respected of all others
;
they have their peculiar habits of

life, and practise a more religious and austere observance of

their faith; for besides living scrupulously according to

their religion, they have this peculiarity, that they never eat

^ Whence our word caKco, as to which, see Yule, Gloss*^ s. v.

2 Pyrard writes the sing. Brameny and the plur. Bramenis. The Port,

wrote Bramenes^ and the earlier English, Brachmanes. All the Euro-

pean forms seem to have come through the Greek B/jax/xai/c?, from the

Sansk. Brahmana. The Brahmans of Malabar are called Nambutiris,

2.e., trusted persons.

B B 2
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flesh or fish, or anything that has had life, or drink aught

but water, and they preserve this austerity from father to

son for all generations, never mingling or allying themselves

with other people. They preserve an inviolable rule that the

daughters of Bramenis never marry but with Bramenis, and

the same with the men, who also may never marry a second

time. Their habit is a frock of cotton cloth, with a white

turban on the head, and red slippers on the feet. This frock

or cassock, which they call Lilasse^ or Cabaye^ is of very

white cotton, reaching to the heels
;
under it is a large white

cloth hanging down to the mid thigh, which they fold twice

or thrice, and pass between the legs in front and then fasten

behind at the waist. Bound the waist they wear a pretty

scarf of fine white cloth, like that of the turban. Over the

shoulders they are wont to carry a piece of white or coloured

cloth, of silk or cotton, in the style we wear our mantles.

All wear their hair long, and all the Bramenis, Banians, and

Canarins wear pendants in their ears.

The only mark distinguishing them from other people is a

cord of three strands of cotton, which they wear next the

skin. It is a kind of order given to them at their temples,

with great display and solemnity
;
and one could not do a

Brameny a greater injury than to break his cord : in that

^ The Ar. lilas means a garment in general. Lane {Mod, Egypt)

uses the same word for “drawers’\ The author probably brought the

term from the Maldives, where, as Mr. Bell now informs us, the word
is applied to the loose-fitting over-chemise worn by the women there,

and described above, pp. 166-7.

2 French form of the Port, cahdya^ii's.^i taken from theAr. Tcahd^ a ves-

ture. Col. Yule suggests that the word was taken to India by the Portu-

guese. But the following passages from Correa and the Albuquerque

Comm, rather point to its prior existence in Eastern parlance, and to

its being previously unknown to the Portuguese. ‘*Cabaya is a gar-

ment such as a pelote is with us’.’ (Correa, in Stanley’s Three Voyages^

p. 132) ;
“ Cabayas, or native dresses of silk” (Alb., Comm,,, iv, 95).

Kabdya is still a common word in Ceylon for a coat or jacket, worn by
a European or native.
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case he would have to get anotlier with like ceremony, other-

wise he would no longer he a Brameny. So also if one is

punished, he is first degraded and his cord removed
;
like-

wise, if he intermits any of his ceremonies he is deprived of

it, and is then no longer of this order. They are of divers

professions, according as they are inclined; some serve in

arms with the Nairs, performing the same duties and wearing

the same dress as the latter, except that they maintain always

their rules of living and abstinence from flesh, and are

always distinguished by the said cord. The rest are either

priests and sacrificers to their idols (for it is from this race

alone these may be taken), or else they live as they will, as

merchants, of which class there is a great and very wealthy

body, both in this kingdom and in the rest of India. They

are an industrious people, learned in astrology and other

sciences, of great experience in all matters, and exceedingly

adroit, besides being soft and pacific in temper, and men who

keep inviolate their faith and word.

In short, they are held in the same honour and repute as

here the clergy, philosophers, and doctors. Some of them

in Goa practise medicine and the apothecary’s art, after the

mode of the Portuguese and of Europe. They are of all

other vocations too, and the highest honour that a gentleman

could desire would be to be of this race. They excel both in

learning and wit, and are very judicious in all things. The

king of Calecut himself is a Brameny, and wears the cord.

When they go about the town with their Gabaye, or white

cotton garment, and meet some stranger, they at once tell

who they are and their race, in order to be acknowledged for

what they are (for their cord, being worn next the skin,

is not seen). Among all the Christian Indians^ they rank

next after the Portuguese and the Indian Metifs. More-

over, Metifs whose mothers are of a lower caste are not

^ Sic. He probably means tbe Indians who inhabit the Portuguese

territories.
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esteemed eq^ual to those born of a Brameny mother, for these

latter hold their heads as high as the Portuguese themselves.

When a Brameny would swear, he puts his hand on his cord,

and then he must be believed. However poor they may be

they maintain their rank and rules of life, and other folk in

passing salute them by bowing the head as a mark of respect.

Kings put their entire trust in them, and always keep some

of the chiefest of them about their persons, both for religious

purposes and as counsellors, and follow their advice in all

things. They are not all equal, but there is one greater than

all the rest.^

I have heard it said that the cause of the expelling of the

Portuguese and the ruin of their towns and fortresses was

this, that they had spoken slander of the Bramenis and their

law, and that the Bramenis had complained to the king, and

had demanded vengeance for it, exclaiming that if he drove

not out that race, he and his house would come to a miserable

end. Whereupon the king bade sound the bell and assemble

his council, whereat it was resolved to drive them forth
;
and

the king gave out that for as many stones as were brought

to him from their fortress, he would give so many pieces of

gold. So in but a short time this fortress was razed, and the

garrison pillaged of most of their property. The Portuguese

have had two fortresses^ there, one after the other
;
both are

in ruins and the garrisons expelled, and now they have none.

1 This account of the Brahmans is coloured by the author’s know-

ledge of Brahmans elsewhere. The Nambutiris of Malabar do not

engage in trade, nor do they carry arms.

2 The fortresses at Calicut and ChMiyam are probably meant.

The former was built in 1513 (Barros, Dec, //, liv. viii, cap. vi), and

destroyed by order of D. Henrique de Menezes in 1525 (ib.^ liv. ix,

cap. x). The latter was built in 1531 {Dec. /F, liv. iv, cap. xviii), and

taken by the Samorin, 4th November 1571 (Couto, Dec, IX, cap. ii).

This was the first fortress lost by the Portuguese in India. As Chaliyam

was not in Calicut proper, the author may have had in his mind the

fortress begun to be built at Ponani, 21st December 1585 {Dec, X,

liv. VII, cap. v), but never finished ; or that at Kollam, v, 6*., p. 360.
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It would seem that the king of Calecut has done well to drive

them out, for they would have done to him even as they have

done at Cochin and other places. They come in under colour

of friendship and suavity towards the kings, and then by

their encroachments endeavour to subdue them. He of

Calecut had given them free admittance, but when he saw

that they took more than he gave, he took prompt measures

ere they made their position stronger. The king of Cochin,

not having been so well advised, now has to receive at their

hands a thousand insults, in such wise that when the viceroy

of Goa went to the succour of Malaca, as I shall relate

hereafter, and passed by Goa, the king sent him a number of

almadies, or boats, laden with provisions, fruits, and other

refreshments
;
but the viceroy, by name J)o% Martin Alj^Tionse^

would not so much as look at or receive them, and had them

all cast into the sea, bidding tell the king with proud words

that on his return from Sunda he would visit him to his cost.

This was because the king had been unwilling to deliver up

something that he had demanded
;
but he was happily pre-

vented from seeing him again on his return, for the viceroy

died at Malaca.

Another time, when the Hollanders were before the harbour

of Cochin, the Portuguese would not allow the king to enter

their town. This shows the pride of these fellows, and with

what insolence they scold any that give them the smallest

occasion. But the king of Calecut, having been more prudent,

now laughs at the other kings, who thus find themselves

under the curb of the Portuguese.

But to return to the Bramenis, who were the cause of the

expelling of the Portuguese ; those who reside among the

Banians and Canarins are all the same. As for the Canarins,^

1 Dom Affonso de Castro, eighteenth viceroy, assumed office

Jaauary 1605, and died at Malacca, 3rd June 1607.

2 The Portuguese form, so written by G-arcia de Orta, though Barros

writes Canarijs, The name was applied to the natives of the coast and
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they differ not at all in their dress, but the Banians wear red

slippers, much pointed in front, the point being raised some-

what high, with a knob of the same leather. The Canarins

of Goa and the neighbourhood wear Alparcas} which are a

kind of sandals with several leather soles, and a number of

little leather straps above, which pass between the toes and

over the foot, and so hold it. These straps are of gilt leather,

with little gilded buckles and fastenings.

These white dresses worn by the Indians of Goa are not

at all convenient, because the soil of Goa is red, like bolar-

meny,2 insomuch that, whether in summer or winter, the

dust or mud stains and soils all their garments. They

change them, however, every day, and sometimes oftener.

The greatest of these Bramenis and other Gentiles have

always many men with them
;
one carries the parasol, another

a silver box full of betel, a third, a silver flagon of water for

washing. After obeying the calls of nature they wash the

private parts; they also carry some water in their palan-

interior north of Malahar, as far as and including Goa district, ie., all

that is now comprised in the Konkan (Bom. Pres.) and South Kanara
(Madras Pres.). But, as Dr. Hunter says, the very name is a misnomer,

for but a small part of the population of this region are Kanarese. If

applied to the Kanarese people and language, it should be used of

Mysore and other districts above the western ghats. The other form of

the name, Karnatic^ has, “ by one of the strange processes of history”,

come to be applied to the Tamil country on the other side of the penin-

sula, below the eastern ghats {Imp, Gaz. of India; and see Yule, Gloss,

^

s. vv. Canara and Carnatic^ and in Supplement, Canarin),
1 Alparca^ “hempen shoe”, contraction of alpargata^ from Ar. par-

gat^ “ sandals”; Vieira, Diet., s. v. Ces. Federici calls them alperche

(Hak., ii, pt. n, 222). Linschoten (Hak. Soc., i, 267) says that the

Canaras and Decanins differ from the Guzeratis and Banians in their

shoes, “which they wear like antiques with cut toes, and fastned above
upon their naked feete, which they call alpai'cas." Mandelslo (p. 93)
says that the Deccanis dress like the other Banians, “ save that their

shoes, which they call alparcas, are of wood, tyed up over the instep

with straps of leather.”

® i.e., “Armenian bole”, or terra sigillata (Cotgrave). Vincent Ic

Blanc describes it in like terms (i, 77).
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quins—that is, the rich. None of them eat ere they have

washed and bathed: and then they use simply a cloth to

cover their private parts, leaving off the rest of their clothes

while they eat. Their food must be prepared by those of

their own race, or even by themselves, no matter how great

folks they be : for after food is touched, whether cooked

dr during the cooking, none durst touch the man who has

or carries it
;

if they had to die, they would not eat anything

that had been touched by a man or woman who was not of

their race and faith. But the other Gentiles may well eat

that which has been touched and prepared by the Bramenis,

yet in no case do superiors prepare food for those who are

beneath them.

All their women have the nose pierced, and wear therein

trinkets of gold, silver, and jewels. They also wear rings

of gold and silver on their toes, and in their ears large round

plates of the same, as large as little saucers, with many gems

set round the edge and in the middle. All these are worn

by the wives of Bramenis, Banians, and Canarins, not by

those of the Nairs, nor of the Moucois or other Malabars.

They wear also bracelets, called Manile^ from the hand up

to the elbow : of these, some are of gold and silver, others

of glass or of tortoise-shell, which is much prized, and is

worked up with all colours and in all patterns. All the

fingers are also covered with trinkets and rings.

All these Gentiles abstain from the flesh of the cow, just

as the Mahometans from pork; and they are so bound to this

superstition, that most of them, when they become Christians,

enter into a bargain that they shall not be compelled to eat

it. Nor do they ever eat the flesh of oxen, bulls, or buffaloes.

They dislike also to quit their own style of dress, and this

^ 7.6., Port, manilhas, “ bracelets”. Pyrard seems to have taken it to

be a native word. It occurs in Sir Thos. Herbert (edit. 1677, p. 114),

‘‘ manilios and armolets of silver”, and in Alex. Hamilton (New Acc., i,

303) as 7nanila, or wrist jewel”.
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they are allowed to keep, along with many other supersti-

tions
;
which leads to the belief that they are not by any

means good Christians—and the fact is, most of them become

Christians of necessity. The Mahometans of Cambaye, Sur-

ratte, and Guzerate, countries of the great Mogor, and the

Banian Gentiles, have amongst them no superior or inferior

race, though they have classes of various qualities and means,

according to which they win respect and honour : and except

the Nairs, all these Gentiles are artizans and merchants, and

not men of war. The first thing they meet when they go out of

their houses, whether birds or quadrupeds, they honour and

worship the whole day, and ask of their priests and sorcerers,

in whom they put their trust, what they have to tell of these

things.^

The loguies are hermits that wander about the country,

and are treated much as the religious orders in these parts.

One sees also a large number of charlatans and sorcerers, who

charm serpents, so that they can do no harm : some of these

one sees of 22 or 23 feet in length. These Gentiles drink

only out of copper pots, except the great, who use gold and

silver gilt; and it is to be remarked. that they never touch

the vessel with their mouths while they drink, but only pour

the water into their mouths from above. The Portuguese

themselves have adopted this custom, as also that of never

eating with spoons, and numberless other fashions^ from the

Indians, who never change theirs.

They marry very young, most often at seven and eight

years of age, both men and women. The Gentile women,

who burn themselves after the death of their husbands, first

take oft* all their trinkets, and give them to whom they will.

As for widowers, they make no other sort of mourning for

1 This is a notion commonly entertained at this period of the Hindu
religions; see Linschoten^ i, 248. It arose from the practice of the

natives drawing their omens from what they first saw in the morning or

on commencing a journey, etc.
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the death of their wives, except that they cannot marry

again.

When they fast, which is but seldom, they go for a day, or

at most two, without eating or drinking more than they are

obliged. They believe that after death their souls pass

into the bodies of cows, buffaloes, or bulls, and that when

the cow or bull dies, they take to other bodies
;
and I believe

that to be the reason why they will not eat the flesh of these,

viz., on account of their notion of the passage of souls from

one body to another. They have received this from the

ancient tradition of the Brachmanes and Indian Gymnoso-

phists, who were instructed in the doctrine of Pythagoras,

for he was the first author of this Metempsychosis.^ They

have places of retreat for wandering beasts, and are mindful

to give food and drink to birds and all other animals. They

would not for anything in the world willingly permit the

slaughter of any animal, and would sooner redeem it with

money. But the Nairs eat of everything, except of the cow,

bull, and buffalo, and use swine’s flesh freely. All these

Gentiles are badly off when they go a sea voyage, or get into

gaol, or among a crowd of strangers : then most of them put

up with dried and preserved fruits, or with a kind of rice, half

cooked and then dried, which keeps two or three years. It

is greatly used for provisioning all the Indian vessels, and

serves them as biscuit does us
;
they eat it in handfuls, as the

Brazilians do the Mandoc^ flour, though it has a better taste

than that. They eat it usually with sugar, dates, and other

native fruits : they call it Aualu?

The wives of these Bramenis, Banians, and Canarins of

^ This is evidently not Pyrard. One cannot think that he of his own

learning knew much of Pythagoras and metempsychosis
;
the spelling

Brachmanes^ too, differs from his usual Bramenis.

2 See vol. ii.

3 Mai. amV, Tam. aval, “unhusked rice steeped in water and then

dried and bruised” (Winslow, ^Tam. Diet.). Be Couto {Dec. F//, liv. x,

cap. xi) writes avMa. Rivara says it is now vulgarly known as/ovo.
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Goa and Gnzerate are very pretty and of good figure, and

some are as fair as the Portuguese. The men commonly

wear the beard broad, rounded and thick, and shave it under

the chin
;
others use another style,—that is, the Turkish. All

the Indian ladies—^that is, the rich—wear a massive collar of

gold, set with precious stones, of two or three fingers’ width.

All the men, Gentiles as well as Mahometans, anoint the

body and smear it with sandal and other odoriferous drugs;

while the Gentiles, at the entrances to their pagodes, in lieu

of holy water, present to those who enter pounded ashes

of burned corpses, among them considered a very sacred

thing.

As for the Nairs, they are all nobles,^ and meddle with

neither handicraft nor trade, nor any other exercise but that

of arms, which they always carry : and in these they do

exercise themselves continually from the time they can*

wield them, and when out of their houses are never without

them. They are all lords of the country, and live upon their

revenues, and upon the pensions which the king gives them.

They are the most handsome men, of the best figure and

proportion I have ever seen. In complexion they are tawny,

in height slim and tall
;
the best soldiers in the world

;
hardy

and courageous, exceedingly adroit in the use of arms, with

such dexterous suppleness of limb that they can bend in all

possible postures, and can parry and avoid with subtlety all

blows aimed at them, and at the same time make lunges at

their antagonists. Yet they never go to sea, and are of com-

petency only on land. The greatest lords amongst them,

and the most honoured, are those who keep schools for teach-

1 They are of the Sndra caste, but are on the footing of the
Kshatriya, Their functions in the State organisation are pithily described
in the K6ralalpatti as kan^ hei, halpana^ “ the eye” (they were the over-

seers, or supervisors), “ the hand” (emblem of power), and “ the order”
(the givers and carriers of orders)—“ so as to prevent the rights” of all

classes “ from being curtailed or suffered to fall into disuse.”
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ing the use of arms^ : for they do greatly honour and revere

their masters in arms
;
and none durst undertake this master-

ship without the express permission of the king,—as, in fact,

is the case throughout all the East Indies, as well among
the Mahometans as among the Gentiles. These masters are

distinguished from the rest by wearing on the right-arm a

thick gold ring2
;
the great lords, too, wear the same, but of

a different pattern
;
the rest, who are soldiers of the middle

class, wear one of buffalo or bull horn. The Nairs go quite

naked, and march abroad so, covered only from the waist

down with a large cloth of fine silk or cotton, very white,

which reaches to the knees, and is then passed between the

thighs
;
the feet are bare, and so is the head, only they let

their hair grow without ever cutting it, and this distinguishes

them from the vulgar herd. They wear the hair long with-

out cutting it, and tie it neatly on the head, carefully

arranged in a bunch, and they are careful to dress and wash

the head every day. Those of the Brameny race are habited

the same, only they wear their cord, which serves to dis-

tinguish them. They carry always a shield on one hand and

a sword in the other, or else a javelin, or muskets, match-

locks, or pikes. Their women are dressed in the same style,

without other accessories, saving the arms: insomuch that

it is impossible to distinguish a boy from a girl, unless she is

of age, and the breasts are seen.

When the girls are grown, there is another thing by which

you discern them from the boys, and that is the rich orna-

ments they wear of gold and precious stones : for their necks

^ These masters were on the Malabar coast called PaniJcar (see Yule,

Gloss., s. v.).

2 “ The principallest or chiefest of those Nayros, which are leaders or

Captaines of certaine numbers of ISTayros, sveare a Gold or Silver bracelet,

or ring about their armes, above their elbowes : as also their Governour^,

Ambassadours, and Kings, whereby they are knowne from other men,

for otherwise they goe all naked” (^Linsck., Hak. Soc., i, 283). As to

the use of these official rings at the Maldives, see above, p. 189.
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are laden with necklets, carkanets, and chains of gold, pearls,

and stones : their large ears are the same, a fourth part of

the ear drooping on each side. Then they have bracelets

and heavy rings up to the elbow, and on the fingers, both

hands and feet being all covered with jewels, and thick rings

on the legs, everything being of gold or silver gilt. Be it

noticed that I have never seen plain silver used for ornament

by the Nairs or their women, so it is a wondrous sight to see

the ladies of quality so richly adorned and dressed, each

according to her means.

The ordinary residence of these ITairs is not in the towns

but in the country, except that by day they assemble in

large numbers to attend upon the king, wherever he may
be, even in the towns of the Mahometan Malabars, as I have

already said. They employ themselves in the hunting of

tigers, which are exceeding savage beasts, very plentiful in

that country. I have seen some that without aid did attack

and kill tigers, and among others, one which dragged the

body of a tiger before the presence of the king, his own face

and ears being sorely torn. Very frequently, and upon any

pretext, they will draw upon each other with naked swords

and shields. Many of them, besides the exercise and ordi-

nary profession of arms, are given to the sciences. I have

known many of them very learned in mathematics, but

chiefly in astrology.

Although all are educated to arms, and are exceedingly

valiant and resolute, a,nd take no thought for their lives, yet

are they most gentle and humane in their conversation, most
courteous and cultivated, according to their notions. Such
was my experience while I was among them, and mixed with

them familiarly, and had most of them for my friends. Yet
there are in the country districts some soldiers that are high-

waymen and robbers, who attack passers-by and kill them
without mercy, if they be not on their guard. But all

strangers, and even the Mahometan Malabars who live
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among them, are wont to take a Nair escort, as I have said,

when they journey even to the next town, giving him a piece

of money, and changing their guard at every town. By this

means one can travel securely throughout the whole Malabar

country without coming to any harm, passing amid thousands

of Wairs
;
and this may be done by the most feeble old man

or the youngest boy among them.

They have similar ceremonies and superstitions to those of

the Bramenis (and even among these are the Bramenis the

most, respected), save that their manner of life is less austere.

They are allowed to eat anything
;
but they must use fre-

quent ablutions, and must not associate, eat, or drink with

any but of their race. To the same intent, they never marry

or eat with such as are not of their faith, nor use anything

that belongs to them, or that they have touched : it must first

be washed, if it is a thing that can be washed, otherwise they

go and wash themselves after using it
;

if they did not,

they would consider themselves polluted. Only with the

Bramenis do they live without difference or ceremony, as the

Bramenis with them; yet do these not ally themselves in

marriage, but a Nair with a Nair. Should it happen that a

Nair woman kept company with any but a ITair man, they

would kill her soon enough : so, if Nair men were to go with

other women, they would be punished with death. This

rule is observed inviolably, in order to preserve their race

from pollution with strangers or the villain stock, towards

whom they bear themselves in such sort that these will not

dare to approach them: and, in fact, when the Nairs go

about the town and come across the villains, they cry, Pojoo,^

1 Malayfblam Po ! Po! “ Go ! Go I”
* “ For as the Nayros go on the

streetes, and they (the common people) heare them call, they step aside,

bowing their armes and stooping with their heades down to the ground,

not daring so much as once looke up before the Nayros be past” (Linsch.^

Hak. Soc., i, 284). So Mandelslo, later :
—“They (Nairs) always go

with sword and buckler, wherewith they make a noise in the streets as

they go, and perpetually cry out Po, Po, that people should make way
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—that is, that they should get out of the way
;
otherwise, if

they should chance to touch them, they would resent it,

and would strike them.

All the Fairs like to have their ears large, which they

acquire by an artifice; for they pierce the lobes of their

children’s ears, as well males as females, and stuff the hole

with little rolls of palm-leaves : this causes them to dilate,

and from time to time they insert larger rolls to make them

dilate the more, until they will extend no further. They

esteem it a great beauty to have their ears thus large, and

then they load them with gold and precious stones for orna-

ment, and to bear them down. Among others, 1 have seen

the queen of Calecut, and many other ladies and lords,

who had them so extended as to reach to the breast and

further.

The Fairs may have but one wife at the time
;
but it is

not so with the women : for every woman may have as many

as three husbands at once if she likes (but a Fair woman of

the Brameny race may have one only), and all contribute to

support and maintain the wife and children, without any

quarrel or jealousy on this scored And when one of the men

is in the house with the wife, which is allowed only for a

day and a night at a time, when she has other husbands, he

leaves his arms or some other signal at the door, and the

others will not dare to enter until he be gone forth.’- The

advantage they derive from this custom is, that one who hath

not means himself to maintain a wife, may have a third part

for them” (p. 109). Varthema’s account is the converse
;
he says that

the common folk “ always go crying out with a loud voice, and this

they do in order that they may not meet the Naeri or the Brahmins”;

for if a Nair should, for want of this precaution, come across a low-

caste man, he might instantly kill him {Varthema^ Hak. Soc., p. 142 ;

and so Barhosa^ Hak. Soc., p. 143 ;
Thevenot, Eng. trans., iii, 89).

^ The signal at the door is deposed to by most of the witnesses

(Linsch,^ Hak. Soc., i, 280 ;
Conti, in Indm in XV Cent., ii, 20

;
cf.

Abd-er-Razzak, ih., i, 17
;
Barbosa, Hak. Soc.^ p. 126).
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of one, and the cost of her maintenance is only in this pro-

portion. Nevertheless, for this cause is there an uncertainty

of blood, and whose the children are cannot be truly known

;

wherefore fathers are not succeeded by their children, but by

their nephews, the sons of their sisters, this being a more

certain line. Their uprightness of conversation between men

and women is most admirable
;
for although girls and boys live

together, these as naked as those, yet there will never escape

them a lascivious word or glance, nor any indecent act.

They hardly ever laugh, regarding laughter as a great inci-

vility and indiscretion, never to be indulged in without good

reason, and then they observe in whose presence they are.^

For the rest, they are by no means depraved; sodomy and

incest are never heard of.

The true and original Malabars may be considered to be

the Nairs, for, as I have said, they are the lords of the country,

and the nobles are they who keep schools of arms, whither

all the other Malabars go to be taught : and [? but] when one

speaks of the Malabars without saying more, one means the

Mahometans of this coast. The Malabars keep up great state

in their towns, and consider themselves all nobles and men of

honour, none of whom would do any toilsome or vile thing

:

all such v/ork they make the Moucois and other villains do for

them for hire. All their time is taken up with soldiering, and

they all know the use of -arms, as well merchants as pirates

and the rest; for after going through this training they

become merchants or corsairs, esteeming the one profession

as good as the other, without any distinction. As for the

artizans, they are all Gentiles, either native born or strangers.

A Malabar, of whatever quality, never goes abroad through

the streets without carrying arms like the Nairs. Their

1 When simple natives are in the presence of a European official,

and cannot restrain their laughter, they hide the face with their hands.

Mr. Hartshorne goes so far as to say that the Veddas of Ceylon never

laugh {Fort, Rev., vol. xix, p. 410) ;
hut I am aware that this is doubted.
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name and quality are according to their estate and profes-

sion, besides which they have honours peculiar to their race.

They only marry with the poorer women of their own calling.

Of the Nairs, those who stand about the town gates to escort

travellers are the poorest of them, and they love to do this

rather than any handicraft or other unworthy work. This

condition is in no wise disgraceful to them. They would not

be permitted to do aught in derogation of their nobility, and,

indeed, would rather suffer every kind of hardship. The

attire of the Nairs is fair white cloth, over which they w^ear

round the waist a large scarf of red tafetas, with a fringe half

a foot wide, half gold and half silk, of the same colour.

The third class of the inhabitants of Oalecut and Malabar

are the common people, who throughout all these countries

are much despised, vile and abject beings, just like slaves.

They are called Moueois or Poulia?' They have a quarter to

themselves without the towns, next to the sea, and in other

remoter places. They are of divers conditions
;
some live on

the sea coast, and durst not venture to reside inland
;
these

are properly called Moueois. They are all fishers or makers

of salt, and on all the Malabar coast none others are employed

as oarsmen and seamen, for which service they are hired.

Their wives and daughters do all kinds of service on land,

taking all sorts of work, and even carrying burdens, like the

porters here. They scruple not to yield themselves for hire

to any men whatever, no matter of what birth, race, or reli-

gion, having nothing to fear from their husbands, who durst

not say a word, and meekly suffer it. And there are none

other concubines or public girls but the wives and daughters

of these Moueois and Tiua^ or artizan class
;
for the other

1 These are by no means identical, as Pyrard {infra) seems to be
aware. The Mukkimar are the fisher caste, and are higher than the
Puhyar^ who are predial slaves {pula = pollution). See Vartliema^ Hak.
Soc., p. 142

;
LinscJi.^ Hak. Soc., i, 279, and Dr. Burnell’s note there.

2 Tiyar or Ttvar, These are, properly speaking, and as Pyrard pre-
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women abandon themselves only to those of their own caste.

The Moncois women lack not beauty, and some are fairer

than the other women; their mothers prostitute them for

money at the earliest age they can. The fairest and youngest

of them may he enjoyed for seven or eight tarans,—that is,

equal to two sols; and the mothers are not bashful in

coming and offering them. This is a commoner practice

there than anywhere in the world. All the Moucois, as well

men as women^ have much trouble in going about the streets

when they meet the Nairs in any narrow passage, for they

are constrained sometimes to wait a long while till they have

passed, even when they are carrying a load.

In the country there are others of like condition, but of

different offices and professions. One class they call Tiua,

who gather the produce of the coco-tree
;
others are artizans

;

others, who till the soil, are called Coulomhin^ and yet these

are all of the same caste, who marry one with another, albeit

there are certain grades and distinctions among them. Thus,

the tillers of the soil are the most honourable, next the

artizans, then the Tina, and the last, the most vile and abject,

are the Moucois fishers.^ All these common people are attired

in the same fashion
;
that is, they are naked, except for a little

cord girdle, whereto is hung a bit of cloth, or a leaf, or a

sently indicates, toddy drawers, and are said to have come from Ceylon,

hence their name Tivar= islanders (LinscTi.^ Hak. Soc., i, 279, note),

1 Probably the Kurumbar^ an extensive low-caste tribe of the gh^ts,

though Mr. Logan thinks he cannot have seen «nny of these so near the

coast, and that he may mean the Kollanmar (blacksmiths or artizans).

The Eurumhar are referred to by P. Vincenzo as coromhini^ a middle

form, which leaves little doubn as to the identity of Pyrard’s coulomhin,

2 The castes below the Nayars are thus classified by Dr. Burnell
:

(i)

Tivar; (ii) MuJckuvar; (iii) Ptdayar^ or, as in Malabar proper, Cherumar,

who are ‘‘ the ruling tribe of the fourteen castes of jungle-dwellers”

(Gundert, s, But, as Mr. Logan points out, there are other well-

distinguished castes
;

between the Nayars and Tivar come the pro-

fessional schoolmasters and astrologers, and below the Tivar, the basket-

makers, etc.

G C 2
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piece of bark, to cover their shame
;
the women use a clotli

round the waist, reaching to the knees, and wear the hair

long. The men durst not wear long hair, like the Nairs, so

they cut it all round the head, except that they leave on

the crown a thick hunch of a hand’s lengtli
;
tliey durst not

shave it altogether, for that is their mark of distinction.

Also they may not have their ears long, like tlie Nairs, l)ut

only three fingers’ length at -most. Both men and women

have them bored and opened, but the pendants tliey wear are

only of silver or copper or other material, and not of gold,

like the Nairs. The king appoints certain of their chiefs and

headmen to rule over them, and these, with their wives and

children, have permission to wear gold and jewels
;
but there

is always a difference in the weight and size between tlun'i’S

and those of the Bramenis and Nairs. Thus are they dis-

tinguished from the Wairs : in form and colour they arc less

comely, being blacker and of lower stature, and ill-pro])or-

tioned
;
they would not dare ap])roach or touch the others,^

nor enter their houses, as already mentioned
;
they have even

their own separate temples. For the Nairs employ them

solely to do their hard work
;
while in their houses they

employ only Nairs and gentlemen of their own class who

happen to be very poor.

These Moucois fishers catch a large quantity of a sort of

little fish which is no longer than the hand, and as broad as

a little bream
;
the Portuguese call it 'pesclie cauallo? and it

1 That is, the Brahmans and Nayars.

2 The cavalla^ or cavala^ a name given by the Portnguose to perhaps

more than one species of fish of the size of sardines. Blutean describes

it “ peixe do mar: he quasi sarda grande assirn como sarda parece Cavalla

pequena,” It is mentioned by several travellers on the Malabar coast.

P. Vincenzo says :
“ A kind of sardines, which they salt and dry in the

sun
; the largest are thrown away as noxious, wherefore all the beach of

Malabar is often strewn with them. In some places they are so plentiful

that waggons are laden with them. They serve for food to the clogs

and crows. Frequently, too, they extract from them a thick black oil,

called sciffa, for oiling their ships” (lib. i, cap. xxxiii). Phil, a S. Trin.,
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is the iBOst common fish on all that coast, wherefore there is

very great traffic in it, the method being to cut it in half, salt

it, and dry it in the sun. They fish also for another kind,

which is not eaten fresh
;
they use only nets and lines, and

most of their boats are of a single piece of wood, and are

called by them Tonoiy} and by the Portuguese Almedus?

The largest are made of many timbers: these theycall Tliaury,

They are all of the same build, flat-bottomed, and speed well

to the oars. Order was given by the king to catch a certain

number of fish every day, which the chief of the Moucois was

charged to supply to us free of cost.

There is one religion only, common to all the natives of •

Malabar, as well Bramenis and Nairs as the Poulia or Mou-

cois. They are all Gentiles,^ and worship the rising sun. In

writing of Goa, says, “ There is another very small fish vulgarly called

which is good enough. to the taste, but not very wholcsonio”

(Fr. trans., p. 383). Fra Bart, writes of “the ayla, called in Portu-

guese cavala'' (Eng. trans., p. 240). Sir T. Herbert writes cavalloes

(p. 28). The fish above desciibed may, perhaps, belong to the genus

Equula^ two species of which are named E. caballa, by different

zoologists (see Yule, Gloas., and Siippt^ s. v. Cavally

;

Day, Fishes of
India). Pyrard, when he reaches St. Helena on his way home, men-
tions a little fish there under the same name. This fish, still called

cavalley, is identified by Mr. Melliss with the Caranx denter (Bl. Schn.)

i^St. Helena., p. 106).

1 Malayalam and Tamil toni., from Sansk. drdni., “ a trough”, hence a

boat, or, as the Canadians would say, a “ dug-out”. In Anglo-Indian it

becomes doney; vide Yule, Gloss.

2 Port, almadia, from Ar. Al mahliyali., properly a raft. ^^Almadias.,

whereof some are hewen out of a peece of wood, and so narrow that a
man can hardly sit in them, etc.” (Linsch., Hak. Soc., i, 262). They
would seem, however, to have been of considerable size, as Pietro della

Valle says that they were similar in all respects to the mnnclims of Goa,
having as many as twenty to twenty-four oars, except that the latter

had “ a large covered room in the poop” (Della Valle, Eng. ed., p. 102).
3 At this time, no doubt, £he Mnkkuvar were all or nearly all Hin-

dus; but the social advantages of the Moslem religion, proceeding from
its non-acknowledgment of caste, have tended to convert large bodies of

the lower castes
;
and now the Mukkuvar are mostly Mahomedans

(Burton, Goa and the Blue Mountains.^ p. 241). Such is one explana-
tion

;
Mr. Logan gives another: “To keep up a supply of sailors for
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their temples is an image of a cow or other figure, which they

worship
;
they have the like respect to the same animal alive,

insomuch that they would not think of killing it or eating

the flesh. This rule is observed with great strictness, not

only by the Bramenis, but also by the Nairs, who eat every-

thing but that, and by the Moucois.

When by chance a Gentile becomes Christian, as happens

frequently, if his wife will not become of the same faith, she

must act in all respects as if her husband were dead, except

that she does not burn herself alive : she only cuts her hair,

separates herself from all society, and lives the rest of her

days in solitude. These Gentile kings put not any restraint

on liberty of conscience in their territories
;
for every day

one sees at Calecut and other places a mixing of Christians

and Moors or Mahometans, and these Mahometans rival each

other in assisting those who are converted to their faith.

If a Mahometan becomes Christian, and his wife cares not to

do so, she is not obliged to perform the same ceremonies as

the others : she can marry again three months afterwards,

which is the prescribed interval.

They recognise that there is a God, but say that as he is

good there is no need to pray to him or worship him, since

he does no evil. The Bramenis, as I have said, observe more

peculiar ceremonies than the Nairs
;
and the Nairs, like the

Bramenis, have some customs of their own which they most

religiously maintain (which is not the case with the Moucois

or common folk), for they hold intercourse only with the

Bramenis, and consider themselves polluted by intercourse

with others. They take their food seated on the ground, and

eat off Banana leaves, which serve them for plates, even

though they have or could have others, and these are used

but once. They never eat without first washing the whole

the pirate crafts, the Zamorin established a rule that a certain propor-

tion of children born to Mukkuvar should become Muhammadans.”
The custom is still kept up.
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body. They are so superstitious, as I have said, that when

their servants bring them their food or drink, should it hap-

pen that one not of their faith did but touch the servant as

lie passed, he must cast all the food upon the ground, and so

the dinner is lost. So, if such a one entered their house

and touched their furniture, the walls, or the door, they

would not eat in that house ere they had washed it and

performed certain ceremonies. In short, they touch no one

of another religion without being polluted
;
and they observe

this rule in such wise, that if some of them were sitting

together upon a bench or other seat, and a man of another

religion came to sit by them, they would incontinently rise

;

and if he had seated himself before they were aware, they

would go and wash the whole body : this I have often seen

happen in my own case, when I have sat by them without

thinking of it. Thus have I seen, if they would hand some-

thing—as, for instance, a stick or a sword—to one of another

religion, they toss it into the hand of the other, so as not to

touch him when he would put out his hand to receive it. I

have observed, too, that the soldiers of the king’s body-guard,

who lie upon mats and esteres} warned me in good time to

take care not to step upon or touch with my feet these

mats and esteres. If they give such a one to drink, they

allow him not to touch the vessel, but make him open

his mouth, and pour therein from a distance; they often

treated me in this fashion. For all that, I took note

that the Hairs make not so much ado, save that on being

polluted they must take the trouble to go and wash them-

selves entirely, and so all the Hairs that live among the

Mahometan Malabars, wbo associated with me, made no

scrujjle to touch me, or to let me touch them, after they were

once polluted and before they went to wash. They were

wont to advise us, when they had just bathed, that we should

not touch them, so as not to give them the trouble to go and

1 Port, esteira, “ rush-mat
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bathe again
;
but, after being polluted by the merest con-

tact, they would .make no more ado or ceremony about the

matter.

Among the Nairs are some men and women that have the

feet and legs as thick as the body of an ordinary man. There

is nothing hurtful in this : it is born with tliem. Some have

only one thus large, while others have both, and you see

plenty of them with this infirmity ; I have seen even the

greatest lords have it' The thickness is more or less in

different cases, and the leg is hard and coarse like a wart

;

nevertheless, they suffer no pain from it, and are ready for

everything, and are good soldiers. It is inherited with tlieir

blood. I have seen others in the Indies besides the Hairs

who had these thick legs, but nowhere so many.^

At their marriages they make much cereujony, with feast-

ing and rejoicings. At the commencement, when matters

are arranged, they proceed to the temple or pagode, where

they go through some ceremonies before their parents, wdio

are Bramenis
;
hut what they are I cannot describe, as I was

not allowed to enter. Next, for a space of fifteen days, the

kindred and friends of the parties, botli men and women,

conduct the bride daily to the house of the bridegroom;

there they pass the day in rejoicings. The women, in gay

attire, sing and play upon divers instruments, such as little

drums like tambourines, flutes and hautboys, and to this

1 Elephantiasis, in India commonly called ‘‘Cochin leg”, or “8t.

Thomas’s leg”, from its prevalence in the south of the peninsula,

mediseval travellers seeing in it the hereditaTy punishment of tlm

apostle’s murderers. “ Here are also those elephant-legi^ed St. Thome-
ans”, writes quaint old Dr. Fryer, who had heard the disease attributed

to snake-bite, and also (more reasonably) to “ drinking bad water (to

which, as we to the air, they attribute all diseases), when they travel

over the sands, and then lying down when they are hot till the earth

at night is in a cold sweat, which penetrating the rarified cuticle, fixes

the humours by intercepting their free concourse on that side, not to

be remedied by anypanacea of their Emtlapian Sectators'^ (Neto Account

of East India^ p. 53). The ailment is common also in Ceylon (see Cor-

diner’s Ceylon^ i, 18:i
;
Davy’s Ceylon, p. 485

;
Pridham’s Ceylon^ p. 690).
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music they dance, while the men spend the time in looking

on. To all present, even to strangers, are presented a

portion of betel, and very sweet-smelling scents dissolved in

water, to rub the body withal, and so to perfume it. The

betrothed are always present there, seated on a higher place,

and very richly attired and adorned. I have seen some so

loaded with gold trinkets and precious stones that they could

hardly carry them
;
and I believe that they had borrowed

them, for I have seen many wearing as much as the value of

200,000 crowns—indeed, the worth was not to be estimated.

The hall where these festivals are held is nicely hung and

adorned with tapestries of silver and gold. There the table

is spread twice a day for the whole assembly, and that at the

expense of the bridegroom
;
in the evening the women con-

duct the bride back to her own house. At length, at the

close of the fifteen days, the betrothed arc magnificently

dressed and mounted upon an elephant richly adorned with

trappings, each upon a seat facing the other, and joining

hands. With which ceremony the kinsmen and friends, sur-

rounding them with great pomp, conduct them in procession

through the whole town, to the sound of music, tarrying

awhile only before the houses of the kinsfolk and friends.

Then do some come out to receive them, presenting betel,

fruits, flowers, and comfits in the native style, rubbing and

sprinkling the elephant on which they are mounted with

scents, such as sandal and other perfumed woods, and drugs

dissolved in scented water, wherewith they bathe his head

and trunk; nor durst they omit this, for otherwise the

elephant would resent it. Then they proceed forward and

do the same at the next halt. The kinsmen and friends con-

sider it an insult if they be not visited in this fashion, tio

at length they descend at the Pagode, wliere they remain for

awhile
;
thence to the house of the bride, where the marriage

ceremony is concluded. There every one presents a coco-nut,

which the Nair in charge of the elephants takes for himself,

and e\^ery one residing in every house where the elephant stops
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must give a coco-nut, besides all those who assist at the nup-

tials. For the rest, on all this coast they do commonly marry

very young,—that is, about the age ’of nine or ten years.

As for funeral ceremonies, in the first place, all the Gen-

tiles, the Bramenis, FTairs, and Moucois burn the body;

and to this end assiduously collect during their lives scented

woods and other materials, and expensive odorous drugs, to

burn their own bodies after death. The ashes are divided

among the kinsfolk, who preserve them in great honour,

and mix some with water on their feast days, and smear

their faces withal, as already said. On the death of a Bra-

meny, his wife is bound to show in what affection she holds

him, by burning herself alive, leaping into the fire wdiich

consumes the corpse of the deceased : this is done with great

solemnity in presence of the relatives, and to the sound of

music. I have seen the burning of five or six in this sort

while I was at Calecut.^ If they like not to be burned, they

may avoid it, but then they are infamous
;
they have their

hair cut, they no longer hold up their heads, and are driven

from the society, of ladies of honour, without being able to

marry again. Yet do most of them prefer to undergo this

infamy rather than to be burned. The wives of the Nairs

are not required to do this, although 'tis said that one will

sometimes cast herself upon the fire out of affection, and of

her own free will. But they are not bound to do it, and are

even free to marry again without dishonour, provided they

are not of the Brameny caste. This rule does not obtain

among the common people. I have never seen them to wear

mourning for their relations, albeit, when the king dies, all the

men of the kingdom shave their beards and hair entirely.

1 As to the rite of suttee, or sati^ which is here referred to, see Dr.

Burnell’s note to Linschoten, i, 247, and Yule, Gloss.

^

s. v. But Mr.

Logan informs me that Pyrard is in error, if he means that those whom
he saw at Calicut were Namhuliris or Malayali Brahmans. The custom

does not obtain among these. The women must therefore have been

from the Konkaii, or elsewhere.
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As for their sicknesses, they have no medicines or cures

but sorcerers,^ which are equipped like very devils, and come

only by night to see the sick, with fire in their mouths, at

the ears, feet, and hands, and are all covered with a false

skin, and having upon them an endless number of bells that

make a strange and horrible din. They also perform divers

gestures, gTimaces, and superstitious tricks, and make offers

and promises to the devil, and all this in the presence of

the sick person, who deems himself much relieved thereby.

Likewise, when they desire to know the issue of anything,

they have recourse to these sorcerers and soothsayers, who

are in the pay of the king, the princes, and the lords, as well

Gentile as Mahometan. While I was there, the king, having

a great affair against the king of Cochin, as I afterwards

came to know, wanted to consult one of his sorcerers about

it, and made him appear before all the people. I saw a most

hideous man appear, all covered with a false skin, the hair of

his head so long as to touch the ground, tall man as he was :

he had also bells at his neck, on his arms and legs, and round

his waist, which did make a wondrous jingling din. He ran

five or six paces forward, then as many back, and kept roar-

ing unceasingly all the time he was before the king, who

did not descend from his gallery to the place where the

sorcerer and all the people were gathered. He spoke some

words to the king, and I believed that he was a sorcerer,

but everyone told me he was a devil. It was said that this

sorcerer had come more than sixty leagues during the night

without a halt
;
afterwards, when he was ready to depart, he

was seen to run like lightning, and to enter their Pagode or

1 The practices here described are those of the shamans^ or dcvil-

dancers, which reappear with curious identity in the most various

regions (see Tylor, Pnm. Cult.), The local reference is to the Velich-

cJiapddo^ “ enlighteners”, the oracles of the various temples, who fall

into trances, and whose frenzied utterances are still to the present day
accepted as divine commands.
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temple, whither the people followed him: he was there a

long time, making a great noise as with bells and kettles.

This sorcerer made the most fearful cry I ever heard
;
he did

many magic tricks, and had two swords in his hands which

he brandished continually. These were of a different fashion

from the ordinary swords, being more edged
;
with these he

struck himself on the bare head, and fell on his belly upon

the points of them, without injuring himself.

They all complain of the apparitions of demons, and the

harm they suffer from them, as at the Maldives, and in all

those parts where are the Gentiles and Mahometans, which

things, I believe, happen to them for their not believing in the

Christian faith, and so being still under the power of the

demons. As for me (thanks be to God 1), I experienced nothing

of the kind, except that on the night of my arrival at

Badara, having no place to retire to, I went and lay me down
in a Mosque for the sake of company, and because these

places are more commodious and fresh for sleep and repose,

as well by day as by night
;
they are all well matted and

carpeted, instead of being paved. While there, my spirit

was so burdened with illusions, and I heard so many noises,

that I could not rest. I also felt myself to be so oj)pressc(l

that I could neither sjaeak nor breathe. The noise wliicli I

heard all the night was as if one were rolling a number of

balls all over the ceiling and wainscotting of the Mosque,
and I thought every minute that it would give way and fall

upon me. During the evening there had been a goodly num-
ber of strangers, travellers, and wayfarers resting there

;
but

having some .distance yet to travel, they took to the road at

midnight in the cool, while the moon was shining bright.

Thus had I been left alone, and it was then that fear seized

me in good earnest. All I could do was to pray to God,
and so remain for the night; for there was no visible way
to escape, this temple being outside the town, and distant

from the houses : it is one of the largest temples they have
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there. At length, at break of day, when I began to recover

myself a little, behold, two or three Moiicois, who set a crying

and yelling like very devils, with voices that were frightful

and fearsome indeed. They were at the summit of the

Mosque, where I could not see them before, nor tell what was

the cause. It is their custom to call the people, as I have

already said in speaking of the Maldives
;
but day being now

come, I went forth without saying a word to them. This is

all I saw and heard in that country of their apparitions and

devilries. For the rest, these Mosques, wherein wayfarers

repose and obtain a common refuge, are those of the

Mahometans only, and not of the Nairs. In these great

temples they cook every day, at the king’s expense, a great

quantity of rice, and distribute it to the poor and to all

comers, who receive it with great solemnity. They give this

rice a violet colour, and the ceremony is part of the service

of the pagode, and there is as much ado about taking this

rice as about the consecrated bread with us. When they

are in their Pagodes, which are very dai*k and obscure, tliere

are numerous lamps .burning, and a terrible din of tinkling

prevails from the sound of the bells wherewith the sorcerers

there are covered. These fellows make frequent leaps and

grimaces, crying and yelling at the entrance of the door.

Within the court is a great well for bathing, and within tlio

Pagode at the door are some ashes of the dead, whereof they

take a little and rub it upon their forehead and breasts, as

we do the holy water. The Moucois have their l^xgodes

apart, which are of a horrible darkness; they enter them

more rarely than the Hairs
;
in fact, they never go but once a

month at the new moon (save also when they celebrate a

marriage, which is done in their Pagode, with the festivities

pertaining to it)
;
they are always occupied at their work.

As for the Hairs, besides their solemn festivals, which arc

very frequent, they never pass a day without going to tlie

Pagode, each by himself, to say his prayers, shoi‘t thougli
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they he. They have some of these Pagodes in certain places

which they visit on certain days of the year, and they will

come thither for their devotions from a distance of thirty or

forty leagues. There are two or three annual festivals, prin-

cipally that of New Year’s Day, which is in the month of

April, when all the Nairs, the courtiers, and their attendants

come to visit and salute the king, while he from the window

of a high gallery receives their salutations, and tosses to each

a packet of betel, which he gives by way of largess, and

some pieces of gold, to some more, to others less
;
and this

is a present which they value extravagantly, as coming from

the king’s hand. He gives these presents not only to the

Nairs, but also to all sorts and conditions, for he gave to us

as well, and also to some Christian Indians, who were habited

in the Portuguese fashion.^

For the rest, the kingdom of Calecut is a very powerful

state, and of great extent : it is the state which has given

the greatest trouble and caused most of their reverses to the

Portuguese, ay, and does so daily still
;
that is by reason of

the authority and puissance of the king, who is held in

wondrous affection, being feared and obeyed by all his sub-

jects and dreaded by all his neighbours. His country is thickly

peopled
;

it has great and beautiful cities, whereof the chief

is Calecut, which gives its name to the whole realm. The

second is Fanany,"^ which is inland
;
it is a great city, and a

1 Tor a description of one of these festivals which the Samorin left

the siege of Kunhaii to attend, see De Couto, Dec, XII, liv. iv, cap. iv.

The feast in April is called Vishu. It is called the vernal equinox. The
Malayan year is too long, and the equinox has shifted in consequence.

2 Panane, or Ponani, twenty-eight miles south of Calicut, and forty-

eight miles north of Cochin. Barbosa says it was in his time “a city

of the Moors amongst whom a few Gentiles live”. “The Moors are
very rich merchants, and own much shipping. The King of Calicut

collects much revenue from this city” (Barlosa, Hak. Soc., p. 163).

Although Pyrard says the river at Ponani was only navigable for boats,

it would seem to have been fit to carry sea-going ships at an earlier

period. Varthema talks of a fleet issuing from it (Hak. Soc., p. 275)

;
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fortress on the frontier of the kingdom of Cochin, and has

always an ample garrison. The king resides most part of his

time at these two towns, and chiefly at Panany, because of

the perpetual war that he wages with the king of Cochin,

as also because it is the pleasantest residence in his country.

But it is not a seaport; it has only a river navigable for

boats, which falls into the sea twenty-five or thirty leagues

off, and forms the boundary of the two kingdoms. Besides

these there are a great number of other towns and villages

throughout the country, whither the king betakes himself

frequently when he goes to visit his domains, all of which

are everywhere so peopled that they could not be more so,

and the houses and closes are very near together, viz., about

a gunshot apart. What causes the country to be so thickly

peopled is its most excellent and temperate climate : the

seasons are the same as at the Maldives. They have their

crops—that is, they sow and reap—twice in the year; and all

the year long there are fruits in great abundance, and of the

most excellent quality in the world. Moreover, the country

is very pleasant and agreeable, being watered by many fine

rivers and streams, and everywhere by springs of the most

excellent water. No country in all the Indies is better fur-

nished with all commodities. The whole country is covered

with fruit-trees, cocos, jack, mangos, bananas, pineapples,

cajus, lemons, oranges, pomegranates, mirabolans, Indian

pears (which do not resemble ours), and cotton-trees
;
plenty

of melons and water-melons (jpaUques), which are a kind of

pumpkins of prodigious size, eaten raw, like melons
;
ginger,

peas, beans, and other good fruits, which anyone passing by

and in November 1606 the place was stormed by the Portuguese fleet

under the Viceroy F. de Almeida {Varthem.a^ p. 286
;
Stevens’ Faria y

Souza^ i, 124-5). Under a treaty made with the Samorin in 1584, a

Portuguese fort was begun to be built at Ponani in December 1585,
but soon after abandoned (De Couto, Dec. ZZ, cap. ii,; Dec. X, liv. vii,

cap. V
;
Linschoten., Hak. Soc., ii, 169). It is a seaport, and not in-

land”, as Pyrard erroneously describes it.
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may pluck and eat without any preventing him : all neigh-

bours, too, use their fruits in ccmmon. But the greatest

wealth of the country, and that which alone is exported, is

pepper, which abounds marvellously there. A tax is paid on

it to the king, besides which he buys it all, and despatches

it in his own ships to the Straits of Mecca or the Arabian

Gulf, the port of the Arabs, whence he receives in return

many commodities, and principally gold : in a word, it is tlic

principal wealth of the country. So, too, there is great

store of precious stones of all sorts, excepting diamonds

;

but plenty of emeralds, rubies, sapphires, cat’s-eyes, etc.
;
the

remaining source of wealth is cotton clotli.

Among animals native to the country are elephants, which

they domesticate when young, and employ in war, and in

carrying and drawing burdens. All belong to the king, and

no private person may possess one. If anyone hatli need of

one for any purpose, even to ride, he addresses the king’s

officer that hath the care of them, and on payment of a

piece of money he receives one without difficulty, ciilicr for

one day or for more, the hire being according to tlie time, lie

is kept. There are a great number of tigens, whicli are very

savage, and the most common occupation of the i^airs is to

chase and slay them. You see, also, wild pigs, like our wild

boars, roebucks, cows, buffaloes, goats, dogs like ours, and

monkeys innumerable. There are (piantities of parrakuiets,

wild pea-fowl, poultry, and very large pigeons. The serpents

are of great size and very dangerous, luit for all that none is

so bold as to kill one, for that the king, the Braiiumis, and

the Nairs worship them with great superstition, believing

them to be spirits of God, created to afllict man and to chastise

him for liis sins: some there are of 22 feet in length ami
more. All the country is also full of foxes,^ that come hy

night even into the towns and enclosures of tlie houses, and

course about like the dogs here, and all night oiuj hears

^ /.r., jackals.
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nothing but the noise of them in the gardens and ways.

There are also quantities of monkeys, which do much harm,

and are very big, insomuch that all the inhabitants, as well

of the towns as of the country, are constrained to put trellises

to all their windows to keep these creatures out; for they

are exceedingly importunate and* cunning, and the reason

why they are so numerous is that it is not lawful to kill

them : the king forbids it. The skin is of a greyish colour

:

it is a pastime to see them leap from tree to tree. One day,

among others, while one of my companions and I were on

our way from the town to the king’s palace (except at some

places there are houses and shops all the way between), we
were met by three of these monkeys, the largest and most

fearsome I ever saw. They stood on their hind feet, at ten

or twelve paces from us, grinding their teeth as though tliey

would do us some injury. We had neither rod nor stick,

and there were no stones about, so that, owing to our ignor-

ance at that time of the nature of these animals, we were

in great straits
;
however, we showed no sign of fear, and

pretended to take up stones to cast at them, whereupon they

at once took to flight and leapt into the trees.

The town of Calecut is the court, and, as it were, a sum-

mary of the whole kingdom. I resided there much, and I

can say that it is a very fair and great city, situate on the

sea-shore, in extent from one end to the other more than a

league and a half of beach, and along the whole of tliat

distance between the town and the sea are only the houses

of the Moucois, the fishermen, and other poor folks, wlxo also

have there their Pagode and temples. All the beach or

strand is covered with almecUes, or little fishing barques, and

other vessels. The circuit of the town is more tlian five

leagues, but what is called Calecut is, in fact, a large district

covered with handsome, large, and magnificent buildings and

spacious enclosures, in such wise that a single house requires a

very large space for all its gardens, orchards, fish-ponds, and
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plantations. And all around are mansions of this sort only,

full of people, as well Nairs, Malabars, and Mahometans, as

all manner of foreigners, who are welcomed there. For it is

not as in the other towns of the Malabars, which are only

occupied by the Malabars : here you see all sorts of temples

and Pagodes, large and well built, for aU the several religions,

of which I shall speak anon.

There are many public tanks, which are very large, well

paved, and furnished with balustrades of stone work, and are

well cleaned and maintained. Each religion has its own
;
and

there is one such that is a quarter of a league in ambit of

the square. These are very necessary, owing to the excessive

heat of the climate. The walls of this town are not very

strong ; it is only enclosed with earth-works and low walls.

The houses are not built in order or arranged in streets as in

Europe, but are scattered about in confusion : but in one

part of the town, that next to the sea, and near to the great

magazine of the king called A.lfoi/ndegue, there is a quarter of

about a half league in circuit, which is built and arranged in

streets, as in these parts. In that part of the town are only

shops, of all manner of trades, artisans and merchants,

which are necessary for the public weal. All this quarter

has a barrier round about, although it is within the enclosure

of the whole city. In these houses they keep only such
furniture and utensils as are necessary.

Their markets, which they call Bo/zolt, or little towns, are

so full of people all the day long that it is difficult to pass
them. These people are of all races, from the Cape of Good
Hope to Japan. At nightfall everyone shuts his warehouse
and shop securely with bars and heavy iron padlocks, and
goes home with his family to his dwelling-house, which is as
I have described, with its gardens and enclosures. The
buildings of this Bamr are very large and well constructed
of stone and wood, and supplied with shops, warehouses, and
yards, all securely enclosed : these serve only to keep their
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mercliandise and goods, or for the purposes of their crafts,

and there they spend the day only. There are three large

spaces in these enclosures, where the market is held every

day of the week. This market is surrounded with gates and

walls, and the gatekeepers let none pass the night in these

warehouses containing the merchandise
;
and yet nothing is

ever lost, so excellent is their judicature and police. In these

enclosures remain only officers and gatekeepers, whose duty

it is to keep watch and ward throughout the night. There

is not a single temple there. The vessels which enter and

anchor at Calecut, bringing all that merchandise, ride there

with no great security, for there is no proper port or harbour,

but only a roadstead, so that when the wind is from the sea

they are in great peril. The land is low, and there is a little

cape or promontory jutting out into the sea.

As for the fashion and form of the buildings of the

country, it is to be noted that the common people build

with earth, and thatch their houses with coco-leaves, but not

with such care and skill as the Maidive people. Taking

some earth, they mix it with water, and mould it into large

squares, which they dry in the sun, and then use for their

walls
;
but the rich and well-to-do build with good stone,

and roof with tiles. All their buildings are square, like

four arcaded pavilions with a court in the middle. Their

carpentry and joinery is the handsomest and prettiest it is

possible to see : it is worked of divers agreeable designs,

as we do our finest side-boards and tables, and all painted.

Their houses have stories, but not so many as ours. Some

have two or three buildings of this style in the midst

of others; that in the midst has a smaller court and

arcade
;
the others are round about it in a square. They

construct their houses and courts in this fashion, to avoid

spilling or casting a drop of water or any dirt upon their

floors, which are as clean as a table of highly polished

wood.

D D 2
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All tlie houses of the Malabars are of this sort. They have

large porches at the entrance to their houses, as well poor as

rich, within the enclosure ; for all their houses are enclosed

with walls,—^that is, those of the rich
;
the rest have ditches

and good strong palisades of wood, and note that these are

so high that when one wants to go from one house to another

one must ascend a ladder of five or six steps, and so descend,

while on both sides are wooden barriers which close with

locks. You never see there any house but has its garden and

orchard, small or large. These porches or Auiards in front

of the houses are for receiving passing strangers, both for

giving them meat and drink, and also a place to rest and

sleep
;
they take them not inside their houses, so that they

may depart during the night when they will, and whenever

their boats, or if they be wayfarers, their fellow-travellers,

are ready to depart.

But to return to what concerns this town of Calecut in

general: it is the busiest and most full of all traffic and com-

merce in the whole of India; it has merchants from all parts

of the world, and of all nations and religions, by reason of

the liberty and security accorded to them tliere^: for the

king permits the exercise of every kind of religion, and yet

it is strictly forbidden to talk, dispute, or quarrel on that

subject
;
so there never arises any contention on that score,

every one living in great liberty of conscience under the

favour and authority of the king, who holds that to be a

cardinal maxim of government, with a view to making his

1 One particular feature of the freedom enjoyed by tbe merchants at

Calicut may be noticed. The law of wreck of the sea, by which a

wrecked vessel and its cargo went to the king as a casualty, prevailed

all over India, and at the Maldives, as Pyrard has frequently said. Similar

law applied to vessels whose captains died at the islands. And in other

parts of Malabar, in the old days, a vessel taking refuge in a port to which
she was not bound, was liable to be plundered by the inhabitants. Bat
according to Ibn Batuta (iv, 97) and Abd-er-Razzak {India in XV Cent.^

i, 14), these barbarous prerogatives had no place in the law of Calicut.
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kingdom very rich and of great intercourse. If by chance

there should arise any difference or disturbance on that

subject, he who began it would receive corporal punishment,

as being guilty of treason, without hope of pardon or remis-

sion of sentence. This is why everyone lives there in great

peace and concord, notwithstanding the great diversity of

races and religions of the inhabitants, and of strangers and

sojourners: for besides the native Gentiles and Maho-

metans, there are many Christians. In former times the

Portuguese lived there, and had two towns and fortresses,

which they had permission of the king to build near the sea,

yet was there never friendship or any good understanding

between the two
;
in so much that these towns and fortresses

were captured and razed by the native kings and the Portu-

guese driven out, and at the present day they have neither

town nor fortress there, as I have remarked already. At

present, however, they are at peace, and the Portuguese by

divers presents cultivate as best they can the friendship of

this king, whom they fear more than any other. Por the

purposes of trade, there is at Calecut a factor on behalf of

the Viceroy of Goa, assisted by a clerk, along with their

wives and families. This factor is a kind of agent or

ambassador, having also the power of issuing passports to

the Indian merchants
;
for at all the harbours and ports of

India, which are at peace with the Portuguese, the latter

have these factors for this purpose, otherwise the merchants

would have much trouble in going for passports to the Por-

tuguese towns.

There reside also two Jesuit fathers, the one an Italian, the

other a Portuguese,^ who are well received of the king, and

get from him a pension of a hundred crowns a year, worth

more than five hundred in Spain, besides what they have from

1 The Italian was Padre Jacomo Fenicio (Guerreiro, Relagain Annual^

Lisboa, 1607, f. 118a). The Portuguese, Pyrard says below, waa

Father Hilaire.
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the king of Portugal for their living and maintenance. They

have builded a very handsome and large church,^ with an

enclosure and cemetery attached, near the sea-shore, on

ground presented by the king
;
and they have the king s

leave and licence to convert the people to Christianity, so

long as they use no constraint. Their labours had borne

good fruit at the time of my departure, for there were already

a good number of new Christians.^ They preached publicly

in their church, and not elsewhere. They are very well

housed, and have very fine gardens, and before their church

is a large cross. The Christians all have their houses in the

same (quarter near to one another, which they have them-

selves built. There are, however, some among them that are

not Christians, and even in the same house will sometimes

be found inmates of different religions. Among these new

Christians none, I believe, will be found to eat the flesh of

cows, bulls, or buffaloes, as I have already said. These

Jesuit fathers had the ear of the king, who liked them much,

and they took great care to do nothing displeasing to him.

They used to go often to the palace of the king to treat of

affairs, assisted by Portuguese, Indian Christians, and Mestifs.

We enjoyed their society sometimes, and they gave us a good

reception. But the king and all the men of Calecut fre-

quently gave us warning not to eat or drink with them, for

fear lest they should poison us
;
also not to go abroad at night,

lest they should do us some injury,—that is, the Portuguese

in general
;
for they were extremely jealous and concerned at

^ This was probably the church of which the Samorin himself laid the

foundation stone in 1591, under the provisional treaty made with

the Jesuit, Francisco da Costa. The Samorin’s endowment of the

church was continued by Hyder Ali, and is still paid by the British

Government at Es. 50 per month.

2 The term “ new Christians”, properly, as here, applied to all con-

verts, had at this time, as will be seen in other parts of this book, come

to be used in Spain, Portugal, and their colonies as a synonym for

Jews, who were required to observe an outward conformity with

Christianity.
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our presence there, and at the king's favour towards us. This

jealousy they did afterwards openly discover, as I shall tell

anon. Having spoken of the Christians resident at Calecut, I

shall proceed with what concerns the other religions that are

practised there. Among others, the Jews have their own

quarter and synagogue, which none enter but they. The

Mahometans, although they be of divers races and countries,

yet have no difference of religion (except the Persians), and

frequent the temple of the Mahometan Malabars. There is

also another race of Gentiles besides the natives, who, albeit

of the same religion, make no alliances with them, nor go

to their temples, but have their own Pagode, using none

other : of such are the Banians of Cambaye and Diu, who

have their own Bramenis, and hold them in the greatest

honour. Yet the Bramenis of Malabar may freely enter

their Pagode, as having common rights with them. This

leads me to say that they are the one race in India who are

throughout all the countries held in the highest esteem, for

there are some of them among all the Gentile Indians. These

Banians observe the same austerities as the Bramenis, and

all the same rules, but are inferior to them, and do not inter-

marry with them. In all other respects they agree, in dress,

manners, and customs.

As for justice, it proceeds from the king alone, and through-

out all his kingdom there is no other judge but he. Por all

that, justice is well administered and awarded to all gratuit-

ously
;
for if anyone commits a crime, or will not pay his

creditors, complaint is made to the king, who, after inquiry

into the truth of the matter, accords such judgment and

satisfaction as the case requires. In his absence the chief

officers of state administer it. If it is some foreigner or

Moucois who has a suit against another, he addresses his

plaint to the first Nair he meets, and the Hair gives judgment

and execution on the spot, without being paid anything for

it, unless the complainant gives of his mere motion and
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liberality. That is the procedure only in cases of lesser con-

sequence
;
as for great crimes, no step is taken without the

knowledge and pleasure of the king, to whom must be ad-

dressed every claim of right. The punishments are imprison-

ment for a term, mutilation of members, or death, if the

crime be of that gravity. In such case the criminal is

delivered over to elephants or- tigers, who incontinently

tear him in pieces at the word of command : they have no

other form of execution. The prisons are all at the king’s

palace
;
and the Malabars and all manner of foreigners are

subject to the jurisdiction of the Nair kings, albeit one hears

of but few lawsuits among them.

With regard to the language^ of the whole Malabar

country, it is peculiar to these people; the character and

letters also are peculiar. They write with iron bodkins upon

palm-leaves, which are yellow in colour, and very thick.

Such is all I was able to observe in the kingdom, town, and

people of Calecut. I now come to what concerns the grandeur

and power, the manners and life of the king, the queen his

wife, and of their court and palace.

The greatness of the king will be recognised from what

has already been said of his state and kingdom. He is called

Samory by all the Indians, a word of great weight in their

language, and equivalent to Emperor, for he is one of the

greatest and richest princes of India. He can put under

arms 150,000 Ifairs, without counting the Malabars and

Mahometans of his own kingdom, and the innumerable

pirates and corsairs of the coast, whose services he can com-
mand.

All the Nair kings of this coast are his vassals, obeying

him and yielding to his majesty, except the king of Cochin,

with whom, although a prince of the same faith, manners,

and customs, he is almost always at war: that, however,

is only since the Portuguese have been at Cochin, for it is

1 i.^., Malayalam.
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they who foster and maintain this hostility. In former days

the king of Cochin recognised him as others do, but now
makes himself out to be eqiial with him, not yielding on any

point, the cause being that he trusts to the support of the

Portuguese, without which he would not long survive.^

This prince, when I was there, was about fifty years of age,

and had reigned about thirty-five.^ He is handsome, tall,

and erect; nimble, slim, and well proportioned in limb. He
loves his people, and is beloved and obeyed by them, feared

and dreaded by his neighbours and enemies. He has but one

wife, like the other Bmmeny Rairs,^ and at this time had no

children. He resides, as I have said, sometimes at Fanany,

sometimes at Calecut
;
but often makes a tour of his king-

dom. When he travels he does so with a very great com-

pany, having always about 3,000 men in his following. He
rides upon an elephant, of which animals he hath a great

number. Wherever he passes all assemble in arms to accom-

pany him, insomuch that sometimes he hath more than 10,000

persons. His principal seat is at Calecut, where he hath a

very handsome and well-built palace, all enclosed with good

walls and moats, with drawbridge to the gates, and water all

around in the moats. A large number of soldiers day and

night guard the gates, which are four in number. They

admit no one unless he is well known, nor such a one with-

out questioning him, and conducting him or having him con-

ducted to the part of the interior whither he desires to pro-

1 As to the former subjection of Cochin to Calicut, see Barhosa^

Hak. Soc., p. 156, where it is said that every new Samdrin made entry

into Cochin and exacted a tribute of elephants
;

also that Cochin had

no right of coinage,

2 His age is probably overstated here. In 1600, only seven years

before, Couto says he was a little over thirty. “ This king was a tali

man, well proportioned, a little over thirty years of age, and among his

followers was well seen to be a king” {Dec. XII, liv. iv, cap. i),

3 llie Samorin is of Sdmanta caste, as are some other Malayali rajas.

The ladies of his family have Brahman or Kshatriya husbands.
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ceed. If he wishes to speak with the king, he is passed from

one guard to another until he arrives at the door of the

apartments where is stationed what you might call the body-

guard, and these gain him speech of the king. I have said

there are four gates at the four great entrances ; but before

reaching the apartments of the king you have to pass three

gates on each avenue, and at all points soldiers are on guard,

without counting those at the doors of the king’s apart-

ments. Besides all these guards, there is a strong body in

the middle of the palace, in a covered place built expressly

for the purpose, and all the other guards take their orders

from this one. Overhead is a great bell, which only sounds

for the assembling of men-at-arms at the palace, and about

the king when he hath need of them. At all the gates of the

palace there are spaces with closed barriers and palisades

round about, for fear lest the crowd should approach the

gates. Outside these barriers, and near the gates, are men
whose only duty it is to give fresh water to all the thirsty

that ask it
;
and when anyone wants a drink, whatever his

quality or religion, they give it him in the manner described.

These men deputed by the king to give drink in this way

are mounted upon benches or tables, of the height of four

feet, under the shade of the trees, which is very pleasant

and agreeable.

They have large vessels in the form of pitchers, with a

tube or pipe a span and a half long, and made of gilded

copper. Those who are athirst approach these men without

entering the enclosure, and offer their mouths without touch-

ing the vessel in any way
;
the water is then poured into

their mouths from above, and all the while the pipe or vessel

must be more than a span from contact with them. But-

before they give them to drink, they give them one or two

pieces of coco to eat, instead of bread. This mode has been

ordained by the king, by reason of the fierce and excessive

heat of that country, and the great multitude of people that
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throng to the palace every day. The Portuguese in India

have adopted this manner of drinking. There are plenty of

wells in the country districts, and even at the king's palace

;

hut it is not permitted to drink at them, for they are guarded,

and only certain priests may draw water there for their

superstitious observances.

All the avenues of the palace are marvellously beautiful

and delightful. All the roads are straight, like pall-mall

alleys, and relieved on both sides by high terraces and pali-

sades covered with trees of all sorts, among others, many
of the trees they call tristes} of which they make saffron.

Throughout all the country their roads are of this fashion,

or nearly so.

Between the town and the palace is about a quarter of a

league, the road being as described, with fine mansions on

either side; in front of the gate of the palace is a great

square, where the market is held every day in the morning

of all kinds of merchandise of the country, but not foreign.

It is opened at seven o'clock, and one of the king's officers

has the duty of sounding a bell to warn the king's servants

1 N^jctanthes arhor tristis, thus called “ the sorrowful tree”, as Lin-

schoten says, because it never beareth blossoms but in the night time,

and so it doeth and continueth all the yeare long : it is a thing to be

wondred at
;
for that so soon as the sun settetb, there is not one blossome

secne upon the tree, but presently within halfe an houre after, there are

as many blossomes uppon it, as the Tree can beare . . . the flowre being

white and in the bottome somewhat yellow and reddish, which in India

they use for saffron” (Linscli., Hak. Soc., ii, 68-62). According to De

Orta, who had not found it anywhere in India except at Goa, this shrub

had been brought from Malacca (f. 17 h)^ but it is now known to be indi-

genous in sub-Hiinalayan forests (see Brande’s Forest Flora^ 314)c A
line but transient buff or orange dye is made from the flowers. For

a picture and another account of it, see Acosta, Tractado^ p. 224
;
also

P. Vincenzo, lib. iv, cap. ix. Dr. Fryer (p. 143) speaks of “ the arhor

Iristis at St. Thomas his Mount”, but this would seem to be a kind of

passion flower, distinguished by P. Vincenzo as “il fiore di S. Tomaso”

(cap. x). Mandelslo describes the arhor trisiis as belonging to Sumatra

(p. 137).
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and purveyors to go buy what is necessary for his house, for

none would dare buy anything ere the king’s household was

supplied. That done, the bell is sounded a second time to

call the merchants
;
but before the merchants enter, the tax-

farmers take their dues off even the smallest of the goods.

Before the king’s officers have taken what is due to them, no

one would dare to go near or touch any goods, least of all

anything eatable. Even after that, unless they be Bramenis

or Nairs, they would not dare so much as touch any goods

that are for sale ere a price has been made, and then they

are obliged to take them. Care has to be taken also in going

through the market, where all those that sell are seated, not

to touch either their persons or their goods, unless they be of

the same caste and religion. This market lasts only about

three hours or more, and they come from all parts of the

town and elsewhere to buy, in order afterwards to sell at the

great market or Bajar, which is held every day and all day.

After ten o’clock you see no one in the market near the

palace, and everyone goes about freely. At that place, too,

besides the shops and warehouses of particular trades, there

are three or four large spaces for the people, wherein to

bargain and sell their goods. All these houses and shops are

used solely to hold the merchandise, yet throughout all the

rest of the town there are great and rich merchants, who
never come to this Bajar, having their own warehouses full

of goods, which they sell not by retail, but wholesale.

hTear this large square where the market is held is a large

building where the king’s money is struck, which is current

on all the Malabar coast. This consists of gold pieces with

his effigy on one side and a pagoda or idol on the other.

These pieces are of the value of about four sols, and are

called Phaham, Another sort of small silver coin is made
of the same form and design, worth three deniers each, and

called TarenSj of which sixteen go to a Phanan.^

1 As to ilciQfanam and tara, v. 5., p. 344.
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Foreign money, too, is used, provided it be gold or silver.

Amongst others, there are quantities of silver larins, which

come from abroad, and of which I have already spoken in

my discourse of the Maldives. This kind of money is

current throughout all the Indies, and is made in many
places, but the best is coined afc Ormuz,

But to return to the king’s palace : it is a very large en-

closure, and contains many blocks of houses, all detached and

well built, of many stories and galleries, with flower-beds, and

orchards, tanks, fish-ponds, and canals, all fitted and paved

with stone, and constructed on all sides of stone steps leading

to the bottom. Add to these many springs and fountains,

whpse water is cold and excellent to drink. In the palace,

too, is a magazine or arsenal, full of arms, cannon, powder,

and munitions of war. But the great and chief arsenal of

the king is at Panany, for that is his chief war town.

Hard by there is a block of buildings allotted to the secre-

tary and clerk to the king, for keeping all the registers.

The order and system is most admirable herein, and I have

ofttimes wondered to see the great number of men with

no other duty or work all day but writing and registering.

These posts are of much honour
;
the clerks all reside in the

palace, but in different apartments, and they have different

duties. Some make entry of all goods arriving for the king
;

others, the dues and taxes paid day by day
;
others, the ex-

penditure of the king’s household
;
others, the most notable

incidents of each day, both what happens at court and in

the rest of the kingdom
;
in short, all news, for he has every-

thing registered ; and each clerk has his separate room. They

keep also a register of all strangers who come there, taking

their names and nationalities, the time of their arrival, and

the business that has brought them, and so they did with us.

It is a wondrous thing to observe their number and the

perfect order that exists among them, and how fast they

write on their palm-leaves, as described: these are of the
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length and breadth of the leaves of coco-trees, but thicker

and stiffer. They make of them a kind of book, by means

of holes in the thicker ends of the leaves, through which

they pass a fillet, and thus bind together as many as are

required.

The king hath the like writers in all towns, ports, harbours,

and frontier passages of his kingdom, who render account to

those of the palace, all being well organised and in obedience

one to another, each having his proper superior. Throughout

the whole Malabar coast there is the same manner of writing

and the same ordering thereof.

About five hundred paces from the palace and the enclosure

of the king’s residence is the great Pagode or temple of the

king (though he hath also a small one in his palace) : that is

the principal of all the many temples in the country. Inside

is the figure of the idol which they worship, and also call

Pagode. This figure, which is placed in the inmost part of

the temple, has the head of a man, but exceeding hideous and

frightful, of the same fashion as we are wont to figure devils.

I have observed this temple and Pagode of the king at leisure.

It is all covered in, the walls lined on the inside with bright

and pohshed copper, and with doors of the same. Before the

entrance there is a large porch and a close, like a churchyard,

well secluded and near the gate of the temple
;
next there is a

little pond or bathing-place, where they bathe, and at the

door on the inside are some burnt ashes of the dead, as at

the other pagodes. Proceeding further, one meets a copper
figure in the form of a cow, and that is only seen through a

grill
;
further on is another figure, of which I have spoken,

which is of gold, enriched with precious stones. The whole
temple is of itself very dark, but there are a great number of

lamps burning within, which makes '

it quite clear. The
Gentile ISTairs on their way to the king fail not all to go in

and worship this idol; albeit they tarry not long over their

prayers. This idol, too, I could only see through bars, for
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none is allowed to enter there unless he be of their religion,

caste, and quality.

With regard to the person of the king, I may say in the

first place that in accoutrements and dress he differs in no

way from the other hTairs, being no more clothed than they,

except that he wears not so many ornaments, valuables, or

precious stones as the other lords. But on a day of festival

or solemnity it is not possible to see (anywhere) more gold or

gems than he carries
;
but this happens rarely, and at the

great ceremonies only^
;
for ordinarily he wears only a little

gold chain round his waist, having a jewelled clasp in front.

When he takes a walk he is always accompanied by Nairs,

as well within as without his palace : he never employs

others. The great lords go before and behind, but none by

his side, while his guards line the way on both sides as

he passes. When they salute him, it is their fashion, both

gentle and simple, to put their shields or bucklers under one

armpit, and their swords under the other, joining both hands

over their heads, thrice separating and closing them, and thrice

saying Taliranf and once Samory, meaning thereby that after

God, whom they call Tabiran, the Samory comes next.

When the king rises in the morning, as soon as he sees the

sun he prostrates himself before it with a fixed regard, as also

1 According to Be Couto, this description is not overdrawn. That

historian thus pictures him as he came to meet Furtado de MendoQa at the

siege of KunhAli's fort :
—“ He wore so many ornaments, and on his arms

such a quantity of jewelled bracelets, that they extended from the bend

of his elbows down to his thumbs, wherewith he was so weighted that he

was obliged to have two pages each sustaining one arm. From his neck

hung a collar of inestimable value. In his ears, earrings of the same

assay, set with beautiful rubies and diamonds, whose weight extended

the ears down to the shoulders, so that the value of what he carried upon

him was indeed great. He was naked from the waist to the head, while

round the head was bound a cloth of gold and silk in many folds, the

ends reaching half-way down the leg, and round the head a jewelled

coronet of four fingers’ width, very richly set and of great value”

{T)€c. XIT, liv. IV, cap. i).

2 “ lord”.
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do all the Nairs, and addresses his prayers to it, holding his

hands over his head and opening and shutting them three

times. After that he straightway rubs his body all over with

odoriferous oil
;
this lasts about an hour, and then he goes to

bathe in one of the ponds within the palace close. To get

there he passes along a lengthy covered way leading to it.

Standing in the water, is a closet or pavilion of trellis-work

to which he betakes himself
;
at the brink is another, with a ^

covered passage between. While he is in the water the lords

and officers rub him and tend him, and everyone there does

what he can to assist
;
but it must be taken for granted that

none of those present gets into the water, however great a

lord he be. After being well bathed and rubbed he enters

the other closet on the brink, where he gets well dried
;
after

this he has his whole body slightly rubbed with a more

precious and sweet-smelling oil than before, this being done

with the hands until all the oil has been rubbed in, and none

appears on the skin. This done, his valet takes some colours

and powdered wood, with other odorous drugs mixed with

scented water, and applies the same to his forehead and to

his body above the waist, together with some leaves and

flowers of different sorts, which they paste on wherever they

have put these scented stuffs, and particularly on the fore-

head and breast.^ It is only the king and great lords who
may deck themselves out with such show and curiosity, and

so preserve themselves more carefully than the rest from

pollution: the reason being that it would take much time and

trouble to be always washing and dressing again and again.

After all this they moisten a little of the ashes of their

ancestors, and smear that on the forehead and breast: the

rest of the people do this too, but all that other dressing

is indulged in only by the king and grandees, and by the

king more than all : it is his chief manner of adornment.

While the king is at his bath, every morning, without

1 Similarly to the Maidive custom, see above, p. 165.
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fail, some dozen or fifteen of the prettiest girls in the

country, of whom the eldest is not twenty years of age, all

beautifully adorned with gold and jewels, and dressed in

white in the native style, some bearing large basins, others

vessels of gold or silver gilt full of water, take some fresh

dung of cow or bull and mix it with water in these vessels,

while others dash some water upon the walls and pavements

of the palace
;
they then wdth both hands rub the dung

thus mixed upon the pavements and w'-alls. All the Gentiles

in general do the same in their own houses, deeming it both

a very good and a very righteous practice. This washing is

done twice a day in the king’s apartments
;
all the pavements

and walls of the halls and courts and passages used by the

king when he goes to the pagode, or to his other apartments

for dinner, are thus cleaned
;
and notice is previously given

whither he intends to proceed, in order that there be no

omission of what is proper.

When he comes forth of his bath he most often goes to

the temple, and thence to his food in another palace within

the same enclosure, which is a part of the grand palace, de-

voted entirely to that purpose. While he takes his repast he

sits upon a piece of well-polished wood, and eats off balsam

leaves, like the other Bramenis. He never eats either flesh,

fish, or anything that has had life, for he is of the Brameny

caste, and wears the cord like the rest. He eats nothing but

rice, cooked with milk, butter, and sugar, and divers kinds of

broths made of vegetables, herbs, melons, cucumbers, and

other fruits, such as water-melons {Pasteqices), etc. What

remains of his meal is cast to the crows and other birds, as I

have seen done in the case of the other Hair kings, who are

all of the same law.

This prince is magnificently served by his officers, of whom

he has a vast number. He takes his food at noon, and eats

but once a day, and is three hours at table. He goes to bed

very late, and after a collation of some fruit or preserves of
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the native sort. After his dinner he despatches his business,

and then changes his apartment, going to another prepared

for him to receive all comers
;
and it is not that wherein he

sleeps, takes his leisure, or eats. Here he is, as it were, ex-

posed to public view, and if any would speak with him he

may
;

if no affairs present themselves, he passes the time

with his lords, and is much amused with buffoons and

mountebanks, whereof he has always a goodly number.

The Fair kings and lords often play a game of chance, which

is a kind of chess, played with dice. He takes pleasure also

in seeing the Fairs fence with one another with sword and

buckler, whereat they sometimes get wounded; others, again,

use pikes.

When a lord or Fair has been a-hunting, he delights in

being able to present his game in public to the king, who is

much pleased thereby. About the king are always a number

of the children of the great Fair lords, who serve him as

pages, one carrying his sword and buckler, another his

parasol, another his gold box filled with betel—which he

chews continually, according to the custom of all the Indians

of the East—another his fan, wherewith he is fanned un-

ceasingly, while another bears a gold basin into which he

spits, for never in any place wherever he may be does he

spit upon the ground : and no one would dare to spit upon

the pavement of the halls, chambers, or galleries, but only in

the courts and places where it is allowed.

As for the queen, she lives in a separate palace, yet within

the same enclosure as the great palace. She never eats with the

king, and is seen but rarely, and then only at the windows and

galleries of her palace or of the king's, whither she frequently

proceeds by a gallery which communicates between the two,

and there they see each other in private. She bathes in the

same manner and with the same ceremony as the king, and

in the same pond
;
but they cannot see each other, for they

each have their own end of the pond with a space covered

in. She has ordinarily her ladies about her, who pass
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the time for her. The pond where they bathe is well

enclosed and locked, and none but the king and queen

do bathe there; there is a gallery whereby the queen

descends on her side, and another for the king on his

side. The ladies who are present to wash the queen do

not enter the water, but remain in the closets and pavilions

that are upon the pond, where the oiling, dryings and per-

fuming is done
;
and these ladies use all the same artifice

and ceremony towards her as the lords use towards the king.

The queen is of the Brameny race as well as he. She has

her own Pagode, where she betakes herself with her ladies,

then to her own apartments to take her food, and so on, as

with the king. Only great ladies are about her person, and

she has the pavements or boards, and the walls and passages

where she goes, cleaned with this cow-dung of which I have

spoken. I must not forget to mention, in passing, and as the

opportunity arises, the great honour rendered by these people

to cows, however low-bred, filthy, and all covered with dirt

and dung they may be. They are allowed to enter the

king’s palace, and whithersoever their way leads, without

anyone disputing their passage
;
even the king himself, and

all the greatest lords, give place to them with the utmost

respect and reverence, and the same with bulls and oxen.

But to return to the queen : in her dress and attire she

differs in no respect from the other Nair wives and ladies, or

even from the princesses and great ladies, except that their

ornaments are a little more charged with pearls and jewels.

The mark of the greatest honour and grandeur with them is

to have their ears large, as already described, and this queen

had them so large that they reached the nipples. She is

nude from the waist upwards, like all the other women, but

covered all over with divers trinkets, pearls, and jewels, as

are all other women of every rank, as I have frequently re-

marked in speaking of them. These ladies had as much

curiosity in seeing and speaking with me as I with them.

For during all the time I resided in this state of Calecut, I

E E 2
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always lived at the court, where I was much beloved and

caressed by the king, and by all the lords and other Gentiles

about the court. They had been very glad if I had remained

always with them
;
not only the lords, but the king himself

was anxious by all expedients to get me to Fanany or

Cognialy’s CosU, in case I should get tired of Calecut, telling

me that he would come there in a few days if I would go and

await him there, or that he would take me there himself, that

so I should not leave him. But I could never bring myself

to accept his offers, for the great desire I had to return to a

Christian land, and also because the two Jesuit fathers there

were at me every day, persuading me to go thence to Cochin

or any other territory of theirs. One of these fathers behaved

very roughly and cruelly toward us
;
he was an Italian, but I

forget his name.^ The other, a Portuguese, named Father

Hilaire, was very pleasant and agreeable, and consoled us

unceasingly, assuring us always that we should be exceed-

ingly welcome among his people.

So, after sojourning there all that time, we took resolu-

tion to depart, in manner and with the fortune to be de-

scribed in the following chapter.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

Of the kingdoms of Chaly, TananoTj and Cochin,—Imponson-

ment of the author, and other occurrences.

We had remained about eight months at Calecut, my com-

panions and I, waiting always for some Hollander ship to

take us back to France. Seeing at length that none arrived,

the Jesuit fathers of whom I have spoken counselled us to

go to Cochin, and put ourselves in the hands of the Portu-

guese, as being the best means of returning home. To this

end they gave us letters of introduction and recommenda-

tion, that so we should come to no harm. We believed them

1 See above, p. 405.
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at the time, accepting their offers and trusting their words,

insomuch that we took the letters, with their instructions as

to the conduct we should observe when we reached their [i.e.,

the Portuguese] territory. We then settled our little affairs

and took leave of the king, and the lords our friends. All

were grieved at our departure, and chiefly the king, who

made us even fairer offers than ever before. He told us we

were free to go or to stay
;

if we were resolved to go, he

would not prevent us,^ but above all we should take especial

heed not to trust ourselves too much to the Portuguese. He
bade give us money, and a passport containing orders that

wheresoever we passed throughout his territory his officers

and receivers were to furnish us with everything we needed.

Only three of us desired to go, for our other companion was

a Hollander and a Protestant, and said he would not budge

from Calecut, or ever put himself at the mercy of the Portu-

guese, who had treated him ill on a former occasion.^

Having, then, completed our preparations,’|which lasted

some days, we took the final step of departing and taking to

the road, to the great regret of all the people, Gentiles,

Mahometans, and the rest; all but the Portuguese, who

desired nothing better. The man who had attended us on

behalf of the king, named Manjassa, a bitter enemy to the

Portuguese, well forewarned us that we should suffer for it

;

but that he had nothing to gain by keeping us. We bargained

with some sailors to take us in their Almedie or barque as far

1 The immemorial parting speech of a noble host to his honoured

guest ; so Alcinous to Odysseus :

—

oTkou Be r Kal KTi^/iara Boirjv^

ei iOiXttiv lye /nevoid* aeKOvra Be a ov r^s epv^et

(patTjKivv, (Od.j vii, 314-5.)

2 Pyrard and his two companions, whose fortunes are henceforward

followed, were French Catholics; the fourth, who escaped from the

Maldives, is here described as a Hollander, but above (p. 91) as a

Fleming, who was a clever wojker in wood. Below, it seems he was a

gunner.
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as Cochill; which is but twenty leagues from Caleout. It

was now towards the end of February 1608 ;
but we were

betrayed by our boatmen, who were Mahometans and Mou-

cois, for they told us they would set out at night when the

tide was high, that then they would come and fetch us, and

that we should hold ourselves in readiness with our goods.

We believed their word
;
but they came about midnight and

called us
;
they told us that they were going forward to the

Almeclie or boat, which was at a distance about half a league

from where we were. The day before they had showed us

where we had to embark, right in front of the Portuguese

quarters, or rather a little further off
;
we were then lodged

at the king’s Alfandigue, We took the road with our bundles

all along the sea-shore to find the boat, and the moon was

shining brightly. When we got near the place where we

believed them to be, we were accosted by twenty or thirty

Portuguese, Metifs and Indian Christians, all well armed.

They were in ambush under the shadow of the Almedies of

the Moucois, which are all on dry land (for when they return

from the fishing they haul them ashore with their cargo, in

such wise that the whole beach is covered with them). These

Portuguese fell upon us, crying matar''^ that is to say,

‘'Kill, kill”, and gave us some blows to frighten us the more.

They seized us and bound our hands tightly behind our

backs, threatening that if w^e spoke a word we Avere dead

men. They held swords to our throats in this fashion for

more than an hour without stirring from the spot, while some

of them went to their quarter to speak with the fathers and

their factor, and to take counsel what should be done with

us. We begged them on our knees not to put us to death

without confession, for that we were Catholics; but they

mocked at all that, and called us Lutemnos} He who had

1 Boullayede-Gouz says that before the Spanish domination many

French resided amongst the Portuguese in India, but since then the

Inquisition had been very severe, and the French wore frequently

arrested as Loutcranos (p. 200).
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carried out this manceuvre was not the factor, but a captain

of Cochin, who had been at Calecut for some time, to get

back a ship that had been captured by the Malabar corsairs,

which the king caused to be restored to him on payment of

money at a good bargain. This captain was a metif named

Joan F'urtado} a cruel and wicked man, and we could not

well make out whether the fathers and the factor were in the

plot or not.

While they were taking counsel with the fathers and their

factor or agent, we were under guard of some soldiers, still

crying for mercy. They then returned, and threw us, bound

and throttled, into an Almedie, from which we thought we

were to be cast overboard and drowned. When the Almedie

put out to sea she half filled with water, in the which we

lay, believing we were going to the bottom, so many people

had she aboard. They had stripped us quite naked, and

taken from us everything we had. When on board they

freed our arms a whit, and presently the captain asked us

what counsel and advice had been given to us by Manjassa,

the man who had charge of us, and said he would kill him,

but upon his word and honour we should take no harm. So

we went coasting along till we had passed the territory of

the king of Calecut, and were athwart that of the king of

Ohaly^ a friend of the Portuguese. He it was who harboured

1 Not identified.

2 Chaliyam
;
see notes above, pp. 368, 374. The town is mentioned

by Ibn Batuta {Chdliydt), by Barbosa (Lisbon MS., Chiliate; Barceloni

MS., Chaliani)^ “ where there are numerous Moors, natives of the country,

and much shipping”; in the Sommario of Ramusio {CTiaha and Calia)

;

by Barros and Linschoten (Chale)\ by Andrada {Chare). The Portu-

guese fort (see above, p. 374) perhaps gave it the name Cinacotta {qu.

“ little fort”). “ We passed Cinacotta^\ says P. Yincenzo, “ at the mouth

of the river Ciali, where the Portuguese formerly had a fortress” (liv. i,

cap. xxxiii). The same writer speaks of “ the kingdom of so called

from its situation among the lagoons” (liv. in, cap. iii). G. de Orta

thought Chinacota (as he writes it) meant “ fort of the Chinese” (ff. 685,

188). Camoens, perhaps with poetic licence, speaks of the “lofty

towers of Chale'\ built by Nuno da Cunha (^Lusiadcts^ x, 61).
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the nephew of the king of Calecut when he was in disgrace

with his uncle, as related above. There they landed, takin

us with them. No houses were to be seen. After takin

counsel afresh among themselves, they bound us still more

strongly, and sent some of their fellows to Calecut to hear

what was said about us. What annoyed them most was that our

other comrade, the Hollander, was not with us, as they thought

he must be
;
the fact being that he would have accompanied

us as far as the boat, had he not by good fortune been taken

sick. They regretted the loss of him much, as he was a

gunner by craft. I know not how it happened, but the king

and all the people of Calecut knew all about it the same day :

for, as I afterwards learned, our comrade who remained,

when he heard the news, went straightway to the king, ex-

claiming that he would remain no longer, and, in fact, returned

to Moutingue, to the Malabar corsairs there, who received

him gladly, because, as I said, he was a good gunner. But as

soon as the king of Calecut was advised of this, he sent for

the Jesuit fathers, the factor, the writer, and all the other

Portuguese there, and was hot in his anger against tliem,

telling them he would have them answer for us, for it was

currently believed we were killed. The fathers and the rest

made their excuses, as to which the king made them swear

upon the Jesuit fathers' book; they put all the blame upon

him that had seized us. Forthwith the king sent and burned

that ship of his that was there, and the fellow has never

dared return there since, as I was informed some time after-

wards at Goa.

Having thus landed in the Chaly country, they consulted

together for about half an hour. This we thought meant
judgment of death for us

;
but presently the captain returned

and told us we were in perfect safety in his hands, swearing

to us by the Holy Gospels that nothing should harm us, and
bidding us be of good cheer. We, however, put no trust in

his word, and remained praying on our knees, so that they

aq

aq
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were at the greatest pains to reassure us. We could not

make him believe that we were Catholics, for he always called

us LutheranoSj although we went so far as to ask for even

their beads and books to pray to God withal, and said the

service along with them
;
but they kept saying that all this

was but a make-believe. They led us about a league and a

half across country, and then concealed us so well that none

of the neighbouring village discovered us. They gave us

good enough cheer, but that did not raise our spirits, for we

deemed ourselves adjudged to death, and as men who await

only the appointed hour. The shed in which we were was

always well closed and barred, for fear lest any should per-

ceive us. They remained there for a whole day, awaiting the

return of the messengers to Calecut. They brought us Por-

tuguese clothes, which they made us put on, in order that

none might recognise us. We had till now carefully pre-

served the passport of the king of Calecut; so, when his

messenger had returned, the captain came and asked if we

had not a passport from the Samory. We answered yes, and

gave it to him. We never saw it again, and all this was done

of design, and they made us march by night and not by

day. So at nightfall they took the road to Tananor,^ and we

marched all night by the light of the moon, and came to a

halt at daybreak at the town of Glialy, which is four or five

leagues from Tananor : there we spent another day. In the

evening they took from us also the letter the Jesuit fathers

had given us, and during that night we arrived at Tananor,

1 Tanui\ I don’t know where Pyrard gets the extra syllable. The king

was the Raja of Vettatt Putiyanyddi^ known to Malay§.lis as the Vettatt

Raja, The family became extinct in 1793, after the British occupation.

TStiiur is a very ancient place. Barbosa (ed. Hak. Soc., p. 153) says it

belonged to a lord who dwelt inland, and had “much shipping and

trade, for these Moors are great merchants”. It appears in the Sommario,

in Barros, Andrada, etc., as Tanor, P. Vincenzo says it was in his time

incorporated with the kingdom of Cochin (liv. iii, cap. iii)
;
but this is

probably erroneous.
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the king of which place was the same who had delivered

over the two Hollander merchants or factors to the Portu-

guese of Cochin, as I have told above. The Portuguese have

a church there, also a Jesuit father, a factor, and some other

Christians, as at Calecut. Before entering the town, the

captain sent word to the priest and the factor to give them

notice of our coming. It so happened that one of the Jesuit

fathers of Calecut had already arrived there, and while we

were waiting in a little wood, the boy who had been sent

returned with a letter which made them all very sad and

anxious, and to all appearance they were hampered with us,

and regretted they had ever captured us
;
for neither the Jesuit

father of Calecut, the one named Father Hilaire, nor he of Tan-

anor, nor even the factor, wished to be mixed up in the affair,

—at least they so pretended. They required that we should be

taken to some place remote from the town, for fear of being

discovered by anyone. The Calecut father went back forth-

with, lest it should be said that he was a consenting party.

After two days there they resolved to have done with us,

and to send us to Cochin, twelve leagues off, and put us on

board a large Almedie manned by Moucois, and two soldiers

and their servants. But before despatching us they took

from us the Portuguese clothes they had given us, and left

us each with nothing but a cotton cloth of the size of a

shroud, wherewithal to clothe us, and cover us by night as

well as day. They assured us we should be well received at

Cochin, and should come to no harm, and that they had

written a letter to the captain of Cochin, and to the Jesuit

fathers, and had also sent on the letters we had of the Cale-

cut fathers, which would be of use to us. But, in fact, they

acted quite otherwise, for they sent word that they had

taken us at sea, and had slain all the Malabar corsairs and

the Moucois of the ship
;
and further, that we were coming

with a design to rebuild the fortress of Cognialy, which the

king of Calecut had promised to the Hollanders, as, in fact,
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the rumour went at Calecut; indeed, they told us to say

that we had been taken prisoners at sea. All that was said

with two intentions, the one to make an open avowal of our

capture, the other, the hope of reward for having achieved

so good an enterprise.

These Moucois who escorted us make no fires in their

Almedie, wherefore they cook beforehand large pots of rice,

and keep it steeped in cold water, so that it does not go

bad. Moreover, they fry a large quantity of salt fish of the

small kind the Portuguese call Gauall^ ;
they also carry a

quantity of fruit and cocos : upon this fare they supported

themselves, as we did, too. We sailed nearly all day and all

night, and about ten o’clock in the morning arrived at

Cochin. We were left for a considerable time before being

put on shore, because the soldiers of our guard went to seek

the governor with their letter. It was astonishing the great

crowd of people who came to look at us.

It was about an hour and a half ere we landed
;
everyone

was telling us we were to be hung, at the same time point-

ing out to us a large square on the right hand as you enter

the town from the river. This square is called by the name

of St. John, and has a fine church. They showed us a gal-

lows-tree, whereon two or three Hollanders had been hung.

On the other side of the river was the very handsome resi-

dence of the bishop. All this gave us but a poor hope for

our future. We were then landed, and a miserable sight we

were, all naked, save only for the covering of a mere rag of

cotton. We were forthwith taken in charge by a Portuguese

sergeant, whom they call a Merigne,^ who was accompanied

by seven or eight slaves, Christian Caffres of Mozambique,

each with his halbert or partisan. These are bumbailiffs,

1 F. s., p. 388. Mr. Logan says this fish must be the sardine-like fish,

common on the coast, and called matti by the Malay^lis
;

it is perhaps

the same as that called by Day clnpea longiceps, which he says is called

muUhi in Canara and North Malabar {Fishes of Lidia, p. 637).

‘•i Fort, mcirinko, a tipstaff or usher.
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and are called Pions^
;
all the Portuguese sergeants have a

great many always with them. These sergeants and all

other officers of justice never go about without a stick (their

mark of office), which is as thick as a musket-stock, and of

the length of an arm and a half : this they call Vara de

J%isticia, They carry no arms except a sword, but at night

they are well armed with a cuirass, and a morion on their

heads. They go on their watch at eight or nine o’clock till a

very late hour, and beat all the streets, and so cause all

persons to retire.

This Merigne then took us to the captain of Cochin, that

is, the governor
;
for at all the Portuguese places in India

they call their governors captains.^

This captain was a great noble, and questioned us of

divers things. His daughters and wife had a curiosity to see

us as a rarity, for in those parts wives and daughters are

never in the society of men. He accordingly sent us to

their chamber, where they eyed us all over, and were amazed
at our condition, and mocked the Portuguese, that let them-

selves be so often beaten by the Hollanders, English, and
French; for they make no distinction between these three

nations. The daughters were very pretty, and regarded us

with some pity
;
I believe they would have done us a good

turn if they could or durst, but they had no means of so doing.

They were Mestifves, and as pretty and fair as girls here.

After they had asked us questions of one sort and another,

the captain ordered the Merigne to take us to the O'ljdor de

Cidade^ as being robbers and his proper game. As we were
marched through the streets, it was a marvel to see the immense

1 Voxt.pedo, Sp. peon, from pe, “foot”; orig. a foot soldier, then an
orderly, and now used all over India for a messenger on the staff of an
official (see Yule, Gloss,, s. v.). The badge of office of the Anglo-Indian
peon is a brass plate, fixed on a shoulder-belt of cloth.

2 The governor of a Portuguese town is called capitdo de cidade,
3 Oui'idor de cidade, i.e., “town’s magistrate”.
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crowd that followed us, some taking pity upon us and telling

us to have no fear, but to put our trust in God; others

calling us Lutherano robbers, that should be hung. This

Oydor, or criminal judge, after interrogating us and getting

our answers, sent us back to the captain, saying that he was

our proper judge, for that we were prisoners of war, and came

under his cognizance. Whereupon the captain, seeing that

the Oydor would not take charge of us, and himself having

no desire for the job, commanded the Merigne (who also was

much bothered, as he had nothing to gain in the business) to

take us to the prison, to await an opportunity of being sent

on to Goa, to be there judged by the viceroy, for that he

would not take any cognizance of us. Indeed, we were no

more questioned thenceforward, but were at once east into

prison
;
and there was none who offered us even a glass of

water or a morsel to eat during all this time, that is to say,

for more than four days.

This prison is the only one in all the town of Cochin, and

is called the Tronco} It is built in the form of a large and

lofty square tower, and high above, in the middle of the

floor, is a large square hole, like a very trap or the hatches of

a ship, which is closed and locked
;
there they let down the

prisoners in a scale or wooden table, which they lower with a

rope, and draw up again by a pulley. It is six or seven

fathoms in depth, like a well, and below there is no door, but

only a large square window in the wall, of an arm and a

halfs length in thickness, to admit some light. This hole or

window is trellised with thick, square-cut bars of iron, through

which you can pass a two-pound loaf of bread, and through

which the gaoler does pass whatever he gives to the prisoners,

just as one would put bread into an oven with a long-hafted

shovel. This grill is triple, for there is one within, one with-

out, and one betwixt. This prison is verily the most frightful

1 The name of the chief prison at Lisbon, and thence applied to

similar prisons at Goa, Cochin, and elsewhere.
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and cruel, I think, that exists in any part of the world, and yet

some have been in it for five or six years. While we were

on the upper floor, they wrote down the names of all

three of us on paper. That upper prison is set apart for such

as give a good sum of money to the gaoler, who notwith-

standing puts their feet in irons, however great folks they

be. Up there they keep also such as are sick, by leave of

the judges and magistrates. The first man we met there was
a Hollander, named Martin Domb6, who lost his ship on the

Maldives, as I have related.^ The sight of him assured us a

little, but yrhen we saw they were going to put us below, we
began to be greatly saddened. This Hollander told us he
had been there a very long time, and that it was only recently

he had been brought above, and that the Jesuit fathers were
the cause of his being badly treated. I will tell hereafter

what happened to him. We found there also a gentleman
who had been at Marseilles, and spoke French well. He
asked me for news of Monsieur de Guise,^ having seen much
of him at Marseilles, and also been in his service. He also

inquired if we had anything to live upon, and learning we
had not, he gave us a gold piece of the value of a croisade.

At length they lowered us down into the prison with the

1 Martin Domhurgh
;
see above, pp. 292-8, and in vol. ii.

2 Charles de Lorraine, fourth Due de Guise, born 20th August 1571
After the assassination of his father, Henry, the third duke, in 1587, ho
was kept a prisoner in the castle of Tours, until he made his escape in
1591. He took a prominent part on the side of the League during the
next three years, but at length submitted to Henry IV, under treaty
arrangements effected by Sully. The allusion in the text is to his cap-
ture of Marseilles in 1596, when it was on the point of being handed
over to the king of Spain, an enterprise which he conducted with
admirable skill and courage. In 1617 he led the royal army of Cham-
pagne against the leagued princes, and it 1622 achieved a naval victory
over the insurgents of Rochelle. In the disputes between Louis XIII
and Marie de Medicis, he adopted the side of the queen-mother, and in
1631 was constrained by Richelieu to leave the kingdom. He chose
Florence as his place of exile, and died at Cuna, in the Siennese districtm 1640 (Nouv. Biog. Q$n.; Michaud, Biog. Cniv.).
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rest. There were there about six or seven score prisoners

—Portuguese, Metifs, and Indians, Christians, Mahometans,

and Gentiles, of all sorts and conditions. Among these we
were treated with some courtesy.

Among the prisoners there was an elderly person that was

a kind of judge over the rest, who obeyed him.^ Everyone

gives him an entrance fee, for his goodwill, half of which he

gives to the gaoler. He is a Portuguese or Metif, and it is

his duty to maintain the lamp before the image of Our Lady.

Mass is said on all festivals and on Sundays at the outside

near the grill, where it can be heard within. This prison is

the most filthy, stinking, and noisome place imaginable, for

the prisoners perform all their necessities one after another

in vessels, which are voided only in the evening. This

engenders such an infection, and an atmosphere so stinking

and stifling, that one can hardly breathe. For at night the

grill is shut with a trap-door from above, so that the heat of

the climate, added to that of the place where so many people

are huddled up pell-mell, engenders a close and stifling at-

mosphere, wherein it is impossible to survive long without

becoming sick. A lamp is allowed to hang there alight

all night, yet even that full often for want of air goes out.

Gaolers are always on the watch to guard against any enter-

prises, and every night they search the goods and clothes of

every inmate : and there is a great iron chain reaching from

one end of the prison to the other, to which is fastened the

foot of everyone imprisoned for crime: they did not, however,

subject us to this treatment. Everyone is constrained to

remain naked, both day and night, by reason of the heat

;

and one has even to lie sideways for want of room, and

because of the great number of persons there
;
yet for all

that one must perforce touch one’s neighbour, in such wise

1 Such a doyen of the inmates of a prison was a well- recognised per-

sonage in England,-—e.^., Mr. Melopoyn at the Marshalsea {Roderick

Random^ ch. Ixi).
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that the sweat exudes in large drops. Some slaves and

paupers were employed in refreshing the company with a

large fan, both day and night, for which service the elder or

judge of the prison gives them something : without that it

were impossible to live through it. We were the most piti-

ful sight in the world to witness after we had been there four

or five days.

It was a great consolation that every day there was given out

of pity a demy tengue} equal to five sols here p.^., in France],

to every Portuguese or Metif
;
and to the rest, once a day,

some cooked rice and badly prepared fish, about as much as

would serve one for a single meal, wnth some water to drink :

this was given every morning, to last till the next day at the

same hour. Water was also given for washing and bathing,

and everyone washed all naked with the rest One thing I

remarked throughout all India, that the Gentiles and Maho-

metans, at their washing and bathing, never discovered their

private parts, but always kept them covered with a cloth. It

was only the Christians that had no shame in the matter,

and even took pleasure in exposing them in a vile and dis-

gusting manner. While we were in this miserable plight no

one without was minded to aid us, because of our betrayer

who had captured us, and of the false letter he had written

against us : that was the cause of our being so cruelly en-

treated. There we remained nine or ten days, and I believe

if we had remained there longer we had been all dead men :

for the heat and infection were insupportable, and caused our

whole bodies to be covered with large boils and eruptions,

which gave us very grievous pain.

1 Port. mtiCL tanga. Mr. Da Cunha (Indo-Port. Num.) states that
half tangas were coined a few years later than this, under the viceroy,

J. Azavedo. The author seems to indicate the existence of the coin

liere. It is no doubt overstated in value, as in vol. ii he gives the
value of the silver tanga of G-oa as sous in India, and 6 sous in

France. The current Portuguese value was 60 to 62 reis (see Yule,
Gloss.^ s. V. “tangha”, and in Supplt., “pardao”).
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At lengthy by the advice of certain of the Portuguese

prisoners, we wrote a letter to the Jesuit fathers of the

Cochin college. The superior presently came to visit us,

and recognising us to be Frenchmen and Catholics, went to

request the governor to order our release. The governor

replied that he could not do so absolutely, but that he would

send us to Goa, to the Viceroy, and that meantime we should

be enlarged in the town, on condition that he would answer

for us at all times, and especially when called upon to pro-

duce us. This was effected, and during all that time, about

six weeks, we were fairly treated, being well received by

some and badly by others. We had but little time and

opportunity to learn all the particulars of this king-

dom and town of Cochinj which is one of the finest dis-

tricts and most healthy towns of the Portuguese in India

;

yet I will shortly describe what I was able to note during my
sojourn.

The kingdom of Cochin is situate under the altitude of

eight degrees from the equinoctial, towards the latitude of the

Arctic pole. It is one of the kingdoms of Malabar. The

country has the same climate as Calecut, and is equally fertile

in the same trees, herbs, and fruits
;
indeed, the two states are

contiguous. Living is cheap, except that bread is dearer than

at Goa, because the wheat comes from Cambaye to Goa, and

is carried thence throughout all India. The orders and dis-

tinctions of the people—that is, of the Nairs and Moucois—are

the same; the manners and customs are similar to those

of Calecut, wherefore it would be wearisome and superfluous

to repeat a description of their manners, customs, and police,

seeing it would be all the same as is set forth above. The

country, in like manner, abounds with pepper and with

precious stones ;
but all the pepper is taken by the Por-

tuguese, to whom the king of Cochin sells it : he collects it

from all parts of his realm, stores it in his granaries, and sells

it when he thinks fit, and not otherwise.
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This king is not so puissant as he of Calecut. The Portu-

guese have always assisted him, and even now assist and

succour him, albeit in a secret and underhand fashion : but

for that the king of Calecut had long ere this subdued him.

Indeed, it is said that in former days the kingdom of Cochin

was subject and tributary to him of Calecut.^ At the present

day, however, he is no longer so, and that is owing to the

Portuguese, as I have said. He is sovereign over his own
territory, and holds himself equal with the king of Calecut

;

and on this account they are always at war and on bad terms.

Wherefore, according as the Portuguese support the king of

chin, so does the Samory support the Malabars and the

other enemies of the Portuguese. The latter have never had

so good a friend in the Indies as the king of Cochin, nor

has anyone given them so much trouble as the Samory ; ay,

and he does so still every day.

There are two towns of Cochin, the one being the old town,

distant from the sea about a league and a half, where the

king resides
;
the other only a league from the sea, at the

mouth of a large river, upon which also the old town is. The
new town belongs to the Portuguese, and is fortified with

good walls and a citadel.^ The kings of Cochin have given

them this place, and some land round about, over which they

exercise full dominion. The bay and mouth of the river is

large
;
in it appear three great rocks in a line, lying, like the

coast toward the north, between a quarter N.W. and a quar-

ter S.S.E.

^ Pyrard is quite correct. The Samorins, with Mahomedan assistance,

had made all the Malabar chiefs their dependents, except perhaps the
Kdlattiris in the extreme north, and their cousins, the Travancore family,

in the extreme south. To the disaffected the coming of the Portuguese
was a godsend (as to Cochin, see Barlosa^ Hak. Soc., p. 156). Hence
the favourable reception of the Portuguese at Cannanore, Cochin, and
Quilon.

2 Excellent plans of Cochin will be found in Baldseus, and in Ressende
{Shane MS. No. 197).
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After Goa, the Portuguese have no town so fine and large

as Cochin. It is built of very handsome houses, churches,

and monasteries
;
and the Portuguese and Christians there

have the same order of government as at Goa, whereof I shall

speak 8.t large hereafter. They have a bishop, many churches

and convents, a Jesuits’ college, and a royal hospital for the

Portuguese, as in their other towns. The river is a fair broad

stream, and alBfords good harbourage. At the entrance from the

north—that is, on the left side—^is a lii;tle island, containing

the handsome and splendid mansion of the bishop, which

they call Vaypin} The town is very populous, as well with

Portuguese as Indians, both Christian (of whom there are a

large number) and infidel, who, however, are not permitted

to exercise their paganism in the town, but have to go with-

out, to places depending upon the king of Cochin. There is

great traffic and shipping there, and vessels come and enter

this river from all parts : in short, for traffic and affluence of

all the necessaries of life, it is a second Goa. This great

shipping has rendered the country of the Cochin king busy,

rich, and opulent
;
the king himself has become more wealthy

and powerful, because he sells promptly all the produce of

his country, and receives in return all that his country has

need of,besides the tribute and presents that he gets daily from

the Christian, Moor, and Gentile merchants. The king and

the inhabitants, as well Nairs as Moucois and other Malabars,

Gentiles and Mahometans, agree well with the Portuguese,

and live in peace. There is a vast number of Jews there

that are very rich, and all the other different nations live in

perfect liberty as to religion, each having its own temple,

1 Ze., Vypeen island point. The formation of this island between the

backwater and the sea (and it is still an island, as Mr. Logan informs

me, contrary to Dr. BurnelPs note in Linschoten^ i, 69) is said to have

taken place in a.d. 1841. Its name, PiUu Veppn (i.e., new deposit), is

given to an era still in limited use among the people about Cochin.

F E 2
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except in the Portuguese town, which is reserved to that

nation. The town where the king resides is called by the

Portuguese Cochin dc riba, or JDacyma} that is, the upper,

because it is higher up on the river than that of the Portu-

guese. The Cochin country is flat, very fertile,and well wooded,

like the rest of the Malabar coast. Between the two Cochins are

continuous houses, like suburbs, and it is the same all round.

The country is well peopled and rich
;
and in the old Cochin

is a market, where there is great traffic, and the king takes

his dues there, as he does upon all merchandise coming from

abroad. Certain tribute is levied on behalf of the king of

Cochin in the Portuguese town, while the Portuguese levy dues

on all goods for the king of Spain. There is also at Cochin a

vast number of elephants and horses. The Nairs in the Portu-

guese town give place to the Portuguese, and let them pass

when they meet them
;
in the old Cochin the Portuguese do

the same to the Nairs : so the king has ordained, in order to

avoid all disputes
;
but this is done only there. When the

Nairs and Malabars walk in the streets, they clang their shields

against their sides without ceasing, so loud as to be heard

afar off, and so the rest of the people retire to their dwell-

ings.2 This clanging is also a kind of brag, and he who
makes the most noise is the most esteemed. These shields

and arms are made by the Gentile artizans, and are very

beautiful, being worked in designs of all colours, gold, silver,

and azure, varnish and lacquer. They are studded, too,

with large gilt nails. The beautiful workmanship of these

idolater Indians is indeed wonderful. Their children are

taught to work from the age of five or six, and they have the

keenest aptitude possible,understanding in but a short time all

they see done. It may be remarked, however, that they follow

their crafts from father to son, and marry their children to

others of the same condition.

1 Port, da riha, “of the river”; or da nmn^ “upper”.
2 F. p. 383.
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Justice is administered between them [i.e., the Portuguese]

and the traders or inhabitants, of whatever nation or religion,

according to the laws and regulations of Portugal, and the

king of Cochin has no jurisdiction except over his own
subjects and criminals who take refuge with him. So also

in like case the Portuguese cannot follow their criminals

into the territory of the king of Cochin, or any further than

the limits of the assigned territory.

Por the space of six months from the month of May or

April, sometimes earlier, sometimes later, until the month of

November or thereabouts, no ships or barq[ues enter the Cochin

river. The reason is that the west wind comes from the sea,

and the heavy and continual rains throw up from the land side

such a quantity of sand at the mouth of the river, that banks

are formed of such a height that it is impossible for either

ships or barques to pass them. But when the rains cease there

comes a contrary wind from the east, which drives the sand

into the sea, and renders the river navigable for all manner of

large craft.^ This happens not only at Cochin, but all over

India, at the mouths of rivers, which the Portuguese call

larre^—that is, entrance.

The principal trade of Cochin is in pepper, and only the

kings of Calecut and Cochin exercise it. The king of Cochin

1 Mr. Logau informs me that this theory is not correct. The sand-

banks are formed, not in the monsoon, but in the fair season (Sept.-

May). The bar is cleared by the tidal scour during the monsoon, and
the river is then closed for navigation, owing not so much to the state

of the banks as to the heavy surf on the bar. Our engineers use every

effort to promote the tidal scour, which, with the river current, clears

the bar. A year or two ago the river forced a new passage for itself

through the Vypeen island
;
and this, the Cruz Milagre gap, had to be

closed at considerable expense.

2 Fort, harra; Bluteau defines the term as “the entrance of a port

by which alone ships can enter or leave it
;

or, the entrance of a port

where between the two shores the tide ebbs and flows
;
the bar of Goa

is one of the best ports {sic) in the world, but you cannot enter or leave

it without the tide.”
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stores it^ buys it, and collects it
;
he has some of his own,

and also takes tribute of others who have it, and the rest he

buys through his factors, and has magazines for storing it.

He keeps it sometimes two or three years before he sells it.

Nowhere in all the Malabar Indies is there so much pepper

as there and at Calecut, for the Portuguese, who trade every-

where, cause it all to be brought there. The next greatest trade

is carried on with Bengal, and the merchandise carried there

most frequently is the little shells of the Maldives, wherewith

every year many vessels are laden. The Maidive people call

them Boly^ but the other Indians call them Cauryh in these

they make a marvellous profit all over India. Where the

Portuguese are well received, they associate with the natives

and join in their voyages
;
yet all the mariners and pilots

are Indians, either Gentiles or Mahometans. All these sea-

men are called Lascar, and the soldiers Lascarits? All this

trade between Cambaye and the Cape of Comorin is subject

to much peril, because of the Malabar corsairs. When the

fleet leaves Goa a large number of private galiots go with it

for safety. These galiots are called Navis de Ohetic, and the

men-of-war Navis d'Armada
;
in such wise that sometimes

you see a hundred and fifty sail together, both at their setting

out and return.'^ Nor is it only Goa which supplies these

galiots : they come also from all the other Portuguese towns
in India. All the ships of the Armadas are equipped at the

expense of the king of Portugal, for they never speak there

1 Hind. Tcaxiri, hence our “ cowry ’’ (see Yule’s Glossary).
2 For the history of these words see Yule’s Glossary. The distinction

made here (and here alone, in books of this period) is preserved in modern
times. Throughout the E«'ist, lascar is applied to a native seaman

;
in

Ceylon lascoreeoi means a native gunner, or a trooper of the Governor’s
native body-guard.

^ Port. Navios de Chatins, and navios da armada.
^ Such a fleet of merchant vessels under convoy was called a Cafila

(see vol. ii, and Yule, Gloss.^ s. v.).
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of Spain or the Spaniards, but of Portugal, Goa, and the

Indies only.^ The arms of the Indian Government are a

sphere
;
they put that on one side of their money, and the

arms of Portugal on the other.^

CHAPTER XXIX.

Voyage from Cochin to Goa,—Of the Tcingdom of Oananor
' and the estate of the Malabars,—An accident which

hapjgened to the author.

We remained at Cochin, imprisoned and at liberty, about

two months. In the meantime there arrived a fleet of fifty

Portuguese galiots, under the command of a Portuguese

lord. He was on his way from the coast of Cape Comorin

and from Point de Galle in the island of Ceylon, and came

to Cochin for refreshment in passing. This is their ordinary

practice
;
for the Portuguese and the viceroy of Goa are wont

every year at the beginning of summer, which is in the

month of September, to equip two fleets^ of a hundred

1 It will be remembered here, as elsewhere, that Pyrard’s sojourn in

India was during the “ captivity” or subjection to Spain (1580-1640).

During this period India was governed entirely through the Casa da

India at Lisbon, and altogether in the interests of Portugal and the

Portuguese oflacials, who, as will be seen in vol. ii, jealously excluded

Spanish interference.

2 I have not observed any of the Portuguese Indian coins to have

both the sphere and the arms : some have one and some the other. Some,

such as the roda and the viniem, have the wheel of St. Catherine, which

perhaps Pyrard mistakes for the' sphere.

3 These armadas, which are the subjects of frequent description and

reference in the histories and despatches, were called respectively Amiada

do Norte and Armada do Sud, or do Malavar. The chief captain of the

latter was called Capitdo Mdr da Costa do Malavar: and his vice-

admiral sometimes bore the patent of Capitdo Mdr do Caho de Comorim

(De Couto, Dec. XI

f

liv. i, cap. viii).
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galiots, along with three or four large galleys. Half of this

fleet they send to the north, as far as Din or Cambaye, and

thereabouts, to guard the coast, and hold their power over the

sea, and prevent any from sailing there without their pass-

port. The other half they send to the south, as far as Cape

Comorin, for the same purpose, but principally to purge the

sea of the Malabar corsairs, who wage war with them and

with all traders. So it is, that in those parts of India none

dare navigate the seas without a passport from the Portuguese,

unless they feel themselves sufficiently strong to resist, as do

the Arabs and the men of Sumatra and others, who are

always at war with them.

So while this fleet was refreshed for the space of five

days, being about to return to Goa, which is distant from

Cochin 100 leagues to the north, we employed the Jesuit

fathers to get us a passage to Goa
;
this they did, using

their offices with the governor of Cochin, who delivered me
to the general of the fleet, to be put into the hands of the

viceroy.

The governor, by name JDon Francisco cU Mcnciso} a near

relative of the general, who bore the same name, put us back

into prison two days before, with irons on our feet of more

than thirty or forty pounds weight
;
thus were we escorted

to the galley by two Merignes, assisted by their pions or

tipstaffs. We were so loaded that we could hardly walk;

these irons were only a foot in length, but, being very thick,

they wounded our feet and legs sorely. The general of the

fleet having received us, incontinently placed us in a galiot,

1 Don Francisco de Menezes. In the royal despatch of 5th March
1612, the king says he is informed that this captain, while governor of

Cochin, took some goods from the citizens and did not restore them, also

that he prevented a neighbouring raja from paying a visit to the bishop
of Cochin

;
and gives order for an inquiry to be made, and in case the

charges be found proved, he is to be deprived of his office {Lh. das Moia;,

i, 198).
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with the irons on our feet, and thus set out from Cochin at

the beginning of May 1608.

As ill-luck would have it, I fell into the hands of the

cruellest fellow in the world, the captain of the galiot

wherein I was placed, bynamePecZro dePoderoso}ioTi neither

he nor his men had any more pity for me than for a dog.

Having these irons on my feet, I could not move from one

place, so that everyone in going to and fro stepped upon

me. This galiot was a very small one, and yet had such

a number on board, that there was hardly room to lie down at

full length. The crew insulted us in a thousand ways, exclaim-

ing that as soon as we got to Goa we should be hung all

three. The only consolation I got was from a religious of

the order of St. Dominic, who, with a comrade, was with us.

In these galiots they have a number of drinking vessels like

glass water-bottles, but made of cally^ a white metal like

tin, but much harder. As I have said, they never touch the

vessel with the mouth while drinking. One day, when I

was not taking care, I happened to touch it when I 'was

taking a drink. A soldier observing me, forthwith came and

gave me a violent cuff, which I bore without saying a word.

The reason why the captain was so cruel towards me was

that he had been taken prisoner and badly treated by the

Hollanders, and thought we w^ere of that nation. During

our voyage we had contrary winds and rain all the way to

Goa, for it was already the beginning of winter, so we were

twenty days in. going from Cochin to Goa, a voyage which

with a good wind we could have done in two or three days.

Moreover, on the evening of the first day after we set sail,

we had the misfortune to meet a large merchant vessel of

Malabar. Our galiot was anxious to board her (they are

always anxious to be the first on board, as well for the profit

1 Probably Pedroso

:

several officei-s of this name were serving in

India about this time, but 1 do not trace a Pedro,

Malay tin, elsewhere spelt and callin; v.s. p. 235,
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as for the honour), and we ran into her with such violence

with our prow, that the dasonre} one end of which extends

beyond the prow, struck the ship with that end of it, the

other end being lashed to the galiot’s mast. The shock of

the two vessels was so great that the cable which held this

dasoure (and which was so heavy that it required ten or a

dozen men to lift it) snapped asunder. I was then on the

deck, with my feet in the irons
;
it fell upon my back, and so

remained for some time, and it was with great difficulty that

ten men got me out. I was like dead, and could not speak,

while they threw water upon me to bring me round. There

was no surgeon on board, save some miserable barber, whose

only skill was to bleed or to dress a slight wound. I was

promptly bled, and had some kind of plaster clapped upon

my back, which caused a high inflammation. I received the

greatest assistance from this good Dominican monk, and I

cannot tell you all his good treatment of me, for he supplied

me with a clean shirt, stockings, clothes, a mattress, a pillow,

a sheet, and other necessaries; and as for food, with his own
hands he brought me in secret everything he could lay hands

on, and left his own meal untouched to give it to me. He
begged the captain to take ofl* my irons, which he allowed,

but from one foot only. In fine, this good monk brought

me everything he could for my cure, and I believe that,

without God’s grace and his, I had been dead a hundred

1 ? Spritsail boom. I cannot trace the word
;

it is not in the Port.
Dictionaries of Vieyra, D. Vieira, or Roquete, Rivara, in his edition

of Pyrard, translates it verga, “ yard”
;
but this is not in accordance

with the text, which speaks of the other end being lashed to the mast.
The nearest approach to the word 1 can find is cemdera vela^ “ voile
ceuadere ou civadi^re, qni est la voile plus petite du navire, le beaupr6
du navire” (Oudin, Tresor, 1645, s. v.)

; cevadere, “ the spritsail of a ship”
(Cotgrave). Pyrard may have heard this word used with the genitive
da before it. In the first edition (1611) he does not describe the acci-
dent in detail, but in recording his arrival at Goa, says: “ j’estois lors
fort malade k cause que le mast de la galliote etoit tomb6 sur mon dos,
et m'avoit telleinent blesse, que je fas en danger de inort.”
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times over. In fact^ all who saw me get the blow and

survive it, said it was a miracle, as it was the severest blow

a man could receive without being killed
;
yet had I been

cured at once, the wonder would not have been so manifest.

The captain, seeing me thus wounded, put me in the forecastle,

which is the most uncomfortable place in the ship
;
for it is

there that everyone does his necessities, and the waves

come in the most; where, too, if they wanted to cast or heave

the anchor, I was always in the way. Add to this, I was

always in either sun or rain, and was all the while suffering

the greatest pain, believing that the spine of my back was

broken
;
and I was more than a month ere I could do more

than drag one leg after the other. I ate well, but without

power of digestion, and became so wizen, thin, and pale, that

on arrival at Goa I was a verymummy, or like a corpse dried

ill the sun. The captain had been content if I had died, so

as to have me thrown overboard forthwith. If I was turned

on one side I could not turn to the other. I even ate and

drank lying, with the greatest discomfort and incredible pain

;

and if I so much as raised my head, I felfc the most extreme

thirst, while every hour the ship’s water was failing. Through-

out all this I got no aid but from the good monk and from

the cook, who was a Canarin of Goa, and a Christian
;
for

the place where I lay was where they did the cooking, in

such wise that the heat and smoke tormented me sorely
;
and,

to complete the picture of my condition, they kept threaten-

ing me that I was to be hung at Goa.

As for our voyage, we coasted along the Malabar country,

passed in sight of Calecut, and cast anchor at Cananor, which

is forty leagues distant from Cochin. There we sojourned

three or four days.

Cananor^ is a handsome town, situate on the sea-shore, and

1 Properly Kannamr, ie., the village (iir) of Kamuin (a common

Malayali name). It was the chief seaport of the kingdom of the Kolat-

tiri family, cousins of the Travancore rajas. Before Pyrard’s time the
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has a good harbour : it is one of the Malabar kingdoms. Of

its condition it will not be out of place here to note what I

observed (although I have already touched the subject, but

not in detail), both on this occasion when I was at Cananor,

and formerly when I arrived from Moutingu4 and Badara,

and departed thence for Calecut, as well as on other occa-

sions. The Malabar coast is inhabited, as I have said, by two

sorts of peoples, natives and foreigners. The natives are Gen-

tiles—^thatis, the Hairs, who alone inhabit the inner country;

the foreigners, those of whom I am now speaking, are pro-

perly called the Malabars, as being the inhabitants of the sea-

coast of Malabar. It is quite certain they came from else-

where, some say from Arabia
;
hut that is a long time ago.

They speak the same language and none other
; they obey

the Nair kings, and pay them tribute for the land they

occupy; they are extended over the whole length of the

coast, and their towns are for the most part densely peopled.

Their religion is the law of Mahomet. They are kindly

people, and are also rich merchants, and well skilled in

trade, and the best soldiers in India, both on land and sea,

and make as much profession of arms as do the Hairs. In

their hands is the whole shipping and trade of the country.

In their ships and galleys, and in all their business and work
by land, they make use of the Moucois and Tina, and other

villein folk, paying them wages. They agree well, and are

very good friends with the Hairs, but in their presence they

do not sit down, nor even touch the walls or furniture : this

comes from the ceremony and superstition of the Hairs, for

the Malabars have no scruples of the kind. The king of

Cananor is a Malabar, and one of the kings of Malabar : in

his territory the Malabars are not subject to the Hairs,

although there is a Hair king in the Cananor country. The
latter, however, has no authority nowadays, and the Mala-

Mabomedan chieftain of Caiinauor (Ali Raja) had become independent of
the K61attin.
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bars of the whole coast, both merchants and corsairs, respect

and honour this king. The people of the country have told

me that it is not long since the Malabars of Cananor were in

like condition with the rest of their race, and obeyed that Kair

king, but that they became so strong that they made a king

for themselves, and no longer recognised the Kair king nor

paid him any tribute: he resides far in the interior, and

is often at war with the king of Cananor. This king of

Cananor is very rich and powerful, for he has plenty of men

subject to him, besides the other Malabars of the whole

coast, whom he calls upon in time of need. He is called

Aly Bagm} and is a Mahometan, like the other Malabars.

He is powerful on the sea, has a large number of ships,

trades all over India, and for this purpose has a number of

factors at different places. The islands of Diiiandiirou belong

to him, and the Maldives are at present held of him.^ He

is very courteous, humane, and affable, and, more than any of

the other kings, is fond of the society of foreigners. The

Portuguese are at peace with him, and by his permission

hold a small fort^ in Cananor, containing a church and a

Jesuits’ college. Nevertheless, the other Indian kings call

1 Al% Raja (“ Sea King”). The family of this chieftain was originally

Nayar, and dependent on the Kdlattiri rajas. One of the family em-

braced Islam, and was made captain of the Kdlattiri fleet, with the title

of Mammdli Kitavu (“ Muhammad, Chieftain of the Sea”). As captain of

the fleet he was admitted to all the important counsels of the Kdlattiri,

and ultimately became independent about the year 1525. The Ali

Rajas were regarded as the heads of the Mdppilla community on the coast

down to the end of last century. They played an important part in

history after the establishment of the English factory at Tellicherry.

2 See App. A.

3 The Portuguese got this fort originally from the Kdlattiri, not from

Ali Raja. It was named Fort Angelo. Falling into the hands of the

Dutch in 1662, it so remained till 1771, when the Dutch sold it to Ali

Raja. During the wars with Tippu it was twice taken by the British, and

at the present time is garrisoned by our troops. Linschoten (i, 67) says it

was ‘‘ the best fortresse that the Portingalles have in all Malabar”. A
plan will be found in Ressende’s TJvro do Estado (Sloane MS. No. 197).
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not this king of Cananor a king, saying that he is not so

of right, hut only by force.

Of these Malabars, too, some are corsairs and pirates, who

for the six summer months, when the navigation is good,

sweep the seas for more than two hundred leagues of coast, so

to harry all the ships they find, as well Portuguese as Indian,

and even those of their own brethren, the Malabars (who

carry their merchandise at that season alone)
;

this often

happens. While at sea they are no respecters of persons

further than this : they choose a chief when they set sail

;

when they return the chief is so no longer, and has no more

power
;
they usually have as many as eighty or one hundred

galiots well equipped. Moreover, they make the best soldiers

in the world, being exceedingly brave and courageous. They

are always at war with the Portuguese, to whom they give

great trouble. The Portuguese have not seen their way to

put an end to them from the time when they first came to

the Indies to the present, and they have been oftener de-

feated by the Malabars than victorious over them. The war

between them is very cruel and merciless, for the Malabars

are so courageous that they never surrender, and prefer death.

I have seen them, when in battle with the Portuguese, on per-

ceiving that they were the weaker side, and could not avoid

being taken, all come to one side of their galiot, and go down

with their booty, galiot and all, and even sometimes to wait

till some Portuguese had boarded their vessel, so as they

should perish with them. When taken prisoners by the Portu-

guese, they remain at forced labour in the king’s galleys all

their lives, none being able to ransom them. When they

take any of the Portuguese, they usually put them to death,

or keep them for some time, to see if any will come and re-

deem them
;

if not redeemed they are put to death.

To him that takes one of them prisoner the king of Portugal

gives t%xipardos^ in reward, and the prisoner is his slave all his

1 As to th^parddo, see vol. ii, and Ool. Yule’s valuable article in the

Supplement to his Glossary,
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life. To the Indians, of whatever race they may be, the pirates

do no harm beyond pillaging them, for they let them go

with their vessels and more bulky goods. What is passing

strange is, that at sea they let not off even their own fathers,

saying that it is their trade and custom to be sea-rovers, and

they must seize every opportunity when it presents itself.

For all that, they are by land the best folks in the world, the

most humane and tractable. They have four harbours of

refuge in the realms of the NTair kings, where they build their

galleys, whence they sally forth, and whither they return

with their booty. These harbours are well fortified on the

sea side only, for with the Nair kings who have given them

these refuges they have a good understanding, being subject

to their judicature and paying them tribute. This under-

standing is highly profitable to these petty Kair kings, who

are inaccessible by land. These ports are Moutingud, Badara,

Chombaye, and Cangelotte, which these kings have given

them permission to build. When in the winter time they

return from sea they become good merchants, going hither

and thither among the neighbouring places to sell their goods,

both by land and by sea, using then merchant ships that also

belong to them. They often go to Goa and Cochin to sell

their merchandise and trade with the Portuguese, obtaining

Portuguese passports, though in the previous summer they

may have been at war. It is not only the Malabars of these

ports who lead this kind of life, but also all others of the

whole coast, when they are minded thereto, as indeed they

usually are
;
but inasmuch as they durst not embark at other

places, they come overland to these ports and there take ship

;

they afterwards return home to resume their ordinary life,

and then only when they think fit. It is a thing worthy of

admiration how these people, whether at sea or in their towns,

although they have no masters, nevertheless agree so well

together that no dispute, quarrel, or discord arises among

them. In these towns they have indeed some very rich and
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great Malabar lords, who build and equip these galiots, pay

the soldiers and pressed hands, and send them to sea without

budging from home themselves, except to be chiefs of a large

expedition, on which occasion the booty belongs to them.

These lords have a most commendable custom, observed

among all the Malabars, which is that every wayfarer, of

whatsoever religion, and whether rich or poor, coniing for a

lodging to their houses, gets good cheer at no cost to himself.

When the Hollanders with their fleet passed by Cananor

they fired some cannon-shots, and the king sent them a quan-

tity of presents
;
they made as though they would blockade

the place, but he begged them off, promising that when he

took some other place he would give it to them.^ Thus is

this king friendly to all, and a lover of peace. ' In the town

of Cananor is a fine market every day, called Basar. The

country is fertile in all kinds of produce : there is great

quantity of pepper, and much trade done therein : the Portu-

guese have not the upper hand there, as elsewhere. They

(the Cananor people) send many vessels laden with pepper to

Arabia. The corsairs nowadays respect this king
;
but while

they had their Coginay Marqiiair^ they took but little account

of him. The town of Cananor is situate under the eleventh

and a half degree towards the north.^

All the Malabars of Cananor and the neighbourhood have

but two professions, those of merchant and corsair
;
the mer-

chants buy the goods filched by the others to sell at a higher

price, even though they have been taken from their own

1 The reference is probably to the fleet of Steven Van der Hagen,

which arrived at Cannanor on the 26th October 1604. There was some

firing, but it was at some Portuguese, who attacked the Dutch boat at

its landing from an ambuscade. The Cannanor people took no part in

this
;
and soon after the raja sent a deputation on board with a letter,

in which he gave the Dutch to understand that he intended to maintain

a strict neutrality as between them and the Portuguese (AVc. des Foy.,

iii, 16).

2 Kunhdli MarakMr,
3 More precisely, 12® N.
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relatives and friends. They have no nobility but that of

valour and riches. The Malabar merchants are recognised

by their dress, and not otherwise
;
for while both merchants

and corsairs usually carry arms, the merchants do not wear

their hair long
;
they have a bonnet of red scarlet, in the form

of a skull-cap, and most frequently a kerchief wound round

it in the fashion of a turban, and called 3Iondoii}-
;
these ker-

chiefs are of gold embroidery and coloured silk. They wear

the beard half shaved, but without moustaches. Also they

have a little skirt of silk or cotton reaching three finger-

lengths below the waist, and below that a cloth down to the

knees. Then they have other pretty kerchiefs wherein they

tie up and conceal their money. It is the habit of these

merchants, as well as those of the Maldives and other places,

to carry everything with them when they go to sea, both their

petty baggage and their beds for sleeping on, for theywill never

sleep on other folk’s beds if they can help it. The corsairs

wear their hair long like women, and never cut it
;
they tie it

in a bunch, like all the other Indians, and cover it with

one of these pretty kerchiefs
;
they go quite naked, except

that they are covered with a silk cloth as far as the knees,

and have another handkerchief round the waist. All the

Malabars, as well corsairs as merchants, carry knives with

hafts and sheaths of silver—that is, such as can afford it
;
these

are all beautifully fitted with little pendants, such as tooth-

picks, earpicks, and other instruments. The corsairs wear the

beard shaved, but never shave over the mouth nor the

moustaches: these they wear like the Turks, in such wise

that some have moustaches so long that they tie them behind

the head. All the Malabars are covered with thick hair over

the stomach and elsewhere ;
they wear no slippers. Their

women are dressed like the other natives, and wear nothing

upon their hair
;
they carry a quantity of gold earrings and

rings and trinkets on their fingers and toes. They have a

1 Malayftlam miindn, which means simply a cloth.
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little light jacket of cotton down to the waist, and another

silk or cotton cloth which reaches from the waist down to

the feet. They go barefooted, and are very fair in com-

plexion, and most of them are short of stature : the meii are

of middle height. The women are pretty, and addicted to

licentious practices like the other Indian women, but not to

the same extent as in other places.

When they find a stranger at one of these Malabar cor-

sairs’ ports, who is willing to go to the wars with them, they

feed and maintain him all the winter, him and his wife, for

they marry as soon as they settle awhile in any place. They

engage in good time some soldiers and Moucois at high

wages, which they advance to them to bind the bargain.

When they are ready for the fray they take some betel, and

some Amfiari?' or poppy juice, which most of the Indians

use. They take this betel and amfian^ or afeon, and swear

fidelity thereupon. After making a prize, and before coming

ashore, they search every man on board and the whole ship.

The captain and chief men lay hands on everything, and

account conscientiously to the owner of the galiot or pados.

It is incredible the fatigues these fellows will undergo at sea,

and how they endure hunger and thirst. They have plenty

of cannon and other arms
;
but of money and other valuables

they carry with them not so much as five sols’ worth: all that

they leave on shore. As soon as they have takeii a prize

they come in to discharge, and return to sea at once, if there

seems a likelihood of other booty
;

if not, they remain at home

for that year and consume the produce of their theft and

rapine for the next six months. This is all I was able to

observe of the Malabar coast and polity.

1 Opium. The form amjian is the Port, amfiao ; afeon is the Ar,

(ifyun. This Port, form is a corruption of the Arabic, and only came
into use after the Portuguese went to India : this is seen from the pas-

sage in De Orta, where his interlocutor says : “ Queria saber a certeza

do amfdOy que e o que a gente desta terra uza, se e o que chamamos
op/o” (f. Ib^h). The Ar. form came from the Greek oV/oj/.
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But to return to Oananor: we sojourned there three or four

days waiting for a favourable wind, but seeing it did not

come, and there was no hope of it, owing to the commence-

ment of winter, as I have said, we set sail and resumed our

course for Goa, I being ill all the while. Meanwhile, that

good father the monk was doing all he could with the general

of the fleet and the captain of our galiot to get me left at the

hospital of Cananor
;
but he (the captain) would not permit

it, giving all sorts of reasons, and saying that if I died he

would have me thrown overboard for a Luterano dog as I

was. Whereupon the monk comforted me, and bade me to be

of good courage, and even brought me from' the town some

drugs and sweetmeats, and all else he considered needful or

useful to me. In this way we made our way to Goa, where

we arrived in the month of June following. I was then very ill

with my wound and the hardships I had endured on board,

by reason of the inhumanity of the captain, who treated me,

as I have said, with the utmost indignity and barbarity, and

would have done worse but for the succour and charity of

the monk, who comforted me on every occasion and resisted

his harsh conduct. I must not omit to mention here the

name of this good monk of whom I received so much favour

;

he was called /rere Manuel de Christ?- As soon as the galiots

were anchored at Goa, I was carried to the hospital, where I

was well treated and cured of my sickness. It is verily a

royal hospital, excellent and magnificent in all respects,

where the sick, both rich and poor, are served with the

utmost care, propriety, and kindliness. I will describe it

more particularly hereafter, as also the town of Goa, the

surrounding country, the police arrangements, and all else

that is noticeable, as well as what happened to me while I

sojourned there. But the size of this volume constrains me

to conclude here the story of the first part of my voyage, and

1 I have not found this good Dominican mentioned elsewhere
;

it may

be hoped that the rest of his life was as praiseworthy as is this episode.
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to leave the rest for a second, where, with God’s help, I shall

relate in detail my voyage to Suiida and the Moluccas
;
the

navigation of the Portuguese, with whom I afterwards sailed,

and their arrival in Brazil
;
and finally my return to France.

END OF VOL. I.
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